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DEDICATION.

TO THE

Subscribers towards the West India Missions.

RESPECTED FRIENDS,

I dedicate to you these Volumes from the

joint influence of gratitude and duty, and as a tribute

of acknowledgment for that benevolence which has

marked your conduct towards the interests of Jesus

Christ.

As a minister of that gospel which is able to make

us wise unto salvation, I feel the weight of those

favors which have resulted from your kindness; and

I also indulge my feelings, while I acknowledge my

inability to cancel the obligations which you have

conferred .

In dedicating this work to you , I do not pretend,

either to bestow a favor, or to discharge a debt. I

have acknowledged the obligations I feel myself under,

as an instrument through which you have transmit

ted your bounty ; and my inability to remove the

pleasing burden, gives you a right, when you
behold

this Publication , to expect a Dedication from me.
I
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rejoice, therefore, in meeting with an occasion in

which the feelings of my heart happily concur with

the justice of your claims ; and in which the sensations

of benevolence and gratitude can be expressed in such

language, as will neither be flattering, offensive, nor

unjust.

As the Work before you is chiefly indebted to

your beneficence for those evidences of Christianity

which it records, to suppress this acknowledgment

would be ungrateful, and to transfer the obliga

tion to another object would be unjust. I have not

ingratitude enough for the former, nor baseness

enough to be guilty of the latter ; the Work therefore

approaches you as its legitimate parents, and comes to

present you with a full survey of that distant mony.

ment, which your joint benefactions, under the grace

and providence of God, have contributed to raise.

1

1

Having acted as a medium of your bounty, and

transmitted beyond the Atlantic the favors which

you have so generously conferred, it is a duty which

I owe both to myself and to you , to give some ac

count of the issues of your liberal actions, that you

may, from these circumstances, calculate upon the

effects of your munificence, and permit that calculation

to operate in the direction of your future course. To

what height your expectations may be raised , I take

not upon me to determine ; but flatter myself that

the present Work will fully convince you, that your

donations have not been bestowed in vain .
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s . The sacred monument, which, under God, you

have been made instrumental in raising to the effi

cacy of divine grace , among the swarthy inhabitants

of the torrid zone, cannot fail to fill you with grati

tude towards God. And while you contemplate this

result of your efforts with joy, and feel it to be a me.

dium of consolation to yourselves, you have held out,

without designing it , an example to future ages,

which your posterity will reflect on with pleasure,

and which must be admired by the serious part of

mankind.

The dignity which unavoidably associates itself

with such modes of conduct as you have displayed ,

may probably excite, in future generations, a noble

emulation to imitate the example which you have so

conspicuously held out to the Christian world, when

your names are enrolled in the annals of eternity

an example which I fatter myself will be imitated

by your posterity, and which will produce effects,

which the progress of time will not be able to erase

from the records of piety.

The salutary effects which have resulted from

your liberal exertions, stand as a conspicuous demon

stration , that those who are sunk in heathenish dark.

ness , are not outcasts of the divine mercy . And the

work which God has wrought among the Negroes

unequivocally proves, that he has accepted of your

sincere endeavours to promote the interests of the gos

pel, and that he has happily instructed us to adapt
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the means he has taught us to use , to the important

end at which we have sincerely aimed.

G

How far this may stimulate our cotemporaries and

successors , either to follow our example, or to improve

upon the plan which we have adopted , it would be

presumptuous to say. Prudence, on this occasion ,

lays an embargo on those anticipations which our san

guine wishes would urge us to express ; we must

therefore repose our thoughts in reluctant silence,

and calmly wait the event.

Conscious of that integrity which has marked

our actions, and guided our conduct , in those once

unpromising regions of the globe - and animated

by those successes with which God has been pleased to

crown our endeavours - we must do violence to our

feelings to reflect on our efforts with regret..

U

Our primary endeavours embarked in some degree

on adventure, but with no small confidence, at the

same time, on the blessing of God. Success has jus

tified the experiment ; it has given sanction to future

enterprize, and therefore perseverance in the an

cient path becomes a duty which requires no com

ment.

We are taught, from contemplating that train of

events which lies before us , to behold in the present

state of existence an ample recompence for all our

toils. We are already repaid in the success of our en
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deavours for what is past : and this requital, from the

God of all grace and consolation, becomes a source of

confidence, on which , in missionary prospects, we

build our hopes of future blessings from on high.

That the contributions made by you have produ

ced no pecuniary embarrassments in your temporal

circumstances, is a truth which I fatter myself you

will readily allow . It is a point which I submit to

your own decision ; and confident of the issue, to

your deliberate judgments I now appeal.

Not being impoverished by your generous exertions,

the felicities which you have been made instrumental

in communicating to thousands, must have returned

upon yourselves, in those pleasing reflections which

still inhabit your bosoms.bosoms. The actions which afford

you these reflections, must be a continual source of

gratification ; and , while you give all the glory to

God , they must administer to you a species of plea

sure, which is neither embittered by the anguish of

repentance, nor the torments of remorse. They are

such as you need not blush to own , either in your de

parting moments, or in the day of retribution .

But what are these momentary satisfactions, when

compared with the felicities of eternity ! Though

great and exquisite in themselves, they shrink from

all comparison with that happiness which will be in

finite in its duration , as well as permanent and pure

in its nature. The pleasures of time are destined to
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decay ; but the joys which these reflections afford you ,

will revive again with brighter lustre beyond the grave,

and flourish with unfading beauty in eternity.

To meet, in a world of spirits, thousands of our Ne.

gro brethren , who shall have happily escaped from the

corruptions of their own hearts, and the miseries

which result from guilt, through the merits of that

Saviour, whose infinite love we have been made in

strumental in communicating, must be a source of

joy which we have not language sufficiently energetic

to express, and which will submit to no description.

The arduous task imposes silence on me ; and my

powers are absorbed in the pleasing contemplation. I

anticipate the scene with an ecstasy that overwhelms

I sink beneath the pressure of that glory, which

is too exalted to be told , and too dazzling to be pur

sued ; and humbly join my prayers to yours that we

may be “ stedfast, immoveable, always abounding in

the work of the Lord, forasmuch as we know that

our labour shall not be in vain in the Lord .”

me.

That the light of the gospel may be diffused through

the nations of the earth, till all shall know the Lord

from the least unto the greatest, holds an exalted sta

tion among my most ardent wishes ; and that you

may realize in eternity those felicities which you

anticipate in time, is the earnest and sincere prayer

of

Your much obliged,

affectionate, and faithful Servant,
aithf

THOMAS COKE.
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PREFACE.

CIVIL ,

BEFORE the Reader enters on the History, it may be

necessary that he should be apprized of what he is to expect.

The Work is divided into three grand departments, the NATURAL,

and ECCLESIASTICAL.

Of the natural and civil departments, he needs only to be in

formed, that they will include the geographical situation, ex

tent , ' and productions of the different Islands ; and the various

changes ingovernment and law , which the progress of events

has obliged each Island to undergo.

In that department which is of an ecclesiastical nature, the

efforts which have been made to introduce our holy religion , by

the Moravian Brethren , and by the Incorporated Society in

London, will be duly noticed ; together with those Missions

which have been established by the late Rev. John Wesley, and

by the Methodist Conference late in connexion with that great

man ; Missions which have been owned of God in a peculiar

manner, and which continue to flourish to the present day. The

various successes which have marked these distinct endeavours

to propagate Christianity, will be introduced before the Reader,

and noticed with the strictest impartiality, in the survey of the

different Islands which will appear before us . And since the

preaching of the gospel has been attended with considerable

success, a relation of its progress , and of the happy effects

which have resulted from it, will form one prominent branch of

the present undertaking.

To survey the changes which have been wrought through the

efficacy of divine grace, must afford pleasure to the sincere

friends of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It must fill their souls

BVOL. I.
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with gratitude, and their tongues with praises, to hear how

many brands have been plucked from the burnings , and rescued

from heathenish and savage darkness, to besiege the throne of

grace with fervent prayer.

But while in the progress of this work, we shall attentively

examine the riches of divine grace, in its various manifestations

towards the tawny multitudes that inhabit the Islands to which

we shall be introduced, the natural and civil history of each

Island will neither be overlooked as a matter of nomoment, nor

will it be cursorily ushered into view. The scene of action will

be primarily considered , before we venture on any missionary

intelligence ; and such ample details given, as will display the

wonders of creative power , as well as those of redeeming love.

The natural and civil history of these Islands will hold an emi

nent station from first to last, which wilt be interspersed with

such remarks as occasional circumstances may require; such as

have a tendency to impress the mind with seriousness, and to lead

the attentive reader from the regions of “ nature up to nature's

God .”

The history therefore which is now about to be presented to

the reader, may be considered as consisting of two grand divisions.

The former will be of the natural and civil, and the latter of a

missionary or religious nature. In the natural and civil depart

ments, which in each island will be first introduced , no produce

tion of nature to which this burning climate has given birth , if

deemed interesting to the European reader, will be omitted ; nor

will any variety either of nature or of art be passed by unnoticed .

The discovery, situation , extent, and productions ; the climate,

fertility , soil, and original natives, whether Caribbs or Apalachi

ans, will regularly rise into view before the reader in three ge

neral chapters, which will begin this work. In these chapters

we shall endeavour to introduce such subjects as are of general

application to all the islands, and present the reader in one com

prehensive view with an epitome of nature in this Archipelago ,

which constitutes no contemptible portion of the western world .
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In fine, nothing which either historical narration, regular corres

pondence, or personal observation can supply, shall be wanting

to render this history complete, so far as completion can associ

ate with the imperfections of such compositions. But the whole

must stand or fall by its merits or defects: it is only the latter

that can sink it into disgrace, and only the former that can en

title it to public patronage and support.

As the progress of Christianity in foreign regions has been

chiefly indebted, under the free and infinite grace of God, to

the benevolent exertions of individuals, who have formed them

selves into societies for the express purpose of spreading the gos ,

pel in distant parts , it may not be improper, after having given

some general views of the islands which make the grand subject

of our history, to give a concise account of the most considerable

missions which have been sent into foreign climates, in these

latter ages of the world .of the world . As men and as Christians, weought

to feel ourselves interested in this department, since it is through

missionary societies, instrumentally, that true religion has been

introduced into the West Indies, and been attended with such

unexampled success, though both primarily and ultimately the

glory belongs to God alone.

These historical views of missionary progress will be of univer

sal application. They will occasionally be applied to these Islands,

to China, and to the northern continent of America ; and by in

troducing them in this extensive way , the reader will be able to

form a comparative estimate of missionarysuccesses,when we pro

ceed to make an inquiry into the various events which have

marked the gospel in each individual island . It may however

be necessary, when we come to examine each island particularly,

to recapitulate and select the outlines of those general observa

tions, and refer the reader to these chapters for such branches

of the missionary narrative as are there sufficiently noticed .

With these views before us, it is perhaps unnecessary to remark ,

that the West India Archipelago will be our central spot, and

after we have ended the general chapters, these islands will bound

our observations.
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The discovery of America by Columbus, and ofthose Islands

in particulaz which will be the theatre of our researches , being

ofcommon application, will be introduced before we proceed to

the particular investigation of any island either in a natural or

missionary point of view . Sach portions of the natural history

of each island as will submit to general description , -1 be intro

duced in the general account, to which the reader must refer , if

necessary, when he proceeds through the isiands which will pass

before him in review . Those branches therefore of the natural

history which are only applicable to particular islands, will be ex

clusively confined to those local spots: they may be considered

as streams branching from the general history , and winding

along through vallies, districts, and territories, which are pecu

liarly their own .

The missionary intelligence, which must paessarilybeprogres

sive, will of course be continued onward with the progress of

time, and will bear a prominent part in this work, even when

its terminacion shall close the scene. The natural and civil de

partments ofthis history must therefore occupy the first pages in

every chapter into which they can be introduced, and will fre

quently end in those places where missionary intelligence will

usually begin .

The missionary information which is about to be presented to

the world, not being drawn from the musty shelves of antiquity,

but from the fountain -head of existing facts, which are now in

actual being, will unfold resources which are inexhaustible. In

telligence will be constantly arriving from the different islands ;

and, in this view , a period seems to be precluded, through the

nature of the undertaking. To obviate this literary inconveni

ency , it will be found in all probability necessary to have re

course to an appendix, which will give the latest intelligence

which can be obtained, and with this the work shall finally

close .

The appendix, which thus seems absolutely necessary from the

circumstances which have been stated, will be almost entirely of
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2 missionary nature, and will apply to those islands to which its

different portions will refer. It may include personal anecdotes,

and biographical sketches or detached circumstances, which have

no immediate connexion with the general history, though per

fectly applicable as appendages, or as circumstances which serve

to elucidate the leading features of the work ,

The history itself will proceed onward in the mean while, in

dependently of these subsequent considerations; and its different

branches will be pursued according to the plan which is now

arranged. The first chapter will contain a general description

of the Islands ; the second and third , an account of the original

natives ; and the fourth, a general survey of the most important

missions which are any way connected with them .

We shall afterwards proceed with the natural and civil history

of Jamaica, and then with the missionary intelligence belonging

to that island . After this we shall take a survey of the other

Islands in like manner, considering each in a separate and de

tached point of view , till, having passed through the whole, we

shall notice, by way of appendix , such subsequent information as

may arrive too late to be inserted in its proper place.

Ina work like the present it must naturallybe expected, that the

writer will avail himself of every authority already extant. He

should indeed deem himself highly culpable in omitting this ; and,

in fact, he will find it difficult, on manyoccasions, to avoid expres

sing himself, on the same common topics, in nearly the same

language as his predecessors. To prevent therefore repeated

quotations, and long notes of reference, which occupy a conside

rable portion of some of our modern histories, he thinks it in

cumbent on him to declare in this place, that he has consulted

the following early Spanish , Italian , and French historians, who

have written on the West Indies :-Oviedo, Peter Martyr, Las

Casas, Herrara , Rochfort, Du Tertro , and La Bat ; and the mo

dern much esteemed philosophical and political history of the

settlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and West In

dies by the Abbé Raynal. He has also consulted the following
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excellent compositions of ourowncountrymen - Robertson's His

tory of America ; Sloane, Long, and Beckford , on Jamaica ; and

lastly, the third edition lately published of a veryaccurate, and

ample, civil and commercial History of the British West Indies,

by Bryan Edwards, Esq. to whom the palm of superiority may

be justly assigned . *

But ample and accurate as the last mentioned history is, it is

considerably defective in one important point, to which if Mr.

Edwards had paid any tolerable attention, he would have super

seded the present work , and precluded the necessity of all en

gagements in this undertaking. The progress of Christianity in

these Islands, through the instrumentality of British Protestant

ministers ; the conversion of the people of colour and of the Ne

groes, together with the happy effects which result from all,

now form a considerable branch in the history of the colonies-

so considerable, that it cannot with justice be omitted without

exposing the author to the censure of partiality, and leaving the

history really incomplete. But strange as it may appear, though

Mr. Edwards has published three large volumes entirely on the

West Indies, and sent them into the world so recently, and at

a time when the progress of the missions was well known to

those who were conversant with the affairs of that part of the

globe, and therefore could not escape his notice, not more

than three pages, in all his work , are devoted to the cause of the

gospel of Jesus Christ.

* From these authorities which we have thus cited , a variety of important in

formation has been collected and incorporated in the present work, of which no

further account nced be taken. Nor is this mode of proceeding without a pre

cedent. The editor of a new edition of Guthrie's Geographical, Historical,

and Commercial Grammar, has inserted, verbatim, copious extracts from Mr.

Edwards, of which he makes a similar acknowledgment in a short advertise

ment. Mr. Bryan Edwards also in his turn obserges, “ I have endeavoured

to collect useful knowledge wheresoever it lay; and when I found books that

supplied what I sought, I have sometimes been content to adopt without alte

ration what was thus furnished to my hands.” Edwards' West Indies, Preface,

1st Edition, p. 10,
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• The present undertaking may therefore be considered as enter

ing into the world to supply that deficiency, and to fill up that

chasm which Mr. Edwards has left in his excellent history,

which , for its legitimacy and accuracy, can hardly be exceeded .

The work now presented to the public is not written to con

trovert facts which he has stated, nor to correct errors into

which he has fallen ; it is not to trace out incidents which he

has omitted, or to record transactions which he had no means of

knowing ; but to rescue from oblivion a department of history,

which must be particularly interesting to the religious world ;

and to acquaint posterity with those glorious effects which have

resulted from the preaching of the gospel in different periods

in the West Indies, from the time that settlements were first

made in those islands by European nations.

But since a detail solely of religious transactions, if all natural

and civil history were to be excluded , would render this work

defective on the opposite extreme, and subject it to a charge of

partiality, which must be deemed reprehensible, and would ,

without the local circumstances of time and place, render it irk

some to many minds, the natural and civil history of each island

is introduced .

By this method , while the religious reader is intent upon the

work which God has carried on , and is still carrying on , in those

parts, he may behold in one view, both the field of action and

the success of the gospel of Christ. And by contemplating the

varied productions of the world, in different regions, he may

see fresh occasions to magnify the varied displays of omnipotent

power ; and, from every scene of wonder, he may ascribe glory

to God . But, on the contrary, those who feel but little or no

interest in that intelligence which is purely missionary, will

discover an ample fund of information in the departments of

civil and natural history, into which this narration largely

enters. In fine, they will find nothing omitted that has reach

ed our notice either of ancient or modern history, which could

render this undertaking either interesting to them, or worthy

of their regard.
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The ancient histories of these islands, which have been con

sulted on this occasion, furnish us with all the information that

can now be obtained relative to their original state, when first

visited by Europeans. To these records we have already ap

pealed, and shall appeal, as occasions may require. But such

delineations as have been taken by modern historians from in

quiry and observation , the author of this work will be able to

confirm , correct, or elucidate, as circumstances may direct.

Profiting therefore by his predecessors who have trodden the

same path both in ancient and modern days, and having made

his own observations in his repeated visits to these Islands, he

flatters himself that nothing willbe wanting to render this work

generally interesting, and extensively useful, to the different

classes of readers into whose hands it may occasionally fall. Above

all preceding histories of the West Indies, this will have one ex

clusive advantage, that, while in common with theirs it exa

mines nature in her warmest recesses, it describes the progress

of vital religion in the torrid zone.

M

TE



INTRODUCTION.

AMONG the different sciences which have tended

through every age to embellish human life, the department of

History has always held a distinguished rank . In the civilized

nations of Europeit constitutes a considerable branch of liberal

education ; and a familiar acquaintance with past ages has always

been esteemed an indispensable accomplishment. It elevates its

individual possessor in the scale of society, and raises the con

templativemind from those local confines which bound our pre

sent state of existence.

It is a department of science which unfolds the latent windings

of the human heart, and affords the fairest opportunities through

which we may trace those actions to theirgenuine sources, which

appear in themselves uncertain and problematical, because their

origin is involved in shade. It opens a communication with ages

which are now lost in the ocean of eternity, and gives to us the

real and unvarnished characters of statesmen , divines, philosophers,

and heroes ; on each of which the mind may expatiate with free

dom , unbiased by prejudices, and uninfluenced either by hopes

or fears.

It is a science which enables us , without the uncertainty of ex

periment, to connect the motive with the end ; and to view with

steady light a simple measure in its remotest consequences, with

out being impeded by those obstacles, or encircled by those mists

and shadows, that frequently obscure to the more immediate

spectator the scene of action ; which, through these obstructing

mediums, dazzleswith a superficial glare, and bewilders and con

founds, instead of imparting information.

It is a science which enables us to hold communion with dif

ferent parts of the peopled globe, to estimate those national cha

racterswhich we survey, and to observe those tints and shades

whích distinguish man fromman . It teaches us, by our observa

tions on mankind, how to improve by their disasters, and how

to profit by their experiments, without either the hazard of mis

carriage, or the mortification of disgrace. And by thus opening

an intercourse with distant ages and regions,we not only discover

the different productions of every climate, and every zone, but

we have an opportunity of estimating the extent and diversity of

the human intellect, in all its progressive stages of improvement,

VOL. I. Cс
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froin perfect barbarism to mere civilization , and from mere civi

lization to the exalted refinements of polished life.

Through an acquaintance with History , we learn the advan

tages which result from a state of society ; in which each man

contributes to his brother's wants, and increases his own security

by the advantages which he imparts. And from these advantages

we are taught also to view the inconveniences which are insepa

rable froin that state of savage solitude , in which every one must

lie exposed to the depredations of his neighbour, without having

it in his power to appeal to a coercive authority , which , in the

present degenerate condition of man, can alone enforce the claims

of eternal justice.

By an acquaintance with History, we discover those latent and

unsuspected causes , upon which the rise and fall of empires de

pend ; we learn what objects contribute towards the stability of

à people , and what mudes of pursuit andconduct will inevitably

terminate in decay . It places the mind ofman upon an eminence

from whence the eye wanders in immense excursions of reality ;

lives over those ages which elapsed before the deluge , and from

whence we can survey with one glance an epitome of the world.

It enables us , from a retrospection of the past, and a comprehen

sion of the present, to form a probable calculation of the future,

till time shall be no more. It enables us to connect eternity with

eternity ; and to behold it an encircling ocean ,in which time and

man, as to liis present state, and the works of both , shall sink to

gether, overwhelmed in the vast abyss.

An acquaintance with History is calculated to shew us the im

becility of all human efforts, as well as the shortness of human life ;

that death will ultimately sweep away the human race ; and that

time will at last destroy the most permanent labours of man. It

will convince us , by the most indubitable evidence, that our tri

umphal arches must decay ; thatour most stately monuments must

totter to their base ; and that the most superb mausoleum must

mingle with that dust which it was destined to protect . It will

enable us to contemplate, with instructive reflections, the instability

of all human grandeur and beauty ; and assure us that nothing

is in a state of safety which lies beneath the sun , unless it have an

immediate connexion with God . It will induce the mind to sicken

with disgust at the uncertainty of worldly glory, and to investi

gate with unremitting attention those sacred records which teach

us to look to the Author of our being to find stability and repose;

and will lead us to place all our confidence in hiin , and in those

objects which can neither expire nor change.

In these views the able historian at once instructs and enter

tains us , and communicates information through the mediums

of delight. Heplcases the funcy, while he informs thejudgment ;

!

1
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and, directing us to what is right by pointing out what is wrong,

he corrects the sallies of our passions while hemeliorates the heart.

On these accounts the faithful historian may be considered as a

public benefactor, by imparting moral lessons to mankind . For

these reasons he stands highly in thepublic estimation , and holds

the foremost place in the republic ofletters . It is to his faithful

page that scientific men resort ; it is he that decides debates in the

literary world ; who fixes the boundaries of remote antiquity, and

from whose decisions there can be no appeal .

It is through his faithful page that we have any acquaintance

with ancient times, or withthose branches of science which have

enriched the world . It is only through this medium that we know

how.the world was originally peopled, that we know our own

origin , and can trace our end . Through this we can account

for the diversity of language, and trace the myriads of human be

ings that now swarm the world, up to one common parent ; and

learn that God hath made of one blood all the nations of the

earth. But for the page of history our sciences would still be in

a state of embryo, to -morrow would be ignorant of the trans

actions of to -day, and one generation could hold no communica

tion with another.

But for the unerring page of sacred History, we should have

known nothing of theconduct of God towardsthe human race ;

all his dispensations would have been alike concealed ; and, where

we now behold redemption, and the amazing displays of infinite

love, we should have seen nothing but a dreary blank, and must

have contemplated futurity with horror. The origin of justice

and of law would have been alike unknown ; and our moral

and intellectual condition would have been somewhat similar to

that of the swarthy inhabitants of those islands which we are

about to explore. To the sacred recordswe are indebted for the

intelligence which we possess, for that light which we have to

guide us in our inquiries into futurity , and through which we are

enabled todiscriminatebetween thoseactionswhich lead torewards

or punishments beyond the grave. It is sacred history that gives

rationality to our faith , and energy to our hopes ; that, under

divine grace, teaches us how topass through time with tranquil

lity, and to expect felicity in a future state.

History, in general, may be considered as a science without

which all others would be almost useless ; and without much im

propriety we maydenominate it the memory of the world . There

is hardly a circumstance to which it will notapply ; nor is there a

science which it does not more or less include. The natural, the

civil, and the religious world , it encircles in one enlarged embrace ;

and it is attentive to the vices as well as the virtues of mankind.

The foibles and excellencies of human nature are delineated on
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its records ; and those characters which have been rendered con

spicuous in either view, descend to posterity accompanied with

infamy or renown.

But while the genius and pen of the historian have been so la

boriously employed in filling whole volumes with relations of

conquests and depredations; of battles , sieges , victories, and de

feats, in which every page appears stained with blood ; while he

details with minute exactness the horrors of sanguinary revolu

tions,which involve the desolation of kingdoms and the murder of

millions of the human race ; it cannot be reflected on without re

gret, that so littlehas been written upon that most important of

all concerns, the introduction , progress, and final establishment

of theChristianreligion among multitudes of those almost innu

merable hosts of savages who inhabit the remoter regions of the

globe. And yet it is tothe gospel, that GreatBritain, in all proba

bility, stands indebted for the preservation of many of her richest

colonial possessions even to thepresent day; that her swarthysub

jects have not revolted like those ofa neighbouring island ; and

committed those depredations on the white inhabitants, which

humanity even shudders to name.

But whatever advantages may have resulted from the establish

ment of Christianity in foreign regions, it seems in general to

have had little or no share in those historical departments of lite

rature which have analyzed our insular possessions in the torrid

zone . A solitary hint , a vagrant passage , or a detached paragraph,

contains all that some voluminous works supply, relative to the

progress of the gospel, though considerable portions are appro

priated to points of no comparative moment ; points which can

hardly awaken curiosity, and in which interest seems to have little

or no concern .

Commercial and political histories are in general what they

profess. The writers ofsuch volumes, however much they may

develop the sources of human action , and unravel the latent

windingsof the human heart, calculate no higher than secondary

causes . They make certain modes ofpolicy the parents ofcom

merce , and terminate their inquiries in a single branch . They

estimate the advantages whichresult from commerce by the ag

grandizements which ensue, and make the influx of wealth the

boundary of their design .

The primary source of colonial advantages is frequently over

looked by colonial writers, and is lost in an effect, or a combina

tion of effects, which result from it . Political manæuvres fre

quently monopolize that honour which belongs to the gospel,

and their recordsascribe to the ingenuity of man deliverances and

preservations which belong solely to the providence of God .

The interests which are rooted so deeply in the human breast,
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are on such occasions the strongest incentives to action ; and they

influence the judgments of those who obey their dictates almost

beyond the powerof calculation. The ascendency of these inte

rests suffers nothing to move beyond the boundariesof itssordid

confines ; and prompts its votaries to stigmatize with epithets of

opprobrium those who presume to act with nobler aims.

When enterprises under the influence of ambition are directed

towards fame, rather than the interests of the human race, they

are not unlikely to arrogate those honours which are the produce

of another soil : but let it be remembered, that it was Columbus

who discovered America, though he was supplanted by power,

and sent to Europe in chains.

Commercial advantages are , without all doubt, intimately con

nected with the policy of nations; but the internal action of that

policy supposes the previous civilization ofthe subject. It is only

civilization that can render policy beneficial, or give permanency

to that intercourse with nations which interest wishes to keep

alive. It is this which can alone fix the boundaries ofright, give

justice to coercion, and unite effective energy with law . Civili

zation must therefore be prior to all permanent advantages which

can result from those compacts which policy establishes, and con

sequently in the scale of honour it holds a higher rank.

Butwhile we admit civilization to hold this exalted rank in

the rising scale of eminence, it would be unjust to buryin obli

vion the active cause from whence it springs. The tribute of

applause is without doubt due to every excellency: to withhold

it is ungenerous; but to apply it erroneously is unjust.

The influx of wealth from distant regions may be justly as

cribed to commerce ; the establishment of commerce, to the ex

cellencies of policy, in its direction of that civilization which

must be admitted to have a previous existence; while the excel

lencies of policy can only arise from the superior state of refine

ment, whichmarks those Europeannations in which civilization

softens into all the graces of polished life.

But when, from mere civilization, we turn our thoughts to that

cause which chiefly contributes to its existence, we shall find it

occupying thehighest station, andtherefore entitled to those super

lative honours which can be considered as subordinate to nothing

short of God. The benefits which result from our intercourse

with distant parts depend upon the civilized state of the inhabi

tants ; and our advantages are permanent or uncertain in pro

portion as barbarism is removed , and the cultivation of thehu

man mind appears. It is therefore to this cause that we stand

indebted for the various advantages which we receive, and which

flow to us through the different mediums of civilization , of policy,

and of commerce; and this cause is—the gospel of Jesus Christ.
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It is to the establishment of the gospel that civilization in these

latter ages is primarily indebted for its origin and support ; it is

this which becomes the cement of society; it is this which has

given the decided preference to Christian nations , and rendered

them so conspicuous for those sciences which are the ornaments

of human nature, the boast of Europe, and the astonishment of

the world. It is the establishment of the gospel which has

opened the door to inquiry, and which promotes investigation ;

which leads investigation to discovery, and causes discovery to

terminate in advantage ; which enlarges the horizon of the hu

man intellect, and calls into exertion all the latent powers of the

soul .

But for the establishment of that gospel which infidels de

spise - which is a stumbling- block tothe Jews and foolishness

unto the Greeks, but which is the power of God unto salvation to

those who believe and obey its precepts --- civilization would have

been unknown in its present extent. And but for civilization ,

even the wisdom of policy would be deprived of the power of

action ; and , under these views, both commerce and the wealth

which flows from it would be alike unknown. It is therefore to

the establishment of the gospel , in subordination to God, that

we must look for those temporal blessings which we enjoy. It

is this which can alone produce a radical reformation in human

nature, and establish that reformation on a permanent founda

tion . It is this that rescues man from a state of barbarism, and,

in proportion as it influences the hunan heart, promotes har.

mony and peace, and ensures a perpetuity of those intercourses

which it so extensively opens.

The wars and devastations which at this moment disgrace Eu

rope, and desolate some of the most fertile regions of the globe,

will not militate against the positions which I have advanced. It

is not the spirit of Christianity which leads to those calamities

which we deplore, butan evident departure from it. The mild

and peaceable spirit of the gospel produces a different mode of

conduct, and totally condemns those wars and fightings which

are promoted by the angry passions of the interested and ambi

tious, and points out to us, in the most unequivocal language, the

genuine source from whence such actions proceed. The wars

and fightings which are among us, St. James tells us (chap. iv. 1. )

“ come even of those lusts which war in our members,” and are

therefore generated in those angry passions which Christianity

came to extract from the human soul.

It is that root of bitterness which is lodged so deeply in human

nature, and which has not submitted to the efficacy of divine

grace, which leads to those sanguinary excesses that have stained

the ocean and drenched the plains with human blood. The ene

1
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mies of Christianity have therefore but little occasion to impute

to her doctrines those contentions for empire which disgrace

mankind, or to charge her with those actions which all herprin

ciples disown. It is a departure from her sober dictates that leads

to criminal exploits, and promotes that discord which degrades

humanity, which sanctions those deeds which her sincerest

friends deplore, and produces that rapine and plunder which she

shudders to behold.

The nominal professors of her holy doctrines have, in a va

riety of instances, acted in an unworthy manner, and implicated

her, by their conduct, in that disgrace which they have procured

for themselves. Theyhave introduced her sacred name to sanc

tify the greatest enormities, and taken refuge under her banner,

while they have stabbed her to the heart. Under the auspices

of Christianity they have perpetrated the greatest villaniesthat

perhaps may have ever disgraced humannature, and made a

superstitious attachment to its cause the pretext of swelling the

black catalogue of human woes. They have substituted coercion

for the influence of persuasion, and made even instruments of

cruelty to supplant the book of God. Urged on by supersti

tion , they have inverted the order of the gospel, and perverted

its design. They have even made religion a plea for murders of

the most unnatural kind, and multiplied these perpetrations be

yond all example, and, but for the precision of the attestation ,

beyond the reach of our belief.

In the history ofthose islands to which these papers will intro

duce us,we shall behold such instances of human depravity as

will hardly admit of any parallel , and which for the honour of

human nature we could wish to see falsified in fact : but the

evidences are too strong forincredulity to grapple with, though

they substantiate actions which are almosttoo shocking to admit

belief. The evidences, and the facts which they record, serve

however to demonstrate the authenticity of those sacred records

to which we dare appeal, and which are the power of God unto

salvation to every one that believes.

But while these base professors of Christianity, and real vota

ries of superstition , thus apparently disgrace the religion which

they profess, and expose to calumny that cause which they ex

ternally espouse , it is butjust that the gospel should be permitted

to vindicate itself. Its language will explicitly disown such base

professors, and such base profession as these professors make.

It will fix the principles of human actions on their proper basis,

and develop those causes which call them into being. The ini

quities which we contemplate, will prove the depravity of the

human heart, and bear testimony to that declaration which says,

that “ all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God."
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To rescue the gospel from those shades which infidelity and

the vices of professors have thrown upon it, and to place it in

that light which it unquestionably claims, by a faithful narrative

of the laboursof the CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES in the WEST IN

dies, is the principal object of the following work . From the

personal observations which the author has been enabled to make

on the progress of Christianity in these islands, from taking a

retrospective view of the original state of their inhabitants, and

forming from thence a comparative estimate with their present

condition ; from having been honoured with the superintendency

of these missions for a seriesof years ; and from holding a regu

lar correspondence with those ministers of Christ, whohave left

their native country to engage in that blessed work of spreadįng

amongthe Heathen the unsearchable riches of Christ; he hopes,

that without the imputation of vanity , he may be deemed some

what qualified for that important narrative which he is about to

present to the religious world . He is well aware, that while at

tempting to delineate a series of facts, which will necessarily in

troducea train of circumstances in which he has borne an active

part, it is not in his power to avoid the speers which critical ma

levolence may pour upon his page. He may be accusedof egot

ism , and his narrations may seem to partakeof a supercilious air ;

they may appear to the superficial observer as inflated with arro

gance and self -sufficiency; and in many cases he may expose

himself and his publication to that reproach which the enemies

ofreligion are ever forward to bestow . But he cannot conceive

that these reasons are of sufficient weight to induce him to relin

quish his design ; nor to bury in oblivion that spread of the Re

deemer's kingdom among the swarthy inhabitants of the West

Indies, which will affordthe Christian world a living testimony

that Jesus hath still power on earth to forgive sins. He conceives

that it is acting beneath the dignity of a minister of Jesus Christ,

to suppress a relation of facts which will reflect honour on his

Lord and Master, because he is afraid ofman “ whose breath is in

his nostrils, " and whose only weapons are ridicule and contempt.

Regardless therefore of those scoffs to which this work may be

exposed; without being solicitous of applause , or anxious to avert

disdain ; he shall aim, in the religious departments of these pages,

to give a faithful account of that work which God has begun ,

and is still carrying on in the souls of the poor negroes ; many
of

whom have given decisive proofs of the power of divine grace,

and are nowenabled to “ rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no

confidence in the flesh ."

To those pious and benevolent Christians, who by their liberal

benefactionshave so amply contributed towards theinstitution of

missions, and whose unwearied liberality continues to support
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our Missionary Society to the present day, a detail like this which

is about to be submitted to their inspection, must afford a new

source of genuine gratification . To behold those happychanges

which have been wrought in the souls of thousands of their fel

low creatures through the efficacy of divine grace, and the instru

mentality of that benevolence which they have manifested ; to

look back on their past munificence, and to view that munificence

in immediate connexion with those glorious effects, which , while

they behold , they contemplate with pleasure ; must be sources

of the most consummate delight thatthe mind of man is capable

of receiving, from a review of actions which are past. They

must afford a species of pleasure, which a repetition of reflection

will continue to heighten , undisturbed by the pangs of remorse ,

and embittered by no alloy.

In reviewing the past,andcomparing it with the present state

of the negroes and people of colour, who now inhabit and are

employed in the West India Islands, we enter a field to which

the contemplative mind can set no bounds. The benevolent

subscribers will feel with silent exultation , that they have been

made, in conjunction with those evangelical ministers who have

embarked in the blessed undertaking , the chosen instruments,

in the hands of God, of accomplishing the salvation of myriads.

When they survey these myriads in former years, sinking un

der barbarism and ignorance,a prey to every enormity, and ut

terly destitute of that consolation which the gospel of Jesus

Christ alone can bestow ; when they find that these inhabitants

of the torrid zone, in the midst of adversities and afflictions, and

bodily pains of this mortal life, can now look with tranquillity

beyond the grave , in sure and certain hope of a gloriousresur

rection to eternal happiness and rest, through themerit of that

Saviour in whom they have believed , what shall we say ? -it must

unclose a fountain of consolation which time cannot encircle,

which death cannot quench, and which not even eternity can

destroy. It opens a prospect through which the pious mind

may wander through interminable distances, and anticipate re

motest consequences with pleasure. In this scene, the generous

soul will enjoy the blessings which result from the prayers of

thousands and tens of thousands, while she beholds those voices

attuned to the praises of Jehovah, and those hearts swelling with

gratitude too big for utterance, which were before abandoned to

work uncleanness with greediness — while she views these hearts

now abounding in the peaceable fruits of righteousness, in which,

in days that are past, a repetition of crime had apparently stified

all remorse .

What can equal reflections like those which we have been

VOL. 1. D
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contemplating, arising from actions which issue in endless good ?

On such occasions,

“ One self -approving hour whole years outweighs

“ Of stupid starers and of loud huzzas,

And more true joy Marcellus exil'd feels

“ Than Cezar with the senate at his heels."

To contemplate the spread of the everlasting gospel; to see

its benign andsacred influences diffused through the barbarous

departments ofhuman nature, and illuminating the benighted

regions of the globe, must be a scene of the most exquisite de

light tothe sincere followers of Jesus Christ. To viewmyriads

of our fellow -creatures rescued from vices of the most odious na

ture , and from ignorance the most consummate ; from crimes

which it would be even hateful to name, and which almost ex

ceed belief; to survey these, now rejoicing in the God of their

salvation , with a joy that is unspeakable and full of glory, must

be a new source of joy even to angels ; and must tend to en

hance even the felicities of heaven . A scene more glorious can

hardly be realized in thepresent state of things, thanthat which

lies before us ; in which the truths of the gospel are incontes

tably proved , in those living witnesses who can set to their seal

that God is true, and declare from heartfelt experience that

Jesus Christ hath poweron earth to forgive sins- A scene , in

which a general reformation of manners can only be considered

as an effect resulting from an internal principle of divine grace,

influencing the hearts and lives of so many thousands of our

swarthy brethren, and leading them into all the “ peaceable fruits

of righteousness, to the honour and glory of God ” -A scene, in

which we behold those tongues ascribing salvation to God and the

Lamb, which never before pronounced a Saviour's name ; in

which those, “who, in times past, yielded their members servants

to uncleanness , and to iniquity, now yield their members servants

to righteousness unto holiness .'

Inthus contemplating thespread of the Redeemer's kingdom ,

the pious mind is elevated above those local distinctions which

divide man from man ; and aims at the nobler employment of

“ spreading amongtheheathen the unsearchable riches of Christ.”

On this ground, societies have been established, and charities have

been instituted; missionaries have been sent out ; the gospel has

been preached ; multitudes have heard ; success has crowned

endeavour ; thousands have been converted to Jesus Christ ; and

many are now rejoicing in the kingdom of eternal bliss. The

tidings of salvation which have been wafted across the vast At

lantic, have been received with the most unexampled affection ;

and the truths of Christianity which have been embraced and so

cordially cherished, have been productive of the most blessed

L93
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effects. The promises offered to the believer in the holy scrip

tures, have rendered even the greatest afflictions tolerable ; and

enabled the unhappy African , amidst all his distresses, to enjoy

the liberty of the sons of God ; and, with a prospect of future

happiness animating his hopes , he now possesses, through faith,

a foretaste of those joys which shall be hereafter revealed. •

Through these promises he is enabled to consider his teinporal

afflictions to be but momentary and transient, and not worthy

of being compared with that eternal weight of glory which

God has reserved in store for all that love and fear him. Thro'

the word of God he is enabled to expand his views beyond the

confines of his present abode ; to look with tranquillity upon

the tomb ; and to consider death only as a friendly messenger,

that shall convey his happy spirit fromtime into eternity ; andlet

him , more immediately, into the society of angels and of God .

It is in those islandsthat faith may be moreimmediately per

ceived as “the evidence ofthings not seen, and as the substance

of things hoped for,” than in these parts of the globe, where

the temporal blessings of Providence are enjoyed in all their ful

ness ; and in which a reception of the gospel seems to meet with

no impediment.

But of these things we feel ourselves rather incompetent to

decide. Impediments sometimes arise from those causes which

seem to promise security ; and we not unfrequently meet an ob

stacle, where we expected to find support. The smiles of man

kindare oftenunfavourable to the progress of genuineChristianity;

and its sincerest friends are sometimes fascinated by the sorceries

with which they allure. The riches of the world sometimes

prove a snare, and open a door for the indulgence of every guil

ty passion ; while they retard the growth ofevery grace of the

Holy Spirit, and lull the soul fast asleep in the arms of carnal

security .

Among the negroes in the West Indies apprehensions are not

likely toarise from this quarter, because these dangers are al.

most unknown. But afflictions are interwoven with human life ;

and no condition is exempt from hazard . These islanders are

assailed with temptations seemingly more hostile, and oppo

sed with obstacles apparently more formidable. The provi

dence of God puts on the most terrible aspect ; and induce

ments to arraign the proceedings of infinite Justice, appear in

their most prominent forms. The mysterious distributions of

his providence, his goodness, and his mercies, appear questionable

in the last degree ; the miseries of life are conspicuous in a par

ticular form ; and few things can seem more problematical than

that God, who is infinitelyholy and inflexibly just, should super

intend the world ,
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Yet in the midst of these obscurities and mysterious proceed .

ings of God, so far has divine grace reconciled them to dispen

sations which they cannot comprehend, that with humble faith

thousands of the poor negroes are enabled to trustGod where they

cannot trace him , and to walk by faith and not by sight, because

they have an eye to the recompence of reward .

'lo submit to dispensations the most painful and afflictive,

without murmuring against that hand which administers, or ar

raigning that justice which distributes, is perhapsthe greatest

evidence of divine grace that we can expect from God, on this

side an eternal state. Yet such is the condition of the negroes

in these islands , and such is the testimony to divine grace which

thousands of them afford . They praise God in the furnace of

afriction ; and shew by their lives and conversation that they

have been with Jesus Christ. And those various documents

which will be introduced in the course of this work, together

with those personal instances which will become visible , as well

as those facts to which we shall appeal , will afford perhaps one

of the most astonishing scenes, that the annals of Christianity

have recorded in modern days.

To acknowledge the handof God in those dispensations which

are consonant to our wishes, and which find a mirror in every

feeling heart, is a task attended with no great difficulty. But

in those cases where a long train of calamitous circumstances,

where adversity in her most deformed condition , and where the

mos: hostile appearance that Omnipotence has almost ever assu .

med here below , conspire to increase the general frown, and to

heighten the melancholy gloom - human nature, unequal to the

task , must sink beneath the pressure, and acknowledge the im.

becility of all her efforts. It is in situations so peculiar, that the

efficacy of divine grace more especially displays its beams, and

shines forth with the most irradiating lustre. It is here, that it

puts forth its most salutary influence, “and increases strength

in them that have no might.”

A combination of circumstances, apparently of the most hos

tile nature according to human calculation, has been rendered

subservient to this mighty work which God has wrought. The

moral and civil condition of the subjects, as well as the place chosen

for the scene of action, wears an unpromising aspect, and seems to

mock ourhopes. But all these things are of no avail,when com

pared with the “ working of that mighty power (ofGod) where

by he is able to subdue all things unto himself." In fine, every

circumstance proves that “ his ways arenotas our ways,” and “ that

his thoughts are not as our thoughts ; he worketh , and who shall

let ? none can stay his hand, or say unto him , what doest thou ?

His way is in the whirlwind, and his paths are a great deep ;" he is
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infinite in his perfections, and from the decision of his judgments

there is no appeal. The obstacles which would frequently deter

men from engaging in an enterprise, are sometimes chosen by

God as instruments of his work , and made conducive to those

designs, which in themselves they are calculated to overthrow .

Placed beyond the influences of those motives which guide or

bias human conduct, his modes of action surpass our penetration ,

and baffle our acutest researches. He reigns in inaccessible glo

ry , and either creates new springs of action to subserve his pur

poses, or so touches those which are already in existence, as to

excite ourastonishment, whilehe changes thewholeface of things.

Intimately acquainted with the most latent propensities of intelli

gent beings, he can invert the orderof established nature , and

perform with ease those things which are impossible to man .

He can cause the “ Ethiopian to change his skin , and the leopard

his spots,” andmake thosewho are accustomed to do evil, to cease

from all iniquity and to do well. His power and his wisdom are

such , as to set our calculations at defiance ; and to prove in every

thing that we cannot fully comprehend his ways." He not only

surpasses the understanding of man, but that of all finite intellia

gences, and demonstrates in all his ways that he is God over all,

blessed for ever . In every country he affords us evidences of

these truths; but in no places so conspicuously as in those Islands

which we are about to review . The instruments which are made

use of ; the places which have been selected for the scenes of ac

tion ; the subjects on whom these important changes have been

wrought; the moral and civil condition in which theywere ; will

all unite to prove not only the infinity of his power, but the vir

tue of redeeming blood , and the efficacy of divine grace. In

any of these cases, we behold such proofs as are sufficient to

produce conviction ; but when theseevidences unite their for

ces, they press upon the mind with an effect which is irresisti

ble. To repel that energy with which weare assailed, we must

labour against our own persuasions; and with no other object in

view , we must baffle the strength of evidence , to become the

dupes of our own incredulity.

When we consider the subjects on whom God has displayed

the wonderful efficacy of his grace, the most unfavourable cir

cumstances appear. Every event wears a forbidding aspect,

without affording the most distant probability of success . Ac

customed to nothing but savage manners among those of their

own colour, and living under the absolute dominion of every

brutal passion , the negroes could have had no previous concep

tions of those restraints which the gospel wasabout to impose.

And consequently, as the design of Christianity was to oppose

the lawless sallies of their unruly appetites, it must have acted in
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direct opposition to their accustomed feelings and judgments ;

and have had to encounter all the violent prejudices of unculti

vated life .

When modes of conduct have been once adopted,and pursu

ed till they become habitual, they are the most difficult of all

prejudices to be removed. They acquire strength from constant

cxercise, and, sanctionedby common consent,they become ve

nerable in proportion to their antiquity ; and, while they afford

momentary indulgence, they are not parted with without regret.

Lost in anabyss of iniquity, the feelings by which these negroes

were governed , were little more than mere animal sensations.

The violence of their passions, and their habitual indulgence of

them , must have nearly smothered the internal dictates of their

consciences, and reduced every emotion of the soul to one com

mon level, and melted all into one general mass . Unable to dis

criminate between perceptions which through their habits of ini

quity were apparently allied, though in themselves distant and

remote, they were incapable of analyzing their thoughts. Their

ideas were few , and bounded by narrow confines ; thegratify

ing of their inclinations seemed to encircle all. Thus circum

scribed in their views, and acting under the impulses of those

affections which were the only incentives to action ; ignorance,

the inseparable concomitant ofsavage life, seemed to shut up every

avenue of the soul, and fixed a barrier, which prohibited all ac

cess . Their reasoning faculties having never been called into

action , were ina torpid state. Of the truths of the gospel they

had never heard ; and on its excellencies or defects, they were

incompetent to decide. Their passions were enthroned; and,

reigning with absolute dominion, would submit to no controul.

Thus shielded by ignorance, and impelled by their desires , in

fluenced by that carnal mind which is enmity against the things

of God , and acting with views that were bounded by contiguous

objects, with distracted notions of a First Cause, too confused

to admit of any regard, or to procure reverence ; and with pros

pects of an hereafter too much obscured to incite to action, or to

keep alive any adequate conceptions of rewards and punishments

beyond the grave, Christianity had before it no prospect that

could promise any success ; or justify any attempt to introduce

it intothese benighted regions of the globe.

Such were the subjects on which God has displayed the sav

ing powers of his grace, and manifested the rich discoveries of

redeeming love !

But when from the subjects themselves we turn our views to

the peculiarities of their condition, it will still appear more evi

dently, that the workwhich God has wrought is entirely through

grace by faith . In their moral condition we behold them enslav

4
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ed to every vice, and working all manner of unclennness with

greediness ; and in their civil state degraded to the most abject

condition into which human nature could possibly enter.

The gospel whichwas about to be introduced among them,

had to assert as oneof its fundamental principles, the wisdom and

justice and powerof God . But these circumstances opened new

sources of difficulties. The wisdom of God was not conspicuous

in his dealings towards them in a civil view ; and his justice and

power couldnot without difficulties, which to them were insur

mountable, be reconciled together. Toassert that Godwas “loving

to every man, and that his tender mercies were over all his works,"

were points that were apparently contradicted by fact ; and enti

tled to no credit, because theyexceeded all belief. To conceal

these truths, the ministers of Jesus Christ would have acted an

unfaithful part, in not declaring the whole counsel of him by

whom they were sent ; and to divulge them seemed likely to

defeat the design of their mission .

The negroes could have had no favourable notions of that

justice which was avowedly infinite, and supported by power

which was placed beyond all controul, while they beheld their

own condition, and contemplated that state of degradation into

which they were involved without any apparent cause. Their

complicated distresses must have rather awakened jealousy than

excited gratitude; and they must, according to all human modes

of reasoning, have considered the introduction of the gospel as

an attempt to impose shackles upon their minds ; to stifle the

pangs of agonizing nature , and reconcile them to their fate .

They could have had no predilection for a system which they

could not understand ; which promised happiness in another life ;

but which professedly came from that God, who, though infinite

both in justice and power, had so mysteriously withheld it from

them in thepresent life. The rewards and punishments which

lay beyond the grave, could have but little influence, while even

the existence of an hereafter was so problematical; the proofs of

which , even admitting the fact, they could not comprehend. Of

miseries in a future state they could have little to fear, while

estimating their present circumstances; and of felicities they

could have but little to hope, when considering that they de

pended entirely upon the mercies of that God who had permit

ted their present condition . A train of circumstances moving

in the same direction , and originating in the same cause , must

produce the same effects, andmust have filled them with dis

gust, without awaking their hopes or fears.

Such are the views which we may naturally conceive they

must have had of the gospel of Jesus Christ , while acting under

the influence of those impressions, which a view of their civil
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condition must have inspired. But how hostile soever these ob .

stacles might appear in the sight of man, they were no obstacles

to God. Their souls enslaved to every vice , and their bodies

enslaved by man, their prejudices arising from inveterate habits,

sanctioned by custom and guarded by native ignorance, were tri

fles of no account in the sight of God. That divine power which

had raised the dead, andcleansed thelepers, was able to quicken

their mortal bodies, and to raise their souls from a death of sin

to a life of righteousness ; and to bring them into the glorious

liberty of the sons of God, when theycame unto him by faith.

The power of Godwhich we thus view in theory, has

been realized in fact. His grace has actually accomplished what

his promises had taught his followers to expect. In opposition

to every intervening obstacle, he has instituted means, through

which his blessed gospel has reached the distant shores of their

habitation, has triumphed over every impediment; and, what is

of infinitely greater importance, has changed the hearts of thou

sands, who willingly followed “ the drawings of the Father ,"

and yielded to theoperations of converting grace.

* To workthrough the instrumentalityof means, or withoutthe

medium of such subordinate agents, is exactly alike to God.

The end for which he acts is his ; and the way and manner

through which that endis to be accomplished, are his also. In

peculiar cases known only to himself, he conducts himself with

out the concurrence of any visible agent ; but his ordinary mode

of dealing with the sons of men , is through the medium of some

instruments, which he selects. In his economy towardsman

kind we are not overpowered with an irresistible blaze of Omni

potence; but he condescends to reason with us, and to adapt his

conduct to the understanding which he has bestowed . To act

upon us with an irresistible impulse, would without doubt display

his power ; but in proportion as his power became conspicuous,

his justice would be eclipsed, and his wisdom would be concealed.

He must, in these cases, counteract the primary constitution of

our natures, and destroy the probationary state of man ; and ,

under these circumstances, obedience would cease to be an excel

lency, and impenitency to be a crime.

But in theconversion of these insulated heathens, God has

made use of his ordinary methods.' Had he acted in a different

manner , many questions ofconsiderable difficulty might have

been raised, even though all were to admit “ that whosoever

shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. But how

shall they call on him in whom they have not believed ? and

how shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard ?

and how shall they hear without a preacher ? and how shall they

preach except they be sent ? ”. From this train of interrogatives
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we may safely conclude that “faith cometh by hearing,and hear

ing by the word of God.” (Rom x . 13—17.)

The instruments which God has selected for this purpose ,

were adapted by himself for the important work in which he

called them to engagę. Neither deeply read in the abstruse sci

ences, nor critically versed in the liberal arts, without being

adepts in philosophical disquisition, or pretending to those em

bellishments which gain access in polished life ; they were men

raised up by God himself, and instructed from on high, to dis

pense those blessings which had been previously communicated

to their own souls.

Acquainted with the scriptures, and fully satisfied that their

call was from above ; and experiencing those truths which they

were about to deliver, they possessed all those internal qualifica

tions which were necessary for the accomplishment of their ar

duous task. The fact is proved beyond the possibility of con

tradiction ; because God has owned their labours, and blessed

their endeavours, and added through their instrumentality to his

church , thousands that we have every reason to believe will be

eternally saved. Neither their “ speech nor their preaching was

with enticing words of man's wisdom , but in demonstration of

the Spirit and with power, that the faith of those who heard

should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of

God .” Knowing in whom they had believed , and feeling the

powers of the world to come, they wereenabled to speak with a

becoming boldness, and to testify that Christ the Saviour of the

world has power on earth to forgive sins.

Not dealing “in the false commerce of a truth unfelt,” they

spoke what they knew, and testified what they had seen ; and

thousands of those who attended their ministry received their

testimony ; and are now living witnesses to the verity of these

accounts. Burning with holy fervour, and not counting their

lives dear unto themselves, these servants of the most high God

have gone forth in the midst of dangers to encounter difficulties,

and to be exposed to perils in a variety of forms. Relying on

the protection of that God , who upholds and directs all things

by the word of his power, the pestilence which of late years has

ravaged these occasionally insalubrious climates, has not been

ableto quench their sacred zeal. Though individuals have fall

en victims to that fatal disease, the hearts of others have been

moved to quit their Christian brethren ; to take leave of their

native country, and that perhaps for ever ; to cross the vast Atlan

tic ocean ; to enter into a burning zone , without any other pros

pect before them than that of hoping to be rendered useful to

the negroes in the salvation of their souls ; and without any

VOL . 1 . E
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other expectation of reward than that which they hope to receive

" in the resurrection of the just . ”

To what cause can we attribute such distinguishing effects ?

On rational principles we cannot account for them ; and yet they

cannot be denied. As facts, the evidence is unquestionable; but

if we look no further than man, the cause lies quite concealed .

According to our modes of calculation, such conduct is totally

unaccountable ; but all is clear, decisive, and explicit, when we

apply to the word of God .

In this view they were “ made a spectacle unto the world ,

and to angels, and to men . In thesight of men , they were fools

for Christ's sake ; but the foolishness of God is wiser than men,

and the weakness of God is stronger than men .” It pleased him ,

who giveth to no one any account of his ways, to make use of

these messengers of Heaven, as instruments in his hands, that

he, " through the foolishness of preaching, might save them

that believe,” and bestow spiritual liberty on those who were in

bondage and in chains. Without entering into any minute ex

planation of doctrines ; or amusing their illiterate hearers with

the ceremonies and trappings of religion, these servantsof the

living God confined their sermons to those topics which were

calculated rather to affect the heart, than impart theories to the

head. They represented God as abeing infinite in his mercies,

but inexorable in his justice ; ready to save, but able to punish

those who had sinned against him . They described him as 'in

accessible to mortals who had violated his commands, and only

approachable through the efficacy of a mediatorial sacrifice.

Without that sacrifice they held forth God as a consuming fire,

as one who could not look on sin with the least allowance, much

less with any degree of approbation , but who would shortly en

ter into judgment with all offenders, and finally punish the in

corrigible with endless woe.

They described man as a reasonable creature ; originally

coming from God in a state of rectitude, but now fallen and de

graded ; unfit for happiness, and unworthy of it ; and exposed

to miseries beyond the reach of calculation. They pointed out

the present life as but a small portion of man's existence ; they

considered him as an inhabitant of a state of being which lies be

yond the grave, in which the righteous and the wicked shail

meet their just reward ; they taught that the actions of mankind

here below, have an intimate connexion with the rewards and

punishments of an hereafter ; and that every one shall be re

warded according to his works. Defiled and polluted without a

title to heaven,or a qualification for the enjoyment of it, they

represented man as being naturally depraved, and on that account

exposed to punishment; and as having added his actual transa
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gressions to that original depravity ; and by that means riveted

his doom , and rendered his condemnation sure . Debilitated

through sin , which held dominion over him, they held him forth

as utterly unable to return to God without supernatural aid ; to

recover himself from that condition in whichhe was involved ;

or to escape that misery to which he lay exposed. In fine, they

described him as dead in trespasses, and dead in sins, destitute of

all power to retrieve himself ; and without an inclination to “flee

from the wrath to come.”

From these views inwhich they representedboth Godand man ,

they inferred the necessity ofa Saviour; through whom man

might haveaccess to God, and be reconciled unto him , notwith

standing his past offences. From the relation in which man

stood toGod, they inferred the necessity of an expiation ; of a vi

carious sacrifice which should be equal to the claims of justice ;

and from hence they led them to “ behold the Lamb of God

who taketh away the sins of the world .”

By pointing out the Saviour in all his glorious offices, the affec

tions of the poor negroes through accompanying grace became

enkindled , their native ferocitywas softened through the effica

cy of dying love ; and froma full conviction of the excellencies

of thisSaviour, and of the absolutenecessity of obtaining an in

terest in him , they were led to call upon God for mercy; and

to venture by faith on that sacrifice which the adorable Jesus had

made :: By thus venturing on him , they soon knew in whom

they had believed ; and by feeling in their own souls the witness

of his Holy Spirit, they were enabled to set to their seal that

God is true.

Being thus justified byfaith , they hadpeace with God through

our common Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and were led into

the peaceable fruits of righteousness to the honour and glory of

God. By this they demonstrated that their faith was genuine ;

by this they proved the sincerity of their attachment to him in

whom they believed ; and gave evidence by their words and

actions, that their faith was wroughtof God. In this happy

state thousands are now to be found in our West India Islands,

who feel the powers of the world to come, and in the midst of

temporary distresses can rejoice in hope of the glory of God . In

servitude of the basest kind they are enabled totriumph in a

freedom from condemnation ; they can boast of liberty, while

they feel the galling chain ; and look with pity and compassion

on their unhappy brethren who know not God. The losses

which they have sustained on their native coast, they can reflect

on with but comparatively small regret ; since they havefound

a more than ample compensation for all in God. “ And though

called to move under a gloomy dispensation of divine providence,
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which they cannot comprehend, yet they have learned to trust

God where they cannot trace him , and to walk by faith and

not by sight .

Such are the blessed effects which have resulted from preach

ing the everlasting gospel in the “isles of the sea ! "

When we surveythe barbarous state of those to whom Christ

has been thus preached ; the deep -rooted prejudices, which they

must, from a variety of circumstances, have had against Chris

tianity ; when we consider their hereditary ignorance ; the con

tractedness of their views ; and the influence of those corrup

tions which predominated in their hearts; and when to these we

add the sources of temptation, which local circumstances must

have presented before them, to question the justice of that God

in whose mercies they were called by the gospel to confide ;

when we unite all these incidents together, we can hardly avoid

exclaiming, “ It is the Lord's doing, but it is marvellous in our

eyes.” And when to the above we also subjoin the instruments

which God selected for these important purposes; the holy zeal

which they have manifested on these occasions ; the difficulties

which they have encountered and finally overcome ; together

with that extraordinary success which has attended their minis

try , and accompanied those simple truths which they have de

livered , who can withhold the tribute of exultation , and avoid

saying, " What has God wrought !”

But while the gospel of Jesus Christ shines forth with such

irradiating lustre in these sultry regions, it must be acknowledge

ed that the providence of God stands eclipsed, and appears

enveloped with clouds which we can hardly penetrate. Athou

sand questions may probably be asked in different forms, why

God , who is infinitely just in all his ways , permits those sha

dows to enclose his actions and conceal his moral government

from he scrutiny of mortals, in permitting the sons of Africa to

move in chains. To this we can only answer, that his ways are

high as the heavens, and we cannot comprehend them , neither

can any man by searching find out God.

We see but a small part of his ways, and have not faculties

sufficiently expanded to trace through all their intricacies the dif.

ferent parts of the economy of God. The utmost exertion of

human effortscan discover no more than a single point, without

being able to follow those connective links which unite together

the remotest extremes : but , when the present system of things

shall dissolve, and we shall commence inhabitants of another;

when the mysteries which now surround the divine dispensations

shall be unravelled, and we shall see him eye to eye, and face to

face, and shall know as we are known ; then , those obscurities

which are now so prominent in his moral conduct, will disap
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pear ; and we shall behold justice, and goodness, and mercy,

conspicuous in all his ways.

But the obscurities which now involve the conduct of God,

originated not in him but in man. The introduction of moral

evilinto the world, has inverted the order of things, and occa

sioned that scene of confusion which we constantly behold. It

has been the cause of those calamities under which human na

ture groans ; and produced those natural evils, which our base

nesswould sometimestempt us to charge on the providence and

conduct of the Most High .

In the primary formation of human nature the Creator of the

universe interwove with the constitution of man a dominion

over his own actions ; directed him in what was right, and

constituted him free. From this freedom arose the power of

transgression , and from transgression those various afflictions

which embitter life ; and create the miseries of man, both in

time and in eternity. The purposes of God toward us , have

uniformly been founded in love ; they began in goodness in the

original state of things, and to the faithful have terminated in

mercy, and more peculiarly under the gospel dispensation . Con

ducting himself with a view to promote that holiness from which

we had departed, and aiming at a renovation of our natures

without acting upon us by irresistible impulse, the conduct of

God towards his creatures must of course be strangely diver

sified in this transitory scene of action, and this fallen state of

mankind, who are utterly depraved by nature, and irrecoverably

fallen without the grace of God. And therefore these diversi

ties and obscurities which exist among the human race , arisenot

from any deviation in the conduct of God, but from the devious

conduct of man.

With these views of God and of his ways, wefeel no difficul

ty in accounting for the dispensations ofhis providence which we

are not able to comprehend ; or in assigning to them an ade

quate cause, even in those cases which elude our pursuits. We

see in many instances the effects without their apparent causes ;

and they appear irregular and questionable, in proportion as cir

cumstances , either simple or combined , contract our views,

Those actions which sometimes appear obscure, and so ambigu

ous as to leave it dubious whether or not they came from God,

are frequently elucidated by subsequent events. The event is

commonly an expositor on the previous action ; it discovers its

connexion with it, through the intermediate stages through

which it passes ; and leaves, in many instances, the conduct of

God andthe mysteries of providence without a shade.

But while he thus perinits obscure dispensations of hisprovie

dence to overtake us , and frequently encircles us with circum
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stances which wecannot comprehend ; he so overrules those

actions which originate in wickedness, as to make them contri

bute toward somegeneral or particular good for his faithful peo

ple. But that particular influence which God thus exerts, in

making evil subservient to good, cannot affect the nature of that

actionwhich is thus influenced , good or evil in itself. The

action must be right or wrong, independently of those effects

which through the interference of Omnipotence are made to re

sult from it . Designs and actions which in themselves are wick

ed , are only permitted ; and the interference of God, instead

of calling them into being, only averts their natural effects for

the good ofthose that love him . By these means he brings good

out of evil, and carises even the wrath of man to praise him.

Among those strange and mysterious events which take place

through the permission of God , the case of the Africans, who

have been torn from their native land , transported across the

vast Atlantic, and are now held in bondage by the natìons of

Europe, claims our particular regard : It affords to the contem

plative mind, one of the most questionable forms in which the

providence of God can , perhapspossibly, appear. And yet it is

not an improbable case, that even this most abominable traffic ,

( for the abolition ofwhich every Christian will bless the God of

love,) and this condition in which human nature appears, in

its mostdegraded and unhappy forms, may be made subservient to

those wise designs,which we shall not be able fully to unravel on

this side an eternal world . We are not sufficiently acquainted

with the extent of sin, nor with the vast designs of God , to pro

nounce these things absurd , or even improbable. Thus even

the slavery of the human species, (though so directly contrary

to the spirit of Christianity,) we plainly perceive, is now over

ruled by the unerring wisdom of God ; and, strange as it may

appear, myriads without all doubt will rejoice eternally that ever

they were taken into the western world .

It may here be asked, “Why did not God convey the same

gospel to Africa, which he has conveyed to the West Indies ?

Why did he not bring them into the liberty of his children

without shackling them first with chains ?”

We have already observed that the judgments of God are un

searchable, and his ways past finding out. The conduct which

he pursues, leads invariably to the same important issue, though

we cannot trace the path through which that conduct moves,

His ways are just, though incomprehensible ; and his designs of

mercy,when apparentlyarbitrary, are invariably consonant with

what is right. As we are not minutely acquainted with those

motives from whence the Almighty acts, we are totally incom

petent either to arraign his conduct, or to decide upon the prom

one of
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priety or impropriety of any of his ways. The mind ofman is

too contracted to comprehend his modes of action , or fully to

see the justice and truth which are inseparable from his ways.

· The secret ties which connect together the different ages
of the

world , and different dispensations of his providence , are too

minute for our discernment, and too refined for our comprehen

sion ; and the process of their movements is too secret for our

penetration . We see the event accomplished , without knowing

upon what secret springs any of its parts depend, any more

than we can conceive how that love can be infinite, which is

lodged within the confines of justice , and which in many instan

ces seemsso partial in its application .

But how desolate and abandoned soever Africamaynowappear ,

there was a period,in which the gospel shone through some con

siderable portion of that quarter of the globe. Inconjunction

withother parts, the natives of that extensive tract had the light of

revelation diffused among them , in an early stage of Christianity ,

within less than thirty years* after the death of Christ, which

was some time before Jerusalem , that devoted city, met its doom .

But why this gospel was withdrawn; how long it flourished among

them ; in what period it began to decay ; or to what morefa

vourable countries it retired , is not our present business to inquire.

God who uniformly aims at the welfare of the faithful, andwho

That the gospel in its extensive spread, was carried into Africa in the early

ages of Christianity, will hardlyadmit of any controversy. There are many

indubitable evidences which sufficiently prove its establishment, and place it's

being known in every quarter of the thendiscovered world, beyond all possble

doubt,

Dr. Doddridge in his Family Expositor, vol. ii. p. 390. after paraphrasing

Matt. xxiv. 14. observes ina note on these words (“ The gospel of the king

dom shall be preached in all the world, for a witness to all nations”) asfollows :

« The accomplishment of this extraordinary prophecy is admirably illustrated

by Dr. Arthur Young, vol. i. p. 216—234. It appears from the most credible

records that the gospel was preached in Idumea, Syria, and Mesopotamia by

Jude : in Egypt, Marmorica, Mauritania,andother parts ofAfrica, by Mark ,

Simon, and Jude: in Ethiopia by Candace's Eunuch and Matthias : in Pontus,

Galatia, and the neighbouring parts of Asia, by Peter:inthe territories of

the seven Asiatic churches, by John : in Parthia by Matthew : in Scythia

by Philip and Andrew : in the northern and western parts of Asia, by Bar

tholomew : in Persia by Simon and Jude: in Media, Carmania, and several

eastern parts, by Thomas : and through that vast tract of territory from Je

rusalemround aboutunto Illyricum , by Paul; as also in Italy, and probably

in Spain , Gaul, and Britain . In most of these places success attended the preach

ing of the gospel, and Christian churcheswere planted in less than thirty years

after this prophecy was delivered, which was some time before the destruc

tion of Jerusalem took place.” It is thus in one view that we behold a train of

events corresponding with the prediction , and the truths of the gospeldisse

minated over so large a portion of the globe. And we are fully assured from

these and a varietyofother circumstances, that Africa, notwithstanding the

present condition of her degenerate sons, has had its gospel day, and has heard

the invitations of a Saviour's love.
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makes his dealings with us subservient to this important end,

withdraws no mercy from mankind without a sufficient cause ;

and that cause originates in man. therefore rest satis

fied that the removal of the gospel from Africa, as well as its

removal from other parts of the world in which it once flourish

ed, but from which it is now withdrawn, has been occasioned by

the hypocrisy of professors ; the contempt with which it has been

treated ; the attachment of the inhabitants to paganism and ido

latry ; their inaking religion a cloak for licentiousness ; and har

bouring those secretvices, which Christianity must extirpate when

it takes possession of the heart — these or similar causesmay be as

signed as reasons for the removal of the gospel from them .

We have said in a preceding page, when contemplating the

gloomy dispensations of divine providence, which encircle the

negroes who are held in bondage in the West Indies, that they

are obliged to trust God where they cannot trace him ; and that

they are called to walk by faith and not by sight. The same

observations which we have applied to them, may with equal

justice be appropriated to ourselves. In the volume of nature

and the book of providence, we discover facts which we cannot

deny ; they pass upon us in both cases, with evidences which

convince us of their certainty ; while their causes and conse

quences are alike wrapped up in shade. Facts in both instances

give us indubitable evidences of a superior cause possessing ener

gies which we cannot grasp ; but beyond the confines of their

simple existence , our acutest penetrations cannot pierce.

The civil condition of the negroes opens a field of contem

plation to the inquiring mind, which our deepest researches can

not fully explore. We trace effects to their more immediate

causes, but still find ourselves surrounded with difficulties ; we

ascend step by step on the mountain of mysteries, till the sight

grown dim by the height of our situation , canno longer move

in these elevated regions : it then seems to close in darkness ;

and the jaded spirits, tired with the excursion , seek repose in

the equity and justice of God .

But the wisdom and equity of God, in which the pious mind

seeks and finds its rest, enveloped with shadows and involved in

mysteries, still lie buried in a vast abyss. The mind therefore

repairs to the unerring standard of divine truth ; and learns from

the sacred volume, that the Judge of the whole earth must do

right ; that we must wait with patience till this mortal shall put

on immortality, when a scene shall open in which he shall jus

tify his ways toman .

The tornadoes which destroy the promised vintage of the

year, are not greater anomalies in the natural, than thecondition

of the poor negroes is in the moral world . In both cases we are
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assured that justice must mark the footsteps of God, in what he

does, and in what he suffers, though we are unable to trace it in

either case. These things ensure to us an after scene, in which

the mysteries of the present shall be completely unravelled ; re

wards and punishments administered according to our deeds ; and

in which the obscurities which now shade the conduct of God,

shall be unfolded, and rendered conspicuous to every order of

intelligent beings. It is with these prospects before him , and

the internal assurances of them, that the Christian becomes re

conciled to the varied dispensations of God. It is thus he feels

resignation to his blessed will , confidently persuaded that he per

mits no injustice to take place, which he does not particularly

notice , and will not amply counterbalance by rewards and punish

ments, either in time or in eternity. And since the justice of

God is not always unfolded in the present state, our reasoning

powers instruct us to look for another, in which partiality and

questionable appearances shall be totally done away.

How far these outlines of the Author's views may meet the

concurrence of all his readers, he feels himself incompetent to

decide. Satisfied in himself that no other considerations can af

ford that stability to an inquiring mind which the subject requires,

and which the human mind imperiously demands; he feels a

confidence within himself, that the pious and reasonable will

readily yield their suffrage to a train of positions, which lead

immediately to tranquillity and repose in God. And while the

faith of individuals is confirmed , and their hopes animated with

brighter prospects, the heart must be enlarged, and filled with

fervent zeal for the honour and glory of that God, who has

thus opened a door for the spread of his gospel in those unpro

mising portions of the globe. And while with holy transport,

the soulexults in the prospect which lies before it, the hand will

be expanded with an involuntary liberality to support the best of

causes, that of spreading among the heathen the unsearch

able riches of Christ.

VOL. 1 . F
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History of the West Indies.

CHAP. I.

General observations -- division -- geographical situation - boundaries

and discovery - general appearance of the country - fertilityand

vegetable productions_variations of theseasons — sea and land

breezes - advantages of these breezes - effects of the climate, and

letter of Columbus.

HAVING given in the preceding pages an ample account of

the object of this work , and of themotives whichhave urged us

to engage in this undertaking, together with the plan which we

intended to pursue, we now proceed, as premised, to give a

general description of that Archipelago which is at present com

monly known by the name of the West Indies .

The islands which have obtained the name of West Indies,

are considerable in number, of different sizes, from doubtful con

tinents to solitary rocks ; which are situated in an extensive ex

cavation , apparently scooped out by the hand ofProvidence, near

to the most southern part of the northern continent of America.

In themselves they serve to check the violence of the Atlantic

surges, and offer by these means a distant relief to the continen

tal shores ; while in their turn they are amply repaid for that

protection which they administer, bythe reciprocal shelter which

they receive from the distant and contiguous coasts, with which

they aremore than half encircled . It is on these accounts, in all

probability, that they were formerly called Antilles, or Anti-Isles ;

but whether these terms apply in general to all the islands

which we denominate the West Indies, or are exclusively, con

fined to the larger islands of Cuba and Hispaniola , is a matter

on which historians seem to be divided .

These islands have however nearly lost these antiquated

names, and are better known by more modern appellations.

From the old Spanish navigators they received other names,

which arising fromnatural causes, seem to be of a more perma

nent, though equally local nature. These navigators divided all
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the islands into two distinct classes , designated by the terms

Barlo -vento and Sota-vento, which ideas, under English appel

lations, we still retain . It is from these terms that we -derive

our notions of Windward and Leeward Islands ; for such, when

translated into English, is the express meaning of the above

words. These islands are distinguished and arranged in the fol

lowing manner.

The Charaibean Islands, which are so denominated from their

original inhabitants, as will hereafter be noticed, constitute from

their situation the former class ; while the four larger islands

of Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and Porto -Rico , constitute the lat

ter. The winds blowing from the eastern quarter without

much variation through nearly nine months in the year, have

given occasion to these distinctions ; and the islands are deno

minated Windward according to their easterly , and Leeward

according to their westerly situation. Thus Barbadoes is the

most windward of all the islands, because it holds the most east

erly situation ; while the Havannah is the most leeward, because

it holds among these islands the most westerly position on the

globe. And the intermediate islands,which engross the various

longitudesbetween these extremities which have been mentioned ,

are named according to that rank which they sustain.

In this general division of the islands into these two distinct

classes , only four of them are denominated Leeward , while the

appellation Windward engrosses all the rest . But no real rea

son in nature seems assignable for this particular division . They

might have been apportioned differently, without injuring the

general name, or affecting the common application. The divi

sion is however already made ; and sinceitconveys to as distinct

and perspicuous ideas, it leaves no room for the novelties of

innovation or the murmurs of discontent.

But this general division , insufficient for all the local purposes

of commerce and navigation, has been succeeded by another

subordinate distinction , most generally known in the voca

bulary of the seas . The Windward Islands, of which we

have already spoken , have in themselves undergone another

change. For as these Charaibean Islands, divided from the

others, constituted a separate class , which was called Wind

ward , so in themselves they are divided into two classes, and

are denominated the Windward or Leeward Islands of the Cha

raibeans, without having any respect to those large islands of

which we have already spoken .

But this subordinate division seems to be of an arbitrary and

uncertain nature . They are subdivided , it is truc, according to

their relative situations and primary exposure to the trade

winds ; but that line ofdemarkation which separates the Wind

1
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ward from the Leeward Islands in this Charaibean division , is of

a nature foo adventitious to engage our further pursuit. The

line by which they are in general divided by mariners who have

been accustomed to navigate those seas, seems to be drawn be

fween Martinico and Dominica, leaving the former in the Wind

ward and including the latter in the Leeward class. It may

howeverbe proper to observe, that whether this subdivision ori

ginated in caprice or novelty, in necessity or conveniency, as it

has been established by nautical practice and observation, it isnow

acknowledged and followed by our modern geographers, and en

graven on the plates of our test and correctest maps. These cir

cumstances will serve to confirm this sub -arrangement of the

Charaibean Islands, whatever cause might have first called it into

existence .

It is thus divisions take place ! We localize and distinguishı

parts for our own accommodation ; and descend from immense

magnitudes to minute spots , as necessity or conveniency requires.

In the western world we behoid an immense continent, stretch

ing from above the Arctic Circle, down to 55 degrees of south

ern latitude. This vast continent is divided into two parts at

the Isthmus of Darien ; in the bosom of which lies that chain

of islands which are denominated the West Indies. These is

lands are again divided into two classes , denominated the Wind

Ward and the Leeward ; the Windward are again subdivided into

other classes which retain the sainé names, and are distinguish

able by the station which they sustain. From classes we descend

to islands ; from islands to counties ; from cotenties through

all the gradations of subdivision , till we eriter local plantations,

and lose ourselves in the minuteness of our researches.

To a spectator , who extends his view from North to South

America, these islands appear like so many scattered fragments

of a broken continent, now insulated by water ; but originally

forn by some violent concussion of nature from those portions

of the globe, which are now inundated by the gulfs and seas

which fill the excavation in which they stand. In this view they

appear like monuments of some signal vengeance, which Hea

ven had inflicted on some dreadful occasion ; and they seem

preserved to convey the tremendous tidings, through the pro

gress of time, to the latest generátions of mankind. The fertility

which they exhibit, will tend to add some mournful ingredients

to these conjectural sentiments ; and the mind is left to rove in a

mclancholy region ; fo contemplate departed glory ; and to drop

the tear of sorrow , over an immense tract of the most fertile tere

ritory that perhaps ever opened its bosom to the sun ; now over

whelmed with surrounding seas, and sunk for ever to the boitom

of the remorseless deep.
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As natural productions they seem to have immerged from the

bottom of the ocean ; and to have elevated their mountainous

heads, to a height which in many instances has been almost

inaccessible to man . That marine productions have been found

on the most elevated parts to which man has had access, is a

point which will admit of no dispute ; and serves as one colla

teral proof of an universal deluge.

But on the origin of islands we have no more reason to ex

pect that our curiosity will be gratified , than we have, when we

urge our inquiries about the origin of continents. They both

claim one common Parent ; we behold in each the footsteps of

an Almighty Creator ; and they declare in both cases, that, in

ways and manners which are beyond the scrutiny of mortals,

they owe theirexistence to the power and wisdom of God.

These islands are bounded on the east by the Atlantic Ocean

with which they are laved. On the north their limits are fixed

by the northern continent of America ; on the west by New

Spain and the Isthmus of Darien ; and on the south by the

northern shores of the southern continent of America. Thus

providentially situated, in a region adapted to their uses ; sur

rounded by seas and gulfs, which are amazingly extensive, and

navigable for ships of the largest burdens ; they present their

bosoms to the Atlantic Ocean ; and are so adapted for commerce,

that they seem, while reposing in the lap of nature, to hold out

a general invitation to Europe and the world .

Protected on the west bythe mountainous Isthmus of Darien ,

which rises in majestic grandeur, and formsa rampart to that

world of waters which lies behind it, these islands are shielded

from otherwise inevitable destruction. Preserved from the

encroachments of the Pacific Ocean by this barrier which the

Isthmus of Darien forms, they are secured from that unavoidable

ruin , into which they must in all probability have fallen , had

that barrier been broken down through any sudden convulsion

of nature. For in such a situation are these islands apparently

placed, that should this isthmus which now divides both conti

nents and oceans, be demolished by any unexpected commotion

of the world , the agitation which would arise from the awful

confluence of these immense oceans, would in all probability

nearly blot them from the visible works of God.

The inundation which a junction of these seas would occasion ,

would, it is more than probable, either root them from their

foundation, or so agitate and vex these contiguous waters , as

to render these seas unnavigable ; so that should these islands

survive the catastrophe, they would be no longer beneficial to

the world in general.

But that God who sitteth above the water-floods, hath laid
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the foundation of the earth, and hath shut up the sea within

doors. He hath established its boundaries beyond which it can

not pass : he hath chained it with his word, and said , “ Hither

to shalt thou come but no further, and here shall thy proud

waves be stayed.”

Through this power the Isthmus of Darien has baffled the rage

of all the elements, and repelled the storms of all preceding

ages. And what changes soever the earth may have undergone

in these parts of the globe, through earthquakes, volcanoes, or

other causes which have acted on her surface, or insidiously con

sumed her through subterranean fires, these ramparts have been

preserved uninjured to the present time ; and arestriking monu

ments of the creating power and preserving care of God.

It isthrough the word of divine power that the different ele

ments have preserved , and still preserve, their respective abodes ;

that an equilibrium is maintained between land and water ; and

that no encroachments since the universal deluge have been suf

fered in either case , which could unhinge the laws of nature,

or, in a general view, either parch , or finally inundate the

globe.

The calamities which have befallen it since that total inunda

tion , have been either transient in their continuance, or partial

in their application ; like momentary eclipseswhich cast a sha

dow over the scene, that its beauties might afterwards appear in

brighter perfection, and to greater advantage.

În the great volume of nature which we now contemplate,

irregularities will appear before us ; and they will appear like in

fictions or casualties which proceed from the justice of God.

But many of these irregularities are branches of a system, the

whole of which we cannot fully comprehend ; they are secret

portions, which unite the morevisible parts ; and serve as con

nective links in the vast chain of being and of providence, which

both begin and finally terminate in God.

The geographical position of this vast Archipelago which is

bounded and protected as we have described , engrosses on the

globe a considerable space. Extending from Trinidad south

ward to the northern Bahama, it includes from 10 to 27 degrees

of northern latitude ; and stretching from Barbadoes on the east,

to the extremity of Cuba on the west, it fills from 60 to 85

degrees of longitude west of London ,

The territorial dominion belongs to different European powers,

of which considered in every point of view the British is the

chief; the other settlements appertain to Spain , to France, to

Holland, and to Denmark ; but occasionally change their mas

ters as the fate of war decides. In the course of those hostilities

which from time to time have disturbed the tranquillity of Eu
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rope, and desolated so many fertile countries , these islands have

been sometimes the theatre of devastation , and scenes of

rapine and plunder have been occasionally exhibited, as they

happened to fall a prey to one or other of the opposing powers.

The calamities of war in all the varied forins in which they af,

Hict mankind, have been severely felt in these colonies, and

seem to have counteracted that profusion of blessings, which the

providence of God, in the productions of nature,has scattered

with such a liberal hand,

The cruelties which the unhappy natives have undergone ;

the unheard of tortures to which they have been exposed ; the

depredations which have been committed upon the inhabitants

by Europeans, even when they had extirpated the natives, and

then thirsted for each other's blood, would half induce us to be

lieve that these islands were marked out for the vengeance of

Heaven ; and that the inhabitants had been doomed to suffer

those evils which so awfully overtook them , as a punishment for

some most heinous crimes.

But how strongly soever the contention for empire may have

been on other occasions, yet in the course of these wars which

too frequently happen between Great Britain and France, after

desolating with fire and sword the territorieswhich they respec

tively acquired by conquest in times of hostilities , they have al

most uniformly restored them to the first proprietors by treaties

of peace.

The first discovery of these islands was madeby Christopher

Columbus . This celebrate navigator was born in some obscure

village, within the territory of the republic of Genoa, A. D.

1442. Tradition reports that he was honourably descended, but

time and misfortunes concurred to reduce his parents to humi.

liating circumstances ; so that, at an carly period of his life, nes

çessity prompted him to action, and , in the end, patient and la

borious merit conducted him through the rugged and uneven

paths of enterprize to fame and honour.

Brought up to the sea, he became an early adept in the theory

and practice of navigation, and acquired a greater share of nane

tiçal information than any of his contemporaries, either in his

own , or any other country. From a combination of circum .

stances which fell under his observation in the course of trading

voyages from his own country towards the Atlantie ocean , he

concluded that undiscovered regions lay to the westward, beyond

that immense body of waters, After submitting the evidences

* That Columbus was fully persuaded in his own mind of the existence of an

iruose tract of land lying in some undiscovered part of the globe, appears

met çvident to the attentive inquirer. It was this persuasion which give

€ 3y to his pursuits, and prompted him to exertions apparently beyond clia

reach of man .
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which , had confirmed him in his opinion, to the investigation of

the most learned men of those times, and finding no material

It was the opinion of the Abbé Raynall and others, that Columbus from an

attentive survey of the world as it then stood delineated on maps, conceived

that there was too great a disproportion between the land and water; and they

say that this circumstance first suggested to him the idea of pursuing a westerly

toute, in quest of another continent which was then unknown .

There are others however who attribute this first idea of Columbus to a dif

ferent motive ; and imagine that the only object which he had in view in taking

a westerly direction, was to find a much nearer passage to India ; -a country

which was then known to several states in Europe, and had occasionally been

visited before that time .

The spherical figure of the earth was well known to Columbus, and to many

geographers who lived before, and were contemporaries with him. These geo

graphers divided the equator into 360 portions, and invented those modes of

measuring the latitudesand longitudes of places which they have handed down

to us, and which we retain in use to the present day. According to their geo

graphical calculations, they imagined that the most easterly land with which

they were acquainted , lay about225degrees east of their first meridian, which

then passed through the Canary or Fortunate Islands.

Admitting this calculation to have been just, Columbus well knew that these

longitudes which stretched into such distant regions eastwardly , must leave

but acomparatively small portion of the globe on the western side. For since

the whole circumference of the earth at the equator contained but 360 degrees

( or 24 hours, allowing 15 degrees to an hour)and since 225 lay to the east of

the first meridian , it followed as an inevitable consequence, that oaly 135 could

remain unexplored in the western longitudes ; and consequently, that could a

passage be once found through the western ocean which he wasabout to explore,

a much more expeditious mode of communication would be opened with India,

than that which was then pursued by the Portuguese and others.

With these designs and under these impressions founded upon the establish

ed but grossly inaccurate geography of his age, Columbus undertook his pe

rilous voyage'; set sail , and found America much sooner than his calculations

could have induced him to expect, had they been well founded. Indeed, nei

ther he nor any of his contemporary geographers pretended to set boundaries to

the land in the east ; only they imagined ihat they could trace it into those east

ern longitudes which have been mentioned, but how much further was quite

unknown. If these were his views, it is not probable that he would have wil.

lingly relinquished his design till his arrival near the Sandwich Islands, at which

part of the globe he wouldhave fallen in with these eastern longitudes.

Under these circumstances it is perhaps hard to say, whether the discovery

of America under Providence may be ascribed to accident or design. But be it

attributed to what it may, the bold and adventurous spirit of Columbus is equal

ly an object of admiration and astonishment. If we impute the discovery to ac

cident, under these views we must admit that his daring calculations must have

inclined him to explore unknown oceans, much beyond those which were ac

tually traversed by him.

Steering thus into those western longitudes, Columbus, on his seeing land,

was satisfied that he had found some part of Asia, to which he gave the com

mon name of Indies. But as this had been discovered by a westerly course of

navigation, while the other lay in the east , it obtained from him through this

circumstance the name of West Indies, which name wa soon established in Eu

rope, and is retained to the present time.

But whether the motives of Columbus in exploring those almost shoreless

oceans, were to discover the extremities of Asia, or to seek after that continent

VOL . I.
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objection in their arguments to discountenance his hypothesis,

he quitted his native country, in search of powerful and opulent

patrons who might enable him to prosecute his plan of demon

strating the real existence of such undiscovered territories. It

is not ảnown by whatmeans he foundsufficient interest to make

application to most of the courts of Europe for encouragement,

nor how he supported the expences of travelling ; but it is well

ascertained that he came to England, after having met with a

very mortifying reception at the French court, and offered his

plan to our Henry VII. whose love of money being his predomi

Aant passion , he would not adventure the requisite expenditures

for so great an undertaking upon such an uncertain issue. " The

Portuguese rejected his proposals from timidity, not daring at

that time to undertake distant voyages. * These repeated disap

pointments, however, did not deter him from making a final at

tempt at the court of Spain, where Isabella of Castile, by her

marriage with Ferdinand the Catholic, the first king of Spain

on whom that title was conferred , had brought him in dowry

the ancient kingdom of Castile, and had thereby considerably

increased not only the territorial domains but the revenue of

Spain . Here after a suspense of some years, he at last beheld

himself in a condition to carry his favourite project, as it was

then called, into execution .

Y

which he actually found , no positive evidence can now decide. But whatever

his motive or motives were ,theevent which followed his undertaking is certain ;

his bold and enterprising spirit, under the protection of Heaven , led him to

the discovery of this western world , and procured for him that famewhichhe

has so justly acquired. On these distinct but unimportant questions the reader

is left to form his own judgment, and to draw his own conclusions ; for since

no decisive proof can be now obtained , a train of circumstantial probabilities

must be his only guide.

Every thing, however trifling in itself, becomes interesting,when it is sprink

led with the hoar of antiquity , and connected with men who have rendered

themselves conspicuous in theannals of mankind. We lookwith anxious sym

pathy on suffering greatness, and by entering into their feelings, enjoy or suf

fer all the sensibilities which their narratives can bestow . The smallest parti

culars which relate to Columbus, are important ; every relic is valuable ; and

while we write hisdiscoveries, wecan hardly avoid giving a portrait of his life.

The reader op such occasions readily forgives the digression , and is willing to

suspend the general narrative to peruse the historyof a man, whose name is

linked to time, and who cannot be forgotten till time shall be destroyed.

* Stimulated with the successes of Columbus, the Portuguese however soon

embarked in an important enterprise which amply recompensed their exertions

In the year 1494, which was only two years after Columbus sailed on his first

voyage, BartholemasDias running down thecoast of Africa discovered its south

ern extremity, the Cape of Good Hope ; but returned without making any

further progress. These discoveries however were soon followed up withgreat

success by Vasques de Gama, who in the year 1497 succeeded in hisattempt in

doubling the Cape, and opening the present passage into the Indian Seas ,
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It is asserted that his royal patroness was obliged to part with

many of her most valuable jewels to defray the expences of fit

ting out this adventurer's expedition. Be this as it may , it is

evident that neither the king nor the Spanish nation had any

sharein thefirst enterprise ;for a more considerable force must

have been the result of the efforts of the Spanish government ;

whereas, the little fleet which the queen alone was enabled to

furnish , might be to the extent of her ability. It consisted only

of the St. Mary, on board of which Columbus was permitted to

hoist an admiral's flag, a ship. of no considerable burden, and

of two smaller vessels, the Pinta, and the Nina, called car

ravalls from their being of light burden , and not much supe

rior to covered boats or barges. It is true, they were victual

led , and provided with proper arms and ammunition for a voy

age , or residence on shore, of twelve months. With this

small squadron Columbus set sail from the port of Palos on

the 3d day of August 1492, and in the course of his voyage

had many difficulties to surmount. Thefirst and most impor

tant was the variation of the compass, which till then hadnot

been observed ; this was considered by an ignorant and unprin

cipled crew as an obstacle to the further pursuit of the voyage.

The few gentlemen of Isabella's court, who by her orders at

tended on the admiral, and as companions were on board his

own ship, were easily alarmed , and, wishing to return home,

secretly excited the discontent of the sailors; so that a general

mutiny was on the eve of breaking out, when land was providen

tially discovered by Columbus himself, who had constantly en

couraged the mariners by the hopes he entertained of being at

no great distance from the coasts he so confidently expected to

find. An island about fifteen leagues in length, having the ap

pearance ofa plain without any hills, lay close aboardof the admi

ral's ship on the morning of the 12th of October. Columbus,

transported with joy, was the first to leap on shore , and was

soon followed by the crews of all the ships, when Te Deum was

solemnly chanted. This offering of gratitude to God being

over , the sailors, ashamed of their late conduct, threw them

selves at the feet of their commander, and implored his fargive

ness. Columbus then returned to his ship, arrayed himself in

a rich dress, and accompanied by his retinue, with all the pomp

and splendour which his situation would admit, proceeded to

take possession of the island for the crown of Spain, and to give

it the name of St. Salvador, as a grateful tribute of remem ,

brance for the dangers he had escaped ,

It was one of the Bahama Islands, having the appearance of

a delightful country well stored with wood, and watered by a

number of rivulets, but in no state of cultivation , which could
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induce him to believe it was one of those rich and fertile coun

tries, that was to reward him and his followers for this hazard ,

ous enterprise . Coasting along to the southward , however, he

found a larger island abounding with all the necessaries of life,

inhabited by a mild and friendly people, and exhibiting every

appearance of opulence ;whereas that of St. Salvador appeared

to be extremely poor . From some specimens of gold shewn to

him by the inhabitants of this second discovered island, as well

as by those of the Bahama's, he conceived that it possessed mines

of this precious metal ; and with this idea , which he knew

would be highly acceptable to his employers, he resolved to re.

turn to Spain for reinforcements, after leaving a number of his

companions on a friendly footing with the natives, a few of

whom he took with him to Spain. This island was afterwards

called by the Spaniards Hispaniola, which name it still retains,

though it is more commonly known by that of St. Domingo,

and has lately through the successes of the blacks been also

styled Hayti.

We have no account of his voyage home; we are only in ,

formed , that on his arrival at Seville , he proceeded to Barcelona,

where the court then resided ; which he entered in a triumphal

manner, exhibiting to the astonished multitude as he passed

along , samples of the gold , with the ornaments of dress, the

arms and domestic utensils of the islands he had discovered.

His reception was such as might be expected from his sove

reigns. The king, in particular, who clearly perceived that the

foundation was now laid for the future aggrandizement of his

kingdom, by the accession of new territories, and the influx of

wealth , entered heartily into the views of Columbus, who pro

posed to establish a Spanish colony in the islands he had already

discovered , and to lose no time in further researches , till he had

firmly settled Hispaniola, in which he proposed to reside, and

there to wait for favourable opportunities to complete his plan

of making new discoyeries ; for he was fully convinced that

there were several other islands at no very great distance .

A formidable fleet was got ready with the utmost expedition,

amply equipped with every article adapted to the double pur

pose of exploring and conquering new countries. Columbus

was now appointed governor of all the territories he had, or

should take possession of, for the crown of Spain . A great

number of adventurers, many of them persons of high rank,

embarked with him ; and this second voyage proved still more

successful than the first, for in the course of it he discovered

Cuba and Jamaica ; and , in a third , the whole Archipelago ;

which , in process of time, became separate colonies, as we

haye already noticed, belonging to difunt Luror can nations.
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It is now nolongerdoubted, that this great man was likewise

the first discoverer of the Continent of America, ascribed by

some historians to Vespusius a merchant of Florence , who, hay

ing sailed on a trading voyage to thesoutherncontinent, and

envying the renown which Columbus had acquired , boldly as

sumed the merit of the first discovery ; and had the audacity to

make the addition of Americus to his family name. But Ves

pusius was not the only enemy Columbus had to encounter ; a

party formed against him at court, prevailed upon the imbecile

and ungrateful Ferdinand to send a military officer of rank to

Hispaniola, as an inspector of his government; who found

means not only to superşede him, but to load him with irons,

and to send him to Europe as a state prisoner. Isabella his pro

tectress was no more ; but his innocence was so apparent, that

he was again taken into favour, and, unmindful of his past suf

ferings, followed the impulse of his ruling passion, and ventured

on a fourth voyage of discovery,most probably that of attempt

ing once morea passage by the West to the East Indies. From

this expedition he returned to Spain totally exhausted ; and after

languishinga considerable time, under a hectic fever, he termi

nated his glorious life at Valladolid, in the year 1506, in the

56th year of his age.

Situated under the' tropic of Cancer, the climate, soil, and

productions of the West-India islands may be included together

in one general description ; and without entering at present into

any minute examination of any particular island, we may view

the whole in one collective point, bearing in general character

a near resemblance to one another. The cultivated parts of

these islands exhibit a scene of fertility, to which no country in

Europe can bear any kind of proportion ; and of which no Eu

ropean, accustomed only to the temperate and frigid zones, can

have any adequate idea . It is a region in which abundance and

variety seem to contend for mastery ; in which they seem to lay

an equal claim to our attention , but leave the mind undecided in

its preference and choice. But abundant and various as these

productions are , the fertility which abounds in these countries,

may perhaps be attributed more to the salubrity of the climate,

in the process of vegetation , than to the internal excellencies of

the soil, or the laborious exertions of man .

The same effects are produced in these islands by the periodi

cal rains which regularly fall, as are produced in Egypt by the

overflowings of the Nile . In both cases the earth seems threat

ened with an inundation , through those waters which overspread

her surface for a moment, andwhich seem to indicate a second

deluge to destroy the world . But they are only so many mani.

festations of the divire goodness, acting through the medium of
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second causes, which, in these torrid regions, he has made use of

to impregnate the secret recesses of vegetation, to call torpid

life into action, and to fertilize the surface of the earth .

In Egypt the waters rise from the swellings of the river , but

in these islands they descend in torrents from the skies.

both cases the handof Omnipotence is conspicuous ; only he

displays his power in different ways. In both cases he appa

rentlydeluges the earth with water, while he only fertilizes her

surface, causing her to teem with plenty, which the tropical

sun soon ripens for the use of man . It is thus, in the king

dom of nature, that Jehovah acts ! It is thus also that he acts

in the kingdom of divine grace ! He awakens the soul to ap

prehensions of danger, andthen conducts it to the throne of

grace. He waters it from on high with the dews of his heaven

ly grace, that it may bring forth fruit to his glory, through the

efficacy of the Sun of Righteousness, who shines upon it with

sacred lustre.

The face of these islands would have held out sufficient in

ducements to the first adventurers, to establish settlements in

these prolific regions, though no other temptations had conspir

ed . They were countries in which nature seemed to have

poured out, in luxuriant profusion , every thing necessary for

the conveniency and comfort of man , and in which she appear

ed to present an extensive garden , which had been planted and

cultivated by the hand of God. The foliage of the trees exhibited

little less than a perpetual summer , diffusing its spicesthrough

the aromatic gales ; while the fruits with which multitudes of

them were loaded, gave evident signsof the divine favour. The

roots and herbs which were nourished by the intense action of

the solar beams, in conjunction with those fruits which were

mellowed into ripeness by the same cause , and hung pendent

from the boughs, must have excited gratitude in every feeling

heart, in proportion as they produced admiration. And the as

tonishment which nature, thus wearing a perpetual smile, must

have infused into the contemplative mind, would, one might ex

pect, have been transferred to the primary Fountain from

whence it sprang. The seas which encircle and lave these

islands, contribute their portion in displaying the bounties of

God. They teem with fish ofthe most delicious flavour ; and

yield this grateful repast in a surprising abundance. Both earth

and sea conspire to supply the wants of man, by communi

cating their productions with amazing variety ; exciting grati

tude while they heighten wonder, through evidences which

strike upon every sense, and more than demonstrate the uns

bounded goodness and infinite power of God.

The diversity of hills and valleys, the elevated mountains,
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the extended savannas, the number and variety of trees and

shrubs, and the umbrageous shades and cool retreats, which

diversify this picturesque scene, all contribute to heighten the

grandeur of the prospect, and to add to that fertility which

glows without a rival in any other climate of ôur terrestrial

abode. The mind is lost in contemplating the numerous beau

ties which these islands afford ; and sinks oppressed with dif

ficulties in making selections among a numerous train which

exceeds all the imagery of the mind, and bids defiance to her

descriptive powers.

The lofty and enormous trees which rise in majestic gran

deur, and exceed in magnitude any that Europe ever saw , are,

in many cases , :protected from those violent tempests which

sometimes ravage these countries, and lay plantations waste, by

the still loftier mountains, which rise to an astonishing height:

while these trees afford to those plants and shrubs which

flourish beneath their shade, that protection and shelter which

they receive. By these means shrubs and plants are defended

against those intense heats which would pierce their vital parts,

and extract from them that moisture by which they live.

Through the same causes they are preserved from the fatal

effectsof those rains which fall in autumn with such irresisti

ble violence, as would strike them from the lists of vegetative

creation , and mingle them with that earth from whence they

nowderive support. Thus circumstanced, the tender plants,

which flourish in these islands, enjoy the genial and invigorat

ing heats, without being exposed to all the rigour of that into

lerable fierceness whichblazes in the summer solstice from a

vertical sun. Through the same peculiar happiness of situation,

these tenderplants partake of those enlivening benefits, which

issue from those rains and dews which fertilize the country

through every varied season , without sustaining the disadvan

tages which otherwise they must have suffered from those torrents

of water which descend, occasionally, from the skies, in terrible

inundations . The lofty trees which give graces to the magnifi

cence of the scene, thus contribute to the fertility of those islands

which are embellishedby their stateliness and foliage ; and they

must have proved with demonstrative evidence to the first set

tlers, by their luxuriant growth , which depended on the native

vigour of the earth and the power ofthesoil, the certainty of suc

cess which waited to crownthe hand of industrious cultivation.

There is a certain propensity in the human mind inclining it occasionally

to draw a veil over the enormities of their fellow - creatures, which I feel my

self rather at a loss to comprehead. It seems difficult to say whether this pro
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The Papaw and Palmeto ; the Mahogany and the Cedar ; the

Ceiba andthe Fig, or what is called, in the East, the Banyan

pensity arises from respect for human nature, and which would induce us to

doubt theauthenticity of those facts which stain the page of history with hu

man blood , or whether it arises from a national or an individual friendship for

those persons whose actions sully the annals of mankind. Perhaps it may oce

casionally arise from both causes. But in either case, it is a censurable propeu

sity, because it ultimately tends to defeat the designs of all faithful records ,

and to render questionable and suspicious even thebest authenticated facts. In

the former case it betrays the weakness, and, in the latter, the depravity of the

human mind .

Facts are, in themselves, good or bad, independently of all opinions which

we put upon them ; and from what they are in their own natures, the authors

of them must finally stand or fall. The false glosses which the varnish of lan

guage may give them , may deceive mankind ,but cannot deceive Him before

whom we must shortly make our appearance to give an account for those

deeds done in the body, when we must abide the decision of his tribunal who

shall judge both quick and dead .

In the corrupted currents of this world,

Offence's gilded hand may shove by justice ;

And oft ’tis seen the wicked prize itself

Buys outthe law . But 'tis not so above ;

There is no shutlling ; there the action

Lies in its own nature ; and we compellid ,

Even in the teeth and forehead of our faults,

To give in evidence.

The greatest men that ever ornamented human nature, have had their foer,

and the greatest villains that ever disgraced mankind, have had their friends.

These remarks are of general application ; and though we may find some dif

ficulty in discovering the motive , there can be none in discovering the fact.

To lessen the fame of Columbus, and to palliate, if not to deny the enor

mities of the Spaniards, in the extirpation of the peaceful and unoffending

natives by some of themost inhuman butcheries which have ever disgraced

mankind , some writers have affected in an indirect manner to call in question

the veracity of Columbus ; by representing these delightful islands as so many

melancholy deserts, abounding chiefly with mountains and swamps, at once

impenetrable, and hostile to the health of man. And from these circumstances

they have inferred the scantiness of their population, in order to extenuate

those unheard -of murders which depopulated this Archipelago, and in the

short space of somewhat less than half a century, exterminated not less than

two millions of the human spesies. And to aggravate the horrid facts , if such facts

can be aggravated by any circumstance,no other pretence seems to be assign

ed , than that they were Pagans, Infidels, or Hereties, and must be destroyed for the

glory of God !

How inscrutable and mysterious are the ways of Heaven ! Perhaps few , if

any, abstract arguments can furnish us with more decisive proofs of a future

state, than those inhumanities which are practised in the world , and yet go

unpunished. The justice of God is inseparable from his nature and being ;

and his being admits of demonstrative proof.

When Jamaica in 1655, under the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell , was

taken from the Spaniards, it seems to have exhibited little less than a dreary

waste, in which the lazy Spaniard was obliged to re- ide in dismal soli.

tudes, which his merciless forefathers had occasioned, by crimes which we
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Tree, raising their heads above their brethren of the forest, are

without doubt deserving of that attention which their elevated

rank in the vegetable kingdom imperiously demands. Of the

Palmeto Royal, or Mountain Cabbage, Mr. Hughes, who wrote

the history of Barbadoes, observes, “ that the highest which

he recollects to have seen in his time was 134 feet in height.”

Mr. Edwards, speaking from personal knowledge, says, " that

in the island of Jamaica he has seen them upwards of 150

feet high, as well as calculation, unassisted by actual measure

ment, could ascertain ; and Ligon , to whom Mr. Edwards ap

peals, mentions some at the first settlement of Barbadoes, which

were not less than 200 feet in height. “ Neither the tall Cedars

of Lebanon, nor any trees of the forest, are equal to it ( says

Mr. Hughes) in height, beauty, or proportion." Like those

mighty rivers, which grace the Southern Continent of Ame

rica, and demand a place on maps of the most diminutive size,

the Palmeto rises superior to the whole vegetable race, and

stands, for its height and beauty , among thewonders of pro

ductive nature .

The Cedar and Mahogany swelling to an enormous size, not

unfrequently measure nearly 90 feet, from the base to the first

branches, which spread at that height from their trunks. These
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cannot reflect on without horror. Having exterminated the natives, and be

ing glutted with human blood, they sunk down into a national apathy, regard

less of the native beauties of the soil which they inhabited ; and lived chiefly

on those spontaneous productions of nature with which the islands abounded .

In the mean time the wild but native vigour of the soil and climate co- ope .

rating together, produced a variety of noxious weeds and deleterious plants.

It was, in reality, such a place as theenemies of Columbushave represented all

the islandsto have been,on hisfirstdiscoveries of, and primary visits to them ,

And such , in all probability, would it have remained until the presentday, had

it continuedin their hands; whichwe may fairly infer by only adverting to the

conditionof the principal parts of Cuba and Porto Rico ; which , though sur

rounded by the industry of neighbouring islands, which tends in general to

stimulate exertion, and prompt to action , are, at this moment, chiefly calcu

jated to confer disgrace on their possessoſs.

The Spaniards in Jamaica, when it was taken from them , under the direc

tion of Cromwell in 1655 , as well as the island on which they resided , exhibit

ed a wretched picture of human nature in disgrace. Enervated bysloth, and

sunk in indolence; enfeebled by luxury , and stupified through inactivity

their mental and bodily powers proved their relation to each other; and strong

symptoms were discoverable in them , that they were fast verging towards &

state similar to that which the country pourtrayed. They appeared at no great

distance from a state of barbarism ; and, on this account, became an easy

prey. But these facts and circumstances will appear more conspicuous, when

wecome tothe particular description of each island. The characters of the

natives, and the sentiments ofColumbus, on the fertility and state of the

country , will appear from a letterwhich he wrote to the king of Spain from

Cyba .' It will be inserted a few pages hence, for the satisfaction of the reader,

who may then judge for himself.

VOL. I. H
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trees seem admirably adapted to the climate in which they

grow ; and contribute, amid the scorching heats, which occa

sionally rage with almost intolerable violence, to relieve the in

habitants, by opening those cool and sequestered recesses which

their shades afford. It is an awning which nature has provided ,

and adapted to these torrid climates, to relieve the inhabitants

from those periodical inconveniences, to which they must be

more or less exposed in every partion of this burning zone.

But thesetrees , lofty and enormous as they are, can stand in

no competition, in point of bulk, with the Ceiba, or Wild Cot

ton Tree. It is a tree which seems admirably adapted to the

purposes of Indian navigation ; by which the natives are fur

nished with canoes, suited to those local expeditions which cir

cumscribe their exploits ; and in which the productions of na

ture seem to have superseded the achievements of art. To such

prodigious magnitudes have these trees grown , that, without

any additional timbers, and without any other art, than that

which laborious exertion supplied in scooping and hollowing

them into a concave form , they have been known to carry from

60 to 100 persons.

Nor were the bounties of Providence less conspicuous to the

first voyagers through the medium of nature, in the number

and fertility of those trees which were more immediately produc

tive of fruit. In these the favours of infinite Goodness were scat

tered with an unsparing hand. Thetender bud, the opening

blossom , or the mellow fruit, never forsook these islands , nor

ceased to clothe the hills and savannas with perpetual verdure,

through all the changing seasons of the year. The various

fruits , which are peculiar to these tropical regions, are too well

known to need anydescription ; they have found their way into

Europe ; and the natural productions of these islands, after un

dergoing a necessary process, constitute one of the most consi

derable branches of commerce that exists this day on the habit

able globe.

The larger, or leeward islands, being thickly peopled , when

first discovered by Columbus, with a mild and hospitable race ,

presented grounds which were not wholly in an uncultivated

state. It is true the natives had no intercourse with foreign na

tions, and only raised what their necessities demanded. "They

wanted no influx of wealth, and they had no insatiable avarice,

or ambition, to gratify ; they raised nothing for exportation ,

nor carried their notions of aggrandizement beyond those

islands which bounded their abodes. But their numbers were

great, and though individual exertion was but small, the aggre

gate was considerable ; and finally resultedin beneficialeffects.

Their savannas being regularly sown twice a year with Maize,
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by such amazing numbers as first peopled these islands, who had

littleelse to engage their attention, must have been considerable

to afford them any support. But the work being performed by

such numbers, it could be accomplished without much difficul

ty ; while a double harvest in such a fruitful climate must have

yielded a considerable supply. But great as this supply might

have been, it could not have been adequate to their wants. The

productions of all- prolific nature constituted their greatest re

source, and beguiled them ofconfidence in the utility of their

own industry . The unfading springs of perennial vegetation

had obtained anascendency over their minds, andmatured a re

liance which a few temporary disasters could not shake. Their

Maize seemed calculated to supply some comparative inconve

niences ; they had recourse to this on occasional circumstances,

and trusted nature for all the rest.

But the benefits which resulted from this cultivation , did not

immediately terminate with the harvests which succeeded to re

ward their toil. By the culture of their lands, they cleared them

of noxious weeds,and of those useless shrubs which would have

impeded the progress of those breezes, which are so necessary

to salubrity ; and through the astonishing elevation of the trees,

together withthe height at which the branches began to sprout,

a free circulation was further opened to the breezes, which must

have contributed greatly to establish the health of the natives .

In these alcoves of 'nature, which the interwoven foliage of

the trees contributed to make, the natives must have found a

sylvan recess. The irregular avenues, opening in every direc

tion, must have invited the refreshing gales, asthrough an im

mense number of irregular but stately pillars, which seemed

planted by nature to support an unfading canopy , placed above

parrythe solar blaze. In these cool retreats, equally adapted

for permanent habitation, or occasional retirement, they

found protection or shelter , as occasional circumstances requir

ed . In the midst of heats which were almost insupportable, they

were furnished with a refuge from their intenseness ; and in the

autumnal rains, they enjoyed in these abodes a defence from the

impending cataract. Such was this delightful country when diss

covered by Columbus ; and such , under changes of circum

stances, is the general view of these islands in the present day !*

to

In thus characterizing the climate at large, it is not the design of the au

thor to insinuate, that it is to be considered as salubrious or insalubrious in the

abstract. Generally speaking, these terms are but relative, and can only re

ceive their respective denominations from the various subjects to which they

apply. Men are suited to their native habitations ; and the temperature of

.the atmosphere which is congenial to some constitutions, proves to others the
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They have some permanent characters, which the ravages of

time can hardly alter ; which appear to be infeparablefrom

their peculiar situation ; and which must therefore be much

bane of life. Many things therefore must be taken into the account, before

either the salubrity orinsalubrity of these extensive territories can be admit

ted as of universal application.

Since the discovery of these regions by Columbus, natives of almost every

maritime nation in Europe have Hocked thither in pursuit of wealth. Men,

issuing from almost every latitude between the tropic of cancer and the arctic

circle , must ofnecessity have carried into this burning climate, some consti

cutions which had been previously formedfor thehabitation of colder zones.

The intense heat of these islands must therefore of necessity be but badly

adapted either to promote or secure the health of all these adventurers. When

we contemplate the vast range of latitude which lies between Denmark and

some of the African shores,and behold the inhabitants of these distant coun :

tries residing on the same spot, it would be the heightof folly for us to ex

pect that thesalubrity of the West Indies should bealike to all. That tem

perature of atmosphere whichwould prove congenial to a Norwegian, would

freezea native of Senegal ; while, if we invert the order , we must conclude,

that what would prove congenial to an African or Indían, would melt the

Swede into languor, and render him unfit for those fatigues which are insei

parable from a commercial life. Under these circumstances, even common

exertions, in a climate which has unbracedthe fibres and relaxed the strength ,

how natural soever they might have been deemed in the mother country, be

come a violence offered to nature,and may easily account for many of the

deaths which happen, without obliging us to have recourse to thosedreadful

pestilences, in which " nature sickens, and each gale is death . "

Intempe« ance, to which these regions hold out the most powerful tempta

tions, may be considered as another cause, by which multitudes of European

meet their fate. “ The ridiculous notion” ( says Dr. Moseley ) “ that people

areto die of putrid diseases in hot countries, unless they keepup their spirits,

and embalm their bodies, by the assistance of an additional quantity ofwine,

strong liquors, and livingwell (asit is vulgarly called) has causedthe death of

thousands." Treatise onTropical Diseases,p . 79. Why then shall the climate

be charged with insalubrity, when inconsiderate indulgence exercises all its

efforts to murder a constitution already debilitated by the sudden transitions

which it has undergone ? The fatal effects of this pernicious evil are unhap

pily but too well known in every country in Europe, even where the inhabi.

tants are not transplanted from their native soil. It must be needless therefore

to animadvert on these effects, where their cause is augmented ; and that too

in a country , which, in the ear of reason , demands the full exercise of all the

abstemious virtues. Hence thèń both labour and intemperance conspire to

bring vastmultitudes of Europeanstotheir graves : and their effects may be

estimated by the proportion with which these causes are permitted to operate.

We must not, however, suppose that these causes are alike destructive to all

European constitutions. Their original distance in latitude, seems to afford

the best barometer, admitting the influence of these causes to be the same.

Thus, the Spaniard is less affected with the shock which the transition occa

sions, than the Frenchman ; the Frenchman less than the Englishman ; and the

Englishman still less thanthe natives of the more northern countries. In the

mean while, the negro feels his vigour increase as the solar beams are fiercely

darted upon him , in nearlythe same proportion as that of the European des

clines through the powerfuloperation of the same cause. Asto the native

Inchans who once inhabited these sylvan recesses, the murderous hand of Spain

hasprevented us from making maay remkarls on existing facts . Wegevertha
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the same in all those records, which hold them forth to theno

tice of the world.

The temperature of the air, upon which the changes of the

seasons so much depend in every portion of the world , may

perhaps be considered among the permanent articles of nature

in these islands. Subjected to regular variations, it observes a

greater constancy than is to be found without the tropícs, and

contributes considerably towards those varied seasons which

mark the year. The winters and summers of these islands can

hardly be described in suitable language or by adequate ideas to

the inhabitants of the more northern latitudes. The ideas which

we have been accustomed to associate together, we have fre

quently much difficulty inseparating, andin confining to those

local occasions which called them into being.

Were we to follow nature in the divisions of the seasons in

these islands, we should find but two ; and these are the dry

and the wet. But in imitation of European customs, where we

cannot follow European manners, it is usual to divide these sea

sons into four; though theybegin and end in different months,

and will hardly justify thedivision which we make.

The spring usually commences with the month of May . The

foliage of the trees then exhibits more lively colours than in the

preceding months, and the gaieties of nature put on a more

vivid hue. The periodical rains are thendaily expected, by

every kind of vegetation , by the earth which seems opening to

receive its promised supply ; and by the preparations which have

been made by man . These rains generally set in about the

middle of the month . Compared with those which fall in Au

tumn , they may be considered as gentle showers, which only

sprinkle the surface of the soil. They descend chiefly in the

middle of the day, approaching from the southern quarter ;

and break up with loud peals of thunder ; which terminate the

daily scene , disperse theclouds, and restore the skies to their

wonted serenity. These rains continue for about a fortnight,

with little or no variation ; andwhenthey cease , they leave the

earth clothed with the smile of gratitude, and renewed in ver

dure, to unfold her opening blossoms to the summer's sun .

During this season , the transitions, through varied degrees of

heat, are very sudden and uncertain, The thermometer

is rarely in one position through any measurable distance . It

Auctuates, and falters, and seems to labour under hesitations,

less cannot but conclude, that a climate which is so congenial to men imported

from Africa, must have been superlatively so to its native children.

For an account of theintroduction and ravages of the yellow fever, see our

History of Grenada, vel. Ü. chap. xiii.
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varying six or eightdegrees in a short space. At length it des

termines in favour of superior heat, and fixes in a medium standa

ard , at about 75 degrees. In the mean while vegetation, quick

ened with the rains which had fallen , and stimulated by the

action of the solar rays, sprouts from every quarter ; and moves

onward with a rapidity that is almost inconceiveable. A change of

seasons is evidently visible at the termination of the vernal rains ;

the sudden transitions are now past ; and the weather becomes

fixed and dry. The different degrees of heat afford no radical

inconveniency to the inhabitants; a temporary languor occasi

onally felt, seems to be the greatest.

Thie season , established after these vernal, periodical rains,

· becomes tranquil and salutary ; and the tropical summer imme

diately succeeds. Not a cloud is to be seen . The heat is ex

cessive. The solar rays descending in a perpendicular direction ,

seem to pierce with an angry violence. A general languor is dif

fused through all animal nature; and the arid savannas bask be

neath the almost insufferable blaze. Even vegetation , languish

ingbeneath such intenseness, appears overpowered, and seems to

ask relief. Throughanimated life an apparent silence ensues ; and

even the retreats which nature has provided among her delicious

arbours, are insufficient to afford protection againstthe fierceness

of the solstitial fires.

To counteract or lessen these inconveniences, the sea breeze

regularly sets in about ten o'clock, and continues to blow with

great force and refreshing vigour, during the remaining part

of the day ; in the evening it dies away , and the land breeze

supplies its place. The causes of these breezes we shall soon

proceed to explain , after having passed through the different

seasons of the year.

The languor and debility which those heats occasioned , are

however soon banished by this refreshing sea breeze ; and all

nature, awakened from a state of torpor, starts forth into reno

yated life. The heats which were almost insupportable and ex

cessive, now becometolerable ; nature seems to revive in all her

works ; and her shady recesses which afforded hardly any relief,

are now pleasant and delightful. In these perennial retreats,

beneath a canopy of foliage, which the solar rays can hardly

penetrate, and which is supported by stupendous pillars, the di

urnal breeze circulates without impediment, and offers an invie

tation to its cooling shades. These accommodating circum

stances sufficiently recompense for the previous annoyances ;

and render these islands, even in the height of summer, de

lightful beyond those conceptions which we might be inclined

to form .

In this season of the year, the tropical night keeps pace with

1

1
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the tropical day. The nights are uncommonly bright and

serene. The stars, which spangle in the etherial vault, emit .

a radiance which is unknown in Europe; and gild the hemis

phere with an inconceivable brilliancy. Constellations which

are invisible in England, here display their beauties, and shine

through all the summerwithout being intercepted with a shade.

The magnitudes of these stars appear to be enlarged ; and many,

which , through obstructing mediums, are invisible in the nor

thern latitudes, are hereconspicuous through the purityof the

air. Some stars of the first magnitude, which the peculiar po

sition of the heavens conceals from the higher latitudes, are not

only visible in these climes, but shine with a lustre peculiar to

themselves. The planets put on a more resplendent appear

ance; and display a refulgence which is exclusively applicable

to the torrid zone. Their aspects are bolder and more striking

than in other climates ; and their radiance increases as well as

that of the fixed stars. They glow with a brightness which , in

this season , is sullied with no obstruction, and intermitted only

by the periodical revolutions of the system . To increase the

glory of this enchanting scene, the moon makes herappearance ,

not in “ clouded majesty,” but in resplendent brilliancy ; dif

fusing a light which seems to originate in native lustre. In her

presence, the stars, both erraticand fixed , are apparently eclips

ed, and deprived of half their honours; while her light is suf

ficient for the transaction of almost any business in the open air .

The smallest print may be read, without difficulty, by her light;

· anddistant objects may plainly be seen. By her lightthe finest

landscapes in nature are presented to the eye of the spectator ;

he gazes with admiration and wonder on the beauties which

swarm around him , and wanders into the pathless regions of

fancy without satiety or disgust. At the same time the air is

tranquil and serene, and contributes greatly to heighten the

general beauties of the night. Not a single cloud hides any por

tion of the vast expanse, or interrupts the contemplative mind in

its pursuit of thosemeditations, which the solemnity ofthe scene

and the stillness of the night had conspired to raise.
It is a sea

son which invites to serious thought, while it soothesthe pertur

bations of the heaving bosom , and spreads tranquillity through

all the powers of the soul. It is a season which awakens the

mind to serious reflections; and carries the intellectual powers

beyond the horizon which circumscribes the scene.
It is a sea

• The beauty of a tropical night, in the summer season, surpasses all the

powers of description . The lustre of the planets seems to increase in propor

zion to that of the fixed stars ; the bodies of all appear magnified ; and, on ac
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son calculated to convey the soul into futurity ; to anticipate

realities which lie beyond the grave ; to connect what is past

with that which is to come, and to make the mind deeply suscep

tible of consolation or remorse . In every country inhabited by

man , the silence of night has been esteemed as congenial to me

ditation ; but though “ Night has been fair virtue's immemo

rial friend,” yet, perhaps, there is no region on the earth , of

which it can besaid with more propriety, that “ the conscious

Moon , through every distant age, has held a lamp to wisdom .”

Nearly the same weather which we have been describing,

continues with trifling variations, through the njonths of June

and July, and till about the middle of August. During these

months the thermometer may be considered as standing at 80 ° ,

increasing, or decreasing, as occasional circumstances interpose,

In the mornings it may be found at 75°, while at noon it is free

quentlyat 85 °, and notwithstanding theconstancy and vigour

of the diurnal, or sea breeze, is sometimes higher ; so amazingly

powerful is a vertical sun .

At the close of August, the sea breeze, to which animal and

vegetable life were apparently indebted in a subordinate sense

for their preservation, becomes irregular, wavers in uncer ,

tainty, and gradually dies away. The atmosphere then

becomes sultry, and almost suffocating and the groves at

this period afford little or no protection. A general lassitude

count of that appearance, they seem toapproximate towards the earth. The

brightness of Mars, of Jupiter, and of Venus, is so transcendent as to outshing

the most splendid appearance that the heavens ever presented to our view in

this country: Venus, in particular, occasionally appears horned like a little

moon , and her light is so transcendently beautiful, as even to cast a shadove

from houses, trees, and other objects, which tend to offer obstructions.

And when, to these appearances, we add the Moon rising in solemo and

silent grandeur to heighten the magnificent scenery, it brightens the prospect

while it expands the mind ; and raises the sublime phænomena to the summie

of more than earthly grandeur. There are perhaps but few places on the

globe to which these lines of Homer can apply with greater exactness, than the

West Indian summer's night :

As when the Moon, refulgent lamp of night,

O'er heav'n's clear azure spreadsher sacred light;

When not a breath disturbs the deep serene,

And not a cloud o'ercasta the solemn scene.

Around her throne, the vivid planets roll,

And stars unnumber'd gild the glowingpole,

O'er the dark trees a yellower verdureshed ,

And tipwith silver ev'ry mountain's head .

Then shine the vales ; the rocks in prospect rise ,

A flood of glory bursts from all the skies ;

The conscious swains rejoicing in the sight,

Eye the blue vault, and bless che useful light.

Pore , ILIAD vin .
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now prevails, which depresses the animal spirits, and the

inhabitants seek relief in vain . The bright serenity which

distinguished the previous months, now disappears ; and the

heat of the sun operates in all its vigour , without an as

suasive to mitigate its force. The thermometer, at this pe

riod , occasionally exceeds 90 ° ; the former season appears en

tirely broken up ; and the whole climate seems to have under

gone an important change. Instead of that regularly refreshing

breeze which revived drooping nature , feeble and intermitting

movements are rather perceived than felt, in the stagnant air ;

calculated to interrupt a lifeless calm, without communicating

that vigour which all nature seems, imperiously, to solicit.

A silent and inactive calm , interrupted by these faint efforts

of an expiring breeze, prevails, with little variation , from

the middle orend of August to the beginning of October .

This, and the rainy season, which immediately succeeds, may

justly be considered as the most sickly portion of the tropical

year . "

• But even in the midst of these calms and faint efforts of the air, we may

behold a kind display of infinite wisdom and goodness. In this we perceive

the influences of secondary causes, subserving the great designs ofGod ; act

ing in conformity with his love towards man , andwith that tender mercy

which is over all his works.

As the diurnal breeze commences with the month of May, or thereabout,

and begins to falter about the middle of August, and shortly aftertotally ex

pires, we plainly perceive that it continues to blow in those countries, while the

sun is vertical, and seems to follow the sun through all his movements between

the tropics. It therefore never forsakes any portion of the tropical regions,

till the sun has actually forsaken his perpendicular station , and begun to dart

hisrays in an oblique manner. It is a breeze, which seems, from its causes

and variations, always to accompany a vertical sun.

But for this salutary wind, in all probability, no animal life could be pre

served in the torrid zone. And in these islands in particular, were this brecze

to be recalled at an earlier period, at a time when the sun was in his annual

zenith , it is more than probable, that vegetation, as well as animal life, would

cease , if consequences, more fatal to the earth, were not to ensue. Thus we

perceive that were it to blow on these islands , with its wonted violence, at

any other seasonof the year, it would be apparently useless , if not detrimen,

tal to man ; and were it to be withheld at this particular period, it would

prove fatal to the inhabitants of these territories, if not to the globe. In the

present constitution of the world , it therefore seems peculiarly adapted to

the use and accommodation of man. It blows with fervour as the sun ap

proaches the northern limb of Cancer, and continues without the intermission

of a single day, until he retires again towards the south ; and entirely ceases

as he approaches the equator .

As these sea breezes actwith vigour till the middle, or towards the end of

August, they continue until the sun has descended to about 25 ° of Leo, and

has lost nearly 10 degrees of his northern declination ; so that the solar rays

have to pass through an obliquity of 10 degrees . By these means the particu

Jar intenseness of theirheat is broken, before the mediating gale is withdrawn.

And though the atmosphere is very hot, even at that time, yet it is sufferable,
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These languid and inefficient breezes, which only serve to

prevent a perpetual calmr, are harbingers of another important

change, which the islands, the seasons, and the inhabitants, are

about to undergo. They presage those violent rains which are

shortly expected to water the country ,and to make an ample

recompence for the summer's drought. In the south and south

east quarters, clouds of a reddish hưe begin to make their first

appearance, moving onward, in large and irregular fleeces, in

dicating the near approach of those torrents which are about to

fall. In the mean while the upper'regions of the atmosphere re

tain their wonted serenity ; wediscover the summits of themoun

tains ; and the objects which are visible on them , appear with a

bluishtinge which seemstobe occasioned by theirdistant elevation ,

free from vapours,and without a cloud. ' But though the sum

mits of the mountains are free , the vapours gather fast and thick

below . The clouds roll onward, the vapours rise, and both con

eur to load the atmosphere to a considerable height, and in a

considerable degree. Impregnated with nitrous particles, and

charged with accumulated exhalations, the clouds repair hori

zontally toward the mountains, round which they gather as a

place of common rendezvous, before they begin to discharge

their Auid treasures on the parched soil. The rains, however,

occasionally fall in smart, but uncertain showers, while the va

which in all probability would have been impossible while the sun was vertical

in the previous months, if no such breeze had been provided to bless the tro

pical world .

But why this breeze should be withdrawn from the islanders so soon, and

even while the heatis scarcely supportable ; why it is not continued till the at

mosphere is freed from every noxious vapour, and all suffocating heats , are

not fos mortals to decide. They are points for the determination of Hint

alone who inhabiteth eternity, and filleth immensity witli his presence ; and

who giveth to none any account of his ways. The same or similar questions

may be proposed on all the phænontena of nature, and on the relative cor
dition of man. But we can giveto these questions no satisfactory solution , be

cause our faculties are too limited, and areincompetent to the extensive grasp .

On these and similar occasions we must terminate all ourinquiries in first prin

ciples ; and after soaring on the wing of human knowledge, till the flightcon

ducts us intothe regions of ignorance, wemust resolve all into the power, and

wisdom , and goodness of God. In the autumnal months, the action of the

solar rays may benecessary to ripen the productions ofthe earth, and to reno

vate the soil, without admitting the impediment of the diurnal breeze to

check its force. Or it may be to preparethe embryo seeds of future vege

tation for ensuing years. 'Or it may be for reasons which are locked up ia

those recesses,which we cannot enter ; and which , if unfolded with all the per

spicuity of human language, our station in cxistence would not permit us to

comprehend. Be these things however as theymay, we may in all behold the

Almighty shining forth in all the splendours of omnipotence and compassion ;

accommodating even those elements which he directs, to the wants and uses

of therational, the animal, and the inanimate parts of the world which is

sustains.
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pours gather together, and the clouds collect their forces. The

heavens, in the mean while, discharge their artillery ; and the

thunder, in repeated vollies, echoes with a tremendous roar . The

lightnings which accompany it, are concealed by the blaze of day

light, and only occasionally strike the organs of vision with any

remarkable vivid fiash . But in the night season , when the ab

sent sun can no longer eclipse these momentary flames with his

superior light; the glare of these lightnings gilding the bosoms

of the mountains with lambent circles, darting in transverse

directions through the gloom , and striking the eye in forms

which will submit to no description , and this, heightened by

the solemnity of the nigbt, creates a scene at once awful, inte

resting, and sublime. And while the thunder thus rolls with an

almost incessant peal, and the lightning blazes in lambent but in

offensive gleams; the distant but melancholy roaring of the

agitated ocean contributes to heighten a scene alreadymagnifi

cent and awful, and to give the finishing touches to one of the

noblest pictures that ever was displayed in the natural world .

October setting in, while the elements are thus conflicting;

the frisking showers which occasionally dropped from the pas

sing cloud, are absorbed in the inundations which they presag

ed. Thewindows of heaven appear to be opened ; and the

days of Noah seein again to revisit the earth . The skies pour

down inconceivable torrents, and descending cataracts seem to

deluge the earth . And while this cataclysm joins the elemen

tary war, a general commotion seems visible in every quarter ;

and the porous earth receives her periodical supply. The im

petuosity with which the clouds empty themselves of water to

drench the thirstyground, can hardly be conceived by the in

habitants of higher latitudes ; the violence and quantity are pe

culiar to the climates in which they appear ; and to obtain a com

plete knowledge of either, we must visit these abodes.

But though no adequate idea can be conveyed to a person

who has not visited these countries, of the quantity of water,

which falls, and inundates the earth , during these autumnals, it

will perhaps be attended with no great difficulty to induce himi

to believe that the quantity andimpetuosity with which these

torrents fall, areprovidentially adapted to the climate . They

rescue the land from the injuries of the preceding months, and

contribute greatly to fertilize the soil. These are countries, in

which nature seems to act with decisive vigour ; its rains and

sunshine are violent or intense ; and in these views, second

causes act witha promptitude which Europe never felt. Taking

these islands collectively, it is computed that from sixty to sixty

five perpendicular inches, is the average quantity of rain which

falls in a moderate year. In many cases the quantity has been
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much greater, and in some of the islands it has occasionally been

somewhat less . Were this average quantity to fall in England,

or perhaps in any portion of the globe lying in the same paral

lel of latitude, the lands would be overflowed; the waters would

become stagnant ; the fruits of the earth would be prevented

from ripening, and the air would be pestilential and corrupted ;

hostile to animal life, and inhospitable to man . Thefeeble power

of the sun at our distance from the equator, would be insuf

ficient to absorb it ; while the rays acting in an oblique direction

through every varied season of the year, could not so far dry up

the ground, as to render such an amazing quantity necessary to

replenish the soil. The quantity therefore which we have, is

adapted to the region which we inhabit ; directed and guided by

that wisdom which superintends the world . But if onthe con

trary we reverse the scene, and suppose only 21 inches, which

seems to be the medium of England, to fall in Jamaica, St. Do

mingo, or Barbadoes, the joint action of the sea -breeze and so

lar rays would demand an exhalation which the earth in that case

could not supply . These powerful agents would pierce below

the surface, and penetrate so deeply as to dry up the springs

and sources of rivers. They would deprive the earth of her

native fertility ; and these islands would present to theadventurous

voyager, the habitations of solitude; destitute of verdure, and

devoid of animal life. The islands would appear like so many

sandy deserts emerging from the ocean ; or like so many solitary

monuments, beaten occasionally by tempests, and burning be

neath the rigours of a tropical sun . A suspension of these wa

ters, but for oneseason , would in all probability occasion calami

ties, which we can hardly name; and introduce such mortality

among the inhabitants, as would unpeople this portion of the

globe.

In every part of the world we behold'the goodness of the Al,

mighty manifested ; but these individual displays of divine

power are considerably augmented by a comparative estimate of

his ways. In the case before us we discover the happy adjust

ment of his dispensations ; we behold the supplies which flow

from his bounty,streaming through the world in regular distri

bution, and preserving, in harmony and relative order, the

earth with all its varied productions, from the equator to the

póles.

It is during these rains, that the climate may be deemed una

healthy, and multitudesare called to people the regions of the

dead. The aged inhabitants , unable to withstand those shocks

which the varying seasons oblige the constitution to undergo,

fall victims to those epidemical diseases which God has permit

ted to ravage those islands. When these violent rains havo

#
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somewhat subsided , their effects continue to survive them ; and

these causeswhich fertilize the earth , prove destructive and fatal

to man. The atmosphere, impregnated with unwholesome va

pours, retains its noxious qualities for some considerable time ;

and the four last months are considered the most pernicious sea

son of the year . The råvages of diseases which prove fatal to

the old inhabitants, extend to those who are accustomed to the

seas. Foreigners, from all parts of Europe, feel, at this sea

son of the year, the fatal effects of that mortality which reigns

through this Archipelago, especially those who are inclined to

corpulence, and where habitual intemperance has been establish

ed through an indulgence of the appetites, which, in the

fashionable style of polished life, is denominated living free.

It is at this season also that those dreadful scourges of God;

which desolate plantations and lay whole territories waste, are

waited for with fearful expectation . The hurricanes, and earth

quakes, which occasionally visit these countries, and totally de

stroy the vintage of the year, are generally felt between the be

ginning of August and the close of October. Their effects

have been frequently described with minute exactness, and their

causes have been attempted to be explored . The former have

been often experienced in all their horrors; but the latter, hav

ing hitherto baffled the researches of philosophy, appear still to

lie concealed. The earthquakes which are known in these

countries are, however, in the general, more tremendous in

appearance, than in reality and effect. They visit, occasionally ,

different islands, and some slight shocks are felt in Jamaica al

most every year. They rarely, however, produce any dreadful

consequences; and no fatal effect, of any considerable note,

has taken place since that horrid concussion of nature which

happened in the month of June 1692 ; when the town of Port

Royal, with all its merchandise , wealth , and inhabitants, found

one commongrave in the yawning earth. On the contrary, the

hurricanes, those dreadful drawbacks from the beauty of these

delightful islands, and from the commercial advantages of the

planter and the merchant, have spread general devastation

throughout complete districts of territory, and destroyed , in

one devouring instant, whole plantations of tobacco, sugar, and

indigo, the principal articles of home consumption, andof com

merce with European nations.

Exposed to these vicissitudes, and subjected to these storms,

the autumnal season moves onward through those months which

terminate the year. In December, another considerable change

takes place, in the temperature of the air , and the salubrity

of the climate . On the northern shores of these islands , a hea

vy and tremendous surf is driven by a stiff gale, which blowing
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from the northern quarter with some violence, and thence vary

ing a few points towards the east, continues to act till it has dri

ven away those noxious effluvia , which , occasioned by the au

tumnal calms and succeeding rains, prove so destructive to the

life of man.
The sea in the mean while, thus agitated by the

operation of the aerial element, not only beats the northern

rocks, but sends forth a perpetual and melancholy roar. At the

sanie time the wind, blowing with a degree of eagerness, drives,

on the summits of the elevated mountains, occasional showers

of rain and hail, which are rather seen than felt, as these

showers of hail rarely or never fall on the more sheltered

savannas, which enjoy a milder climate.

By the uniform action of this northern gale, those unwhole

some vapours, which were lodged by the autumnal rains in the

stagnant atmosphere, are soon dispersed ; returning health again

revisits the islands; and the elements regain their wonted vi

gour. A succession of clear and mild weather then takes

place ; occasionally in December, but more frequently in Ja

nuary ; which continues till the commencement of May, when

the vernal season again begins. From January to May the cli

mate is cool, and the air balsamic ; and to those whohad been

accustomed to inhabit more frigid climates, it is refreshing and

salubrious. The obstructions of the solar rays, which now dart

obliquely through a quantity of the atmosphere, from the south

ern limb of Capricorn, prevent them from acting with that vio

lence which we have seen in the solstice of summer ; while the

wind blowing at this season from the northern parts, contributes

to establish that temperature which is now enjoyed .

These months which begin the year, may justly be styled the

West India winter. But this season of winter is gathered ra

ther from the position of the heavens, than from the sterility of

the earth , or the frigid chills which are occasioned by the air,

It is a season so free from frosts, and chilling fogs, and from

those storms and snows which characterize the winters of other

zones, that it is generally and justly esteemed the most whole

some and pleasant of all the seasons of the revolving year. It

is a season in which coolness and genial warmth are happily

united ; and in which they conspire to establish that vigour

which the preceding seasons had tended to impair. It is a sea

son in which , under the providence of God, the healing hand

of nature seems to make an ample restitution for all the seve

rities which her rigours had occasioned ; and in which she seems

to prepare the inhabitants for a repetition of those variations

which have been described .

Though the heat in the summer season exceeds that of any

European country, yet the diurnal sea -breeze, which blows in
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these climates from the east and its collateral points, purifies the

air, and renders it salubrious even while the heat would be

otherwise insupportable. The provisions which a kind Provi

dence has made to mitigate these inconveniences, which arise

at this season of the year in this burning region , are accommo

dating to the European residents. Should one particular spot

be found too sultry for an abode ; a removal to cool and umbra

geous retreats, to spicy groves, or to the banks of refreshing Fi

vulets, is easily accomplished by persons of fortune. A short

remove at these times occasions a considerable variation in the

temperature of the climate ; and recesses may be found within

the short distance of only six miles, in which a difference of 10

degrees variation of the thermometer may be experienced.

But the winter months form the most delightful season of the

varied year. To persons in the decline of life, the warmth

which this season affords, is suitable to their wants, without

incommoding them with anyannoyances ; while the refreshing

coolness, which the murmuring breezes waft along the glades,

invigorates the autumn of human life ; and the season in all its

parts, seems to suspend the progressof age. To the sickly and

feeble, these islands, in this season , form , perhaps, the happies

country in the world . The temperature of the climate mi

tigatesthe progress of disease , and soothes into tranquillity and

repose the agitated spirits of the valetudinarian .

To these general descriptions which have been given of the

different seasons which diversify theWest India year, many ex

ceptions must however be made. No general account which

applies to such an extent of territory, and which ranges through

such a diversity of islands, lying in so many different latitudes

and longitudes, can be uniformly exact . But though many va

riationsmay be found, they are too trifling in their nature, and

too local intheir application, to justify a minute detail, which can

eonvey no important information . The larger islands afford the

greatest variety ; and are liable to more exceptions than those

which are comparatively small. Incidental circumstances in each

island, call forth occasional variety, which through every year is

marked with deviations. This casual variety must rise superior

to all description , and convince the intelligent mind that no

thing but general ideas can be conveyed.

We have however seen enough to convince us , that God,

through the agency of second causės, acts in a variety of forms

in different portions of the globe . In the northernregions of

Europe we behold creation , in the depths of winter, wrapped

in darkness ; deprived of vegetation ; and ermined over withper

petual snows. We see rivers deprived of motion , and congealed

into ice ;>while frozen seas forget to move ; and the blustering
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storms breathe almost insufferable cold . We see all nature at a

stand ; the " pulse of life" appears to be suspended, while the glim,

mering of the stars affords a questionable light, which guides

the natives of these inhospitable regions, through gloomy snows,

to thefairs of Finland ; or serve to light creation to her grave.

In the West Indies, the scene is not less magnificent, though

God displays himselfin other forms. The amazing fertilityof

the soil and the rapid progress of vegetation in the vernal sea

son , discover the quickening power of Omnipotence ; and hold

out a striking contrast to the desolated regions of the north .

The blaze of summer pierces with almost inconceivable intense

ness ; while the provision which God has made for the accom

modation of man in these burning climes, by causing the sea

breeze to blow diurnally, checks the violence of the solar fire.

When to this we add the refreshing land -breeze which blows

off the shores by night, through which the air is purified and

condensed , after havingbeen rarefied by the heats of the pre

ceding day , we behold at once the goodness and power of that

omnipotent God , in whom we live and move and have our bea

ing. Nor is the King of eternity less conspicuous in the au

tumnal season of the year. The violence of hurricanes, and

the incessant roaring of the agitated deep ; the torrents of rain

which descend from the skies ; the convulsions of the land , when

the islands heave with earthquakes ; the tremendous peals of

thunder which echo from mountain to mountain ; and the gleam

ings of lightning, which dart in ten thousand inoffensive corus

cations, impress the mind with the most awful sensations ; and

fill it with the most enlarged conceptions of that infinite power ,

which shines with irradiating lustre in the brilliancy of sun

shine, and in the gloom of night . In the winter, if it may be

so called , which rather crowns than blots the year, in these

islands, the hand of almighty Goodness visits with peculiar com

passion these favourite abodes. Renewing the wastes of the

preceding seasons, and suspending the progress of disease and

age ; theGod of seasons prepares both the soil and the inhabi

tants in all the varied modes in which life appears , for those en

şuing vicissitudes which are inseparable from the climate of

these islands.

Thus the progressive movements of the revolving year pro

claim the immutability of him who controuls their actions,

and directs their force. The most diminutive action of God

displays his omnipotence; while themost obscure and question

able of his ways are founded in justice, thoughwe cannot uni

formly trace their course. There is nothing which is connected

with God , that we can fully comprehend. " That invisible fluid

with which we are encircled , which we constantly respire, and
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which acts occasionally with such violence upon our bodies, and

upon the different parts of the natural world , remains almost

entirely unknown, except in those effects which experiment will

not permit us to doubt . It is an element which “ bloweth where

it listeth ; we hear the sound thereof, but cannot tell whence it

cometh, and whither it goeth .”

But the variations in the temperature of the air in these

islands, depend more upon the wind than upon the changes of

seasons. Wherever and whenever the wind ceases to blow, the

heat is scorching ; and the easterly and northerly are the only

winds that moderate and refresh it . Those that blow from the

south and west afford little relief ; but they are much less fre

quent, and less regular than that which comes from the east.

The branches of the trees exposed to its influence, are turned

round towards the west, and preserve that position, which they

seem to have acquired by the constant and uniform course of the

wind . But their roots are stronger and more extended under

ground towards the east , in order to afford them a fixed point,

and to enable themto resist the power of the prevailing breeze.

It has also been observed , that whenever the westerly wind

blows pretty strongly, the trees are easily thrown down. ' In or

der therefore to judge of the violence of a hurricane, the num

ber of trees, as well as the direction in which they fall, is equal

ly to be considered . Strengthened as they are by those roots,

which nature has provided for their protection, they are capa

ble of making a considerable resistance to the violence of those

gales which blow from the eastern quarters. But when they

are assailed with those tornadoes which occasionally ravage these

countries, they sink in vast numbers beneath the intolerable pres

sure, and mingle their honours with the dust.

The impetuosity of these tornadoes, which surpass all descrip

tion , and defy resistance, breaks down every guard ; and free

quently lays plantations waste . The protection which nature

has afforded to the vegetable part of creation, though suitable

to all the occasional pressure of the diurnal breezes, is insuffi

cient to withstand those outrages and shocks with which these

islands are awfully visited . Originating in causes which are hi

therto unexplored , these tornadoes arenot more irregular in

their natures than in their movements and effects. They baffle

our most nicely-adjusted calculations, and oblige us to confess

them to be tremendous visitations of God. They serve in con

junction with other branches of the vast phenomena of nature,

to impress us with a view of our own imbecility, and to enlarge

our conceptions of the powerof God.

The easterly wind which blows between the tropics, depends

upon two invariable causes, as far as we can judge from pro
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bability. The first arises from the diurnal motion of the earth

from west to east, and which must necessarily be more rapid un

der the equator ; because a greater space must be passed over in

the same time. The second is owing to the heat of the sun ,

which as soon as it rises above the horizon, rarefies the air, and

causes it to blow towards the west in proportion as the earth re

volves towards the east. Thus, the easterly wind, which in the

West India islands is scarcely felt before 10 o'clock in the morn

ing , increases in proportion as the sun rises above the horizon ,

and decreases as it declines. Towards evening it ceases toblow

on the coasts, but not on the open sea. The reasons of this

difference are very evident : after the setting of the sun , the

air from the land continuing for a considerable time rarefied , on

account of the vapours which are constantly rising from the hot

plains, after ascending towards the mountains, necessarily flows

back upon
the air ofthe sea. This is what is generally called

the land breeze. It is most sensibly felt in the night, on which

account it is also named the night breeze ; for it continues till

the air of the sea , rarefied by the heat of the sun , ftows back

again towards the land , and constitutes the diurnal sea breeze.

The larger islands derive greater advantages from the night

breeze than the lesser, from the great inequality of their sur

face ; and it is therefore felt in all the mountainous countries un

der the torrid zone, blowing on all sides from the land towards

the shore, so that on a north shore this wind comes from the

south , and on a south shore from the north .

This constant action and reaction of the breezes which blow

between the tropics, during the otherwise insufferable heats of

summer, seem wisely instituted by Divine Providence, to pre

vent those fatal effects which would otherwise result from the

exhalations which would stagnate around the mountains, and

on tl;ose extensive savannas from which they rise . The moun

tains which in themselves must tend to impedle the free circula

tion of the diurnal breeze, are thus made subservient to the

great design. They forin a fixed point to which the rarefied air

extends; till sufficiently condensed to become specifically heavier

than it was when ascending, it descends again upon those plains

from which it first arose . And having acquired by its elevation,

a certain degree of coolness, the islands are refreshed from their

centres to their remotest shores; and the stagnant vapours are

driven fromthe land . Thus the mountains which impede the pro

gress of thediurnalbreeze, assist in promoting the opposite action

of this purifying element, and in counteracting those temporary

inconveniences which their previous obstructions had occasioned .

The advantages which result from the regularity of the winds

in these quarters, are obvious to all who are engaged in mercan
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tīle transactions, which oblige them to navigate these seas. Not

only the inhabitants of the torrid zone feel the beneficial effects,

but they extend to the extremities of those commercial con

nections which the produce of these islands occasions.

The inhabitants of distant regions can anticipate with exact

mess the courses of the winds at any given season of the revolva

ing year. On these accounts they can prepare for those events

and circumstances whichare conducted with regularity in these

parts; but which , beyond the tropics, baffle all calculation . The

ships which are fitted out by European nations can be conducted

tothose latitudes which constant experiment hastaught thema

riners to know , when they fall in with the trade winds which

willwaftthem in a regulardirection to their desired port.

The internal works of the islands may also be carried onward

with exactness ; and enterprises may be calculated upon by the

residents of these abodes, without making those allowances for

such unforeseen obstructions as frequently arise in other coun

tries from the uncertainty of the weather, and which often

defeat the best concerted schemes. Their rainy and their dry

seasons proceed with regularity ; the times in which those

changes are expected which periodically visit these parts, are

well known ; and those articles of commerce which the rains or

dews would either damage or benefit, are secured or exposed, as

the progress of the year shall decide.

The marine expeditions which are planned and undertaken in

these islands, can be carried into execution without hazarding

the issue of the event upon the uncertainty of the wind. The

period of sailing can be determined before the vessel takes in her

cargo , and the seamen who conduct her through the deep , can

easily calculate upon the current of air which awaits them in dif

ferent latitudes, long before they leave their native shores .

But the advantages are too numerous to be minutely described ,

and too obvious to be overlooked ; they are apparent in every

department of commerce , and are felt in every quarter of the

globe.

Both the diurnal and the night breeze contribute to carry off

that general tendency to putrefaction which prevails during the

autumnal rains ; and which occasions a dampness, the effects of

which are verydisagreeable and detrimental to the inhabitants.

We have said in a preceding page , when describing the varied

seasons of the year, that during the autumnal rains, and imme

diately afterwards, we might view in these islands themost sick

ly portion of the year. I general tendency to putrefaction pre

vails with rigour, among the living, and the dead . Theun

wholesome damps which float in the atmosphere at this season ,

are without doubt much greater than in the previous months; and
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the intermission of the breezes at this time permits them to act

with all their force. On these accounts those fatal diseases which

ravage these climates, operate on the inhabitants without con

troul, and sometimes in a few hours prepare the body for the

tomb . The intestines of the afHicted soon grow putrid through

a combination of causes , and the progress of the disorder quick

ly reaches the seat of life.

The survivors who escape the disorders of this climate, or re

cover froin them, feel in various forms the bad effects which this

general tendency to putrefaction produces. They are effects

which spread to every portion oftheir concerns ; and even in

animate matter feels the pestilential breath of nature. Their dead

must be buried within a few hours after they expire. Meat will

not keep sweet above twenty - four hours . The fruits decay,

whetherthey are gathered ripe, or before their maturity. The

bread must be made up in biscuits, to prevent its growing moul

dy : common wines soon turn sour, and iron grows rusty in the

space of a day. Seeds cannot be preserved but with uncommon

care and attention , until the proper season for sowing them

returns .

When the West Indies were first settled , the corn that was

sent to them for the support of the Europeans, who could not ac

custom themselves to the food of the natives, was so soon daa

maged, that it became necessary to convey it to them un

thrashed. This precaution however enhanced the price of it

so much , that few people were able to purchase it . Flour was

then substituted for grain , which lowered the price considera

bly ; butwasattended with this inconvenience, that it wassooner

damaged. At length , a merchant conceived that if the flour

were entirely separated from the bran which causes its fermen

tation, it would have the double advantage of cheapness, and of

keeping longer : he therefore caused it to be finely sifted , and

put into strong casks, having it beaten closely together with an

iron mallet , till it became so hard a body, that the air could

scarcely penetrate it . Experience justified this sensible contri

vance, the practice became general, and it has since been con,

siderably improved . *

It has frequently been observed that “ reççssity is the parent of inven.

tion ; " and the circumstance which we have jusi related, tends to confirm the

truth of this remark. A variety of arts which we shall find among the origi.

nal natives of these islands, and which we have cven among ourselves, may

without doubt bo attributed to the same cause . But though invention may be

considered to originate in necessity , necessity acis, in order to attain the ob

ject of its pursuit, through the medium of experiment , and mores with slow

and uncouth steps through a labyrinth of error, to obtain that supply which

it requires and pursues . Necessity theitiore can only be considered as the ac

tive cause which calls exertion into bere , and prompts experiirent to those

actions which so frequcatiy terminale in success . Were it possible for us tQ
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As the European nations became better acquainted with the

climate and produce of these islands, they extended their views

beyond the simple necessaries of life. The progress of time

continually added improvements to those arts which were adapt

ed to the country, and gave embellishment to original invention.

The success which waited upon exertion in the simple necessaries

of life, stimulated to future achievements, and called forth ener

gies which lay before concealed . From necessaries they pro

ceeded to the conveniences and comforts of their situation, and

called forth those various luxuries, which these regions produced ;

and to which the climate seemed to invite.

Having now stated the advantages and beauties of these de

lightful abodes, and given a generaldescription of the country

atlarge ; having taken a survey, which is of general application,

both as toancient andmodern days, and stated the most promi

nent disadvantages which act as a counterbalance to the asto

nishing magnificence of the scenery, and uncommon fertility of

these islands, but few things remain to be considered which are

common to them all.

Of the general beauties and striking singularities which we have

described , no question can be made. They are facts to which

every voyager must be able to bear his testimony, and the dis

advantages are but too well known to require anyproof. In both

cases the facts are authenticated by the historians to whom we

have referred in the close of the Introduction, and their histori

cal testimonies are confirmed by those who either reside in these

islands, or pay them occasional visits in different seasons of the

year.

What the feelings of Columbus and other early voyagers

were, it is impossible to describe, and extremely difficult for us

fully to conceive. On their first views of the astonishing

scenery which these islands must have presented, the prospect

must have been both enchanting and sublime.

Delightful in themselves beyond description, these islands

must have awakened in the minds of those early adventurers,

sensations which we cannot represent. After all the relations

which have been given , in the various journals, in which have

been noted from time to time the highly gratifying appearances

of the country to the approaching seaman ,they fall considerably

short of those scenes which he realizes, when, after a long and

frequently perilous voyage, this Eden of the western world first

beams upon him with its charms. To the modern voyager its

trace those arts whichnow embellish Europe, to theirinfancy, we should be

hold them in their cradle, helpless and unpromising, without being able to dis

cern those distant issues which now give confidence to our future hopes. But

necessity excited to action ; and experiment led on persevering application to those

perfections in arts , which raise Europe superior to every other portion of the

globe.
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views exceed delineation ; but to Columbus and his associates ,

though visible to their senses , they must have almost surpassed

all belief.

Our modern voyagers arrive at these islands with minds alrea

dy prepared by the various accounts which they have received ,

for something astonishingly magnificent, and sublimely grand,

The mind in such a situation is awakened with romantic expec

tations; and visionary prospects press upon its sight. The ima

ges which crowd theimagination in such cases must nearly en

gross every avenue , and leave but little room , even for realities

which are surprising, to operate in all their force. But enlarged

as his conceptions are, the adventurer approaches these abodes

of wonder, with sensations, which nothing but the real pros

pect can excite. His imaginary grandeur melts away , and dis

appears before that which is real, and he gazes with aninsatiable

curiosity, and a degree of silent astonishment, on the enchant

ing scenes, whichopen to his views. A pleasing harmony

tranquillizes his bosom , and hushes the tumults of the disordered

passions. A transport of joy diffuses itself through all his

powers, and flushes his countenance with an involuntary smile.

He inhales the perfumes which are scattered from aromatic

shrubs, with exquisite delight; and, amid such a profusion

of blessings, he half forgets his native land . The thought

ful mind, in this peculiar situation , sinks beneath the pres

sure ofits own emotions, and appears absorbed in awful con

templation.

Bat powerful as these sensations are to the modern voyager,

on his first approaches towards these Indian shores, they cannot

stand in competition with those which Columbus must have felt,

when the land first opened to his view . He had not been pre

pared by any antecedent account, and therefore must have been

agitated with the most anxious solicitude, both for his reputation

and his fate . Yet circumstanced as his mind was, the prospect

must have delighted him with its beauties, and these beauties

must have increased as he drew near, and opened their charms

upon every sense .

Nor were his sensations less exquisite when he actually set

his foot upon the land, either of Hispaniola , Cuba, or St. Sal

vadore. The abatement of the novelty did not quell the ardour

of his soul, nor consign him over to that apathy, which fre

quently succeeds to disappointed hopes . The sentiments of

Columbus on this occasion we learn from an extract of a letter

written by him from Cuba to Ferdinand V. king of Spain , soon

after he had visited that island. “ There is a river which dis

charges itself into the barbour which I have named Porto Santo ,

of sufficient depth to be navigable . I had the curiosity to sound
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it, and found it eight fathom ; yet the water is so limpid, that

I can easily discern the sand at the bottom . The banks of this

river are embellished with lofty palm -trees, whose shades give

a delicious freshness to the air ; and the birds and the flowers are

uncommon and beautiful. I was so delighted with the scene,

that I had almost cometo the resolution of staying here the re

mainder of my days ; for, believe me, Sire, these countries far

surpass all the restof the world in beauty and conveniency ; and

I have frequently observed to my people, that , with all my en

deavours to convey to your majesty an adequate idea of the

charming objects whichcontinually present themselves to our

view , the description will fall greatly short of the reality.” A

multiplication of words rather than an improved account of this

country, is to be found in the numerous writers upon the same

subject; and so sensible have they been of the accuracy of Co

lumbus, that most of them havepreserved this valuable letter.

As the productions of the West Indies are various, and as

they differ specifically from one another, their variety and utili

ty will best appear in the description of each particular island.

There are many natural productions, it must be admitted,

which are of general application, and therefore might with

equal propriety be introduced in a separate view ; but such

pursuits will detain us too long on preliminary matters, and pre

vent us from entering more immediately upon the great ob

jects of this history.

The different species of animals and vegetables, which abound

in the islands, would occupy too many of our pages, if describ

ed with minute exactness in this stage of the work ; and to make

selections where all is new , and therefore interesting , would be

an unpleasant and difficult task .

Many of the land animals, and of the feathered race, which

onceinhabited these delightful abodes, are now no more. The

desolating hand of man has pursued them with unjustifiable avi- ,

dity, and exterminated them from this portion of the globe.

Their names are preserved by historians, and some particulars

of their features have been transmitted to us ; but the pages of

history are their only places of residence; they are struck from

the lists of existence, and are to be found no more. Their

names and their description will appear hereafter, when we pro

ceed to contemplate their peculiarities, and to describe the

places where they were found.

Such general observations as we have judged applicable to

the islands at large , have been already introduced . The ap.

pearance of the country, its situation and general extent, have

been given , together with the varied seasons of the tropical

year. But lest from the manner in which the subjects have
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been introduced , and to which we thus refer, it should be

thought that the details are uniform and exact in all their parts,

it is necessary again to remind the reader, that many deviations

are to be found. The ideas which are conveyed, are only to

be taken in a general point of view ; allowing for those diversi

ties, which must always be included in a country of any great

extent; and which more particularly must be applicable to a group

ofislands, engrossing no inconsiderable portion of the globe.

From the observations which we have made on the various

forms of inanimate matter, and the peculiar beauties with which

these forms strike upon our senses ; and from tracing the works of

the Almighty Father, from inanimate matter through a few

displays of vegetative life, we shall proceed in the next chap

ter toturn our thoughts to man . The various human beings

that are scattered over the face of our sublunary sphere, present

to our views a strange diversityof our race . The shades which

in many cases darken the intellectual powers, are not less di

versified , than those which distinguish the external features,

and mark the skin. In the latter case , they pass through all

the variety of light and shade ; and in the former we behold

the intellectual powers of man descending from exalted com

prehension, through comparative knowledge, down to that de

graded ignorance which half joins him in appearance to the

brute creation .

Instructed by revelation , and guided by a degree of under

standing which takes a circuit round human actions; and di

rected by a judgment which looks backward on the past, and

anticipates the future, man rises above his apparent station in

existence, and we behold him approaching towards angelic na

tures. But descending from this height, and pursuing man

through all the intermediate stages of intellectual debasement

and deformity ; beholding him acting under the dominion of

error; in captivity to his passions; impelled by appetite ; direct

ed by lawless sallies; deluded by his senses; actuated by in

stinct ; or by those diabolical intruders which have stifled every

thing that was good in his original nature when first created ;

we behold him , sinking to the lowest station, and joining him

self to the tenants of the forest.

The situation of man in polished society, is not just at pre

sent our subject : but in this, in which it appears most degrad

ed, it is less generally known. Its condition is not , however,

on that account less certain . The facts of which the next two

chapters will give a melancholy example, are but a specimen of

thestate of millions of our fellow -creatures in the present day,

who now implore our assistance and solicit our relief.
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CHAP. it.

NATIVES OF THE LEKWARD ISLANDS.

Reflections on their situation and calamities - their origin - charac

ter arising from their conduct towards the Spaniards-- ar

rival of Columbus at Hispaniola -- country ---inhabitants -- di

versions — inodes of life-- personal and intellectual endow

ments --mechanic aris - governments - changes effected by the

introduction of Cuanabsaa Charaibean Chief - history of Ana

coana-- religious rites - funeral solemnities -- number of inhabi

tants -- inhuman butcheries of the Spaniards - reflections on the

while.

THAT the various islands of the West Indies, both Leeward

and Windward, when first visited by the Europeans, were in

habited by man, must bereckoned among those truths which

supersede the necessity of all proof, and of which even incre

dulity will not permit us to doubt. It is natural, therefore, to

suppose that the reader will expect some account to be given

him of the original inhabitants in these introductory chapters.

And in compliance with so just an expectation, this and the fol

lowing chapter will be devotedto that purpose.

The aborigines have been invariably divided into two dis

tinct classes of native Indians by Columbus himself, and by the

earliest writers on this subject ; and in this view they have been

justly presented to the world . But in what light soever we con

sider them , much difficulty will attach to an investigation ,

which attempts to reach their origin , their internal manners and

modes of life. A great deal of learned discussion may be found

in Rochfort and LaBat upon this question, Whether these islanders

were all originally emigrantsfrom the continents of North and South

America, or whether we are to ascribe to them a transatlantic

origin ? But the discoveries which have been made by British

navigators in modern days, seem to have nearly decided the

point; and they support that opinion , which , from the light of

their discoveries, in conjunction with a train of circumstantial

evidence, we have ventured to adopt.

The proofs drawn from these quarters, have induced us to

suppose, that the Charaibees, or “natives of the Windward

Islands, migrated originally from some of the countries of the

southern continent of America . The language and savage cus

VOL . I. L
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toms have been found to be similar in many prominent features ;

but particularly in one , which is both detestable and unnatural

the custom of devouring human flesh . It has , however, been

asserted with much confidence, that this practice was by no

means of a general nature . It has been said that it resulted

from the impulse of momentary passion ; and was confined sole

ly to the bodies of such enemies, as were either slain in battle ,

or taken prisoners of war.

It is equally probable from the testimony of concurrent cir

cumstances, that the natives of the Leeward Islands which were

first discovered by Columbus, were a branch of the Apalachian

Indians ; a nation inhabiting the southern part of the northern

continent of America. If therefore the natives of the Leeward

Islands originally sprang fromthe Apalachian tribe, they in all

probability migrated fromthe Florida shores.

These circumstances being premised, the proofs of which will

appear hereafter, we proceedfrom a description of the islands,

to make some observations on the origin and characters of their

respective inhabitants. We have surveyed the climate in the

varied seasons , and the amazing fertility of this Archipelago ;

and from vegetation we proceed to man .

We have already observed , that Columbus, in his first voy .

age, landed on an island, which, from pious gratitude, he

named St. Salvadore; and that from thence he proceeded in his

expedition, and discovered the extensive island of Hispaniola.

These islands were both inhabited by a peoplewho were in some

measure civilized , or at least were devoid of that ferocity which

is the general characteristic of savage manners . The islands

which they respectively inhabited , were no improper index to

their condition. The natives of the former were comparatively

poor, and few in number; while those of the latter were vastly

numerous, and exhibited every sign of opulence and ease . In

his second voyage Columbus discovered both Cuba and Jamaica;

but- returned to Europe a second time, in considerable doubts

whether Cuba were an island , or some part of an unknown con

tinent , which was then for the first time visited by any civilized

nation . *

It may seem somewhat strange that Columbus should rest satisfied merely

with the discovery ofCuba, without ascertaining whether it were an island

or continent, especially as he had been appointed by the king of Spain ,

governor of all the territories whichhe had discovered , or should take posses

sion of for the crown of Spain. His mind however seemed to be so intenz

upon the extensive prospects which lay before him , that he proceeded in the

discovery of new islands, before he made himself fully acquainted with the

boundaries of those which he had but partially made lis own.
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The natives of these islands, together with those of Porto

Rico, discovered in their persons and features a striking simi

larity. They observed the same customs, and spoke the same

language ; they had the same religious views, lived in nearly the

same manner, and practised the same superstitions. In their

conduct they were kind, hospitable, and free; they seemed glad

to promote the interests of their invaders ; and without any sus

picious apprehensions, they rejoiced in their prosperity, and

sympathized with them intheir woes. Nor did those features

of their character arise either from fear or treacherous designs.

Their friendship for Columbus and his associates followed them

in their distresses, and their hospitality administered to their

relief. Necessity alone obliged them to desert a number which

it became excessively troublesome to supply; but even then they

withdrew without offering to injure the afflicted Spaniards,

though they could not have been insensible that it lay in their

power to exterminate the whole race of their invaders. From

these concurrent circumstances they have hitherto been consi

dered as distinct branches of one common nation , and no just

reason can be assigned why we should depart from this generally

received opinion .

Of the Windward Islands our prospects are however very

This island originally obtained the name of Cuba, from its first Indian pos

sessors , which name it still retains. But though it was discovered by Columbus

in his second voyage, perhaps seen by him in his first, it seems to have lain in

a dormant state for many years. It was not till 1508, that its extremities were

fully ascertained ; and not till 1511 that any settlement was attempted to be

made on it. In the year 1508, one Sebastian, by order of Nicholas Ovando,

of infamous memory, ran down its coasts , and taking a circuit round it, ascer

tained its insular situation, In 1511 Jago Velasquez went thither with 300

men , and for the first time, after it had been discovered rather than possessed

by the Spaniards for no less a period than 19 years, planted a small colony on the

southern coast, near a fine port, which , probably after his own name, he de

nominated Jago. And though but few improvements have been madeupon it

fromthat distant period to the presentmoment , in a comparative view , yet

the place of the first settlement is still known by its primary name; and the

original appellation of the island andof its first settlementhavebeen alike secured

from innovationand change. The wisdom of Velasquez appears still conspi.

cuous in his judicious selection of a spot on which to plant his infant colony,

All circumstances considered, the place on which he fixed, may be deemed as

the most congenial to his design, of any in the island; and it presents perhaps

one of the most eligible situations of which the world can boast.

From these simple facts it evidently appears, that the extensive island of

Cuba remained merely in a discovered state during the remnant ofthe life of

Columbus, without either being known to be an island , or receiving any set

tlementfrom the continent of Enrope. We have already observed thatit was

not settled until 1511 , and Columbus died at Valladolid in 1506 , without ever

knowing the extent of those discoveries which he had made, even if we sup

pose that the vast continent of América was totally unknown to this extraor.

dinary man .
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different. Their inhabitants were just the reverse of those we

have been describing. They were fierce, warlike, and barbar

ous ; they were restless, and dissatisfied with the portions which

Providence had allotted them ; and embraced every opportunity

of making depredatory incursions into the territories of their

more peaceable and inoffensive neighbours. Their manners and

customs were totally different from those of the inhabitants of

the Leeward Islands; and from the circumstances of their na

tive ferocity , they were regarded by them with terror and the

most dreadful apprehensions.

The various Indians who inhabited this Archipelago, must

therefore, like the islands which they inhabited , be divided into

two classes. In general the inhabitants were separated in their

conductand customs, just where the islands are divided by the

denomination of Windward and Leeward; wemust therefore

consider them in two distinct points of view. The particulars

which we have been able to obtain of their origin , numbers,

laws , customs, and religious conceptions , will appear respective

ly in the history of the tribeto which they belong; though it

must be acknowledged that in each instance our information is

slender, and frequently unsatisfactory. But such intelligence as

we have been able to collect, shall be faithfully recorded in

each case , and placed before the reader without any disguise.

The circumstances and facts which will bebrought before us,

respecting those tribes whose manners we shall contemplate, can

not fail to awaken some strong sensations in the contemplative

mind ; while it views in retrospection, the manners and customs

of a numerous race of men who are now no more . In thus

surveying the savage nations which will rise before us , human

nature willappearwith strange diversity. The Apalachian and

the Charaibee will stand in contrast with each other; and af,

ford us' an opportunity of viewing the various passions, which,

in a state of nature, agitate the bosoms of mankind . As the

Leeward Islands were first discovered by Columbus, a survey of

their inhabitants and of their unhappy fatehave a prior claim to

our consideration . We shall therefore devote this chapter to

their pleasing, yet mournful history, reserving our observations

on the Charaibean character for our next research .

The fate of these unfortunate natives of the Leeward Islands

furnishes perhaps one of the most tragical events that history

has recorded . It discovers to the contemplative mind, such in

stances of unexampled horror and wanton cruelty as it must

shudder to behold ; it will develop such scenes as fiction has

hardly exceeded, in those imaginary sufferings which have been

invented to fill the bosom with compassion, and to extort the

involuntary sigh.
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Though capable of generous actions towards strangers in dis

fress, though exercising the rights of hospitality with allthe ar

dour of disinterested friendship towards their invaders ; they

have been the unhappy victimsof perfidy, and the whole race

has long since been extinct . They were robbed of their native

lands by strangers ; they were plundered of their property ; and

their complaints, under such acts of injustice, only exposed

them to theinsults of their inhuman pillagers; and were made

the pretext for new scenes of depredation . Their persons, as

well as lands, were seized ; and they were doomed either to ex

pire under those burdens which the merciless Spaniards im

posed, or to find a release from their calamities through in

stant death, though attended with circumstances of barbarity

which scarcely any thing short of the infernal demons could

be able to inflict. . A contemplation of such scenes, though it

may fill the mind with painful sensations, will furnish the

friend of the gospel of Jesus Christ with new evidences of a

future state ; and enable him to look forward with animated

hopes to that period of restitution , in which the inscrutable ways

ofHeaven shall be unfolded, and in which God shall justify his

conduct towards mankind .

In contemplating the fate of this unhappy people, we can only

behold a race of men who once had an existence here below , but

who are now cut off from the face of the earth . With their per

sons, without all doubt, have fallen many excellencies of charac

ter, which are wrapped in as much darkness, as now involves the

internal parts of the fatal mines of Hispaniola, which once bore

witness to the anguish of their souls, and returned in mournful

echoes their expiring groans. The crimes of Orando, like the

crimes of Cortez, will steal from the bosom of the most insensi

ble the sigh of sympathy and the frown of indignation ; and it

is difficult to recount the villanies of either, while wesuppress

the indignant wish. “ But vengeance belongeth unto the Lord ,

and he will repay.” Theperiod is not remote when both Cortez

and Ovando shall meet the millions whom they have murdered ,

and receive that reward which shall be distributed by the

justice of God . The blood of the inoffensive sufferers has

long been crying for vengeance ; and it cannot be reconciled

with the Divine justice, that this blood should cry in vain. The

miseries of these unhappy Indians ensure a state of retribution

both for themselves and their oppressors , though in ways and

periods that we have no right to determine. But of this truth

we may rest ourselves assured , that justice will not be forgotten ,

though it may be delayed. And certain we are , that it must be

administered either in this world or in another ; and what we

miss in time, we must necessarily find in eternity,
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The unhappy sufferers of Mexico and Hispaniola have long

ceased to pour their groans into the ears of Europe. They are

at present only known in the pages of history. And the unparal

leled barbarities which they were doomed to suffer, will tend

to conceal the perpetrators of their ruin, and to draw over the

murdered Indians the shades of oblivion in future generations,

because their calamities will surpass belief. The author who

records their miseries, will be almost deemed an incredible

writer ; and while his narration will be perused with astonish

ment, it will perhaps be associated with the marvellous, and

consigned to the shelves of romance.

Of the origin of the inhabitants of the Leeward Islands but

little can now be said with certainty. Their early extermina

tion by the Spanish invaders has left but few traces of their an

cient manners, through the conformity of which to those of

other nations an analogy might be traced ; and under such cir

cumstances the origin of such a people must necessarily be in

volved in darkness. A nation living in a state of nature, without

any written records, must generally be the recorders of their

own histories through traditionary reports ; and in their exter

mination we must naturally expect to find that their persons

and their registers will meet withone common grave.

The early Spanish historians have, however, borne an ho

courable testimony in their favour. They have represented

them as men inoffensive to others, with minds apparently ele

vated above the circumstances of their condition , and capable

of the most lively sensibilities. Their own reports appear in

vindication of the unfortunate victims, and stand as evidences

against the cruelties of their national invaders. Hospitable, ge

nerous, and unsuspicious, they seem to have been exactly the re

verse oftheir Charaibeanneighbours. Theyengaged in nowarfare,

committedno depredation , and invadedno man's right. Satis

fied with the productions which nature spontaneously yielded in

this prolific region, they enjoyed her bounties without solici

tude, and theyextended their thoughts in no romantic specula

tions beyond the confines of their wants and supplies. They

exercised their pimple powers of cultivation only to procure some

auxiliary conveniences, without involving themselves in the issues

of their harvests , or reckoning the products of agriculture among

the staple commodities of life. Their wants and passions, which

they had the means of gratifying, seemed to form the boun

daries of their wishes, and they expected nothing more. They

solicited no aggrandizement from any commercial intercourse

with foreign nations; and though uninstructed in the schools of

European philosophy, they had learned to place their views of

greatness where disappointment could not mock their hopes,
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Such were these simple natives, when first discovered and

visited by the Europeans.

Of their origin much has been said , but nothing has been

decided . Various writers have introduced different opinions;

the most absurd of which is not easy to refute , and the most

probable of which we must hesitate to adopt. But among the

various historians, by whom they have been introduced to the

notice of mankind, not one that I recollect, has presumed to

give them any particular name. They are indifferently intro

duced as the aborigines of theLeeward Islands, or designated

by that particular island on which they were found . Such at

least are the appellations bestowed on this people by Brown ,

Sloane; the Abbé Raynal, and Edwards.

By the Charaibees who inhabited theWindward Islands, they

were considered as a nation of the Arrowauks, descended ori

ginally from a people of that name, who inhabited some of the

northern regions of South America, with whom the Charai

bees were almost continually at war . In this opinion some of

the above writers have concurred. How the Charaibees should

be able to develop the origin of this people, when they were

unable to give a satisfactory account of their own, is a point,it

must be acknowledged , which will be attended with some diffi

culty to solve. The Arrowauks, from whom the Charaibees

supposed this people tu have descended, were, without all doubt,

considered by thein as their most inveterate enemies ; and con

sequently to commit depredations on them, was rather a merit

than a crime. It was on this account that they made frequent

incursions into their territories, and found in that appellation

which rapacity rather than justice had taught them to bestow ,

a kind of sanctuary for their robberies. To be an Arrowauk

was to be an enemy of the Charaibees; and to be their enemy

rendered war justifiable, wherever hope could promise conquest.

The ease , and apparent opulence, which marked the condition

of the inhabitants of the Leeward Islands, could not fail to

rouse their warlike spirits ; and their indolent tranquillity, which

the Charaibees could not avoid perceiving, must have pointed

them out as an easy prey. Nothing, therefore, could remain in

such a case to the Charaibees, but to obtain some specious pre

tence to justify their intended attack ; and nothing could answer

this purpose so completely as to denominate them Arrowauks,

Neither the justice nor the injustice of the appellation formed:

any part of their considerations that they were placed within

the reach of conquest, and that this conquest would insure to

them the spoils of war, bounded the utmost of their aims ; and:

this was all they wanted to understand.

If the natives of the Leeward Islands were a colony of the
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Arrowauks of South America , with whom both the continental

and insular Charaibees were engaged in almost incessant wars,

these inhabitants must have lost their ferocious and warlike

spirit. Their customs and manners must have undergone a

considerable alteration . A change of manners may sometimes

be effected by a change of climate ; and men by mixing with

other nations may imbibe their sentiments and modes of con

duct, and in process of time incorporate them with their own.

But neither of these remarks can apply to the islanders of whom

we speak . Their insular situation could no more affect their

mariners, or soften the martial vigour of their spirits, than the

same cause could affect, under exactly the same circumstances,

the condition of the Charaibees. These were robust and athle

tic, while those were effeminate, though remarkably active ;

but incapable of bearing the fatigues of war . Neither could

this change arise from their intercourse with foreign nations.

The onlypeople withwhom theyseemedto be acquainted, were

the Charaibees, and from these they could have imbibed little

or nothing, but what would present us with an inverted charac

ter. These are reasons which induce us to dissent from the

origin assigned them by the Charaibees.

Neither have we any satisfactory probabilities, which will in

duce us to believe that they wereoriginally natives of any part

of the southern continent. If the Charaibees were in posses

sion of their islands first, and this was known to the others,

upon what principle couldthe lattercalculate upon the extent

of the possessions of the former ? They could have had no

knowledge of any islands farther to the north ; and if they had,

it is natural to suppose that they would conclude, that as the

Charaibees inhabited those islands which lay towards the

southern continent, they also were in possession of those which

lay still farther north . And if we suppose that the Charaibees

were not in possession of their insular dominions, at the time

when the inhabitants of the Leeward Islands emigrated from

the southern continent, no satisfactory reason , I think , can be as

signed , why they did not fix themselves in the Windward

Islands, nowdenominate
d Charaibcan . And even if we finally

suppose that the Charaibees were in possession of the Wind

ward Islands at the time of emigration , and that this was then

unknown to the Leeward tribe, it is hard to conceive why they

should persevere in coasting down island after island , when they

must invariably have found them inhabited by the Charaibees.

It is difficult to imagine what could possibly induce themto con

tinue in an open sea, in pursuit of unknown lands , while they

were discovering islands inhabited by cannibals , the limitation of

whose power was the only restriction upon their fancied rights.
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And to this we must add, that the people to whom we ascribe

such an astonishing enterprise, must have traversed these seas

in their native canoes, though they were in themselves nei

ther sufficiently bold nor daring to accomplish an expedition

which was attended with so many hazards,

Nor will these difficulties be much removed, if we suppose

that these islanders embarked from the projecting lands of Ju

catan , or Yucatan. The proximity of this promontory to the

Havannah , might indeed give some sanction to thesupposition ;

but even then it must be recollected that they wouldhavepro

secuted an entire windward passage to reach any of the Lee

ward Islands, from Yucatan , orindeed from any of these

western shores.

From this isthmus of Yucatan, we must remove to the north

ern continent. No portion of land presents itself to our views,

as we sail around the gulf of Mexico ; nor can we find any

spot more probable than those we have already passed, till we

arrive at the Florida coasts. From the contiguity of these coasts

to the Bahama islands; and from these to the four larger ones ;

a chain of communication is evidently preserved . The winds

which blow between the tropics, conspire to favour such a com

munication, and to impress our minds with a full conviction ofthe

sentiment, that the natives of the Leeward Islands were a co

lony of the Apalachian Indians, who inhabit these southern

regions of the northern continent, and that they embarked for

their insular habitations from the favourable projections of the

Florida shores.

The nearness of the islandsto this part of the continent; the

favourable courses of the winds ; the projection of the shores ;

and above all, the inhabitantsbeing found in such abundance

on these islands, while the Windward were inhabited by the

Charaibees, are strong circumstances to prove their northern an

cestry. And perhaps these circumstantial probabilities contain

all the evidence that we have any reason to expect, on a point,

in which neither oral nor - written testimony can become our

guide. The manners and customs of this people being so dis

tinct from those of the Charaibees, justify us in assigning to

them a distinct origin; and no portion of either continent can

afford such a combination of probable circumstances, as that

spot which has been pointed out.

But though these particulars may seem strong and convincing,

it must not be forgotten that theyare but branches of probable

evidence. They are sufficient to produce conviction, where no

counterbalance can oppose their influence. Nor must it be for

gotten that the adoption of this sentiment is far from being uni

versal, There are many who assign to them a different origin ,

FOL . 1 .
M
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and give some strong reasons in support of the opinions which

they adopt. But the proofs which they adduce, are of the same

nature, rendered somewhat probable by a bold or striking fea

ture which flashes conviction for the moment; but not being

supported by collateral evidence, soon dies away, and leaves us

inpossession of a solitary circumstance for which we are unable

to give any satisfactory account.

Among the different opinions which have been adopted on

this difficult point , three places have been assigned as the source

of their emigration ; and these are , some part of the southern

continent near the mouth of the Oronoco, the projecting lands

of Yucatan, and the shores of Florida which we have already

noticed .

In support of the first of these opinions, it is asserted on the

historicaltestimony of Bartholomew Las Casas, that most of

the natives of Trinidad, the most southern of all the Charaibee

Islands , were of the same nation with those of the distant Lee

ward Islands : that their manners, customs , and language, ex

actly corresponded with them, and bore no resemblance to their

surrounding neighbours, the Charaibees. But admitting this

fact, it must be considered as a most astonishing circum

stance . It rises like a solitary rock in the midst of an encir

cling ocean , unmarked in the chart of history, and leaves us

surrounded by difficulties which we cannot penetrate. It is en

cumbered with perplexities, and exposed to obstacles which are

insurmountable , even admitting we adopt the sentiment for

which Las Casas from this circumstance contends. It is a sen

timent whichis deserted by the whole stream of probable inci

dents, and which, though imperious in itself abstractedly con

sidered , we must do violence to our judgments to adopt.

In support of the second of these opinions it is asserted on

the testimony of Juan de Grijalva, who was sent out from Cuba

in 1518 to explore the coasts on the continental shores, that

on the coast of Jucatan or Yucatan he fell in with a nation who

spoke the same language with the inhabitants of Cuba. This

has given rise to the second of these opinions, and conclusions

have been drawn from this circumstance, that the Leeward

Islands were peopled from these shores . But this circumstance,

though extraordinary in itself, is not equally fraught with won

der with the former. It operates indeed against the improbabi

lities which wehave started respecting the other supposition ;

but to admit it , we must imagine that these natives prosecuted a

windward passage to reach those leeward Islands in which

they were discovered by Columbus.

But even admitting the fact , the difficulty is far from being

solved , namely, whether these islanders were originally natives
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of North or South America. Indeed, if we allow Yucatan to

have been inhabited by people of the same nation in 1518 , when

visited by Grijalva, it will not from thence follow that the

islanders emigrated from that isthmus . The islands were

in all probability peopled for ages before they were seen by Co

lumbus; and the continental tribes might have moved, during

that interval, to Yucatan from the Florida coasts ; so that even

this circumstance rather operates in favour of their northern

ancestry .

The northern point of Yucatan lies nearly 11 ° above the

isthmus of Darien , and is considerably nearer to the capes
of

Florida than to the land which joins the river Oronoco. We

may therefore conclude with greater probability, that the Apa

lachians of Yucatan, if such they were, rather moved from

Florida , than from the southern regions, to this portion of

the continent in which they were discovered by Grijalva in

1518 .

Having thus made some remarks on those different opinions

which have evidently arisen from the discordant evidence which

accompanies the origin of this nation , it is time to withdraw to

examine the people themselves, into whose origin it is in vain

further to inquire. We have stated our own opinion on this

difficult article, and have presumed that the natives of the Lee

ward Islands were a colony of the Apalachian Indians , origi

nally natives of North America ; and that they entered the Ba

hama and other Leeward Islands from the contiguous head-lands

of the Florida shores. But on these points our sentiments are

far from being decisive. The reader must tread in the same

steps, if he wishes to prosecute these inquiries ; though he

may be guided toa different decision on the origin of a people

long since swept from the earth , and lodged in the embracesof

eternity .

Wehave already observed in the preceding chapter, that it

was in the month of October 1492, that the new world was

first discovered ; and that Columbus landed on one of the Ba

hama Islands at no great distance from the continent ; which

from a principle of gratitude to God for the many dangers which

he had escaped, he denominated St. Salvadore. Hethen pro

ceeded with the customary formalities, to take possession of this

island for the crown of Spain . The Spaniards , says the Abbé

Raynal, at that time did not imagine that there could be any

injustice inseizing upon a country which was not inhabited by
Christians .”

The natives , on beholding the ships approach theirshores,

and discovering on board of them a race of men so different,

from themselves, and from all they had been hitherto accus
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tomed to behold , were greatly terrified , and precipitately fled in

the utmost consternation. The Spaniards pursued them , but

without hostility; some of whom they overtook and caught; and

treating them with great civility, they dismissed them , loaded

with presents. An incident só unexpected, could not fail to

excite the astonishment of the natives. Their previous appre

hensions began gradually to abate, and consternation gave place

to wonder and inquisitive curiosity.

A circumstancein this unexpected event, which gained so con

siderably upon the natives, and tended to raise the Spaniards in

their estimation, was, that the person they first caught was a wo

man , who, though almost naked , was treated by their inva

ders with the utmost decency and honour. Shewas detained

by them for a short season , and then dispatched toher country

men with the presents she had received, thatwhile exhibiting

them for theirinspection, she might relate the particulars of

such an astonishing adventure. The natives, conscious that this

woman had been in the power of their new visitants, and had

been treated with delicacy instead of that brutality whichthey

had been accustomed to receive from the ferocious Charaibees,

formed an exalted notion of the strangers ; and immediately

dismissed their fears. The whole nation became interested in

this event, and the conduct of the Spaniards gained the com

plete ascendency over the natives ; and without further cere

mony they became their friends.

The inhabitants having satisfied themselves that they had

nothing to fear , soon appeared upon the shores in considerable

numbers, but without arms, and without any warlike appear

ance. Several of the most intrepid, at the solicitations of the

strangers, went on board . They gazed with admiration . They

werelost in astonishment. They viewed every thing with an

insatiable curiosity. It was a world of wonders. They were

absorbed in contemplation , or buried in the torpor of amaze

ment.

Nor were these natives idle spectators of the wonders with

which they were encircled. They were ready on all occasions

to assist the Spaniards, and even to anticipate their wishes be

fore their invaders solicited their aid . Men, women , and chil- .

dren were employed in procuring them provisions, and in ma

nifesting the most genuine hospitality. They filled the ham

mocks of the Spaniards with the finest cotton ; while the more

athletic among them , assisted their new visitants in getting on

shore, even taking them on their shoulders, and carrying them

safely to land.

Intelligence of this extraordinary adventure soon reached the

natives of the neighbouring islands; and they flocked from
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every quarter to behold a ship, anda race of men so totally dif

ferent from every thing of a similar nature, which they had

been accustomed to behold. Theboats which were dispatched

by Columbus to make further discoveries, were pursued by

multitudes, but without any hostile appearance or design. The

sailors who were in them , met every where with the same civil

treatment ; the islanders seemed actuated by a spirit of emula

tion , and strove by unremitting assiduity to outvie each other

in the services which they voluntarily offered to the strangers

who had visited their shores.

Men who are uninfluenced by cruelty, are naturally devoid

of all suspicion. They estimate the conduct of others by the

feelings of their own hearts ; and too frequently become the dupes

of imposition , and fall victims to the artifices of those monsters

in human forms, who disturb the world , and disgrace mankind.

This certainly was the case with the natives of the Leeward

Islands. They are represented by the Spaniards as destitute of

malice , and as discovering but little propensity to revenge. That

they were benevolent, and humane, their conduct towards co

lumbus and his associates will fully evince . A single act of

kindness obtained their confidence, and lulled asleep their sus

picions, while the insidious Spaniards, taking advantage of their

credulity, extorted from them all their secrets, and then con

signed them to their fate.

But these remarks must not be understood either as apply

ing to Columbus, or implicating his designs . His intentions

were, without all doubt, of the most laudable nature ; he uni

formly inveighed against the ferocity of the Spaniards, and be

came at last a victim of that power which exterminated the in

habitants of these delightful isles . These remarks are rather

applicable to the general character of the Spaniards, arising

from their conduct towards the islanders, when frantic bigotry

and insatiable avarice appeared to rival each other in discover

ing the deformity of the human mind ; while they conspired

together for the destruction of those natives whose miseries

must stain the annals of Spain with blood .

In noticing the inhabitants of the Bahama Islands, Columbus

and his companions observed, that they wore some ornaments

which were made of gold. This excited the admiration of the

Spaniards in their turn, as their appearance had previously ex

cited that of the natives . This was no sooner perceived by the

islanders, than , with a frankness and generosity rarely observ

able in savage life, they presented their ornaments made of this

precious metal, without stipulating for either gratuity or reward.

And finding the Spaniards highly pleased with the presents they

1
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had received , they felt themselves amply recompensed in the

gratification which they had conferred .

Columbus and his associates having surveyed the group
of

islands with which they were surrounded, proceeded to press

their discoveries, and to pursue them to greater advantages than

any they had yet received, or than the Bahama Islands were

likely to bestow. The gold which they had obtained from the

natives , inspired them with fresh ardour; they were confident

that the precious metal could not have been imported from any

considerable distance ; and gold as well as territory now became

an object of their pursuit.

Columbus having been informed by his Indian acquaintances

from whom he had procured the presents of gold , that this

metal was not the produce of their islands, learned from their

intimations, that in a neighbouring island, whichwas very large,

and which they called Hayti * or Ayti, it might be foundin

some degree of abundance. He therefore immediately directed

his attention towards that island, to whichhe was conducted by

some of the natives ; who, without any distrust, exposed their

country to the ravages ofthese invaders, unhappily considering

them rather as divinities than men.

On their arrival at this island, they found it thickly peopled

by a race of savages, if such they may be called, whose man

ners and customs, aswell as language,bore a strict resemblance

to the reports which had been given them at the Bahamas, from

the people who acted as guides, and now conducted them thi.

ther. They were received by them, in much the same man

ner as they had been received at St. Salvadore, with boister.

ous hospitality, without the alloy of suspicion , or the timidity

of fear .

The island on whichthey had now landed , was found on in

spection to be of considerable magnitude, inhabited by a race

of men whose numbers baffled all speedy calculation, but who

spent their time in a species of indolent tranquillity. From the

Bahamas, Columbus approached it on its northern side , from

whence its elevated lands were conspicuous at a considerable dis

tance, and formed a most magnificent scene.

Hayti or Ayti was the original Indian name of that island , when it was

first visited by Columbus. It was named by the Spaniards Hispaniola. After

a considerable time the name of Hispaniola was in its turn supplanted, and

that of St. Domingo or San Domingo adopted in its stead . This name it still

retains in most of our European maps and records, but it is not improbable

that this appellation will also disappear. In the late struggles between the

French and its black inhabitants , in which the latter have been victorious,

this island has again changed its masters ; and its swarthy defenders have

revived its long lost Indian name ; and it is once more denominated by

them Hayti.
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The island of Hayti or St. Domingo is about six hundred

miles in length , and about one hundred and eighty in breadth.

But in some places its breadth is considerably more. It is di

vided nearly in its centre by a vast chain of mountains which

run from east to west, in most parts of considerable height, and

in some perfectly inaccessible.

It was portioned into no less than five distinct kingdoms, all

of which were very populous. The views of the inhabitants

were directed to the same objects, and they lived in the most

perfect amity with one another. Their kings, who were called

caciques, possessed the most absolute authority, and from

the decisions of their judgments there was no appeal. But

though they were despotic, they were much beloved by their

subjects; and the obedience which they received, seemed to

arise more from a sense of duty, than from a dread of punish

ment.

Besides the caciques above mentioned, they had among them

some inferior dignified ranks. The inhabitants were divided

into two classes, one of which laid claim to a species of aggran

dizement, which seemed but indifferently explained . They

were a kind of privileged order; a sort of savage nobility; pos

sessed ofanindefinite prerogative, badly defined by themselves

and by the Europeans, and perhaps worse understood. It was ,

however, an honorary distinction. In addition to these, they

had sorcerers and magicians, who could, alınóst at any time,

fill them with superstitious fears, or inspire them with fallacious

hopes . Happy would it have been for them , had they culti

vated with more attention the principles of common prudence;

that they might have defended their country from the visits of a

nation which was shortly to deluge its plains with their blood.

Unhappily for them their country abounded with gold ; and not

withstanding their numbers, they were placed within the reach

of conquest. These formed abundant evidences of their guilt,

and sufficient reasons to justify the Spaniards in exposing them

to tortures, and finally exterminating them from the faceof the

earth .

But whatever orders of distinction they might havehadamong

them , they had but few badges by which it could be known.

The men and unmarried women went almost naked . The

married women had a garment made of cotton , somewhat in

the form of a petticoat, which reached however no farther than

their knees. This constituted their only clothing . In their

complexions they were much fairer than those of the Bahama

Islands; but they painted their bodies as fancy or conveniency

inducedthem , and by this means obscuredtheir native features,

which, but for the artificial distortions which they used, were
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well turned and not unhandsome. As their wants were few , and

these were chiefly supplied by the bounties of Providence, they

cast no thoughts into futurity about the welfare of their off

spring. Their time was spent in sleep , or in dancing and other

diversions; and they seemed to consider pleasure as the chief

end of their being. They lived in the indulgence of those pas

sions which predominated in their hearts, and were in short

slaves to sensuality.

In their persons they were tall but not robust. Less muscular

than the general mass of Indian tribes, they were more inclin

ed to that mode of indolent profligacy, which appeared to be

the prevailing characteristic of their lives. The laborious exer

eises required more muscular energies than they were capable

of exerting; hencethe burdens which would not have been in- .

tolerable to less effeminate frames, becamé insupportable to

them ; they sunk beneath a pressure which they were not able

to sustain ,and for the support of which their appearances de

monstrated that they were not formed .

But notwithstanding this aversion to labour, they were re

markably nimble and active, capable of extraordinary exertions

in their public diversions; and in many cases they discovered an

alertnessand agility which seemed astonishing, and even appa

rently incompatible with their general character. The pliancy

of their limbs, and the ease and gracefulness of their motions,

on these occasions, were amazing almost beyond example, and

they assumed attitudes which it would be nearly as difficult to

describe, as it would to imitate. In public dances they were

almost constantly exercising ; in these they delighted , and in

these they excelled .

When the sultry heats had abated, and the blaze of the solar

beams had given place to the soft tranquillity of a West Indian

night, it was their custom to associate together on particular oc

casions in a public dance in almost incredible numbers, and

spend the night in this favourite amusement. At these public

times it was not unusual for fifty thousand men and women

to assemble together, and continue their dance from the com

mencement of the evening shades till the succeeding dawn.

And though they had no particular music, they seemed actuated

by one general impulse, and moved with such instinctive same.

ness as nothing but the fact itself could induce us to believe.

Their hands, their feet, their bodies, were all impelled with

one common gesture ; and their time was measured by the re

sponses which these motions gave to one another.

They had also among them another mode of diversion which

required an equal, if not a superior display of dexterity, than

the solemn dance which we have just described. The occasione
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ally met, and divided themselves into two parties, standing at

no inconsiderable distance from each other . In this position an

elastic ball was continually kept in motion between the parties,

and was impelled and arrested in its career, as the circum

stances of their gambols required and gave direction. But nei

ther the hand, norany instrument whichit grasped, was made

use of on this occasion. The foot, the elbow, or the head was

alone to be the instrument of dexterity, and the repulses and

actions which they would alternately communicate to their ball

through such exertions and nimbleness, could not fail to fill the

spectator with astonishment.

These circumstances are sufficient to prove , that theywere

not destitute of energy, though they were averse to labour.

They demonstrate that they possessed capacities which were ca

pable of considerable improvement; nor can any one just rea

son be assigned why that manwho excels in dancing, or in

protruding and repelling the ball, with more than European

dexterity, should not be able to accomplish the less laborious

works of the artist or mechanic.

In colour the inhabitants of Hispaniola approachednearly to

a light brown, and appeared more like people who had acquired

that complexion from the joint influence of the sun and atmos

phere, than from any native shade, which we constantly find

in those features which are matured by the torrid zone. The

same complexion which distinguished the men, was alike ob

servable in the female sex. Their features, it is true , were

softened into tenderness, and they seemed totally deprived of

that masculine austerity, which uniformly marks the rougher

sex ; but the national feature was visible in their countenances,

and their native brown pervaded every rank and sex. The hair

constituted the principal decoration of the virgins ; they always

permitted it to grow remarkably long ; and on the embellish

ment of it they bestowed peculiar care. The fashions which

prevailed among them , were not uniform and invariable.

Sometimes theirhair was tied in the most simple manner ima

ginable, with a fillet which confined its extremities to their

foreheads, while at other times it was suffered to wander in

graceful negligence over their shoulders.

Though their limbs and features were elegantly proportioned

by the all- forming hand of God, the influence of custom had esta

blished in their minds a perverted taste. From whatsource they

drew their conceptions of exquisite symmetry, it is hard to say ;

but certain it is in point of fact, that they invariably attempted to

improve upon thecopy which they derived from nature. The

configuration of the head was doomed, in early infancy, to un

dergo an operation which must have been as painful in its appli

VOL. 1 . N
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cation, as itwas disgusting in its effects. They contrived by the

violence of external pressure, to depress all the forepart of the

head, sinking it and all the forehead, from the opening of the

skull to the eye-brows, remarkably flat; while they elevated the

crown and all the hinder part of the skull to a disagreeable

height ; and by these means , in no inconsiderable degree , coun

teracted the form which nature had so liberally bestowed . Hence

· the masculine nose in particular appeared to be considerably

flattened , the face looked very wide, and all the features of

their faces discovered evident marks of distortion and violence.

But the native softness of their manners shone through these

obstructions ; and though on a distant survey they discovered

a roughness of feature, which gave them a forbidding aspect,

the embellishments of nature upon a nearer inspectionhad a

visible ascendency, and evidently beamed through the distor

tions of art. The avenues of sensibility were not completely

shut . There was a certain something which beamed through

their countenances, and a degree of openness which disdained

concealment; they were capable of sympathizing in the dis

tresses of their fellow -creatures, and of melting into tenderness

in the presence of disasters, or a scene of woe. On this point

Peter Martyr observes, — " It was an honest face, coarse but not

gloomy, for it was enlivened by confidence, and softened by

compassion .”

In their habits of life they were remarkably temperate. Shell

fish, maize, roots, fruits, and vegetables, constituted their con

tinual fare ; and to this vegetable diet, their aversion to labour

and deficiency in bodily strength have been uniformly attributed .

In their intellectual endowments they have been variously re

presented. They have occasionally been exalted too high , and

not unfrequently depressed below their level . People who live

without holding any intercourse with the rest of mankind, have

but few opportunities of acquiring new ideas. The combination

which arises from the simples of uniformity, can furnish but little

variety ; and in such a situation but little addition can be made to

the original stock of complex ideas. Detached from the rest

of the world, and feeling no inconveniences from that solitary

condition, their inventions are the effects of accident rather

than design . The improvements which they make, are gene

sally acquired without the trouble of experiment, and retained

with dormant inactivity till theybecome forgotten for want of

application . The advantages which men derive from discove

ries, through the progressof time, and the efforts of experi

'ment in coinmercial nations, can produce no refinement in soli

-tary abodes. The inhabitants of such a region embark in but
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few adventures, and therefore have but few opportunities of

acquiring knowledge.

To form a proper estimate of men we must not lose sight of

their real condition . Without taking this into the account, our

calculations will be unfounded, and our conclusions must be

wrong. To estimate the natives of Hispaniola by the standard

of Europe, will never lead us to appreciate with justice their in

tellectual powers. Yet on this groundthose writers musthave

stood , who have pronounced so majestically upon their inferio

rity of genius and mental endowments. It is attended with but

little difficulty to assert with confidence in favour of points

which are not susceptible of proof. And it is equally easy to

inveigh in a strain of declamation against the talents of any

given people, when we place them on an improper ground.

The mind of man is so constituted , that it acquires strength

by exercise , and derives vigour from those habits which are

nursed by time. The gratification of appetites either artificial

or real, and the real or imaginary inconveniences against which

we wish to guard ourselves, are two motives which form a circle

round ourpowers of invention . These operate upon the mind

till it is stimulated to actions, to which it had been an entire

stranger ; and occasionally conduct it to such discoveries of arts

and the improvements of them, as now embellish Europe, and

enrich the world . The appetites which wait for gratification ,

must however in such a case be presumed to exist; and the in

conveniences against which we attempt to guard, mustbe sen

sibly felt. Without this the powers of invention could have no

stimulus to action in either case ; invention under such circum

stances must be almost an effect without a cause .

The artificial wants of the inhabitants of Europe are called

into existence by their intercourse with distant nations, and their

appetites increase in proportion to the means of gratification.

But to the natives of Hispaniola, these observations will not

apply. They held no intercourse withany people, whose modes

of life could call new desires into existence ; and consequently

as the desire had no existence, the meansof gratifying it and

all attempts to obtain these means were alike unknown. The

inconveniences of their situation were concealed from their un

derstandings, because they were unable to compare their condi

tion with that of other countries, the situation of whose inha

bitants was preferable to their own. They might indeed have

compared themselves with the Charaibees, but the comparison

must have resulted in their favour; and tended to increase,

rather than diminish , that domestic felicity which they enjoyed.

And therefore what inconveniences soever might have been

annexed to their situation , they must have been rather imagi
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nary than real. If they operated, their influence could scarcely

have been felt, and consequently was incapable of producing any

great effect. Neither appetite nor inconveniency could have acted

with any considerable force, beyond the means which they pos

sessed of indulging the former, and of removing the latter; and

consequently their intellectual powers were scarcely called into

action . They were rather devoid of the means of exercising their

talents than destitute of the talents themselves; the bounties of

nature supplied their real necessities, and artificial wants had

not disturbed their peace. If therefore they discovered no ener

gies of mind, it was rather because their faculties had not been

called into action, than from any physical defect either in their

bodily organs or their intellectual powers.

{ Ali circumstances considered, they discovered a degree of re

finement which savage life butrarely exhibits. In the gentleness

of their manners and the amiableness of their dispositions, they

more than compensated forthat intellectual vacancy which ap

peared . They seemed ready onall occasions to forgive the in

juries which they had sustained , but revenge and resentment,

formed little or no part of their national character.

Nor were these benevolent dispositions confined to that mo,

mentary paroxysm which novelty is calculated to inspire. They

manifested their friendship when distresses overtook theSpani,

ards. Every thing which they conceived the Spaniards deemed

valuable, they bestowed with the liveliest emotions of generosity ,

and they only regretted that they had not more to give. “The

islanders (says Raynal) offered them every thing, but they re

quired more. They were perpetually asking them for provi

sions and gold. In short, these anhappy people harrassed them

selves in gardening, hunting, fishing, and working in the

mines for gold , to gratify the insatiable Spaniards, who at the

same time considered them in no other light but that of traitors

and rebellious slaves, whose lives might be taken away at plea

sure. ” (Book vi . p. 260.)

But their assiduity to please, though it suspended the ferocity

of their invaders, could not disarm them . The valuable articles

of the natives were rather given by them to the Spaniards at

their solicitation , than taken from them. Force was still re ,

served in store, to be applied when generosity had nothing fur

ther to bestow. The noble liberality of the natives might have

melted a savage heart, but that which was sheathed in bigotry

had never learned to thaw. It had been hardened on the anvil

of superstition , was steeled against compassion, and had never

yet melted at the generosity of another, nor felt the lively emo

tion of sympathetic woe.

That generosity prevailed among the natives to a considerable
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degree, the following circumstances will fully prove. It happened

not long after the arrival of Columbus at Hispaniola, that one

of his vessels was wrecked on its shores. The liberal natives,

instead of availing themselves of this disaster , assembled toge

ther on the solemn occasion , and surveyed the distresses of the

unfortunate strangers with the most affecting sensibility . Instead

of taking an advantage of the calamities which they beheld ,

and of securing to themselves the important articles which the

ship must in their estimation have contained , they interested

themselves in the welfare of the Spaniards amid the bursts of

compassion and the tears of sincere condolence. A thousand

canoes were instantly launched and put in motion, covering the

water, and surrounding the wreck , assisting the seamen in get

ting safely on shore, and in securing such parts of the cargo as

lay within their reach . By this timely aid not a single life was

lost; and the greater part of the cargo was safely brought to

land. The natives who remained on shore, bore an active part

in the transaction ; they watched with the utmost care the goods

that were saved from the water, so that not a single article was

lost. “Such was their promptitude ,” says the historian on this

occasion , " that no friend for friend, nor brother beholding his

brother in distress, could have manifested stronger emotions of

pity and compassion .”

In the mean while Guacanahari, the cacique, or king of that

part of the island in which the accident happened , perceiving

from on shore, that notwithstanding the efforts of his subjects

to save both ship and cargo, the former and part of the latter

were inevitably lost, waited on Columbus to condole with him

in the midst of his severe misfortune. And whilethe tears of

sympathy streamed down his venerable face, he offered all his

possessions to compensate his loss. Such pictures of disinterested

benevolence are rarely found among the most generous of the

most enlightened nations; and in the history of savage countries,

they stand without example, and without a rival.

Of the diversions of these islanders but little can be said .

The public dance , and the action of the ball in a manner not

much unlike the English pastime of cricket, we have already

noticed , when adducing proofs of the activity of their persons

in the various postures which their limbs and bodies could

assume. In addition to these they had their private but licen,

tious meetings, in which the dance was but a prelude to scenes

of debauchery, which prevailed among them in an uncommon

degree. It was a species ofvice which held them in perpetua!

captivity, and predominated beyond all controul . The indul,

gence of the libidinous appetites they considered as one great

end of their being ; and the bounties of nature through the
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false optics in which they viewed them, seemed to give coui

tenance to these fallacious conclusions, and to cherish their vo

luptuous ideas.

Wrestlings and races among themselves for prizes, consti

tuted another branch of their public diversions. They had no

particular times to which these exercises were exclusively con

fined . The will of the parties, or the challenge of an indivi.

dual, whenever it could rouse a spirit of emulation, was suf

ficient to call the racers or wrestlers forth to action ; and as indo

lence rarely forsook the island , it always insured them a numer

ous train of spectators. Sometimes the Spaniards were enter

tained with mock encounters ; and their modes of attack and

defence were exhibited as really practised in times of war . The

Charaibees were their only enemies. By them they were occa

sionally invaded ; against whose incursions they were obliged to

combat on the defensive ; and sometimes would pursue them

with offensive warfare, to drive them from their shores. The

scenes which were really actedin times of hostility, were thus

repeated in times of peace. They were seasons of some solem

nity, as they were calculated to establish discipline, and were

preparativesfor emergencies which were yet unknown.

If a chieftain had fallen in any of their wars with the Cha

raibees, they formed a kind of heroic composition in his praise.

These songs were taught to their children, and contained the

principal memoirs of the lives of those on whose deaths they

were respectively composed. These heroic effusions were in

troduced on public occasions, accompanied with dances suited

to the time, and heightened with the sounds of musical in

struments, in which the conch , and something which sounded

like a drum , bore a considerable part. Andas these exhibi

tions generally took place in the stillness of the evening, the

sound was sonorous, and might be heard at a considerable dis

tance .

But whether these solemnities may be ranked among their

diversions or religious rites, is not easily determined. Their

religion and their diversions, in many cases, seem to lose then

selves in each other ; and in some instances they wereso interwo

ven, that the separation is beyond our power. Some branches of

their diversions had within them certain traits of solemnity,

which rendered them too serious for the occasion ; while others

which mixed with their idolatrous mode of worship, were fan

ciful and ridiculous in the highest degree.

Their knowledge of the useful arts was limited and confined,

but not contemptible; to the liberal , they were perfect stran

gers ; but the ornamental were not wholly unknown . They had

none but themselves to gratify, and their own wants were easily
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·japplied. Their personal ornaments were few in number , and

exhibited but little variety.

In common with all other Indian nations, they had learned

to erect the hut, and make the canoe : nothing appeared in

either remarkably striking, sufficient to entitle the islanders

either to praise or blame. Their huts were constructed in the

usual Indian manner, and their canoes were hollowed from the

trunk of some enormous tree, which they had previously felled

for that purpose. If they found this too small for their parti

cular uses, they raised their gunnels with canes closely inter

woven, and covered over with some bituminous or gummy

substance, capable of repelling the rippling waters whichrose to

that height while they were afloat. These canoes by these

means were sometimes swelled to a considerable magnitude,

suited to all the purposes of their navigation. They have been

known to navigate them with no less than forty oars,* while

they have been laden with various commodities from the neigh

bouring islands.

To the cultivation of maize they were not wholly inattentive ;

and though individual labour was but partially exerted, yet the

aggregate which resulted from an amazing number, must have

been very considerable. The same materials which furnished

them with tools for their other wants, without doubt supplied

them with the means of providing such implements as the agri

culture of their maize required.

The cassavi bread , they well knew how to prepare. They

were capable of exerting their skill in extracting from the ma

niock + plant its poisonous qualities, and of transforming its

The instruments with which they felled their trees and scooped their ca

noes, were sometimes made of stone ingeniously polished ; and at other times

of an exceedingly hard and durable wood, remarkably solid, and capable of

supporting a strong edge. With these tools they accomplished their domestic

labours, and finished some utensilswhich were of the most exquisite work

manship. And though the use of iron was wholly unknown to them , these

tools supplied its place in no contemptible manner.

+ The maniock or manihot is acrooked, knotty, and unsightly shrub. Its

wood being soft and brittle, is of little or no service ; but its roots, when pro

perly prepared, afford a wholesome food, which is much in use among many

Indian nations. Of what country it is a native, is not exactly known. Some

ascribe it to Africa, some to the continent of America , and others to the East

Indies. It is however more probable, that it is a native of no particular spot ;

it stands as a monument of the Divine goodness, and is to be found in a great part

of those warm regions which are inhabited, and yet but sparingly cultivated,

by man. In its raw state its juices are of a poisonous nature, which must beex

tracted either through the progress of time, or the application of art, before

it can be converted into food. It is well known on the continentof America ;

in many islands of the Southern Ocean; in the East Indies;and in Africa. And

it is a fact which will now admit of no dispute, that this plant was also found
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roots into nutritive food. To them the breadfruit - tree of Ota .

heite was certainly unknown, but they had large plantations of

yams and a variety of other esculent or eatable roots. They

had also learned that water was essentially necessary to ripen the

various productions of the earth ; and they had contrived to

supply the deficiencies of rain , in seasons of excessive drought,

by diverting some branches of their rivers from their proper

courses, and causing them to inundate the parched soil, to in

vigorate the glebe , and assist in the great process of nature

against the approaching harvest.

The cotton which nature had spontaneously provided for

them , they had learned to apply to convenient purposes. They

wove it into cloth of an excellent quality, which served all their

domestic purposes. It furnished them with beds, and such

scanty garments as their matrons wore, and it suited all the oce

casional purposes of life. To utility they also added elegance, and

tinged their cloths with a variety of dyes. The figures which

they impressed, were without doubt of a romantic nature, but they

were calculated to suit the prevailing taste ; and even Europe can

boast of little or nothing more. Their colours however, though

irregularly dispersed , were not on that account the less exqui

site in themselves. They manifested on some occasions a pecu

liar brilliancy and beauty, which few could imitate; and which

with all the boasts of refinement, their invaders would have

found diſficult to exceed . These beds were woven in a peculiar

manner,and manifested both ingenuity and curious workman

ship. On the manufacture of their cotton in its various

branches, their labour and art discovered the rudiments of ge

nius , which if properly directed would have completely rescued

these islanders from contempt, and from that degraded rank

which they seein destined to sustain in the generality of those

histories , which will hand their names to the future generations

of the world .

Their domestic utensils were elegant and various, surpassing

in number , and excelling in beauty , what might reasonablybe

expected from men in a savage state, inhabiting abodes unfre

quented by strangers . WhenBartholomew Columbus paid a

formal visit to the unfortunate princess Anacoana, who then

held considerable dominions on the island , he was surprised at

among the first inhabitants of Hispaniola . It is without doubt a native of the

warmer climates, but it seems to be scattered indiscriminately between the

tr ics. Thus has Almighty Goodness provided for the accommodation of

man in every condition and in every zone. “ He causeth his sun to shine

upon the evil and the good ; and his raius to descend upon the just and the

unjust."
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the magnificence and value of the utensils which her house

afforded . Nor was he less astonished at her generosity, than

dazzled with the workmanship which many articles displayed.

On his departure, after having been entertained with much

splendid hospitality, she presented him with fourteen chairs,

and no less than sixty vessels of different kinds accommodated

to the use of his kitchen and table. The chairs were made of

ebony, remarkably neat ; and finished with the most exquisite

skill. The different vessels were adorned with various figures

taken from the productions of nature , or the exuberance of

fancy, as choice or inclination directed the taste of the artist.

Sometimes the forms were fantastic, and manifested a combina

tion of heterogeneous ideas, which nature never knew . But

some utensils discovered much judgment, and had carved on

them an exact similitude of many living animals, which were

represented with the greatest fidelity, and had a striking re

semblance adjusted and proportioned in all their parts.

When Columbus first landed on Hispaniola, the whole island

was divided into five distinct partitions, as before observed , and

placed under the dominion offive independent caciques or kings.

Between the caciques and the common orders were placed some

inferior officers, who were accountable for their conduct to the

caciques alone. In their palaces these caciques were served with

great state; their persons were considered as sacred, and they were

always viewed with religious veneration . When they went

abroad to survey their dominions, they were decoratedwith

regal ornaments, and a train of attendants was always found

to wait
upon their prince. As no animals of burden were found

in any of these islands, they could not avail themselves of Eu

ropean modes of travelling. To supply this defect, the caciques

had recourse to an expedient ofanother kind, not unlike what

is still practised in the east. They were placed on palanquins

which were borne on men's shoulders, and were carried in

sumptuous state to different parts of their territories, where

business or choice directed their views, orinvited their steps.

Their government was hereditary, and descended in a long

line of family succession , subjected to a train of intricacies ex

tremely difficult to comprehend. They however contrived so

to settle the successionof the empire, as to prevent discordant

claims, and to save their country from being embroiled with the

horrors of a civil war . Their rights were defined. Ambition

was not directed to extend their territories, nor was ic ever

made the pretext for shedding each other's blood.

The veneration with which theywere treated during their lives ,

followed them beyond these boundaries of their earthly domi

nions. Their remains were venerated with a superstitious if not

VOL. I. O
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idolatrous solemnity ; and their virtues were recounted in the

songs of glory which were chanted as occasions offered , with

devotional airs. When death, in any form , put an end to the

life of a cacique, his body was embowelled, and the orifice was

closed . It was then put into a kind of oven which suited the

occasion, and was heated with such peculiar moderation as

would rather dry than shrivel the skin and muscles ; which, as

much as possible, they wished to preserve entire. When these

solemnities were past, the body of the departed chieftain was

carried to the sepulchre of his fathers, and deposited in a cave ,

which served as a royal vault.

There were however some occasional circumstances, in which

they were obliged to deviate from this common practice. As

the caciques were under a necessity when engaged in war for

the defence of their country, against the Charaibees, of attend

ing personally in the field, it sometimes happened that a ca

cique fell in battle ; and that his body could not be recovered

from the enemy. In such cases the solemn song was composed in

his behalf, and the empire participated in the generalwoe. In

this song his public and private virtues were recounted ; his

heroic deeds extolled ; and his name was immortalized among

his tribe. It was taught to their children , and handed onward

from generation to generation ; his name was revered as sacred ,

tribute of respect was paid to his memory.

When Columbus landed on this island , there was a cacique

whose name was Cuanaboa ; he was by birth a Charaib, and had

sustained the rank of a war -captain among his native tribes.

On an expedition which had been fitted out by his countrymen

against the natives of Hispaniola, he had been entrustedwith

the command. He landed on their shores , and was favoured

with success . The inhabitants of Hispaniola, alarmed at his

enterprises, and the successes which attended him , effected by

policy what they could not accomplish by force. They proceeded

from arms to negotiation ; and contrived to make this formida

ble enemy their friend. Behechio, whose dominions Cuanaboa

had invaded , had a sister of exquisite beauty, whosename was

Anacoana. To prevent the further incursions of the Charaibean

invader, this beautiful princess was offered him as a wife, upon

condition that he should remain among them , and promotethe

welfare of the island which hecamepurposely to ravage. A

large portion of territory was allotted him on the island in con

sequence of the union to which he acceded , which territory he

soon erected into an independent state.

The introduction of this illustrious foreigner tended much

to increase their national strength. By the acquisition of such a

formidable warrior, the wholeisland became less exposed to the

and every
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inroads of their neighbouring enemies ; and they had learned

to defend themselves without always despairing of success . His

establishment in this country had introduced into his territories

some knowledge of the Charaibean language, which had been

diffused by his followers among the different orders of his new

ly acquired subjects. At the same time, it had improved their

mode of warfare, and introduced among them the use of the bow

and arrow , with which the native Hispaniolians had previously

been unacquainted . Before this period a club or stick, which could

hardly give a mortal blow, constituted their principal weapon . *

And even at the time when they were visited by Columbus, so

inexpert were they in the use of the bow and arrow, which were

made of wood, “ that the ordinary dress of the Spaniards (says

Raynal) was of itself an impenetrable armour against arrows of

this kind, shot with so little dexterity.”

The alliance which Cuanaboa had thus formed, was produc

tive of some considerable effects, both on him and the natives

with whom he mixed. The amiable disposition of Anacoana had

somewhat softened his ferocity , but not subdued it ; it had in

some measure restrained his violence, but not repressed his un

civilized courage. He was still the savage Charaibee, though

divested of that barbarous rapacity which marked his country

men in time of war. On the contrary, he had introduced

among the natives of Hispaniola some customsthat were pe

culiar to the Charaibs, which he had imported from his native

land.

Among other things, their funeral solemnities had imbibed

a species of honourable barbarity, which in all probability had

no existence among the natives before their alliance with the

Charaibean chief. From the time of his being invested with

* This, among other circumstances, is a strong presumptive proof that the

natives of the Leeward Islands could not have descended from the Arrowauks

of the continent; for the Arrowauks were engaged in almost perpetual wars

with the Charaibees. This latter point no historian has attempted to deny ;

they must therefore have been provided with arms suitable to the occa

sion , as well as have been acquainted with the use of them. But these

particulars agree but indifferently with the condition of the natives of these

islands. A people who from time immemorial had been able to withstand a

formidable enemy , whose restless and sanguinary spirit would hardly allow

them aninterval of peace, could hardly lose sight of those methods of war

fare which were capable of repelling so fierce a foe . But when we contem

plate the arms, the persons, and the dispositions of the Hispaniolians, we

find in them nothing but disparity. And from thence the conclusion is not

unnatural — that these people could never have been the military rivals of the

Charaibees. It then follows that they could not be the descendants of the

Arrowauks; because under existing circumstances their military degeneracy

was almost impossible, and consequently we must seek their origin in some

other region , and we have found none so probable as the Florida shores,
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royalty, the custom had gained a partial footing,of sacrificing to

the shrine of a departed cacique one or more of his most favourite

wives or female attendants, to wait upon him in another life.

This horrid usage however had but very partially prevailed. A

few solitary instances were all that could be adduced in support

of this practice, which in its origin was evidently of Charaibean

extraction. How far its influence might have reached in the

progress of time, or what revolutions might have taken place in

consequence of this Charaib's inauguration, it is impossible to

say. But no question can be made that his ascendant power

would have been very great. Whether the ferocious customs

of the Charaibees would haye been introduced among the ami

able inhabitants of the Leeward Islands, or whether their mild

dispositions would have so far overcome the barbarous stranger,

that they might have imitated his courage without adopting his

inhumanity, and he have embraced their peaceable dispositions

without losing sight of his native courage, the shortness of his

reign would not suffer to be known. Most certainly some con

siderable change would have taken place ; and probably the dis

tinct manners which were then so visible, would have been

melted down, in process of time, into one general mass.

The barbarouscustoms of the Charaibees had however so far

gained an ascendency in his dominions, that the amiable Ana

coana was induced to adopt, in part, his savage manners. When

Behechio her brother, who had given her in marriage to the

Charaibean chief, died, she immediately became possessed of

his vast dominions, and inherited them as her right. Her

brother had been embowelled and deposited in the cave of

which we have already spoken ; and by her orders a beautiful

woman whose name was Guanahata Benechina was burned alive

in the same vault, that she might administer to the felicities of

her departed husband in another life . Indeed some writers

* As the history and fate of Anacoana and her Charaibean husband is too

interesting to be passed over in silence, the reader will grant me his indul,

gence for introducing it in this place, rather than among the calamities, which

the natives, in their extermination, were obliged to undergo. To account for

a custom so cruel in itself, as the sacrifice of so many women, who were best

beloved by the departed chief, and which seems so inconsistent with the

general character of the natives, I have been obliged to introduce their

names , and now proceed to conclude their history.

Columbus havingtaken possession of the island for the king of Spain,

looked round for a spot on which to fix a settlement. Having found one con

genial to his wishes, he proceeded to erect a fort, in the building of which he

was aided by the assistance of the natives, who laboured with the utmost

cheerfulness to complete the ruin of themselves and families, by forging

shackles which not all their united etřorts could finally break.

Columbus having completed his fort, and reconnoitred the island, having
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affirm that on the death of a cacique, the greatest part, if not

all his most favourite women , were immolated ; and that they

established a friendly intercourse with the natives, and fixed thirty -nine men

with arms and ammunition in the fort, prepared to quit Hispaniola, and

return to Spain with the tidings of his astonishing adventure. He had not long

left the island, before the band of robbers whom he had unfortunately left be

hind him , threw off all restraint. The baughty, licentious, and tyrannical

dispositions of these Spaniards, who were now no longer overawed by the

presence of Columbus, burst forth with the most uncontroulable violence.

Their insatiable thirst for gold, carried them into the interior of the country ;

and their repeated inquiries after the precious metal, when the natives had

no more to bestow , soon sunk them in their estimation . Their modes of

conduct soon madethem troublesome companions,and, from consideringthem

as a superior race of beings , the natives would not allow them , in point of beha

viour, to stand on an equal footing with themselves.

Before the Spaniardshad rendered themselves thus suspicious, burdensome,

and offensive, they were considered as a superior race of men. On their ap

proaching to any of the Indian villages, the cacique, or some venerable

Indian , went forth to meet them with every demonstration of respect. The

common Indians in the mean while prostrated themselves before them , kissing

their hands and feet, with a fondness approaching even to adoration. The

trifling presents which the Spaniards bestowed, werereceived as favours of a

most inestimable value, and were preserved with a degree of sacred venera

tion. Thepresence of the Spaniards was thought even to sanctify their dwell

ings, and they viewed their departure with the sincerestregret. “ They gave

the natives red caps, glass beads, pins, and knives , and little bells , and re.

ceived gold in return.” But the period of tranquillity was nearly at an end.

The depredations of the Spaniards at length awakened the islanders from their

supineness, andprovoked them to revenge theinsults whichthey had received .

The natives with Cuanaboa the Charaibean chief at their head, attacked the

Spaniards, most probably while they were engagedin some of their depreda

tory exploits, and completely cut them off, leaving not a single man alive.

Having destroyed the Spaniards, they next proceeded to demolish the fort,

whichin the presence of Columbus they had contributed to raise.

The natives however were by no means unanimous on this occasion. Gụa

canahari, the cacique who had'interested himself so much in the misfortunes

of Columbus, was quite averse to the violent measures to which his countrymen

had resorted in the case of the Spaniards; and he had defended them to the

last extremity against the more violent and formidable tribe of Cuanaboa. On

the returnof ColumbusfromEurope, this venerableman appeared before him,

covered with wounds which he had received in the defence of those marauders

whom Columbus had left behind , and who had fallen victims to the irritated

fury of the enraged Indians. At the same time he informed Columbus of the

whole procedure; and pointed out Cuanaboa, as one who had borne an active

part inthe murder of theSpaniards,

By the relation which Columbus received from Guacanahari , “ it appeared

clear to him (says Raynal) that the Spaniards had drawn this misfortune

upon themselves, by their haughty, licentious, and tyrannical behaviour."

Cuanaboa was however seized by the order of Columbus, who had now landed

with considerable forces, capable of subduing, or acting towards the natives

at his discretion. Cuanaboa being in the possession of the Spaniards, they

had nothing further to fear from his prowess, and his followers were now
left without a leader. He was put on board of a ship in order to be carried

to Spain , to take his trial for the crimes which were preferred againsthim ,but

the shipfoundered on her passage, and Cuanaboa and all the Spanish scamcn

perisbed ; " the ship their coffin , and the sea their grave !"
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submitted to their sufferings without any astonishing complaints.

The despotism of the cacique inculcated a veneration, which

operated much the same both in his life -time and after his

death , Religion was introduced to give sanction to acts of bar

barous absurdity. To resist the will of the caciquewas not only

base but impious ; and he who offended this established rule ,

committed a crime which hardly admitted of any expiation .

The commands of the monarch were implicitly obeyed , whe

The beautiful Anacoana being now left a widow, resided in the territory of

Xaraguay, of which she becamea female cacique by the death ofher brother

Bebechio. Her territories extended from the fertile plains on which Leogane

is now situated , to the western extremity of the island. “ She had always

(says Robertson) courted the friendship of the Spaniards, and loaded them

with benefits; but some of the adherents of Roldan, having settled in her

country, were so much exasperated at her endeavo to restrain their excesses,

that they accused her of having formed a plan to throw off the yoke, and to

exterminate the Spaniards. Ovando, though he well knew what little credit

was due to such profligate men , marched without further inquiry towards

Xaragua or Xaraguay, with three hundred foot and seventy horsemen.

“ To prevent the Indians taking any alarm at this hostile appearance, he

gave out that his sole intention was to visit Añacoana,to whom his country

men had been so much indebted , in the most respectful manner; and to regu

late with her the mode of levying the tribute payable to the king of Spain.

: “ Anacoana, in order to receive this illustrious guest with due honours,

assembled the principal men in her dominions, to the number of three hun

dred ; and advancing at the head of these , accompanied by a great crowd of

persons of inferior rank, she welcomed Ovando with songs and dances ac

cording to the more of the country , and conducted him to the place of her

residence . There he was feasted for many days with all the kindness of

simple hospitality, and amused with the games and spectacles usual among

the native Americansupon such occasions of mirth and festivity. But amid

the security which this inspired, Ovando was medicating the destruction of

his unsuspicious entertainer and her subjects. And the mean perfidy with

which heexecuted his scheme, equalled his barbarity in forming it .

“ Under the colour of exhibiting to the Indians the parade of an European

tournament, he advanced with his troops in battle-array towards the house in

which Anacoana and the chiefs who attended her , were assembled . "The

infantry took possession of the avenues which led to the village. The horse

men surrounded the house. These movements were the objects of adıniration

without any mixture of fear, until upon a signal which had been concerted,

the Spaniards suddenly drew their swords, and rushed upon the Indians , de

fenceless, and astonished at an act of treachery which exceeded the concep

tion of undesigning men . In a moment Anacoana was secured . All her at

tendants were seized and bound . Fire was then set to the house, and , with

out any examination or conviction , all these unhappy persons , the most illus

trious in their own country , were consumed in the flames.

" Anacoana was reserved for a more ignominious fate. She was carried in

chains to St. Domingo, the capital of the island , and after the formality of

a trial before Spanish judges, she was condemned uponthe evidence of those

very men who had betrayed her , to be publicly hanged.” Robertson's History
of America.

It is useless to animadvert on the above narrative. The crimes which were ,

committed by the Spaniards, are of such a fagrant nature, as to exhaust all

the variety of language.
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ther cruel or absurd ; and the lives of his subjects depended on

the cacique's voice. The declaration of his will and pleasure was

sufficient to ensure obedience ; he was under no necessity to

assign reasons for his mandate; his judgment was deemed the

fountain of rectitude, and his will was law . A dominion thus

acquired over the mind of man, and guaranteed by the hopes

and fears of another life, can have no bounds set to its opera

tions. Superstition rivets the chain which ignorance and power

conspired to forge ; it binds its captives through life with more

than iron fetters; and even death , among the natives of His

paniola, was not able to dissolve the charm . Where the mo

narch is absolute, and governs his subjects without laws, an ex

tensive empire can afford but little variety . The cruelty or hu

wanity of the prince may appear in his decisions ; but all that

we behold, are either the incidents which rather belong to the

private biography of the man than to the institutions of the po

litician , or the félicity and woe which alternately succeed each

other. In such a situation the mind has no field in which to

expatiate, and the power of selection hardly lies within its reach .

Discrimination admits, in such cases , but of one division ; on

one side we behold unlimited power, and on the other the most

abject submission ; in that it is perfect despotism , and in this it

is a horde of slaves.

Of their religious rites, and their views of an hereafter,

something yet remains to be said ; it would be treating them

with injustice to pass over this article in silence, though the re

cital will place their theology in no very favourable point of

view .

It has been generally granted, and with justice, that no

nation has yet been found, totally destitute of all knowledge

of a supreme Being, and without any expectation of a future

state . The views which have been entertained by savage

nations, have indeed been at all times very obscure ; but

the facts themselves have been received, and some traces

of them have always been discovered in every age and nation

of the world.

“ The invisible things of God from the creation of the world

are clearly seen , being understood by the things that are

made, even his eternal power and Godhead . ” Rom. i . 20. The

evidence is therefore of universal application , and its language

is too plain to be misunderstood . It is true that when “ they

knew God, they glorified him not as God ; neither were thank

ful, but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish

heart was darkened ; professing themselves to be wise , they be

came fools; and changed the glory of the incorruptibleGod

into an image made like unto corruptible man, and to birds,
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and four-footed beasts, and creeping things. Wherefore God

gave thein up to uncleanness through the lusts of their own

hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between themselves,

who changed the truth of God into a lie, and served the crea

ture morethan the Creator, who is blessed for ever.” Rom .

i. 21–25.

The passages I have quoted, are suitable more or less to

every unenlightened nation ; but certain it is that they are fully

applicable tothe tribes of whom we speak . Or perhaps we may

rather say that the tribes themselves are applicable to these scrip

tures , and afford us another demonstrative evidence that the

sacred writings came forth from God. And though the natural

man may refuse his assent to these truths, as they are conveyed

in the language of authority, yet when living evidences bear

such a strong resemblance to these previous declarations, the

mind must labour under difficulties inattempting to escape from

its own convictions.

That these islanders were at once idolatrous and supersti

tious, are conclusions which seem necessarily to arise from their

condition . But the deplorable ignorance into which they were

sunk , and the absurdities which incorporated themselves with

their creed , serve to tell us how much we are indebted to that

revelation, which God, through Jesus Christ, has been pleased

to bestow.

Like most other savage tribes, these islanders believed in a

plurality of gods. They conceived however that there was one,

whose power was omnipotent, and whose nature was immortal.

To this God they ascribed creation, for they had not been in

structed in those schools which teach mankind that the world

was made by chance. But though they admitted a supreme

Being, and even someof those attributes which are inseparable

from his nature, they had so interwoven these truths with fable,

and corrupted them by absurdity, that they frequently defeated

their ownintentions, and contradicted their professional belief.

One absurdity frequently leads to another. The mind that has

admitted the firsterror, can hardly afterwardsstand firmly on

its guard ; it plunges deeper and deeper into the ocean which

lies before it, till, without a compass and without a guide, it

sinks overwhelmed in an unfathomable abyss.

To the supreme Being, though they admitted some of his

essential attributes , they assigned a father and a mother ; and

though they distinguished them by a variety of appellations, they

did not seem to annex to their conceptions of these imaginary

deities any particular notions, either of power, orof good or

evil . They merely allowed them an existence, but beyond

this their knowledge of their excellencies or defects did not pre
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tend to pass. They however imagined that these aged beings'

were ofa spiritual nature, that they were capable of transport

ing themselves from one abode to another, but that their pro

per places of residence were in the son and moon .

But though they allowed of a supreme God , to whose

goodness they gave the fullest credit , they imagined, like most

other savage nations, that he was utterly regardless of the world

and its inhabitants. They conceived that, highest in felicity as

well as power, he had committed the government of the world ,

and of all sublunary things, to the management of inferior

agents or genii, which they called zemi, who by their power

produced the various changes of moral and physical evil, which :

are seen here below . These subordinate beings to whom the

Almighty had committed the government and direction of the

world , they considered as of a malignant nature , aiming at the

subversion of the original and grand design of God . Their

devotions were therefore of a gloomy kind ; and were calculated

to fill their minds with frightful conceptions, and horrid appre

bensions. The tribute ofgrateful acknowledgment for favours

previously received , flowing from a susceptibility of soul, formed

no part of their religious exercises; they were neither cheered

by confidence , norenlivered byhope. To avert impending dan

ger , and conciliate the esteemof those malicious demons, who

were constantly contriving how to counteract the purposes of

God , and to render human life afflictive and intolerable, was

the principal object which they had in view . It was an acknow .

ledgment of inferiority without gratitude, and a gloomy sub

mission which was a stranger to love .

But these malignant deities were not accessible tothe multi

tude without the intervention of the priest. They had an idol

temple in almost every village, and bohitos or priests who in

terposed between them and the zami or zemi.which they in

voked . But it was only on particular occasions that the multi

tude were permitted to enter the house appropriated totheir con

secrated idols. The bohitos were always at hand,and could carry

the requests and invocations of the rabble, and bring back the

auricular responses, which the zemi had made. The bohitos

were, on all occasions, the interpreters of the zemi's answers, and

couldprocure or avert by their prayersthe dangers which threat

ened to imbitter life. The bohitos and zemi were in close

alliance, and were capable of managing the giddy throng.

Through the mediation of the bohitos, thecaciques extended

their dominion over the people, as conveniency directed their

power. The cacique and bohito rarely differed in opinion ; they

understood each other's business, and managed matters with

no contemptible dexterity . The former proposed, and the latter :

VOL. I. Р
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ratified ; the zemi were consulted on the occasion ; and the result

was always the will of heaven .

From this close connection between the cacique and the bo

hitos, the cacique had little need of coercive power ; his sub

jects were the slaves of superstition , and he could ensure obe

dience without inflicting any punishment. In the shades ofthe

darkest ignorance , the deluded throng imagined that they were

living under a theocracy; and visible proofs of the commands

of their gods were constantly exhibitedbefore their eyes. Arts

and sciences were but little known, but deception had made

a considerable progress. Error had become too formidable to

submit to any controul, and it had received a polish which

dazzled the sight of those who attempted to penetrate beneath

its surface.

To the dignified employment of conversing with the zemi,

the bohitos added the practice of physic, and thus undertook

to provide for the bodies, as well as the souls, of the tribes

committed to their care. Nothingwas omitted to give them a

complete ascendency ; and while the cacique andbohito con

tinued to act in concert, they had nothing to fear from a revolu

tion in the state . To heighten this power, and to give the

bohito the superlative degree of influence, he was entrusted with

the education of all the children of the subordinate nobility.

By these means he was placed in a situation of preparing those

of the rising generation for the same shackles which had held

their forefathers in chains.

In those temples which were erected in the different villages,

the fancied images of their idols were placed ; their forms were

horrid, and frightful beyond all description. They appeared to

be the refuse of deformity, improved by the joint efforts of ig

norance and superstition , which had conspired together to trans

form a monster into a god. Sometimes these idols resembled

hideous serpents, and other branches of the noxious tribe ; at

other times the scattered remnants of the human face were yisi

ble; but it was sufficiently distorted to become frightful. It

was a face in which some distant lineaments of the human fea

tures were barely discoverable under a cloud of the most dismal

deformity.

It was only on particular occasions, that into this temple,

crowded with such detestable monsters, the multitude were per

mitted to enter. At such times they had an opportunity of

beholding the bohitosinvoke the zemi, and of hearing for them

selves the answers which were given in reply. And while

superstition stood trembling before the altar of incantation, sur

rounded with the most horrible idols, which were only faint

resemblances of the more hideous images of his mind, the
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affrighted Indian appalled into silence, through the evidences of

his senses, submitted to imposition without amurmur and with

out regret.

The religion of these natives was idolatry, but it answered

the end for which it was cherished . It was the tool of the caci.

que , the trade of the bohito , and the bugbear of the affrighted

crowd.*

It has been already observed that the diversions and religious

rites of these islanders bore such a striking resemblance to each

other , that it was attended with much difficulty to determine to

which department they belonged. Sometimes their diversions

assumed an air of dignified gravity; and then dwindled again

into frivolousness and ignorance of the most disgraceful kind.

Spontaneous effusions were occasionally deliveredon particular

solemnities, accompanied with such music and rejoicing, or such

doleful lamentations, as the subject was calculated to inspire.

But we are not sufficiently acquainted with the minute circum

stances of their domestic history, to know with exactness in

what particular places their various ceremonies were solemnized .

But taking the occasion for our guide, it is highly probable that

manyof them were celebrated in these temples which were ap

propriated to the worship of their gods.

It has been asserted with much confidence, and perhaps with

cause .

* It was into one of these idol temples, thatsome of the seamen of Columbus

entered, at a moment when the cacique himself was in waiting, to obtain from

the zemi some auricular responses to questions which had been previouslypro

posed. The seamen hearing a human voice issue from the zemi which was in

voked, suspected there was something of fraud in the business, and they de

termined at all events to sift this matter to the bottom . There is a degree of

thoughtlessness about sailors, which renders them blind to future conse

quences ; it was however the case with those of Columbus, though it issued in

nothing very serious. From the sound which they heard, they were fully

assured that the idol was not solid ; and that the voice originated in another

Full of this conviction, and destitute of fear, they, without cere

.mony, threw the idol upon the ground, and discoveredthewhole affair. They

found that through the hinder parts of this idol , a tube had been inserted ,

which passing closely to the ground, had been concealed by some leaves which

were too sacred to be removed by vulgar hands; and that this tube , passing

onward into another apartment, was brought into contact with the mouth of a

bohito, who had communicated speech to the zemi as above described . The

cacique somewhat disconcerted at this sacrilegious rudeness of the European

sailors, and at the unexpected discovery which they had made, was at a loss

how to proceed. He however, after a while, recovered his wonted cheerful

ness, and requested with the most earnest solicitude, thatthe discovery of the

fraud might not transpire among the natives ; observing at the same time, that

such pious impositions were necessary to overawe his subjects, which answered

his designs without having recourse to the rigours of force. And, furthermore,

that as through the assistance of the zemi lre was enabled to keep alive in all

his subjects the most unreserved obedience, so he could collect his tributes

from every part of his dominions without fraud or embezzlement.
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truth , that among these occasional solemnities, there was one

which predicted their national ruin . It was of a traditionary na

ture , and claimed its origin in some era of remote antiquity, of

whichtheycould form no conception. The purport of this tradi

tion which was recited on particular occasions, intimated “that a

period should arrive in the progress of time, in which their coun

try should be invested witha band of strangers ; who , completely

clothed, and armed with weapons which bore a near resem

blance to the lightnings of heaven, should spread ruin and de

solation over their happy plains.” The particular vehemence

with which this dreadful prophecy was denounced, which was

always observed on such awful occasions, must have added con

siderably to the solemnity of the scene. And we may naturally

conceive, that the wailings and lamentations which accompanied

this awful recital, must have been strongly expressive of the

internal feelings and anguish of their souls.

On the origin of such a prediction it is folly to animadvert.

Not a ray oflight can guide us through that labyrinth of con

jecture, which will increase in proportion as we attempt to pe

netrate its shades. Admitting the fact, we can impute it to no

other cause , than the immediate communication of Heaven ;

but for what end we are at a loss to conceive, unless we admit

that it was to warn them of their approaching dissolution as a

nation by the hands of European barbarians ;and to instruct

them through that medium , toprepare for the awful and im

portant event. What effectsucha prediction must have had on

their minds, when the Spaniards first visited their shores, it is

not easy to determine. Their conduct towards them seemed to

indicate that they paid but little attention to the prediction

which they had often heard,because the caresses which they

bestowed upon the Spaniards, intimated that they considered

them as friends. The apparently amiable disposition of their

new visitors might have counterbalanced theirapprehensions of

terror; and their wishes and their hopes might have both con

spired to silence suspicion, and to induce them to think that the

prediction would not then be fulfilled . It is nevertheless a pos

sible case that their conduct towards the Spaniards might have

been dictated by fear. They might have treated them as a

superior race of beings, to conciliate their friendship, and to

avert that calamity to which the prediction led . Perhaps this

sentiment may be too refined . No part of their conduct could

justify the charge of their insincerity towards Columbus. They

certainly seemed to act from the impulse of generosity, with

hardly a single instance of deviation .

It is however not improbable, that, in this early season , the

novelty of those appearances with which they were surrounded ,
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might have eclipsed their fears; and they might not have awa

kened from that torpor, till they imagined that resistance was no

longer in their power. And on this ground their humanity to

wards the Spaniards, mighthave been considered by them as

themost eligible method of meeting those dangers which they

could no longer avert by having recourse to arins. To this

sentiment a memorable speech delivered to Columbus on his

arrival at the island of Cuba, seems to give some kind of sanc

tion . It is recorded on the credit of such authority, as we

have no just right to question, that a cacique in that island ,

whose age had made him venerable, impressed with reverence

at the sight of such strangers, presented Columbus with a basket

of fruit ,accompanying it at the same time with the following

extraordinary speech : “ Whether you are divinities , or mortal

men, we know not. You are come into these countries with a

force, against which , were we inclined to resist it, resistance

would be folly. We are all therefore at your mercy . But if

you are men subject to mortality like ourselves, you cannot be

unapprized, that after this life there is another, wherein a

very different portion is allotted to good and bad men.

therefore you expect to die, and believe with us that every

one is to be rewarded in a future state according to his con

duct in the present, you will do no hurt to those who do none

to you ." *

Of their moral views and conceptions of an hereafter, the

above speech will furnish us with no very inadequate idea. It

is a gem which sparkles in the midst of surroundingrubbish ,

and diffuses lustre through the otherwise unenlightened gloom .

We may learn from hence that they were fully satisfied of a

future state in common with all other Indian tribes; and that

in addition to this circumstance, they were satisfactorily con

vinced that the felicities and woes of an hereafter, stood in

close connexion with the actions of the present life. Such con

ceptions could have arisen from no other cause than the imme

diate impression of God - of that “ Light who lighteth every

man that cometh into the world .” ( John i . 9.) Almighty

power and infinite goodness can operate in
ways

and manners

If

. On this astonishing speech it is perhaps just to remark, that it is said tohave

been delivered on the7thday of July, 1494. It was interpreted to Columbus

by one of those Indians whom he had taken with him to Europe on a former

voyage. This Indian having been with Columbus nearly two years, had ac

quired a knowledge of the Spanish tongue, and acted as a linguist on other

occasionsalso. The above speech is recorded by Peter Martyr, by Herrara,

and by Mr. Bryan Edwards. With what scrupulous exactness the Spaniards

attended to thereasonable request of this venerable cacique, let the following

pages of this chapter determine.
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which we cannot comprehend; and produce convictions in

the mind, independently of the refined uses of our reasoning

powers. It must have influenced the mind of this cacique,

from whom Columbus received the address, in some such man

ner. His reasoning powers were not sufficiently expanded to

trace the connexion which he admitted as fact; and the cer

tainty of his conviction compelsus to ascribe it to another cause.

But unfortunately those rays of light which we discover, are only

momentary gleams; which dazzle us with their radiancy, and

then disappear. They afford us a transient brilliancy which we

behold bursting through the horrors of savage obscurity, suffi

cient to render “ darkness visible, and to discover sights of

woe : ” on every side we are encircled with shadows; we are

encompassed with such darkness as may be felt.

It is true they admitted the being of a God , whom they

named Jocahuna ; but the unworthy notions which they annexed

to this name, were truly preposterous, as we have already seen

Their religious worship , if their invocations of the zemi will

bear that appellation , can hardly fail to draw the sigh of com

miseration from the feeling heart, at the deplorable condition

of human nature. And their viewsof a future state which they

admitted in the abstract, will appear tinctured with the same

shades ; impregnated with the same sensuality ; and conspire

to shew in conjunction with their other perverted views, the

abyss of mental darkness into which they were plunged .

Sensualitywas theirpredominant vice ; it wasin general their

companion through life; and in their religious creed they had

transplanted it into another soil, to flourish beyond the grave.

What their abstract notions of good and evil were, is a point

not easy to be determined : a discharge of some of the relative

duties of life, according to the scanty notions which they had

received , constituted one considerable branch of their morality;

and their uniform obedience to the injunctions of the zemi, and

the commands of the cacique and bohito, gave completion to

the circle of their obligations. Upon the discharge or neglect

of these duties, their happiness or infelicities ina future state

were to depend; from these sources they drew both their hopes

and fears; and with these views they departed this life in full

expectation of punishment or reward.

To the spirits of the good, they assigned some sensual feli

cities which bore a close resemblance to the enjoyments of the

present life. They seemed to imagine that death would only

make an alteration in the manner of their existence; but that

their pleasures would arise froin the same causes as in this world ,

convey the same sensations , and partake of the same common

niature. The place which they assigned for the habitation of
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the good, was a fertile vale, clothed with unfading verdure, and

lodged in some deep recess to which their enemies could not

approach. In this delightful region to which they had given the

name of Coyaba, they expected to find those fruits and flowers,

those cool recesses, and delicious retreats, provided for them,

which nothing but their own imaginations could paint ; and

which paradise only could bestow . In this abode, so congenial

to their wishes, they hoped to wander in indolence and ease ;

either on the margin of some flowing river, or by the side of

somebubbling fountain, overshadowed by the canopyof Ely

sian foliage, and impervious to excessive droughts. In these

tranquil residences, removed at an equal distance from do

mestic interruptions and elementary violence, they expected to

revel in sensual voluptuousness, which nothing could destroy,

and which could undergo no change.

But their enjoyments of an hereafter were not confined to

sensual gratification. The social intercourse , the friendly con

versation , the reciprocity of favours, and the interchange of

thought; the company of their departed ancestors , and the

smiles of those whom friendship hadendeared in life, formed no

inconsiderable part of those prospects, which presented them

selves to their imaginations. It was in that region that they

hoped more fully to discharge those filial obligations, which

were but imperfectly accomplished in the present state ; and

to receive without deduction a full requital of those favours

which were conferred without being cancelled here below .

In short, they expected a new edition of the present life, re

vised and corrected beyond the grave ; in which terrestrial

felicity should be fully possessed without the least alloy.

* To the wicked they denied the enjoyment of any of these

privileges; and their miseries were to consist chiefly in a privation

of bliss. They consigned them over to unwholesome annoy

ances, and to feel the effects of the warring elements ; and

doomed them to associate with spirits as degenerate as their own.

But the regions of Coyaba they were not to enter; nor enjoy

any of the felicities of its fertile vales. The solitary gloom ,

the violence of the hurricane , the roar of thunders, and the

blasts of lightnings, were incessantly to terrify them , in a

climate at once hostile to their natures, and inconceivably terri

ble to their apprehensions.

Such were the notions of these Indians of good and evil , and

of rewards and punishmentsin another life. In their conceptions

we behold a mixture of truth and error. The original princi

ples appear to be the genuine impressions of divine Goodness,

interpolated with the reveries of fancy, and overrun with

Effaced through the native wickedness of the human

error .
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heart, and counteracted through the powers of darkness, the

efficacy of divine grace disappears. Sometimes every vestige

lies buried beneath a cloud of the most gross and obscene idola

try ; andwe discover nothing but that ignorance which sin has

brought into the world . We behold in these cases the moral

image of God totally defaced, and the glory of human nature

becoming a prey to the most detestable absurdities. Sometimes

the clouds will admit a momentary separation, and unveil to our

astonished apprehensions, a gleam of light that dazzles with

its brilliancy. But it soon closes again upon us ; and we are

obliged to grope our way through darkness, heathenism , super

stition, and the disinal rites ofpagan idolatry. Such wasthe

condition of these poor Indians!

Of the number of the natives inhabiting the Leeward Islands,

our accounts are various and diversified ; but all agree that the

larger islands were thickly peopled. Indeed their vast numbers

seem to be a natural consequence of the tranquillity of their

lives, and a natural effect of the soil and climate which Provi.

dence had connected with theirabode. The bounties they pos

sessed were equal to their simple wants, and left no temptation

that could induce them to emigrate to another country .

Bartholomew Las Casas * who accepted the bishopric of

Chiapa in Mexico, from principles of humanity towards the

unfortunate natives of the New World, has stated the number

of inhabitants of the Leeward Islands to amount to no less than

six millions; “ abounding with inhabitants (as he says) as an ant

hill with ants . " In the island of Hispaniola, to which we have

• “ This disinterested man, (says Raynal) so famous in the annals of the

New World, had accompanied his father in the first voyage of Columbus,

The mildness and simplicity of the Indians struckhim to such a degree, that

he made himself an ecclesiastic, in order to devote bislabours to their conver

sion. But this soon became the least of his attention." - " He felt more

for the cruelties exercised against them than for their superstitions. He

was continually hurrying from one hemisphere to the other, in order to

comfort the people to whom he was attached , or to soften their tyrants.

This conduct which made him to be idolized by the one, and dreaded by

the other, had not the success he expected. The hope of keeping them

in awe bya character revered among the Spaniards, determined him toaccept

of the bishopric of Chiapa in Mexico. When he was convinced that this

dignity was an insufficient barrier against that avarice and cruelty which

he endeavoured to check, he abdicated it. It was then that this courage

ons, firm , disinterested man cited his country to the tribunal of the whole

universe. In his treatise on the tyranny of the Spaniards in America, he

accuses them of having destroyed fifteen millions of Indians. They attempted

to find fault with the acrimony of his style, but no one convictedhim of ex

aggeration. His writings, which indicate the amiable turn of his dispositions,

and the sublimity of hissentiments, have branded his countrymen with a dis

grace which time hath not and never will efface.” (Abbé Raynal, History of

The'East and West Indies, vol. ii. b. yi. p. 295.)
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confined our observations, Oviedo, a writer rather prejudiced

against the Indian character, says there were about one million of

souls. Peter Martyr, who drew his information from Colum

bus, says, they were about one million two hundred thousand.

Raynal reckons them at one million only , and Bryan Edwards

joins in opinion with Oviedo. All historians however agrec,

that their numbers were considerable ; and the least computa

tion which we have quoted, supposes the natives of the island

of Hispaniola alone to amount to no less than one million .

But to state with any exactness the numbers which covered

the surface of such an extensive island , is really impossible .

From the statements above given , we have however nojust reason

to suppose that we have been deceived on the whole. The num

ber of the inhabitants in the different islands, was in proportion

to their extent, thickly peopled, and blessed with peace, and all

the affluence which they desired,

Such was the state , the number, and condition, of that peo

ple whose character and manners have been described ;and

such was their situation , when first the adventurous spirit of Co

lumbus led the monsters of Castile to infest their peaceful shores,

On this as well as on similar occasions, the Spanishhistorians are

not unfrequently inconsistent with themselves. When attempt.

ing to emblazon their conquests, and to set forth the achieve

ments of their warriors, and the prowess of their arms, they

represent the New World which they had conquered, as filled

with inhabitants, civilized , in a state of society, and rich and

powerful. But when they are charged with the inhuman mur

ders and unparalleled depredations which marked their foot

steps, they invert the tale, and represent the country as a wild,

inhospitable desert, inhabited by miserable savages, without

government, and without laws, living in the practice of the

most unnatural vices, and given up to almost every abomina

tion . We have thereforefollowed neither account implicitly,

but struck a medium between these two extremes. And having

stated their conduct towards the Spaniards, we now proceed to

describe the conduct of the Spaniards towards them , and the

requitals which were made, when, through the inscrutable

justice of God, their power enabled them to pursue their incli

nations without disguise and without restraint. *

Few things can offerto our observations a greater variety, than the die

versity of modes which vice is capable of assuming : they are indeed so nu

merous, that the gradations from one extreme to the other, moving by im

perceptible degrees, almost prevent us from marking their progress . There

is a propensityin the human mind to survey with indifference the first devis

ations from rectitude .one action unfortunately becomes a precedent for

YOL, I,
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It has been observed in a preceding page of this chapter, that

when Columbus departed from Hispaniola to convey the impor

another ; and we suffer ourselves at length to be captivated with vices, which

are the more dangerous when they are abstracted from their grossness . The

extremes are nevertheless widely dissimilar. We perceive the contrast, when

we make the comparison ; but unhappily, while testifying our abhorrence of

that which appears the most detestable, we forget that its rival partakes of

the same nature ; and thus we proceed, till we mistake vice for virtue . In

no point perhaps will this delusion of the mind appear more conspicuous,

than in noticing the contrariety which we perceive between the ferocity of

the Charaibeans and the indolent tranquillity of the inhabitants of the Lee

ward Islands. That the former were cannibals, is sufficiently attested both by

the inhabitants of the latter , and by the facts which occur in their own hiss

tory . But we may hence infer, that of this vice the natives of Hispaniola

were not guilty, especially as they mentioned the circumstance to Columbus

with horror. It is probable that from beholding the latter as exempted from

some of the prevailing traits in savage manners, we are tempted to view

them in a more favourable light than truth will justify, and induced to give

the colouring of virtue to that which is nothing but vice, either concealed by

being varnished, or deprived ofsome of its deepest shades. The scriptures

assure us that “ all have sinned, ” and that “ the carnal mind is enmity

against God.” We have therefore only to pull off the mask which vice as

sumes, to be convinced of this truth by discovering its native deformity.

The Mexicans, when Cortez first entered their territories, were repre

sented as having emerged from savage darkness and barbarity ; and their his

tory at that time excited the astonishment of mankind. Yet among all their

boasted perfections, few nations have been guilty of greater abominations.

“ The men (says Raynal) were in general addicted to that shameful kind of

debauchery, which shocksnature, and perverts animal instinct," (vol. ii. p.

268.) andthe contempt with which they treated their women in consequence

of this depravity, contributed in no small degree to overthrow the Mexican

empire. in their system of idolatry they had some observances peculiar to

themselves: “ A slave was annually chosen, and shut up in the temple ; to

him they paid adoration, offered inçense, invoked him as a god, and con

cluded the scene by cutting his throat with great solemnity. Their prisoners

of war were sacrificed in the temple of the god of battles: the priests after

wards ate them, and sent portions to the emperor and the principal lords of

the realm. When peace had lasted for some time, they took care to have

it insinuated that the gods were hungry ; and war was commenced with no

other view than to make prisoners." (Raynal, vol. ii. p. 280.)

The natives of Oraheite, celebrated for their benevolent virtues, were re

presented to Europe on their first discovery in such glowing colours, that

they were thought to be farther removed from the vices than from the domi

nions of the Old World. A nearer inspection of their character has however

detected the fallacy, and placed them in a light which rather excites our ab

horrence than commands our respect. Bougainville, who visited this island ,

describes the lasciviousness of its inhabitants in such terms as I dare not trans

late . This writer's having asserted that the inhabitants of Otaheite occa

sionally offered up human sacrifices, induced Captain Cook on one of his

voyages to inquire into the fact ; and the result was a confirmation of its

truth. Captain Cook, in company with Captain Furneaux, and with a sailor

who spoke the language, and some of the natives, visited one of their morias ,

and was personally assured that they offered bad men to their eatooas or

gods.” On a subsequent voyage he aitended one of these inhunian ceremo.

nies at Attahooroo . The victim was slain before bis arrival: he examined
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tant intelligence of his discoveries to Europe , he left behind

him a small detachment of men to protect that fort, which ,

the corpse, and found that he had been beaten to death. No crime however

was assigned as the cause of bis sufferings. He had been selected by the

caprice of the priests, and murdered without ceremony or trial. Captain

Cook found in this moria forty -nine skulls, none of which appeared to have

been injured ; which demonstrates that these sacrifices frequently happen .

And it is more than probable that this horrid custom prevails in all the Pa.

cific Islands. More recent observations have not only confirmed the pre

ceding accounts, but have given to the national character of those Otahei

tean savages, who were thought to be above the vices and infirmities of hua

man nature, a still deeper shade. The missionaries who have been established

among them , assert, that nearly one-third part of their infants were offered

in sacrifices to their idols ; and that the crime which brought fire from hea

ven on the cities of Sodom , was even authorized by law.

Of the Pellew Islands, we have no account but through the narrative of

Captain Wilson. The inhabitants of these he represents in an amiable light.

But much allowance must be made. He was received with unexpected hu

manity by savages in a moment of the utmost distress : gratitude therefore

urgedhim to descant upon their compassion. Flattering however as the ac

count of Captain Wilson is , he has noticed that they were much addicted to

theft, and that they actually stole some of the ironwhich was necessary to

the building of the vessel in which he afterwards sailed to Canton. And in

addition tothis, notwithstanding their humanity, they murdered those pri

soners whom they took in war. An acquaintance with these islanders, simi

lar to that which the missionaries have had with the Otaheitcans, would, it

is more than probable, have developed many of those shades in their cha

racter , which deform that of the savages of America , and of the natives of

the Pacific ocean.

The Leeward Islands present us with a race of human beings, whose pas

sions were rather sensual than ferocious; who indulged in savage voluptuous

ness without invading the territories of the neighbouring tribes ; andmono

polized their nationalvices, without attempting to import new ones, or to

impart their own to others. Mr. Edwards asserts that “ an excessive sena

suality was among the greatest defects in their character ; and to this cause

alone is imputed , by some writers, the origin of thatdreadful disease, with

the infliction of which they have almost revenged the calamities brought

upon them by the avarice of Europe. ” Vol. i. p. 76. To what extent these

excesses were carried, we have no means of knowing with accuracy ; it is

much to be feared that they were not confined within the bounds of natural

criminality ; but of this we have no direct evidence. Neither was the hu

manity which Columbus experienced , of universal application. Peter Martyr

has observed “ that on thedeath of a cacique , the most beloved of his wives

were immolated at his funeral. On the grossness of their idolatry it is need

less to expatiate ; their religious rites afford us a melancholy lesson of the bar

barism into which human nature sinks, when deprived of the genial light of

the Sun of righteousness, as displayed by the gospel to all that cordially em

brace it . Nor is the scene much brightened, when, without revelation, the

mind is illuminated by science. Mr. Edwards justly observes, when com

paring their idolatry with that of Greece and Rome,- “ So nearly allied, in

religious researches, is the blindness of uncultivated nature to the insuffi

ciency of mere cultivated reason . "

If then sensuality, and that too of the grossest nature, is a vice, must we

not conclude, notwithstanding their compassion and hospitality , that the in.

babitants of the Leeward Islands afford us an awful comment on those scripe
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through the assistance of the natives , he had been enabled to

raise ; and that, on luis return , he found his soldiers had been

all massacred, and his fort utterly demolished.

Themen who accompaniedhim on his second voyage to the

New World, were clamorous for instant revenge . But Colum

bus, who had the address to overcome these instant sallies of

resentment, advised them to postpone their vengeance to a more

favourable moment ; because he was fully convinced that the

murdered Spaniards had been the aggressors, and had only

been treated with that summary justice, which might naturally

be expected from an enraged Indian tribe.

These civilized robbers therefore spent their time in explor

ing the country ; in serutinizing the mines of gold ; in endea

vouring to obtain every necessary information ; in erecting forts,

and distributing their forces in such directions asmight best pro

tect their labours, or enable them to act towards the natives as

occasional circumstances might dictate . But while they were

thus employed in feeding on their golden dream, they disco

vered among themselves a calamity of a most serious na

ture . The provisions which they had brought with them from

Europe, had felt the powerful influence of the climate, and

were either completely spoiled , or so far damaged as to be

rendered useless . And those husbandmen who had been sent

from Spain for the purpose of raising such vegetables for an

instant supply as the country promised to favour , were either

dead , or so disabled through sickness, as to be unable to accom

plish the task for which they embarked .

In this situation there was no choice but to desire the soldiers

to supply their place. But the age of chivalry was not yetgone .

Indolence was , at that time, an honourable distinction in Spain .

And unfortunately, to do nothing was the distinguishing charac

teristic of a gentleman . Even the common soldiers felt this

eures which speak of the total and universal depravity of mankind ? And if

reither the natives of South America, of Otaheite, of the Pellew Islands , nor

of Hispaniola, the only portions of the globe which stand as candidates for

an exemption, can claim any immunity, must we not conclude that the whole

world stands guilty before God ?

We are nothowever to conclude from hence that the guilt of Hispaniola

can either justify or palliate the enormities of Spain. Though God makes evil

subservient to his purposes, he is not its author ; neither are those who prac .

rise such enormities, either exonerated from the charge of guilt or the justice

of punishment. For the idolatries, licenciousness, and inhumanities of the

western world . God might have seen fit to punish its inhabitants ; and the

wickedness of the Spaniards, originating in different motives, anci direc : ed

by different counsels, might have been the rod of his anger. Were it not for

the bloody deeds of the invaders, the pestilence or the earthquake mighe

have accomplished the work of the sword, and Spain in some other qartet

of the globe might have filled up the measure of its guilt .
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lazy ambition, and disdained an employment upon which their

lives depended . In these circumstances they applied to the na

tives . The poor Indians offered them all they had , but their

new friends wanted more . The natives were constantly at work

to supply their real and artificial wants ; but avarice and glut

tony were not soon to be cloyed . They were constantly teazing

them with a repetition of the same request; they were conti

nually in want of provisions and gold .

The natives wearied with such unccasing importunity, soon

grew weary in exerting themselves for strangers, whose wants

seemed to increase in proportion to the supplies which they re

ceived . A relaxation in their laborioas efforts soon followed

that indifference which the ungrateful Spaniards had produced

by their perpetual solicitude . From remissness the natives pro

ceeded to negligence ; and would no longer work to supply the

wants of those men who were above using any exertionsto sup

ply themselves . But this conduct only tended to irritate the

soldiers, who now considered the Indians as in a state of actual

rebellion ; and that as their behaviour was criminal, to punish

them was both necessary and just .

Columbus, who had been absent while these things were

transacting, finding that affairs wore a serious aspect in the

island, returned from prosecuting his discoveries, in hopes of

bringing about a reconciliation between the parties; of adjust

ing their differences, and of bringing all their contentions to

an amicable issue . On his arrival, he found that the Indians

were highly exasperated with the treatment which they had re

ceived; while the soldiers, mutinous and ungovernable ,breathed

nothing but carnage.

Affairs now assumed a most awful appearance. Both parties

were highly enraged ; and reconciliation could only be obtained

upon such termsas had already made the Indians withdraw,

and to which they would not consent to submit . The clamours

of a fierce and rapacious soldiery, who now thirsted for Indian

blood, soon overpowered the peaceable dispoſition of Co

lumbus, and obliged him to have recourse to arms, though

against his better judgment, both as a politician and a man .

The Spanish army consisted of about 200 foot, and 20 horse.

These were drawn up in proper order, and had to attack an

army of Indians, said to consist of one hundred thousand men .

Thus far however it was military parade, without its fatal con

sequences. The unfortunate Indians were conquered before

the engagement began ; they were seized with a panic , and

rendered incapable of making any resistance. They looked

upon the Spaniards as a superior race of beings, and soon

fell victims to the mingled emotions of astonishment and fear.
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The Earopean armour, the glittering of the arms of which they

had occasionally seen the power, and the cannon which now

opened their horrid mouths towards them, shot such terror

through their soulsas theywere unable to overcome.

But the sight of the Spanish horse , completely equipped,

became absolutely irresistible; they were amazed at such an

uncommon appearance beyond all conception ; and many of

them were simple enough to believe, that the man and horse

were only one animal, made perhaps on purpose for war ; and

capable of performing exploits which their fears had magnified

beyond all calculation. There were others among them who

carried these extravagant notions still higher, and supposed that

the man and horse was a kind of deityactually become visible,

and which had now descendedfrom the skies, to protect those

favourites of Heaven from the calamities of war. Terrified

beyond all conception with these appearances, and their own

apprehensions, they fled in all directions . They demanded

peace, and were willing to submit upon almost any terms. This

surrender was accepted by their enemies, upon condition that

they should cultivate their own lands for the Spaniards, and

furnish them with a certain quantity of gold every month.

By this surrender they averted for the moment the calamities

which awaited them ; but it was only to reserve them for a more

ignominious fate. But even admitting that they had made the

utmost resistance in their power , they could not have withstood

the cannonading, musketry, and military tactics of the Spanish

soldiers, notwithstanding the immensity of their army. With

out order, without discipline, and almost without arms, their

vast numbers would only have increased the carnage, without

adding to the annoyance of that enemy whom they at once

reverenced, hated, and feared .

The terms upon which the natives surrendered, soon how

ever became uneasy and irksome. They groaned under a bur

den which had been imposed upon them by strangers, and to

which they had been obliged reluctantly to accede, in order to

preserve their lives. Conditions of peace which are received

from the point of the bayonet, are always severe, and rarely

productive either of those benefits to the conqueror, or that

tranquillity to the conquered , which both parties promise them

selves when they ratify the unnatural treaty . This at least was

the case with the Spaniards and the natives of Hispaniola.

Unaccustomed as they had been to the labours which were

connected with their new servitude, they soon felt it a weight

which they were unable to support, and were obliged to aban

don that treaty, to the terms of which they had only submitted

Urough force. Considered by the Spaniards as a captive peo

1

1
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ple, they were treated like slaves; and the conditions of their

surrender, hard in themselves, and aggravated by cruelties

which arose from domestic sources, made their sufferings be

rome insupportable. They abandoned their new masters to

avoid these calamities; and quitting the fertile savannas, they

took refuge in the inaccessible and mountainous parts. In these

lofty regions they hoped to find a scanty subsistence, by hunt

ing such beasts asthey might find , and gathering such wild fruits

and vegetables as their new habitations might afford. They fully

expected that the Spaniards, finding their provisions cut off,

would only ravage the country for a season , take such articles

as they chiefly valued, and then repass the seas to that distant

country from whencethey came.

But in these expectations the unhappy natives were dread

fully disappointed . A monster had infested their shores, com

pounded of avarice and cruelty, which neither their strength

nor policy could destroy. The hope of gold had taken posses

sion of the hearts of their invaders, andthe natives were una

ble to resist their claims. Both parts of this monster were likely

to find food, though that for the man was not easily attainable:

the former might plunge itself into the mines of wealth ; and

the latter might revel inhuman blood .

· The Spaniards supported themselves by the supplies which

they received from Europe, and pursued their plan of murder

ing the Indians with the most unrelenting assiduity. They

trained their dogs to hunt them on the mountains and inaccessi

ble heights to which they had retired, and fed them on their

flesh to make them the more ferocious. They called in the

enthusiasm of bigotry to give nerves to their horrid purposes ,

and even prostituted thevenerable name of religion to add

sanction to their inhuman deeds.

Those who had thegoodor bad fortune, I know not which to

call it, to escape theblood -hound and the sword , were obliged

to submit to the will of the European savage, who exercised

his power withoutfeeling, withoutpity, and without remorse.

They were condemned to labour in the mines with unremitting

application, and were hardly allowed an interval to lose sight of

their woes in the forgetfulness ofsleep, orto recruit their sink

ing spirits by an intermission of their sufferings. They were

goaded onward from day to day, till death, who discharges the

wretched from their miseries here below, put an end to their

deplorable condition by affording them a refuge in his cold em

brace. Such as attempted to escape from thishorrible situation ,

were pursued with those dogs which had previously hunted

them , and which now acted as sentinels over them ; and to
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which they were given to be devoured as a reward of their

sagacity and attention .

In the prosecution of these excesses, which perhaps stand

unrivalled in the black catalogue of human enormities, the

Spaniards were now delivered from all restraint. Columbus,

who had acted as a check upon their inhuman violence, had

returned to Spain to lay before the court a statement of the

cruelties which had been practised upon the natives before his

departure, but which now broke out in his absence with re

doubled violence.

During his visit to Spain, the command of the colony

devolved on his brother ; but it was torn by lawless factions,

by animosities, by dissentions and mutinies. Anarchy and

discord divided the government, and took possession of re

gal power ; but barbarity towards the natives was never for

gotten. No orders, during this reign of anarchy, were obey .

ed, unless somecacique was to be dethroned, some horde of

Indians to be pillaged, some village to be destroyed, or some

nation to be extirpated. To cut the throats of the natives was

to entitle the murderers to the treasures which they could

plunder. The former was the labour, and the latter was the

reward . Murder and pillage went hand in hand ; they did

not strive for mastery, but acted as partners in these scenes

of blood and fire. No sooner had these detestable soldiers ex

terminated one tribe , and secured such gold as they could

find, than they renewed their disturbances with another. In

these general depredations they sparęd neither sex nor age.

Humanity had forsaken their bosoms, and they were even in.

toxicated with human blood . Revenge itself seemed gorged

with slaughter, and almost fell asleep ; but cruelty not only

remaineddeaf to the dying groans of suffering humanity, but

became sportive amid the pangs which it occasioned.

To murder the natives in cold blood , and even when no prer

vious provocation prompted them to the deed, was deemed a

portion of genteel exercise. It was nearly allied to the conduct

of the sportsman ; only where the latter would take the life of

a blackbird, the former would take that of a man . They

emulated each other in their arts of barbarous dexterity , and

wagers were frequently made upon the strokes of the sabre

which adıninistered death. To strike off the head of an Indian

at one blow, was an act of expertness which frequently pro .

duced a rival , and wagers depended upon the cleanness of the

stroke. The spectators who were called to witness these trans

actions , acted as umpires on the occasion , and adjudged the

prize to him who appeared to be best skilled in the science of

unrelenting cruelty . And even when the prospect of reaping

0
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the advantage of their infernal dexterity did not impel the

deed, the natives were murdered from mere wantonness and

sport, by way of practice, that they might keep their hands

in use .

But barbarity wasnot onlysportive, but it pretended also to

piety; and tkeSpaniards under theinfluence of frantic bigo

try, had the impious insolence to lift their hands in devotion

towards heaven , while they were warm and reeking with their

brothers' blood . The order of nature appeared to be inverted

with them ; these men were transformed into monsters , more

savage and ferocious than the wolves which prowl the de

sert ; and their hands were embrued in the murder of victims

avhich they impiously offered in sacrifice to God . In the

midst of this blasphemous reverence and detestable devo

tion, there were somewho made an impious vow to God, to

burn or hang thirteen Indians every morning for a giventime,

as a token of devotional gratitude to God. And they selected

that number in particular as an honorary compliment to the

Lord Jesus Christ and his twelve apostles. There were others

actuated by a species offanatical rage, not less abominable, nor

perhaps less cruel. The niserable captives whom they had

seized , with the assistance of blood -hounds, not more ferocious

than themselves, they sometimes forced into the water, to re

ceive the rite of baptism , and concluded the ceremony with

cutting their throatsto prevent their apostacy from that religion,

into which they hadbeen so cruelly initiated.

But the desire of independency operating upon the difficulty

of making an equal distribution of the plunder which they had

so infamously acquired, had nearly defeated the purposes which

avarice had planned. Among a set of men who were equally

covetous, and equally abandoned, it is not to be expected that

authority should be long regarded. The increase of rapine and

plụnder increased the anarchy which pervaded the hearts of

the invaders, and diffused its poison through every rank . The

subalterns paid little or no regardto their commanders, and the

commanders in their turn paid little or no regard either tojus

tice, or the laws by which they professed to be governed . Step

led on to step, andevil succeededto evil, tillat length war broke

out among themselves. But while the Spaniards were thus de

stroying one another, the Indians enjoyed a momentaryrespite.

They were frequently spectators of the bloody scenes which in

testinewar produced, and occasionally bore a part in them, as

the influence of the parties engaged could induce them to join

the banditti that prevailed.

The main body of Indians profiting by the momentary ex:

emptions from murder, which the quarrels of the Spaniards

VOL . ) . R
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had afforded them , began to assume a small degree of courage .

They had penetration enough to discover that such bloody

scenes as they beheld among their enemies, might soon end

in their total extirpation . They considered that it could not

bę impracticable even to destroy a small numberof tyrants, who

appeared to have lost sight of their primary object, and who

aimed at nothing but the gratification of private but implacable

animosities , which had originated in the distribution of that

treasure which they had previously plundered from the natives

whom they had already inurdered.

With these scenes before them , and under impressions which

arose from these views, they entered into a confederacy, which

they contrived to manage with much dexterity, and which had

acquired no inconsiderable strength. Their design was to com

mence an attack upon the Spaniards who were killing one ano

ther, and to cut them entirely off. Their confederacy had be

come formidable , and was on the eve of being carried into

execution , when Columbus returned from Europe,where hehad

represented their case . This event put an end to their project,

and not long afterward the disgrace of Columbus put a conclu

sion to all their hopes.

The redress of grievances which Columbus obtained from

the court of Spain, only reduced cruelty and oppression into a

system , and protracted the miseries which the natives were

doomed to undergo. They were still condemned to endure

the drudgeries of labour to which they had been previously des

tined in the cultivation of the lands; while some were obliged

to groan out a miserable existence in the mines, to procure gold.

Those who were denominated free, were obliged to pay the

most exorbitant fines, such as the will of their conquerors

thought proper to exact. But they were still permitted to live

in their own clans, after the manner of their country, and to

be subject to the government and laws of their own caciques.

But these indulgencies , as well as the power of Columbus,

were drawing to a close. The successes of Columbus abroad,

had raised him a host of enemies at home. They envied the

honours which he had so justly acquired, and concerted mea

sures for his ruin and disgrace . Bovadilla, whose ambition and

injustice have been rarely exceeded in the New World, was sent

out as an arbitrator between Columbus and his soldiers, against

whose conduct the admiral had been lodging complaints in

Spain . With Bovadilla every consideration gave way to gold .

He sidcd with the rapacious soldiery ; seized Columbus; put

him in irons ; and sent him off as a criminal to Spain. The

Spaniards had nothing now to restrain their rapacity ; they had
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obtained a kind of sanction to their crimes ; and carnage, devas

tation , and plunder went hand in hand.

On the last arrival of Columbus from Europe, he had unfor

tunately brought with him more men of the same unprincipled

dispositions; and the plunderers of the natives obtained through

that medium a new acquisition of strength. These marauders,

by uniting their forces, were enabled to act new scenes of bar

barity, and even to increase those villanies, against which Co

lumbus had been obliged to repair to Europe to complain . But

the power of Columbus was now no more. The soldiers and

their commanders acted from one general impulse ; and cruelty

and licentiousness had nothing more to fear.

In this situation the affairs of Hispaniola continued with but

little variation till 1506 , when Ferdinand was petitioned to make

a distribution of all the natives among the conquerors, that they

might be enabled to render them more effective in working the

mines, and more serviceable to their masters in any department

of labour that inhumanity might think proper to impose .

To secure the success of this plan, both religion and policy

were used as engines, and by their co -operation they produced

the fatal measure. It was observed in behalf of religion, that

so long as the natives were tolerated in their idolatrous super

stitions, they would never embrace the doctrines of Christia

nity ; but that as this distribution of them would deprive them

of an opportunity of worshipping idols, so it would place them

more immediately under the care of their masters, who would

be enabled to give them that necessary instruction which their

case required ! In behalf of policy it was urged, that while

these Indians continued to live in hordes, agreeably to the cus

toms of their ancestors , they would be meditating revolts from

their tributary state ; that they would keep theSpaniards in

perpetual alarm , and create an unceasing expense to govern

ment to establish soldiers to prevent their incursions, and to

protect the Spaniards and their Indian slaves ; that in process

of time they might obtain a better acquaintance with arts and

arms than they had at present, and might be able to make a

much stouter resistance than they now were capable of mak

ing; and that consequently the petition was humane, as well as

politic and just, and might prevent the effusion of much human

blood.

Ferdinand, having nothing to oppose to such weighty reason

ings , tamely approved of the proposal; and by granting the

request of his petitioners, unhappily signed the fate ofthose

unfortunate Indians, who were now consigned over to iniseries

from which there could be no appeal. The crimes which had

been but individual before, now becamenational ; and Ferdi
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nand, by this act , rendered himself amenable for all the blood

that was afterwards so wantonly spilled . The accusations of

inhumanity, which had hitherto been chargeable on mercenary

and unprincipled individuals, now became chargeable on the

government of a vast territory ; and that government stands to

the present day loaded with all the infamy which can arise from

the toleration of crimes at which our feelings shudder when

we consider them . They are barbarities on which we cannot,

even at this distant period, reflect, without feeling the blnshi

of conscious guilt, though arising only from our distant consan

guinity, by being of thesame common species with the perpe

trators of such horrid deeds.

No sooner was this petition granted , than the whole island

was immediately divided into a great number of districts; and

each district, with its native inhabitants , was viewed in no other

light than as a distinct branch of one common property . Birth ,

rank, interest, influence, and all the family of corruption, now

united in the general scramble for some share in the plander of

Hispaniola. The natives both of Castile and Arragon were

alike perinitted to advance their claims to some share in the new

territory; and they had indiscriminately allotted to them , a

farger or smaller pårt in proportion to the interest they could

make.

From the instant that the island was thus parcelled out, the

native Indians of each district became the sole property of their

new proprietors . From that moment they were either their

slaves or victims, and their lives and labour lay at the caprice

of an individual in whose bosom pity and compassion were alike

unknown. And strange as it may appear, notwithstanding the

devastations which this detestable policy occasioned , the same

inhuman arrangements were afterwards made in all the settle

ments of the New World, after the arms of Cortez and others

had added the southern continent of America to the dominions

of Spain .

By these arrangements in the island of Hispaniola, the re

venues arising from the mines to the crown of Spain, became

fixed , and less liable to the innovations of uncertainty. In the

first settlement the king claimed one-half of all the gold thatwas

obtained ; it was afterwards reduced to one-third ; and in pro

cess of time, as the expenses of working the mines became

more burdensome, the revenue was established at one- fifth part .

All besides became the property of the proprietor of the dis

trict , who from that circumstance increased his wealth in pro

portion as he oppressed the natives.

The influx of riches which marked the progress of early

years, and flowed from Hispaniola into Old Spain , created a
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new race of adventurers ; and speculative men engaged in an

undertaking by whichthey saw others enriched . The magic

of this golden dream filled the heads of those who had not

courage enough to cross the vast Atlantic; even placemen and

pensioners became candidates for foreign wealth. The grandees

of Spain who filled places of trust under government, obtained

grants from the crown, by which they acquired wealth without

the trouble of procuring it. They committed the oversight of

their districts to themanagement of inferior agents, who always

took care to æquire fortunes for themselves, while they enriched

the principals by whom they were employed. Under these accu

mulating evils it is easy to conceive that the condition of the un

happy natives must have been wretched indeed . The claims of

the crown, the claims of the principal , the exactions of the in

ferior agents, and the expenses of all, were to be extorted from

them by incessant labour to which they had not been accus

fomed,and for which their constitutions were not adapted.

Their blood , and sweat, and toil, must procure all. They were

doomed to waste their lives in therigorous servitude of stran

gers, whom they had always treated with the rights of hospita

lity, but who in return had taken away their lands, and doom

ed them to labours which could only be terminated by death .

From the instances of cruelty which we have seen, and from

those which necessarily arose from the circumstances of their

condition , an augmentation of their calamities would seem ab

solutely impossible. But in this also we are unhappily deceived.

Their sufferings increased as their tyrants multiplied ; and lan

guage itself would be exhausted in attempting to describe the

korrors which these unoffending people were doomed to bear .

Sometimes they were indiscriminately chained together like

beasts, and obliged in that condition to work for their iron -hearted

masters . Those, who, fatigued with their sufferings, sunk bé

neath the pressure of their burdens, were beaten on the ground,

and compelled either to rise or expire under the blows which

they received. Their death was deemed of no consequence;

the country swarmed with inhabitants ; and it was attended with

less trouble to seize another Indian , than it was to fell a tree.

The Spaniards and their blood-hounds were in partnership to

gether; both joined in seizing the Indian ; the Spaniard soon

killed him with labour , and his body becaine the property of

The extirpation of the natives seemed to be an object at which

they aimed. The sexes were separated from each other , and

all intercourse between them was forbidden . The men were

condemned to labour and to perish in the mines ; and thewomen

frequently expired in the fields, which they were obliged to cul

the dog.
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tivate with their feeble hands. Neither groans, nortears, no

the tenderest calls of nature , could movethe unfeeling Spani

ard, or soften the bigotted barbarian in the least degree.

The constutions of their female Indians, weak and delicaie bv

bature , were still further impaired by the unwholesome and

scanty diet which the Spaniards allowed . Ther prosisions

were dealt out to them in particles, and delivered in such stinted

quantities, as seemed better calculated to protract existence,

and to lengthen misery, than to enable them to live. The

mothers frequently expired under the joint pressure of hunger

and fatigue, pressing in the agonies of death their dead or dy

ing infants to their breasts, shrivelled and contracted for want

of a proper supply of milk.

Sometimes the women were bound to the trees ; and their

helpless infants who were unable to walk , were placed on the

ground before them , at a little distance from their reach , that

the unhappy mothers might hear their cries , and behold their

pangs, and trace their sufferings through each intermediate

stage, till the last gasp should terminate in death. The suffer

ings of these helpless infants were but preludes to their own.

The cries of nature which hunger had extorted from their in

fants, they had been doomed to hear in all the frantic agonies

of affectionate mothers, without being able to afford the little

sufferers any relief, though they writhed in pain , and lay on the

ground just at their feet. They had seen their infants expire,

and were now to tread the same melancholy path. Neither sus

tenance nor release was to afford them any relief ; their coun

trymen , awaiting the same or similar treatment, were unable to

render them any assistance ; and they were destined to die at

the foot of the tree to which they had been bound .

The fathers and husbands of these unhappy children and wo

men who were occasionally spectators of these cruelties, some

times poisoned themselves as opportunity offered, and some

times hung themselves on those very trees, at the feet of which

they had seen their wives and children expire. Resistance was

useless, and escape was impossible : to be in the possession of

the Spaniards was but a prelude to approaching death ; and they

fied to his cold embrace, to avoid those painful stepswhich the

objects of their dearest affection had been obliged to tread .

From these and similar barbarities, it is natural to conclude that

their numbers must have rapidly diminished, which really was

the case .

In 1492, when Columbus first discovered Hispaniola , we

have stated the total number of its inhabitants, up a verymo

derate computation, at one million two hundred thousand. In the

year 1511, only 14 years after the first discovery of this flourishi
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ing island , its total number was reduced , according to the state

ment of Raynal, to fourteen thousand. Within 29 years from

this period , they were brought down to five hundred , according

to the statement of Oviedo. And in the year 1585, when Sir

Francis Drake made a descent on this island , he says that not a

single native was alive. In what year they were exterminated;

it is impossible to say ; but judging from the rapid carnage which

was made in the earlier years, we have but little reason to be

lieve that any of the natives were alive much after the period

to which Oviedo refers, when he states their numbers to amount

to no more than five hundred.

Admitting the statement of Martyr to be correct, who

estimates the original number at one million two hundred thou :

sand; and allowing the subsequent account of the Abbé Raynal,

which reckons the natives about nineteen years posterior to the

first visit of Columbus at only fourteen thousand, it will ap

pear evident beyond all dispute , that the Spaniards must have

destroyed annually about eighty thousand, during the space of

nineteen years. Such was the horrid scene of devastation which

Hispaniola was obliged to exhibit to the world , almost as soon

as it was visited by the Europeans !

But cruelty and avarice , which both conspired to destroy the

natives , aimed at different ends. The inordinate indulgence of

cruelty was the defeat of avarice , and the murder of the na

tives laid an embargo on the gold . The distant continent was

ransacked , and the neighbouring islands were visited , to be

plundered of their people. Theinhabitants of these countries

were conducted to the mines of St. Domingo, to expire as

slaves, in the same manner as the unhappy natives had expired

before. Their condition was destined to open a new scene of

horror, to mark the character of the invaders with new stains,

and to die the earth of Hispaniola with new torrents of human

blood.

The natives of Hispaniola being greatly reduced , through

wanton murder, through unheardof cruelties, through oppres,

sive labour , through hunger, through avarice, through super

stition, and through frantic bigotry, it became impossible for

the private proprietors of the island to carry on the mines.

Barbarity having thus defeated the designs of avarice, the pos

sessors of the districts were obliged to have recourse to their

old expedient . They represented the situation of the mines and

the prospect of advantage in such a favourable light to the king

of Spain , that humanity was forgotten amid the pernicious glit

ter of destructive gold. The lives which had been lost, the

blood which had been spilled , the inhumanities which had been

practised, and all the outrages which had been committed upon
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human nature , were totally unnoticed by the court of Spain.

The wealth which still appeared in perspective, bore downevery

other consideration , and trampled humanity and honour in the

dust.

The king of Spain, regardless of justice, and lost to every

generous sensibility of human nature, attended to the petitions

which were presented for his sanction , and became an accom

plice inthat guilt which was about to result from the crimes

which he and his subjects had agreed to perpetrate. In com

plying with the petitions whichwere set before him , he gave

permission tothe proprietors of Hispaniola to ransack the neigh

bouring islands and the more contiguous shores of the adjacent

continent, to seize on the unsuspecting natives, and conduct

them by violence to labour and to perishin the fatal mines of

that destructive island .

This barbarous mode of policy opened a new scene of devas

tation , and the unhappy natives of distant islands were doomed

to perish through the detestable union of treachery and inhu

manity ; the effects of which are thus detailed by Dr. Robert

son in his History of America : “ Several vessels (says he) were

fitted out for the Lucayos, the commanders of which informed

the natives, with whoselanguage they were now well acquainted,

that they came from a delicious country, in which their departed

ancestors resided , by whom they were sent to invite them thither,

to partakeof the bliss which they enjoyed. That simple people

listened with wonder and credulity to a tale so congenial to their

natures, and apparently so full of filial piety ; and fond of visit

ing their relations and friends in that happyregion, followed

the Spaniards with eagerness . By this artifice, above forty

thousand were decoyed into Hispaniola, to share in the suffer

ings which were the lot of the inhabitants of that island , and

to mingle their groans and tears with those of that wretched

race of men .”

What the feelings of these unhappy people were when they

first landed on the fatal island which was destined to be their

grave, is not within the powersof language fully to describe.

Perhaps no expressions can delineate their sensations with

greater accuracy and precision, than the following quotation

which is extracted from Peter Martyr. In speaking of the de

coyed inhabitants of the Lucayos in particular, he makes the

following obseryations: “ Many of them in the anguish ofde

spair, obstinately refuse all manner of sustenance, and retiring

to desert caves , and unfrequented woods, silently give up the

ghost : others repairing to the sea-coast on thenorthern side

of Hispaniola, cast many a longing look towards that part of

the ocean where they suppose their own islands to be situated ;
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and as the sea -breeze rises , eagerly inhale it; fondly believing

that it has lately visited their own happy valleys, and comes

fraught with the breath of those they love , -their wives and

children . With this idea they continue for hours on the coast ,

until nature becomes utterly exhausted ; when stretching out

their arms towards the ocean, as if to take a last embrace of

their distant country and relations, they sink down and expire

without a groan .

“ One of the Lucayos, who was more desirous of life, or

had greater courage than most of his countrymen, took upon

him a bold and difficult piece of work. Having been accus

tomed to build cottages in his own country, he procured instru

ments of stone, and cut down a large spongy tree, called jaruma,

( i. e. the bombax or wild cotton ) the body of which he dex

terously scooped into a canoe. He then provided himself with

oars, some Indian corn, and a few gourds of water, and pre

vailed on another man and woman to embark with him on a

voyage to the Lucayos Islands. The navigation was prosperous

for nearly200 miles, and they were almost within sight of their

long lost shores, when they were met by a Spanish ship, which

brought them back to slavery and sorrow. The canoe is still

preserved in Hispaniola as a singular curiosity, considering the

circumstances under which it was made . ”

But it is high time to quit these gloomy and horrible details,

in which we discover nothing but what confers disgrace upon

Europe, notwithstanding all its boasted arts and pretences to

refinement and civilization . They are scenes which mark the

earlier settlers of the West India Islands with stains which never

can be effaced ; and which must hand down the Spanish name

with infamy and detestation to the latest generations of the

world. They are scenes which will display to millions who are

yet unborn ,the fataleffects of power when uncontrouled by the

principles of eternal justice. And at the same time they will

fully shew the pernicious consequences which result from blind

superstition and fanatical bigotry, when acting under the in

fluence of lawless and intemperate zeal.

Bad as human nature is abstractedly from grace, the report

of these enormities is too bold in its relation to claim an imme

diate assent.
But unhappily, our attempts to falsify the facts

would ensure to the mind that conviction which it wishes to

shun. The evidence is too strong for resistance, and too ex

plicit to afford any shelter in incredulity. The more we inquire

into the authenticity of those facts which seem too enormous to

be believed, the more conspicuous will they appear: the mind

of him whose eye glances over them , andthen commences its

inquiries to quellthose doubts whichthe recital of them may

YOL . I. S
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have raised , will find proofs where it expected a refutation , and

will sink under the weight of conviction where humanity would

induce it to expect relief.

When that madness which now actuates the empires of the

world, subsides in future years , and peace and brotherly love

overspread the globe , the records of ancient days will per

haps be deemed little better than romance . Then that guilty

nation, whose bloody enormities we have been reciting , may

embrace some opportunity of acknowledging with heart-felt

compunction those detestable crimes, which in the eyes of every

other nation now disgrace her name. But even in the case

which we contemplate, her atrocities will still lie against her,

and all she can hope is that they may be rather forgotten than

crased .

The light of the gospel diffusing itself through the habitable

world , instructs us in concert with express revelation, toexpect

those important changes , which through divine grace will effec

tually ameliorate the condition , and subdue the unholy passions

of man. Then those annals which record her days of blood ,

sinking beneath the weight ofthe wanton miseries which they

have preserved, may fallinto disrepute, and the Spanishnation

escape the indignation of mankind through those incredible ex

cesses which will appear too monstrous to obtain belief.

But whether these crimes shall be remembered or forgotten

by man , are points of distant and trifling consideration. One

truth is certain ; and that is, that they will not be forgotten by

God. With him there can be neither « variableness, nor

shadow of turning .” The actions of men can admit of nocon

cealment; and to exaggerate them , there can be no occasion .

Nothingcan escape the notice of the Almighty, either through

an inability to comprehend, orthrough the lapse of time. The

period therefore must arrive, in which that justice shall be ad

ministered and become conspicuous, which we now in many

cases inquire for in vain .

Why God who is infinitely powerful, and infinitely just,

slould suffer sich enormities to pass through time without

marking the delinquents with some signal vengeance, is what

we cannot comprehend, any more than we can assign reasons

why he should suffer the wretched Indians to fall by such inhu

man butcheries as exterminated them from the face of the earth .

But since nothing can take place withcut his appointment or per

mission , and heis infinite goodness and perfection ; since no

thing can elude his observation, or escape his knowledge ; liis

ways must necessarily be equal. And since the justice of his

proceedings is not fully conspicuous in this life, wemay rest our

selves assured that it will be more completely unfolded in another .
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With these views before us of the Divine equity, we must

refer those mysterious dispensations which he suffers to exist , to

a day of retribution, in which both the righteous and the wick

ed shall meet their respective rewards . The calamities which

we have just beheld in the unfortunate island of Hispaniola, are

such as our limited capacities cannot comprehend. " We there

fore conclude that the present life forms but a small portion of

human existence ; and that the barrier must be broken down

which divides us from an eternal state, before we can survey

those scenes which are necessary to mature our judgments on

so abstruse a point.

But if these subjects are beyond the utmost stretch of our

finité powers, the difficulties will increase in proportion as we

extend our views. If we quit for a moment the cruelties of the

island to survey the devastations of the continent, our surprise

will be lengthened into astonishment, and we shall sink over

whelmed with our own contemplations. If we traverse Peru

and Mexico , and follow Cortez and his cotemporaries through

those acts of rapine and depredation which marked their pro

gress with blood in these devoted countries, the scene of cru

elty and destructionseems to run through interminable distances,

and the mind is fatigued in moving over the desolated tract .

Accounts differ as to the extent of the murders which were

committed . Some estimate the massacres at no less than fifteen

millions of hunan beings ; others sink them so low as ten mil

lions ; and others reckon according to the intermediate num

bers. But taking the statement in any of the given numbers,

the case will appear almost equally difficult of solution ; we look

around us for relief in vain , but the mind finds at last safe an

chorage in eternity.

Every thing conspires to direct our views beyond the grave ;

it is only there thatthe mind can find an asylum , in which it

can repose
itself with assurance , without feeling the uneasiness

of disturbance or alarm . And such is the confidence which

the above details of human miseries suggest , that we cannot

avoid concluding, that the evidences which support us in believing

the being of a God, will also support us in believing the certainty of

a future state. There are proofs in both cases, which are not easily

resisted ; and the truths which they support, must stand or full

together.
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CHAP. III .

Natives of the Charaibean or Windward Islands - origin - per

sons - natural dispositions - warfare and modes of life — reli

gious vierus - confused notions of the being of God and of

a future state ofrewards and punishments - reflections on the

whole.

In the preceding chapter we have givensome account of the

natives of the Leeward Islands, and made some observations

on their origin, their numbers, their manners, and their whole

history, An investigation of the Charaibean character now

rises before us, andclaims our attention , as proceeding from a

distinct race of men.

There are perhaps but few cases in the history of man , in

which a contrast can be more striking, than that which will

result from a comparison between them and the inhabitants of

she Leeward Islands. In their persons and manners, the con

trast appears conspicuous; their natural dispositions and prevail

ing propensities will confirm the observations which we make,

and the religious rites , ( if such they may be termed, ) which are

observable amongthem, respectively , will plainly prove that

the natives of the Leeward and of the Windward Islands sprung

from different countries. The progress of time may cause

men, not radically different,to exhibit appearances which show

that they have but little affinity to each other ; and that though

springing from the same fountain , they have been separated

fromeach other through a number of ages, which having shut

up all intercourse between them, have obliterated those com

' mon marks by which alone we can trace a common relation .

But on these points , as well as on the solitary mode of life

which is so observable among the Charaibees, the reader must

make his own reflections. Effects, which are in themselves so

distant and various, can originate only in propensities which

are widely different; and consequentlysuch strange diversities

as we are called upon to perceive, must claim such distant

origins, in a local view , as we are obliged to assign , and which

can have but a very remote communication with one another.

Put simple distance, either in time or situation, is not of it

self sufficient to produce those opposite effects, which offer

themselves to our notice . Some extraneous cause or causes must

have conspired to call into existence those variations, which we

cannot fail to behold . What these extraneous causes are, in
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their physical nature , which have been capable, in their opera

tions, of producing such a visible difference between man and

man , though we may attempt to conjecture, perhaps we shall

never be able here below fully to understand . The fact is ne

vertheless incontrovertible; it is demonstrated by daily observa

tion in every part of our intercourse with mankind ; but in

no portion of human history can it appear more conspicuous,

than in the distant characters of the Charaibees and the na

tives of the Leeward Islands .

But though we admit those striking differences which we

cannot avoid contemplating, it will not at all follow that men

are physically unlike . There are radical principles which are

too permanently fixed in man , for time or adventitious circum

stances to alter . Men · may undergo an infinite variety of

changes, but in every condition they are physically the same.

The variations which we perceive, must have resulted from

some secret causes , operating upon the established principles of

human nature by slow and imperceptible degrees, through the

long lapse of ages, which have rolled on from the primary se

paration of mankind to the given hour.

A variation in climate will, without all doubt, produce con

siderable effects; and the influence of custom will tend to con

firm habits so acquired, with a permanency which neither rea

son nor philosophy is able to subdue. But how far either climate

or custom may have tended to produce that visible difference

which is so evident between the natives of the Windward and

Leeward Islands, is a point extremely difficult to be determined .

We must therefore attribute the ferocious and warlike spirit of

the Charaibees to the ascendency of some cause which we have

not been able fully to explore, and which , matured into habit,

cannot easily be erased .

Of the primary origin of this fierce race of men, the ac

counts which we have are various, and far from being satisfac

tory. A train of circumstances will oblige us to allow , that

these natives of the Windward Islands obtained their insular

situation by emigrating from the continental shores of South

America; and beyond the proofs of this point, our knowledge

of their origin will hardly permit us to pass. But these evi

dences which circumstances afford us, do not reach the original

question . That these islands were first peopled from the

southern continent of America, but little doubt can remain ;

but from what portion of the globe they migrated, before they

found this continental abode, is a point which no positive

proof can now determine .

The origin of a savage people, without records, without go

vernment, without laws, and without arts, must necessarily be
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wrapped up in obscurities ; and but few circumstances can be

found in such an unproductive soil, through which any analogy

can be traced between them and any other people who inhabit

the different nations of the earth. Engaged as the Charaibees

seem almost constantly to have been in depredationsand plun

der, the reports of tradition which might have been derived

from their remotest ancestors, are totally obliterated ; and hard

ly a vestige now remains through which their primary origin

can be traced .

We have said in the beginning of this work that the vast

chain of West India islands was divided into two classes , gene

rally denominated the Windward and Leeward Islands . The

Windward Islands of which we now speak, were inhabited by

a restless, warlike, and barbarous race, while the Leeward

Islands were peopled with a mild and inofensive tribe . It was

from this mild and inoffensive people, that Columbus first ob

tained intelligence of the Charaibees. They were represented

by the natives of Hispaniola as living in an eastwardly direction

from that island ; they were said to be barbarous and cruel ; to

delight in committing depredations, and in disturbing the tran

quillity of that and the neighbouring islands; they said that they

were a nation of cannibals, and were called Caribees or Cha

raibees . This was the intelligence which Columbus received

concerning them from the natives of Hispaniola, in his first

voyage ; and without any further knowledge of them he re

turned to Europe. In his future voyages he discovered the

Windward Islands ; and found them inhabited by that barbą

' rous race whom the Hispaniolians had previously described .

These savage people seem to have engrossed almost all the

islands whichwedenominate the West Indies, except Cuba,

Hispaniola, Jamaica, and Porto Rico, and the Bahama Islands,

which lay between the northern islands above named and the

Florida shore .

To this general distribution of the inhabitants, the island of

Trinidad formsa most remarkable exception, which has been

particularly noticed in our remarks on the natives of the Lee

ward Islands in the preceding chapter, to which we refer the

reader for all the information that can be imparted on a point

so extraordinary and perplexed.

But even admitting, that the natives of Trinidad spoke the

language of the Leeward Islands, and that from many circum

stances, they leave us much reason to believe they originated in

the same tribe, yet this exception , extraordinary as it is, will

not militate against the general theory which we have adopted .

The whole stream of circumstantial testimony is in favour of

bi

1
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the southern origin of the Charaibees, and of the northern

origin of the Apalachians or natives of the Leeward Islands.

The proximity of many of the Windward Islands to the

southern continental shores, will justify the suppositions which

we have made; and assigns to the Charaibees a southern

origin . The islands of Tobago and Grenada are sufficiently

near to be placed within the reach of the Indian canoes, and

these modes of conveyance were undoubtedly adequate to all

the purposes of such emigrations as we now suppose.

That Barbadoes was inhabited by the Charaibees when first

discovered , will admit of no dispute ; and the same arguments

which enable us to account for its being thus inhabited, will

empower us also to assign reasons for the peopling of Tobago,

Grenada, and other Charaibee islands, even upon the supposi

tion that Trinidad was peopled by the Apalachian tribe. The

real distance between Barbadoes and the nearest island to it, is

nearly as great as that which lies between Tobago or Grenada

and the projecting lands on the continental shores.

The wars in which these Charaibees usually engaged on the

continent with their most inveterate enemies the Arrowauks,

plainly inform us, that their canoes were equal to the naviga

tion of the waters which they had to pass. And no doubt can

be justly entertained of the abilities of their forefathers to navi

gate the canoe, and conduct it in a similar inanner , to the vari

ous parts of their insular abodes. Thus then , a difficulty which

has actually been overcome in fact by the Charaibees, affords us

sufficient ground to account for thepeopling of the Wind

ward Islands, thoughwe even allow Trinidad to have been in

habited by anotherrace. .

But though these circumstances plead strongly for the imme

diate origin of this colony of Charaibees of which we speak ,

the evidence will not reach their national origin. On this point

much learning has been employed, and much time has been

spent : it is a question which involves little less than the peo

pling of the newhemisphere. And though many favourable cir

cumstances may induce us to admit as certain, a variety of pro

babilities which appear to be well authenticated , yet the diffi

culties which arise from mature consideration, seem to spreada

veil of darkness over the best-concerted hypothesis ; and while

these embarrassments lay an embargo on our belief, they con

spire to wrap probability in shade.

That the nations which originally peopled America, were of

transatlantic origin , will not be disputed by any man who be

lieves the Bible . On this point the language of the sacred re

cords is explicit and clear ; it leaves not a shade either to shelter

incredulity , or to cherish doubt. It is to this standard that
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we must repair, when we inquire into the origin of those na

tions which people the northern and southern continents of

America, and it is only from this fountain that we can draw the

streams of information without any pollution or alloy.

The scriptures uniformly represent mankind as springing ori

ginally from one common root, and branching, as they multi

plied , over the different regions of the globe; they inform us

that God hath made of one blood all the nations which are upon

the earth , and hath also appointed the bounds of their habita

tions. No truth can be more evident than this, that mankind

began to exist on the eastern continent ; and therefore from

this source they must in process of time have proceeded in sub

sequent periods to people the western world. But whether

the first adventurers, who departed from the old continent,

crossed the narrow passage at Bering's Straits which lie under

the Arctic Circle, or were driven across the Atlantic by ad

verse winds, it is not in our power to determine.

Mr. Edwards in his history of these islands, has adduced a

variety of circumstances to prove that the Charaibean nations in

particular, must have crossed the Atlantic in some of its widest

parts. He imagines that their ancestors were driven by adverse

circumstances within the reach of the trade winds, through

which they were wafted to the American shores ; and that hay

ing been exposed to the mercies of the elements which favoured

their approaches, they landed on those northern parts of the

southern continent, which we have already described . But

that, as the winds which blow between the tropics were favour

able to their approaches, so the same circumstances prohibited

their return, and lodged them and their posterity in those

regions of the western world . There are others however

who dissent from this opinion , and conceive that this people

entered America in the northern parts at Bering's Straits, and

from thence descended into these southern latitudes.

In their persons the Charaibees were of moderate stature,

nervous and strong, and their make such as seemed adapted to

form men of uncommon strength. Their legs, thick and muscu

lar, were generally well made; their eyes were black, large, and

somewhat prominent. Active and vigorous, and capable of bear

ing the fatigues of war, they seemedlike a race of men fitted for

martial enterprise and warlike exploits. The internal spirit which

prompted them to action , beamed occasionally through the linea

ments of their countenances ; it seemed to animate every fea

ture, and to communicate motion to every tendon of their

frame. An unconquerable energy apparently mingled itself

with every gesture, and fury frequently darted from their

Looks. A certain wildness discovered itself in the sudden
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glances of their eyes, which sometimes rolled with the internal

emotions of their souls , and flashed with living anger on those

whom they deemed their foes. Restless, ardent, and capable

of high achievements, no shape which danger could assume,

could deter them from an enterprise , where probability inspired

hope of success. They seemed to consider depredation as the

primary end of their being, and all objects of conquest as their

natural prey. On these accounts theirappearance was sufficient

to excite the terror of the mild and inoffensive natives of the

Leeward Islands. Their whole figure would have been pleas

ing, had they not spoiled their natural appearance by fancied

and artificial ornaments, which could only be agreeable to the

peculiar taste that prevailed among them. They suffered no

hair to grow on any part of their bodies, except on the head

and eye -brows. They wore no sort of garment; nor was their

chastity on this account less secure . Only, in order to guard

against the bite of insects, they painted their bodies from head

to foot with the juice of rocou, or arnotto , which gave them

the colour of a boiled lobster. They likewise disfigured their

cheeks with deep incisions and hideous scars, which they stained

with black ; andthey painted white and black circles round their

eyes. Some of them perforated the cartilage which divides the

nostrils, and inserted the bone of some fish , a parrot's feather,

or a fragment of tortoise-shell; and they strung together the

teeth of such of their enemies as they had slain in battle, and

wore them on their legs and arms as trophies of successful cru

elty. Every method seemed to be adopted which could tend

to strengthen their brutal ferocity, to make them frantic with

rage in the day of battle , and to intimidate their enemies with

that terror which their formidable appearance was calculated to

inspire. The incisions which we have noticed, and the un

sightly scars with which they deſormed their cheeks, were with

out doubt introduced for the same reasons, to give them in the

sight of their opponents the appearance of veterans, and to

convince them that they rose superior to bodily pain . The

paintings also with which they ornamented or disfigured their

bodies , though adapted to that conveniency which we have

mentioned, were not wholly inapplicable to their savage ex

ploits. They had a tendency to set off their scars to the ut

most advantage, and by that means to obtain from their ene

mies more credit for their fortitude than they really deserved,

and credit for more fortitude than they really possessed.

There is a something in war so repugnant to the feelings

of humanity, that the emotions of the soul require a varnish

from external parade. In polished as well as savage life, the

same principle prevails; the murder of our own species, in both

VOL . I. T
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cases, is hostile to our feelings when abstracted from the

influence of the ferocious passions, perfectly depraved as we

are by nature. Ashamed of those steps which mark its con

duct, our better judgment retires from the scene, and con

ceals its indignity beneath the glare of military disguise .

And whether we behold the painted feathers, the nodding

plumes , the formidable bear's skin, and glittering helmet of

Europe, or the scarified arms, incised cheeks, perforated nos

tril , and painted body of the Charaibean , we only view dis

tinct modifications of the same principle, operating under the

direction of different tastes , and producing effects not radically

unlike . In both cases the religious eye perceives the com

plaint of nature, labouring under a consciousness of its own

disgrace, and seeking refuge in disguise.

To inspire individuals with heroic ardour is among the fa

vourite arts of war.
And to infuse into the mind of an enemy,

an exaggerated idea of that military prowess which they have

to oppose, may be considered as a favourable step toward a con

quest . A knowledge of human nature, as it relates to the na

tural man, has been taught in no better school than that of ex

perience ; and while men act under the direction of one com

mon guide, the instruction must be alike applicable to every

climate, to every zone, and to every conditionof mankind.

The Charaibees, instructed in this school of nature , knew

how to improve by the terror which they could inspire. And

while their conduct towards themselves, acted with hostility to

wards their enemies, it had a different effect on the youth of

their own tribes: these beholding the glories which their heroes

had acquired by signalizing themselves in war , would naturally

feel a thirst for those honours which they were taught to re

vere as sacred from their earliest infancy. And attributing this

military glory to the honorary scars, paintings, and incisions

which theybeheld , these youths mighteasily associate together

the ideas of prowess and external embellishment, and be stirred

to emulation through the talisman of deformity. Hence inci

sions became a necessary part of the masculine ornaments of a

Charaibee, while their females stimulated by the same princi

ples , but retarded by the weakness of their sex, imitated with

painting the various ornaments which adorned the warrior, with

out submitting to the painful operations which their heroes had

undergone.

Wemustallow that simple painting was useful, if not neces

sary, in their state, to secure them from the bites of insects.

But that fantastic variety which deformed their features, and gave

them such a disgusting appearance in the sight of the Euro

peans, could not have originated in simple necessity, nor hard
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ly altogether in a vitiated taste. Their incisions, and the paint

ings of them , might have been originally invented to render

themselves hideous to their enemies ; and finding this method

successful, it continued , till , habituated to their national scars,

deformity became familiar, and those who were destitute of

these honorary marks became outcasts of society.

But this reproach was carefully avoided . In earliest childhood

the scene of cruelty began, and the infant savage was apparent

ly nursed in blood. As soon as a male child was brought into

the world , he was sprinkled with some drops of his father's blood.

The ceremony on this occasion was sufficiently painful to the

father ; but he submitted without emotion or complaint, fondly

believing that the same degree of courage which he himself had

displayed, was by means of this operation transmitted to the in

fant. * As the boy grew up, he was made familiar with scenes of

barbarity ; he partook of the horrid repasts of his nation , and

was frequently anointed with the fat of a slaughtered enemy.

To draw the bow with skill, to wield the club with dexterity

and strength , to swim with agility and hardiness, to catch fish ,

and to build a hut, were his first acquirements. And that their

youth might be accomplished in the exercise of the bow, their ·

food was often hung to a branchof a distant or lofty tree, and

they were obliged to pierce it with their arrows before they were

permitted to eat.

An entrance upon life was always to the infant the commencement of a

scene of barbarity. Soon after its birth, two pieces of wood suited to the

occasion were applied to its tender skull , one before and another behind ; and

these being firmly united together at each end by bandages or filaments which

suited the purpose, the forehead of the child'was considerably elevated by

its growth . And when these boards were taken off, the forehead and back

part of the head were both flattened to a considerable degree ; and presented

the head altogether in a shape of unseemly distortion . On this account the

eyes of a Charaibee always appeared lower than those of the European ;

while the head , apparently raised to a considerable height above them , pre

sented to the view of the spectator a most disgusting figure.

From whence a custom so violent and unnatural took its rise , it is impossi

ble accurately to determine. It is highly probable that it originated in pru

dence, though it was carried to excess. It might have taken its origin from

the observations which they made on the openness of the skulls of infants; and

from a full conviction thatthis opening must be closed , they might have ap

plied these boards and bandages to expedite the tardy operations of nature ;

till, over-acting their primary design , they might have produced at first by

accident that contortion, which became afterward sanctioned by custom , and

formed an indispensable requisite in the head of a Charaibee.

In our own country a practice similar in principle, prevailed, and still pre

vails in many parts ; but itwas exercised with more prudence, and prevented

the infants from feeling pain. The bandages which were thus applied, were

designed to assist nature in closing the infant's skull ; and I see no reason which

çan induce us to believe ibat the Charaibeans applied their boards and banda

ges with any other desiga.
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These however were but preliminary ceremonies, adapted

to the tender years of the young savages. But they were cal

culated to infuse dexterity , and to inure to disappointment ; to

inspire with patience in the midst of practical exploit ; and to

teach them to rekindle the flame of exertion at the dying em

bers of disappointment. Disappointment and success must

alike have excited emulation in the youthful bosom ; and the

censures and applauses of the veterans, who were spectators of

their deeds, must have called forth all their ardour, and awaken

edat an early period an appetite for renown.

The fat of the unhappyArrowauk , who had fallen a victim

to their power through the occurrences of war , with which

their children were anointed , not only familiarized them to

scenes of barbarity ; but tended to stifle every tender feeling

of nature, and to quench for ever the sparks of humanity in

the earliest moments of their dawn . Accustomed to barbarity

and inured to rapine through every period of their recollection,

their hearts were hardened in a state of manhood against the

groans of their wretched captives ; while they exercised their

cruel ingenuity in inflicting torments without pity or remorse.

The seeds which are thus sown in early infancy, ripen with the

progress and cherished by constant action, through

every intermediate stage, the youth putson in mature age the

utmost wildness and ferocity of savage life.

Among the various branches of savage education, an uncon

querable aversion for the Arrowauks was particularly inculcated .

They were held forth as the national enemy, and the young sa

vage was incited to revenge from a long detail of traditionary

wrongs. The hatred which was thus implanted , soon became

deeply rooted , and finally terminated in an implacability not

to be subdued. *

of years;

We have said in a preceding page, that the Charaibees seemed to consi

der depredation as the chief end of their being ; and that the power to con

quer gave the right of conquest. We have also observed that the Arrowauks,

a nation on the southern continent, with whom they were at continual war,

were considered by themas their irreconcileable enemies; and this enmity, we

may add , originated in all probability in some signal defeat which they sustain

cd from that nation, by whom perhaps they were driven from the continent to

these insular retreats. ' But though these sentimentsmay be founded upon fact,

they are not perhapsof an exclusive application .

It is not improbable, through a long course of familiar detestation , which

they associated with the name of Arrowauk, that whomsoever they considered

as their enemies, became entitled to that appellation . And it is not unlikely

that those among them , who were most forward in promoting any meditated

depreciation, represented the objects of their rapacity by that opprobrious

epithet. This circumstance rarely failed to fill themostcowardly among them

with a temporary courage, and led them on to those daring exploits, which

forind a distinguishing trait in the character of a Charaibee .
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The exercises of childhood soon gave place to performances

which required more vigour ; and which demanded from the

young Charaibee a degree of magnanimity which the years of

puberty could hardly promise to bestow . His fortitude and con

stancy were to be brought forth to the severest trial before he

could be permitted to share in the honours of his countrymen ,

or assume the dignified title of man. A probationary ordeal

awaited him through which he must necessarily pass; it was

the portico which conducted to the temple of savage fame.

This moment of trial was an important epoch of his life ,

upon which depended the garland of Honour or the hisses of

disgrace. He was now about to depart from infancy, and to

assume a name sounding and significant, expressive of some

thing either glorious or dreadful in the views of his country ,

men : he was to join them in their depredatory expeditions; and

to make the achievementsof his valour, andthe glories of con

quest, his own by martialenterprise. The importance of this

æra in the life of a Charaibee, may therefore beeasily conceived

without any further elucidation. It was a season of barbarous

festivity, in which the candidate for honour was permitted to

participate in the horrid carnival of his nation, and to be initi

ated into scenes which are disgraceful even to savage life. It

was a time of ferocious mirth , in which the feelings of huma

nity seemed to be suspended in every breast, and the passions

were permitted to rage in all the fury of diabolical madness.

The severities which the probationary youth wasto undergo,

and which he even courted with surprising solicitude, afford us

an awfulproof of the influence of false principles and super

stitious fortitude. He received from his father the most inbu

man tortures, inflicted with everycircumstance of barbarity

that did not reach the citadel of life. In him who inflicted

them, the feelings of the parent were totally unknown. The

parent was lost in the man. The man was absorbed in the

warrior ; and the merciless savage overcame and swallowed all.

Stripes that excoriated , and incisions that left an indelible

On these accounts it is highly probable that they applied this opprobrious

appellation to the inhabitants of the Leeward Islands , whom they affected to

consider as a colony of Arrowauks. It is however more likely that they really

considered them as objects of enterprise and depredation ; and gave them the

title of Arrowauks to justify their pretences for invading their territories.

That they considered all strangers as their common enemies, few who are ac.

quainted with their history , will pretend to doubt ; and “ of the Europeans,"
says Mr. Edwards, “ they formed a right estimation .” Enem and Arro

wauk were with them nearly synonymous terms ; and the name of Arrowauk

was sufficient to give sanction io every depredation they had an inclination to
commit.
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cicatrice, burnings which approached to suffocation, and wounds

which the healing hand of nature could never totally erase, were

among the sufferings of the Charaibean youth . If these un

natural torments were sustained by him with invincible fortitude

and heroic ardour, if he betrayed no symptoms of weakness,

and suffered no pang to escape from the anguish of his soul : if

he retired within himself in the midst of his tortures with a

stoic insensibility, and discovered an apathy devoid of feeling ;

if he rose superior to bodily pain , and discovered unconquer

able serenity while the rage of his persecutors attempted to ex

tort his groans, he was released from tortures amid the plaudits

of his country, and permitted to join the heroes of his nation .

He was congratulated on his perseverance, and received the

awful name for which he had been thus contending ; became an

avowed enemy of the Arrowauks, and was solemnly pronounced

by those whohad beheld his constancy, to be a man like unto

themselves . He was thenceforth reckoned among the cham

pions of his country, and stood a candidate for still higher

honours.

But if, on the contrary , while passing through this ordeal of

severity , he suffered a groan to be extorted from him, mur

mured at his fate, or complained at the inhuman barbarities

which were thus practised upon him ; if his placidity forsook

him, or he betrayed any symptoms that could indicate a want of

courage and constancy, he was dismissed with contempt, and

prohibited from partaking the glories of the brave. As a de

fender of his country he was disgraced for ever , and could pre

fer no claim to those honours for which the heroic alone could

contend .

Such were the circumstances on which their distinctions of

rank depended ! Abstracted from these, the most perfect

equality subsisted among the men . They had no laws, and

therefore knew nothing of obedience. Every man who felt him

self injured, became the avenger of his own wrongs ; and from

the decisions of force there seemed to be no appeal. The only

supremacy which they acknowledged, was the dictate of nature;

but having no criterion, their comments were their own ; and

the impulse of their own inclinations appeared to be the expo

sitor which they obeyed . To the aged veteran they indeed

paid some ill-defined deference ; but the authority of these old

men was rather nominal than real . Of government they had

no conception ; and the inconveniences which anarchy must

at all times occasion, require no remark . The weak in such

cases must always beconie victims to the strong ; and where

every man becomes the avenger of his own wrongs, internal

commotions and private assassinations inust be the inevitable re
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nours .

sult. Thinned by these secret murders, and partially depopu

lated by repeated wars, having no means of recruiting their

forces after a defeat, or of concentrating their power except in

moments of exigency, their population was comparatively small ;

and their victories and defeats were productive of no lasting

tef * - 'ts. Their conquests inspired them with fresh ardour, and

their defeats stimulated them to retrieve the losses which they

had sustained . On such occasions a public council was called ,

and peace or warin a savage way was decided by the popular

vote. But though these Charaibees were destitute of laws and

government, this is only to be understood in a civil view, in

times of peace. In those of war , experience had taught them

that courage without subordination was productive of the most

fatal consequences. Their chieftains were elected amid the so

lemnities of a general assembly, to whom they yielded the most

unfeigned submission .

But another trial awaited the candidate for these highest ho

His pretensions must once more be submitted to the

ordeal, somewhat similar to those we have already described,

only attended with circumstances of indescribable barbarity,

from which the mind retires with disgust. The excruciating

agonies which arose from burning, suffocation and whipping,

constituted a part of those proofs, upon the issue of which his

pretensions could alone bemade good. If he rose superior to

these afflictions, he had the honour conferred upon him of lead

ing his countrymen into the field of war. Hehad then nearly

reached the summit of his ambition ; the conduct of his coun

trymen depended upon his voice , and his deathless name was

thenceforward enrolled in the archives of glory.

But these were superlative honours to which few could aspire,

and which fewer still were able to attain . The weakness of

human nature unable to sustain the probationary agonies which

were necessary to the attainment of these glories, frequently

sunk beneath the intolerable pressure, and obliged the candi

date to relinquish his claim . The magnanimity however which

they manifested on these occasions, was astonishing and almost

incredible ; they were actuated with a degree of fortitude which

philosophy could not inspire , and which the most exquisite

torments could not always overcome.

The successful candidate immediately becoming a chieftain

was instantly invested with the superlative honour of conduct

ing his countrymen to renown. It is natural to expect, that he

who had sustained torments at home with such invincible for

titude, would perform prodigies in the field, especially when he

found himself invested with those honours for which he had

seen the heroes of his country contending, and was now ex

i
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posed to the animadversions of those who had been his rivals

in the temple of savage fame. Like the heroes of Homer,

these chieftains became either the Achilles' or Hectors of their

country , to defend it against the incursions of the Arrowauks,

or to carry the flames of war into the enemies' own territories.

Neither the justice nor the injustice of the undertaking form

ed any part of their consideration. It was enough that their

objects of depredation were denominated Arrowauks, and that

there was any probability of conquest to reward the exploit.

If the enterprises of the chieftain were accompanied with suc

cess, the savage triumph and the horrid festival of his country

awaited bis return. The male captives who were brought home

in triumph , were either immediately slain to supply the unna

tural repast ; or reserved in captivity for more deliberate murder,

as future exigency or caprice should demand. The females who

were taken in these depredatory exploits , were reserved for the

purposes of ruin , and to grace the procession of the victorious

chief. The songs and dances of his country received him on

his return , and conferred upon him a degree of superlative

glory which the wealth of Europe could not purchase.

To us perhaps it may seem strange that so much should be

suffered with invincible patience and courage, where nothing

but emptinessand nominal greatness becamethe recompence for

real pains. But this is estimating Charaibean valour by Euro

pean standards; it is weighing their judgments in an improper

balance, and forcing their notions of honour to submit to a

criterion , from which their modes of life oblige them to appeal,

They were gratified to the utmost of their ambition ; they re

ceived all that their country could bestow , and they expected

nothing more.

The successfulhero now exchanged his name asecond time

with the unanimous consent of his country , and adopted as his

own choice directed , that of the most terrible Arrowauk, who

had either fallen by his hand in the day of battle, or had been

brought home in triumph to adorn the carnival in his own

country with all the barbarous circumstances of savage rage . In

addition to this honorary title, his countrymen presented him

with the choice of their moșt amiable daughters; and as poly

gamy was an established custom among them , he might appro

priate as many as he pleased .

Theglory of being elected a chieftain by the suffrage of his

country ; the song, the dance, the triumph, and festivity which

awaited his return ; the honorary title, the train of female cap

tives, the virgins of his country who were presented to his

choice ; all these things taken in the aggregate, were considered

by him as an ample reward for the toils and sufferings which
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thus conducted him through rugged paths into these exalted

regions of military glory.

It ought not however to be omitted in the description of the

Charaibean character, that while their enmities were implaca

ble, their friendships were sincere . Though they considered

all mankind in general as their enemies, we must not apply

this remark without any exception . Some favourable circum

stances would occasionally offer in their lucid moments, through

which the stranger would gain upon
their esteem. When their

friendshipwas granted, it was given without reserve, and not

revoked without an adequate cause. Dissimulation, in the garb

of friendship, was a mode of dress whichthey never knew on

such occasions; their hearts, like their bodies, were completely

naked ; they were implacable enemies, but not treacherous

friends. It is to the nations of polished Europe that we must

look for this inverted condition of the mind ; it is there that

we may behold, under the smiles of insincerity, and the blan

dishments of deceitful approbation, the dagger of the assassin

and the torch of war . The Charaibean savage, though acting

under the dominion of the ferocious passions, had not yet

reached this refinement in iniquity ; he knew not to disguise

the real emotions of his soul, or to dress his resentmentand

animosity in the fraudulent apparel of masquerade.

Mr. Edwards in his Appendix on the Origin of the Charaibees, has strong

ly contended for their transatlantic migration; and he has introduced several

passages from scripture , through which he endeavours to trace an affinity,

from rites and customs which were found among the Charaibees ; and which

we well know were practised by the ancient eastern nations, namely, those of

their funeral ceremonies and burying their dead. A variety of customs which

were prohibited to the Israelites, were in use among the heathen nations in

their time, and similar customs prevailed among the Charaibees ; but, as ob

served before, the sacred history determines their oriental origin beyond all

possibility of doubt, where credit is given to the divine oracles.

There is one circumstance, however, which Mr. Edwards has not noticed.

The song, and dance, and triumph which awaited the successful Charaibean

chief seem to bear a strong affinity to the customs which prevailed in the days

of Saul and David. Thus we read in 1 Samuel, chap. xviii. 6-8. “ And

it came to pass as they came, when David was returned from the slaughter of

the Philistines, that the women came out of all the cities of Israel , singing and

dancing, to meet king Saul, with tabrets , with joy, and with instruments of

music . And the women answered one another as they played, and said, Saul

hathslain his thousands, and David his ten thousands. And Saul was very

wroth , and the saying displeased him ; and he said , They have ascribed unto

David ten thousands, andto me they have ascribed but thousands ; and what

can he have more but the kingdom ?” We may easily learn from this passage

the amazing influence of popular applause, and the jealousy which Saul dise

covered when he found David more popular than himself ; we may perceive

it operating in all its force in the concluding remark of Saul's speech - “ What

canhe have more but the kingdom ? "

VOL . I. U
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It has been confidently asserted that the Charaibee felt with

a degree of stupid indifference the influence of soft affection ;

and that love , on all occasions, exercised its efficacy with doubts

ful einpire in his breast . But this current opinion of historians,

is rather rendered questionable by fact. The female captives

which fell into their hands through the consequences of war, and

the most lovely of the Charaibeanvirgins, who, on the result

of a successful enterprise, were offered to the victorious chief,

could hardly be considered as a reward of valour, if the chief

tain beheld his prize with the eye of insensibility. Engaged as:

they were in almost perpetual warfare, the vicissitude of events

must have awakened a variety of sensations , and kept alive a

degree of solicitude, which tended to eclipse the softer passions,

More active and daring than their inoffensive neighbours of the

Leeward Islands, the gentler affections became less conspicu

ous , and shone with but feeble emanațions amid the glare of

military parade . The arts and manufactures of the Europeans

they treated with supercilious contempt; they regarded them

just as weview the rattles and playthings which amuse our chil

dren ; and without doubt the virgins of their country, and

their female captives, would have met with the same neglect,

if they had been seen with similar indifference.

But what predilection soever they might have felt for the fe .

male sex, it must be acknowledged that they treated their wo

men with much indignity , and placed them in an abject state of

degradation. The subjection of the female sex they seemed to

infer from their bodily weakness, and the wife and the slave were .

not unfrequently made equal partakers of one common woe.

Their wives were discarded at pleasure, and new ones chosen as

caprice seemed to direct ; while the unfortunately discarded wo

manwas peremptorily forbidden to receive another husband. The

virgin that had been bestowed as thereward of that heroism

which we have already noticed , soon fell into disgrace: she had

been received without any previous attachment, and was dis

missed without either notice or ceremony. A new object, though

much inferior in personal accomplishments, and acquired with

out honour, frequently supplanted her female predecessor; and

she was supplanted in her turn with equal ease. The rank

which they held in their husbands' affections, stood on a very

precarious tenure ; degradation was their lot, a lot which they

might expect to sutter, and which neither prudence nor

artifice could avert.

In the earliest days of female triumph , the wife was treated

rather as a slave than companion ; the distinction consisted more

in the external trappings of decoration, or the badges of disa

grace , than in any mode of conduct which bore a resem ,
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blance to European tenderness . The wife was not permitted to

eat with her husband , nor even in his presence ; he was the

despot rather than the husband ; and the unfortunate woman

was sure to find a tyrant , where she ought to have found a

friend .

Their females in general they considered as inferior to them

selves, and obliged them to perform those drudgeries for which

nature has evidently intended the masculine race. The cassava

was prepared and conducted by them in all its process ; the ham

mock was woven by them; and by them the maize was ground.

The various branches of domestic labour were executed by

them ; and while the men were jealous of the least infringe

ment of their liberties and rights , their women were considered

in nearly the same light as female foes.

From these circumstances we may easily infer, that the at

tachment which these savages felt towards their women , had no

reference to genuine love. They were actuated only by the

brutal passions: the refinements of that love, which derives its

vigour from a congeniality of soul, a reciprocity of affection ,

and a disinterestedness of attachment; together with those

nameless sensibilities which beam through the nuptial state in

ten thousand perceptible emanations, and infuse endearments

into these departments of social life, were sensations totally

unknown to the Charaibean breast.

The polygamy which was established among them, and which

seems uniformly to have prevailed amongall barbarous nations,

in all probability was not of Indian origin , but was imported

from the oriental continent, where their first ancestors undoubt

edly resided . It is a custom which has obtained in a state of

nature; where the rights of both sexes have not been defined ,

and established by the equity and coercion of law. It is to the

introduction of Christianity that we are indebted for the

abolition of an usage so repugnant to true reason , and to the

word and command of God. It is to the Christian system

that we are obliged for numerous blessings which we un

gratefully ascribe toother causes. We too frequently attribute

to our own ingenuity and prudence the comforts and mercies

which immediately flow from God ; and we raise an altar to

ambition upon the ruins of an ungrateful heart . No scheme of

religion which at this moment extends its raven wings over the

benighted inhabitants of the world, strikes closely to the root

of the most favourite vices of mankind, like the Christian .

This builds on a permanent foundation , and lodges its rewards

beyond the grave. All besides may be considered as erecting a

standard in the suburbs of paganism , and soothing their prose

lytes with delusive promises of sensual rewards. The recom
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pence which these false systems promise, can only be gratifying

to a heart debased by corruption, and which aimsno higher than

the indulgence of the sensual passions ; but from which the

mind that has been enlarged with the extensive views of Chris

tianity, departs with aversion and disgust.

As the Charaibees wore no clothing, their attention could

not be much engrossed by artificial ornaments and the etiquette

of dress . Their hair , which was long, coarse , black , straight,

and shining, constituted their principal decoration ; and stood

high in their own estimation . It was braided with peculiar care,

and occasionally interwoven with the feathers of tropical birds;

and while the cartilage of the nostrils, which had been perfo

rated to receive its embellishment, was filled with a fish -bone,

and the hair was plaited with feathers of various colours , the

head of a Charaibee in full equipment exhibited a most curi

ous spectacle.

The ornaments of which we have spoken, were, however,

wholly confined to the native Charaibees. The captives were

degraded below these dignities. Their male captives, we have

already noticed, were never preserved. Those who were not

slain in battle, were kept for more deliberate cruelty ; to rekin

dle expiring animosity, and to make the horrid carnival of some

future feast. The degrading prohibitions which we thus remark,

must therefore be considered as exclusively applying to the fe

male sex. To these all honorary distinctions were denied ; the

hair was shorn ; and they were reduced to the utmost state of

degradation. They were doomed to drag on a miserable exist

ence under the arbitrary direction of their merciless conquerors,

who had been the murderers of their fathers , husbands, lovers,

brothers, friends and children ; some of whom they had per

haps seen slaughtered , torn to pieces, and devoured before their

eyes . What degrees of acuteness we may annex to their sen

sibilities on such occasions, it is hard to determine. Perhaps a

savage state may tend to bluntthe finer feelings, and may ren

der the mind less susceptible of its wrongs. But admitting their

feelings on such occasions to be equal to what we may conceive,

whenwe estimate them by our own, death must be preferable

to such a mode of existence. The painful moments of suffer

ing must soon terminate in such a case ; while the survivor only

measures her existence with her sorrow , and lives over the an

guish of the past, while she recollects in the person of her con

queror the murderer of her friends.

That the Charaibees were cannibals is too well attested to be

denied . There are but few circumstances in the annals of man

kind supported by more indubitable proof. But whether this

custom was confined to the bodies of their enemies slain in bat
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of war .

tle, and to those of their prisoners of war, is a point on which

historians are not agreed. There are however many suspicious

circumstances which incline us to believe, that this horrid prac

tice was carried beyond the momentaryrage Of this

inhuman custom Columbus received information from the na

tives of Hispaniola , in his first interview with them . And hav

ing landed at Guadaloupe on the discovery of the Windward

Islands, he found in the cabins of the natives, the different

limbs, and heads, of the human body, which had been evident

ly separated from one another, and were held in reserve for fu

ture repasts. At the same time he rescued from these barbari

ans several of the inhabitants of Porto Rico whom war or

some other cause had thrown into their hands, and who were

evidently destined to become their future prey. There were

others whose limbs were dried, and kept among them for

particular purposes ; and were produced in the midst of their

dismal orgies, to excite them to war , to stimulate to depreda

tions, or to animate them to revenge and blood .

These are circumstances which exceedingly darken the cha

racter of the Charaibee. We behold in him , human nature

sunk to the lowest state of degradation . He appears in this

view uniting with the tigers and hyenas of the desert ; or influ

enced by a species of barbarity to which the shaggy inhabitants

of the forest are strangers. The Charaibee with a ferocity

that is almost unexampled, devours his own species. Disinhe

rited of the Divine image, as we all are in ournative state, and

left to the guidance of his own actions, the Charaibee discovers

human nature withoutany disguise ; and in him we learn what

man is in his present fallen condition, uninstructed by revela

tion, and uninfluenced by divine grace .

But though the circumstances whichhavebeen recently men

tioned , are too abominable to admit of palliation , and too no

torious to allow of disguise, these traits of character, together

with a fewmore which will rise into observation, give the Cha

raibee his deepest shade. There are many circumstances which

tend to soften the picture which has been drawn, and to arrest

our indignation against the unfeeling savage. Of all strangers

they were extremely fearful and suspicious, and the conduct of

theEuropeans justified their discreet opinion. They were jea

lous oftheir liberties, and watched with eagle eyes the least

shade of infringement of them. But friendship and affection

seemed in general to prevail among them towards one another

according to their respective sexes. As a community their in

terests were common ; and the engagements which they form

ed, were observed with more faithfulness than could be rea

sonably expected from people so barbarous, and otherwise so
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depraved. And though the glimmerings of humanity are some

times overborne by the ferocity of the savage, yet we occa

sionally behold a ray of light which sparkles with refulgence

amid the gloom ; and which would confer no dishonour on

man in a civilized state.

The knowledge which we have of these islanders, being

founded on a distant view of their characters, we lose sight of

many amiable domestic qualities which a nearer inspection would

probably afford. We see them in all the circumstances of dis

advantage, without beholding the just proportions of light and

shade, which are so necessary in the formation of the human

character, whether in savage ignorance or polished life. It is

only by thus presuming, that we can account for their existence

as a nation , in a state of perpetual warfare, without government,

without commerce, and without laws . Some latent excellen

cies which have not reached our knowledge, and which are now

lodged in the deepest recesses of darkness, must therefore have

influenced their domestic conduct, though in ways and manners

which are locked from our researches.

The prevailing feature in the Charaibean character, was an

inordinate thirst for power, which knew no bounds. And those

peculiar crueltieswhich give him the deepest shade, seem to be

in some sense artificial, and in a great measure superinduced by

their modes of education . But though a thirst for military

glory may be considered as the predominant feature in their

character, a taste for civil power was not the result of their per

sonal bravery, nor did any expectation of superiority, or civil

dignity, constitute their reward . In military expeditions alone

they acknowledged subordination ; but this distinction ended

with the exploit. At other times they were all on an equal

footing ; and in some cases thingswere in common among them.

The degrees of rank and subordination which they discovered

among the Europeans, excited their surprise, and occasionally

awakened their indignation . And so repugnant was this system

to their ideas, that they considered those persons as slaves who

wereso weak as to acknowledge a superior, or to obey his com

mands. They estimated all mankind by that standard which

measured themselves ; and following by this mode of conduct

the dictates of unenlightened nature, they were sanctioned in

their decision by the common suffrage of all the nations upon

earth . We only recede from this decision as our minds become

enlightened ; and we correct our judgments as our knowledge

becomes enlarged.

But though power and military honours constituted their

highest glory, the courage which they manifested was chiefly of

an active nature. Passive courage formed but a small part of
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the Charaibean character. This may appearrather inconsistent,

when we recur to the voluntary. sufferings, which they under

went at an early age. But in this case they suffered with an eye

to the reward , and were fully assured that their temporary

anguish would issue in a requital that should crown them with

applause.

But in their depredatory excursions, it frequently happened

that the incidents of war frowned upon their expeditions; and

they occasionally became the prisoners of those whom they in

tended to destroy. While either resistance or the prospectof

deliverance supported them , their courage appeared invincible ;

but when they found all expectation of escape cut off, hope for

sook their bosoms, andthey became the victims of remediless

despair. The pressure of the calamities with which they were

encircled , depressed their spirits; and abandoning life, they fre

quently sought through death a refuge in the grave.

Of abarbarous and savage people like the Charaibees, it is:

folly to inquire largely into the moral character. It is, however,

but justice to say all that can be said in behalf of a nation whose

name is associated with shade. We have already observed that

while they were implacable in their resentments, they were sin

cere in their attachments, and faithful to the engagements which

they voluntarily made. And though they were addicted to some

crimes of the most shocking nature, yet all the vices had not

made theWindward Islands their native abode : that of adultery

was unknown among them , till they were visited by the Euro

peans ; before this period they had no mode of punishment for

such an offence , but when with cther crimes it was imported

from Europe, the injured husband became his own avenger:

An historian to whom I have acknowledged my obligations,

has preserved an anecdote which is too important to be omitted.

« In some respects," says he, we have enlightened, and in

others, to our shame be it spoken, we have corrupted them

We perceive in them a difference, and they also perceive the

change. On this subject one of our planters was thus addressed :

by an old Charaibee : Our people, says he, . are become al

almost asbad as yours. We are so much altered since you

cameamong us, that we hardly know ourselves. And we think

it is owing to so melancholy a change, that hurricanes are more

frequent than they were formerly. It is the evil spirit who hath

done all this ; who hath taken our best lands from us, and given

us up to the dominion of the Christians.”

Though adopting the unnatural custom of feeding on human

flesh , there were several animals which they refused to taste ;

and no sufficient reason can be assigned for this abstemiousness

without referring it to some religious motive. But what their
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motives were for a variety of actions which are too obvious to

be denied, and too strange to be accounted for, we must be sa

tisfied to remain in ignorance.

In some of the relative duties they were not altogether defi

cient. They felt in the midst of that horrid gloom which sur

rounded them, a degree of filial affection which would not dis

honour human nature in her most exalted abodes. They vene

rated their parents, and supported them in their declining years

with all thesolicitude of obedient duty. And though their af

fectionate feelings were blended with the most abominable cru

elties, yet an obedience to paternal commands urged them to

those actions, at which their feelings would perhaps otherwise

have revolted . An affection for their departed friends, mixed in

deed with the grossest superstition, induced them to perpetuate

their memories in various ways. But these topics will better ap

pear in a subsequent page, when we proceed to review their reli

gious sentiments, their funeralceremonies, and their expectations

of rewards and punishments in another life. Our business at

present is with their modes of life.

Every family formed within itself a republic, distinct in some

degree from the rest of the nation . They composed a hamlet

consisting of a number of cabins or huts, of greater or less

consequence, in proportion to the space of ground they occu

pied. The chief or patriarch of the family lived in the cen

tre, with his wives and younger children ; and around him

were placed the huts of such of his descendants as were married.

The columns that supported these huts, were stakes; the roofs

were thatched ; and the whole furniture consisted of some arms,

cotton beds made very plain and simple,and some baskets and

utensils made of calabashes. These cabins or huts were pitch

ed as the caprice or fancy of the possessor directed his inclina

tion . But as a degree of savage friendship subsisted among

them, several families occasionally united their buildings, or

erected them on one large spot, but without regularity, with

out order , and without a plan. This assemblage of huts con

stituted a Charaibean town. Of these towns they had many,

their numbers determining the magnitude of their villages.

In some convenient place of themost important village, they

erected a hut of more than ordinary magnitude. It was not

occupied by any individual, but served as a senate house, or an

academy, as circumstances required. In this hut they related

the achievements of their forefathers, and of themselves. In

this they kindled up the sparks of ambition, and awakened an

ardour for military glory in the bosoms of their youth, and ad

justed affairs of great importance. It is probable that in these

theatres they debated the propriety of peace of war in their
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cooler moments, before they proceeded with that madness which

prompted them to immediateaction .

In this hut or hall , they recounted to one another the inju

ries they had sustained from their enemies, and enumerated the

crimes of the Arrowauks ; but most probably forgot their own.

In this they calculated upon the events of their new engage

ments, mustered their forces, and planned the destined war.

In this hut their youth underwentthat dreadful ordeal which

we have already described ; and were , if successful in their suf

ferings, initiated into all the rights and privileges of the agedand

the brave . In this also their chieftains were elected, after hav

ing passed through their probationary terments which lay at the

threshhold of fame and honour. In this their heroes heard

their own glories recounted in the harangues of their orators ,

and received from their cotemporaries their nominal but earn

estly coveted reward . These circumstances must have operated

with peculiar efficacy on the youthful mind ; and have excited to

emulation , while they administered rewards.

In this hut they also recounted their own disasters, and with

out doubt calculated upon the losses which they had sustained .

So that while they enumerated “ their own heroic deeds, ” they

recorded their hapless fall by doom of battle, and complained

“ that fate free virtue should inthrall to force or chance.” In

these perpetual agitations , which arose from a strange vicissi

tude of victory and defeat, the life of a Charaibee must have

been made up of tumult and alarm . The mind in such a situa

tion, must have been constantly engaged in brooding over past

misfortunes or in meditating future revenge.

In this hut, the uses of which we have been describing, they

regularly or by general agreement met for the dispatch of pub

lic affairs. At other times their meetings were casual, and de

pended solely on the will of those who chose to attend . This

however only applied to the men. The women on all occasions

were forbidden to enter this grand cabin by the established cus

toms of their community ; they were obliged to retire , to what

may be termed their personal habitations , without attempting

to intrude, either upon the councils, or pleasures of the men .

In this hut or grand cabin , which bears a strong resemblance

to the halls which are recorded by Ossian the Scottish bard, in

which the exploits of Conal, Cuthulian , and Fingal were related

to rouse a spirit of martial enterprise, the Charaibees had fre

quently a scene of festivity. Every thing on such occasions was

in common among them ; and the consumption was borne at

the joint expense of the parties .

Of the origin of their arts they gave the following account.

perstition is the produce of every climate, it is not improbable that the tra

х

And as su-,

VOL . I.
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Unacquainted with every branch of science, and untrained

from their earliest infancy in any kind of exercise but that

which war afforded, the hours must have moved tardily ; and

their time must have rested upon them as an intolerable burden .

In savage , as well as civilized life, the soul requires activity and

exercise ; its vacant moments are burdensome and dull ; and

in such a situation it feels its imprisonment, and suffers from

the chain. It prompts to action in cases where the judgment

is too feeble to direct its energies ; and produces effects

through its native activity, which are more pernicious than per

fect inanity. The exuberance of its energies will render itself

conspicuous, even where reason is unable to controul its force ;

and time must be either improved or murdered through every

moment that fleets along its stream .

Such was the case with the Charaibees. Their reasoning

powers had never been called into much exercise. They were

enfeebled by sloth, and injured by inaction , and were insuffi

cient to assume the empire of the intellectual part of man.

Hence the vices of savage life became predominant, and ga

thered strength from those actions which would submit tono

restraint. The mind of the Charaibee presents magnificence in

utter ruins; it shews the natural depravity of man in its most

disgraceful attire, and awfully demonstrates the certainty of a

most radical defect.

The amusements which are established in civilized countries ,

and the boisterous revels which are found in a savage state, are

but distinct emanations from the same innate activity of the

soul ; and the popinjay of Europe, and the Charaibee of the

western world , both conspire to establish the same truth . The

large cabin of the Charaibee was undoubtedly introduced by

him to relieve his mind from the horrors of vacancy, and to

improve himself and countrymen in those practices which ori

ginated in the improper direction of the native vigour of his

soul. But from the amusements of this cabin they soon retir

ed to their private huts . In these huts the Charaibees spent the

greatest part of their lives, when not at war , either in sleeping

or smoaking. When they went out, they retired into some

1

1

dition was preserved with veneration. “ To an ancient Charaibee bemoaning

the uncomfortable savage life of his countrymen , a deity clad in white apparel

appeared, and told him, He would have come sooner to have taught him the

ways of civil life, had he been addressed before. He then shewed him sharp

cutting stones to fell trees and build houses, and bade him cover them with

palm leaves. He then broke his staff in three, which, being planted , soon

after produced cassada." See Note on the “ Sugar Cane," a poem by James

Grainger, M. D. p . 148.
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corner, and sat upon the ground, or at the foot of a tree, seem

ingly absorbed in the most profound meditation. Reserved in

their families, they seldom spoke; but when they did , were al- .

ways heard without interruption or contradiction . Their words.

were attended to with the strictest punctuality ; they were des

pots in their houses; their females crouched in humble submis

sion before them ; and a declaration of their will was law.

In these reveries of solitude which engrossed the vacant hours

of the Charaibee, he brooded over his past misfortunes, and

endeavoured to improve by the late disasters which he had suf

fered. In these retirements he examined at leisure the topics

which his countrymen had proposed on the great concerns of

peace or war ; and prepared himself to meet the subject of

debate, to censure or applaud the measures , just as the proposal

met his view .

The sustenance of himself and family excited no solicitude.

He slept in peace, thoughtless and careless of to -morrow's fare .

His household followedhis example, or acted from the same

common instinct which nature had inspired ; frigidly indifferent

both to hope and fear. Clothing for themselves and families

was an article to which they were strangers; and their paints .

and other ornaments were provided without their aid ; their

time was therefore divided into two portions, and chiefly en

grossed between solitude and war,

Men who dwell in the woods, consume less than those who

dwell in open countries. The temperance therefore of these

islanders was habitual, and they took but little trouble to pro

cure their scanty sustenance. Without being compelled to the

toilsome labours of cultivation , they constantly found in their

forests a wholesome vegetable food suited to their constitutions,

and which required little or no care in preparing it . If they

sometimes added to their fruits and vegetables what they had

taken in hunting and fishing , it was generally on some public

festivals; and these were not held at any stated times ; they

were therefore always considered as extraordinary assemblies.

They depended entirely on the fancy of the person who was at

the expense of the feast, notice being givensome days before

to all the neighbours, and upon particular occasions to the

whole island; but no one was obliged to attend though invited.

Sometimes they were called together to resolve on avoyage of

negotiation, or a visit, or for going to war with another nation,

If war was the subject of the meeting, some old woman was

produced , who harangued the guests to excite them to ven

geance. She gave a long detail of the wrongs and injuries they

had suffered from the enemy, enumerated the relations and

friends they had killed ; and when she saw that the whole com ,
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pany were violently heated , she began to exhibit signs of rage ;

and that they might no longer breathe any thing but blood and

death , she threw iuto the middle of the assembly the dried

limbs of some who had been slain in former wars, which they

feil upon immediately like furies, biting, scratching, tearing in

pieces, and chewing them with all the rage of which cowardly

and vindictive men are capable in a savage state . They then

approved the proposal, and promised to be ready on an ap

pointed day to set out together, in order to go and exterminate

all their enemies.

It was geldom that any of these riotous: meetings passed

without homicide, which was committed without much cere

mony. It was sufficient for one of the guests to recollect that

another had killed one of his relations, or that he had given

him some offence : nothing more was wanting to excite him

to revenge. He rose up without ceremony ; he got behind

his adversary, and either split his head with a blow from

his club, or stabbed him with a knife ; and not one of the per

sons present endeavoured to prevent the assassination , or to ara

rest the perpetrator of the horrid deed ; except it so happened

that the unfortunate victim had sons, brothers, or nephews in

the assembly; in which case they immediately fell upon the

assassin , and dispatched him. Thus a people, who without

any regular form of government, enjoyed a base kind of tran

quillity, and gave way to a life of indolence, in their domestic

retirement, manifested the utmost brutality in these convivial

assemblies, where hatred and revenge appeared to be their pre

dominant passions.

The wars they engaged in, as hinted already, were chiefly car .

ried on against the Araucos or Arrowauks, a powerful Indian na

tion on that part of the continent of South America, which ex

tended along the coasts of Guiana. Thenatural antipathy of the

Charaibees, which was transmitted from father to son, we have

already conjectured to have arisen from their ancestors being ex.

pelled the country of the Arrowauks, and obliged to seek new

Jubitations and a settlement in the islands named after them .

They embarked on these warlike expeditions in boats called

canoes, constructed from a single tree, made hollow and shaped

by atedious and laborious process, partly by fire, and partly with

hatchets in which a sharp stone was fixed to serve as a knife.

Their weapons were a massy club and poisoned arrows, and

their usual mode of attack was by concealing themselves in the

woods. Sometimes they covered themselves with leaves ; somea

times they stood or lay down behind trees or hillocks; then

they suddenly sprung out from these ambushes, and made a

dreadful slaughter. If timely discovered on their march, they
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seldom engaged in open battle, but retreated to wait a better op

portunity of making use of stratagem .

The attention and care bestowed on aged persons to the last

extremity of life, was a distinguishing lineament in the charac ,

ter of the Charaibees ; but one extraordinary act of kindness in

their esteem , would be considered as an act of cruel inhuma

nity by Europeans, and especially by a lover of the gospel of

Jesus Christ. If their old people, tired of life, or exhausted by

pain or sickness , entreated to be released from their torments,

they put them to death ; but this rarely happened. They also

cut their own hair short, made loud lamentations, and some

times made gashes in their flesh , for the loss of their relations

and friends.

The hair of the Charaibees, we have already noticed , was

ranked by them among their most important articles of orna ,

ment. On this account their slaves were never permitted to

wear it long ; but such of their own people as had been taken

prisoners, but were again restored , though some marks of de

gradation were placed upon them as badges of dishonour, were

not denied this privilege. It was a token of national distinction ,

which seemed unalienable.

As the Charaibees had no laws, so they had no external form

of religious worship ; and therefore neither the former nor the

latter had suggested tothem any place ofcommon rendezvous,

in which they might deposit the bodies of their dead . In this

point as well as others they were left to act under the impulse.

of nature, with nothing but the conduct of their predecessors

for their guide.

To the patriarch of a family were assigned some particular

marks of distinction in his death , which in his life -time he was

not permitted to claim . Instead of being interred in some vault

sacred to the family , his own cabin or hut which had been his

habitation when living, became his sepulchre after death . The

friends and relations of the deceased, after spending some time

in lamentation , abandoned this habitation of death , after hav .

ing finished the obsequies of their departed friend. His grave

twas dug nearly in the centre of hisown habitation, in which he

was interred in a sitting posture , and covered with rubbish . The

habitation , these rites being performed, was then totally aban .

doned by all his survivors , and they selected a distant spot to

erect another hut .

Of their religious views of their notions of a Supreme Being

and their prospects of rewards and punishments in another life,

something still remains to be said. But on each of these topics

our information is scanty ; a beam of light, it is true , will ock
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casionally dart across the gloom of savage darkness, to illumi

nate the horrors which encircle them on every side. But though

our views are circumscribed with barriers whichwe cannot pass,

the glimmerings of light which we perceive, will tend further to

establish a fact which is indeed already incontrovertible ; that

some faint traces of these truths have been found in all the sa

vage nations upon earth . Their notions, it is true , like those of

the Charaibees, have been confused and indistinct ; but the

diamond glitters through the rubbish with which it is inclosed ,

and unfolds its well-known marks to that eye which has been

accustomed to peruse the page of revelation .

They considered the earth as their common bountiful parent,

to whom they held themselves indebted for all the necessaries,

comforts and conveniencies of life ; and they were ready on all

occasions to acknowledge the obligations which such favours

conferred . They also admitted the existence of a good and of an

evil spirit, which continually operated in hostility to each other.

To both of these spirits they assigned an efficient power, and sup

posed that the earth occasionally acted under the controulof both.

To the good spirit they ascribed the blessings which the earth

produced in all its varied productions which they enjoyed : but

to the evil spirit they attributed all the natural evils with which

they felt themselves afflicted , and imagined that it was the cause

of earthquakes, hurricanes, and excessive droughts, with which

their lands were occasionally visited , Such were their general

notions of a first or primary cause !

What their sentiments of spirit in general were, we do not

know , nor can we be assured that they had any such views as

would submit to definition. They must have considered it as

something distinct from the world which they inhabited, be

cause their notion both of the good and evil spirit included an

idea of power, which was capable of controuling the different

elements with which they were surrounded . Butwhether they

supposed the good and evil spirit to be equal to each other, or

considered one to be superior to the other , are points which we

connot ascertain . Neither can we satisfy ourselves as to the va

rious perfections which they ascribed to the Divine Being. The

notion of power seemed to be predominant, which must have

been confusedly blended with someindistinct notions of wisdom

and goodness . But still they were incapable of conceiving how

a being who included goodness and wisdom in his nature, could

permit those various evils to exist which so frequently overtook

them ; and from this inability to reconcile theory with fact, it

is highly probable that they introduced their evil spirit, to re

move seeming contradictions from their own ideas. They

were sensible of the difficulties with which they were en
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cumbered , but were forgetful of the absurdities into which they

plunged themselves.

Whether either or both of these spirits were infinite and

eternal , they did not seem to know ; nor could they carry their

conceptions into speculations so remote as subjects of this na

ture would be to them, so as to reason abstractedly on the eter

nity of God. They were satisfied that both moral and phy

sical evil existed , but they could account for the origin of nei

ther. They were equally assured that these were effects of

some adequate causes, and they formed to themselves distinct

notions ofthese causes , allowing one to be good and the other

evil, thus making their deities and observations to correspond

with one another. The manner in which these divinities exist

ed, seemed not to have engrossed their thoughts ; nor are we

where informed , whether they ascribedtothem a local re

sidence, or supposed them to have a kind of omnipresent exist

ence. They however admitted that their deities were in them

selves invisible to their sight, and incomprehensible to their

knowledge ; but still, that the good spirit was a spectator of

their conduct ; and that his observation of their actions here,

became the foundation of those rewards or punishments, which

they expected to have administered to them in another life.

They attributed to the malignant spirit more activity in the

present world than they ascribed to the good ; but in another

life the case appeared to be reversed. The power of the evil

spirit seemed to be confined to their earthly abode, in which it

always endeavoured to do them mischief, and on all occasions to

oppose and counteract the designs of the good, who was rather

an idle spectator, and felt but little concern in the affairs of

men. But in that state of being which they admitted beyond

the grave, their evil spirit appeared eitherto bedeprived of power

or of existence ; the good alone seemed capable of every exer

tion , and it was fromhim alone that they expected either re

wards or punishments. Such were the leading features of the

notions which they had of the conduct of their divinities to

ward them .

But besides these general views of these two apparently in

dependent deities, they imagined that they acted towards man

kind through the agency of some subordinate beings, of whom

they could give but a very obscure account. The intermediate

agents, they supposed, exercised their functions between the

deities and themselves on all occasions ; and they considered

them as messengers constantly passing and repassing in their tu

telary employment, and they supposed them so numerous as to

preside over every individual of their tribe.

It was always through the agency of these tutelary beings that
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engage their

they addressed themselves to their divinities : it was through

these miserable idols or demons that they expected their gods

would be accessible to them, or avert those mischiefs to which

they found themselves exposed. With these inferior agents

they fancied themselves to be familiar; they were charged

with their orders, they were loaded with their prayers, and

their sacrifices and offerings were entrusted to their care. In

honour of these subordinate spirits they erected statues from

a species of clay which they hardened in the fire, and fixed

on some pedestal in a conspicuous part of their villages; but

these were of a considerable magnitude. There were others

more portable in size, and more commodious for conveyance

from place to place, as necessity or choice should direct the in

dividual. These diminutive idols were perhaps designed as

talismans in all the branches of their expeditions ; they were

to serve as directors to their tutelary deities to engage

guardianship and protecting care, when they embarked on

perilous enterprises, and were placed beyond the reach of the

large, the stationary village idol which always resided at home.

The shape which these images assumed, was imperfect and

uncertain . They bore, upward, some distant resemblance to a

human head ; and this seems to be all the distinction that can

be given . Downward, they were rather made for conveniency

than representation ; and the purposesof accommodation seem

ed rather to be studied , than any symbolical likeness to the tu

telary beings which they were supposed to personate.

the spirits which these idols represented , were unreal and des.

titute of all existence (unless they be supposed to be devils) it

is not surprising that their images should be absurd. Like

the imps and fairies which haunt the imaginations of some of

the most ignorant in our native country, of which no likeness

can possibly be given, these imaginary inferior agents of the

Charaibees baffled the skill of their most ingenious artists — the

utmost of their power could reach no further than an uncouth

figure of a human head.

I know not whether it may be refining too much upon their

savage condition, to suppose that this partial view and partial

concealment of the persons of their deities, in the images which

they made, were designed to represent the manner in which they

thoughtthat their gods revealed themselves, in the various con

corns of life ; but certain it is, that between these views there

is at least soine distant similitude. They perceived enough to

convince them that a superior power had an existence, but yet

they saw him too confusedly to be able to comprehend either

that existence which theyadmitted, or those ways which de

monstrated to them bis being. But these were perhaps senti

But as
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ments too refined for the savage Charaibee. It is more proba

ble that he acted from still grosser impulses, and that he at

tempted to represent the invisible Godby the workmanship of

his hands. In this view he holds out an awful picture of hu

mannature, and affords us a melancholy lesson of our depraved

condition . We learn from him what our own situation would

have been , if the God whom we serve, had either deprived us

of revelation , or given to us the direction of our own actions

without an effectual guide .*

Besides these large and stationary, and diminutively movea

ble idols which we have noticed, they had in some convenient

place in every village, a kind of rural altar , evidently erected to

an unknown God. It was simple in its construction, and was

composed of rushes and the leaves of the banana. To this

place they resorted like the first of woman born , who “ brought

of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the Lord.” On these

altars they placed, as occasional circumstances directed , some

early productions of the earth , which , through the mediation

of their supposed tutelary beings, were offered to appease the

vengeance of the angry spirit.

Gratitude however for past mercies, formed but an inconsi

derable part of that homage which they paid ; they were actu

ated by different motives; and they rather designed to avert

impending anger, than to acknowledge actualobligations. That

being whom they considered as remotely good, they imagined

was invariably propitious, and wanted no conciliating oblation :

they seemed to view him as uniformly favourable ; and conse

quently from him as they had nothing to fear, so they had

nothing to hope beyond the blessings which were uniformly be

stowed . Their conduct towards him was a requital of his in .

activity towards them ; and they received his kindnesses with

indifference, as events which reached them through the regular

channel of their bountiful parent the earth .
To this good

deity they seemed to attribute no affections; they addressed to

him no invocations; and conducted themselves towards him as

they professed to believe, as a being who felt no concern in the

affairs of men.

Of their malignant demons they however entertained a very

* Mr. Hughes in the commencement of his Natural History of Barbadoes,

observes, “ that he saw the head of one of the larger idols dug up in the island

of Barbadoes, which of itself weighed no less than 60 pounds. It originally

stood on an oval pedestal about three feet in height. ” At the same time vaa

rious fragments of the lares or household gods were raised from the ground :

but the heads of these were very small ; they seemed only made for domestic

occasions.

VOL. I. Y
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different opinion. The evil spirit and his inferior agents, they

considered as the authors of all their calamities ; they therefore

looked upon them as their greatest foes ; they availed them

selves ofevery method which they thought could be available,

to render them propitious; and instituted those sacrifices which

they offered, to deprecate their wrath . Like the Hottentots

of the eastern continent, they considered God as an inoffen

sive being, and besought the evil spirit with the most fervent

solicitude, that he would do them no harm . Their devotions

in every part were unquestionably sincere ; but they were the

offspring of the most slavish fear , and not of love. They arose

from anapprehension of danger; terror was the primary source

of their obedience; and they yielded a reluctant submission to

a power which they hated as well as feared . Their devotional

actions seemed to be called into existence through the immedi

ate influence of dangers which they felt; and the magnitude of

the calamity appeared to be the criterion of the nature of that

homage which they paid . The earthquake and the hurricane

couldnot fail to alarmthem, whenever the Almighty manifest

ed his power towards them in these tremendous visitations. On

these occasions especially were their devotions called into action ,

by the impulse which arose from those clouds of horror, which ,

on these awful moments, must have gathered closely around

them .

But in addition to those acts of religion which we have thus

surveyed , respecting their stationary and moveable idols ; the

altars which they erected ; their good and evil spirit, their mid

dle order of mediatorial demi- gods, and theirabstinence from

several kinds of animal food ; besides these, and the offerings

which they made, and homage which they paid, their religious

rites had also even a darker and deeper shade. They had some

pretended magicians among them, by whom all their oblations

were made, whom they denominated Boyez. These they were

taught to believe, were familiar with those demons and evil

spirits whom they so much dreaded ; and having acquired over

them through the influence of superstition a vast degree of as

cendency, they easily made them the dupes of their imposi

tions, which riveted the fetters of ignorance upon their minds.

On particular occasions they inflicted upon themselves , either

voluntarily, or by the direction of their Boyez, the most dread

ful lacerationsand gashes, with an instrument made on pur

pose, in which were inserted the teeth of the agouti. * With

• The agouti is a land animal known in these islands, of the quadruped

kind, of a species between a rat and an English rabbit. The teeth of this

animal are remarkably sharp, and calculated to inflict a wound at once paia

ful and severe:
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this instrument they tore their flesh , and poured a bloody

libation to their offended god. Whether' these inflictions were

administered by way of expiatory sacrifices to atone for offences

which they had previously committed, or were nothing more

than the naturaleffects of an inmeaning superstition operating

in frantic rage , are points which perhaps are only known to

God . Some traces of an expiatory sacrifice have been disco

veredamongthe mostunenlightened savages of the earth ; ob

scured indeed with various absurdities, and oftentimes darkened

with a vail of superstition which can only be pierced with the ut

most difficulty. Perhaps these wounds which the unenlighten

ed Charaibee inflicted upon himself, might arise from a full

conviction that some expiation 'was necessary to render the deity

he addressed propitious to mortals, and that this expiation could

be effected by nothing short of human blood .

However obscure these hints may be in themselves, they

seem to insinuate that God has sown in the human heart some

fair conceptions of the necessity of a mediatorial sacrifice for

sin. This sacrifice we behold fully accomplished in the person

of Jesus Christ, and revealed in that blessed gospel which he

has in infinite mercy given to instruct us in the thingswhich

make for our everlasting peace . By the light of this Sun of

Righteousness, we discover the origin of those realities which

the unenlightened Charaibee could never develop; we pehold

that while God is infinite in mercy, he is inexorably just; and

we learn how he can be just, even while he is the justifier of

him that believes in Jesus. In the person of him whose infi

nite love induced him to make his soul an offering for sin , we

may see mercy and truth meeting together, and righteousness

and peace saluting each other with an holy kiss. Through the

expiatory sacrifice of the Saviour, all is harmonious, all is clear;

all is unfolded, and all is just; and we have an extensive prosa

pect of unutterable beauty, so opening upon the faithful soul,

as to excite its warmest gratitude in time; and such as will burst

upon it with inconceivable glory beyond the grave, and bind it

in rapturous adoration through eternity.

Besides those confused notions of the being and worship of

a God, which these benighted Charaibees entertained, there

is another distinguishing feature to be observed, which is inse

parable from what we have stated their notion of retribution

in a future state .

Perhaps in the darkest condition of mankind some faint

glimmerings of an hereafter, have given animation to human

hopes. It seemsto be a principle inplanted more or less in

the breasts of all mankind by that Light which lighteth every

map that cometh into the world, and therefore universally
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prevails, except where it is eradicated by the basest kind of

sophism . If these strong intimations are only calculated to flat

ter and betray us , no phenomenon that ever existed, can be

more unaccountable than this deception. The feelings of

mankind demonstrate the prevalency of this sentiment ; but

not all the philosophy in the world can account for the decep

tion, admitting thatwe are in this point imposed upon with a

lie. Even the difficulties which will attend the supposition of

its being false, will become corroborating evidences in favour

of its truth , and assist us in this important article of our faith .

The views of the Charaibees concerning a future state, like

the notions which were entertained by them on other impor

tant subjects, were obscured by superstition, and sensualized by

the predominancy of their passions: but that they believed the

fact, will admit of no dispute . The rewards and punishments

of another life seem however to have depended upon that cou

rage or cowardice which they manifested in their present state .

These appear to be the principal actions which could extend

their influence beyond the grave .

To the heroic and enterprising they assigned an abode, some

what similar to the elysium of the ancient heathens. In this re

gion they fondly imagined that they should meet their departed

friends and heroes, who even now were continually hovering

around them , observing their actions, and marking the heroic

epochs of their lives. They supposed that the shades of the

departed participated in all their enjoyments, and sympathized

with them in their severest woes ; and that as they noted all

their deeds, their reception into the habitation of the departed,

would only be glorious, in proportion as their conduct hadbeen

brave. These considerations must have operated considerably

upontheir minds, and have produced in their conduct, effects

which bid defiance to our calculations.

They imagined this blissful abode to be placed, if possible, in

a more delightful region than the happy valley of Ambara ; it

was a country, though of an earthly kind, in which the face of

naturewore a perpetual smile, and in which the groves were

clothed with a perennial verdure. It was a place, in which the

wars of conflicting elements could never reach them ; and in

which the angry thunders could not be heard . It was a situa

tion in which no tornado could commit devastations; and in

which the earthquake never yawns ; where nature should be

delivered from those agitations, which they beheld afflicting her

in the beatings of hertempests and the roaring of her seas. In

fine, it was an elysium in which the earth should never lan

guish under the excessive violence of a scorching sun ; and in

1
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which the sickly season should never draw her pestilential

breath.

In this imaginary abode, they expected the same or similar

honours to be paid them, which marked their stations in the

present world : in which their past adventures should be recount

ed, and their heroic deeds rehearsed among the immortal inha

bitants of this elysium ; and their glories should arise in due

proportion to the courage of their lives.

But these crude and romantic notions of futurity were pro

ductive of scenes of cruelty which wecannot contemplate with

out horror. The glories of immortality being closely allied to

the honours of the present life, required the same appendages

of greatness which had marked the individual in his former

state ; and as the dignity and reward of the Charaibean hero

consisted in the number of his wives and captives, it was thought,

to be a religious duty to offer some of them to the spirits of

their departed warriors, that they might administer to them

in another life . The funerals of their heroes were therefore

dignified with these bloody rites, and the unfortunate women

were obliged to suffer death, that they might wait upon the

spirit of their departed lord.* The same views which were

• The funeral rites of the Charaibees bear a strong resemblance, in some

instances, to those which Homer records among the Greeks. We have alrea

dy observed that on the decease of the heroes, the relations of the dead despoil.

ed their hair, and offered it as a token of respect to the departed warrior. This

Homer tells us was the custom among the Greeks. On the funeral of Patro .

clus he observes,

Next these a melancholy band appear,

Amidst lay dead Patroclus on the bier ;

O'er all the corse their scatter'd locks they throw.

And again afew lines afterward thepoet observes on the same occasion,

But great Achilles stands apart in pray'r,

Andfrom his head divides theyellow hair ,

Those curling locks whichfrom his youth he vow'd ,

And sacred grew to Sperehius' honour'd flood .

And again,

Thus o'er Patroclus while the hero pray'd,

On his cold hand the sacred lock he laid .

The Charaibees on the death of a renowned warrior offered some of his

captive slaves in sacrifice, that they might attend upon the manes of their

conqueror in his separate state . This Homer says, on the same funeral occa .

sion which we have already mentioned, was also the case with the Greeks.

After enumerating differentvictims which had fallen on the mournful occasion,

the poet adds,

Then, last of all and horrible to tell,

Sad sacrifice ! twelve Trojan captives fell.

On these the rage of fire victorious preys,

Involves, and joins them in one common blaze.

ILIAD, b. xxiii.

It is true the Greeks burned their dead , while the Charaibees buried theirs,
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entertained by the savage heroes in life, shone in perspective be

yond the grave; and the animal passions were supposed to sur

vive the body, and to adhere tothe soul in its separate con

dition .

But these funeral honours were not of universalapplication.

Those who had signalized themselves by personal achievements,

were the only personswho had any reason to expect these ex

traordinary tributes of respect. The cowardly and base were

considered as degenerated from the virtue of their ancestors ;

and their survivors assigned to them a situation suited to their

groveling views. They doomed them to a disgraceful abode

beyond some distant and impassable mountains , and degraded

them in that situation to a state of the most abject servitude.

They were consigned to labours which could neither know

intermission nor end ; and were destined to engage in such

disgraceful employments as were most detestable in the ap

prehensions of the Charaibees. The loss of liberty constitut

ed no inconsiderable portion of their punishment; and the

companions whom they assigned them for their associates in

these melancholy regions, tended to aggravate the circum

stances of their condition, and to render their situation ex

quisitely intolerable. And to heighten their miseries by the

most dreadful of all calamities, they imagined that they would

vere

and so farthe similitude may be said to be lost ; butyet in another point of

view the likeness will again revisit us. The Charaibees admitted a state of

existence beyondthe grave, and so did the Greeks. The former supposed that

the spirits of their warriors were influenced by the same motivesin another

life which actuated them in this, and that in both situations the soul was alike

susceptible of the same impressions. And these sentiments prevailed also

among the Greeks, as may be plainly inferred from their various rites of se

pulture, as well as from the requests which the spirits of their heroes wer

supposed to make.

But of minute and diversifying shades there can hardly be an end. Each

Heathen nation had its own peculiarities even on sentiments, which, in the

abstract, they unitedly received in their essential parts. The notions of the

Greeks respecting a separate state may serve to confirm the opinion which

I have ventured to adopt, namely, that the belief of a future state has in

one shape or another been universally adopted. Achilles, after having been

visited in the preceding night by the spirit of Patroclus, is supposed to

awake from his sleep, and , after musing pensively , with uplifted hande

observes as follows:

'Tis true, 'tis certain, man , though dead, retains

Part of himself, th ' immortal mind remains .

And again :

This night my friend so late in battle lost ,

Stood at my side a pensive plaintive ghost ;

Even now familiar as in life he came,

Alas, how different ! yet how like the same.

ILIAD, b. xvii
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be held in perpetual servitude and slavery by the Arrowauks,

their most inveterate foes.

Of a resurrection of the body they had no conception. All

their views of a future state applied solely to their souls ; and

the joys and griefs of an hereafter, though adapted to the sen

sations of the body, were those in which the body could bear

no part. Like every other unenlightened nation , they hoped

to survive the grave, and expected felicities or woesinanother

life, which should be founded in justice, but which in either

case should never end. As they had no idea of a future re

surrection, they had no conception of any particularperiod of

restitution . A day of judgment seemed to be totally remote

from their thoughts. They imagined that the spirits of their

departed relations, both cowardly and brave, immediately on ·

their departure from this life, entered into the full possession

of those rewards which awaited them, and that from that mo

ment their condition could undergo no change.

Such were the views, the hopes, and fears, of the primitive

inhabitants of the Windward Islands, the Charaibees. We

perceive that they were permitted to act under the dominion of

their own ferocious passions, with little else than blind nature

for their guide; and were suffered, though for reasons which

areinscrutable to us, to wander in a state ofintolerable darkness,

while we have been favoured with the light of the glorious gos

pel. We know no reason why this difference should be made ;

we have no excellencies to plead in our behalf, nor have we

merited those remarkable favours, which infinite mercy has

vouchsafed unto us. The judgments of God are unfathomable ;

and yet we are fully assured that he must do what is right. To

consider these Charaibees as alienated from the mercies of God,

and individually and unavoidably devoted to destruction, is a

presumptuous judgment which we have no right to pass. Not

having the written law , they were undoubtedly a law unto

themselves , and must stand or fall by some rule of justice, dis

tinct from that, by which, as Christians, we shall be judge

The God of time and eternity is not an austere master , reap

ing where he has not sown , and gathering where he has not

strewed ; he will be just, when he shall judge the world in righ

teousness ; and will make that justice which we are now unable

fully to comprehend, conspicuous to every intelligent being.

Till that period arrives, it is our duty to wait with humble hope

and patient resignation, and to redouble our gratitude towards

God for that superior light which he has communicated to us.

And at the same time, when we contrast our situation with that

of these Charaibees ; when we consider the great advantages

which infinite compassion has afforded us, and the impenetra

.
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ble shadowswhich hover over a savage dispensation, it should

enlarge our bowels of compassion towards them, and induce us

to use our utmost exertions to spread among heathen nations,

the light of that gospel which we enjoy. And that they may

be made partakers of the same blessings, and brought into the

same liberty, should be the earnest prayer of every pious soul

to that God who can send by whomsoever he pleases ; who has

inclined the hearts of the benevolent to establish missions

in foreign parts, and has particularly blessed his servants who

have laboured in that department of the Christian church . At

the same time it should induce those on whom the favours of

the Almighty have been showered in temporal abundance, to

assist in promoting this blessed work, being fully assured that

a cup of cold water given to a disciple of Jesus Christ shall in

no wise lose its reward.

In no particular countries of the globe, have the missionary

labours been more abundantly blessed than in the WestIndia

Islands, as will appear in the subsequent part of this work .

And astonishing as it may seem, notwithstanding the horrors

and devastations of war, the success of the missionaries still

continues progressive, and bids fair , at least in those regions,

speedily to accomplish the prophecy, “ that the knowledge of

the Lord shall cover the earth as the waters the face of the great

deep.”

It is certainly placed beyond our power to penetrate contin

gencies, or to say what unforeseen events the progress of time

may produce; but forming our calculations of what may be,

from what has been ; by estimating the future from the past ,

I think we may safely conclude, that nothing but want of zeal

in the ministers who are engaged in the missions , or the want

of liberal patronage to support an undertaking so truly lauda

ble, can frustrate that desired result which we contemplate

with pleasure, “ when all shall know God from the least unto

the greatest. These views conduct our minds to a scene

delightful and glorious ; and present us with a prospect, in

which these islands will appear in a spiritual light, what we

have observed of them in a natural point of view ; to be an

extensive garden, planted and cultivated by the hand of

God .

Having stated the most important particulars relative to the

Charaibees, having pointed out their excellencies and defects,

and traced them through their lives in this, and contemplations

of another world , it istime to retire from this article. A vari

ety of subordinate circumstances and facts might be stated ,

which would be pleasing to some, and trifling to others, with

out being particularly interesting to any. But these minute de
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lineations are omitted . There is one circumstance however

which ought not to be passed over in total silence ; it is a point

which relates to their arts and manufactures.

The art of weaving, though in a rude state, was not wholly

unknown to the inhabitants of the different islands which were

visited by Columbus, both Windward and Leeward. Their

materials were cotton, which they wove into strong and sub

stantial cloth, and reserved for domestic uses . They had an

art by which they dyed it of various colours, as caprice or na

tional taste directed ; though red or scarlet seemed to be the

prevailing colour which delighted the Charaibees. Of this cloth

they made their hammocks in which they slept, and the ban

dages which their females wore around their legs ;and theyap

plied it also to such purposes as the internal condition of their

huts required .

In addition to this circumstance, they had established among

them a species of pottery, which supplied their domestic con

veniences . These kitchen utensils they formed from the native

clay of the islands . They gave them their form while in a

malleable state , and burnt them in kilns, not unlike the potters

of more refined nations, where arts and manufactures are car

ried to such a degree of perfection as to raise such articles to a

rank of national importance . Nor were these utensils of a

rude and unseemly nature. Like the weapons of their warriors,

they were finished with exactness and precision ; and would

have conferred no disgrace on the professed artists of England,

Their materials , it is true , were adapted to these purposes; but

still, nothing less than ingenuity, not often to be found among

men who possessed hardly any thing human but the shape,

could have brought to perfection such articles as required a te

dious though simple process. We may therefore naturally con- ,

clude, that had their faculties been properly cultivared, had

their minds been enlightened, and had proper methods been

taken with them to train them gradually to discipline and order,

they would not have appeared in such a despicable light, as the

pride of those who view them with contempt would persuade

us to believe.

The same observations which are thus made on the Charai

bees, will undoubtedly apply, in a general sense , to most if not

all the uncivilized parts of the human race. Theymay differ

from one another by minute shades and imperceptible grada

tions, till, from the highest to the lowest, the contrast may be

marked with strong and pointed colours. But the intellectual

powers ofman are without all doubt radically the same in every

portion of the globe ; and those differences which occasionally

appear so striking, may be attributed to the influence of custom ,

VOL . I. Z
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or some other extraneous cause , with which the essential pro

perties of the human mind have little or no connexion . We

observe the same distinctions among ourselves, between man

and man. The mind frequently assimilates itself, in its con

dition , to that of the body; and were we to form our national

estimate from the most uncultivated parts of the English pea

santry, our scientific character would bear but an inferior rank,

when placed in competition with its present unrivalled name.

The Charaibees were all peasantry. Nay, they were very much

beneath. They had no examples from any higher orders, either

to prompt them to diligence in researches, or to instruct them

by superior conduct , how to love truth , justice , and virtue.

And what is still of infinitely greater importance, they had

none to instruct them in the things which made for their ever

lasting peace.ce. All these circumstances united together, will

assuredly assign sufficient reasons, why the Charaibees continued

in a savage state.

The influence of climate may, without doubt, be admitted to

have in such cases some considerable share, in expediting or re

tarding the barbarism which we contemplate . The climates

which men inhabit, may havea verygreat influence over the

perceptive powers of the mind. They may choke in some

measure the avenues of knowledge, and makethe soul less sus

ceptible of impressions than in other more favourable regions.

But these are but temporary embarrassments, and will not ope

rate against the theory for which I contend, namely, that men

are men, and that they possess all the radical principles which

are essential to the nature of man, in every climate, and in

every country onthe globe .

That some defective individuals will be found among a large

and unwieldy massof people, whose faculties no instruction can

properly unfold, will admit of no doubt ; but these can no more

be brought forth to confront a general theory, than the anoma

lies which we behold in the productions of nature , can be

adduced to contradict the regularity of her works. Nei.

ther can we justly infer a radical difference from such erratic

circumstances, any more than from the astonishing exploits of

those daring geniuses , whose actions have immortalized their

names, and which history must transmit to nations which are

yet unborn .

Such men may be justly reckoned among the wonders of na

ture, and are only to be found scattered up and down through

distant ages of the world. Greece existed manyages before it

produced a Homer ; and Rome before it produced either a Vir

gil or a Cæsar. England saw many centuries roll by, before it

produced either a Shakspeare or a Milton , a Newton, a Marl

1
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borough , a Bacon, or a Locke. And the world has produced

but one Columbus from creation to the present hour. *

What the facultiesof men are capableof bringingforth, when

properly unfolded , perhaps we are incompetent to decide. We

can only estimate from what has been, and this method seems

to be our surest guide. But certain it is, that the faculties must

be unfolded, before the individual can commence the man.

This can only be done, by introducing civilization among those

who are now in a savage state, or sunk in barbarism which is

divided from it only by a few diminutive shades. Civilization

always flourishes most where the gospel is preached in its pu

rity ; and therefore we may justly infer, that nothing canbe so

happily calculated , even in a national and commercial point of

view , to effect the happy purpose, as the establishment of the

gospel in the uncivilized and barbarous countries of the world .

But when from the political motives we turn our views, as

ministers of the gospel, or as Christians, to the eternal wel

fare of these benighted fragments of human nature, the sub

ject bursts upon us in all its greatness. God has placed us in a

situation superior in this view to any nation of the earth ; and

has given us the temporal power and spiritual ability , to carry

the gospel into distant lands; he has impressed us with its im

portance, and therefore requires us on this awful point to make

our own reflections.

• Perhaps we may presume to add evon to Columbus himself, though in

an inferiorpoint of view , our very great navigator Captain Cook .

.
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CHAP . IV.

GENERAL SURVEY OF MISSIONS.

The necessity of sending thegospel into foreign parts — missionaries

sentfrom Spain to the West Indies, to the East Indies, and to

South America - the Danes send a Protestant mission to the

East Indies -- great French mission to China. Progress, zenith,

decline, failure and sufferings of the missionaries - causes which

conspired to defeat the designs of the mission .

A Protestant mission first sent from England by the Incorporated

Society in London - origin of the society — the mission proves in

general rather unsuccessful in its object, but ultimately benefi

cial— the Moravians send missions into every quarter of the globe.

-Methodist missionaries first introduced into Ireland, Scotland,

and the Isle of Man, Jersey , Guernsey and Alderney, the Unit

ed States of America, the West Indies, Nova Scotia and New

foundland success of the Baptist missionaries, and of the fol

lowers of Mr. Whitefield - happy effects resultingfrom the joint

exertions of all.

From the preceding chapters, in which the reader may dis

cover human nature in its deplorable state of savage degrada

tion , we proceed to state a few of the most important particu

lars, which relate to those methods which have been adopted ,

for the civilization and conversion of those outcasts of society

that are scattered through different regions of the globe.

The means which have hitherto been deemed most available,

and most likely to produce those salutary effects, have been to

establish missions among those tribes who were sunk in hea

thenish darkness, and given up to the grossest kinds of idolatry.

In some cases these efforts have failed ; and in others they have

been crowned with much success. If however these missionary

endeavours have experienced defeats in distant portions of the

world , they have generally carried with them the causes of

their failure. They have sometimes been so incorporated in

their establishment, with secular affairs and the pecuniary inte

rests of designing men, that the primary designs have been for

gotten . Atother times, though undertaken from the purest

motives, the welfare of the ignorant savage has been trampled

under foot ; and the religion of Jesus Christ has been used as

an instrument of traffic, or a passport to robbery, instead of

being made the medium of salvation .
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That some of these cases have occurred in the easternregions

of the globe, the following pages of this chapter will fully

prove : and that plunder and devastation engrossed the place

of true religion in the early settlement of the West Indies,

the massacre of the natives and the plunder of their territo

ries will not permit us to entertain a moment's doubt. And

that this degeneracy of spirit , to which the failure of missions

may justly be ascribed, has awfully prevailed over the continent

of South America, let the history of that extensive but un

happy country decide.

That the good and gracious Being who governs the universe,

is infinite both in his power and wisdom,will not admit of a

moment's doubt . He can therefore accomplish his divine pur

poses either with means or without them, as that infinite power

shall direct , and that infinite wisdom shall see meet. But the

ordinary method which God adopts for the accomplishing of

his designs, is through the instrumentality of means.

The selection of those means must be made by his power and

wisdom ; and in all his actions he adapts the methods which he

chooses, to the great end which he has in view. On this ground

he has been pleased to propagate the truths of Christianity,

through the medium of those individuals to whom he had pre

viously made known his will. He selects them to sustain a cha

racter that shall be suitable to their profession, and makes use

of every method to convince them that all their sufficiency is of

him . While they sustain that character, he engages to support

them ; and never abandons them , till they first abandon him .

He crowns their endeavours with success, while they act with

conscientious rectitude ; and frustrates their designs, when they

degenerate into base and sordid views.

Admitting, therefore, that God selects his instruments for

the propagation of Christianity from those individuals and na

tions to which he has previously revealed his will,how can

the Christian nations of Europe acquit themselves to God, while

they enjoy with ungrateful supineness the light of the gospel,

and refuse to disseminate it through the idolatrous nationsofthe

earth ! Can they, as nations, justify their conduct, while they

withhold the exercise of that power, which God , for compas

sionate purposes, has placed in their hands ?

Nor willthe duty appear less conspicuous, if, from the obli

gations which we feel ourselves under, we turn our views to

the deplorable condition of the Indian and other savage tribes.

From these views new considerations offer themselves before

ds, and claim an interest in our most serious thoughts. For

1hough we grant, that, through the infinite compassion of God ,

the condition of these savage nations may not be so desperate,

as to exclude them individually from that tender mercywhich
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is over all his works, yet we cannot doubt that their situation

is very dangerous.

Their condition resembles that of men, who wander through

a pathless and inhospitable desert , without protection and with

out a guide ; and who are obliged to grope their way in dark

ness, ihrough bogs and morasses which teem with destruction,

towards some place of safety which they do not understand, and

which lies in a direction which they do not comprehend . Or

if we survey their situation in another light , it is like that of

helpless mariners, who are placed in the middle of an immense

ocean, without a helm , without a compass, and without any

knowledge either of the distance orbearing of the port of their

destination ; the sport of adverse winds, and of all the dangers

of the hostile deep. If we view them in either case, their state is

deplorable ; in the former instance destruction is attendant on

every step ; and in the latter it waits upon every wave that

heaves, and every breeze that blows. In both cases their pre

servation is possible, in the midst of surrounding hazards;

but it can only be ascribed , in either, to a miracle which we

cannot comprehend. Yet such is the situation of the benight

ed savages, in a moral view, in the various nations of the world ;

and such has been their case in all the preceding ages which

have elapsed !

Can we then behold them in this deplorable condition while

we enjoy the light of the gospel , and refuse to extend towards

them the hand of brotherly love ? Can we partake of those

privileges which the gospel affords, and learn , through the sa

cred influences of divine grace " to know him whom to know

is eternal life," and yet feel no compassion for our fellow -crea

tures ? Surely such conduct is totally impossible; it is forbid

denby every feature of the gospel ; and the overtures of salva

tion assure us that it cannot be.

Divine grace is of a diffusive nature. It urges its real pos

sessors to spread the sacred flame which glows in the soul,

through every region of human nature , till “ Ethiopia shall

stretch out her hands unto God.” It enlarges the views of all

the sincere followers of Jesus Christ ; and infuses into their bo

soms an earnest desire, “ that all may know him from the least

unto the greatest ; that he may bring his sons from afar, and his

daughters from the ends of the earth.”

From these circumstances we may therefore infer, that our

own condition as Christians, and theirs as savages, conspire to

urge the necessity of their conversion to God. As people pose

sessing the means of grace, it is a duty incumbent on us, that

we make use of every exertion to promote that important end.

As men in a state of nature, they have a claim upon our bene
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wolence which we dare not deny ; and humanity and public

interest lend their assistance to urge the demand.

The negligences which have marked the conduct of our pro

genitors, can afford no apology for our omission . The ages

that are passed, are placed beyond the reach of mortals ; and

the generations of former years are sunk into eternity ; but

millions of idolaters andsavages still remain . And though the

original natives of the Windward and Leeward islands have

little more than a name remaining, yet their stations are occu

pied by a race of men, whose situation is nearly similar in a

moral view. Their condition unfolds an extensive scene of in

tellectual darkness , and they lay claim to that benevolence

which policy and humanity, as well as justice and Christianity

solicit us to bestow .

From those sketches which have been given in the preceding

chapters, of the original inhabitants of the West India Islands,

when theywere first discovered by Columbus , it appears that

their moral condition was truly deplorable. They were sunk in

vice, and their Creator was to them “ an unknown God.” The

strange conceptions which they formed of him, were blotted

with deformity, and were derogatory to his honour. They

were founded in their own sensual views, and rather calculat

ed to lead the half -enlightened mind to doubt his existence ,

than to awaken within itthe enlivening sensations of gratitude,

adoration, and love.

From this condition of the natives, the steps which were at

first taken by Ferdinand the Vth appear to have proceeded from

genuine policy. His design was to establish colonies among

them , and incorporate them with his own native subjects ; to

avail himself of their resources , while he improved their con

dition ; and to introduce among them the various arts which

embellish life. To accomplish these ends it was necessary that

civilization should be introduced among them, and nothing was

so likely to establish civilization as the introduction of Christi

anity. Hence he adopted the salutary measure of sendingmis

sionaries to these benighted people ; to diffuse the light of

the gospel among them , as a needful step to the permanent

establishment of civilization , and to pave the way for those va

rious arts which are necessary to the security of society. He

considered this as the only method which could laya rational

foundation, and afford any hope of success ; being fully assured

that between civilization and Christianity there was an insepa

rable connexion .

These blessings must have been attended with habits of in

dustry ; they must have begotten a relish for those delights,
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which to men, in a state of nature, are totally unknown ; but

which, in well-regulated societies, are enjoyed in all their ex

cellencies. By these means it is also highly probable, that

he intended to infuse into their minds some idea of personal

property ; and to attach them to his interest by that protection,

which his government, if properly regulated, obliged him to

afford. These methods would have become a new stimulus to

industrious activity ; the natives would have been prompted to

labour from the assurance of reward ; while the stability of the

laws must have given them an ample ground for confidence ;

and the benefits which they enjoyed, would have been a satis

factory recompence for all their toils. Such, even charity in

duces us to hope, were the primary motives of the king of

Spain, in a political point of view, in sending out missionaries

into those islands, which the enterprising spirit of Columbus

bad added to his territorial dominions.

But unfortunately for the unhappy islanders, these motives

of genuine policy were soon defeated by the influence of insa

tiable avarice. A detestable thirst for gold took possession of

the hearts of the invaders; and soon became too powerful, both

for the restraints of justice, and the operation of solid and well

concerted policy. Its magic was diffused through everydepart

ment of the state ; it operated in every direction ; it blinded

the sagacious, and stifled the feelings of the humane. In a

short season it reached the thi ne, and even carried it by assault.

The weak Ferdinand , unable to resist its allurements, became

a victim. And suffering himself to be deluded by those peti

tions which he unfortunately sanctioned , he opened the door to

those abominable cruelties, which ended in thedestruction ofthe

natives, and which have exposed him to the pity and detestation

of mankind. Nosooner had avarice obtained the ascendency at

which it aimed , than, dropping the mask by which it had pro

cured its dominion , it assumed its native form ; and immedi

ately led to those actions which have been described in the con

cluding pages of a preceding chapter, even to the final exter .

mination of the unhappy natives.

Instead of incorporating these islanders with themselves, and

extending towardsthem the hand of Christian friendship ; in

stead of offering that protection , which , as a nation professing

Christianity, was their indispensable duty, instructing them

where they were ignorant, informing themwhere they were de

ficient, and assisting them where they were weak ; granting to

them the same immunities, and permitting them to enjoy the

same rights with themselves, till all distinctions had been melt

ed down, and all had joined in one national family compact ; and

till conquest and slavery had been happily forgotten in the mu.
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tual benefit of all ; instead of these things , rapine, and fire, and

sword, and robbery, marked the conduct of Spain towards the

inhabitants of her new dominions, till not an individual was left

alive to recount the sufferings of his cotemporaries, and to point

out to the world the authors of his wrongs.

But though none of the natives of the Leeward Islands have

been left alive, the cruelties of Spain are too flagrant in their

nature , either to repose in silence, or to be soon forgotten by

mankind . Several centuries have elapsed since the perpetra

tion of those deeds which we still contemplate with horror ;

but such is their enormity , that they still form an essential

branch of the history of the West Indies. And till these

islands shall sink in the oceans which encircle them, or shall

cease to be found in the maps of the Europeans, these villanies

will stand on record, though they may be of a nature too fla

grant to induce belief.

The butcheries of Hispaniola have been already noticed : and

those cruelties which have been practised in the other islands

which will appear before us, will accompany the natural and

civil history of each . Our subject at present is the origin of

Christian missions in different portions of the world ; the suc

cesses or failures of which the reader will be able to trače , while

he contemplates the causes of each in those sketches which will

be placed before his view.

To the honour of the church of Rome it must be recorded ,

that her zeal has been laudably exerted in sending forth , on

many occasions , into every quarter of the globe, ministers of

her own persuasion, who seem to have used every effort that

could animate them with hope, or promise them success, ac

cording to their views. It is true their aims have rather been

directed to proselyte their new converts to the rites and cere

monies which theyhad adopted , than to the pure and undefiled

religion of Jesus Christ. They have uniformly considered their

church as an infallible sanctuary, and poured their anathemas

on all who lay not within her pale.

That this mode of conduct has had no inconsiderable share

in those failures which have followed her early successes, re

quires notmuch penetration to discover. Men who are des

titute of European learning, are not always devoid of natural

understanding. They see the excellencies of genuine religion ,

when delivered to themin its purity by men whose conduct cor

responds with their profession. And from thence they are able

to estimate, when the light of divine truth is buried in supersti

tion ; and when its professed ministers, neglectful of their sa

cred charge, begin to act from secular motives. Under these

circumstances they view their instructions with indifference,

VOL . I. Α και
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and their persons with suspicion ; and consider them as design

ing men, who attempt to rivet those chains of hereditary igno

rance which the gospel was designed to break .

Depraved and corrupted as the church of Rome was, even at

that period, it would betray a want of Christian charity to sup

pose that all her friends were influenced by sordid and impure

motives. In the darkest ages which Christianity has known,

God has had some individuals who have not bowed the knee to

Baal. They have, according to their knowledge and educa

tion, retained their attachments to the cause of Jesus Christ,

while they have been encircled with superstitions. It is not

for man to censure the motives of man , while every branch

of his conduct appears in unison with his profession, and de

monstrates that his actions are guided by conscientiousness in

all his ways. His principles may be erroneous in a variety of

subordinate particulars, while his piety may remain unim

peached.

It appears by Herrara, the Spanish historian of the voyages

and conquests of the Castillians in the West Indies, that Fer

dinand and Isabella, from motives of truly Christian piety and

zeal for the conversion of the Indians, in their new colonies of

Hispaniola, Jamaica and Cuba, sent out several monks of the

order of Dominicans, to instruct the natives in the doctrines of

Christianity, to preach to them, and to administer the sacraments

according to the superstitiousrites ofthe Roman Catholic church .

It is not ascertained at what period they commenced these religi

ous offices; but as early as the year 1503, we find instructions

from these sovereignsto the governor of Hispaniola, that he

should oblige the caciques or Indian chiefs to send a certain

number of Indians to work in the gold mines, and in cultivat

ing the ground, and that on Sundays and festivals they should

assemble to hear mass , and to be instructed in the Christian

faith, in the villages of their respective districts. And in 1511 ,

such a progress had been made in proselyting the Indians, that

more missionaries were sent from Seville in the capacity of secu

lar priests, who were strictly enjoined to use all possible dili

gence to instruct the children of the natives. Those who em

braced Roman Catholicism , and did not apostatize, as was fre

quently the case , were treated with peculiar indulgence ; and

only one-third of the number appointed, were obliged to work

in the mines. It was about this time likewise, that, to dimi

nish the labour of the new proselytes , the cruel invention of cap

tivating negroes on the coast of Guinea took place ; and the

reason first assigned was, that the labour of one negro was

more beneficial than that of four West Indians.

In 1524, the king of Spain continuing his ardour for the con

1

1
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version of the Heathen, granted the sum of two thousand crowns

to build a monastery forthe Dominicans of Hispaniola ; and he

commanded the bishop of the island of Ferdinand to reside on

the spot, because the administration of the sacraments, owing

to his non -residence, had not been duly performed . At the

same time, he enjoined the generals of the orders of St. Francis

and of St. Dominick to send preachers from Seville to all the

West India Islands, and to the neighbouring continent. These

missionaries were clothed in plain serge ; that in proportion to

the superior riches and luxury of the country they were to re

side in, they might set an example of superior austerity and

poorness of living : every necessary however was provided for

their voyage ; ahundred ducats were likewise given to each of

them at Seville for private uses, and they were to receive eight

hundred on their arrival in the West Indies for the vestments

and other ornaments used in the celebration of divine worship .*

The next mission we have on record , was undertaken by

Francis Xavier to the distant regions of the East Indies. He

Whether these statements of Herrara are correct or partial, the reader

must decide. Without attempting to impeach his veracityas an historian, or

to call into question the primary motives which prompted the king of Spain

to send missionaries into the West Indies, we mustnot lose sight of facts.

Admitting the purity of his motives in sending out missionaries so early as

1503, it is remarkably strange that he should be so insensible to the transac

tions of the islands, as not to know the horrible carnage which had been

made so early as 1511 ; at which time, according to the Abbé Raynal, the na

tives of Hispaniola alone were reduced from 1,200,000 to 14,000. If Ferdi

nand knew this, it impeaches his piety and all his religious pretences ; and if

he did not know it, he must havebeen shamefully imposed upon, and his care

of his new subjects must have been dreadfully relaxed; and in either case

he must beindebted to charity for all the apologies which can be made for him

after that time.

It is more than probable, that pure motives operated with him in the com

mencement of his zeal ; but that the prospect of gold soon compelled his

piety to do homage at the shrine of avarice; and that religion was buried in

the mines of wealth .

But whatever apologies charity may make for his subsequent conduct ,she

will beunder the necessity of deserting him on some future occasions. When

the natives were so far reduced in number, that the mines could not be work

ed ; and when in consequence of that circumstance, he sanctioned those ex

peditions which were fitted out to decoy into slavery the distant inhabitants

of the Lucayos Islands, he must have been sensible ofthe devastation. If this

supposition is founded on a breach of charity, the reverse must betray a

want of common sense . No man can suppose that the king of Spain could

be ignorant of a fact so notorious ; and even if he were, the application

which was made for the importation of Indians from other islands, must have

awakened him from his supineness. His pretences to religiouszeal, after that

period, must therefore be ascribed to bigotry and superstition, which had

quenched the efforts of humanity in his breast, leaving him a prey to avarice

and cruelty.
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was named Xavier from a small town in the Pyrenees where

he was born in 1506 ; and becoming an associate with the fa

mous Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the order of the Jesuits,

he was one of the first fathers of that institution. Having

made a solemn vow in conjunction with four of his brethren to

devote his life to the conversion of infidels of whatsoever nation

or complexion , to the Christian faith ; Xavier embarked at

Lisbon in the year 1501 for Goa, and preached the gospelthere,

along the coast of Comorin , at Malacca , and in the Molucca

and Japan Islands. But his progress was impeded by his igno

rance of the language of the Indians; he therefore had formed

the design of going to China, when he fell sick and died at

Goa, in the year 1552. Such, however, was his holy zeal

and assiduous labours in the cause of Christianity, united

with his gross superstitions, that he was canonized by the

style and title of St. Francis Xavier the Apostle of the Indians

andof Japan. Somehistorians have likewise attributed to this

celebrated leader the first establishment of the Jesuits in the

fertile provinces of Paraguay in South America, but on doubt

ful authority ; for their licence from the court of Madrid to

preach the gospel , and to settle as missionaries in the dominions

of the crown of Spain in that country, bears date in the year

1580, which must have been about 28 years after his death.

But it is highly probable that the active genius of Xavier point- .

ed out to his companions, and directed their attention to the

extensive continent of America, as a proper object of their

missions. But it was not till the commencement of the 17th

century, that they had made any considerable progress in pro

selyting the Indians, whom they instructed also in the useful

arts and manufactures. Upon the representations of the court

of Rome in their favour , at that æra , they obtained permission

from Philip III. king of Spain , to lay the foundation of that

extensive establishment, which they afterwards formed into an

independent ecclesiastical and civil government. For this pur .

pose they constituted a number of colonies under the title of

the missions of Paraguay, each colony being governed by two

Jesuits, one of whom was the rector, and the other his curate,

Thus a few Jesuits presided over many thousands of native In

dians; and as their power and riches increased , they not only

prevented all Europeans from settling in the country, but ex

cited a general insurrection of the Indians against the Spaniards

and Portuguese in the neighbouring provinces. At length a

treaty was concluded between the courts of Lisbon and Madrid,

which ascertained the limits of their respective dominions in

South America, and reciprocally guaranteed them against the

usurpations of the Jesuits. The revolted Indians, whom the
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Jesuits excited to oppose the two contracting powers, were de

feated ; and in the year 1767, all the Jesuits were expelled by

order of the court of Spain from South America ; where they

had maintained an absolute dominion, to the astonishment of

all Europe, during so long a period as 150 years .

Hitherto we have noticed only the missions of priests and

monks of the Roman Catholic church ; but to the honour of

the Danes, we have now to record the first protestant mission,

which was sent out by Christian IV. king of Denmark, so early

as the year 1620, to the Danish East India Company's settlement

at Tranquebar on the coast of Coromandel. This mission prov

ed singularly successful in the conversion of the Indians, and

greatlycontributed to the commercial interests of the company.

No general plan , however, for establishing protestant mission

ary settlements in foreign parts could be adopted at this æra ;

when all the means which the power and influence of the court

of Rome and of the Roman Catholic sovereigns of Europe could

devise, to impede the progress of and even to extirpate the re

formed religion , were put in practice. Amongst others we may

distinguish the institution of a society at Rome styled “ The sa

cred College or Congregation pro propaganda Fidei,” consisting

of cardinals and other prelates, who patronized and supported

a succession of Jesuits, Dominicans, Franciscans, and other Ro

man Catholic ecclesiastics, as missionaries in all parts of the

habitable world . Some of them even penetrated into the wilds

of the continent of North America, and suffered almost incre

dible hardships.

A few individuals likewise , from time to time, chiefly Spa

nish and Portuguese Jesuits , had been permitted to preach in

some of the provinces of the Chinese empire; but they were

persecuted , imprisoned and exiled at different periods , accord

ing to the various dispositions of the reigning emperors and their

viceroys.

But in the year 1684, the project of the most extensive mis..

sion that could be devised , was proposed to the French Jesuits at

Paris, by Colbert the velebrated statesman and prime minister

of Louis XIV. who towards the end of that year sent for two of

the most learned and skilful fathers of that order, and commu

nicated his plan to them in the following address to M. De

Fontenay.

“ The sciences, Father ! do not merit that you should take

the pains to cross the seas , and to submit to live in another world

far from your native country and friends. But as the desire of

converting infidels, and of gaining souls to Jesus Christ , has

often excited the fathers of yourorder to undertake similar

voyages, I could wish that they would embrace the present op
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portunity of sending out some able members of the Royal Aca

demy of Sciences, to ascertain and correct the geography of all

parts of the habitable globe ; to proceed to China ; and that they

would employ the time that is not occupied in preaching the

gospel , in making a number of observations on the spot, which

we are inwant of, to bring our arts and sciences to perfection .”

This plan however wassuspended by the death of that great

minister, bụt was carried into execution two years after by the

Marquis de Louvois his successor. The king having then re

solved to send an ambassador extraordinary to Siam , this

minister applied to the superiors for six Jesuits skilled in the

mathematics, to accompany the ambassador, and to proceed

from Siam to China ; with a view of establishing Christianity

throughout thatvast empire, and missionary settlements in all

its provinces. The success of this plan was founded on the

well-known character of the reigning emperor Cang-hi, a

prince of extraordinary talents, ardently desirous of cultivating

those arts and sciences which were most esteemed and improved

in Europe, but which were at that time either imperfectlyor not

at all known in China. Contrary, therefore, to the custom of

his predecessors,he published a general invitation to foreigners,

but more especially tolearned Europeans, to visit his dominions.

Our six French Jesuits after a long and perilous voyage , the

particulars of which are related in the seventh volume of “ Let

tres édifiantes et curieuses écrites des missions Etrangeres,

par quelques Missionaries de la Compagnie de Jesus, ” * arrived at

Pekin in the month of February 1688, and were presented to

the emperor on the 21st of March, by whom they were most

graciously received. Two of the most skilful in the science of

mathematics, were retained in his service , and ordered to re

main at his court, proper apartments being assigned them with

in the precincts of the palace. At the same time, he permitted

the others to go and preach in the provinces of the empire ;

and a persecution of some proselytes being raised by the vice

roy of Tehenkiam , an imperial edict was published, grant

ing the free exercise of the Christian religion, and strictly

prohibiting any violence or insult being offered to its mi,

nisters.

The emperor now studied the mathematics with theclosest

attention ; and in the year 1692 recalled two more ofthe French

Jesuits, who had settled at Canton, ordering them to repair to

his court at Pekin . When they arrived, they found him ill of

* Printed at Paris in 28 volumes, most of them under the direction of

Father du Halde, the celebrated French historian of China.
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a tertian ague, from which they happily restored him to perfect

health by administering the bark , then unknown as a medicine

in China ; and this providential event increased the emperor's

esteem and attachment to them. But he punished severely three

of his Chinese physicians, who had ordered that no medicines

should be given to him, even when his disorder was the most

violent. “ What! ” said he to them, “you abandon me when in

danger, from an apprehension thatmydeath should be imputed

to you ; yet you donotfear that I should die for want of any

assistance from you .” For this neglect they were condemned by

the criminal tribunal to suffer death : the emperor however

changed the sentence to banishment. At the same time he re

warded the Jesuits by making them a present of a house within

the first enclosure of his palace , whichhadformerly belonged to

a mandarinwho had been governor to the hereditary prince.

The four following missionaries took possession of this new ha

bitation in themonth of July 1698, viz . the fathers Gerbillon,

Bouvet, De Visdelore and De Fontenay. The tribunal of

architects was ordered to make every reparation and addition

they might require : accordingly they contrived to have a com

modiouschapel, in which service was regularly performed, and

a sermon preached on the Lord's day, and on the usual festivals

of the Romish church. Several proselytes were baptized , many

of whom brought their idols , and threw them with great con

tempt upon the benches and tables of the chapel. A colonel

of the emperor's household, a Tartar, and related to the royal

family, was publicly baptized in the chapel. From these

beginnings, Roman Catholicism gained ground daily, and,

instead of persecution , met with a most favourable reception.

The emperor likewise sent some rich presents the following

year by Father Bouvet to the king of France, and charged him

to inform that monarch of the favours he had conferred on his

associates. Thus encouraged, this zealous Jesuit, on his arrival

in his native country, made such an advantageous report of the

flourishing state of the Chinese mission , that a frigate was

ordered to be equipped ; suitable presents were prepared and

put on board for the emperor, and several new missionaries

embarked with him on his return . After a prosperous voyage,

they arrived at Canton, and were received there in the most dis

tinguished manner by express orders from the emperor ; who,

in a few days, sent three of the officers of his court to conduct

them to the royal palace at Pekin. The presents brought from

France proved highly acceptable , and some of the new mission

aries were retained at court, whilst others were permitted to

pursue the duties of their profession in the provinces of the

empire.
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From this period we may date the complete settlement of

the French Jesuits , and a permanent establishment of Ro

man Catholicism in China ; for the number of proselytes be

came so considerable, that they were allowed to build a magni.

ficent church within the verge of the palace at Pekin, which

was opened with great solemnity in the year 1703. Churches

were likewise erected at Canton , Nankin, and in several other

cities and towns of less note ; and the pope thought proper to

send the bishop of Antioch to Pekin in the quality ofhis legate

a latere, and afterwards to appoint apostolic vicars and super

intendants to visit and regulate the affairs of this extensive mis

sion , which was greatly increased by the arrival and settlement

of several Portuguese and Spanish missionaries.

· The number of Chinese, of the middle and lower orders of the

people, who embraced Roman Catholicism , and brought their

children to be baptized, amounted to many thousands; and not

only some of the grandees of the empire, but several princes

and princesses of the imperial family, publicly professedChris

tianity. Even the emperor himself, it was believed, was at

heart a Christian in the common sense of the word, though

from motives of policy he did not think it prudent to avow it.

Thus the propagation of the Roman Catholic religion made a

rapid progress in a few years , and continued to enjoy the protec

tion of this excellent monarch to the day of his death, which hap

pened on the 20th of December1722, after along and glorious

reign of sixty -one years : and with him ended the tranquillity

and prosperity of the missionary establishments in all parts of

the empire .

Having nominated his fourth son to be his successor , that

prince ascended the throne the next morning, and took the

name of Yongtchin, peace and indissoluble concord ; but his con

duct to the Roman Catholics did not accord with this amiable

title. On the contrary, from the commencement of his reign,

the most cruel persecutions took place ; the princes of the royal

family who had embraced the Roman Catholic religion, were

commanded to renounce it publicly ; and on their refusal were

imprisoned, loaded with chains, and sent into exile, together

with such grandees as continued to favour the missionaries. In

two audiences which he gave to some of these missionaries, his

whole discourse turned upon the reasons which determined him to

prohibit the Christian religion , without allowing themthe liberty

to utter a single word in its defence. At length , a solemn edict

was published , proscribing it throughout his dominions .

consequence of this edict, all the missionaries, except some

whom he permitted to remain at Pekin, “ solely on account of
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the utility of their skill in the arts and sciences,” were driven

from their settlements . Upwards of three hundred churches

were either destroyed , or converted to secular uses : the Chinese

idols were substituted for those ofthe church of Rome ; and more

than three hundred thousand Roman Catholics, deprived oftheir

pastors, were abandoned to the fury of the Heathens. The perse

cutions thus commenced, continued to rage with extreme vio

lence during the whole reign of this tyrant, which continued about

13 years. But his cruelties were not confined solely to the Ro

man Catholics; for he rendered himself odious to all his subjects

by dreadful executions, and by the severity of his internal go

vernment ; insomuch that his death, which happened in 1735,

was secretly regarded as a joyful event, thoughthe usual cere

monies of a public mourning, and other marks of regret, were

solemnly observed by all orders of the people ; and more espe

cially by the missionaries at Pekin, who from the mild and bene

volent character of his son Kien Long, orGod's gift, had con

ceived the most flattering expectations of the revival ofthose

times, when Roman Catholicism was in the most flourishing

state throughout the Chinese empire.

But they soon experienced a fatal reverse, which blasted all

their hopes. A petition, in which all the ancient calumnies

against Christianity and its ministers and professors were reviv

ed, was secretly presented to the new emperor, and supported

by the opinions of the four regents whom his majesty had ap

pointed to govern the empire during the time of his mourning

for the death of his father. The emperor having confirmed

their deliberations, the constancy of the Tartar proselytes was

immediately put to the severest trials by new persecutions.

And although the emperor , when he took the reins of go

vernment into his own hands, received favourably a memorial

refuting the former accusations againstthem, and issued tem

porary orders to suspend the persecutions in different provinces

of the empire, he afterwards threw off the mask , openly

ayowed his determination to prevent the future promulgation

of Christian doctrines ; and connived at the cruelties com

mitted by the viceroys, the mandarins, and the criminal tri

bunals; by whose sentences, the missionaries, their catechists,

the native Chinese who had been long since proselyted, and

were now so thoroughly instructed asto become teachers and

assistants to the missionaries in preaching and in gaining new

proselytes, were imprisoned, interrogated, tortured, and putto

death. And in the province of Fokien, a Roman Catholic

bishop and four Chinese proselytes were beheaded, and a

catechist was strangled in prison , in consequence of the em

YOL , I , Bb
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peror's confirmation of the proceedings of the viceroy and

the mandarins. Four Dominicans, companions of the prelate ,

were detained in prison three months after his execution , and

then privately strangled ; as were two Jesuits in the province

of Kian - lan , the die an Italian , the other a Portuguese.

Independent of the general persecution which extended to

all
parts of the Chinese empire, another , no less cruel , broke

out in the kingdom of Tonching and Cochin-china, which

made formerly one of the most considerable provinces of China ;

but being at too great a distance from Pekin, the complaints of

the people against the tyrannical government of the viceroys,

who were vested with sovereign authority, never reached the

ears of the reigning emperors. At length, unable any longer

to bear the galling yoke, they suddenly emancipated then selves,

by putting the existing viceroy to death , and electing a king of

their own nation, who governed them with moderation and

equity. The Chinese government commenced a war against

the new king, who defended his subjects with such extraor

dinary valour and ability, that he obliged the Chinese to con

sent to a disgraceful peace ; by which the independence of

Tonquin and Cochin -china, as one united kingdom , was ac

knowledged ; but upon this express condition, that the king

should send a solemn embassy every three years to the emperor

of China, which the Chinese vainly denominated a tribute.

The war being thus successfully terminated, the king retired to

one of his country palaces : and that he might enjoy unmolested

a life of indolence , and abandon himself to voluptuous plea

sures, he confided the government of his newly acquired do

minions to one of the grandees of his court. This ambitious

nobleman availing himself of the absence of his sovereign ,

seized on the throne ; and acquiring the love and esteem of the

people, he, in a short time, made himself master of the four

principal provinces ; expelled his sovereign , and obliged him

to take refuge in the southern districts , where he suffered him

to remain undisturbed . The fugitive prince seeing the au

thority of a rebellious subject so firmly established , that he had

no hopes of recovering the whole, contented himself with this

portion of his former domains, and formed a separate kingdom

called 'Conching -china.

In the former kingdom of Tonquin , Roman Catholicism had

been preached by Baldinotti , a Tuscan Jesuit, as early as the

year 1626, who being joined soon after by other Jesuits from

jurope, by their united labours they forined a considerable

settlement in the short space of four years. But the heathen

priests were so much alarmed at their success, that these

Jesuits were arrested and sent to Macao . Other missionaries,
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however, consisting of different religious orders, in process of

time established a numerous and flourishing settlement ; for

they reckoned in the four principal provinces no less than twenty

four thousand proselytes; who, at their own expense, had erect

ed two hundred churches. But in the year 1721 the Christian

-religion was probibited by a public edict ; and the missionaries

and other professors of Christianity were sought for in all parts,

imprisoned, and many of them put to death . Yet, such was

the zeal of the religious orders at this æra, that no accounts of

thedangers, sufferings, or even martyrdom of their brethren ,

could prevent a succession of missionaries from engaging in the

same cause . For on the repeated solicitations of the Roman Ca

tholics in Tonquin , secretly transmitted to Europe, several Je

suits came to Macao with an intention to go to their relief ; but

the difficulty of procuring a passage thither, detained them a

considerable time ; for they could not cross the province of

Quantong, the boundary of Tonguin , since the missionaries

in Chinaand their disciples had been banished from Canton ,

and transported to Macao . The voyage by sea was nearly

as impracticable, on account of the great danger of being

taken by the Chinese cruisers, whose commanders had the

strictest orders not to suffer any European to be set on sliore in

any part of the empire. After various unsuccessful attempts

from the years 1732 to 1735, to engage some masters of trad

ing ships, by the offer of an extravagant reward , to land them

on theterritory of Tonquin , they embarked privately on board

a small vessel, at a little distance from Macao, accompanied

by three Tonquinois proselytes; but unfortunately, being

obliged to pass through a strait between the coasts of Canton

andTonquin, where the Chinese have a fort and a garrison to

examine all vessels in their passage, they could not escape the

vigilance of the soldiers who visited their bark, and discovered

the Jesuits, though most carefully concealed . They were in

stantly taken on shore, and conducted to the tribunal of the

mandarin at arms, who obliged them to submit to a long in

terrogatory examination , after which he confined them in a

small fort, till he should receive instructions respecting them

from the principal mandarins of the province residing at Can

ton . The orders from the capital were , to send back the Eu

ropeans and the Tonquinois to Macao under a safe guard , and

for that purpose they directed that they should be conducted

from town to town by the officers of the tribunals. As for the

master of the bark , they commanded that he should be deliver

ed up to the mandarin of the fort to be purished for his oitence.

Thus these zealous missionaries, after suffering the fatigues of

travellivg and incredible auxiety, had the mortification to arrive
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at the same place from which they had taken their departure,

after anabsence of more than six months. But this disappoint

ment, far from abating their zeal for a mission which they had

for so many years been assiduous to accomplisla, served only

to render it more active ; and animated them to make every

effort to surmount the obstacles that detained them from a coun

try they were so desirous to visit . Conversing on the subject

with a confidential Chinese inhabitant of Macao, heundertook

to go to Canton, and to gain over some officers of the tribu

nals by bribing them , to obtain from their mandarins a pass

port, which would enable him to hire a bark without any dif

ficulty at Ancan, and to conduct them himself to Lo-feou the

frontier town of Tonquin . Difficult as the execution of this

project appeared to the Jesuits, the Chinese set out for Canton,

and in a short time returned with an order signed by the prin

cipal mandarins, permitting the three Tonquinois to pass through

the province of Quantong ,to return into their own country with

the Europeans who accompanied them . Furnished with this

passport, the Chinese soon hired a vessel, on board of which

were embarked six missionaries, viz. one German , and five

Portuguese Jesuits . After divers perils, they arrived at Lo

feou, where one of the Portuguese being taken ill, another and

a catechist were left there to take care of him ; and the four

who remained, accompanied by two Tonquinois catechists, pro

ceeded on their journey towards the capital. They embarked

on board a small bark, and landed at a village called Balxa,

where they remained two days, concealed in the house of a

neoplayte, one of the principal' inhabitants of the place. But

a banditti of Tonquinois vagabonds, obtaining information that

somestrangers were in the village , intending to advance fur

ther into the kingdom , they resolved , in the hope of plunder,

to meet them on the opposite banks of a river which they must

necessarily pass over. Accordingly, on the 12th of April, 1736,

these banditti, being joined by some soldiers, and pretending to

have an order from the mandarins, leaped furiously into the

barge , as soon as it reached the shore, seized the four mission

aries , the catechists, and the boatman who was a proselyte,

loaded them with heavy fetters, and pillaged their baggage.

From these wretches they were only delivered , after having

been exposed four days and nights to hunger, thirst , the

scorching heat of the sun, the stings of innumerable moschetos,

and the insults of the soldiers , to be sent under a strong guard,

and chained to each other, to the chief mandarin of the court

at the capital, there to await their future destiny ; which , hor

rid to relate, after nine months' imprisonment in the common

prison , in which they confined their worst malcfactors, termi
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* As

nated in the following sentence, translated into the Portuguese

language, that the prisoners might fully understand it .

foryou four, who are foreigners, the king orders that you shall

be beheaded, for coming to preach the Christian law which he

has proscribed throughout his dominions.” This cruel sen

tence was carried into execution, amidst an immense concourse

of people, and in the presence of the mandarins and other

judges of the criminal tribunal . The sacrifice of these mar

tyrs was followed by that of several neophytes and catechists ;

and the same cruel persecutions of the remaining proselytes ex

tended to Cochin-china.

From this period we may likewise date the decline of the Ro

man Catholic religion in China ; for the emperor Kien Long

continued and confirmed the general prohibition against preach

ing the gospel in his dominions. But still he permitted a few

Jesuits to reside at Pekin , to perform their functions in the

three churches belonging to the French, Portuguese, Italian and

German Jesuits, and agreat number of proselytes frequented

them without molestation ; because he well knew that if they

were denied this privilege, the skilful artists whom he wished

to retain in his service,would soon leave him. At length in

the year 1748, the persecution extended to the environs of

Pekin, where the proselytes chiefly resided, who were com

manded to renounce Christianity. Upon their refusal they

were put to the torture; their property was confiscated ; and

their images, chaplets, relics , crosses, and other idolatrous ob

jects of their devotion, were publicly trampled upon, and after

wards burnt .

The mission in the province of Nanking which had been the

most flourishing of all the Roman Catholic establishments in

China, under the auspices of the bishop of Nanking and eight

Jesuit missionaries , and which at the commencement of the per

secution in 1748, embraced sixty thousand professors of Chris

tianity, was , in the course of the year 1750, totally subverted .

Father Henriques superior of the Jesuits, and father Athemis

his companion , were arrested, put in irons, thrown into prison ,

and carried before the viceroy,who constituted a new tribunal

consisting of three mandarins to sit in judgment upon a frivo

lous accusation of rebellion brought against them by an apostate

Chinese. Amongst other interrogatories, they were asked if

the pope and their king knew that they were in China ? To

which having answered in the negative, they were sentenced to

be strangled. This sentence was confirmed by the emperer,

and they were executed in the prison , in the presence of the

mandarins their judges. At the same time, several proselytes

were condemned ; some to suffer the bastinade, and others to
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perpetual exile. The following year closes the correspondence

of the French Jesuits remaining at Pekin, with their brethren in

France, contained in the xxviiith volume of Lettres Edifi

antes et Curieuses.

Having given this general sketch of the early promulgation

of the gospel in the heathen world, it may not be improper

briefly to state some of the principal causes of the failure of the

Roman Catholic missions.

We shall not here endeavour to penetrate those secret provi

dences of God , which he has been pleased to cover with shade ;

and to determine how far the idolatrous worship and dangerous

errors of the church of Rome might have induced him to give

up to destruction missions once so illustrious and flourishing.

We shall confine ourselves to particulars, on which we may cal

culate with greater accuracy:

The Dominicans, Franciscans, and friars of other orders,

who were first engaged in the mission to China, appear to have

been men of a meek and quiet character, of great simplicity of

manners, unadorned picty ,and a self-denying mortified spirit.

They so conformed their lives and conduct to the morals which

they taught, that the pagan priests had no charge to bring

against them but that of an attachment to the idolatrous rites

of their church , and that of propagating doctrines which were

evidently contrary to the common sense of mankind .

But no sooner had the Jesuits commenced that religious mo

nopoly, which they afterwards maintained in all the kingdoms

of Europe that professed the Roman Catholic faith, than the

missionary establishments in parts beyond the seas assumed a

different aspect . And though the number of proselytes, in

the course of a few years , increased considerably ; yet it was

very soon perceived , that this rapid success could not be per

manent; for ambition , worldly interest, temporal dignities,

and political intrigues, were the tares which sprang up, and

choked the seed which had been sown by their zealous prede

Permitted to build churches , they erected such mag

nificent edifices as astonished the sensible Chinese mandarins;

they decorated them with such superb and costly ornaments ,

and covered their altars with such images and massy vessels

of gold and silver, of the finest workmanship sent from France,

Spain and Portugal, that the internal splendour of these sanctu

aries surpassed in ostentation the palaces of the Chinese empe

rors. Their crucifixes, and the shrines in which the host, that

is to say, the consecrated wafers, were exposed to be adored by

the people, in the service of the mass, were beset with dia

monds, rubies, emeralds, and other precious stones ; and the

vestments of the officiating Jesuits vied in richness and external
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appearance with the kingly and imperial robes of the temporal

sovereigns of the earth .

Some ostensible austerities, mortifications, and self - denials,

were the veils , which concealed a life of luxury, secret grati

fications in sensual pleasures , and an unbounded ambition .

Skilled in the polite and liberal arts, they availed themselves of

their superior knowledge to ingratiate themselves with the states

men and grandees of the court, and intermeddled with the po

litical concerns of the Chinese government. And as religion

was but a secondary motive with the ministers of Louis XIV .

for sending a French mission to China, they visited the Chinese

manufactories, seduced the workmen , and clandestinely trans

mitted , or carried to France some of their finest arts, such as

the art of dying certain colours, and making the porcelain

called china ; which has been carried to such perfection in

France , that the Séve china far exceeds the Chinese, both for

the elegance of the patterns, the superiority of the painting and

enamel, and the strength, clearness and beauty of the whole

composition. The art of painting and printing of calicoes for fe

male dresses and furniture, known by the denomination of

chintz , was likewisesecretly obtained by the French Jesuits at

Pekin : and in the frontier provinces, it is ascertained beyond

a doubt, that the missionaries of their order, instead of confin

ing themselves to the functions of the religion they were to

propagate, carried on a clandestine commerce with the tra

ders of the Philippine Islands and with Europe, by means of

their connexions with the merchants and factors of Macao and

Canton .

In the East Indies, the failure of the missions was, in all pro

bability, chiefly owing to the insuperable attachment of the na

tives to the Bramins, and the then unlimited power of those

pagan priests, whose menaces, and the punishments they in

Aicted on the proselytes to Roman Catholicism , operated as a

preventive with the majority ; and occasioned the apostasy of

the few proselytes, to whom the missionaries had preached, and

who had been baptized, and had also brought their children

to be baptized. At Pondicherry, however,through the influ

ence of the French government there, and of the French mer

chants and factors residing in that city, a numerous and flou

rishing settlement of neophytes, under , the ministry of the

Dominicans, was very early established , and became per

manent.

On the continent of North America, notwithstanding the

amazing zeal and indefatigable diligence and exertions of the

missionaries, chiefly Dominicans and Franciscans , who were

afterwaris succeeded by a few Jesuits, an unconquerablc habit
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of drunkenses, and an issicce attachent to a wandering

1 , which previsted among the invas, iszeded their success

wih some trixs, and produced shinatul apstasy in others;

which was carriei to such a degree of savage örusalicy, that the

missionaries were treated by them not only with contempt, but

with utter nezlect. And some of these zealous men , having

with the best intentions conformed to their uncivilized manners

and customs, and followe i them to their encampments and re

movals from place to place, fell victims to the want of those

necessaries of life, and ocher accommodations to which they

had been accustomed in civilized societies.

An unconquerable adherence to those customs which their

ancestors had adopted, and transmitted to them , outweighed

in the estimation of these indians the inconveniencies which

attended their uncomfortable mode of life. To induce them

to take up their abode in any fixed habitation, and to forsake

the wandering life of their countrymen, was on all occasions

extremely difficult. It was a task which required constant ex

ertion , andwas never attended with any thing more than partial

success. Even in those casesin whichthe success appeared to

be secure, the prospect only flattered to betray ; it lulled asleep

suspicion , while the door was opening to a general apostasy.

To reclaim them from wandering required much labour, and to

prevent their return, in many cases, was absolutely impossible.

A sudden impulse would occasionally seize them without any

apparent cause ; and, acting upon them with all the imaginary

force of magic, would urge them to re - assume their former

modes of life .

Among many others , a remarkable instance has been given

by a respectable author, of a whole tribe of these savages,

who with their families and children had been proselytedby

the zealous labours of some Roman Catholic missionaries,

and comfortably settled in the neighbourhood of Montreal.

They there supported themselves by selling to the Canada

traders the fish and furs they procured by fishing and hunt

ing, and had become in many respects a civilized people.
But

all at once they deserted in a body, returning to their former

wandering life, to their old savage customs, and to the idola

trous religion of their forefathers.

Before we take leave of the Roman Catholic missions, jus

tice requires that we should correct the errors of Guthrie and

other modern writers, who have asserted that after the expul

sion of the Jesuits from the provinces of the Chinese empire, and

the suppression of their order in Europe, Roman Catholicism ei.

ther made no figure in China, or was totally abandoned ; where

as it appears by Sir George Staunton's account of the British
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embassy to China, that they found French missionaries at Pekin ,

and those of other European countries at Macao and Canton ;

and that the Society de Propaganda Fidei , at Rome, constantly

maintained a succession of twelve young Chinese, who were

educated at Naples, and sent back to China at a proper age , to

preach the gospel to their countrymen . But their ministry was

limited to the places where Europeans reside , and carry on

an extensive commerce with the Chinese ; for the same em

peror, who proscribed the general exercise of the Christian

religion, was still living , and would not suffer them to pe

netrate into the interior parts of the empire.

Happier circumstances and fairer prospects of success attend

ed the first Protestant missions from England. A select number

of private gentlemen in London, associated, and formed them

selves into a society for the propagation of the gospel in foreign

parts , in the year1698 ; by which title they were incorporated

in 1701 , 13th Will. III . by letters patent under the king's

privy seal ; and in virtue of the authoritiesand privileges grant

ed in this patent, the first missionaries from the established

church of England were sent to the then British colonies of

North America, at present constituting the Independent United

States.

It may not be improper in this place, to state from the char

ter the absolute want at that time of some public establishment

for the encouragement of the Christian religion in those remote

dependencies on the crown of England.

Recital of article the first, “ Whereasweare credibly inform

ed, that in many of our plantations, colonies and factories beyond

the seas, belonging to our kingdom of England, the provision

for ministers is very mean , and manyothers of our said plan

tations, colonies and factories are wholly destitute and unpro

vided of a maintenance for ministers and the public worship of

God ; and for lack of support and maintenance for such , many

of our loving subjects do want the administration of God's word

and sacraments , and seem to be abandoned to atheism and infi

delity ; and also for want of learned and orthodox ministers to

instruct our said loving subjects in the principles of true reli

gion , divers Romish priests and Jesuits are the more encourag

ed to pervert ane draw over our said loving subjects to Fopish

superstition and idolatry , &c . Therefore his majesty, considering

it as his duty to promote the glory of God by the instruction of

his people in the Christian religion, ordains certain provisions

to be made for the sufficient maintenance of orthodox clergy,

to reside in such colonies, and for the propagation of the gospel

in those parts .

VOL . 1. Сс
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" And for accomplishing these ends, the king engages for

himself, his heirs and successors, to erect, settle , and perma

nently establish a corporation , authorized to receive, manage

and dispose of the charity of his loving subjects, as divers per

sons would be thereby induced to extend their charity tothe

uses and purposes aforesaid.”

The principal persons incorporated under this charter, were

Dr. Tenison lord archbishop of Canterbury ; Dr. Sharpe arch

bishop of York ; Dr. Compton bishop of London ; Dr. Lloyd

bishop of Worcester lord high almoner ; Dr. Patrick bishop of

Ely ; Dr. Sprat bishop of Rochester and dean of Westminster ;

Dr. Fowler bishop of Gloucester ; Dr. Stratford bishop of Chi

chester ; Dr. Kidder bishop of Chester ; Dr. Humphries bishop

of Bath and Wells, all men of eminent learning in those days.

And the archbishops of Canterbury and York , the bishops of

London and Ely, the lord high almoner, and the dean of

Westminster for the time being, the archdeacon of London,

the clerk of the closet, the dean of St. Paul's, the two Regius

and the two Margaret professors of divinity of the universities

of Oxford and Cambridge for the time being, were to have

perpetual succession under the reigning sovereigns, successors

to king William .

To these lords, and a long list of other dignified clergy,

were added the lords in administration -- the judges, and a

considerable number of baronets and private gentlemen, in ali

ninety-three individuals, exclusive of the archbishops. And

as forming one body politic and corporate in deed and in

name, viz. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts, they were empowered to purchase 2000 .. per

annum inheritance, and estates for lives or years ; and goods

and chattels without limitation -- to grant leases for the term of

thirty -one years without fine and by the aforesaid title to plead

and be impleaded. They were likewise to have a common seal

of office, which both they and their successors were empowered

to change, break , alter, and make new from time to time.

Archbishop Tenison was nominated by king William , the first

president, and ordered, in thirty days after the charter had

passed the privy seal, to sunmon the members of the society,

to meet and elect vice -presidents, treasurers, auditors, a secre

tary , and other officers, to continue till the third Friday in

February 1702 ; and thenceforth to be all annually elected on the

third Friday of February in every year, by the society, or the

major part of them , who should be then present, between the

hours of eight and twelve in the morning. The society were to

meet on the third Friday in every month yearly, or oftener if

occasion required.
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And the said society at any meeting might depute persons to

take subscriptions, and collect such monies as should be by any

person or persons contributed for the purposes aforesaid. Pub

lic notification was ordered to be made of this charter, and of

the powers thereby granted ; which being accordingly done in

such manner as the society thought most conducible to the fur

therance of the charity, the new institution thus sanctioned by

royal favour and the patronage of the first classes of the com

munity, met with uncommon success in their subscriptions: for

besides the annual voluntary subscriptions of the first members ,

and the casual donations of manyothers, large sums were be

queathed to it ; and these examples influenced other honour

able persons to become unforeseen patrons, and many of

them ( through the concealment of their names) unknown

benefactors.

The scene of action which this society chose for its opera

tion was the British colonies in North America, and it selected

for its objects, the natives of Great Britain who had emigrated

thither, the negroes who were held in bondage, and the wan

dering tribes of Indian natives who were living without hope

and without God in the world. It appears indeed from the

reports occasionally made from these colonies, that vice and

irreligion predominated in a most incredible manner , even

among the English settlers, and that some of them were so far

sunk in immorality and wickednesss, that they were distin

guishable from the Indians chiefly by their colour and their

name.

When the British colonies were first settled , they were peo

pled from these countries by individuals and independent fa

milies, who emigrated thither by grants which they obtained

from the crown . At first their enterprize was of a dubious na

ture, on the issue of which no one could possibly calculate with

any precision . Their footing appeared precarious, and it seemed

sloubtful whether they would stand or fall.

These circumstances of their condition perhaps ( though

nothing could excuse their neglect) prevented their taking with

them any established ministers, and from requesting any to fol,

low them,until they sawhow far the permanency of their situa

tion would according to their views justify the measure. In the

progress of time, the serious impressions which many had im

ported with them from the mother country, began gradually to

decline , and with the loss of the power of godliness they soon

grew indifferent to its outward form . The forms of external

worship were either neglected or forgotten ; and those bours

were spent in licentiousness and diversion , which ought to be
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devoted to the service of God. But these remarks are chiefly

to be confined to the southern and middle provinces. For it is

but just to observe , that the first settlers in the northern pro

vinces were in general men of piety ; and many departed from

this country to enjoy that religious liberty beyond the Atlantic,

which they could not be permitted to possess in their native

land .

The society being thus established , and the condition of the

provinces known , the first step which the managers of this as

sociation took, was to seek after men properly qualified to begin

the work . The testimonials produced by the Rev. Mr.Keith

entitled him to their approbation . He accordingly sailed from

England on the 21th of April 1702, and reached Boston in

New England on the 11th of June following, and immediately

entered on the great object of his mission.

In the course of his voyage to the continent, he had com

municated the nature of hisembassy to aMr. Talbot, the chap

lain of the ship in which they sailed , who being attracted by

his conversation, and the laudableness of his design , offer

ed toaccompany him in his perilous undertaking, and share

with him in his arduous labours . The proposal was readily ac

cepted by Mr. Keith ; they accordingly landed , and commenced

their mission with sanguine hopes of success. The period of

their continuance was two years , during which they travelled

over most of those extensive dominions belonging to our king

in that part of the world, preaching wherever an opportunity

offered , through no less than ten distinct governments.

Though indefatigable in their exertions, their success was

not equal to their expectations. Multitudes indeed attended

their ministry, and the light which was thereby imparted in

duced many to approve of the truths which were delivered ; but

the power of genuine godliness, it is much to be feared, was

rather acknowledged than felt ; they were better satisfied with

the baptism of water, than to be baptized with the Holy

Ghost and with fire. We must not however conclude that the

labours of these missionaries were useless. Many were so far in

fluenced , as to sanction the doctrines of the gospel, and to

adopt that form of godliness to which they had hitherto been

strangers. About 700 persons were baptized in the different

provinces ; several churches were erected ; large congregations

were induced to attend ; and other ministers were sentout from

home, as their assistance became necessary to keep alive that

spirit of hearing which had been thus awakened .

The accounts which were transmitted to the society as soon

as its general intention became known, induced the members to

1
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tend missionaries into South Carolina. A Mr. Samuel Thomas

was the first appointed to go thither, who, on his arrival, was

received with that respect, which both he and his friends con

sidered as a prelude to his future prosperity. Unfortunately,

however, a war breaking out between the colonists and the In

dians , blasted for a season all his hopes . On the restoration of

tranquillity, the ministry of his successors seemed to be attend

ed with some success, but unhappily, though seventeen churches

and chapels were erected , and large congregations were induced

to attend, we have not much reason to believe that many were

converted to God.

Neither was the mission which they attempted to establish in

North Carolina, attended with more, or even with equal success .

A Mr. Blair, who was the first missionary sent thither, after

undergoing many hardships, was obliged to returnto England.

Other missionaries who succeeded him, found similar difficul

ties to encounter, and were compelled to follow his example.

To render their prospects still more gloomy, the Indians form

ed a conspiracy against the settlers, and ravaged the colony,

which urged the society for a season to relinquish all hopes of

proving beneficial to the inhabitants. On the subsiding of these

troubles, they however made another effort, but the missionary

fell a victim to his own exertions . In consequence of this,

and the removal of another who succeeded him, the whole

territory , which at that time contained 10,000 souls, was given

up, and left without any
minister.

In the province of Pennsylvania a mission was also established

in the year 1700. A Mr. Evans was the first who took the

charge upon him . His congregations were large in Philadel

phia , and the success which attended his ministry induced the

society to send others to assist him in his labours. Fifteen

churches were erected in the province by voluntary contribu

tions, but unhappily we find but very fewwho were converted

to God.

In New Jersey several congregations were also gathered, and

the zeal of those who adhered to the doctrines delivered,

prompted them to build seven churches. A church was also

erected in the city of New York, and missionaries were sent to

Albany , West Chester county, and Stotten Island ; but the

principal effects which resulted from their exertions, were the

erection of ten churches and the establishment of donations for

their constant support,

Thus far in these and other provinces the labours of the mis

sionaries were confined to the white inhabitants. And though

their success was comparatively but small, the society deter
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mined to make an effort both among the negroes who were en

slaved , and the Indians who enjoyed their savage freedom . In

1707 a school was opened in New York for the instruction of

the negroes ; but through a variety of causes all their endea

vours to teach them were rendered nearly abortive. Many of

their masters were averse to their being taught, and the slaves

themselves treated the admonitions and advice which they heard ,

sometimes with indifference, and sometimes with contempt. A

conspiracy found among them to destroy the English, increased

the prejudices which their masters had previousiy entertained ,

so that, though the suspicions of the latter were proved to be

unfounded as they respected the school, few among them could

be induced to join the missionaries in any cordial co -operation.

To counteract these unreasonable antipathies, the bishop of

London addressed a circular letter to the inhabitants, and ano.

ther to the missionaries, to prevail, if possible, on the former

to promote the views of the latter, and to induce these to per

severe notwithstanding the difficulties which presented them

selves. Few however among the inhabitants paidthat attention

to the address which its importance demanded . The prospect

of temporary gain outweighed every other consideration ; nor

was it to be expected that those who disregarded their own fu

ture happiness, should feel much solicitude for that of their

slaves. Among the slaves of those who promoted the views of

the missionaries, a partial reformation was visible ; numbers

among them were baptized, but we have little evidence that

many were made wise unto salvation.

The Indian tribes became the next object of the society .

Their case was represented by the governor of New York , in

consequence of which an order was issued fromQueen Anne

and her council for their instruction . A Mr. Thoroughgood

Moor was sent accordingly ; but, after many exertions dur .

ing one year, finding all his labours useless, he embarked for

England. In his voyage thither the ship was overtaken

with a storm , and neither it nor any on board were ever

heard of more. The decided marks of attention which were

paid to four Indian kings who visited England near about the

time that Mr. Moor departed from their tribes, created new

hopes in the society, that on their return the door would be

opened among them for the introduction of Christianity. On

their departure for their native land Mr. Andrews was sent

among the Muhocks ; but no allurements could induce them to

send their children to learn the English tongue . That no me

thod might be left untried , some parts of the bible and part of

the common prayer were translated into the Indian larguage.

Few however were willing to receive instruction . The wander,
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ing life to which they had been accustomed, had become

perfectly habitual ; and the restraints which the principles

of the gospel impose on the lawless passions of men, were

viewed by them with abhorrence, and as a species of that ser

vitude to which they were determined never to submit. Mr.

Andrews, finding his labours totally useless, represented the

state of the mission to the society ; they therefore with much

reluctance recalled him from this unpromising region, and final

ly abandoned an undertaking which had only rewarded their

exertions with painful disappointment.

But however ineffectualthe labours of these missionaries were

among the whites, the negroes, and the Indians, it is but jus

tice to state, that the different governments in their respective

provinces, both sanctioned their proceedings, and afforded

them assistance . Several acts were passed in their favour, and

to these circumstances we may attribute in some degree the ease

with which they obtained contributions towards the churches

which they erected , as well as the numbers and respectability of

those congregations which attended their ministry. Nor will

our conclusions be just, if we estimate the advantages which re

sulted from this mission by the various obstacles which appa

rently defeated its design. It may perhaps be deemed uncha

ritable rather than false, to conjecture that the society could

produce more churches than conversions ; but it must not be

forgotten, that through their instrumentality, the truths of re

velation were re -impressed on the minds of those from whom

they were nearly obliterated, and transmitted to their posterity,

who, in all probability, would otherwise have been educated in

an entire forgetfulness of God. The Quakers, no doubt, would

have kept alive some consciousness ofa Deity in those places

where theresocieties were formed , but these could only occupy

a very partial extent. In most of the southern and middle pro

vinces, we have therefore but too much reason to conclude, that

every vestige of Christianity would have been done away, had

it not been for the honourable exertions of this society . The

benefits which resulted from their pious attempts we must then

allow to be incalculable ; and probably some of the effects may

even be traced in the present day, in that glorious harvest of

souls which their successors have been permitted to reap .

But it is not to these respectable societies and individuals of

whom we have already spoken, that generous exertions for the

salvation of the Heathen have been exclusively confined . The

Moravian brethren have a particular claim upon our attention,

from their unwearied assiduity, and peculiar fortitude in the

midst of dangers. Their motive, they say, (and for which we

give them the fullest credit) “ was an ardent desire for the sal
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vation of their fellow -men, by making known to them the gos

pel of our Saviour Jesus Christ.”

The first effort made by this worthy association , was in the

year 1732, at which time they sent missionaries into the three

Danish islands in the West Indies. Of their success in these

places we shall hereafter have occasion to speak, when we come

to the history of these Danish colonies. In 1733 they be

gan another mission in the dreary regions of Greenland, in

which place God was pleased to own and bless his word in a

"powerful manner. In 1791 , they estimated their converts in

this desolate country, at 957 persons. These had for some

time given proofs of their sincerity, and uniformly adorned

that gospel which they publicly professed . In 1734 they esta

blished a mission in Upper Canada in North America, inwhich

place they had three flourishing settlements before the war .

But unhappily this offspring of ambition ravaged their territo

ries ; in consequence of which their residences were destroyed,

and the wretched inhabitants were partly murdered and partly

dispersed . In 1736 they carried the sound of the gospel among

the Hottentots at the Cape of Good Hope. Their missionary

laboured with such success in this place, that he soon formed a

respectable company of true believers. To state this promising

appearance of things, he was induced to repair to Europe ; but

the Dutch government, on his return, forbade him toresume

his labours, from a presumption , that in proportion as Christi

anity was introduced among the Hottentots, the settlement

would be rendered insecure. From that period till 1792 , they

had ineffectually solicited Holland for liberty to renew the work;

but in this latter year they obtained permission to send out three

missionaries. In 1795 their labours were attended with pros

perity, and the final capture of the colony by our government;

gives themnothing to fear at present from a returning inter

ruption. In 1738 they sent missionaries into South America.

Unhappily their successes were not equal to their exertions.

About one hundred had however been induced to build cotta

ges, and settle in the province of Surinam , and their children

were instructed to read ; but in 1792, the brethren seemed

rather to hope for success than enjoy it in that colony. In

Jamaica they established a mission in 1754 , and another in

Antigua in 1756 ; but to the history of these islands we must

refer the reader for the fruits of their labours.

In 1760 they began to sound the gospel trumpet at Tranque

bar in the East Indies at the express desire of the Danish go

vernment, whose wishes were to have Christianity introduced

into the Nicobar Islands . Denmark, however, finding that the

advantages which she derived from these possessions, were not
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equal to the expense of supporting them , withdrew her people,

who had already suffered severely by the climate. The mis

sionaries thus left alone, were obliged to have all their necessa

ries conveyed to them in a ship fitted out on purpose. This

continuedsome years, till on her voyage the ship was captured

by the Americans, when the heavy loss compelled them to

abandon the mission altogether. In 1764 they carried the gos

pel to the coasts of Labrador. The letters from the missiona

ries, though abounding with gratitude for singular mercies, com

plain of the little fruit of their labours ; so that in a great mea-

ture, amidst many exceptions, they have been constrained to say ,

“ All day long we have stretched forth our hands to a disobe.

dient and gainsaying people.” In 1765 their missionaries reach

ed Barbadoes; but , alas ! their prospects afforded little to flatter

hope. Their successes will be briefly recited in the history of

that island .

In the same year, 1763 , some missionaries belonging to this

society travelled into Russian Asia, to carry the gospel to these

remnants, as it were , of human nature. With a view of bring

ing the gospel to the Calmuck Tartars, a settlement was formed

on the banks of the Wolga. “ Hitherto ," they observe, " no

success has attended the brethren’s labours, though their exer

tions have been great and persevering, equal to those of any of

our missionaries in other countries . Some brethren even resid .

ed for a considerable time among the Calmucks, conforming to

their manner of living in tents, and accompanying them when

ever they moved their camp. They omitted no opportunity of

preaching to them Jesus , and directing them from their num

berless idols , to the true God, and the only way to life and

happiness ; but though they were heard and treated with civi

lity , no impression could bemade upon the poor Heathen . At

lastthe greater part of the Calmucks quitted these parts. Mean

while the brethren were visited by the German colonists living

on the Wolga ; and, through God's blessing, societies were

formed, and gospelministers provided for mostof the colonies

by their instrumentality. Thus the mission has answered a

very blessed purpose .” The above account was published in

1796.

In 1775 they began another mission in Saint Christopher's,

and in 1789 another was attempted in Tobago. Of their suc

cesses and disappointments in these places we shall speak here

after, when we come to give the history of these islands. In

addition to all the above places they haveattempted to carry the

gospel into other portions of the earth , but without being able

to accomplish their purposes. In 1735 missionaries were sent

to the Laplanders and Samoiedes, but their exertions were rene
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dered abortivethrough the savage manners of the natives. In

1737, and again in 1768, they made an effort on the coast of

Guinea, but with no better success. Neither were their en

deavours more conformable to their wishes in their attempts to

introduce the gospel among the negroes in Georgia in 1738,

and among the slaves in Algiers in 1739. In 1740 they sent

missionaries to Ceylon ; in 1747 to Persia, and in 1752 to

Egypt; but unhappily these attempts did little more than con

vince them that they had done their duty, and shew to the

Christian world the extreme depravity of the human heart.

But though these united brethren have been unsuccessful in

many places, in others God has blessed their labours in a most

abundant manner, and given them manyprecious souls for their

hire. Among the outcasts of society their labours have been

particularly useful; but, alas ! though we might enumerate thou

sands, they can bear no proportion tothe millions of human

beings who wander between Terra del Fuegoand Baffin's Bay.

In these extensive countries an illimitable field lies open , and

invites the exertions of all who love the cause of Jesus Christ.

The Moravian brethren have set a most noble example of piety,

fortitude, and perseverance , and Godon the whole has crown

ed their endeavours with much success.

The rise and progress of Methodism in England are too well

known to need in this place any observations; we shall there

fore only briefly trace its introductioninto other parts. It was

early in the year 1747, that a Mr. Williams, a preacher in the

Methodist connexion, went to Ireland, and soon formed a small

society in Dublin . That eminent servant of God , the Rev.

John Wesley, on hearing of his success, soon followed him

thither, andreached the city on the 9th of August. He found

a people ready to receive the gospel, and on hisreturn to Eng

land sent a Mr. Trembath toassist Mr. Williams. These mi

nisters , together with Mr. Charles Wesley, preached the gos

pel with such success, that other preachers were sent the follow

ing year to extend their sphere of action. In succeeding years

circuits were formed in various parts of the kingdom , and cha

pels were erected in such places as had received the word with

most apparent benefit. In the province of Ulster the benig

nant light of religion was carried to those villages and cottages,

which , prior to this period, had never known its cheering

rays. The opposition which the preachers met with in many

places, was both affictive and powerful ; but nothing was per

mitted ultimately to impede their progress : thousands were

called from darkness to light , and were soon enabledto rejoice

in the God of their salvation . From these small beginnings so

greatly has God blessed their endeavours, that in the year 1807

1
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the members of society in that part of the united kingdom

amounted to 24,560.

In the year 1751 Mr. John Wesley, accompanied by Mr.

Christopher Hopper, visited Scotland at the request of colonel

Galatan. Finding some pleasing prospects , he was induced to

leave Mr. Hopper behind him, to pursue those openings which

Providence had made. In 1753 Scotland was again visited by

Mr. Wesley; again in 1757 ; and again in 1761. During

these periods he found , that though several respectable societies

had been formed , the number of members was not equal to

what, from the progress of religion in England, he had been

taught to expect. In subsequent years the word delivered took

a more general spread ; but, from the genius and acquired ha

bits of the people, their prevailing prejudices still remain un

conquered, so that not more than 1500have submitted to the

discipline of the Methodists ; though we have reason to believe

that many thousandsmore have been converted to God through

the instrumentality of the preachers.

They have been much more successful in their mission which

was established in the Isle of Man in 1775. In this year a Mr.

Crook firstpreached among the inhabitants, and was violently

opposed ; but perseverance surmounted every obstacle ; the

word of God ran and was glorified ; a very respectable society

and some attentive congregations were soon raised ; and the

Head of the church continues to favour them with his blessing

in an abundant manner even to the present day:

In the year 1785 the island of Jersey was visited by Robert

Carr Brackenbury, Esq . and in 1786 by Mr. Adam Clarke . In

this place they met with much persecution, but the gospel final

ly prevailed.

From Jersey they proceeded to Guernsey, and in 1787 to

Alderney. In these islands, after encountering much opposi

sion, they laid the foundation of a church which has gradually

augmented to the present time. The number of members in

these islands amounted, in 1807, to 973.

In the year 1763 several members belonging to the Methodist

societies emigrated both from England and Ireland, and finally

settled in various parts of America. Shortly after this, Mr.

Emery and another, two local preachers, went from Ireland ,

and began to preach the gospel, the one at New York , the

other inFrederick county in Maryland, and prosperity attended

their labours. These men were soon found by a Mr. Webb,

a lieutenant in our army, who, regardless of the contempt of

his fellow officers, began to call sinners to repentance both at

New York and at Philadelphia. And so great was their joint

success, that with the assistance of their friends, they erected a
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1

chapel in NewYork. This was the first chapel which belonged

to the Methodists on this vast continent .

Stimulated by these successes , they importuned Mr. Wesley

to send missionaries to pursue the openings which had thus been

made. Mr. Boardman and Mr. Pilmoor were sent according

ly, who landed at Philadelphia in 1769. The gospel continu

ing to spread , further assistance became necessary ; this also

was requested ; and in 1771 Mr. Thomas Rankin , and after

him Mr. Francis Asbury , were sent to spread the Redeemer's

name. In 1773 an addition was made to their numbers, and God

was pleased to bless their labours in an almost unexampled man

ner. At this time they had on the continent nearly 1000 mem

bers in their societies, of whom six or seven were become

preachers. About 1776 , the number of members amounted

to 7000, and their preachers to 40. The Blacks also had re

ceived the good word of life , and great numbers among them

had experienced that it was the power of God to the salvation

of their souls : these are not included in the above account.

The war, which at this time had broken out between the

mother country and her colonies, impeded the work in a con

siderable manner, and for some time shut up nearly all com

munication . The distresses to which both the societies and

preachers were exposed, were very terrible . The clergy aban

doned their flocks; and in many instances the British mission

aries, following their example, forsook their spheres of action .

Mr. Asbury alone, unterrified by the threatening sword , re

mained in his station ,

“ Among the faithless, faithful only he ;

His loyalty he kept, his love, his zeal,

Nor number, nor example, with him wrought."

Though surrounded by dangers on every side, his vigcur

increased as the fortitude of his colleagues declined ; and , under

the blessing of Providence , it was to his unwearied exertions

that the work was kept alive, while thousands both of its friends

and enemies fell. But whatever impediments the work of

God might have experienced, the societies increased amidst the

partial desertions of their friends and the horrors of war .

When the author visited the continent on the restoration of

peace, their numbers amounted to 14,000 . In 1794 these had

increased to 51,416 whites, and 16,227 blacks . Among these

were employed 400 itinerants, besides several hundreds of local

preachers. From their last statement in 1807, the numbers in

society were as follows - whites 114,727 ; coloured people and

blacks 29,863 : total, 144,590.

It was in 1760 that Mr. Nathanael Gilbert, who heard the
1
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gospel in England, repaired to Antigua. He saw his fellow

creatures buried in sin ; and, though speaker of the House of

Assembly, he first collected a few persons in his own house for

exhortation and prayer, and at length publicly preached the

gospel to the slaves. Amidst torrents of reproach, he perse

vered till he had formed a society of nearly 200, who, from seek

ing death in the error of their ways, hadnow begun to seek the

favour of God. Death however soon terminated his state of pro

bation , and his little flock was left as sheep without a shepherd.

Several years after Mr. Gilbert's death , Mr. John Baxter, a

leader in Mr. Wesley's society, went from Chatham to Antigua

to work in his majesty's yard in that island. Devoting his

leisure hours to thepublication of the gospel, he soon gathered

a society of 1000 members, some ofwhom had retained the

impressions which they had received from Mr. Gilbert's minis

try. In 1786, four missionaries, one of whom was the author

himself, bound in the first instance for the continent of Ame

rica, were driven by the violence of storms to this island , from

which place they visited others, and thus became the early in

struments in thehand of God of furthering that blessed work

which forms a prominent feature in this history. The numbers

in society in 1807 through these islands, amounted to 261 whites,

and 12,898 coloured people and blacks ; in all, 13,159 ; be

sides perhaps one hundred thousand, who regularly attended

the preaching of the gospel. But for the particulars and vicis

situdes which have occurred , we refer to the history of each

island.

At Sierra Leone on the coast of Africa the Methodists have

also attempted to establish à mission ; but it has been less suc

cessful than one they have instituted in NovaScotia ; in which

colony, in 1807, there were 910 members. In Newfoundland,

through the preaching of the word, 508 have joined the so

ciety ; and 40 have declared for God on the Rock of Gi

braltar .*

That God has blessed the labours of the Methodist mission

aries on the western continent, and in the West India Islands,

is obvious from the preceding general statement. We do not

indeed presume to insinuate that in all these vastnumbers which

constitute the Methodist societies, all are equally pious. Many

We might here lay before the reader a minute account of the very success

ful missions established by the Methodistswithin these few years among the

Roman Catholics in Ireland and the Welch in Wales in their own language.

Butwe are fearful of swelling out our history with subjects which do not im

mediately belong to it , though in themselves of high importance in a prise

sionary view .
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perhaps among them may have names to live while they are in

reality dead ; and among others the form of godliness may ex

ceed its power. But of this fact the author feels himself assured,

that the total quantum of piety to be found among them, is not

exceeded by that of any similar missions on the face of the ha

bitable globe. Nor does he speak this from mere random con

jecture. He has been on the American continent no less than

nine times, and, in making personal visits to the various societies

there , has travelled probably more than 20,000 miles : this cir

cumstance has enabled him to speak from personal knowledge

and observation . The plain but pointed language which the

preachers have used , addressed warmly to the hearts and con

sciences of sinners, is that mode of preaching which God has

thus been pleased so conspicuously to acknowledge. And it is

to this, as an instrument in the hand of God, that the superior

successes of these missions are to be ascribed , above most, if

not all that have preceded them , at least in modern ages .

It is the same mode of preaching in a certain degree which

has rendered the missions of the Baptists so instrumental in the

conversion of souls, particularly of the Blacks.on the continent of

America. In this department their exertions have been great ,

and their success abundant ; but the limits of our work forbid

us to detail the history of their pious and benevolent proceed

ings. The exertions whichhave been made to carry the gospel

to the inhabitants of the Pacific Ocean, have been attended

with more expenses than advantages. In these regions the

most sanguine hopes have been almost wholly blasted , the he

reditary vices and prejudices of savage life have triumphed over

those efforts whichhave been madeto reclaim them , and, with

but few exceptions , the missionaries who have hazarded their

lives and abandoned civil society from the most laudable motives,

may say, “ Who hath believed our report , and to whom has

the arm of the Lord been revealed ?” The efforts, however,

which this honourable and worthy society have made in Africa,

bear a more promising appearance ; but their whole work

in that quarter of the globe is at present in such an infant state ,

that we cannot enlarge upon it, but must only accompany it

with our sincere wishes and prayers for its success.

The labours of the late Rev. George Whitefield , and of

those who have either directly or indirectly succeeded him in

his pious intentions, have a greater claim upon this short me

morialthản can possibly be indulged . The continent of Ame

rica will however record their services, and revere his name,

when future generations shall succeed the present race of inha

bitants ; and multitudes of the swarthy sons of Africa will bless

God through eternity that ever he was born .
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To form any accurate estimate of the various individuals who

compose the several congregations of the Moravians, Metho

dists, Baptists, and followers of Mr. Whitefield and others,

whostillcontinue to preach the gospel, is morally impossible :

Their various societies swell to numbers of amazing magnitude.

If we exclude the whites from the calculation , and only confine

it to coloured people and blacks, 200,000 will not reach the

number who regularly attend to hear the words of eternal life

-We probably shall be within bounds, if we fix the number at

300,000. And if to these we add, the multitudes who have

been benefited by the various endeavours of the Christian na

tions of Europe ;-by the different institutions to which they

have given their sanction ; the happy effectswhich have result

ed from the undeviating exertions of the Quakers to humanize

the world, and meliorate the condition of the most unfortunate

of the human race ;—the myriads who have departed this life

in the full triumph of faith ;—and the means which are esta

blished through the Divine blessing for the conversion of those

who are yet in a state of darkness, the number swells as much

beyond the reach of calculation , as the benefits resulting from

the various institutions bid defiance to estimation. But it is

now high time to return from this partial digression , to pursue

the more immediate object of the work . We therefore con

clude this chapter with a sentiment which these scenes are cal

culated to inspire_“ It is the Lord's doing, and it is marvel

lous in our eyes.”
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CHAP. V.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Situation and appearance of the island - its discovery by Columbus ;

his sufferings when shipwrecked on it - baseness ofthe king of

Spain, decision of the council of Seville in favourof Diego Co

lumbus — Esquivel takes possession of the island for Diego - con

duct and character of Esquivel — barbarities of the Spaniards

towards the natives - state of Jamaica and its inhabitants when

invaded by Sir Anilony Shirley, and by Colonel Jackson - occa

sions which led to these invasions -- finalconquest of the island by

Penn and Venables under Cromwell — the conduct of Spain pre

vious to that event, a flagrant violation of the treaty of 1630

-a remarkable epitaph in Jamaica, with reflections drawn

from it.

The island of Jamaica, which lies to the windward of the

other English islands, and which geographers have classed

as one of the greater Leeward Islands, issituated in the Atlan,

tic Ocean , at the distance of about 4000 miles , S. W. from

England. To the east it has the island of Hispaniola or St.

Domingo, at the distance of about 30 leagues ; the island of

Cuba at about the same distance to the north ; the gulph of

Honduras to the west ; and Carthagena, on the continent of

America, to the south, distant 145 leagues. The centre of

this island is nearly in 18 ° 12' of north latitude, and in

77 ° 45' longitude west from London . Its shape appears to

be that of an irregular oval, intersected by several ridges of

high craggy mountains, and stupendousrocks, heaped apparent

ly one upon another. The greatest diameter of the island is

about 170 miles , and the least not more than 70. Notwithstand

ing the barrenness of most of the rocky mountains, they pre

senta beautiful appearance on approaching the island, highly

gratifying to the eye of the voyager. They are clothedwith a

prodigious quantity of trees , chiefly the pimento, which form

umbrageous groves; and by striking their roots through the

clefts of the rocks, they attract the moisture that is deposited in

them by frequent storms of rain and thick fogs. Thus a per

petual verdure is kept up on the surface of thehills and in the

valleys beneath by a great number of natural cascades, which

creates a resemblance of a warm summer throughout the whole
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gear, and affords one of the most enchanting prospects imagia

nation can well conceive.

In the general description of the West India Islands, with

which we commenced this work, the picture of Jamaica may

be seen with some degree of accuracy ; and to that chapter the

reader is requested to turn his thoughts. But in the different

views which an accurate survey of this island affords us, the

prospect varies as we proceed. The awful features which the

landscape presents to the spectator, arrayed in all the grandeur

and magnificence of nature, are finely contrasted with those

varieties which the unrivalled beauties of nature display in all

their charms.

In contemplating this diversified picture, the mind is impres

sed with the appearances of the scenes which encircle it ; it is

alternately affected by solemnity and joy ; and feels, as the oc

casion suggests, an involuntary transition from terror to delight.

The elevated mountain, the projecting cliff, and the cultivated

savanna, succeed each other in pleasing irregularities. A thou

sand beauties associate their charms, till the whole becomes ex

tensively magnificent, and awfully sublime.

We have already noticed, that Columbus discovered this

large island in the course of hissecond voyage from Spain in

the year 1494 ; but made no settlement on it at that time . It

was only during his fourth and last voyage , that he was driven

by a violent storm on the 24th of June 1503towards its shoresa

when , after losing two of the ships of his little squadron, he

was obliged to bear away with his own and another to this

island, to shelter himself from shipwreck. With the greatest

difficulty they reached a small harbour on the north side, where

he was forced to run his two remaining vessels aground, to

prevent their foundering ; and was reduced to the necessity of

imploring the compassion of the natives for himself and his

companions; who without hesitation afforded them every assis

tance that they could have expected to receive from the most

çivilized and hospitable people. The cove, in remembrance of

this remarkable event, retains to this day the appellation of

Don Christopher's Cove.

The friendly dispositions which the natives manifested to

wards Columbus onthis distressingoccasion, conferupon them

the highest honours. The condition in which Columbus and

his ship's company at that time were, placed them completely

in the power of the natives. They might have exterminated

them at their leisure, as neither resistance nor escape was in

their power. But instead of taking an advantage of their dis

tress , they imitated the conduct ofGuacanahari, a cacique of

Hispaniola ; they condoled with them in their misfortunes, and

VOL. I. Еe
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offered them with the greatest readiness, all the assistance that

lay in their power. They supplied them with necessaries from

principles of compassion , and administered to their wants with

out regret or any expectation of reward . The impulses of hu

manity or of divine grace, or of bothunited, led them to sympa

thize with strangers in distress, and urged them to such'deeds

as might tend tomitigate their woes .

But this assistance was limited in its duration . The natives,

who cultivated no more land than was absolutely necessary for

their own subsistence , in the space of a few months became

restless, and weary of supporting strangers at the apparent ha

zard of starving themselves ; and by slow and at first almost im

perceptible degrees, withdrew fromthem, and refused to sup

ply them with the necessaries of life. This conduct exaspe

rated the Spaniards, who were grown desperate from the hard

ships they had suffered ; and had revolted from Columbus, when

they found thatthe Spanish governor of Hispaniola had not only

refused to send him any succour, but, in addition to this inhu

manity , had insulted him by contemptuous replies to his repeat

ed applications for relief.' They even committed several acts

of violence against the Indians without his knowledge, and pro

ceeded so far as to take up arms against one of their chiefs.

The Indians, in return , threatened destruction to the unfortu

nate Columbus, who no longer had it in his power to controul

the ferocity of the enraged Spaniards .

The horrible carnage which has been noticed in the second

chapter, had already begun to manifest itself in Hispaniola.

The conduct of these infamous invaders could not fail to create

suspicions in the bosoms of those who now had Columbus in

their own power. The natives of the Leeward Islands we may

justly consider as branches of one common family , and it is

natural to conceive on such an occasion , that they considered

the conduct of their invaders towardsany part as one common

attack . The enormities of the Spaniards in Hispaniola, with

out all doubt had reached their ears ; they must therefore have

viewed Columbus with a mixture of jealousy and compassion .

As a Spaniard and an invader, they must have looked upon him

with an indignant eye . But his distress, as an unfortunate man,

suspended that resentment, which it could not totally destroy ;

and conspired, in conjunction with his address , operating upon

their compassionate feelings, to delay those calamities which had

hitherto been averted, but which still frowned upon him with

impending hazard .

To extricate himself from this critical situation , he had re

course to a stratagem , suggested to him by his knowledge of

astronomy ; and on a certain day when he knew that there
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would be a total eclipse of the moon in the evening, he sum

moned all the caciques or Indian chiefs and priests in the neigh

bourhood adjacent to his residence , informing them that he had

something to communicate tothem of the utmost consequence

for the preservation of their lives . Being assembled, he stood

up in the midst of them , and having reproached them for their

barbarity in causing him and his companions to suffer so exqui

sitely for want of provisions, he assumed a solemn air, and

with great vehemence and agitation, in imitation of their own

religious demeanor, he pronounced the following prophetic de

nunciation : “ To punish you for this cruel behaviour to unfor

tunate strangers cast ashore on your island , and unavoidably be

come dependent upon your mercy, the God whom I worship,

is now on the eve of inflicting upon you one of the most awful

and dreadful punishments. This very evening you will behold

the moon turning red as blood ; then , obscured in total darkness,

its light will be withdrawn from you ; and this will be the sign

of those fatal calamities which will instantly follow , if you con

tinue to refuse us the necessary supplies of food.” Thesavages,

terrified beyond measure , anxiously waited for the close of the

evening; when, perceiving the commencement of the eclipse ,

they ran in crowds to the admiral in the greatest consterna

tion , implored his intercession , and promised to do every thing

himself and his people should require in future . They were

then told , at the moment the eclipse was going off, that the

Almighty, moved by their penitence , had pardoned them, and

would restore to them the accustomed light of the moon. From

this time , provisions were sent to him from all parts ; and both

himself and his people enjoyed plentiful supplies, while they

remained on the island .

The sufferings of Columbus during his unfortunate exile on

this island , are more easily conceived than described . Every

succeeding day brought with it some new misfortune ; he was

dependent on savages ; had been deserted by his seamen ; was

neglected by his sovereign; and insulted by the governor of

Hispaniola, to whom he had applied for relief. After a tedious

and severe confinement of one year and four days , he however

found means to escape from his uncomfortable abode ; but it

was an escape, which only exposed him to the ingratitude of

that prince to whose dominions hehad so considerably added ;

and to fall a victim to that power which his discoveries had ago

grandized .

Columbus had been , on his return from his first voyage, ap

pointed governor of all the land he had discovered , and should

discover and take possession of for the crown of Spain . To

this title had been annexed a variety of privileges , which, by
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virtue of sovereign authority and public grant, had become his

exclusive right. But these rights had been invaded during his

misfortunes, and Columbus was obliged to behold invested in

the person of an insulting rival , immediately upon his release

from Jamaica, the wealth and power to which he alone had

an unquestionable claim .

To recover those rights which had been thus basely invaded,

andmeanlywrested fromhim, he,on his return to Europein 1504,

made application to the king of Spain , in whose service he had

so successfully laboured. But the unfeeling monarch, who had

meanly connived at those acts of injustice of which Columbus

complained , refused by his evasive conduct to guaranty the re

wards which had some years before originated with himself.

The claims of Columbuswere too notorious to be denied. Fer

dinand was therefore unable to contradict his demands for justice;

he had not baseness enough to deny his own grants, nor virtue

enough to enforce the requisitions which Columbus made ; but

his meanness and duplicity co- operated to deprive Columbus of

his rights, and to give sanction to that lawless oppression which

but too successfully defeated every application.

Columbus, harrassed and fatigued with his arduous under

takings, with his constitution broken, and with his spirits sink

ing beneath the weight of his sufferings which principally arose

from the basenessof his sovereign, sunk under the pressure

of these complicated evils. He continued to assert his claims

withouthaving it in his power to enforce them , besieging with

solicitude andardour thethrone of that monarch, who, in re

quital for an empire and wealth greater" ( as Columbushad ob

served ) “ than man's most unbounded fancy could ever compre

hend, or avarice itself covet, ” had meanness enough to concur

in the robberies which brought him to this humiliating condi

tion , and to reject his solicitude by having recourse to subter

fuges of which his meanest subjects oughtto have been asham

ed . In this state of irksome degradation the unfortunate

Columbus continued till 1506, when he fell a victim to his

sovereign's ingratitude, and the cruelties which he had received ,

rather than to that hectic fever which brought him to his

grave.

Thus fell the great but unfortunate Columbus in the 56th

year of his age, as we have already noticed in the first chapter,

leaving behind him a name, which even the voice of calumny

will hardly presume to blast, and which nothing but her breath

can tarnish ;-a namewhich is associated with honours whichi .

never can be effaced, and which never will be forgotten, till

time grown decrepit with age, shall be for ever ingulfed in

eternity.
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From a train of circumstances it ishighly probable that his ap

prehensions were well grounded , which he expressed in a letter

that he wrote while confined on the island of Jamaica : “ Alas !

piety and justice have retired to their habitations above, and it is

a crime tohave undertaken and performed too much ! As my

misery makes my life a burden to myself, so I fear the empty

titles of viceroy and admiral render me obnoxious to the hatred

of the Spanish nation . It is visible that all methods are taking

to cut the thread that is breaking ; for I am in my old age, op

pressed with insupportable painsof the gout, and am now lan

guishing and expiring with that and other infirmities among sa

vages, where I have neither medicines nor provisions for the

body, nor priest nor sacrament for the soul. Mymen are in a

state of revolt: my brother, my son, and those that are faith

ful, sick, starving and dying ; the Indians have abandoned us,

and the governor of St. Domingo has rather sent to see if I

am dead, than to succour us, or to carry me alive from hence ;

for his boat neither delivered a letter, nor spoke with, nor

would receive any letter from us ; so I conclude your high

ness's officers intend that here my voyages and life shall ter

minate. ” The titles and honours which his sovereign had

so justly conferred upon him, were too great to be lasting. His

elevated rank exposed him to the envy of the base, and the

censures of the malevolent: the king to whom he addressed

the letter , of which the above is an extract, seems to have

caught the contagion ; both prince and people conspired to

disgrace Columbus, whom they had been emulous to raise ;

and they hunted him with avidity , till they drove him to his

grave. Whether the dread of his future power, or the envy

which his glory had raised , tended most to produce the miseries

of which he was obliged to complain , it is hard to say : per

haps both contributed an equal share, and appeals to justice

weremade by him in vain .

After the death of Columbus, his son Don Diego inheriting

his father's titles and misfortunes, exhibited an uncommon degree

of fortitude and magnanimity, considering the complexion of

the times, and the government under which he lived . Wea

ried out with the evasions of his unfeeling sovereign, he boldly

commenced a suit against that arbitrary and ungrateful monarch

in the court of thegrand council of the Indies heldat Seville,

for the restoration of the rights and privileges originally granted

to his father in virtue of his discoveries and of the considerable

addition he hadthereby made to the power , wealth, and terri

torial domains of the crown of Spain. This respectable tribu

nal, by their impartial decision of this important cause , did

ample justice to the memory of the father, and to the claims of
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the son , by declaring that he was the hereditary viceroy and ad

miral of all the islands, and of such parts of the continent of

America as Christopher Columbus had discovered and subjected

to the dominion of the king : and that in virtue of former

grants from the crown, which had not been revoked , he had

a right to exercise the same authority and jurisdiction in those

newly discovered countries, as was then enjoyed by the grand

admiral of Castile ; and they likewise decreed that the tenth

part of all the gold and silver that might in future be found in

the bowels of the earth, in the said territories, became the pro

perty of Diego by right of inheritance. Thus the claims of the

father were confirmed to the son by a legal process before the

most respectable tribunal in the country. But this act of justice

only serves to place the conduct of Ferdinand in a more despi

cable light, and adds another item to that load of infamy, with

which his name on the affairs of the West Indies has reached

us , and will be handed down to posterity.

The decision of this respectable tribunal in favour of Don

Diego, armed him with new powers to enforce his former

claims; and he proceeded to pursue such measures as were

founded upon the recognition of his rights by that council to

which he had dared to appeal. The dominion which his title of

viceroy and admiral had given him, extended not only to His

paniola and Jamaica, but to all the territories thereon depend

ing in America. It therefore included the Spanish settlements

which had been made on that part of the continent, as well as

the islands adjacent which had been taken possession of for the

crown of Spain . But virtue and right too frequently combat

upon unequal ground, when they wage war with injustice, con

nected with interest , and supported by power. În such case

injustice resorts to violence to enforce her pretensions; she makes

mandate supply the place of argument, and substitutes coercion

for law. In the case before us, the rights of Columbus had

been acknowledged, and were confirmedto his son by a most

solemn decision of justice and of law. The king however, re

gardless of this public and solemn adjudication of a tribunal act

ing under his own supreme authority, limited the powers con

ceded to Diego, and only constituted him governor and admiral

of Hispaniola, of which new government he took possession in

the month of July 1508 . On his arrival at that island, he was

much surprised to find that the king, prior to the decision of

the tribunal of Seville , had established two separate govern

ments on the continent, totally independent of his jurisdiction ;

and had bestowed the island of Jamaica on the governors

had appointed, to be subject to their joint authority . Discon

tented at these arrangements of his ungrateful sovereign , Diego

he
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insisted on his exclusive right to appoint his own deputies to the

governments of Veragua and Jamaica ; and in order to main

tain it, he sent Juan de Esquivel one of his own officers with

seventy Castillian soldiers, to take possession of Jamaica be

fore the arrival of Alonzo de Ojedathe governor nominated by

the king . Ojeda, exasperated at this appointment, which

was likewise considered by the court of Spain asan overt act of

rebellion, publicly threatened if he found Esquivel at Jamaica,

he would hang him as a rebel to his sovereign .

But the intrigues of injustice are frequently defeated by the

interposition of Providence. The ungenerous designs of Fer

dinand on this occasion , were counteracted by the Governor of

the universe, to whom Columbus in his letter had so patheti

cally appealed. The violent opposition which interest had rais

ed against the claims of Diego, served rather to stimulate his

ardour than to depress his spirits ; and regardless of those

threats with which Ojeda had menaced him , he pursued his

designs under the sanction of the decision which the council

hadissued to guaranty his previous rights. Esquivel acting un

der the direction of Diego, proceeded to Jamaica , and took pos

session of the island , equally regardless of the menaces of

Ojeda, and the fate which awaited him on the return of the

latter from his projected expedition. Ojeda in the meanwhile

embarked , and sailed to the continent of America, agreeably to

his instructions, fully intending to put his threatening into ex

ecution immediately on his return .

It happened however that the expedition of Ojeda was as un

prosperous as his spirit had been vindictive ; and instead of

wreaking his vengeance upon Esquivel, he was obliged to sub

mit to his rival. In his voyage to the continent of America, he

was shipwrecked off the island of Cuba ; and narrowly escaping

with his life, was reduced on that island to the greatest distress

for want of provisions, when he received information that

Esquivel was in possession of the government of Jamaica ; and,

in this reverse of circumstances, submitted to solicit relief

from that man whom he had threatened to destroy.

Esquivel, with that magnanimity of soul which every one

must admire, no sooner heard of the distresses of his com

petitor and avowed enemy, than he instantly abandoned all

hostile intentions, and proceeded to administer relief. He im

mediately dispatched an officer of considerable rank to the un

fortunate sufferer, to afford him an instant supply ;-to take

him under his immediate protection ;—and to conduct him to

Jamaica with all possible speed and safety. On his arrival at

Jamaica, he was received by Esquivel in the most distinguished

manner ; resentment softened into humanity ; the rites of hoș,
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pitality were administered with politeness; —and the conduct of

Esquivel proved they were the unvarnished emanations of a

sympathetic heart . During his abode in Jamaica, he received

every mark of attention ; and was only detained till a favoura ,

ble opportunity offered for his embarkation. The conduct of

Esquivel towards Ojeda, could not fail to make a lasting impres

sion on his mind. It was a conquest obtained without hostility;

in the former it was an act of generosity, which carried with

it its own reward , and producedin the latter a species of gra

titude not easily to be effaced.

Estimating the character of Esquivel by his kindness towards

Ojeda, it is natural to suppose, that humanity and justice mark ,

ed the æra of his government in Jamaica . And such is the cha

racter which is associated with his name in the early records of

these events. He seemsto have taught a lesson to conquerors

which is but seldom imbibed, and more rarely practised , —that

ravage and victory are not inseparable companions — that huma

nityand moderation can accomplish the ends which are exclu .

sively appropriated to devastation and murder , and that the an

nals of conquest are not necessarily stained with blood.

« The affairs of Jamaica ( says Herrara) went on prosperous

ly, because Juan de Esquivel having brought the natives to sub

mission without any effusion of blood, they laboured in planting

cotton , and raising other commodities which yielded great pro

fit.” Happy would it be for the Castillian name, if the annals

of their conquests in the New World, could extend the same

commendation to the other commanders, which Herrara has

almost exclusivelyconfined to Juan de Esquivel.

But unfortunately, humanity and Esquivel were both of short

continuance; they moved in harmony while he lived, and de

parted the island together. A race of human butchers in all

probability succeeded him , who introduced blood and slaughter

amongthe unoffending natives, and suffered their footstepsto be

marked with desolationand carnage. The efforts of genius, and

displays of superior abilities, which might have guarantied their

pretensions to fame and honour, have been sullied with acts of

inhumanity, and they are only remembered to be detested by

mankind.

But though in conjunction with Herrara and others among

the early writers, and Mr. Edwards among the moderns, we

have joined in bestowing the tribute of praise on the humanity

of Esquivel, this sentiment is by no means universal. The

earlierwriters, it is true , have spoken strongly in his favour,

and they have selected him out as an exception to his country

men with whom on other occasions he acted in concert.

But a very different account of this first Spanish governor of
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Jamaica is given by the Abbé Raynal in his history ofthe set

tlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and West In

dies ; for that author asserts (vol. v . p . 26. ) that Don Diego

fixed the Spaniards at Jamaica in the following manner : “ În

1509, he sent thither seventy robbers from St.Domingo (His

paniola) under the command of Juan de Esquivel, and others

soon followed. It seemed as if they went over to this delightful

and peaceable island for no other purpose than to spill hu

man blood. Those barbarous wretches never sheathed their

swords : shile there was one native left to preserve the memory

of a numerous, good-natured, plain, and hospitable people.

It was happy forthe country that these uvurderers werenot to

supply their place . They had no inclination to multiply in any

island where no gold wasto be found. Their cruelty did not

answer the purpose of their avarice ; and the earth which they

had drenched with blood, seemed to refuse her assistance to

second the barbarous efforts they made to fix there. All the

settlements raised upon the ashes of the natives, were unsuc

cessful, when labour and despair had completed the destruction

of the few original inhabitants who had escaped the fury of the

first conquerors.

At this distant æra it is impossible to ascertain with abso-·

lute certainty which of these two opinions is founded upon

fact. Perhaps both have truthfor their origin, though they de

viate so materially from each other . The actions of antiquity are

frequently obscured through extraneous circumstances ; and

they impress our minds with opposite sensations, by being

transmitted to us through improper mediums. We seek after

truth in the abstract, withoutmaking sufficient allowances for

those tinges whichit receives in its passage to us, either through

the designing artifices of misrepresentation, or the colourings

of national ambition or party zeal.

Esquivel, whatever was his real character, continued in office

but 14 years, and was in all probabilitysucceeded inhis govern

ment by menwho hadbeen instructed in the bloody school of

Hispaniola. He had however laid the foundation of Seville

On opinions so discordant and various it is impossible to decide with ac

curacy and precision. The heterogeneous qualities which are occasionally

combined in thesame character, elude our researches, by destroying that ana

logy by which alone we can direct our course. The conduct of Esquivel to

wards Ojeda, evinces a generosity of soul which seems incompatible with that

inhumanity which appears in the pages of the Abbé Raynal.

It is not improbable that the menwhom he had taken with him , had wit

nessed the horrible devastations and inhumanities of Hispaniola, and had oc

casionally borne their parts in those scenes of blood ; and therefore might

have proceeded to some cruelties on their arrival at Jamaica, which it was not

in the power of Esquivel to restrain. But the early historians of these events

must be allowed to have been best acquainted with the facts under considerar

tion, and these speak in favour of Esquivel's humanity.

VOL. I. Ff
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Neuva , the first town that was built on the island, which plain

ly proves that desolation was not the primary object of his

views. He finished his life in the island that he had governed,

and was buried at the town which he had endeavoured to raise.

Esquivel was succeeded in the government by Francis de

Garay, who entered upon his office, and acted under Diego,

as deputy governor, in 1523. It is therefore highly probable

that the cruelties which Raynal ascribes to the government of

Esquivel, ought with more justice to be transferred to that of

Garay and his successors. A train of circumstances leads us to

adopt this opinion, and induces us to believe that those horrible

cruelties which were then ravaging and desolating Hispaniola

under Diego, were not extended to Jamaica during the go

vernment of Esquivel . The shortness of his government, and

his conduct towards Ojeda, are evidences in favour of this

sentiment ; and the testimony of Herrara and other writers

is another. The town which he had raised to some con

sideration, tends to strengthen the supposition ; and the

whole is confirmed by the condition in which Garay found

the island, when he succeeded to the government at Esquivels

death.

But whatever difference of sentiment may exist as to the per

sonal character of Esquivel, there is one point on which pub

lic opinion allows of no dissent ; and that is the extermination

of the natives of Jamaica. But fortunately for the Spanish

name, the massacres of Jamaica are less publicly known than

those of Hispaniola. The actions which administered the fate

of the natives, are covered with darkness, and have only ren

dered themselves visible by the effects which could not be 'con

cealed .

The original number of these unhappy victims has been es

timated on the lowest computation at 60,000 , who in less than

half a century were either totally destroyed by the unfeeling

Spaniards, or obliged to adopt such measures, through Spanish

cruelty, as terminated in their death. The observations which

have been quoted from the Abbé Raynal, above, are without

all doubt perfectly applicable to the conduct of Spain, and to

the fate of the natives ; though, I believe , they are erroneously

applied to the person and government of Esquivel.

It is more than probable , from a variety of accounts and cir

cumstances, that the infant town of Seville Neuva which was

begun by Esquivel, was never finished ; but that, through some

hidden causewhich has hitherto been concealed , it was aban

doned on a sudden while in the zenith of its growing prospe

rity ; and certain it is, that another town was soon afterwards

built to supply this deficiency. The ruins of the abandoned
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town which have been occasionally inspected, discovered evi

dent marks of unfinished grandeur ; and the magnificent deso

lation which it presented to Sir Hans Sloanein 1688, not only

disclosed to him that the design was noble, but that the work .

manship was exquisite and superb. We are furthermore assured

from his works, that many hewn stones which had been evidenta

ly designed for the cathedral or some other public building, ap

peared among the ruins not as parts either of broken arches or

of grandeur falling a prey to the progress of time, but as parts

which had been prepared for some station in the building, which

they never occupied ; and therefore this town must have been

abandoned on asudden, and suffered to fall into decay, while

no satisfactory reason is assigned for such an unprecedented

deed.

These facts, in conjunction with a variety of corroborating

circumstances, have given rise to a tradition of which the fol

lowing is the substance : That after the death of Esquivel, those

who succeeded him in the government of Jamaica, entered

upon the office under the influence of different motives from

Esquivel; and totally losing sight of his views, abandoned his

designs. The engagements into which they entered , and the

plans which they pursued, wore a different aspect towards the

Indians . They were plans and modes of conduct which obliged

the Indians to feel the oppressions of injustice ; but they were

only preludes to those greater severities which were reserved in

store , anddestined at last to sweep them indiscriminately from

the face of the earth .

The Indians, finding themselves obliged to groan beneath

burdens to which they had not been accustomed, and which

they were unable to bear, grew desperate through their mi

series ; and gathering resolution from despair, revolted on

a sudden from their oppressive invaders, and took up arms

against them. A circumstance so unexpected , could not fail

to alarm the Spaniards, who immediately taking measures

to subdue them, brought the whole country into a state of

war . In this commotion the Spaniards had to rely upon their

superior discipline and arms, and the Indians upon their num

bers. The conflicts between them were many and dreadful ;

they were attended with various successes ; andeach party be

came occasionally the subject of victory and defeat. În some

one or other of these battles, it is mostgenerally believed that

the Spaniards were not only defeated, but totally cut off ; and

the unfinished town of Seville either destroyed or reduced to a

heap of ruins.

Such is the tradition which prevails in the island to the pre

sent day , which it must be acknowledged is not only probable
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in itself, but is supported by much collateral evidence. That

the town of Seville was most certainly abandoned by all its in

habitants, and that suddenly, its appearance to Sir Hans Sloane

confirms in the fullest manner. And we must do violence to

our judgments to suppose that this took place without some ade

quate cause , however much that cause may be concealed .

The Spanish historians, to account for the sudden defalcation

which is too obvious to be unknown, and too suspicious to be

passed over in silence by mankind, point out to the world ano

ther cause. They tell us that the town of Seville was destroyed

by myriads of ants. Oviedo says that in 1519 and the two fol

lowing years, innumerable swarms of these insects had nearly

depopulated the vast island of Hispaniola, and reduced it to a

most deplorable condition . And some of the Spanish planters

who had retired to the island of Cuba, assign the same reason

for quitting Jamaica , or at least for the abandoning of the town

of Seville , which was much about the same time. Sir Hans

Sloane observes that they related, that these insects, like swarms

of locusts, had ravaged the island, and destroyed the vegetable

provisions which were raising for their subsistence against the

future year : and that as the town was incommodiously situated

for commercial purposes, they quitted it after this catastrophe,

and laid the foundation of their future capital on a more advan

tageous spot.

These reasons might have been satisfactory, if the town had

been abandoned by slow and imperceptible degrees ; but they

seem insufficient to account for that sudden departure or exci

sion of the inhabitants, which the ruins evidently exhibited to

Sir Hans Sloane, who inspected them so late as 1688. Nothing

but some great and instant emergency could have occasioned

the abrupt departure of the inhabitants ; an emergency which

we can hardly conceivethatants were capable of occasioning.

Admittingthe fact, that the inhabitants were suddenly cutoff

by the Indians, the reasons why such a catastrophe should be

concealed, are sufficiently obvious . It was a calamity which was

connected with circumstances of ferocity on their part ; and a

relation of facts which would have brought to light these hid

den scenes of iniquity, was not to be expected from men , who

by the relations of Las Casas and others were sinking in theeyes

of Europe under a load of infamy which the deeds of Hispa

niola and of South America had heaped upon them. The fate

of their countrymen , and the concealed occasions which led

them to it , they have therefore consigned to oblivion , leaving

to posterity nothing but circumstances which could not be hida

den , to guide them in their inquiries , and to assist them in

their attempts to rescue these tragedies from the shade.
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That the town of Seville Neuva was thus suddenly depopu

lated, will admit of no kind of doubt ; it is a fact which is sup

ported by such circumstances as cannot be disputed. But ad

mitting it to have been occasioned , as we have supposed , by

some violent onset of the Indians, the period in which it hap

pened is another point into which we may inquire . And even

this point, though placed so remotely from us, is nevertheless

susceptible of probable and circumstantial evidence . And this,

on a point involved in so much darkness, is the utmost that in

this distant ära we have any reason to expect.

It is a well known fact, that this town was in a flourishingcon

dition on the death of Esquivel, which happened either in 1522

or 1523 ; and it is known with equal certainty , that it was aban

doned and destroyed before the death of Diego Columbus,

which took place either in 1525 or 1526 ; because he had laid

the foundation of St. Jago de la Vega, another town'which was

destined to supply the place of Seville. The event, then, about

which we inquire, is reduced to a narrow compass of about

3 or 4 years.

It stands on the records of those days, that Garay, who suc

ceeded Esquivelin the government of Jamaica, fitted out an ex

pedition immediately after his accession , for the conquest of

Panuco, a territory on the continent of America ; which place

had been previously ravaged by Cortez, and subjected by him

to the crown of Spain, but of which Garay was totally unap

prised.

This expedition , which was fitted out in 1523, consisted of

nine ships and two brigantines, on board of which were em

barked 850 Spaniards, nearly 150 horses, and a considerable

number of native Indians. The forces thus embarked in this

expedition, sufficiently evidence that considerable improvements

had been made in the state of the island in the days of Esqui

vel ; that it was rapidly advancing in strength , that his atten

tion had been directed towards those objects which ought to em

ploy the mind of a commander and governor, and consequent

ly that his conduct appears from these circumstances to have

been humane.

When we thus take a survey of the expedition of Garay, and

consider the force which sailed with him from the island, we

may rest ourselves assured that internal tranquillity prevailed

through every part of it . Asa commander and governor of the

island, common prudence would not have permitted him to em

bark , if any kind of commotion existed, or if any symptoms of

revolt appeared. We may be fully satisfied, that every thing was

apparently safe and in a state of tranquillity in 1523, at which

time Garay sailed for Panuco in America. It is therefore highly
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probable that immediately after the departure of Garay, the In

dians perceiving the forces of the island withdrawn, as well as

himself, seizedthe advantage of their absence, and revolted from

the Spaniards. The latter willing to bring them again into sub

jection, had recourse toarms, and were resisted by the Indians.

And being unequal to the task which they had undertaken in

the absence of Garay and the troops, they were not only totally

defeated, but finally cut off. These in all probability were the

real ants through which the town was for ever abandoned .

With this destruction of the Spaniards was connected the de

molition of their unfinished town, which from a growing capi

tal was reduced to a confused heap of solitary ruins ; and which

the Spaniards on their return did not like to repair. The de

molition of the town , andthe expense and trouble of rebuild

ing it, might have operated upon them so far as to induce them

to seek after a place more commodious for their purposes ; and

this might have led them to the spot on which St. Jago de la

Vega was afterwards founded.

Oviedo relates, that in the month of December 1522 a ge

neral insurrection of the Indians took place in Hispaniola, which

was, after some time, quelled by Diego Columbus. And he

furthermore observes, that as soon as tranquillity was restored

to that island , and established in it, he repaired to Jamaica to

take upon himself the government of that island in the absence

of Garay. It is therefore not improbable that the insurrection of

the Indians of Hispaniola in December 1522, might have reach

ed the knowledge of the Jamaica Indians early in 1523, and

that the revolt among them took place immediately after the

embarkation which happened the same year ; and that Diego

Columbus might have repaired thither from Hispaniola, to take

upon himself the government, and to quell the insurrection

which had begunin that island. It is therefore highly pro

bable that the catastrophe of the Spaniards and of their new

town happened sometime in the year 1523 .

To what species of revenge the Spaniards resorted in conse

quence of this disaster, we areno where told, and in all pro

bability we shall never know, this side of eternity. But the

perpetration of cruelties which is connected with the Spanish

name, forbids us to relinquish our suspicions ; and a train of

mournful evidence inducesus to believe, that their conduct on

this occasion was marked with such acts of atrocity as stand al

most without a parallel, if we except the other atrocities of the

Spanish nation . But thedeedsthemselves are veiledin darkness,

and shut from the eyes ofmortals;the glimmerings of light which

we perceive, conduct us only to the abodes of murder, or the

depositories of famine ; we look with silent horror on the evi
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dences which we survey , and burn with indignation, and melt

with pity, while we contemplate the villanies and miseries of

mankind .

Between two and three hundred years have elapsed since the

perpetration of those deeds which we still contemplate with hor

ror ; but the marks of devastation and rapine have survived the

progress of departed years. The mountains to which the un

fortunate natives repaired to escape the weapons of their assas

sins, have preserved some awful relics oftheir sufferings. There

are caves in the mountains, which to this day present human

bones to the spectator, and involuntarily carry back his views

to the period of suffering, and excite emotions of compassion

in his breast. The skulls which have been discovered , among

these bones, are well known to be Indian by their unnatural

compression. And the bones themselves, as well as the caves in

which they are found, conspire to assure us, that the Indians

by retiring to these caverns for safety, only eluded the swords

of their inhuman invaders, to expire under the horrors of

famine.

Without entering farther into the merits of the contest bea

tween the Spanish and other historians, some of whom are

charged with exaggerating their relations of the unparalleled

cruelties and insatiable avarice of the Castillians ; whilst others

on slighter evidences endeavour to extenuate their horrid crimes ;

it may suffice to insert in this place one instance among many

which remain on record, of the early disposition of the Spa

niards to exercise unheard-of barbarities ; and a more recent

one, within the memory of our old men, that was committed

on the personof a British subject in the reign of his late ina

jesty George II.

The first is extracted from Bartholomew Las Casas, who af .

firms, “ that he once saw four or five principal Indians roasted

alive, at a slow fire ; and as the miserable victims poured forth

dreadful screams, which disturbed the commanding officer in

his afternoon slumbers, he sent an express order to strangle

them ; but the officer on guard would not obey the mandate,

but caused their mouths to be gagged , that their cries might not

be heard ; then he stirred up thefire with hisown hands, and

roasted them deliberately, till they all expired ; and he further

adds, that he knew thename of this inhuman officer, and was

acquainted with his relations at Seville.”

* This piece of finished inhumanity stands almost unrivalled in the black

catalogue of human crimes. The groans of human nature when in agonies ,

have sometimes disarmed brutality of its ferocity ; and the hand of violence

has been extended to relieve the sufferer from his pangs ; but perhaps this is
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The second will be found in the parliamentary debates in the

year 1739, when war was declared against Spain under the admi

nistration of Sir Robert Walpole, grounded chiefly on the vio

lation of the treaty of 1630. By that treaty the court of Spain

agreed to renounce in future their ill- founded claim to the sole

and exclusive right of navigating the American seas.

sequence of that claim they had expelled both the English and

French settlers from different islands in those seas ; but by this

treaty they stipulated that there should be peace, amity and friend

ship between the two crowns of Great Britain and Spain and their

respective subjects “ in all parts of the world;" thereby secur

ing to our countrymen the colonies they had settled and culti

vated at a great expense. Yet notwithstanding the express lan

guage of this treaty, such was the insolence and brutality of the

officers commanding the Spanish guarda -costas, that the com

mander of one of those armed vesseis came on board an Eng

lish merchant-ship, and , after rummaging the vessel for con

traband goods, without finding any , put the captain whose name

was Jenkins to the torture called the Bilboas, and then with un

feeling cruelty and without any provocation slit his nose, and

cut off one of his ears, telling him to carry it to the king of

England his master . Jenkins escaping the hands of these

wretches, preserved the ear in spirits in a phial, and exhibited

it in the course of his examination at the bar of the House of

Commons ; and being asked by one of themembers, what he

thought or expected when in the hands of such a barbarian, he

answered, “ I recommended my soul to God , and my cause to

my country :" * and his country took it up with the unanimous

approbation of every impartial and truly patriotic Briton , after

an unavailing opposition of a disgraceful minority. To sum up

the whole, in the precise and elegant language of Edwards, “ Of

their cruelties towards the subjects of foreign states, even such

as were forced on their coasts in distress , the instances were

the only instance, in which the shrieks of torture were ordered to be smo

thered, that they might not disturb the wretch who could slumber in the vici

nity of such groans. And perhaps also it is the only instance upon record,

in which such a piece of counterfeit humanity was ever defeated through the

inhumanity of a base subaltern , who chose rather to disobey orders, than to

deprive the dying victims of a single pang.

• “ These words (says Voltaire) expressed so naturally, excited a clamour

of compassion and indignation in the house. The people of London exclaimed

without doors- “ A free sea or a war."

Perhaps there never was more real rhetoric made use of, than in the Eng

lish parliament on this occasion ; and I doubt whether the premeditated ora

tions formerly pronouncedat Athens and at Rome on similar occasions, could

surpass the unpremeditated speeches of Sir Wm. Windham , Lord Carteret,

theminister Sir Robert Walpole, Lord Chesterfield , and Ms. Pulteney. "
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without number (prior to the conquest of Jamaica bythe Eng.

lish ; ) their treatment of the sailors was as barbarous and inhu

man as their pretences for seizing their ships were commonly

groundless and unjust. The very mercies of the Spaniards were

cruel ; for if in some first instances they forbore to inflict im

mediate death on their prisoners , they sentenced them to a worse

punishment, condemning them to work in the mines of

Mexico for life. ”

But to trace Spanish barbarity through all its windings, would

be a difficult, because it is an alınost endless task. The injus

tice and cruelty of that nation towards the subjects of Great

Britain and Ireland and other maritime states, and to which they

had hitherto submitted, though with reluctance, in almost every

part of the American seas, were too intolerable to be borne.

To secure therefore to the subjects of Great Britain and Ireland

a free passage through these seas to the settlements which had

been planted, was one great object of the treaty which was ra

tified between the two countries in 1630. But neither treaty,

nor that justice on which it was founded, was a sufficient secu

rity against Spanish depredations
. The treaty was calculated

to strengthenthe credulity of other countries in the fidelity of

Spain , while it lulled asleep suspicion , and opened the door

to that perfidious nation to carry on its enormities with ima

punity.

These practices, which their dread of the power and ven

geance ofCromwell, and of his valiant admirals and generals,

had caused themto suspend, were revived with redoubled fury

in the reign of Charles II. and continued to our own times.

The modern instances of inhumanity which have been ad

duced, and with which many pages might be filled , were we

inclined to select, are awful evidences of the insolence of power ,

when it seizes the helm and triumphs over justice. And we

learn from what we see, how to estimate what we have not seen .

The enormities which have been practised upon the civilized

states and nations of Europe, are sufficient to convince us how

extensively brutality may have been exercised towards those un

happy Indians, who were alike unable to make reprisals and to

resist the force of the Spaniards.

In the conduct of these barbarians towards the subjects of

European states, the dread of retaliation might lay an embargo

on their thirst for blood ; but even here we perceive that it bade

defiance to justice, faith and honour. But among the Indians

who could neither avenge
their

wrongs, nor retaliate upon their

oppressors, brutality might revel in carnage without resistance

or controul. From the circumstances which are before us, we

VOL. I. Gg
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are prepared for every unfavourable impression which the actions

of that nation are able to make upon us .
Even in those cases

where the annals of their conquests have not been fully deve

loped , we are ready for every thing that is bloody and dread

ful. Our minds on such occasions divest darkness of her sha

dows, and penetrate in imaginationthose gloomy rcalities which

lie concealed. The very silence of their histories on such sub

jects seems to echo with groans, and obscurities teem with hor

ror. The convulsions of nature awaken our sympathetic feel

ings ; we lament with the ideal sufferer, and the conduct of

Spain, so far as we can trace her actions, justifies the imaginary

woe.

But it is needless to create unreal scenes of devastation and

horror, when so many that have unhappily existed, swarm

around us. The cruelties which we havenoticed in the second

chapter, which were practised upon the natives of Hispaniola ;

the Indians whom Las Casas says he saw roasted alive before a

slow fire; the barbarities which were committed in Jamaica, and

afterward continued toward the states of Europe, discover to

us an inhumanity of character, at which our feelings revolt,

and which for the honour of mankind we would fain hope is

peculiarly their own.

But it is time to quit these painful reflections, and to return to

the history of the island which we have under consideration .

The triumphs of injustice we must leave to God. They are

permitted by him for reasons which are inscrutable to us in the

present state; and perhaps are so nicely interwoven with the

vast designs of Providence, that our faculties are not acute

enough to trace the reasons, if they were to be revealed . We

must therefore be content to wait with patience till the day of

eternity, when this universe shall be swept aside.

The fate of Seville Neuva, which was either destroyed, before

it was finished , by an insurrection of the natives, who defeated

and entirely cut off the Spaniards; or was abandoned by the

latter, who were obliged to take refuge in Cuba, their planta

tions being suddenly destroyed by innumerable swarms of ants,

as we have already noticed ; gave being to thetown of St. Jago

de la Vega, nowcalled Spanish Town, which is the present

seat of government. St. Jago was founded according to tradi

tion by Diego Columbus, on his return from Spain with en

larged powers about the year 1520 ; and this new capital had

increased so rapidly in the course of twenty years after the death

of Diego, which happened in the year 1525, that it was thought

of such consequence as to give the title of Marquis to Don

*Lewis Columbus the eldest son and heir of Diego. This title

1
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for

was conferred on him by the renowned emperor of the West

and king of Spain, Charles V. who at the same time granted

to him , his heirs and successors , the perpetual sovereignty of

the whole island as an hereditary fief of the crown of Castile.

But neither the title of Marquis, which was thus bestowed

on the heir of Diego, nor the perpetual sovereignty of the

island which was thus confirmed, was the result of generosity

or the offspring of justice. It was purchased by Lewis at an

exorbitant price, and became hislotas the award of compro

mise whichwas to bar all future claims.

At the time of his father's death , Lewis was in his minority ,

and unable either to comprehend or demand his rights. He was

treated by the emperor with the utmost respectability. He was

acknowledged by him as hereditary viceroy and high admiral of

the West Indies, and had revenues fixed upon him of consider

able amount. As Lewis approached towards manhood, he be .

came acquainted with his father's claims which he had inherited

as the heir of Columbus. They were founded originally upon

grants from the king of Spain, had been recognized by the

council of Seville, had been inherited in part by the father of

Lewis , and were yet unrevoked .

Armed with these claims he applied to the emperor a ra

tification of them in his own person, which the emperor abso .

lutely refused.
Stimulated by his father's example, and ani,

mated by his successes, he instituted a legal process against his

sovereign for the recovery of those rights which had been pur ,

chased by his grandfather, and which his father had more or less

enjoyed .' But the times in which he lived had assumed a dif

ferent aspect, and the issue of his process appeared involved in

doubt. Whether Lewis was apprehensive of the final issue,

or that integrity had forsaken the seat in which his father had

sought justice and found redress, are points which we have not

sufficient information to ascertain . It seems however highly

probable that a legal decision never took place, butthat he ac

cepted the honorary title and circumscribed jurisdiction and

emolument which we have stated above, by way of compromise

with the emperor ; and surrendered to him his vast pretensions

to riches and dominion in the New World.

What the precise ideas of advantage and honour annexed to

these bequests made in the way of compromise were, perhaps

it is hardly possible to know . We may rest assured that they

were of a verylimited nature, when compared with what he sur

rendered ; and it also appears by this compromise, that he re

linquished all claims to the adjacent islands, as well as to the

family possessionson the continental shores.
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The impulse of generous justice, which had warmed the boo

som of Ferdinand when the grants were first obtained by Co

lumbus, had gradually submitted to the eloquence of avarice

and ambition ; and the same power which had been exerted to

rob the natives, was now employed to plunder the offspring of

Columbus.

The Marquis de la Vega (who was also styled Duke of Ve

ragua) and his two brothers, dying without male issue, and

their only sister Isabella Columbus becoming the sole heiress

of thefamily, and marrying the Count de Gelvez a Portuguese

nobleman of the house of Braganza, her hereditary rightswere

by this alliance transferred to that family, some branches of

which continued in possession of the island of Jamaica till the

year 1640. But at this time, according to Edwards, these rights

reverted back to the crown ofSpain by forfeiture, in consequence

of the Portuguese revolution , which placed John I. (Duke of

Braganza) on the throne of that kingdom, who could not retain

them consistentlywith his new dignity as a feudal dependant

on the crown of Castile.

But while the sovereignty of Jamaica belonged to the house

of Braganza, several Portuguese families, principally of mer

chants who became adventurers, established themselves in this

new colony, and resided chiefly at St. Jago de la Vega then in a

state of progressive improvement.

But the alliance which had been formed at home, was produc

tive of discord and disturbances abroad. The Spaniards who

had previously settled inthe island, considered themselves as

subjects of the king of Spain ; and to him their views were

ultimately directed . The Portuguese they considered as intru

ders and rivals, who, upon precarious pretences, were no better

than innovators on their exclusive rights.

The Portuguese adventurers, on the other hand, founding

their claims upon the rights of Columbus, which hadbeen trans

ferred by the marriageof Isabella to the house of Braganza,

considered themselves as deriving their authority to settle in

that island from the family of Braganza which at that time pos

sessed the exclusive right of admitting settlers.

With views so various, and with interests which were some

times hostile to one another, it is natural to conceive that the

Spaniards and Portuguese were divided into two distinct parties,

who occasionally broke out into acts of violence which atlength

terminated in irreconcileable hatred towards each other. And

this was actually the case. Such was the jealousy of the Spaniards

and their subsequent rooted animosity, that perpetual quarrels

with the Portuguese settlers, and political dissentions, brought
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on á general neglect of cultivation ; andthis was followed by a

decline of commerce, the forerunner of depopulation. The in

habitants sunk in idleness and luxury, were content with living

upon the produce of a few plantations, and with selling the sur

plus beyond what was required for their own subsistence and

comfort, to the masters of any foreign ships that visited their

coasts. In fact, such was the unprosperous state of this new

capital, owing to the causes just recited , that Sir Anthony Shir

ley an English general, landed with a small force in the year

1796, the 38th of queen Elizabeth , and plundered the capital,

which was too much enfeebled by internal dissentions to make

much resistance .

During the time which had elapsed from its discovery to

this period, but little is known of the internal transactions of

Jamaica. No public traffic seemsto have been carried on to any

considerable extent: the inhabitants attending only to their local

conveniences, secluded themselves from the notice of Europe ;

so that Jamaica during this course of years had hardly obtained

the notice of history.

The extermination of the natives occupied their first atten

tion , and this they soon accomplished. They were expert at

murder, but were not so sedulous to supply the places of those

whom they had destroyed . The habitual laziness of a people,

whose sanguinary dispositions led them to despise industry,

must have perpetuated the condition of the island in the same

uncultivated state in which it was in general found, when they

wrested it from the original inhabitants. The island had ob

tained new masters, but it had scarcely undergone any other

change. It had been drenched with the blood of thousands,

to whose expiring groans the mountains had echoed, and

with which the caverns had resounded ; but its fertility

.was suffered to waste in useless exuberance, and in the

production of those noxious weeds which seemed at once to

reproach them with their indolence , and punish them for their

crimes.

The town of St. Jago de la Vegaseems alone to have survived

the ravages of time, and to have afforded them shelter from the

heats and rains of the tropical year. A few solitary plantations

which were badly cultivated in its vicinity, seem to have bound

ed their agriculture. From this source they drew what the

tointies of nature did not spontaneously yield, and this consti

tuted a great part of their domestic trade. The surplus of the

productions they sold to such vessels as occasionally touched

upon their coasts, and in this consisted their commerce with

other portions of the world. Whatever towns the early Spa
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niards might have raised, this was the only one that could pro

vide for its own continuance . The others were either deserted

in an unfinished state, or abandoned through the want of inha

bitants to occupy the houses which had been built.

Such was the state of the Spaniards in Jamaica, when Sir

Anthony Shirley, in 1598 , landed upon their shores. Nor was

the condition either of the inhabitants or the country benefited

by the progress of time or the improvement of the arts, when it

was again revisited by the English about forty years afterwards.

It is true, they were roused from thatextreme lethargy in

which they were involved on the arrival of Shirley, and inpro

portion to their numbers made a formidable resistance ; but the

country exhibited a scene of wild fertility, unsubdued by cul

tivation and unimproved by art .

TheSpaniards arrogating to themselves the exclusive right of

navigating the American seas, considered every nation of Eu

rope that sent ships into these parts, as unjustly interfering with

their prerogatives; and in consequence of that false assumption

committed depredationswith impunity. Depredation provoked

resistance, and resistance led to retaliation. Our nation was oe

casionally able to withstand their power ; we made reprisals

upon the ocean , and occasionally invaded their insular posses

sions. It was on this ground that Sir Anthony Shirley made

his descent upon Jamaica in 1596, as we have already related,

and found the island and its inl.abitants in that situation which

has been described .

The continuance of these unjust actions, on the part of

Spain, provoked the resentment of our nation ſa second time

about the year 1636, in which the townof St. Jago was attack

ed and pillaged of all its valuables, after a severe contest in

which many of each party lost their lives . About this time, the

Spaniards having committed some depredations on our settle

ments in the Windward Islands ; Colonel Jackson an intrepid

English officer in the service of the misguided and unfortu

nate Charles I. sailed from one of the islands on an expe

dition against Jamaica, and, after an obstinate battle at Pas

sage Fort, defeated the garrison. He then entered St. Jago

dela Vega sword in hand, pillaged the town, and received a

considerable sum of money in consideration of not setting

fire to the houses ; after which he re -embarked with his booty

uninolested .

That the colony in Jamaica began from this period gradually

to decline, maybe naturally conceived from the calamity of pii

lage which under Colonel Jackson it was obliged to sustain.

The colond having taken from them every thing valuable which
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lay within his reach , and extorted from them thetreasure which

they had concealed , to spare their habitations, the Spaniards

were not in a condition to repair their losses. They had no

commerce to command an influx of wealth , and their lands

were in an uncultivated state. These circumstances sufficiently

account for the state in which it was found about 19 years af

terward, when under Cromwell it was finally attackedby Penn

and Venables, and annexed to the British dominions .

Cromwell, when he had totally defeated the royal party, had

leisure to turn his attention to the treatment which England,

while labouring under her internal convulsions, had received

from foreign states. In the conduct of Spain hesawa long list

of enormities which had been practised upon British subjects

through a series of years, whichwere too notorious to be doubt

ful, and too flagrant to be overlooked. Spain had taken an

advantage of thecivil dissentions of our country, and conduct

ed herself during these internal troubles with a species of

haughtiness and cruelty which was peculiarly her own. But she

had taken care to make these acts of violence only in distant

regions of the globe. At home all was tranquil and harmoni

ous ; the treaty of amity and conduct which subsisted between

the two nations, was strictly observed in Europe ; but in the

new hemisphere the conduct of Spain put on a different aspect.

Her perfidy had increased while we were embroiled in war, and

hitherto had been suffered to pass on with impunity.

But the moment had now arrived, in which Spain was to be

called to an account for the atrocities which she had committed

in direct opposition to an existing treaty. By this treaty it had

been stipulated that there shouldbe peace, amityand friendship,

between the two crowns and their respective subjects in all parts

of the world . It had been strictly observed at home, but it had

been violated abroad ; and Cromwell convinced of the perfidy

of Spain, demanded satisfaction for the past, and security for

the future.

The Spanish ambassador, in the mean while , paid his court

to Cromwell, and endeavoured to divert him from these mea

sures, which threatened an impending and tempestuous storm .

He congratulated Cromwell on his elevation to the protectorate ,

“ and assured him of the friendship of his master, either in the

condition in which he then stood ; or if he would move a step

further, and take upon him the crown of England, that even in

that case his master would venture the crown of Spain to pro

tect him in it.” But Cromwell was too well acquainted with

the intrigues of statetobe divertedfrom his purpose, or to lose

sight of those depredations which Spain wished to conceal. To
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the renewal of union Cromwell had no objection : but he could

not admit it upon propositions so general and undefined, especi

ally while hehad before him a list of grievances which imperi

ously demanded redress.

Commissioners were however appointed by Cromwell to enter

into a negotiation with the ambassador on this business ; to de

fine the ground upon which the treaty of 1630 had been found

ed, and to elucidate such terms ashad been either wilfully

disregarded, or grossly misunderstood. Several meetings were

held on this occasion, and much argument on each side was

called into existence. The West Indies were the great object

of discussion. The treaty was produced. A long list of de

predations appeared , and satisfaction was demanded on our

part, as the only basis of a future and lasting peace.
The am

bassador was told that in contravention of that article which we

have already quoted, and whichby its express language pro

vided for the safety of the New World as well as the Old , the

Spaniards had been guilty of practices, which between civilized

nations were not justifiable even in times of war_ “ That the

English were treated by the Spaniards as enemies wherever they

were met in America, though sailing to and from their own

plantations. And it was insisted that satisfaction was to be

given in this , and a good foundation laid in those parts for the

future, between their respective subjects, or else there could be

no solid or lasting peace between the two states in Europe ."

This constituted the ground of the first complaint, and contained

the substance of the first demand . This wasfollowed by another

more local in its application ,but not less serious in its nature.

It related to the inquisition, from the authority of which Crom

well insisted that British subjects should be exempt.

To these questions the Spanish ambassador finally replied ,

“ that to ask a liberty from the inquisition , and free sailing in

the West Indies, was to ask his master's two eyes ; and that

nothing could be donein these points but according to the prac

tices of former times."

• The above observations are extracted from the state papers of Thurlow .

Hume has given the same account with some little variation , and with an ad

ditional circumstance. He relates that the Spanish ambassador in reply to the

demands which were made by the commissioners, whom Cromwell had ap

pointed, gave much offence : his words were “ that the Indian trade, and the

inquisition, were his master's two eyes; and that the protector insisted upon

.the putting out both of them at once.” The subscquent conduct of Crom

well seems indeed to correspond with this expression. Heimmediately fitted

out two fleets, one for the Mediterranean commanded by Blake, and another

'commanded by Penn for the West Indies. Brake cast anchor before Leghorn,

and obtained his deinands : he proceeded to Algiers, and compelled the dey
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Cromwell having received this as the final answer, did not

long remain in a state of indecision . Finding that neither

indemnity for the past, nor securityfor the future, was to be

obtained from Spain , he proceeded to chastise that insolence

which Spain had thus openly avowed, and to obtain for himself

that indemnity which Spain had refused to grant. The plan of

operations which he laid down, aimed at nothing less than

the subversion and appropriation of the Spanish commerce in

the New World. A large squadron was fitted out with all pos

sible expedition, the command of which was given to Penn.

On board of these ships were embarked 5000 men under the

command of Venables, which were to be joined by 5000 more

from the islands of Barbadoes and St. Christopher's.

With this formidable force they set sail for Hispaniola, the

conquest of which formed the great object of their enterprise

and hope. The town of St. Domingo, the only place of strength

on the island, became the first object of their attack, which they

hoped to carry by a sudden onset. The Spaniards, on the ap

proach of our troops, terrified at such a formidable assault,

were seized with a panic, deserted their habitations, and betook

themselves to the woods.

Our troops were imprudently landed from their ships nearly

thirty miles from the town, and were obliged to wander four

daysthrough pathless woods without guides, without provisions,

and, what was more intolerable in that sultry climate, without

water, or scarcely any other refreshment. The Spaniards,

in the mean while, recovering from the panic with which

they had been seized, and profiting by this injudicios

mode of conduct which our armyhad pursued , returned to their

habitations ; and equipping themselves for defence or active

operations, marched out to meet their invaders, and gave them

battle . Our soldiers, discouraged with the bad conduct of their

officers, pressed bythe enemy, and sinking beneath the cala

mities of hunger, thirst and fatigue, were but badly prepared ,

either to attack the Spaniards, or to withstand the force with

which they were assailed . Gasping with hunger, they were un

able to make any resistance ; they were prepared for slaughter,

and became an easy prey. An inconsiderable number of Spa

to make peace. He then sailed to Tunis, and having stated his demands, the

dey of that place bade him “ look to the castles of Porto Farino and Goletto,

and do his utmost.” Blake took him at his word. “ He drew his ships close

up to the castles, and tore them to pieces with his artillery. He then sent a

detachment of sailors into the harbour, in boats, and burned every ship that

lay there. This bold action , which its very temerity perhaps rendered safe ,

was executed with little loss , and illed all that part of the world with the re

nown of English valour. ” Hume’s History of England, vol . xi.

VOL . I. Hh
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niards routed the whole army, killed about 600 , and chased

the remaining part on board their ships.

Dispirited with these disasters, and dreading consequences

still more fatal, neither officers nor soldiers were willingto risk

another attempt. The Spaniards by that success which had

crowned their efforts against British valour, were flushed with

victory, and gained in courage what we had lost. On these

accounts it is more than probable, that had an attempt been

made a second time, it would have been attended with conse

quences to our troops even more fatal and disastrous than their

fears had magnified .

To make some atonement for this badly projected and im

prudently conducted expedition , Penn and Venables proceeded

to plan another, as well as to conduct it themselves. They

sailed from Hispaniola to Jamaica, pushed their enterprise with

vigour, and the island surrendered without a blow . Since that

period ( 1655 ) it has remained in the hands of our government,

has been cultivated with extraordinary success, and has raised

its consideration in the eyes of Europe.

The conquest of Jamaica was however at that time of little

account in the estimation of Cromwell, who had other objects

in view of a more extensive magnitude. Penn and Venables

on their return to England, were both committed to the tower ;

not for taking Jamaica, but because they had failed in their ex

pedition against Hispaniola .

It has been stated in a preceding page on the authority of

Raynal, that the population of Jamaica, when it fell into our

hands, “ consisted of about 1500 slaves, governed by as many

tyrants.” But Penn on his return to England in September

1655, when examined before the council of Cromwell, states

the number at twelve or fourteen hundred only,

cision of these accounts the reader must decide. Penn with

out all doubt had the best opportunity of ascertaining their

numbers, and yet it is possible from a variety of causes that his

statement may be incorrect.

All accounts howeveragree, that the Spaniards, after having

murdered the natives, visited the shores of Africa. They had

begun the mournful traffic of dealing in their fellow -creatures;

and the unhappy sons of Guinea had been forced to embark , to

people these distant islands, to labour for these destroyers of

mankind, and drag out a miserable existence amid the hard

ships of servitude and the lamentations of sorrow .

The Spanish settlement next in consequence to St. Jago, was

a : Port Caguay, the present Port Royal, which lies on the south

east side of the island . It was then only a village ; but was af

terwards improved into a very considerable town by our coun

On the pre
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trymen, and continued to enjoy great commercial prosperity

from its convenient situation. But at length, the inhabitants

were driven from it by atrain of unexampled calamities. They

were visited by repeated hurricanes , by earthquakes, and by a

dreadful fire; in consequence of which catastrophes, the new

town of Kingston was founded in 1693, and became the capital

of the county of Surry, so called after the name of Surry in

England, of which the particulars will be given in their proper

place. With respect to Port Royal, we have only to notice,

that it still retainspart of its former importance,as it is the har

bour for ships of war ; has a navy -yard, in which they can be

built if occasions require, and in which they are repaired and

refitted after damages sustained at sea. There are about two,

hundred houses in the town, fit for the reception of mariners,

of merchants, of tradesmen , and others connected with them .

It contains likewise a royal hospital for sick and wounded

officers, seamen , and soldiers ; and barracks for a regiment of

infantry. It is strongly fortified, and constantly maintained in

a proper state for defence in time of war, against anypowerful

enemy. A remarkable instance of local attachment to this place,

and at the same time of the wonderful preservation of the life

of one of its worthy inhabitants, (who, if the historical nar

ratives handed down to us of the general wickedness that per

vaded all ranks of the people be true, must have been in many

respects a modern Lot,) is inserted here as copied by Edwards

from a tomb-stone at Green -Bay near the remains of this once

flourishing town . It indeed merits communication to every

pious believer in the tender mereies of the Almighty Gover

nor of the universe .

“ Dieu SUR TOUT.

“ Here lies the body of Lewis Galdy Esq. who departed this

life at Port Royal, the 22d of December 1736, aged eighty. He

was born at Montpellier in France ; but left that country for his

religion, and came to settle in this island , where he was swal

lowed up in the great earthquake, in the year 1692 ; and by

the providence of God, was by another shock thrown into the

sea, and miraculously saved by swimming, until a boat took him

up. He lived many years after, in great reputation, beloved

by all who knew him , and much lamented at his death ."

• It is a branch of thatfashionable philosophy which disgraces rather than

embellishes the age in which we live, to deny altogether the providence of

God. But this sentiment, though its advocates are but too numerous, is too

daring to lay claim to universalcredit, and too fashionable to be in general
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disavowed. A middle path has therefore been struck out, in which the pro

vidence of God is not reasonably admitted, nor totally denied .

The advocates for this middle opinion, admit a general providence as they

term it , but utterly deny that which is particular, without once adverting to

the absurdities to whichsuch an opinion must necessarily lead. For it ought

to be considered, that between these two points there can be no medium. We

must either admit a particular providence, or we must deny the Divine inter
ference altogether.

A general providence must without all doubt be of general application. I

know of no other manner in which the term can be introduced . A general

providence which comprehends a whole, must necessarily include all the

parts of which that whole is composed ; and consequently must apply to the

parts individually as well as to the whole. If a general providence takes no

potice of any given individual part, neither can it take notice ofanother part

in the same situation ; and by the same mode of reasoning, the remarks may

be extended to every individualperson or thing over which a generalprovi

dence is supposed to extend . Can then that providence be of general appli

cation, which takes no cognizance of any one part to which it is supposed to

be applied ? Certainly this is impossible. The admission of a general pro

vidence must therefore include that which is particular, because it is impossi

ble that the former can exist without the latter. The two ideas, if they be two,

must stand or fall together. And thosewho admit a general providence, and

deny that which is particular, involve themselves in contradictions.
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CHAP. VI. .

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Condition of the island when captured — difficulties which our first

settlers had to encounter and surmount - prudent conduct and

excellent character of D’Oyley our first governor. Unsuccessful

attempt of Spain to recover the island - progress ofprosperity

under the direction of Lord Windsor - Jamaica enriched by the

spoils of the Buccaniers — character and depredations ofthose

pirates.

JAMAICA at the time of its capture was in a forlorn condi

tion. The internal parts were mountainous and useless, and

the shores presented little better than a desert that had never

been inhabited by man. In taking a circuit round the island ,

it is of little consequence in what part we begin . Cultivation

was confined to an inconsiderable portion ; and cattle which

were grown wild, inhabited all the rest. Theprogress ofyears

which had multiplied their numbers, had provided for their de

fence, by inclosing them in impenetrable forests, and instruct

ing them to ascend the mountains which had never been trod

den by the foot of man. The perpetual verdure which clothed

the surface of the island, provided for them an inexhaustible

source of pasturage, which knew no suspension through the

chills of winter, and which was never concealed by descending

snows.

The southern side of the island was alone occupied ; and the

inhabitants thereof, with but few exceptions, were confined to

a narrow spot. In estimating therefore the condition of the

island , it will be necessary to start from some particular point,

while we survey its shores and their contiguous lands. We will

therefore begin with Puerta de Esquivella, a place of consider

able note in ancient days.

Puerta de Esquivella ( Port Esquivel) so named in honour of

the first deputy governor of the island , under Diego Columbus,

was the harbour which received the Spanish galleons from the

Havannah, and where they put in through stress of weather , and

remained during the hurricanes. It is situated to the west

ward of Port Royal, and is now known by the name of Old

Harbour,-a tribute of respect which commemorates its ancient

reputation . From this place to Punto Negrillo , the most west
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erly point of the island, the whole of that great extent of coun

try , except a small hamlet named Oristan , remained unsettled,

though admirably adapted for cultivation. Returning eastward

to the north of PortRoyal, extensive savannas or plains over

run with horned cattle and horses, appeared to be almost desti

tute of human inhabitants ; for the only plantation existing in

this quarter, was that of a rich widow , who, according to Sir

Hans Sloane , had a considerable sugar-work at a place called

Hato de Liguany, a great number of negro slaves, and about

40,000 head of cattle in the adjacent savannas.

Most parts of the island abounded with horses and horned

cattle, which wandered at large over the extensive plains, with

out owners and without controul. The multitudes of cattle

which were found on the island, confirmed the opinion which has

uniformly prevailed as to the indolence of the Spaniards; and

the wildness which appeared in all of them, plainly proves that

no method had been taken to subdue their native fierceness. A

state of nature prevailed through the vegetable department ; the

animals which swarmed in all the country, participated of the

same common condition ; and the Spaniardswho were on the

island, exhibited signs of their approaching ruin. Industry had

but partially visited these abodes of fertility; necessity, and not

advantage, prompted the inhabitants to action. They knew

not the value of the island which they possessed ; and they had

made but little improvement of those parts which they had

selected for cultivation .

The northern coasts were totally uncultivated ; and that side

of the island presented only a wild desert of intermingled rocks,

forests and plains, from the eastern to the western extremities

of the land . From the best authorities we are likewise assured ,

that the Spaniards, in the long space of time they remained in

peaceable possession of this valuable colony, not less than one

hundred and fifty years, had not cultivated the hundredth part

oftheland whichwas best adapted to the purposes of produc

ing abundant crops of sugar , cotton, tobacco , rice, and other

profitable commodities for foreign commerce. The charac

teristic indolence of the Spanish nation was transported hither

from their native country : and the settlers, even when they

possessed such a number of negro slaves purchased or captur

ed from Africa, as nearly equalled their own population, con

tented themselves with raising such a quantity of food and other

produce as was sufficient for their domestic wants. Their only

articles of exportation were a small surplus of cocoa, hog’s-lard

and hides , which, with some provisions, they chiefly bartered

with the ships that occasionally put into their ports, for Euro
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pean manufactures, particularly for woollen and linen cloths

and hose .

Successive generations passed their days in gloomy languor,

enfeebled by sloth and depressed by poverty : and not having

either the conveniency orthe abilityto send their children to

Europe for elucation , they proceeded from one degree of de

generacy to another, and would probably, if we had not cap

tured the island , have met with a similar fate from their own

slaves, to that which the original natives fatally experienced

from their inhuman ancestors. *

But whatever was the condition of the inhabitants, or from

whomsoever they were descended , nothing can justify the sub

sequent conduct of Venables towards the Spaniards who had

surrendered upon certain express conditions, to which Venables

had bound himself to adhere.

Among other particulars it was expressly stipulated, “ first,

that all forts, ammunition and necessaries for war, and all kinds

of shipping in any of the harbours of the island, goods, wares,

merchandise, &c. should be delivered up to Venables, or whom

he should appoint, for the use of the protector of the common

wealth of England.

“ Secondly, that all the inhabitants of the island should have

their lives granted them . Those who liked to continue, should

remain peaceably there ; or, if they chose it, be transported to

New Spain with their apparel, books, papers, & c.

“ Thirdly, that all commissioners, officers, &c . should be

permitted to wear their poniards, rapiers , & c. And, fourthly,

that all such as continued in the island , should be entitled to

the privilege of enjoying their goods and properties, pro

vided theyconformed themselves to the laws which should be

established .” (See Barrow's Naval History, vol. i . p. 268.)

Previously to its being attacked , the real condition of this island was not

known either to Penn or Venables; and their failure before Hispaniola had in

duced them to act with the utmost precaution in this second expedition. Their

former ill success had tarnished their reputed glory, and a similar disaster be

fore Jamaica would have completely ruined their reputation.

It was on the third of May 1655, that general Venables issued among

his troops the following order, “That if any man through cowardice should

attempt to quit his station , or neglect his duty, the next person behind him

should immediately shoot him ; and in case that he should neglect to do it ,

the next in succession should shoot him ; and that in regular progression each

man should expose himself to the same punishment.” With these orders they

proceeded to attack the fort, which they carried ; and then to storm the

town of St. Jago. But the latter was unnecessary; The threats which

were used with the inhabitants, produced the desired effect; and a capitula

tion shortly ensued . No evil consequences seem to have followed the indis

creet direciions which Venables gave to his soldiers; which, if carried into

execution, might have been productive of the most fatal consequences.
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Cromwell's generals and the troops under their command be

gan their career in perfect conformity with these articles of

capitulation , and behaved with great generosity to the inhabi

tants . They were left in peaceable possession of their planta

tions , of their slaves , and of their personal property, with

liberty to remain on the island, and to continue the free exer

cise of their religion . But it was not long before civil dissen

tions rose to a considerable height between the conquerors and

their captive Roman Catholics; insomuch , that Venables, the

commander in chief of the republican forces, suddenly de

prived the planters of their slaves and effects ; arrested the

Spanish governor, who had surrendered the island under an

express stipulation of unmolested residence ; and forced him

and his friends to sign fresh articles, by which they reluctantly

agreed that all the Spaniards should quit the island. The rea

sons which urged Venables to adopt such severe measures, have

never been satisfactorily explained. Those shadows which fre

quently conceal injustice, seem to obscure his conduct, and

give us much reason to believe, that it did not arise from any

well-founded complaints against them.

The Spaniards, at once astonished and exasperated at this

flagrant act of perfidy, felt all the horrors of their situation .

The new articles, whatever they were, were such as forbade

their compliance ; but their situation was such as placed resist

ance beyond their reach, and they were obliged to submit.

Venables, in his letters to Cromwell, assigns no reasons for

his change of measures. He only observes in general terms,

e The Portuguese we hope to make good subjects of ; the

Spaniards we shall remove." This sudden transition took place

within one month from the time of their first surrender , and

holds out an awful lesson to assure mankind, that terms of ca

pitulation are too often held sacred no longer than while they

accord with the will of the conqueror .

But be these things as they may, certain it is that while the

better sort complied with this imperious injunction, numbers of

the poorer rank, having no relations nor friends, nor any other

country to which they could fly, betook themselves to the in

accessible mountains and impenetrable forests, determined to

perish in these inhospitable retreats, rather than submit to beg

their bread in a foreign clime : and many of their negro slaves

accompanying them , they made together a formidable corps of

concealed enemies to their unjust oppressors. Our commanders,

during the first year of their conquest, were obliged to keep

their troops constantly under arms and in military array, and to

enforce the strictest discipline . The negroes accustomed to a

savage life in their native land, and being delivered from all
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restraint, soon deserted the impoverished Spaniards ; and, im

pelled by hunger and their natural savage ferocity, murdered the

English wherever they found them in small parties exploring the

country either from motivesof curiosity or interest. They had

sometimes the temerity to fall upon the soldiers in their quar

ters suddenly in the night; and even at St. Jago, the capital,

they succeeded so far as to set fire to several houses; and in the

confusion to plunder and carry off a considerable booty in pro

visions and clothes. These depredations and cruel excesses

obliged the three commissioners whom Cromwell had sent out

to assist Penn and Venables, to subject the whole island for a

limited time to martial law .

The negroes thus driven, or absconding with some of their

original masters, to the mountains and forests of Jamaica, se

cured themselves by those impassable ramparts which nature had

provided for them in these solitary retreats. In these recesses

they found a mode of life congenial to their primitive views ;

and, after encountering those hardships which are inseparable

from all sudden changes, they subdued the inconveniences

which would have proved fatal to Europeans, and claimed for

themselves that independence which their original masters had

lost.

The progress of time which accomplishes events by slow and

imperceptible degrees, confirmed them in their notions, habi

tuated them to their mode of life, and considerably enlarged

their numbers. From this circumstance sprang the ferocious

Maroon negroes, who afterwards became so formidable to our

settlers. In their early state depredations were rather incidental

than customary ; but their excesses increased with their auga

mented powerand numbers, till a treaty between them and us

defined their rights,andacknowledged their independence. But

the circumstances of their case will best appear, when we come

to view them in a subsequent part of the history,

Nor were these theonly obstacles to the early establishment

of the island as one of our regular colonies. The state of pub

lic affairs at home contributed in some respects to the discords,

which followed close upon the emigrations from thence of per

sons of different religious persuasions and opposite political prin

ciples during the remainder of Cromwell's administration . Al

lowance being made for the partiality of a French historian ,

the Abbé Raynal's account ofthe first arrival and settlement of

the emigrants, whom Cromwell, desirous of peopling the island

with British subjects, invited and encouraged to repair to it

from Great Britain, Ireland, and New England, may be relied

on as approaching nearest to the truth ; our own historians of

these times being still more misled by party zeal,

VOL. I. Ii
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The army itself was formed of a heterogeneous mass .

a compound of royalists and republicans, men who hated each

other with the most invincible animosity, and who acted in con

(cert more from necessity than choice. They however accorded

with one another in the profligacy oftheir manners, in their

hope of conquest and general hatred of the Spanish name.

“ It is pretended (says Hume) that Cromwell was obliged to

hurry the soldiers on board when they first embarked on the

expedition , in order to prevent the execution of a conspiracy

which had been formed among them in favour of the exiled

family. The soldiers were therefuse of the whole army. The

forces enlisted in the West Indies were the most profligate of

mankind ; Penn and Venables were of incompatible tempers ;

the troops were not furnished with arms fit for such an expedi

tion, and their provisions were defective both in quality and

quantity.” . (History of England, p . 96. vol.xi.)

From this unfavourable picture our expectations of future

harmony cannot be raised to any considerable height ; and we

have more reason to be surprised at their success in the con

quest of Jamaica, than to be astonished at their failure before

Hispaniola. As there was a mixture of Irish Roman Catholics,

of members of the established church , and of Presbyterians,

the divisions, which had so long and so cruelly tormented the

contending parties at home, followed them beyond the seas.

One side insolently triumphed in the protectionof Cromwell,

who had been by their party exalted to the protectorship upon

the ruins of the throne : the other reliedon the governor of the

island, a royalist in his heart, though forced to bend to the

authority of Cromwell ; who, after a short suspension, conti

nued him in the office of governor, to which hehadsucceeded

by thecommand devolving on him after the return of Penn and

Venables to England .

The difficulties which D'Oyley the first governor had to en

counter, were of a most serious nature, and required a combina

tion of superior talents to preserve the distracted state from fall

ing to piecesby its intestine broils and that complication of dan

gers which threatened it with destruction . But these talents

happily met in the person of D'Oyley.

His armywas torn by political and religious animosities, and

the whole country was placed under military law. The Spani

ards were in a similar condition with the Portuguese. They

both viewed our countryinen with detestation . At the same

time multitudes of the negroes had revolted , and retired to the

mountains, from whence they had begun to issue in depredatory

excursions. The island in the mean while was in a compara

lively defenceless state, and lay open to the return of the Span
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niards who were scarcely expelled from their ancient habitations.

These, it was natural to expect, would report the condition of

the island, and invite their countrymen to recover it with the

sword.

But these dangers were not sufficient to shake the dauntless

spirit of D'Oyley.* They were difficulties to which he was

Though we have represented D'Oyley as actnally the first governor of

Jamaica, there are some circumstances connected with the fact, which ought

not to be passed over in silence . They are events of which the reader should

be apprised, that he may be able to reconcile this account with some relations

which appear superficially to have a ditierent aspect. Thus Mr. Edwards in.

troduces a seriesof movements between the departure of Penn and Venables

and the appointment of D'Oyley to thegovernment of the island. But Raynal

says, “chat Penn and Venables gave the command of the island to the wisest

of their men who happened to be the oldest oficer. Hisname was Dudley

(D'Oyley,) and he was a friend of the Stewarts." That Dudley here means

D'Oyley, is evident from the following particulars which are applicable to

D'Oýley, and to none but him . “ Twice (says Raynal) did Cromwell appoint

some of his own party in his stead , and twice did Dudleycome again .” This

was actually the case with D'Oyley; but the name of Dudley is quite unknown

in these early memoirs. And though there seemstobe a disagreement between

the accounts of Edwards and Raynal, yet their relations are easily reconcileable

with each other . The whole affair stands thus :

The island of Jamaica, for reasons which we have already assigned, was

placed under military law by Cromwell, in which state it continued until the

restoration of Charles II. After its capture, Cromwell sent out three men ,

Winslow , Serle, and Butler, in the character of commissioners, to act in con

cert with Penn and Venables who had subdued the island. These five me

constituted a kind of court of equity, and had in all probability the power of

deliberating on all affairs, and of softenin ; the rigours of martial severity.

They had not long been in this new situation, before Penn, Venables, and

Butler,without leave returned to England, leaving Winslow and Serle behind.

During their absence the command of the fleet devolved on admiral Goodson ,

and that of the army on general Fortescue. By this action of Penn , Venables,

and Butler, Winslow and Serle were deprived of the power of acting; and

nothing butmilitary law, operating in all its rigour, directed the island for

some time withoutany assuasive to mitigate its force.

On the arrival of Penn and Venables at home, they were committed to the

tower ; and major Sedgewicke was immediately dispatched to fill the vacancy

which Butler had made by his elopement. Sedgewicke reached Jamaica in

October 1655, but unfortunately found that both Winslow and Serle had fallen

victims to the climate or the diseases which ravaged the island .

Sedgewicke was now alone, and found himself in an unpleasant situation .

He felt much reluctance in acting without instructions from Cromwell, which

could not be obtained without a considerable delay, while the situation of the

island required a promptitude of exertion to which he found himself inadea

quate. In this predicament he summoned the principal officers, and after

some deliberation they drew up an instrument, by which they constituted

themselves a supreme executive council for transacting the important affairs of

the island, until some new instructions should reach them from home.

As military law had been established, and the command of the army on the

removal of Venables had devolved on major-general Fortescue, he was chosen

president of this executive council. In this state affairs continued to move for
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fully adequate. He was well acquainted with his resources, and

he knewhow to apply them for the preservation of the island ,

and the accommodation of those intestine commotions which

shook his army with a mutinous spirit. Though a royalist at

heart, his attachment to the real interests of his country rose

superior to the factions which embroiled his native home, and

he determined to defend the island to the last extremity against

all assaults.

He was however at present no more than a temporary gover

nor. The death of his superior officer since the departure of

Penn and Venables, had invested bim with his power, which he

had but little reason to expect that Cromwell would confirm .

His political principles were well known at home; they were

such as Cromwell hated ; and he had every reason to expect that

as soon as Cromwell knew the office to which he had been ex

alted, he should be immediately superseded. His apprehensions

did not deceive him.

Holding his government on this precarious tenure, and being

unable to attach stability to his power, his measures were re

tarded in their operations, and deprived of that vigour which

his intrepidity and talents so naturally inspired. In this state of

suspense he waited the arrival of dispatches from home, which

should either confirm him in his office, or dismiss him from it ;

and, confident of his own integrity, he felt a dignified resolu

tion to yield obedience to the mandate of Cromwell without

solicitude or remonstrance, though it should direct him to

resign .

Oliver, who well knew the political sentiments of the present

some time , till death that had before taken away Winslow and Serle, called

Fortescue to pay the debt of nature.

On the death of Fortescue the command of the army devolved on Edward

D'Oyley, who sustained prior to that period the rank ofcolonel, and was next

in command to Fortescue deceased . With the command of the army he also

took possession of the presidental chair, and continued in that office till he

was superseded by another officer from England , whose name was Brayne,
which is stated in the text .

of these minute particulars Raynal takes no notice. He only looks at

D'Oyley who continued some time in office ; was then superseded ; was again

reinstated , and finally confirmed by Cromwell potwithstanding his political

creed. In each of his exaltations his talents rendered him conspicuous ; and the

lustre which his actions diffused, so far eclipsed that of his predecessors, that

their names are almost forgotten , and their actions quite unknown . It was the

death of his superior officers that called him to the command, and his abilities

and unshaken integrity that confirmed him in it . And as D'Oyley was the first

man who shone in that office, or who was established in it by Cromwell,

though not the firsttime that he held it , he may with much propriety be called

the first governor of Jamaica.
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governor, would not place any confidence in him ; but sent out

a colonel Brayne, governor of Lachabar in Scotland, with a

regiment of infantry, to supersede him : this officer arrived

at Jamaica in the month of December 1656. He had not long

been in possession of his government, before he discovered that

the veteran troops who had captured the island under Penn and

Venables, as well as the majority of our settlers, were affec

tionately attached to D'Oyley, notDudley, as he is erroneously

named by Raynal ; and this mortifying circumstance, combined

with the unhealthy climate to new comers, and a failure of

provisions, as well as of money to pay his men, made him

weary of his station. He solicited soonafter for leave to return

home ; but before he could receive any answer, fell a victim to

his own improper management, in being too often blooded , as

a preventive against afever that was daily carrying off num

bers of his soldiers. He expired after a short residence of ten

months ; and the government once more as a matter of course

reverted to D'Oyley.

Cromwell, previously to the appointment of colonel Brayne,

had fixed in his mind a firm resolution to keep possession of the

island, to people it , and to use all exertions to call forth those

powers of the soil which the Spaniards had so much neglected .

Barbadoes and other of the Windward Islands were at that time

thickly peopled : he wrote therefore to the governor of Barba

does, commanding him to encourage a spirit of emigration

among the planters, and to prevail upon as many as possible

to remove to Jamaica, promising them at the same time an as

surance of lands and such other immunities as were best calcu

lated to excite and reward industrious enterprise. To New

England he dispatched an agent with similar proposals. And

to his son who then commanded his forces in Ireland, he gave

instructions to enlist if possible some thousands of both sexes,

who were young in
years, and were likely to apply themselves

to cultivation. To Scotland he held out the same temptation ,

and multitudes emigrated from every part. This influx of

people soon supplied the deficiencies which the articles of ca

pitulation had occasioned, and stocked the island with more

inhabitants than had pressed its shore since the extermination

of the natives .

D'Oyley, who again found himself invested with authority on

the death of Brayne, reluctantly took upon him the ungrateful

office pro tempore, till Cromwell's will and pleasure could be

known ; to whom he wrote upon this occasion a firm and manly

letter, breathing a spirit of noble resolution, and of gentle re

proach for the indignity he had suffered in being superseded.

To Fleetwood he more confidently expresses his desire to re
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sign. Happily for his country, his proposed resignation was not

accepted, though colonel Moore, an officer who had been sent

over at the beginning of the year 1657 with a regiment from

Ireland to reinforce governor Brayne, was then in the island ,

and was nominated in council to succeed him when D'Oyley's

dispatches were read. Fleetwood however was decidedly in fa

vour of D'Oyley. He was fully apprised of the extraordinary

talents for government, and superior military skill of this faith

ful servant of the public, who sought not for honours or riches,

but steadily adhered to the true interests of his native country,

without paying any regard to the person who was entrusted with

its executive power. At length Cromwell was brought over to

Fleetwood's opinion , and D'Oyley was confirmed in his govern

ment with tokens of the protector's approbation. This was a

critical juncture. The court of Spain had constantly meditated

a recapture of Jamaica, and had given secret orders to the gover

nors of Hispaniola and Cuba to watch the most favourable

opportunity for invading it with a formidable force, and to re

instate the exiled Spanish governor.

A train of circumstances, adverse to our interests, but highly

favourable to the expedition of the Spaniards, pointed out

to them the present as a most auspicious moment. It was a

period, which , if once neglected , might never more return ;

and they determined to avail themselves of our distresses, and

make a desperate effort.

The inhabitants of the island at this time were not only a

prey to faction , but almost the victims of fanzine. The soldiers,

whiose valour had captured the island, wished to return home ;

but instead of having their desires gratified, they begun to sus

pect that they were exiled for life. This excited among them

a spirit of discontent, which visibly increased , and led them to

the eve of muting and revolt.

The numerous inhabitants that had resorted thither, from

Scotland , from Ireland, from New England and Barbadoes,

were more than equal to the provisions with which they were

to be supplied. The bread and flour whichwere sent from

home, were frequently so much damaged by the length of the

voyage andthe heat of the climate, that the greater partbecame

unscrviceable ; and even the best extremely bad. Fresh provi

sions were always difficult and sometimes impossible to be

obtained .

On our first arrival, the island abounded in cattle, but they

had been slaughtered and destroyed with that wanton profusion

and barbarous prodigality which so often tread in the footsteps

of war , and associate with conquest . The anger of Omnipo

tence appeared to frown upon them , and threatened to punish
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them with that famine which their own profligacy had occa

sioned .

The principal commanders, anticipating the fatal issue which

was fast approaching, endeavoured to check the portentous evil,

before it fell upon them with all its horrors. They pointed out

to the soldiers their precarious reliance for a constant supply

from home, and endeavoured to awaken within them a sensi

bility of their danger, by referring to what was past , and by

teaching them to survey the scenes with which they were encir

cled . And from thesecircumstances they used every effort that

they thought might be available, to induce them to plant Indian

corn, cassavi, and pulse for their own subsistence , or to act as

an auxiliary to their precarious supplies. But entreaties were

unavailable. The soldiers refusedto regard the salutary admo

nitions of their officers, and persisted in the same lineof con

duct which had brought on the calamities which they felt.

From persuasion the commanding officers proceeded to adopt

compulsory measures ; but these were also rendered ineffectual.

The subalterns joined with the private soldiers, and absolutely

refused either to plant the ground, or to adopt the means re

commended for their own preservation. An inordinate attach

ment to their native land had produced this fatal delirium ; and

they imagined that in proportion to the increase of the expense

of supporting the island, Cromwell would feel inducements to

abandon the conquest which he had made. And so far did this

unreasonable infatuation prevail among them , that, instead of

assisting to procure the necessaries of life , they even rooted up

and destroyed those vegetable provisions which had been planted

by the Spaniards beforethey were driven from the island.

Sedgewicke, alarmed at the approaching famine, forwarded

lettersto Cromwell, in which he points out the enormities of

the soldiers, and the calamities which were impending. “ They

have destroyed,” says he, “ all sorts of provision and cattle.

Nothing but ruin attends them wherever they go . They will

neither dig nor plant , but are determined rather to starve than

work.” In the mean while, that famine which they dreaded, over

took them ; and those men who had wantonly destroyed some

thousands of cattle , were obliged to have recourse to snakes and

other vermin to supply their place.* The soldiers, driven by

On the state of the island at this period, Sloane, in his introduction to his

second volume, has the following passage: “ It hath been said , that lizards

were not eaten in Jamaica or the West Indies ; that is so notoriously false, that

the smaller sorts were the ordinary food of Mons. Surian, and, I think , of

Father Plumier of late years, as Father Labat tells us. All nations inhabiting

these parts of the world esteem them , as I was assured by the tirst planters of
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hunger, eagerly sought these noxious reptiles, which , with un

ripe fruits,constituted a considerable portion of their subsist -

ence , but brought on its attendant calamities.

Disease succeeded to famine, as prodigality had succeeded to

war. An epidemical distemper spread its ravages among them,

and swept off multitudes to an untimely grave. A dreadful

dysentery, which was strengthened by the poverty to which they

were reduced , carried off on an average, about 20 each day

during many weeks. It was a species of pestilence, which per

vaded all ranks, and Sedgewicke and Brayne at length became

victims to the fatal malady.

Such was the condition of the soldiers and other inhabitants

of this island, at a time when it was threatened with a revisit

from the Spaniards. But these circumstances led to an event

which established D’Oyley in the government, and concurred to

obtain for him the approbation ofCromwell, who by attending

to the advice of Fleetwood selected the only man that seemed

capable of securing the island in the midst of disease and com

motion, and of repelling the Spanish forces which were about to

invade their shores. D'Oyley, being now confirmed in the su

preme command by a formal commission which he had received

from Cromwell, felt himself at liberty to pursue his own plans

in this disastrous state of the island; and, from knowing the

designs of the Spaniards, of putting it in the best possible state

of defence .

Upon receiving his new commission , he however found him

self under a necessity of making an example of some malecon

tents whose plots had been timely discovered and frustrated.

The situation of the island was hazardous, and on this account

he never suffered the smallest breach of discipline to go unpu

nished. He always kept the balance even between the faction

he detested , and the party he secretly cherished. He excited

industry by his advice and by unwearied attention to the im

provement of the soil, and encouraged it by rewards. His au

thority was strengthened by his disinterested conduct . Being

content to live upon the produce of his own plantations, he

never could be prevailed on to accept a salary inaddition to his

military appointments as a general. In private life, he was plain

and simple; strictly economical in his domestic arrangements;

and easy and familiar in his manner and conversation. In his

official capacity, he was an intrepid warrior ; a firm and vigi

Jamaica — that they came into this custom under colonel D'Oyley, who was go

vernor there at the first settlement of the English , when provisions were

scarce ; and that they were then sold at a very dear rate in the common

markets. ” Introduction, p. 15.
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Success.

iant commander, and an able politician. Such was the charac

ter ofthis great man ; towhom the government at home con

signed the preservation of this rich colony, when the Spaniards

made their last powerful effort to recoverit.

The Spaniards, who had long meditated the recapture of the

island , were not altogether ignorant of its internal condition .

They had observed the vigorous exertions which Cromwell

had been making for its preservation ; they knew the mortality

that prevailed among the inhabitants, and the dissatisfaction of

the troops by whom alone the island could be defended with

The exertion which was made by Cromwell to preserve the

island, stimulated the Spaniards with fresh ardour to wrest it

from his hands. It awakened within them an idea of the im

portance of it , to which they had hitherto been insensible ; and

his resolution to defend , provoked their desire to attack . Cuba

was the spot where they had collected their forces, and from

whence they intended to embark. TheSpanish nation in Eu

rope, became interested in the issue of the expedition ; and

even Mexico was called upon to assist in the great exploit.

Those branches of the forces which were collected at Cuba,

being ready, sailed from that island, and, without meeting

with any accident, landed at Rio Nuevo, a small harbour or

the north side of Jamaica, with thirty companies of Spanish in

fantry, on the 8th of May 1658, just three years from the time

that it had been captured by Penn and Venables.

What their plans of operation were, it is not easy to know with

precision. Nodoubt they were extensive in their different parts,

from the methods which they adopted , and from the interest

which both Old and New Spain felt in the formidable enter

prise. It is probable from circumstances, that these compa

nies which commenced the invasion , had no conception of act

ing on the offensive, till they had sufficiently entrenched them

selves, so as to secure a retreat in case of a disaster; and that they

waited the arrival of considerable reinforcements from Mexico,

if not from Old Spain , before they would begin any formi

dable attack . Their present object appeared to be nothing more

than to secure the harbour by fortifications, and by that means

to open a free passage for their ships , which might occasionally

arrive with men , with ammunition or with stores. In the

mean 'while, the troops with which they were furnished, were

deemed sufficient for their defence, against any number of as

sailants with whom the island of Jamaica might be able to assault

them in this remote and unfrequented part.

In the full expectation of being able to keep possession of

VOL. I. Kk
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that part of the island, till they should receive reinforcements

fromthe viceroy of Mexico, they were supplied with provisions

for eight months, with ordnance and ammunition in great abun

dance, and with able engineers and proper workmen to build

strong fortifications. Don Christopher Salsi Arnoldo, the go.

vernor who surrendered to us the island in 1655, had the com

mand of this expedition ; and with it a promise from the king

of Spain to be reinstated and continued in his former office for

life, if he succeeded in his enterprise . But though D'Oyley had

been constantly on the alert, they eluded his vigilance, and he

did not receive information of the debarkation of the Spanish

army so early as might have been expected - not till twelve days

had elapsed after their landing. The necessary preparations for

attacking them being incomplete when he received the intelli

gence, occasioned a further delay, especially as he had to go round

by sea, which took up nearly two months; in which time Salsi

had entrenched his forces within a strong fortress erected on an

eminence commanding the entrance of the harbour.

D'Oyley, beloved by his troops , and dreaded by his enemies,

found himself at length in a condition to commence an attack

on his new invaders, and toattempt the dislodgment of an ene

my who became more formidable every day by the entrench

ments which were making and the fortifications which were

raised . His numbers were comparatively but small; many of

these were emaciated by sickness; and all were badly supplied

with such necessaries as were proper for their expedition . Con

fident howeverof his own personal abilities and courage, and of

the unconquerable valour of his troops, he repaired to the scene

of action with a degree of resolution which animates with per

severance, and flatterswith a prospect of success. The preser

vation or loss of the island depended upon the yictory or defeat

that awaited bim ; which the existence of circumstances obliged

him to hazard, however precarious it might be in its nature, or

uncertain in its issue. The stability of the enemy depended

upon his delay, and therefore not a moment was to be lost in

fruitless deliberations.

In this situation , and with a very inferior force consisting of

no more than seven hundred and fifty veteran troops, heap

proached the spot . The soldiers , by the superior generalship

of their commander and their own personal valour, took the

Spanish fortress by assault . In this conflict more than half of

the Spanish troops were cut off, and taken prisoners, and the

remainder with their general were obliged to make a precipitate

retreat to their ships, and escape to the Spanish colony at Cuba,

leaving behind them all their stores, ordnance, ammunition, and
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several pair of colours. And so complete was this victory, that

the Spaniards made no other attempt to recover this island open

ly by force of arms. The vanquished governor, however, clan

destinely landed some time after this signal defeat, and conceal

ed himself in the woods with a party of the old Spanish inhabi

tants , in the vain hope of maintaining his ground till succours

should arrive from the continent; but they were betrayed by

the negroes who had formerly been their slaves . These ne

groes, as the price of their emancipation, conducted some of

our troops to the places of their concealment, when many of the

Spaniards were put to the sword, and the remainder found

means to avoid the sanguine pursuit, and to get safe to Cuba .

Thepeaceable possession of the island being thus secured , its

internal improvement by the wise administration of this patri

otic governor, made a rapid progress. New plantations of

Indian corn , cassavi , tobacco, andcocoa, by their success in

yielding a considerable surplus for exportation, gave encourage

ment to new settlers ; and the increase of merchant ships , re

sorting to its ports, with European commodities which supplied

them with the conveniencies as well as the necessaries of life,

rendered their situation more comfortable ; it was the dawn of

more prosperous days ; it contributed to restore the health of

the soldiers, and gave an earnest of an extensive and profitable

foreign commerce.

D'Oyley survived Cromwell, and was continued in office by

Charles II. soon after his restoration , with enlarged powers ; for

by a commission bearing date the 13th of February 1661 , the

king not only appointed him chief governor of the island , but

authorized him to change the form of his government from a

military to a civil establishment ; to compose a council of state,

the members to be elected by the inhabitants being house

holders ; to appoint justices of the peace ; to open courts of

judicature ; and with the advice of the council to enact such

laws as the immediate exigencies and local circumstances of the

island might require. Thus wasThus was the foundation laid of that

regular system of civil government, which, not long after, was

firmly established like those of our other colonies, on the mo

del of the political constitution of the mother country. But

the first exertions of the newly elected council were confined

to a few temporary regulations, relative to the police, the ad

ministration of justice, and the finances, which were not yet

formed into a regular code of laws ; when the venerable gover

nor , full of years,and crowned with honour, solicited and obtain

ed his resignation , and the king appointed lord Windsor to be

his successor.
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Perhaps it is not in the power of language to add to the pa

negyric which the inflexible integrity of this able commander

demands from his country. He had the happy art which all

are ready to admire, but which few are able to attain , of pre

serving his dignity, and enforcing the most rigorous discipline

among his soldiers, without forfeiting their approbation, or ex

citing their discontent. Beloved and respected by them, they

placed the utmost confidence in his abilities; and they were

taught obedience rather from a sense of duty, than from a fear

of punishment or a prospect of reward.

He called into exertion the principles of industry by the unit

ed efforts of example and admonition , and the success which at.

tended these earlyperformances, at once stimulated to future ac

'tion, and broughtwith it its own reward. But nothing can place

his character in a more exalted light in a political view , than the

station which he firmly held while the storms of faction and

discord were ravaging and desolating the parent state. Crom

well and Charles Il. were alike convinced of his greatness ,

and our country to the present day stands indebted to that illus

trious man .

As a skilful general and a courageous warrior his conduct at

Rio Nuevo has given satisfactory proofs. To dislodgean enemy

who were deeply entrenched and strongly fortified, and who

consisted of more than double his own number, required na

less skill than courage : and the signal success which attended

him in this important enterprise, demonstrates that heposses

sed an eminent share of both. “ Few victories ( says Edwards)

have been more decisive ; nor does history furnish many exam

ples of greatermilitary skill and intrepidity than those which

were displayed bythe English on this occasion .” A man more

cowardly than D'Oyley, and less acquainted with military tactics

than he, would in all probability have been repulsed with con

siderable loss ; and the event would have been, that the Spa

niards would have regained the island, and drivenus from their

coasts. Awakened from their lethargy by their late disasters,

they would have watched us with vigilance, and have defended

themselves to the last extremity against any futureeffort which

we might have made to approach their shores. Happily how

ever for our country, the superior generalship and prowess

D'Oyley preclude these speculations. He obtained the island in

conjunction with other heroes, and held it amid the convulsions

which then agitated both the Old and the New World , and his

successors have kept possession of it ever since. In a word, he

seemed to have been a man exactly calculated to establish and

defend an infant colony , to subdue intestine commotions, and

of
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to repel external foes. And continuing in office till he might

with safety retire from the scene of action , he gladly resigned

his chargeinto the hands of lord Windsor bywhom hewas

succeeded .

The new governor carried with him a royal proclamation

which he published on his arrival, wherein , for the encourage

ment of the cultivation of the country , allotments of land were

offered to the settlers under such conditions as were customary

in other colonies belonging to the crown, with such further con

venient and suitable privileges and immunities as the grantees

should reasonably require . It likewise naturalized all the chil

dren of his majesty's English subjects born in Jamaica, in the

same manner as if they had been born in England, and held

forth , in a variety of forms, inducements which were at once

congenial to industry and population. From this æra, the pros

perity of the colony was secured by salutary regulations ; its

commerce began to flourish , and a considerable acquisition of

wealth was derived from the encouragement andprotection

given by the government at home to a set of adventurers called

Buccaniers. These adventurers fitted out private armed vessels,

and were furnished with letters of marque andreprisals against

the Spaniards at that time at war with us. These privateers

ravaged the coasts of Spanish America, captured several rich

Spanish ships, and repaired with their booty to Jamaica, where

they disposed of it to the greatest advantage, and enjoyed that

protection which they could not meet with in any other Ameri

can port. The opinionsof historical and political authors wide

ly differ respecting the character and conduct of these Bucca

niers. By some, they are accused of horrid murders and law

less rapine; while others contend that they were no more than

masters of privateers, such as we have known in latter times,

committing acts of desperate hostility on the declared enemies

of their country .

Whatever the origin, the conduct and real character of these

licensed marauders were, certain it is that they were a most ex

traordinary set of adventurers, who furnish us with such in

stances of desperate intrepidity and courage , as can hardly be

paralleled either in ancient or modern history.

The Buccaniers that have made such a conspicuous figure in

the history of the West Indies, may be considered as forming

two classes, one of which confined their depredations to the

land, and the other chiefly to the waters . Of the former of

these classes multitudes inhabited and infested St. Domingo.

They were collected together originally by the impulse of ne

cessity, and formed themselves into small clans for the sake of

conveniency and depredation .
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« The French colonies ( says Raynal*) were abandoned by a

great number of their inhabitants, who had been reduced to

the deepest despair from the necessity they were under of sub

mitting to the tyranny of exclusive privileges. These men pas

sionately fond of liberty, fled to the northern coast of St. Do

mingo, a place of refuge for many adventurers of their own

country , who had been driven out of St. Christopher's about

thirty years before. ” They had neither wives nor children ;

domestic concerns were transacted by themselves ; their proper

ty was in common among the branches of each clan , and the

survivor of his associates finally took all. As theft was un

known among them, they had no need of precaution , and they

had no laws which inflicted punishment on any delinquent.

If one clan wanted what another possessed , it was taken with

the greatest freedom ; nothing more was necessary than to give

a previous intimation of their intention ; or, if the real propri

etors were not at home, to go on their return , and give informa

tion against themselves. Such differences as happened among

them,were in general adjusted by friendly altercation , and all

parties seemed satisfied with the decision . But in particular

cases where obstinacy prevailed, fire -arms were called to their aid ,

and the death of oneparty could alonethen terminate the dis

pute. Yet even in this case , if the ball by which the deceased

fell, entered behind or at his side, it was considered as an act

of treachery ; the victor was declared an assassin , and imme

diately put to death.

The dress of these barbarous hermits corresponded with their

mode of life. A shirt which had been steeped in the blood of

some animal they had killed, and whichwas afterwards dried

and stiffened ; a pair oftrowsers still more filthy than the shirt ; a

hat without any brim, except a little flap before, which served

as a handle ; a pair of shoes but no stockings, constituted their

whole attire . Around their waists was tied a girdle made of

leather , to which they hung a short sabre and several knives ;

and the summit of their ambition reached no higher than to

have a gun which would carry a ball of an ounce weight, and

about twenty or thirty dogs.

Thus clothed, thus accoutred, and thus associated , they sal

lied out upon adventure. Their original employment was that

of hunting wild bulls, which having been originally brought to

The Abbé Raynal, speaking of the Euccaniers of St. Domingo, says,

they derived their appellation from drying the food on which they subsisted

in smoke, at a place of rendezvous called Buccano: and that they had adopted

this mode of preserving their food froin the savages, whose customs in many

particulars they strongly imitated.
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the island by the Spaniards, had so amazingly multiplied as

to infest the whole country. The bulls which they killed, they

immediately skinned . The hide was preserved for sale, but the

flesh was divided between the hunters and their dogs. The

flesh they seasoned with Jamaica pepper and the juice of orange.

They had no salt, and they ate no bread : their drink consisted

of nothing but water.

When a sufficient number of hides had been obtained to

justify the journey, they dispatched their goods to some fre

quented road, and disposed of them to the best advantage ; and

obtaining in return such articles as the mountains could not pro

duce ( chiefly arms and ammunition) they returned to their old

and their only employment.

The climate was the only enemy that these Buccaniers had to

fear. A slight fever suspended their excursions sometimes for

a few days ; but as their lives were temperate, and their bodies

were kept constantly in exercise , their attacks were transient,

and they soon recovered their wonted vigoùr ; and oftentimes

attained an age of which more temperate climates can rarely

boast.

The Spanish colonists who at first were so numerous in this

island, had dwindled by degrees, and become the prey of indo

lence and the derision of the Buccaniers. They had lost all

recollection of their departed greatness, and were forgotten by

the mother country. Every thing valuable was neglected; their

chief employment was to yawn in laziness, and that of their

slaves was to swing them in their hammocks.

The Buccaniers taking advantage of their situation and con

duct, proceeded occasionally fromhunting bulls to the hunting

of Spaniards ; and sometimes made havoc and devastation

among them. The Spaniards feelingly convinced of the ac

tivity and power of their new visitors, began to awake from

that lethargy which had so long drenched all their senses. To

recover that tranquillity which had been so often disturbed,

they invited from the continent and neighbouring islands some

troops to assist them in attacking the Buccaniers. In conse

quence of this invitation and request, multitudes repaired thi

ther, and immediately commenced war against the Buccaniers.

Numbers among them were murdered, as they wandered about

in small parties , and many were massacred in their huts in the

dead of night. Retaliation on their part was not wanting.. If

any one of their party was missing, the chace was suspended ,

and was renewed no more till he either returned, or his death

was revenged.

These partial hostilities however promised no kindof termi

nation to the nameless war which thus prevailed. The Bucca
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niers concentrated their forces, and were then able to make a

formidable opposition. The Spaniards continued their attacks,

and these freebooters continued their defence. They had been

warriors by profession , and scenes of blood were become too

familiar to them to impress their minds with those horrors,

which associate with the idea of murder. In the height of that

fury, which a sudden defeat sometimes produced, they sallied

forth with sanguinary resolution, and devoting every thing to

destruction , spared neither age nor sex . But to this mode of

warfare there appeared to be no end. It was a war which no

thing but extermination could finish , and of this there was but

little hope. The Spaniards in consequence of these prospects

before them, fixed a resolution to engage in one general chace,

and destroy all the wild bulls on the island. This project they

almost accomplished ; and the event was, that the Buccaniers

were obliged to quit the chace, and turn their attention to the

cultivationof land.

At this time these marauders disowning all European power

and laws, were in their turn disowned by those nations which

gave them birth . But this existed no longer than they conti

nued in a savage state. As soon as they had relinquished their

former mode of life, and fixed themselves in settled habitations,

and began to cultivate the adjacent lands, they felt no difficulty

in obtaining a national owner . France, who had previously dis .

claimed them , now began to view them in a different light.

In 1665 a governor was sent out to direct their movements.

He was aman qualified for his office, at once capable of con

trouling their ferocious spirits, and of instructing them in the

principles of honesty towards their neighbours and industry

among themselves. He took with him a number of women ,

whose profligacy of manners and licentiousness of behaviour

had made them the pests of their native land . They had ren

dered themselves by their infamy unworthy of a longer resi

dence in the Old World, and were now sent to try their for

tunes in the New. The Buccaniers were not offended at the

abandoned character which they imported ; they viewed them

in the light of an important acquisition, and selected from among

them associates, which co -operated with other causes to repress

that wandering disposition which had previously marked their

conduct. “ ido not desire you to give me an account of your

past conduct,” was the general observation of the Buccanier, to

the female who came to his lot. “ You did not then belong to

me. I therefore acquit you of what is past ; but you must give

me your word for the future, as you are now mine." Then

striking his hand on the barrel of his gun , he added , “ This

will revenge me of your breach of faith ; if you are false, this
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will be true to my aim .” Such were the origin , progress, de

predations, and final settlement of the Buccaniers , who confined

themselves to the island of St. Domingo. This band of local

adventurers, however , has excited but little notice , when com

pared with that which was formed for the purpose of ravaging

the seas . The depredatory exploits of these nautical plunderers

form a more conspicuous figure in the page of history, and

will continue in remembrance till the wealthwhich Spain drew

from the New World , and the crimes which she committed

there in procuring it , shall be buried in oblivion .

But it is not by writers of every description that the colour

ing of these adventurers has been drawn alike. The strong

impressions which the general character of human nature makes

upon our minds, give an occasional bias to our judgments when

we entertain no suspicions of our own integrity. But no co

louring can change the nature of truth. The instant we pene

trate the thin disguise which deluded for a moment, it drops

the mask , assumes its native hue, and exhibits a scene either

of beauty or deformity , or a strange intermixture of light and

shade. To soften the picture which has been given of these

banditti who enriched Jamaica with the spoils of piracy , the

general description of their character has been represented as

inaccurate ; and the mode of conduct pursued in times of war,

has been introduced to give sanction to the depredations which

they committed in times ofpeace. That these Buccaniers were

sometimes furnished with legal commissions, has never been

doubted ; but this circumstance has aggravated their crimes; for

they have been charged with continuing to act under their gua

rantee, when the period of their power was at an end ;—when

peace had superseded war, and they were nationally disowned.

The protection which they received from Charles II , has also .

been brought forward to palliate their enormities ; and the au

thority of Sir Wm. Beeston has been quoted to exempt them

from the charge of guilt, because his majesty had become a

joint partner in their adventures and their spoils. But these

appeals andapologies defeat the purposes for which they were

designed . The partnership which is asserted to have existed,

instead of exonerating the adventurous plunderers from the

charge of guilt, willextend the criminality of their deeds where

it was not intended to reach, and rather involve the monarch

in the crimes of his subjects, than make them innocent under

the authority of his name. It is , however, exceedingly necessary

that we make some allowance for the partiality of the represen

tations before us. They may have arisen from national preju

dices, from the power of habit, or froin those dictates of na

ture which incline us to draw a veil over the infirmities of the
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objects which we love. But truth remains invariably the same..

These fond attachments may be ranked among the pardonable

failings of human nature , and they show us that it is but a thin

partition which divides the historian from the man .

There are other writers however, equally enlightened, and

not more chargeable with national prejudices andattachments,

who have drawn the picture of Buccaniering in shades of a much

deeper dye. They have described the characters of these pro

fessional robbers in such colours as appear more congenial to

truth, and which cannot be reconciled with the partialities which

we reprehend .

The amazing influx of wealth which Spain had acquired .

from the discovery and conquest of the New World , dazzled

the eyes of Europe ; and awakened an earnest desire in the

neighbouring nations to share in the riches which Spain was .

then drawing from the mines of Hispaniola, and of Mexico.

The peace which at that period subsisted in Europe forbade

all national interference, but did not quench an insatiable

thirst for gold . The prospect of sudden aggrandisement sti

mulated individuals to embark in expeditions, in which the

sorceries of enriching themselves totally obscured the injustice

of their deeds . In these distant seas , which had hitherto been

frequented chiefly by the Spaniards, they had little to fear from

being detected by any other nation , and a Spanish vessel was a

desirable prize. "Desperadoes are to be found in every country,

who are always willing to sacrifice every thing to the shrine of

gold. These were ready to embark upon any desperate adven

ture, where distance promised to secure them from the hands

of justice , and gold and diamonds were the promised reward.

It was long before either the English had settled at Jamaica

or the French at St. Domingo, that some of these pirates

of both nations fitted out ships for their enterprises . These

Adventurers were called Buccaniers. Though springing from

different nations, without any kind of knowledge of each other,

they mutually agreed in one point, and that was to make de

predations upon the Spaniards. Their first effort was to drive

the Spaniards from the small island of Tortuga, which lies in the

vicinity of St. Domingo. In this attempt they succeeded , and

took particular care to fortify themselves against any attempt

which might be made to root them out . This was their place

of rendezvous, from whence they sallied in parties as occasion

inight require, against the Spaniards, whom they called the com

mon enemy.

Their numbers, though trilling and inconsiderable when they

were dispersed, became formidable when collected together,

especially as they were impelled by an arduous intrepidity, which
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could hardly be withstood . Like the Buccaniers whom we have

surveyed on theisland of St. Domingo, they formed themselves

into small parties in proportion to their numbers, consisting

sometimes of fifty, sometimes of a hundred, and sometimes of

one hundred and fifty men in each . A boat, sometimes of a

larger, and now and then of a smaller size, was at first their only

armament. In this they ventured on the remorseless deep, ex

posed to all the inclemencies of the weather, and watched both

day and night for the approach of prey.

Like the Charaibees whom we have surveyed in a former

chapter, these Buccaniers acknowledged no authority except in

time of battle. Confusion and disorder on all other occasions

reigned among them , and exposed them to all the evils which

are attendant upon anarchy. The apprehensions of want

awakened no solicitude, and the approach of danger excited

within them no fears . Thoughtless and improvident, they made

no provision for the future, and on thataccount they were fre

quently exposed to extremities through hunger and thirst,

which prudence and foresight would have totally prevented, but

against which no calamities could instruct them to prepare .

They were Europeans in a state of savage barbarity, with cou

rage broken loose from all restraint, and degenerated into bru

tal ferocity .

But in the midst of hunger and distress the appearance of a

vessel on their coast inspired them with new sensations. Their

former feelings rather added vigour to their exertions ; and

hunger and courage co -operating with the assurance of a

prize, produced a frenzy which it is difficult to describe. Their

situation left no room for deliberation . They proceeded to the

ship , and boarded her , if possible, immediately. The smallness

of their boats, and the dexterity of managing them, of which

they had made themselves completely masters, tended to pre

serve them in the midst of dangers , and expedited their success.

The prow of their boats theypresented to the porthole which

they had most to dread, and thisprow was armed with fusileers,

who directed their fire immediately into the porthole with such

exactness , that the experienced gunners were confounded , and

either killed, or driven from the gunswhich they ought to have

managed. If they succeeded in seizing the vessel with their

grappling irons, they instantly boarded ; and in such cases the

largest ship rarely escaped from their desperate fangs.

The inhumanities which Spain had practised upon the Indians

wherever they had obtained a conquest, were well known to

the Buccaniers, and this became a pretext for their own seve

rities. They considered it as an act ofjustice to commit depre

dations on a nation that had rendered herself infamous by her
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former conduct ; and this persuasion of remunerative justice

gave energy to their courage in the midst of the most daring .

exploits.

But though Spain was the avowed object of their plunder, it

is generally understood that the Buccaniers did not scrupulously

attend to the subjects of their hostility : “ In cases of extreme

necessity (says Raynal) they attacked the people of every na

tion , but fell upon the Spaniards at all times .' Against Spain

they seemed to have sworn an invincible hatred, and they view ,

ed the people of that nation as inhuman barbarians , whom they

thought it meritorious to destroy. And so far satisfied were

these men with the justice of their conduct, and the integrity of

their principles, that they embarked on their desperate expe

ditions under the full assurance of the protectionof Heaven,

The hand which held the dagger, was frequently lifted to God

in prayer for that success which they expected to find in the

encounter ; and homage to God accompanied the spoils which

they had acquired at the expense of human blood .

The ships which entered these seas from Europe, rarely held

out to them a temptation which could induce them to risk an

action : such merchandise in general met with an indifferent

market and a heavy sale . These desperadoes had higher game

in view. They were always on the alert, when vessels were re

turning from Mexico . The temptation then became too pow

erful to be resisted . The gold, the silver , the jewels , and other

valuable productions of the western continent, glittered with

a brilliancy which was irresistible, and impelled them headlong

on their prey .

A solitary ship was always sure to be attacked if seen ; and

attack and conquest were , with the Buccaniers , nearly synony

mous terms . The fleets, however, were in general too formie

dable to be atteinpted , while the Buccaniers had no larger ves,

sels than boats. But even then they followed them through

these seas, hung upon their rear , and sometimes traced them

beyond the Bahama Straits. In this pursuit, if foul weather , or

some other cause , had separated one of the ships from the fleet,

advantage was instantly taken of its situation ; it was at,

tacked , it was boarded, it was conquered , and conducted im

mediately to Tortuga, the depository of their spoils . “ The

Spaniards (says Raynal), who trembled at the approach of the

Buccaniers, whoni they called devils , instantly surrendered,

Quarter was granted when the cargo was a rich one ; if other

wise, all the prisoners were thrown into the sea . ”

By such acts of desperate resolution the Buccaniers soon ac

quired wealth , an acquisition to their forces and numbers,

and at length vessels of such considerable burden that the
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trade of Spain stood on a precarious footing. From solitary

boats the Buccaniers came to armed vessels ; and from single

vessels to small squadrons composed of ships which they had

taken in their expeditions ; which they fitted out for their own

purposes, and rendered formidable both by numberand force .

They were become the terror of the Spaniards , and the pests

of those seas . The nation at length became interested in the

Mexican and Peruvian trade , andships of war were fitted out

to sweep these pirates from the surface of the waves .

But this was a task more easily proposed in Europe, than ac

complished in America . The expeditions of the ships of war

werenot always attended with the success which theirprojectors

had fondly anticipated : they were sometimes obliged to yield to

superior courage but inferior force, and were covered with in

famy where they expected to meet renown.
Of this strange

but indubitable fact the following narrative affords a memora

ble instance.

Michael de Basco, Jonque, and Lawrence le Graff, well

known in the annals of Buccaniering, were cruising with three

small vessels off Carthagena, in hope of intercepting some rich

prizes which they confidently expected to sail. It was known

at Carthagena that these pirates were on the coast . Two men

of war were immediately ordered out of the harbour, with di

rections to take the Buccaniers , and bring them in either alive

or dead . The pirates no sooner knew of their intention, than,

instead of flying from them , they waited their arrival , and im

mediately commenced the attack . The action was dreadful.

The Buccaniers were victorious , and actually took possession of

the Spanish men of war. Those among the Spaniards who

survived the action , were soon afterwards sent on shore with

a letter of thanks to the governor for having sent them two such

excellent ships. At the same time they acquainted him , “ that

if he had any more ships to part with , theywould wait for them

about a fortnight ; but unless there was money on board, the

men were not to expect any quarter." Such was the courage,

and such the insolence, of these menn !

About the same time, fifty -five of these daring depredators,

who had entered the south seas , proceeded as far as California,

in expectation of booty ; but , having met with bad success, were

obliged to prosecute a voyage of nearly two thousand miles in a

canoe . They had returned as far as the straits of Magellan,

but had taken nothing. Exasperated at this disappointment,

and mortified at the recollection that they had been cruising

upon the coasts of the richest country in the world, only to

combat storms and encounter dangers, they formed the resolu

țion of returning again to Peru . They had obtaired some intel
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3igence that a vastly rich ship lay in the port of Auca or Yucag

which was valued at somemillions ; they proceeded thither,

made themselves masters of it , and immediately set sail in the

prize they had taken .

Another instance of daring intrepidity was exhibited by two

vessels commanded by Michael and Brouage. These men had

received information , that a very valuable cargo was then ship

ping at Carthagena in two foreign vessels , on purpose to elude

their vigilance . Stimulated both by hope and danger, they

went in pursuit, and found two Dutch ships laden with the

treasure . " They boarded and plundered them . The captain of

the Dutchman , finding himself pillaged by a force so much in

ferior to his own , toldMichael the Buccanier, that if he had

been alone, he would not have been so successful. « Let us

begin the fight again (replied Michael) , and my companion shall

only be spectatorof the engagement; but if I conquer you the

second time, I will not only have the gold and silver you carry

on board , but both of your ships into the bargain.” The

Dutchmentook care to refuse, while refusal was in their power ,

and immediately made off.

Another instance occurs in the case of one Peter Legrand,

a native of Dieppe. He had on board his vessel no more than

twenty -eight seamen , yet had the hardihood to attack the vice

admiral of the galleons. He drew his vessel along-side, threw

his men on board the galleon, and immediately sunk his own

ship. This daring action so alarmed the Spaniards, that, from

being astonished , they became intimidated , and were unable to

make any resistance. The captain of the galleons was engaged

in some play with his friend, and knewnot what had passed.

Legrand went to his cabin , and presented a pistol to his throat,

commanding him instantly to surrender, which was accordingly

done. Thecaptain and the greater part of his crew were then

landed on the nearest cape as an useless load , and only a few

sailors were kept to assist Legrand and his crew in managing

so large a ship.

These instances sufficiently evince the courage and uncon

querable resolution by which these men were actuated. Nu

merous instances might be adduced in addition to the above spe

cimens of Buccaniering courage ; but they vary only in cir

cumstances of valour. The same invincible spirit manifested

itself in all their actions ; and almost every enterprise was mark

ed with some new heroic deed.

The general place of rendezvous, we have already observed,

was the small island of Tortuga, which they had fortified

and made capable of repelling a considerable force. But this

place was only resorted to in early days. In process of tinę,
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when wars and treaties had made a new distribution of the

West India Islands, and Buccaniering became a legal trade

in Europe, these desperadoes sought out distant abodes. The

French resorted to St. Domingo , and the English carried the

produce of their plunder to Jamaica. The property thus acquir

ed at the hazard of their lives, was wasted by these adventurers

with a prodigality which knew no bounds. Licentiousness in all

its branches prevailed among them , till profusion conducted

them towant, and this pushed them on again to new adven

tures. In the mean while, the colonies acquired affluence at

the expense of Spain through the mediam of the Buccaniers ;

and engrossed that wealth which these adventurous robbers had

wasted , and which Spain had wrung from the pangs of the suf

fering natives. Thus the immense riches, which had been so

infamously stolen by the Spaniards, and of which in their turns

they had been robbed on the high seas by the Buccaniers, were

spent by these marauders in unexampled extravagance, and

served at last to enrich in part the island of Jamaica, which by

the force of arms we had wrested from the crown of Spain .

Thus men, who were occasionally enriched with several millions,

were reduced in a short time through their extreme profusion

to penury and want, being oftentimes destitute both of provi

sion and clothes.

The prodigality manifested by these infatuated plunderers,

could not fail to excite the notice and even the compassion of

those , who on the island were enriched by their spoils. They

were sometimes asked , while lavishing thousands, what satisfac

tion they could find in such riot and dissipation as then marked

their conduct ? and why they wasted with such extravagance

what they had earned with so much difficulty ? The answer

which they gave to such questions was perfectly in unison with

their conduct. Their general reply was— “ Exposed as we are

to such a variety of dangers,our life is totally different from that

of other men. Why should we who are alive to-day, and may

be dead to -morrow , think of hoarding up ? We reckon only

the day we have lived , and never think upon that which is to

come. Our concern is rather to squander life than to pre

serve it . "

It is , however, but just to make some remarks on the regula

tions which they had adopted among themselves for the distri

bution of the wealth which they had acquired with so much ha

zard . When their prize was conducted to the island of its des

tination , each man on board was called upon to make his de

claration , that he had neither secreted nor purloined any arti

cle . This declaration was considered as an oath, and instances

of its violation were rarely to be found . But if it should so
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happen, that any one among them was found guilty of perjury,

by making a false deposition, he was only kept among them till

an opportunity offered ; when he was put on shore on some un

inhabited island, as a delinquent unworthy to live in society.

Such was the method which these men, who lived by plunder,

took to punish and prevent dishonesty!

This ceremony being past, the next step was to provide for

those who had been wounded in the action . The loss of an arm ,

a leg, a hand, or foot, was estimated at 500 crowns ; while an

eye, a finger, or a toe, lost in battle, was valued at 250 crowns ;

and other wounds and damages in proportion . At the same

time, those who were wounded, were allowed one crown per

day to obtain surgical assistance , till they had recovered from their

misfortunes. These demands were always held sacred, and were

constantly satisfied before any general division of the plunder

took place.

But if it so happened, that the wealth acquired was insuffi

cient to answer these demands, the whole company found them

selves bound by every tie of honour to embark on some new

expedition, and to continue their exertions till they found them

selves masters of asufficient capitalto pay the wounded , and

fulfil the contract which they had originally made.

When these demands ofjustice and hinanity were satisfied,

the remainder of the booty was submitted to a regular division ,

The captain was on an equal footing with his men : his autho

rity ceased with the battle, and every portion was appropriated

by lot.
But if the captain had conducted them with singular

address, or shewn in his own actions any distinguishing features

of bravery, his crew, on the division of the public spoil, gene

rally made him a present of some share which he had noright

to claim .

When the vessel which had taken the prize was not the joint

property of all on board, which sometimes was the case, one

third part of all the wealth to be divided became the property

of the proprietors, to be disposed of as their own prudence

should incline them to direct .

The various lots into which they divided the plunder, ex

tended to those of their brave companions who had fallen in the

conflict which gave them the prize . Their lot went to their most

intimate associates , who were known to be their companions

when alive, and were therefore considered as their proper heirs

now they were dead . If no such associate could be found, the

portion of the deceased went to his nearest relation. But when

neither associate nor relation could be discovered , the lot of the

deceased was appropriated to charitable purposes ; sometimes to

relieve the distressed, and sometimes to polish the chains of
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superstition. Occasionally this property was givento the poor ;

at other times it was given to the church, or to churches, the

ministers of which were to pray for the soul of him in whose

name the bequest was made. Thus the produce of robbery, by

passing through the alembic of death , became a charitable do

nation ; and the Author of mercy was insulted , and his altar

profaned with superstition , with hypocrisy, with plunder, and

with blood .

To the discharge of these duties, succeeded those scenes of

riot , dissipation , and debauchery, which have been already de

scribed. In this routine, their midnight orgies were chanted

to the demons by which they had been inspired ; it was a bar

barous festivity, which glutted even the guilty passions, and

transformed that being, whose mode of life had reduced him

from a man to a savage, from a savage into a monster in human

form . And though poverty soon laid an embargo on excess, it

was only to kindleagain that ferocity which had lain asleep, but

which now staggered forth from the drenches of intoxication,

to acquire morewealth , and to swell the black catalogue of hu

man devastations.

The havoc which these strange adventurers had made, and

were continually making, upon the wealth of Spain , produced

in the merchants of that country that visible languor which ge

nerally succeeds to disappointed hopes. For a season they flat

tered themselves with better days , and with ardent hopes that

perseverance alone would enable them to repair the losses which

they had sustained. But these hopes were found delusive . The

success of the Buccaniers had increased their numbers ; depre

dations became more common ; and the frequency of the depre

dations had consigned over the Spanish merchants a prey to

despair . The seas were almost abandoned ; communications

between the Spanish colonies were nearly shut up , because it

was too dangerous to venture upon navigation. The Buccaniers

were the terror of all both by sea and land ; the Spaniards prefer

red the inconveniencies of shutting up all intercourse with each

other, to falling into their hands ; they viewed them as rapacious,

unconquerable, and savage, andsunk down into a state of indo

lent despair. “ This (says Raynal ) was the rise of that spirit

of inactivity which continues to the present day."

This new mode of conduct on the part of Spain produced also

a change of measures among the Buccaniers. They soon found

that their captures were considerably diminished ; and to supply

this deficiency, they used their ships chiefly as vehicles to carry

them to those rich provinces which were the grand sourc
of

wealth .

Hitherto their depredations had been confined to the ocean,

VOL.I. Mm
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to the intercepting of ships on their passage, and to the plun

dering of them onthe high seas. It is true, they had occasion

ally visited the Spanish settlements in times of peculiar distress,

but it was only to obtain provisions; and in such expeditions

they took withthem nothing but the necessaries of life, to sa

tisfy the calls of hunger, and to supply their immediate wants.

But the conduct of these pirates now assumed a different appear

ance ; the public roads were as much infested on shore as the

frequented latitudes had been on the public seas ; and the Spa

niards, who had been driven from the water, durst hardly

appear on the land .

A new race of adventurers now started into existence, and

new associations were formed. The wars of Europe had given

countenance to these freebooters, and they obtained licences

from their respective courts to act with vigour against Spain.

The heroes who signalized themselves in this new species of ad

venturous excursion , the feats of valour which they performed,

and the amazing booty which they obtained, it would be rather

too remote from the design of this work to give in detail.

The seas swarmed with pirates, and the land was infested with

Michael de Basco, whose name has been already

introduced, distinguished himself by taking a Spanish ship of

war even under the cannon of Porto Bello ,the cargo of which

was estimated at no less than two hundred eighteen thousand

five hundred pounds, which De Basco safely conducted to 'Tor

tuga . In this port he was met and joined by one Montbar, a

desperado of France, who had made himself the terror of the

Spaniards by his daring exploits, and had obtained from them

the name of the Exterminator.

These heroes of the sword, who were as much idolized by

the Buccaniers, as they were dreaded and detested by the Spa

niards, having published among their associates that they were

about to embark in an enterprise which was at once both dar

ing and glorious, soon obtained a strong party , to the num

ber of four hundred and forty. These men , equally athirst

for gold and honour, were equipped for the expedition , and

exhibited the most formidable force that the Buccaniers had hi

therto collected. Theysailed from Tortuga, and entered the

bay of Venezula , * which runs up into the country about fifty

leagues. Their object was plunder. The entrance into the bay

was guarded by a fort which was defended by 250 men. This

their crews.

Venezula lies on the continent of South America, in about 10° north

latitude, and about 71 ° 307 west of London
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fort they carried by storm ; they then spiked the cannon , and

put every person to the sword. Fromthence they proceeded to

a city about ten leagues distant, which was both rich and flou

rishing ; but the inhabitants, having had timely notice of their

approaches, had abandoned their habitations, and taken with

them their most valuable articles . The invaders, regardless of

the immense booty which they were pursuing , took a temporary

possession of the city, and spent a fortnight in riot and debauch.

Awaking, however, at last from their lethargy, they began to

prosecute their pursuit ; but the moment was past . They were

annoyed in their progress by batteries which the Spaniards had

newlyerected, and whichthey had the honour of attacking and

demolishing, without finding any thing remarkably valuable to

reward them for their toil.

Exasperated at this expensive disappointment, and finding no

better prospect to encourage them to persevere, in a fit of frantic

rage they set fire to a town named Gibraltar at the extremity

of their journey, and consumed it to ashes. From Gibraltar

they returned to Maracaybo, the town which had detained them

in debauchery ; and resolving to indulge their vengeance, if

they could not gratify their avarice, they were about to con

sume it also with fire. But the inhabitants prevented the catas

trophe by paying for its preservation an exorbitant ransom .

To this sum , which the Buccaniers had received for the ransom

of the city, they added the plunder which either houses or

churches afforded them . The crosses , the bells , the pictures

and other valuables, which enriched the religious edifices, were

taken away as the spoils of war, put on board their vessels, and

conducted to Tortuga. That the articles which they had taken

from the churches were of a sacred nature, they were ready

to admit, agreeably to their own superstitious notions ; and they

were satisfied that it would be sacrilegiousto apply them to uses

which were deemed profane. To satisfy all scruples which

might arise from these considerations, their declarations were ,

that they intended building a chapel in the island of Tortuga,

which was to be embellished with the sacred part of these

spoils. “ Such (observes Raynal) was the religion of these bar

barians, that they could make no other offering to Heaven

than that which arose from their robberies and plunder.”

While this expedition to Venezula, and others of a similar

nature, were carrying on by the French Buccaniers , our own

countrymen werenot inactive. Morgan , a British Buccanier,

who had signalized himself in many desperate engagements, and

immortalized his name by his daring exploits, had fixed his

place of rendezvous at Jamaica. This commander, collecting

his forces, set sail with a design to attack Porto Bello, and
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to plunder it of its wealth . His plan of operation was well con

trived , and conducted at once with secrecy and dispatch . He

immediately proceeded to the port of his destination, and took

the city by surprise. But the fort, which lay contiguous , was

not so easily subdued. Morgan , to avoid the effusion of blood ,

and to secure his booty without opposition , had recourse to

stratagem , which frequently succeeds better than open violence .

Being well acquainted with the gallantry. and superstition of the

Spaniards, he availed himself of all the advantages which these

two circumstances afforded him, and impressed both the ladies

and the priests of Porto Bello in his service. He obliged these

to fix the ladders by which he intended to scale the walls of the

fort, from a full conviction that they would not discharge their

artillery upon the objects of their love and affection . But in this

he was much deceived. The Spaniards penetrated his artifices,

and disconcerted his measures. Morgan was obliged to storm

the fort, and attempt by violence what he could not accomplish

by fraud. This, after a severe contest , he at length effected , and

carried off an immense booty at an exorbitant price of blood.

His riches were immediately conducted to Jamaica, in which

place prodigality and profusion rioted at large, tillpoverty com

pelled himagain to have recourse to similarexploits.

Stimulated by the successes which had rewarded his valour

at Porto Bello, and urged by those necessities which follow ex

cessive profusion , Morgan proposed to himself anew object

no less than the conquest of Panama, a place of considerable

strength and immense riches. To procure guides to conduct

his armament_thither, he was compelled to attack an island ,

“ which ( as Raynal observes) was so strongly fortified , that

it ought to have held out ten years against a considerable

army.'

The name of the Buccaniers had, however, so far intimidated

the governor, that on the first approach of Morgan, he dis

patched a messenger privately, to desire him to concert mea

sures for the surrender of the place as well as himself, without

exposing him either to the imputation of cowardice, or the re

proaches of his country. This affair was soon adjusted to the

satisfaction of both parties. It wasagreed between them , that

Morgan should attack a fort which lay at some distance, in the

dead of the night ; and that while a violent cannonade was kept

up, the
governor should sally forth from the citadel to assist a

place which was deemed of the utmost consequence. In the

mean while Morgan was to attack him in the rear, discomfit

his forces, and take him prisoner ; and this was to be followed

by the surrender of the place. During the process of this ini

quitous transaction, a heavy fire was to be constantly kept up
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on both sides, without doing any mischief to either. It was to

be a war consisting of noise, and fire, and smoke, but in which

blood, and wounds, and death, were to have no part . Both

parties conducted this farce - with singular address, and both

commanders acted in character . Morgan wanted booty, and

he obtained it ; the governor was an arrant coward, and his

conduct proved it .

Morgan, having taken possession of the forts and citadel, de

molished all the fortifications, and seizing an immense quantity

of warlike stores, which he put on board , proceeded onward on

his expedition . In his passage he was obliged to attack another

fort, whichwas defended by an officer of a very different charac

ter. At this place a real conflict ensued. It was assailed with

courage, and defended with bravery ; victory seemed for a long

time doubtful, and the assailants were on the eve of raising the

siege ; when nearly at thesame timethe fort took fire, and its

brave defender was killed . These circumstances decided the

fate of the garrison and the fate of Panama.

In his progress he met a considerable body of troops who

made scarcely any resistance: he therefore entered the city with

the utmost ease, as it had been abandoned by its inhabitants on

the approach of Morgan. In Panama and its environs, an in

conceivable quantity of riches was discovered. Every place of

concealment was made a depository of treasure. The wells

teemed with wealth ; and the caves, which had been unfrequent

ed, abounded in gold. The boats, which had been negligently

abandoned at low water, were made the receptacles of the most

valuable articles . The forests, to which the inhabitants had re

tired , concealed a considerable portion of their riches ; but all

yielded their stores to these daring invaders. *

On the conduct of Morgan toward the Spaniards on this occasion , his

torians considerably differ. By come he has been represented as courageous,

brave, enterprising, and humane; but by others he has been held up to the

hatred and detestation of mankind.

Raynal, among others, says on this occasion, “ that the party of Bucca

niers who were making excursions into the country , not content with the

booty they discovered, exercised the most shocking tortures on the Spaniards,

negroes, “ and Indians, whom they met with, to oblige them to discover

where they had secreted their own or their masters' riches. A beggar acci

dentally going into a castle , that had been deserted through fear, found some

apparel , which he put on. He had scarcely dressed himself in this manner,

when he was perceived by these pirates, who demanded of him where his gold

The unfortunate wretch showed them the ragged clothes he had just

thrown off. He was neverthelessinstantly tortured ; but as he made no dis

covery, he was given up to some slaves who put an end to his life. Thus

(continues Raynal) the treasures which the Spaniards had acquired in the New

World by massacres and tortures, were restored again in thesame manner.”

was.
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To the wealth which they had thus acquired, they added a

vast number of prisoners, who were afterwards ransomed with

Mr. Bryan Edwards, dissenting from this opinion, apologizes for Morgan

in the following manner : “ The favour extended by the king to Henry More

gan , the most celebrated of the English Buccaniers (a man indeed of an

elevated mind and invincible courage) arose, doubtless, in a greatmeasure from

the good understanding [i . e . from the king's having a share in the booty)

that prevailed between them in the copartnership that I have mentioned.

When the earl of Carlisle returned from Jamaica , Morgan was appointed de

puty governor and lieutenant-general in his absence ; and proceeding himself

at a subsequent period to England, he was received very graciously, and had

the honour of knighthood conferred on him by his sovereign . I hope there

fore, and indeed have very good reason to believe, that all or most of the

heavy accusations which have been broughtagainst this gallant commander, of

outrageouscruelty towards his Spanish captives, had no foundation in truth.”

What Mr. Edwards's good reasons are, he has not told us, and therefore we

may plead a powerful excuse for not entering into his convictions. That the

king received him graciously, and conferred upon him the honour of knight

hood, will be readily admitied in point of fact ; yet the history of mankind

will assure us, that honour and humanity are not always inseparable compa

nions . But especially, if we admit that Charles II. “ continued to receive a

share of the booty ( as Edwards expresses it ) even after he had publicly issued

orders for the suppression of this species of hostility,” we cannot avoid con

cluding, that he had not learned justice, if he discountenanced inhumanity.

Mr.Brown, in his History of Jamaica , when speaking of the Buccaniers,

has the following note, which peculiarly applies to Morgan, in whose favour

Mr. Edwards appears to apologize. “ Morgan was a native of Wales, and

the son of a farmer. He was transported to Barbadoes in the quality of a

servant , from whence ( after the expiration of his time) he went to Jamaica,

and joined the pirates, among whom he was soon distinguished for his superior

courage and daring resolution, and in consequence was soon after elected a

leader; in which situation he had always behaved with great intrepidity , and

was as constantly attended with success . He brought no less than 250,000

pieces of eight from Porto Bello , and as much from Maracaybo and Gibraltar,

besides jewels, plate, and slaves to a considerable value. By his expedition to

Panama it is computed that he got 400,000 pieces of eight to his own share,

and about 200 more for each of his party, at that time near 1200 in

number.

“ He left off his courses immediately after this, andbecame a sober settler

7 and great promoter of industry; he was both an excellent citizen, án happy

planter, and in course of time was admitted one of the council, and after

wards knighted , and appointed lieutenant-governor; in which station he be

haved with great applause from 1680 to 1682. But when the peace was con

cluded with the king of Spain , that monarch insisted on his being punished

for his former depredations. He was accordingly sent for, and committed to

the Tower in 1683-4 ; where he continued without trial or hearing for three

years ; at which he could hardly fail of clearing his own character, as he had

always acted under commission from the governor of Jamaica, while he cop.

tinued in that active state of life . · But indeed such barbarities as were fre

quently committed on these occasions, were not to be authorised or counte

nanced by any christian power, norcommitted by any but such as looked

upon themselves as lawless people.” Brown's History of Jamaica, p . 4.

Upon the whole, when we consider theoccupation of these Buccaniers, the

dangers to which they were exposed, the difficulties which they had to sur

mount, in their pursuit of gold, we must pay a conipliment to human nature
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more treasure. Having wrested from the inhabitants by pillage

and extortion an immensity of riches, they set fire to the city ,

and consumed it to ashes . They then departed from a country

which they had nearly desolated as well as plundered , and reach

ed the mouth of the Chagre with an almost inconceivable booty.

At this place they had proposed to make a division of the spoil,

and a day was appointed for this strange administration of

justice.

But honour and integrity did not always accompany these ad

venturers. Morgan , whohad planned the expedition , and led

on his associates to the spoils which they had attained, began

now to lay a scheme for himself. Honesty is not always to be

found among thieves. Previous to the division of the spoil,

Morgan prepared privately to decamp with what treasure hehad

on board ; and in the night which preceded the day of divi

sion he set sail , while his companions were locked up in sleep ,

and at last arrived with all his wealth at Jamaica. A case so un

precedented in the annals of Buccaniering roused the ven

geance of the drowsy pirates. They awoke like furies to pur

sue the robber who had purloined the prize ; and it was only

because Morgan was not overtaken, that the wealth which he

had embezzled was not made the source of new crimes .

The dishonesty of Morgan , however, tended to enrich the

island to which he conducted his ill -gotten wealth . It was a booty

which will impeach our judgments, if we suppose that such men would shud

der at an act of inhumanity, with sabres in their hands, with victims before

them , and with suspicions that immense treasure iay concealed. A distant

removal from the dread of punishment takes off ali ' restraint from the infu

riate passions, and justice and humanity are frequently trampled in the dust

together. When therefore I contemplate the partnership between king Charles

and Morgan , I cannot avoid concluding that they were well met. Each acted

his part like true Buccaniers;-Morgan was inhuman, and Charles was

unjust.

Mr. Edwards, speaking of the Buccaniers, says, “ Of that singular associ

ation of adventurers it were to be wished that a more accurate account could

be obtained than has hitherto been given .” If Mr. Edwards were to change

his word accurate for satisfactory or pleasing , I should heartily concur with

km in sentiment. The actionsof these men present to us a gloomy picture,

but I fear that it is just. And the reason why we are dissatisfied with the ac

count is , not because the evidence we have is insufficient to produce conviction ,

but because it recedes from that standard of justice which as Englishmen

we could always wish to see embellishing the actions of our countrymen.

The miscries which had been inflicted upon the unhappy natives by the early

Spanish invaders, seem to have been returned to their posterity by the Buc

caniers . In the order of Divine providence, wickedness is punished by wick .

ed ? But we see but in part, and weknow but in part; the shadows

which encecie the justice of God in this life, we cannot penetrate; and there

fore we look for another.
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which might have laid the foundation of an empire. His vessel

was laden with the most valuable articles which a city, that had

served as the staple of commerce between the Old and New

World, could produce. Other adventurers of less note repair

ed also to Jamaica with such wealth as they had been able to

obtain from the Spaniards. In short, Jamaica was one great

depository of the riches which had been taken both by seaand

land ; the spoils of conquest laid the foundation of her future

greatness, and urged her on to that prosperity which at present

elevates her to a pinnacle of grandeur, and places her among the

most valuable islands of the world.

While the English were busily engaged in plundering and

burningPanama,the French were pursuing the same measures

in the pillage of Vera Cruz. Twelve hundred men were en

gaged in this expedition . They plundered the city, and carried

off every thing valuable ; and after having shut up the inhabi

tants in a largechurch to which they had retired for shelter, and

kept them three days without either meat or drink , they obliged

them to pay £ 137,500 as a ransom for their liberties and lives.

On the return of the English and French from these enter

prises, the Buccaniers of both nations, stimulated by one com

mon impulse, set off for the pillage of Peru. The successes

which had attended these maraudersin the ravages'of Mexico

inspired them with fresh vigour ; and , without consulting with

each other, they both started at the same time. Some entered

by Terra Firma, and others passed the straits of Magellan .

Peru was the centre of their views, because it was the centre of

wealth. About fourteen places abounding in riches were pil

laged in these desperate adventures; and wherever the Spani

ards made any defence, they were sure to be defeated. They

never attempted any resistance unless they could muster about

twenty to one Buccanier, and even in this case they were oblig

ed to yield to superior valour.

The cowardice and terror of the inhabitants tended to em

bolden their invaders , who gained by these circumstances that

courage which the natives had lost . The towns which were

taken were instantly consumed by fire, unless ransomed at an

exorbitant price ; and the inhabitantswho were the captives of

the war were inhumanly murdered, unless they were instantly

redeemed . Precious stones , or gold, or pearls, were the only

things deemed worthy of acceptance . Silver was too common ,

and became an useless load ; it was an article that would hardly

pass in barter either for towns or their inhabitants.

Thus the wealth which had tempted the Spaniards to the

conimission of the greatest enormities became the source of

their own disasters, and procured a punishment for their crimes.
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The sufferings of the Indians were retaliated upon their oppres

sors ; the depredations of the Buccaniers were made the strange

adıninistration of justice ; and the enormities of Spain were

somewhat requited, in a national view, by the calamities which

were inflicted on her degenerate sons , both in Mexico and

Peru.

But guilt and prosperity are not always inseparable compani

The moral government of the universe is locked up in

darkness ; we discover enough to assure us that it exists, and

enough to convince us that it baffles our comprehensions with

out the doctrine of a future state . These desperadoes, after hav

ing marked their footsteps in Peru with blood and ashes, turned

their thoughts toward their respective islands. Laden with

treasures, fatigued with exertions , and harassed with perpetual

conquests, they proceeded by the same routes by which they

had entered Peru. Few, however, returned to their native

land . Many fell the just victims of debauchery and intempe

rance ; and innumerable distresses , in the midst of gold , prevented

others from ever reaching their native shores.

Many of those who returned by the straits of Magellan were

overtaken by storms , and perished in those unfrequented seas.

The treasures for which they had ventured their lives met with

the same fate, and sunk to the bottom of the remorseless deep.

Thus placed beyond the reach of mortals , they can no longer

hold out a temptation to avarice , nor kindle in the bosom of the

rapacious a thirst for human blood . Many of those who at

tempted to convey their wealth by the way of Darien, fell into

ambuscades which had been laid on purpose to ensnare them ,

where they in one moment lost their treasure, and found their

grave . Neither the English nor the French gained any thing

considerable by this desperate undertaking About 4000 em

barked in the enterprise, and but few returned. Both earth

and ocean swallowed the adventurers , and even robbed them

of their spoils. The wealth which had been accumulated

in the ravages of four years , would have made but a poor re

quital for the loss which the islands sustained in their bravest

inhabitants, had it reached their shores. The loss was certain

and irretrievable , which no power could recover, which no

wealth could buy.

Before we take our leave of this singular association of men ,

it is but just to remark that honour had not entirely deserted

their breasts. Of this truth their history affords us many re

markable instances , which we cannot contemplate without the

liveliest emotions of admiration and astonishment. Let the fol

lowing narration serve as a specimen .

The Spanish merchants, finding all their efforts ineffectual

NnVOL . I.
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sea.

either to elude the vigilance or to escape the power of the Buc

caniers, were at a considerable loss how to transport that wealth

with safety to the port of its destination , which had been so suc

cessful as to escape the pirates who now infested both land and

A company of Buccaniers were hired , with an enormous

sum , to take charge of a ship which was richly laden , and to

conduct her to the spot appointed. What could induce the Spa

niards to place confidence in men whose lives were devoted to

robbery, sometimes with a licence , and frequently without one,

we know not . They were acquainted with their character ,

and yet trusted in their integrity. The bargain was made,

and the Buccaniers took possession of the ship. In the pro

gress of their voyage, one of the crew proposed to his com

panions a plan by which they might easily make their fortunes ;

and that was by running away with both ship and cargo, and dis

posing of them in a foreign market . The proposal was received

with indignation, and resented by all. The captain, whose

name wasMontauban, well known in the days of Buccaniering

triumph, no sooner heard the proposal, than he felt himself

agitated with that sensation with which a proposal of treachery

always inspires the brave. Herequested to be put on shore,

that he might desert the ship . Hisseamen, unwilling to lose a

commander whom they loved , because he disapproved of an ac

tlon which they themselves disliked , dissuaded him from his pur

pose. A council was immediately held on board ; and it was

determined, that he who had been guilty of the perfidious pro

posal, should be thrown on shore on the first land that came in

sight. A solemn oath was then taken by all, that the person

thus to be abandonedto his fate, should never be again taken

into service in any future expedition in which any of them

might be led to engage.

Such an act of justice would have done honour to men en

gaged in more dignified pursuits, and would have been worthy

ofrecording under the united exertions of discipline and law .

But in its present situation its features are still more strongly

marked. It casts a lustre over a night of robbery and devas

tation , and affords us another proof of the strange combination

of features which forms the general character of these men.

The grand traits , without doubt, are of a very singular na

ture . They hardly appear to have been actuated by those

principles which in general guide mankind. Neither avarice,

ambition , nor an enthusiastic love of glary, whether taken sin

gularly or collectively, was capable of producing the effects which

their history unfolds. Even their expeditions appear romantic ,

and their inode of life produces an astonishment , which can

only be heightened by that strange success which uniformly
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crowned their measures. Pillage, and not conquest, was their

aim . They had no conception of holding in possession even

the richest territories in the world . Their conquests in Mexico

would have baffled the power of Spain to have counteracted ,

had their designs been to settle in the country which they sub

dued. The terror which they excited when they entered Peru

might with ease have been kept alive, till all South America had

rewarded their valour with itspower and its wealth.

But the preservation of conquered territories they viewed

with contempt. This leaves us still enveloped in darkness as to

the motives which impelled them to action . Avarice would

have forbidden that profusion which marked their conduct ; and

real want, we might expect, would have confined them to those

spots which would have yielded treasures through the labour of

slaves . A patriotic attack.ment to their country would have pro

duced a different mode of conduct than that which marked them

in their whole career. They properly belonged to no country;

they were a community to themselves, detached from mankind,

and yet occasionally preying upon all . But it is much easier to

point out the principles by which they were not impelled, than

to discover those by which they were actuated .

Our admiration of their intrepidity and courage is too often

checked by scenes of blood, which we cannot contemplate with

out horror. An instance of that brutal ferocity which occa

sionally marked their deeds occurs in the case of Lolonois, a

celebrated Buccanier, acting as the commander of two canoes

which contained twenty-two men. He attacked and conquered

a Spanish frigate on the coast of Cuba. The wounded captives

were put to death as soon as the engagement was over . This

action was noticed by a slave on board the frigate, who, to

save his own life , told Lolonois that the governor of the Havan

nah, making sure of capturing the Buccaniers, had put him on

board the frigate in the capacity of an executioner, as it had

been previously determined that every one of them should be

hanged. Lolonois, transported with rage at this intelligence, or

dered all the Spanish prisoners before him, and deliberately cut

off the head of each man ; at the same time licking the blood

which trickled from his sabre when he had given the fatal

strokes .

Possessed of this frigate, Lolonois repaired to Port au Prince,

where he found four ships which were fitted out on purpose to

pursue him. He attacked them like a fury, and, making him

self master of them , threw all the men on board alive into the

sca, except one. Him he sent to the governor of the Havannah

with a letter, in which he acquainted him with what he had

done ; at the same time assuring him , that every Spaniard who
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should fall into his hands should be treated in a similar manner,

and that not even the governor should escape, if the chances

of war should favour him with so gratifying a prize.

From the strange association of ideas which the mind is

obliged to form in contemplating the extraordinary characters

of these adventurers , we feel much difficulty, as intimated be

fore, in developing the causes which could give their actions

birth . The general hatred which the cruelties of the Spaniards

had excited in Europe, seems to have raised up some of these

formidable enemies to revenge the cause of the injured Indians.

It was their sufferings that determined Montbar, a gentleman

of Languedoc, to engage in the Buccaniering expeditions. He

felt himself urged by a powerful impulse to revenge the

bloodwhich in imagination he saw reeking from the wounds of

what he termed murdered innocence. Agitated with these sen

sations, and impelled to vengeance, he joined himself to the

Buccaniers, of whom he had heard someindistinct accounts, and

performed prodigies of valour. In his first expedition , he board

ed a Spanish ship with almost more than human fury ; and

havingmowed down with his own sabre all who attempted to

oppose him , till he had completely cleared the decks, he gave

up allthe booty to his seamen ; and felt for himself the highest

gratification, in contemplating the mangled bodies of the dead,

and the agonies of the dying.

There is no doubt but many others were impelled by the same

motives which actuated Montbar ; and itmust be confessed, that

the instances of revenge which were taken on the Spaniards by

these licensed and unlicensed robbers, may be considered as

temporal retaliations , by the permission of Providence, for the

inhumanities which had been practised by those destroyers of

mankind . Thus the calamities which they inflicted upon

the Indians, were requited by the Buccaniers ; so that “ with

what measure they meted, it was measured to them again ; " and

all the miseries of the Spaniards on this occasion may be con

sidered as nothing more than the price of blood .

The strange adventurers who were collected from every na

tion , actuated by one common principle, and directing their

views to one common object, differing only in subordinate par

ticulars, seem to have been over-ruled by a power superior to

their own . The military glory which they acquired was, with

out doubt, transcendently brilliant ; but their adventurous

spirits were incapable of a transfer. The age in which they

lived and acted saw their exploits ; but with their persons their

influence vanished away. Their appearance was as astonishing

to Europe as their power was invincible: they were the terror

of the age in whichthey lived, and they still continue to be the
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admiration of mankind. They form of themselves an impor.

tant epoch in history ; without competitors, and without exam

ples , in the whole empire of enterprise and war ; distinguished

at once from the rest of mankind, by their mode of warfare,

their intrepidity , their promptitude of action , their unparalleled

success, andunexampied dissipation. It is difficult to class them

other denomination either of warriors or robbers :

they stand alone ; and are best expressed by their own appella

tion, that of Buccaniers.

with any
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CHAP. VII.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA .

1

Internal government of the island - constitution and laws- supreme

rourts and administration of justice - calamities to which the island

has been exposed - earthquake of 1692_description of that ca

lamity - partof the island ravaged by the French in 1694 - de

solation occasioned by that incursion the island visited by a suc

cession of hurricanes - symptoms of a hurricane -- description of

that which happened in 1712 --- history of the Maroons - origin

of that peopleand their successive depredations - treaty with lord

Trelawney - instances of treachery - occasion and particulars of

the late war - theirfinal overthrow , and exile from the island to

Nova Scotia in 1796 - reflections.

THE influx of inhabitants whom the convulsions of England

had both allured and driven into this island , tended considerably

to increase its population. The planters who had been intro

duced from Barbadoes, together with those labourers whom both

Scotland and Ireland had yielded , had imported habits of in

dustry, and the surface of the island began to wear a more

cheerful aspect. The wise regulations which had been intro

duced into the system of government had just begun their ope

rations, and the inhabitants felt their salutary effects.

The wealth which had been acquired by those Buccaniers who

belonged to the English nation , was imported into this island by

a train of circumstances which stood connected with the ad

venturers, and was circulated through the island by those secret

avenues which link agriculture to commerce, and commerce to

war . The wealth which had found an asylumn in Jamaica soon

made itself known at home, and drew to this distant market

the merchandise and manufacturers of the parent state . Thus

that branch of the riches which Spain had gained by barbarous

inhumanity , and lost by the ferocious impudence of the Bucca

niers, found its way into our own country, without impoverish

ing the island in which itwas first deposited .

Jamaica in the mean while, profiting by the different branches

of commerce which occasionally touched her shores, acquired

strength by imperceptible degrees. The transacting of business

brought with it a facility of action, which coincided with indus

try, and was not easily repressed. The clainis of one common
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concern tended to soften the asperity of contending parties, and

to melt down their jarring interests. It served tounite in one

family compact those who had alternately reproached each

other with offences, which were generally exaggerated, but

were not altogether unfounded in fact. Such was the state of

Jamaica in the early years of the Restoration.

But prosperity is too frequently the first victim of oppres

sion. Theenlightened policy which dictated the measures that

Charles II. seemed determined to pursue on his accession to the

throne, soon becametaintedwith the prevailing prodigality ofthe

times, and finally forsook his councils. His efforts to enslave his

subjects were immediately felt at home, and soon reached to the

extremities of the empire. The example of Barbadoes afford

ed a precedent for his conduct towards Jamaica; and the earl

of Carlisle, at once armed with authority and instructions, was

deemed a proper instrument to execute his despotic designs.

Carlisle reached the island in 1678, and began his career with

an attempt to rob the inhabitants of those constitutional rights,

which their ancestors had imported from England, and which

had been established by the proclamation of lord Windsor.

By this proclamation it was declared, “That all the children of

our natural-born subjects of England, to be born in Jamaica,

shall from their respective births be reputed to be, and shall

be, free denizens of England, and shall have the same privileges

to all intents and purposes as our free-born subjects of England .”

In direct violation of these pointed and expressive guarantees,

an impost of 4 ! per cent . on all exported produce ofthe island

was demanded, to be settled as a perpetual revenue on the

crown . The colonists, alarmed at such arbitrary measures, re

sisted the innovations which were urged upon them , and boldly

refused to accept of an oppressive code of laws which Carlisle

endeavoured to compelthem to adopt without alteration or

amendment. In opposing these unconstitutional designs, many

among the planters distinguished themselves ; but no one ren

dered himself more conspicuous than Colonel Long, who was

at that time a member of the council and chief judge of the

island . Carlisle felt the influence of his resistance ; and to rid

himself for ever of a man who became obnoxious to him in

proportion as he was actuated by patriotic virtue, caused him to

be arrested and sent a state- prisoner to England. But this act

of injustice and violence produced an effect exactly the reverse

of whatwas intended . Colonel Long on his arrival was cited

before the king and privy council, to answer for the acts of

contumely with which he stood charged. The event proved

that he was not to be intimidated. The eloquence which he

displayed to support the justice of that cause which he had
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espoused , overpowered the subtlety and chicanery of his oppo .

nents, and finally broke those snares which were laid to entan

gle the liberties of his country, and to rob him of his life .

The council , unable to resist the force of his arguments, reluc

tantly gave way . The attempt was relinquished. The colo

nial assembly had their suspended rights restored. Carlisle was

recalled . Sir Thomas Lynch, who from 1670 to 1674 had

acted as lieutenant-governor, succeeded him in office , and the

island reposed in peace .

But though the project was thus apparently relinquished ,

it was deemed too important to be wholly abandoned. The

principle, though partially smothered , was renewed under al

most every form it could assume, whenever any favourable

crisis flattered it with a prospect of success. The claims of the

crown, and the resistance of the colonists, perpetuated a disagree

able contest between them , to which the occasion that we have

recited had given birth . From the period we have mentioned

to the reign of George II . a revival of the attempt to en

croach kept alive resistance , and the effects of this misunder

standing were felt in the legislative department of the island .

The laws which had been enacted in the colony, and trans

mitted to the mother country to obtain the sanction of the so

vereign, were either neglected or forgotten ; so that, though

they afforded a ground for action, their want of permanency

placed the colonists in a state of indecision, and forbade them

to act with vigour under the guarantee of institutions which

were neither ratified nor repealed. At length, in the year 1728,

both the crown and the colonists receded from that tenacity

which they had exhibited in preceding years , and met together

on termsof mutual accommodation. By this compromise it

was agreed, that the island at large should pay to the crown

the annual fixed revenue of £ 8000, without having any re

gard to the quantity of produce either raised or exported . But

even this sum was only admitted under certain stipulations.

First , they demanded, “ That the quit -rents of the whole

island, which at that time were estimated at nearly £ 1500 per

annum , should be considered as part of the above sum .” See

condly, _ “ That the code of laws which they had framed and

sent to England from time to time, some of which had been

lying for more than half a century in the state we have de

scribed, should immediately receive the royal assent.” And

finally , “ That all such laws and statutes of England as had

been at any time esteemed, introduced, used, accepted, or re

ceived as laws in the island, should be and continue laws of

Jamaica for ever .”

The long interregnum which elapsed between the attempt to
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pullify the proclamation made by lord Windsor, and this settle

ment, proved highly detrimental to the interests of the colony.

An attempt to subvert those rights which had been received as

an inviolable treasure, and fixed as an immoveable standard ,

shook the basis of confidence, and gave being to jealousies

which it would have been the interest of government to destroy.

The awakening of suspicions was accompanied with that laxity ,

which seizes upon the vitals of commerce, whenever property

becomes questionable and insecure .

But even such attempts have ultimately their benefits. They

awaken the dormant powers of the soul ; they create a spirit of

investigation, and urge the object of intended oppression to dis

tinguish its genuine interests , from those which are nominal and

only wear an imposing mask. Such was the case in Jamaica.

An attempt to deprive them of their rights, excited in the inha

bitants an attachment to their original privileges ; and when the

compromise of 1728 established the present constitution, the

energies that had been awakened remained to act in all their

vigour.

The constitution of Jamaica may be precisely stated in a sum

mary manner . Its whole legislative body consists of the gover

nor ; a council of twelve gentlemen ; and an assembly, which

contains forty- three members. The governor is appointed by

the king, whom , in his official capacity, he represents; and

the members who compose the council are also in the nomi

nation of the crown. Those who constitute the house of as

sembly are elected by the suffrages of the freeholders who

reside in the three counties of Middlesex, Surry, and Cornwall,

into which the whole island is divided. But it is not every free

holder that is qualified to vote ; for though the rights of elec

tion are not held as exclusive privileges, from which the ma

jority of the people are debarred, yet the possession of landed

property to the amount of ten pounds per annum becomes

necessary to confer a qualification . On the part of the candi

date who offers himself as a representative, land to the value of

£300 per annum, or a personal estate worth £3000, must

be produced ; and this property must actually exist in some

part of the island. With those who give their suffrages, the

limits are still more contracted . Their personal appearance in

the parish where their freehold is situated, is necessary to give

them a proper qualification, and then their voices can extend

no further than to the electing of members for that parish in

which the property is found. Of the forty-three members

who constitute the house of assembly, three are chosen by the

towns and parishes of St. Jago -de-la -Vega, Kingston, and

Port Royal : all the other parishes send two members cach ,

OVOL . 1 .
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who are elected as we have above described ; and this rule ob

tains without any regard being paid to their extent, or to the

number of their qualified inhabitants.

The whole legislative body thus formed , though nearly in

dependent in their acts of legislation, look up to the mother

country for examples, and take her councils for a guide in their

proceedings. Local circumstances, however, compel them to de

viate from the conduct of the British parliament, and oblige

them sometimes to institute laws which are applicable to the

Jocal exigences of their situation , though they are apparently

hostile to the constitution of the empire . But these deviations

result more from necessity than choice :—Islands which are di

vided by the Atlantic ocean , must necessarily have wants and

peculiarities for which one common rulecannot provide. To

give the laws which are enacted a legal force, the sanction of

the assembly, of the council , and of the governor, is necessary ,

except in cases where nothing but internal regulations or pri

vate acts are introduced ; in these instances the formal appro

bation of the governor is not required. Laws, thus framed un

der the immediate concurrence of the three estates , begin their

operation as soon as they are passed ; but the royal assent be

comes necessary to givethem permanency. To obtain this, they

are forwarded to his majesty, whose approbation establishes their

validity, or disapprobation strikes them from existence .

The power which is thus vested in the different branches of

the legislative authority must therefore be considerable , and

capable of operating with lenity or rigour, as internal circum

stances or policy shall dictate, before the sanction or negative of

his majesty can be obtained . The distance at which the island

is placed from the mother country must necessarily occasion

tardy movements in the processof government and law. Cases

have frequently occurred, in which delay would have been at

tendedwith the most fatal consequences. Occasions which start

into existence like the moment which brings them forth, call for

a promptitude of exertion which will admit of no delay . The

legislative power which is vested in the above branches of go

vernment, is therefore as necessary in policy, as it is justin

point of right. Without this power , the islands could no lon

ger be preserved in a state of cultivation and commerce, nor

retain those numerous inhabitants who now supply Europe with

so many of the conveniences of life.

But it is not in its constitution alone that Jamaica resemblos

Great Britain . The courts of judicature are imitative also.

That of the King's Bench, of the Common Pleas, and of the

Exchequer, are all included in the supreme jurisdiction of the

island ; and their various branches may be traced through the
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subordinate courts of justice and of law. The town of St.

Jago -de-la -Vega is the seat of government, and in it the su

premecourts areheld, of which the chief justice of the island

is president. Prior to the year 1790 the terms were four in

number, but since that period they have been reduced to three .

They then began on the last Tuesdays in February , May, Au

gust, and November; by which arrangement the court sat for

the transaction of business four times in the year, at equal dis

tances of time, allowing a vacation of nearly three months be

tween each session. But in the above year a long vacation was

introduced, from the end of the May term , which concludes

about the middle of June, to the commencement of the Winter

term, which begins on the last Tuesday in November.

To form a court two assistant judges and the chief justice are

necessary ; but it frequently happens that more attend, espe

cially if any cause of importance is to be tried. The duration

of each term is limited to three weeks. These assistant judges

not being taken from the bar, like the puisne judges of Eng

land, are consequently not lawyers by profession . They are

either independent gentlemen or opulent planters, who exercise

their abilities in the service of their country without the ex

pectation of promotion, or the hope of reward. From the de

cisions of this court an appeal lies to the governor and council

in all civil cases , by writ of error, provided the property liti

gated amounts to £300 sterling. In sums below this there is

no appeal from their determinations. But in criminal cases,

whensentence of death is decreed for any capital offence, the

governor, who is the king's representative, is the only fountain

of mercy; and such as hope to obtain it, must make an appli

cation to him alone.

Such are the general outlines of the laws which may be con

sidered as permanent in Jamaica . A variety of subordinate par

ticulars may be found in those acts which are of local applica

tion ; but , like those of most other countries, they are subjected

to variation , just as circumstances call for their continuance , or

point out the necessity of a repeal. In many cases they can

hardly be understood on this side of the Atlantic , except where

they are interesting, and therefore can excite within the mere

European reader little or no solicitude. On these accounts, it

would be trifling to enter into a minute detail of the jurispru-'

dence of an island which , in most of the permanent points of

government, so nearly resembles that of our own .

But this resemblance is not of universal application . There

are instances in which rigour seems to cast a shade over justice ;

and there are others, inwhich too much lenity might suffer a

delinquent to escape. Much allowance must, however, be made
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for our habits of reflection , and for those modes both of justice

and of law which we have been accustomed to survey. In

islands which are so remote, variations are perhaps unavoidable,

on the propriety of which we are not always competent to

decide.

The laws relative to debtors are much more favourable in this

island than in the mother country ; for in the first instance,

housekeepers, or masters of plantations, being persons having an

established residence , are not liable to personal arrest, nor are

they obliged to give bail for their appearance. They are only

summoned by writ, delivered fourteen days before the sitting of

the court, to attend it ; and in case of condemnation, execution

is not granted to seize their effects iil twenty -eight days after

the first day of each term ; and even then, it is usual, where no

fraud is suspected, not to levy on the warrant for execution , but

to suffer the effects to remain in the possession of the defendant

till the following term, with a powerof disposing of them to the

best advantage. But if after the expiration of that term he

has not made satisfaction to his creditor, both his person and

property may be seized . Yet even after this failure the leni.

ent spirit of the laws operates in behalf of the debtor, and for

bids his creditors to confine him for more than three months, *

provided it shall appear that he is willing to surrender his books

and property for the benefit of them all. To secure his re

lease, there is a permanent actof insolvency, of which he is per

mitted to avail himself. To do this, he must announce his in

tention by a public advertisement three weeks before the next

meeting of the grand court, and make known through the

same medium , that his books and papers are deposited in the

hands of a proper officer appointed to receive them, for the

public or private inspection of all his creditors. Having made

these previous arrangements, on his being brought into court ,

he must deliver an inventory of all his effects, excepting tools

and wearing apparel , which must be subscribed by himself in

the presence of such of his creditors as choose to attend , to

whose interrogations he must submit upon oath if they suspect

the veracity of his declaration .

That this lenity has both its benefits and evils, it would be

folly to deny, and impossible to conceal . When we view it in

relation to the state, its liberating from confinement an useful

member of the community may be considered as an act of policy

Is it not a disgrace to our jurisprudence at home, that ours is the only

civilized country of Europe, in which a creditor is allowed a power of cod

hining his debiorin prison as long as he pleases ?
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as well as of humanity. Being immured within the walls of a

prison , the insolvent debtor can neither discharge his previous

obligations , nor rescue his family from indigence and want. His

labours are lost to the community of which he is a member, and

his support must be drawn from the industry of others. But by

his liberation the public burden is lessened , and he has another

opportunity of exerting his powers to retrieve his previous losses,

from which, in a state of confinement, he was completely de

barred . By labouring for his own support, and preserving his

family from adding to the public burden, he becomes compara

tively beneficial to society, and places himself in the only

path in which his creditor can hope to obtain the property which

fuctuated in suspense. On these grounds the lenient laws of

Jamaica have been attended with happy consequences, by re

storing to society men who had been reduced to insolvency

through a train of misfortunes, which could neither be pre

vented nor foreseen .

Even the gaoler's fees, if the prisoner be unable to pay them

when he is set at liberty , are discharged by the government,

that nothing may detain him in confinement when he has abso

lutely no property to command. To induce those whom the

law has thus liberated through its lenity, to pay those debts,

should they ever become prosperous, which duringthe time of

their confinement they were unable to discharge, they are per

mitted to avail themselves of the benefit of the insolvent act a

second time, should they again become unfortunate. But where

the previous debts have not been paid, the debtor is not entitled

to the benefit of the laws by the second act of insolvency . In- :

stead of this, the debtor may be confined two full years ; but at

the termination of these he must be discharged , unless it can

be made appear that he has been guilty of fraudulent practices,

in which case he becomes exposed to a criminal process.

But though the laws are thus lenient, it must be acknow

ledged that such lenity has also its evils. The profligate and

abandoned are inhabitants of every country , and laws them

selves presuppose the power of transgression. The indo

lent and licentious, availing themselves of these laws, launch

out into excesses ; and after having consumed , in riot and dissi

pation, that property which they had fraudulently obtained from

others, take shelter under the clemency which was designed for

the unfortunate, but not the base. To guard against so obvious

an evil , the debtor is obliged to submit to the interrogations of

the creditor, whose eyes have been fixed upon his previous con

duct : the creditor is therefore prepared with such questions as

will either oblige him to fly to perjury, or extort from him a
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confession of such property as may have been concealed. In

either of these cases the debtor becomes a culprit, and renders

himself amenable to law. For if, to avail himself of that lenity

which the law affords, it can be satisfactorily proved , that the

debtor has been guilty either of wilful perjury, or of the con

cealment of effects above the value of ten pounds, he is capi

tally convicted, and must suffer death as a felon .

In the highcourt of chancery the governor presidesalone,

the offices of chancellor and governor being always united in

the same person. By him also are administered the various

branches of the ecclesiastical department : and the probates of

wills, and the granting of letters of administration , are as much

sources of advantage, as his other offices are of honour and

authority. Spanish Town , being the place of his residence, is

the spot where the chancery court is held ; and the solemnity

which accompanies the administration of justice here, adds

magnificence to its dignity. The provost marshal, the secretary

of the island , and the clerk of the court, are all lucrative titles.

These and other public officers are all residentiary inhabitants of

Spanish Town , in which place the various offices which they fill

are held . The offices of those, whose titles we have specified,

are held by patent under the crown ; but the principals to

whom these appointments originally belonged, having been al

lowed to exercise their functions through deputies, who rented

their revenues and resided on the spot, were permitted to re

main at home. The emoluments which these and other offices,

whether held by patent or commission, produced, were so great,

that the deputies have been supposed to have remitted to their

various employers a sum not less than £30,000 per annum.

On the wealth which these deputies acquiredfor themselves,

after having made such ample remittances to their principals, it

is impossible to speak with accuracy , but not difficult to con

jecture that it must be great. Corruption, however, in this de

partment has somewhat declined of late, and wise regulations

have laid some restraints on extravagance which knew nobounds.

The enormous sums which were drawn from these departments

of office were too unwieldy to be concealed , and too intolera

ble to be borne. The evil itself called aloud for reformation .

Abuses unhappily associate with power, and extend their roots

into obscure recesses which we cannot easily penetrate. The

wiles of avarice , and the secrecy of extortion , too often act in

in concert ; they mutually assist each other in the pillage of the

unsuspecting, while they escape detection . But in these depart

ments, where the investiture of power gave a sanction to op

pression, the evil became too formidable to admit of an ordi
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nary remedy ; -it frowned with indignation , and bade defiance

to resistance .

It is astonishing to what a height of venality these grants of

patent places in the island were originally carried : they were

granted for two lives, and were sold to the deputies who bade

most money for the appointment. Leases for some of these

offices were actually sold by auction for a given number of

years ; and he who bought,considered that hehad an undoubt

ed right to sell. The resident deputy had also his inferiors,

who contrived so to advance their own private fortunes, as to

become the rivals of those by whom they were employed. On

the expiration of the stipulated term , when the office came a

second time to the hammer, these inferior clerks were enabled

to outbid their masters ; and they, in their turns, assumed that

authority under which they had previously acted . But these

practices have been long on the decline. The Marquis of Lans

down perceived the evil, which was become so glaring as to call

loudly for a public redress ; and during his administration , he

wisely recommended, by an act of parliament, the revival of an

article contained in the instructions of Lord Windsor when go

vernor of the island in the reign of Charles II. By this arti

cle he was directed not to suffer any office under the govern

ment there, to be held by deputy ; and by the above men

tioned statute it is enacted, “ that from thenceforth no office,

to be exercised in the plantations, shall be granted by patent

for any longer term than during such time as the grantee

thereof shall discharge the duty in person ;" which by degrees

must totally put an end to the shameful practice so long and so

justly complained of by the principal inhabitants.

The advantages derived from this island demonstrate its va

lue ; and the permanency of its prosperity may be fairly inferred

from the industry of its inhabitants, and the influence of its

wealth. The interest of the mother country is therefore em

barked in the welfare of the island, and policy as well as justice

obliges her to give stability to her ancient and permanent laws.

It is this only that can excite a spirit of enterprise, or give sup

port to confidence, in the midst of those uncertainties and

alarms which the inhabitants receive both from the elements

and from war. The conduct of our legislature, in abolishing such

flagrant abuses, discovers its solicitude for the welfare of the

island , and directs the planter to those principles of justice on

which he may with saíety rest his hopes. The influence of this

persuasion has conducted the island to a state of very great prose

perity , and it still diffuses vigour through every branch of com

merce, and greatly actuates the grand machine.

Having given ageneral outline of the constitution and laws
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which have been established in Jamaica , we have now to relate

some historical occurrences which from time to time interrupted

the progress of the planters and other settlers in the cultivation

of the waste lands, and which retarded the attainment of that

commercial prosperity and opulence which the island at present

enjoys. Independently of dreadful earthquakes which occa

sionally visit this fertile country, and of those hurricanes which

almost every year destroy some plantations, and do considerable

injury to the shipping in its harbours ; this island has been at

tacked by foreign enemies, and its government threatened with

subversion by internal insurrectionsand rebellions.

The terrible earthquake which happened on the 7th of June

1692, may be justly considered as one of the greatest natural

calamities that ever afflicted the world . It was a concussion

which shook the island from its circumference to its centre .

The mountains trembled from their summits, and tottered on

their bases. It was a commotion which was felt to the remotest

extremity of the island , and threatened a dissolution to that

portion of the world. The catastrophe was unexpected, be

cause it was sudden ; the presages, and the awful event which

followed , were closely linked together ; and the tremendous

monitors which warned the inhabitants , at once discovered their

danger and pointed them to their doom.

The season , previous to this awful event , had been remarka

bly dry and sultry ; and on the morning of the catastrophe the

skies were transcendently serene. “ Nature (says Raynal) in

one moment destroyed this brilliant appearance .” The sky

on a sudden grew turbid and angry ; the air seemed agitated

by some unusual conflict ; and a degree of redness gave a new

tinge to the atmosphere, which was evidently discomposed .

An unusual noise , somewhat resembling the rumbling of distant

thunder, was heard issuing from the hidden caverns of the earth .

This noise alternately subsiding, and then bursting out with re

doubled violence , preceded the movement which was felt on the

surface. The inhabitants were surprised rather than alarmed,

and waited in suspense, without much anticipation of their

approaching fate .

At length , between eleven and twelve at noon , the dreadful

shock came on. The edifices tottered , the inhabitants were

terrified, and about nine-tenths of the houses fell. In less

than three minutes the large and populous town of Port Royal

was a scene of desolation . About 3000 inhabitants, with their

houses and their wealth , found one common grave . Their wharfs

and quays first yielded to the irresistible stroke ; these trembled

for a moment with inexpressible agitation, and sunk for ever
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beneath the encroaching ocean , which advanced in unnatural

mountains to overwhelm the sinking land .

The sinking of the wharfs was but a prelude to that of the

town. Those nearestto the water first disappeared ; the next

in succession, followed next in fate . In the mean while the

streets began to gape ; opening those dreadful fissures, into

which themiserable remnant of the inhabitants fell, who had

escaped the previous ruin , and were fleeing for shelter in the

open air. The water, gathering strength by that power of resist

ance which the land had lost, beganto roll where the town had

flourished, andswept fromthe sight of mortalsthe devastations

which the earthquake had made. Several of the inhabitants

in the violence of the convulsion were conducted through some

subterraneous passages, and returned again to the surface of the

earth through distant apertures , which had no visible connection

with that which first yawned to receive them. Of bodies thus

restored, many were mangled too shockingly to behold ; most

were dead, though some were returned alive , and even without

any material hurt.*

The houses which escaped the general overthrow could not

escape the general inundation . The waters, rising to a prodi

gious height, not only overwhelmed the streets and ruins of the

demolished houses, but entered those houses which had sur

vived the shock , and filled them to the upper story . It was a

preternatural
tide that was to ebb no more .

“ Nor was Port Royal ( says Browne) the only place that felt

the effects of this dreadful shock. It was so universal as to be

felt in many parts of the world . The mountains (continues

Browne) rumbled , cracked, and opened in several places.

Those at the end of Sixteen -mile Walk, whose interval yields a

passage to the Rio Cobie, were closed together, and the course

of thatlarge river left dry to the sea for some days . On the

north side of the island, a space of about 1000 acres, with its

settlements and inhabitants, was also sunk under water. A

general sickness ensued , which, with other miseries, the con

stant companions of such an universal disorder, left the island

almost desolate.” Browne's History of Jamaica , p. 7 .

Nor is the description which Browne has given more dread

ful than that which Raynal has published to the world .

rumbling noise,” says this author, “ was heard under ground,

spreading from the mountains to the plains . The rocks split.

16 A

Of this circumstance we have given one remarkable instance in a preced

ing page, in the case of Lewis Galdy, Esq. who was swallowed by this earth

quake, and then miraculously preserved .

VOL. 1 . Рp
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Hills that were at a great distance came close together. Infec

tious lakes appeared upon the spots where mountains had been

swallowed up. Whole plantations were removed several miles

from the place where they stood . Enormous chasms were

opened , from whence gushed out huge columns of water that

corrupted the air. Many habitations either sunk into the ca

verns of the earth, or were overturned. The sea was soon co

vered with trees , which the earth had thrown up, or the winds

blown away. Thirteen thousand lives were lostby this dread

ful earthquake, and three thousand by a contagious distemper

which broke out soon after. It is said , that since this catastrophe

the climate of Jamaica is not so fine, nor the sky so clear, nor

the soil so fruitful, as before . The mountains are not so high,

and the island is lower than it was formerly . It is affirmed, that

most of the wells can be reached by ropes, two or three feet

shorter than were required before this terrible event -- A monu

ment of the fragility of conquest , which should have taught the

Europeans not to trust to the possession of a world which trem

bles under their feet, and seems to slip out of their rapacious

hands !”

“ In this general overthrow ( continues Raynal) Port Royal

was washed away, and destroyed. All the ships in the harbour

were either dashed to pieces, or thrown to a cousiderable dis

tance upon dry land . But the situation of this city was too ad

vantageous to be given up. The people liad scarcely recovered

from their consternation , when they set about rebuilding it,

But these labours were fruitless. The rising walls were again

thrown down by a hurricane. Port Royal, like Jerusalem of

old, was never to be rebuilt . The earth seemed only digged to

swallow it up

“ By a singularity which baffles all human efforts and reason

ings, the only houses that were left standing after this subver

sion, are upon a narrow slip of land which advances several

miles into the sea. Thus the land overturns edifices, to which

the inconstant ocean furnishes, as it were , a solid foundation .”

Raynal's History of the East and West Indies, vol. v. p.

42, 43 .

Perhaps, in some parts of this description of that dreadful

calamity, the language of Raynal may be somewhat hyperboli

cal ; but of this the world must judge. The scene was dread

ful, and his colouring is high . The calamity overtook them

when luxury and insolence seemed to demand the judgments of

incensed Omnipotence. “ Port Royal ( says Browne)was then

probablyone of the richest spots ofits size in the whole world;

nor could any people live more at ease, or in greater luxury .”

The riches which had been introduced by the Buccaniers, of
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whom wehave already spoken, tended to increase that disso

luteness of manners, which an excess of wealth rarely fails to

induce . The enormities that had been committed by Morgan

and his desperate followers, had smothered the principles of re

ligion, and left but few traces of morality behind. The con

duct which men pursue, when the mind is delivered from all

restraint, soon bursts forth in all its violence ; and the island of

Jamaica was first deluged with iniquity, before it was over

whelmed by the waves. The various vices which unprincipled

- luxury introduces into an island abounding with money, may

easilybe conceived. Few vices can be placed beyond the reach

of wealth and power , when they unite their influence, and drop

the rein upon every guilty passion. Port Royal, previous to

this event, seems tohave represented in miniature the antedilu

vian world ; its inhabitants imitated their vices ; and we well

know the mournful coincidence of their fate.

The town of Port Royal, though embosomed in the ocean ,

still bears the dreadful evidence of its fate . Though buried be

neath the waves, whichhave rolled over its desolated edifices,

and triumphed over its departed grandeur, for one hundred and

fourteen years, yet in calm and clear weather the ruins are aw

fully conspicuous to the present day. The boats which support

the living, and convey them on the surface of the deep, carry

them over the corrupted bones and moistened ashes of thou

sands who sunk in that tremendous hour into this watery abyss.

Theearthquake has written the epitaph of this devoted city in

indelible characters, “ presenting (says Mr. Edwards) an awful

monument or memorial of the anger of Omnipotence.”_ " What

hasthus happened (continues that author) will probably happen

again ; and the insolence ofwealth , and the confidence of power,

may learn a lesson of humility from the contemplation .”

Of the consternation and anguish of the surviving inhabitants

it is perhaps extremely difficult to form any adequate conception.

The various forms in which the calamity overtook them, pre

sent unto us such a complication of misery as has rarely been

equalled, perhaps never exceeded, in the annals of modern days.

The legislature of Jamaica, as a solemn commemoration of this

awful event, has set apart the 7th of June as a day of public hu

miliation before God, to acknowledgehis omnipotent power, and

the impotence of man. But unhappily, like days of public hu

miliation in other portions of the globe, this religious institution

is basely prostituted, and too frequently supplanted by a repeti

tion of the very crimes that tended to procure those evils which

they publicly deplore.

The terrors that were raised by this dreadful earthquake ,

and by the succeeding hurricane which destroyed the walls that
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they attempted to raise upon some parts of this seat of desola

tion, had hardly subsided, when an occasion of alarm disturbed

their tranquillity from another quarter. The French , taking

advantage of their late disaster, meditated a formidable descent

upon the island. The armament was fitted out at Hispaniola,

under the immediate inspection of. Mr. Du Casse, the governor

of that island. The armament consisted of three ships of war ,

and about twenty privateers , having on board about 1500 sol

diers. Du Casse commanded the expedition in person .

On the 17th of June 1694, only twoyears after the island

had been desolated by the earthquake, this expedition appeared

off Cow Bay, which lies on the south of the island about thirty

miles from Port Morant, which approaches its eastern extre

mity. At Cow Bay they landed about 800 men, with orders

to desolate rather than pillage, and to lay waste with fire and

sword the plantations and territories through which they had

to pass, in their barbarous journey so far as Port Morant.

At this moment the militia of the island were drawn off to

guard the capital, and this coast was left in a defenceless state.

The French therefore landed without opposition, and immedi

ately began to execute their sanguinary orders. Their progress

was marked with cruelty and desolation. Plantations andpro

perty they consumed with fire ; and after torturing the inhabi

tants who were so unfortunate as to fall into their hands, with

circumstances of brutality of which the Mohock Indians would

be ashamed, they murdered great numbers in cold blood. The

garden over which they passed , was transformed into a desert ;

habitations were reduced to ashes, and the unfortunate inhabi

tants were left to welter in their blood . Settlements were de

stroyed by fire, and their possessors by the sword.

The females who fell into the hands of these civilized barba

rians were reserved for a fate still more ignominious than that

death which their husbands, brothers, and kindred had been

doomed to suffer. Many of these were exposed to a treat

ment which delicacy will not permit us to mention , from

those negroes who had been their slaves ; and even in sight

of their friends, who were obliged to be spectators of the

inhuman scene,without having it in their power to afford assis.

tance to the suffering females, or to extricate themselves from

the hands of those barbarous executioners, who, after torturing

their feelings, administered their fate.

In the progress of this journey of blood and fire, about 1000

negroes fell into their hands. These were secured as the re

ward of their depredations, and were finally carried to Hispa

niola, when the French were driven from the island . De

struction, rather than conquest, appears to have been the object
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of this expedition . To impoverish and distress the colony,

seeins to have supplanted their propensities to pillage and com

plete conquest ; and their gratification rather consisted in the

calamitieswhich they had inflicted, than in the enriching of

themselves by the spoils of war.

In the mean while Du Casse, with the greater part of his

squadron , sailed to the westward, and anchored his vessel in

Carlisle Bay. This place was badly fortified, and even worse

provided with soldiers for its defence. An indifferent breast

work , defended by 200 men , was all he had to oppose . Against

this breastwork Du Casse directed all his force, which , it may

be supposed, he made no question of subduing with the utmost

ease . But the place, which was attacked with vigour, was de

fended with resolution. The conflict was obstinate, and attend

ed with much loss. Colonel Clayborn, Lieutenant Colonel

Smart, Captain Vassal, and Lieutenant Darwin, were killed in

the action , and many other officers were dangerously wounded.

Our troops, unable, after these losses, to perseverein their vi

gorous resistance, were about to retreat from superior numbers

and superior force. They had just begun their movements from

a place which they could no longer defend, and victory was

about to declare in favour of the French , when an unexpected

circumstance changed the face of things.

The governor of Spanish Town, anticipating the fate of

these 200 men who were to defend the breastwork, sent off to

their assistance five companies of militia. These reached the

spot in that critical moment when our troops were retiring

from the scene of action , who, joining their forces, returned

again to the charge. The men who formed the reinforcement,

had travelled that day nearly thirty miles without any refresh

ment, and were obliged that very instant to enter into the heat

of battle. Their native vigour, however, rose superior to hun

ger, and the enemy was charged by a force which he was

unable to withstand . The French were immediately obliged

to retreat to their ships with the utmost precipitation, and to

abandon the island which they had thus assailed. Du Casse,

having taken his men on board, soon quitted his station , and,

having weighed anchor, and joined the party of incendiaries

who had desolated the eastern district, sailed from Jamaica with

about 1000 captive slaves, whom he carried safely to His

paniola.

From this period tranquillity was established in the island.

The inhabitants enjoyed their possessions without any molesta

tion from their enemies, and the elements were at peace.

About eighteen years had elapsed from the retreat of Du Casse,

before they were assailed by an awful visitation from God. ,
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The application of industry during this period had rescued the

earth from the desolations which the French had made ; the

effects of the earthquake were familiarized through custom ,

. and the horrors of the calamity were nearly forgotten ; when a

tremendous hurricane shook the island to its remotest extremi

ties, and threatened it with calamities equally dreadful with

those it had escaped .

It was in the year 1712, on the 28th of August, that this

dreadful visitation of Heaven overtook the island. The same

calamity was again repeated on the same day of the same

month in 1722, and the effects which were produced in both

instances were dreadful beyond all powers of description.

There are, however, many prognostics which foretel the ap

proaching hurricane, and imperiously direct the inhabitants to

prepare for the awful event. A long continuance of extreme

ly dry and intolerably hot weather carries with it an ominous

appearance. The skies appear to be much agitated, and the

sun puts on a fiery aspect. The body of this orb is sometimes

encircled with a halo, and at an immense distance the elements

appearin a tumultuous state. But the air on the island puts on

a deceitful calm , and induces the inhabitants to believe that

they have been alarmed with groundless fears. The tops of the

mountains, which are generally concealed from the eye of the

spectator, become perfectly visible, and seem to lookdown on

thevallies with a delusive smile. The sky, toward the northern

regions, puts on a sable hue, and looks agitated and foul. The

sea rolls on the shores with a prodigious swell, and sends forth

a tremendousroaring. The orb of the moon is covered with a

dismal haze, and even the fixed stars* appear encircled withunu

sual vapours. A noise resembling that of distant thunder issues

from the wells and caverns, and the sea emits a strange and of

fensive smell. All nature seems in commotion at a distance ; the

heavenly bodies appear to be involved in the conflict; both sea

and land partake of the agitation ; and nothing proinises so

(much safety as that island onwhich the storm is immediately

to fall. These harbingers of destruction are perceived some

times more than 24 hours before the hurricane begins, but

sometimes considerably less. In some cases all these harbingers

make their appearance ; but instances occur in which a few

only are perceived .

Columbus soon made himself master of these astral halos, and of other

signs which portend a hurricane in the West Indies. By these means he saved

luis own squadron ; while another commander, who despised these prognostics,

put to sea and was wrecked .
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These preludes are soon followed by that calamity which

they predict. Thesky on a sudden loses all its serenity, and

assumes an aspect which lowers in angry frowns. The brilliancy

of day -light is soon shaded in comparative darkness, and ga

thering vapours close in on every side. The sea puts on the

appearance of irresistible fury, and beats the shore withangry

rage . The waves , laden with strange productions, are thrown

upon the coast, and every surge yields something dreadfully

new. The clouds in the meanwhile are tossed in wild career,

in various directions, and even encounter each other in the

conflicting skies. Birds, which appear to be perfect strangers,

visit the stagnant pools, and load the air with strange and dis

cordant screams. The beasts retire from their pasture, and

bellow with a degree of wildness unknown on other occasions

-with notes that are apparently not their owr .

In this strange commotion, which various causes conspire to

make, the mind is oppressed with sensations of the most awful

nature. The appearance of the skies, the solemnity of the

gloom , the boiling of the ocean , and the roaring of its waves ;

the productions which are thrown on shore, the fury of the

surf, the murmuring of subterranean thunder, the noisome

smells which are emitted, the screaming of solitary birds, and

the unnatural bellowing of the cattle , combine to produce feel

ings which will hardly admit of any name.

Onthis margin of the Tornado the breezes are at onceirre

gular in their force, and inconstant in their direction. Each

point of the compass assumes the empire of the air, and rules

with faltering power for a moment, till all drops into a distant

calm. On asudden an echo is heard from the distant moun

tains, and the forest trembles through all her trees. The ca

verns issue forth a hollow moan, which joins the echo of the

mountains and the rustling of the trees. In a moment all na

tureis in an uproar, and the puny works of man sink beneath

the furious blast.

“ The North Aies forth, and hurlsthe frighted air :

Not all the brazen engin'ries of man ,

At once exploded, thewild burst surpass .

Yet thunder, yok'd with light’ning and with rain ,

Water and fire, increase th'infernal din.

Canes, shrubs, trees, huts, are whirl'd aloft in air.

The wind is spent , and all the isle below

Is hush'd in death ."

Soon issues forth the West with sudden burst,

And blasts more rapid, more resistless drives.

Rushes the headlong sky ; the city rocks.

Sullen the West withdraws his eager storms.

Will not the tempest now his furies chain !
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Ah no ! As when , in Indian forests, wild

Barbaric armies suddenly retire

After some furious onset, and behind

Vast rocks and trees their horrid forms conceal ,

Brooding on slaughter, not repuls’d ; for soon

Their growing yell th'affrighted welkin rends,

And bloodier carnage mows th ’ ensanguin'd plains :

So the South, sallying from his iron caves,

With mightier force renews th' aerial war.

Sleep frighted flies ; and see yon lofty palm ,

Fair Nature's triumph, pride of Indian groves,

Cleft by the sulph'rous bolt ! See yonder dome,

Where grandeur with propriety combind,

And Theodorus with devotion dwelt ,

Involv'd in smould'ring flames. From ev'ry rock

Dashes the turbid torrent ; through each street

A river foams, which sweeps with untam'd might

Men, oxen , cane-fields, to the billowy main,

Pauses the wind. - Anon , the savage East

Bids his wing'd tempest more relentless rave :

Now brighter, vaster coruscations flash ;

Deepens the deluge ; nearer thunders roll ;

Earth trembles ; ocean reels ; and in her fangs

Grim Desolation tears the shrieking isle,

Ere rosy morn possess th’etherial plain

To pour on darkness the full flood of day ."

(Sugar Cane, a Poem by Granger, p . 71 , 72.)

Such a picture of devastation requires no comment. It de

lineates the horrors of a Tornado with dreadful exactness, and

marks the progress of its desolating power. The calamities

which were produced by the severe visitations of 1712 and

1722, made a lasting impression on the minds of the inhabi

tants ; the day of the year has been remembered with venera

tion, and, like the anniversary of the earthquake, has been

set apart as a day of fasting and humiliation before God. But

unhappily, like the former occasion, the calamity is forgotten

in the midst of its commemoration, and professional humility

and fasting are degenerated into pride, and festivity, and mirth.

In the year 1744 another hurricane poured its desolat

ing breath . It was similar in its progress, but less destructive

in its effects. In 1780 the island was again revisited , and the

calamity was repeated the following year. In 1784 it returned

and ravaged the island . Its exterminating power was felt also

in 1785 , and again in October 1786, A respite of above

twenty years has since taken place. The hurricane seems to

grow more dreadful by delay , and its long absence bids the

inhabitants beware of a gathering storm. Similar calamities

will undoubtedly again happen , and prove more or less destruc

tive, as their violence may be directed to fall. The conflicting
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elements, which terminated in an earthquake that buried

Port Royal in the deep, may soon be agitated with greater vio

lence ; and the spot on which Jamaica now stands, may pre

sent nothing but unbroken waters to the eyes of those who

navigate the deep. The remains of ruined volcanoes, which are

visible on most of the islands, tell us that their foundations are

undermining by subterranean fires. The internal cavities will

in all probability grow too extensive for the arches which they

are making; even the pillars will give way, and in one dread

ful concussion of nature the island may be buried beneath the

waves.

But neither earthquakes nor volcanoes are necessary to pro

duce the ruin of an island, or the ruin of the world . The hur

ricanes which have thus visited Jamaica were capable of effect

ing the awful calamity. Either clement can be made the

minister of divine vengeance, when omnipotent power shall

give directions ; and the fate of Savanna la Mart convinces us,

with what ease destruction can be accomplished when it is the

will of Heaven . These awful examples can hardly be recollect

ed without some painful sensations, and without awakening

suspicions of what may shortly come to pass. In what light

soever we view them , they teach us an important lesson , and

urge mankind at large to prepare to meet their God.

But the calamities which have resulted from foreign invasion ,

and from the afflictive dispensations of divine providence, have

not been the only obstacles which the inhabitants of Jamaica

have been destined to encounter. From the period of its conquest

to the year 1796, they were compelled to contend with fero

cious enemies that had taken up their residence in the heart of

their country — who were entrenched in impregnable fortresses

* “ Volcanoes are called sulphures, or solfaterres, in the West Indies. There

are few mountainous islands in that part of the globe without them , and those

probably will destroy them in time. I saw much sulphur and alum in the

solfaterre of Montserrat. The stream that runs through it is almost as hot as

boiling water, and its streams soon blacken silver . ” See Note on the Sugar

Cane, a Poem by Granger, p . 74 .

+ Savanna la Mar was a small seaport , situated towards the western part of

the island , in the parish of Westmoreland. In the tremendous hurricane

which nearly desolated Jamaica in the year 1712, this town received its mourn

ful fate.

The sea , agitated to a degree that astonishes, forsook its ancient bounds; and

being driven by the tempest upon the land, overwhelmed the town and its

inhabitants; and in a few painful moments swept both ' man and beast from

the face of the earth . A destruction so sudden could create little or no alarm

till all was past. Not an individual survived to relato the calamity, or to mourn

over his departed friends. Not a single habitation escaped the deluge ; the

town , with its inhabitants and wealth, was, in the most literal sense of the

word , completely washed away.

VOL. I. Qq
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-who embraced every favourable opportunity of committing

depredations -- and who occasionally menaced them with de

struction, and the country with desolation .

We have already observed, in tracing the history of this

island, that wlien , under the command of Penn and Venables,

the British first wrested it from the crown of Spain, a multi

tude of negroes departed from their conquered masters, and,

assuming an air of independence, betook themselves to the in

accessible mountains, beyond the reach of their new invaders.

This was the origin of the Maroons. They had felt the yoke

of oppression ; and being weary both of their servitude and

their masters, they fixed a resolution, either to live free, or

perish in the attempt. Having entered into some general agree

ments among themselves, and chosen a leader, they planted

some maize in the most inaccessible parts of their retreats,

and waited the arrival of harvest ; living in the mean while by

their exertions and success in hunting, and on what they could

procure from the wild productions of nature . Finding, how

ever, from these resources but a scanty supply, hunger soon

made them desperate , and urged them to descend upon the

plains, to pillage provisions from the new settlers, who at this

early period had little or nothing to spare. War was instantly

declared against them . Many were put to death. But the

greater part submitted to the yoke which they had just shaken

off, and only about fifty or sixty fled back to their elevated re

cesses, and secured themselves in fastnesses which the hand of

oppression was unable to reach . An effort, indeed, was made

to dislodge and destroy them ; but the soldiers who were sent

on this undertaking, unable to bear the fatigues of ascending

mountains, and of surmounting difficulties which were foreign

to their modes of warfare, signified their disapprobation, and

the bloody scheme of extermination was givenup.

Those among them who had been subjugated, communicated

the infection of independence to the negroes who were enslav

ed, with whom they were compelled to associate in their la

bours; and each in his turn embraced every opportunity of

deserting , and of joining the few Maroons who had been so

fortunate as to escape the shackle and the sword, and who now

lived in the caves of the distant mountains, half forgotten and

almost unknown. The number of fugitives daily increasing, the

party, which was at first contemptible, grew formidablefrom

the accession of run - away slaves. This addition augmented

their power, and courage grew in an adequate proportion. In

the year 1990, they divided themselves into detached bodies ,

and, attacking the most defenceless of the English plantations,

comınitted dreadful ravages. But being better skilled in the
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arts of plunder and devastation than of war, they were unable

to withstand the forces that were brought against them ; hence

they were repeatedly driven back to the mountains, from

which they as repeatedly returned , whenever a favourable op

portunity invitedthem to renew their aggressions.

In the eyes of the planters the Maroon negroes appeared as

slaves, who became the property of the English by theright of

conquest . And hence they concluded , that to reduce them

again to bondage was an act of justice, and that even to de

stroy them while in this state of rebellion against their lawful

masters was a 'meritorious deed . The Maroons, on the con

frary, gloried in the efforts which they had made to break off

the fetters of servitude , and viewed their depredations on the

whites as acts of retaliation for the injuries they had sustained ,

and which, though severe in themselves, did not sufficiently

compensate former wrongs.

Actuated by principles so diametrically opposite to each other,

an irreconcileable hatred took place between the contending par

ties . The planters kept a perpetual watch to prevent the in

cursions of the Maroons, while these were as constantly em.

ployed in planning new schemes of plunder and revenge.

Every act of violence increased the animosity of the adverse

party ; the virulence which rankled at heart led to new enormi

ies, and finally produced actions on each side which human

nature blushesto acknowledge.

For nearly half a century this savage warfare continued with

little or no intermission . ' The Maroons assassinated several

planters and their families, who had taken up their residence

in the vicinity of those mountains which they denominated

their own, and frequently cut off such of the British troops

and militia as were sent out in small detachments to subdue

them. The enormities which they committed generally be

came the heralds of alarm , and the intelligence of depredations

collected the scattered soldiers, and drew them to the spot. In

vain were the insurgents beaten and driven back to their

mountains with loss ; in vain were forts erected and patroles

established at stated distances to prevent their inroads. Their

intimate acquaintance with the various defiles of the country

enabled them to elude the vigilance of their opposers , and to

renew their onsets on the more defenceless parts. The legis.

lature, alarmed at the incursions of these enemies, whom the

whole force of the island had not been able to subdue , passed

various acts to rouse the inhabitants from their supineness, and

offered considerable rewards for taking the Maroons either

alive or dead . But all their efforts fell short of their expecta

uions ; their foes grew more and more turbulent, in propor
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tion to the opposition which they were compelled to encoun

ter, and derived courage from those very circumstances which

were contrived to deprive them of it . The expenses of the

colony in keeping up a standing army to watch all their move

ments, were almost immense ; and the sanguinary measures to

which the colonists resorted , when any prisoners fell into their

hands, only exasperated the Maroons to madness, and , by ma

turing in their bosoms the principles of retaliation , rendered

them still more savage, vindictive , and cruel. The legislature ,

on perceiving that the methods which they had hitherto adopt

ed had proved ineffectual, contrived, about the year 1735, ta

establish another mode of warfare. The flying patroles

were recalled ; and a number of fortified houses were erected,

defended by bastions, and strongly garrisoned; so that a chain

of fortifications was stretched along the frontiers of the plan

tations, in the vicinity of those mountains which the Maroons in

habited, and which threatened them with a perpetual blockade.

To render these formidable preparations more operative, the

troops that were thus established in these fortified positions, for

the annoyance of the common enemy, were directed to make

frequent excursions into the heart of theircountry. The forests

and mountains were ordered to be scoured , their secret haunts

to be explored , and their gardens and provision - grounds to be

destroyed. Thus the sword and famine were directed to enter

into an alliance. In short, their efforts were calculated to carry

destruction among the Maroons in all its horrible forms . To

prevent these excursions from being rendered inefficient, each

man was directed to take with him provisions for twenty days;

and slaves were appointed to carry the burdens, lest the load

might retard the progress of those who marched in arms. This

method was adopted, that the want ofsustenance mightnot com

pel them to relinquish their pursuit, while traversing the inhos

pitable mountains in quest of an implacable enemy,whom they

seemed resolved to exterminate from the face of the earth .

As the Maroons were fully sensible that they were unable

to withstand their pursuers by open force, they invariably had

recourse to stratagem , to counterbalance their own deficiency

in military tactics. Hence they divided themselves into small

parties, and, availing themselves of the numerous advantages

which the country afforded, annoyed the troops that had

been sent against them , by unexpected sallies and artful am

buscades .' To meet these manæuvres, the soldiers were also

divided into small detachments, with orders to explore the

recesses of their enemies, and trace them to their retreats, as cir

cumstances might direct. To render this service still more

complete, in imitation of that unnatural cruelty which had

disgraced the Spanish name, each barrack, or fortified house,
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was furnished with a pack of dogs, of that speeies which has

since been known by the name of blood -hounds. And, as if

Christianity were to be implicated in the crimes of her dege

nerate sons, these blood -hounds were to be provided by the

churchwardens of each parish in which the fortified houses

were erected . These dogs were employed not only to prevent

surprises in the night, but to pursue the fugitives through the

pathless deserts , and to join in the conflict when a skirmish oc

curred -- we will not say to enjoy their portion of the horrid

spoils of war. But even these measures eventually proved un

successful. The spirits of the Maroons were invincible. Fu

gitive negroes supplied them with recruits, who more than

restored the number that had been slain ; and even their own

losses inspired them with revenge, which became a ferocious

substitute for more exalted courage.

The soldiers who had been imported from Europe, as well

as those who had been raised in the colony, at length grew dis

pirited with incessant fatigues, and became dejected with the

afflictions of a perpetual campaign, and with prosecuting a war

to which they could perceive no termination, and fromwhich

they could gather norenown . The assembly , on being made

acquainted with their condition , passed an act , about the year

1737, for the calling in of two hundred Indians from the Mos

quito shore, to assist in the reduction of the Maroons. These

Indianswere preferred, from their being inured to the climate

in which they were to act, and from their being intimately ac

quainted with that mode of fighticg which they were called to

pursue. What services these Indians might have rendered, can

only be the estimate of conjecture, as they were recalled and

sent back to their native country the following year. Thus much

is clear : they were admirably adapted for the exploits they

were imported to perform , and remained faithful to their en

gagements. And it is but just to state, that they were dis

missed with honour, and rewarded for the services which

they had rather promised than performed .

It was in the midst of these commotions, which threatened

the Maroons with inevitable ruin , that the arrival of Lord

Trelawney threw a new aspect on the face of affairs . This no

bleman was appointed governor of Jamaica in 1738. Imme

diately on his arrival , those rigorous measures which his prede

cessors had pursued were superseded by others, at once more

politic , andmore congenial to the feelings of human nature.

That prudent and humane commander soon perceived that both

parties were heartily tired with a conflict in which each had

been a loser, -in which much blood had been spilt, and an im

pensity of treasure wasted,—and to which , notwithstanding the
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measures whereto they had resorted, the most sagacious could

not rationally calculate upon a termination . As to the Maroons,

they had scarcely any other employment, and consequently but

fewthings, with them, had sustained an interruption. But with

the colonists the case was exactly the reverse. The military

duties which they were obliged to perform , and the perpetual

alarms in which they were kept, drew off their attention from

agricultural and commercial pursuits ; while the enormous ex

penses that the war occasioned, drew from the vitals of trade

ihat wealth which alone had rendered the island valuable. The

enlightened governor well knew that the Maroons, who for

nearly a century past had lived upon wild fruits, had gone

naked, and been inured to all the vicissitudes of the elements

and weather to which they had been exposed, and who had

never ceased to fight in the midst of defeats, even against su

perior numbers of disciplined troops, would never be subdued

by open force, and to conquer them by stratagem all perceived

would be a vain attempt. On these considerations, heproposed

to his council, and to the legislative assembly, the prudence and

necessity of having recourse to pacific overtures. The propo

sal met with their unanimous approbation. He therefore not

only offered to the Maroons landsto cultivate, which should be

deemed their own property , but engaged to guaranty that liberty

andindependence for which they had beenso long contending.

Thesepeaceable proposals, held out by governor Trelawney,

were comprised in fifteen articles ; of which the following are

the substance. First , All hostilities were to cease on both

sides for ever. Secondly, The Maroons were to be in a per

fect state of liberty and independence; and those fugitive ne

groes who had taken up their residence among them were to

be included in the general grant, excepting such as had desert

ed from their masters within two years from the date of the

pacification. These, who had thus deserted, should be at liber

ty to return to their original masters, by whom they should be

pardoned, or, if they preferred remaining with the Maroons,

they should be subject to their chieftains. Thirdly, They should

enjoy for themselves, and posterity for ever, fifteen hundred

acres of land, lying within certain boundaries specified in the

treaty. Fourthly, They should be at liberty to plant coffee,

cocoa, ginger, tobacco , and cotton , and to breed all sorts of

cattle, and dispose of their commodities to the inhabitants of

the island . Fifthly, Such of the Maroons as entered into this

treaty should live in Trelawney town, and should be at liberty

to hunt any where, except within three miles of a plantation.

Sixthly, Those who entered into this treaty should aid and

assist in killing and destroying all rebels ofevery description
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whatsoever throughout the island, who would not accept of the

şame terms of accommodation which were now proposed to all.

Seventhly, In case the island should be invaded by a foreign

enemy, all those who submitted to these terms of pacification

should repair to any part of the island which the governor

might appoint, and, acting in subordination to the commander

in chief, should co-operate with the regular troops in repelling

the hostile armament. Eighthly, The courts of justice and

law should be alike open to the aggressors and injured both of

Maroonsand whites; and punishment and redress should be

impartially administered to all, relative to differences which

might take place between them . Ninthly, In case any negro

slaves should thereafter desert from their masters, and repair

to the abodes of the Maroons, they should be immediately se

cured, and delivered up to the nearest magistrate to the place

in which they were taken, who should reward the Maroons for

their trouble, and reimburse their expense. Tenthly, That all

negroes recently taken should immediately be given up . Ele

venthly , The commander of the Maroons should wait on the

governor of theisland, at least once in every year, if required.

Twelfthly, The Maroon chief should be at liberty to inflict any

punishment he might deem proportionate to the offence, upon

any of his own people, provided it did not affect their lives ;

but in case the culprit should be thought deserving of death ,

he should be delivered up into the hands of the English, who

should proceed against him according to the laws then in prac

tice relative to the free negroes. Thirteenthly, The Maroons

should cut and keep open convenient roads from Trelawney

town to Westmoreland and St. James's. Fourteenthly, Two

white men should be appointed to reside in Trelawney town ,

whoshould be of the governor's nomination; that through the

medium of these men a friendly correspondence might be pre

served between the contracting parties. Fifteenthly, Certain

chiefs, then nominated , should succeed each other in the com

mand of the Maroons, in case death did not derange the order ;

but finally, after the decease of all, the governor for the time

being should select from among their own people whomsoever

he might deem qualified for the important office. This treaty

was concluded March 1st, 1738.

The terms and conditions of this treaty, held out by governor

Trelawney, were received on all sides with marks of the most

decided approbation. The colonists, wearied out with a tedious

and expensive war, to which they could otherwise see no pros

pect of a termination, behe in these overtures an opportu

nity of making allies of men whom they had been unable to

subdue, and of transforming implacable enemies into friends.
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The Maroons on their part , harassed by men and bunted by

dogs, watched with the utmost vigilance, and pursued even to

their last retreats, were willing to terminate hostilities which

every day rendered their situations less secure . They there

fore most readily availed themselves of the proposals which pro

mised perpetual peace, especially as they secured to them by

treaty all they could hope to obtain even by successful force.

The guarantee of that independence for which they had been

contending, dazzled them with its astonishing glare ; so that

while they acceded to all the terms proposed with the utmost

alacrity, the prospect of securing to themselves and posterity

this invaluable blessing, most probably bewildered their un

derstandings, and induced them to submit to conditions to

which , on more mature deliberation , they had no intention to

adhere. In the delirium of the moment, they seemed to have

forgotten that they were about to engage, by treaty , to prevent

the negro slaves , who inherited one common birthright with

their ancestors , from acquiring that independence which their

own forefathers had obtained by abandoning their Spanish mas

ters, and which they themselves had supported by maintaining

a constant depredatory war against the present colonists. Un

der these circumstances, it was but natural to suppose, that when

the paroxysm of the moment had subsided, and their minds

were permitted to operate in their natural channel, they would,

secretly or publicly, take part with the negroes whom they

had stipulated not to harbour, and finally assist them in pro

curing that independence which the treaty had made their own.

And finally, as opposition to such an insurrection must be ex

hected , that they would make with the insurgents a cause as

common as their complexion, fall upon the white inhabitants

together, and endeavour to exterminate them from the island

at a stroke.

However probable this future conduct of the Maroons might

have been, respecting their behaviour towards the negroes , a

considerable time elapsed before any other evidence was afford

ed than that which conjecture has supplied. It was in the year

1760 , when the negro slaves attempted a general insurrection

throughout the island, that the Maroons afforded the govern

ment an opportunity of forming a just estimate of their cha

racter. The revolt first broke out in the parish of St. Mary.

Its extent was not properly known ; but on such an eventful oc

casion consternation followed report , and the inhabitants of the

island became exceedingly alarmed . The soldiers were imme

diately under arms, and an express was sent to the Maroons for

them to hasten to the scene of action , and join their forces to

those of the whites, agreeably to the articles of the treaty which
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we have just surveyed. A detachment from their head -quarters,

after some days, obeyed the summons. The tardinessof their

movements, however, gave but too much reason for suspicions

that they were less solicitous about the suppression of the insur

rection , than about the watching of the fortune of the day . Prior

to their arrival , the colonial militia had defeated the slaves at a

place called Heywood Hall; and the intelligence of this victory ,

it is most probable, expedited their departure, and determined

them which side of the question to take. The insurgents who

had escaped the catastrophe of the day had retired to a neigh

bouring wood ; and the Maroons, having hitherto borne no

active part in the conflict, and being better acquainted with

the nature of bush -fighting than the white people , were directed

to pursue the fugitives. Further, as their viewswere well known

to be mercenary, a reward was offeredfor every prisoner they

might take , or for every rebel they might kill, provided they

brought some indubitable trophy of their conquest. Apparent

ly stimulated with the prospect of gain , they took their leave

of their allies, and entered the forest in pursuit of the insur

gents ; but after having concealed themselves in the desert for

some days, in which they probably held consultations, rather

how to obtain the reward than to deserve it, they returned in

hypocritical triumph , exhibiting a vast number of human ears,

which they said they had cut from the heads of the insurgents

whom they had slain in a desperate encounter which had taken

place ; and to give the tale which they had thus fabricated an

air of truth, they contrived to detail the particulars of the en

gagement, and artfully preserved a perfect connexion in all

its parts. A story so well wrought together, and rendered so

plausible by the consistency which was visible ; and these cir

cumstances demonstrated by the human ears which they pro

duced ; soon gained a degree of credit to which it was early dis

covered they were by no means entitled ), and they received the

reward accordingly. On further inquiry it was afterwards found ,

that instead of encountering the insurgents, as they pretended,

they had taken a circuitous route , and had actually taken the

ears which they produced , from the heads of those who had

fallen in the battle at Heywood Hall. *

* In a war so repugnant to their judgments, and so hostile to their feelings,

it is not to be expected that the Maroons should act with much vigour against

the countrymen of their ancestors, who were struggling for that freedom

which they themselves had obtained at the price of so much blood. No doubt

they would have acted with vigour and effect against a foreign enemy, had an

occasion offered . The treaty which was in existence, and which guarantied

to them their independence, must have given them a predilection in favour of

VOL. I. Rr
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Scarcely had the preceding affair subsided, before another

instance occurred, which gavemuch reason to our colonists to

suspect in a still more forcible manner the sincerity of their sa

vage allies. A detachment of regular troops, which had been

drawn out in consequence of the negro rebellion, were obliged

to take their station in the midst of a solitary wood. In the

dead of night they were attacked by the rebels. A smart ac

tion ensued, in which many were killed on both sides : the rebel

slaves were obliged at last to retire, but not till they had set fire

to the huts in which the soldiers were lodged . During this

action the Maroons were invisible. They were at first strongly

suspected, either to be the assailants, or to have been in a con

federacy with the rebels who were engaged. But these suspi

cions proved to be erroneous. The fact was, that the Maroons,

on the commencement of the action, fell flat upon their faces ;

nor did they stir from the ground on which they lay, until the

conflict was ended, and the rebelswere put to flight. These

circumstances, together with other instances of treachery that

soon occurred , abated the confidence which had been placed in

them , and induced the planters to consider them, if not as

enemies, yet as suspicious and equivocal allies.

But in the midst of these doubtful appearances, no direct

evidence could be brought to criminate them , or to charge them

with a violation of that treaty into which they had entered

with governor Trelawney. Private instances indeed frequently

occurred, in which individuals were guilty of the most daring

atrocities. But for these acts of aggression the law had provid

ed, so that nothing could be justlyconstrued into an infraction

of treaty . Even their private acts of enormity were frequently

suffered to go unpunished ; and either through the supineness

of the magistrates, or the dread of provoking stillgreater evils,

no measures were taken to subject them to therestrictions which

their conduct required . Through this remissness their actions

became still more flagrant, and their language more insolent :

the most atrocious crimes were committed by them with impu

nity ; and they secured themselves from justice by retreating to

the English, in preferenceto any other European power. But called , as they

were on the present occasion , to sheathe their swords in the bowels of their

countrymen, it is not surprising that they should act with languor, and avail

themselves of the duplicity which they manifested to obtain the reward that

had been offered . They were evidently required to act in a war which they

detested : we may therefore reasonably conclude, that they obeyed the sum

mons with reluctance, and entered into the conflict more from necessity than

chcice. Their situation was somewhat similar to that of Brutus, and probably

their feelings were much the same. They did not love the English less, Lar

ibcy loved the cause of thic negroes more.
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the woods and mountains, after setting fire to insulated settle

ments, and murdering the inhabitants.

On the advantageswhich our colonists derived from their al

liance with the Maroons, in consequence of the treaty which

governor Trelawney had made, a variety of opinions were

formed. In the negro rebellion of 1760, they were considered

by some as the preservers of the island, and by others as the

secret instigatorsof that insurrection which they were called on

to suppress. By some they were considered as concealed ene

mies ; and the want of specific evidence against them, seemed

rather to confirm the suspicions which had been previously en

tertained, than to operate in their favour. The facts which

have been already mentioned were aggravated, to give colour

ing to their guilt ; and even the peculiarities that resulted

from their savage modes of life, were magnified to suit the oc

casion to which they were applied.

But in the midst of these public reproaches, which were so

liberally bestowed upon them for secretly espousing the cause

of the negroes, there were many circumstances in their conduct

which discovered a ferocious hatred towards that people, not

easily reconcileable with the censures to which they have been ex

posed. Of this barbarous ferocity the following is an instance.

A negro of the Koramantyn nation had signalized himself in

the insurrection just related, as a leader of the rebel slaves . His

party being defeated, he was chased by the Maroons through the

forests. In this pursuit he was overtaken ; he was shot ; his

head was severed from his body, and carried in barbarous tri

umph to the magistrates, to obtain the reward which had been

offered : and to such a height was their savage brutality extend

ed, that the body of the unhappy African was afterwards ripped

open, his entrails and heart taken out, roasted, and actually

devoured by the unfeeling wretches, who without emotion or

reluctance partook of thehorrid repast. On many other oc

casions they were equally vindictive and sanguinary, and desti

tute of those marks of compassion which seem inseparable from

that secret attachment to the negroes which they were sup

posed to possess . Their conduct , indeed, exhibited a scene of

contradiction, in whichthey alternately cherished and destroyed

the negroes. It was this, in all probability, that laid the foun

dation of that diversity of opinions which prevailed. Acting

from no fixed principles, their attachments and aversions could

not be easily ascertained ; the impulse of the moment hurried

them to action, without the assistance of that discretion which ,

with civilized nations, frequently accompanies war. The most

permanent principle by which they seem to have been guided ,

was probably a wish to prolong the insurrection , and to pro
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mote that discord which then prevailed. There is no doubt

but they secretly enjoyed the effusion of blood which they saw

reeking from the wounds of both parties , and that they earnest

ly desired to see the whole body of inhabitants reduced. In this

situation both of our colonists and the slaves, which must have

been an object rather of their wishes than their hopes, they

would most readily have availed themselves of every advantage,

and have made a desperate effort to exterminate the wreck of

both masters and slaves. An ascendancy thus acquired would

have given them the mastery of the island , and have placed

them beyond the reach of all controul. This was an object

which must have been highly flattering to their ambitious and

aspiring views; and ultimate success would have made Jamaica

what St. Domingo is at the present hour.

The negro rebellion being finally terminated, and tranquillity

again restored to the island, the Maroons were dismissed from

their equivocal service, agreeable to stipulation, and they re

turned to their allotted habitations. From that period, till the

year 1795, nothing remarkable occurs in their history. Their

time was employedeither in hunting the wild boar, from which

they obtained the name of Maroons,* or in cultivating maize,

or in committing robberies on the neighbouring plantations.

Little orno notice, however, was taken of themin their pub

lic capacity . If they were caught in their thefts, they were

punished according to law ; and with the punishment the affair

ended on both sides. But in the year 1795 an event occurred ,

which was to them of the last importance, as it terminated in

their total overthrow , and final expulsion from the island ; the

occasion and circumstances of which we proceed to relate.

Among the various trespasses which had been committed

with impunity, two of the Maroon negroes of Trelawney town,

in the month of July 1795, stole some pigs from a neighbour

ing plantation. They were detected in the fact, were taken

into custody, and committed to the house of correction in

Montego Bay. Soon afterwards they were brought to trial ; when,

the evidence appearing decisive against them , they were found

guilty, and sentence was passed upon them according to the

nature of their offence, and agreeable to the article included

in the treaty entered into with them by governor Trelawney.

It is not improbable, that the term of Maroon was originally imported

from Spanish America, before the island fell into our hands; for, according

to Mr. Long, the word in the dialect of that place imports a hog-hunter, or

hunter of hogs. And as this exercise constituted the chief employment of the

people whom we describe, the conjecture of Mr. Long secmis highly reason,

able, that this circumstance gave them the appellation.
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They were sentenced to receive thirty-nine lashes each, which

punishment was executed by the black overseer of the work

house, according to the decision of the court. On being dis

charged, they retired towards their home in Trelawney town,

uttering their imprecations, and breathing to every one whom

they met a spirit of revenge. Some of their associates joined

them on the occasion, and manifested the same hostile disposi

tions as if the punishment had been inflicted upon them without

their having committed any offence.

On theirarrival at Trelawney town, they detailed the circum

stances which had taken place , withsuch aggravations as were

calculated to inflame those to whom they gave the relation, and

to awaken in their bosoms the most pointed indignation against

the authors of their supposed wrongs. Their story gaining

credit, the whole bodyassembled ; and, forgetting the crime

in the punishment which had been inflicted , the majority deter

mined on vengeance, and declared for war. The aged and

more considerate among them , however, aware of the conse

quences which must result from such a measure, entered their

protest against such rash proceedings . But their voices were

over -ruled by the boisterous eloquence of the more turbulent,

and the sound of war prevailed .

Thus determined, a deputation was immediately dispatched

to the house of Captain Craskell, who at that time resided

among them, directing him to depart from their territories im

mediately, or his life must atone for his disobedience. Alarmed

at this intelligence, and well knowing that what they threatened

they would have the barbarity to execute, he withdrew im

mediately, but paused at a plantation in the vicinity, and en

deavoured by expostulation to induce them to reconsider the

rashness and injustice of the enterprise in which they were about

to engage. But all his efforts proved ineffectual . They had

resolved on war, and would listen to nothing that tended to

soften their ferocity , or damp their ardour. And to put an

end to the parley, which Captain Craskell endeavoured to pro .

long, an attempt was made upon his life.

Having driven Captain Craskell from their territories, they

proceeded in a more public manner to avow their intention

of commencing hostilities. A letter was accordingly written to

the magistrates of Montego Bay, * in the rough language of

contempt and insult, in which they affected to apprize the in

habitants of their approaching danger, to threaten the town

with an attack on the 20th of the same month , and to meet

• Montego Bay is about 20 miles from Trelawney town .
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the British and colonial troops in arms, and risk their future

destiny on the fortune of war.

The magistrates, well acquainted with the character of the

enemy by whom theywere threatened, hastened to provide for

the safety of the inhabitants, and to spread the intelligence

through the island, that the savages in their barbarous onsets

might not find them unprepared . But no part of Jamaica had

so much to apprehend as Montego Bay. It was here that the

felonious Maroons had been punished ; it was this town which ?

the whole body that had espoused their cause considered in an

odious light ; and it was against this place that their "mena

ces had been directed . This therefore stood most in need of

defence. General Palmer, who commanded the militia in this

district, was accordingly requested to call out the forces under

his direction, that they might be in readiness to act at a mo

ment's notice. He saw the urgency of the case, and instantly

complied ; and, as a further precaution, dispatched a messenger

to the commander in chief, requesting him to send him a re

inforcement, that the display of military parade might deter the

Maroons from engaging in the contest, or assist in repelling

them, in case they should be so mad as to commence the attack.

A detachment of horse was therefore immediately ordered

forward, to act in concert with the militia , as circumstances might

require, either to repel the assailants, or pursue them in their

retreats. The troops which were collected together on the 19th

amounted to 400 men ; to these were added eighty dragoons

completely accoutred ; so that the whole body only waited

for orders, and the appearance of an enemy, to proceed to

immediate action.

The number of Maroons at this time capable of bearing arms

was not known with precision. A collection of vagrant parties

formed the general estimate ; but the accounts werevarious and

unsatisfactory ; and even the aggregate of fugitive negroes,

who had been concealed among them , was thought to be much

greater than afterwards appeared in point of fact. The savage

fury which had marked the conductof the Maroons on former

occasions had made a deep impression on the minds of the in

habitants. The prospects of approaching cruelties had alarmed

their apprehensions, and these had multiplied the number of

the ferocious hordes. Even the troops were about to encounter

an enemy on which they could form no adequate calculation,

and with whose mode of warfare they were almost totally un

acquainted. These circumstances rendered the quantity of

troops which had been collected absolutely necessary . At the

same time they had this additional advantage, that while they

displayed a formidable appearance, there was a probability of
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awing the common enemy into a compliance with such mea

sures as might be adopted, without the effusion of human

blood. In a partial manner this effect was happily produced .

The Maroons, intimidated by the military forces that had

been collected to check their inroads, appeared sensible of the

rashness which had marked their conduct, and expressed desires

to negotiate a peace. For this purpose they proposed a confer

ence,to be holden at Trelawney town , between their own chiefs

on the one part; and the chief magistrate of the district, the co

lonel of themilitia , and two members of the legislative assem

bly, whom they expressly named , on the other. Anxious to

avert the horrors which necessarily accompany war, the gen

tlemen whom they thus solicited hastened to comply with their

request, and repaired to Trelawney town on the 20th of July,

the day on which the savages had threatened to execute their

sanguinary designs.

The Maroons, equipped for war , and with their faces paint

ed for battle, assembled together to the number of about 300 ,

and received the negotiators in an attitude of hostile defiancé.

Theirlanguage was at once boisterous and insolent, and accom

panied with such menaces, that the gentlemen began to be

alarmed for their personal safety. Noviolence, however, was

offered. A degree of savage tranquillity succeeded to these

bursts of passion, and a parley ensued . In this they declared,

that they did not arraign the justice of the proceedings which

had taken place at Montego Bay, neither did they once insi

nuate that the punishment inflictedon the delinquents was

greater than their crimes deserved . But the manner in which

the punishment was administered was an offence which they

could not pardon ; they considered it as an insult offered to their

whole body, that a Maroon should have been flogged by a black

overseer of slaves, and that too in the presence of culprits who

were at that moment confined for felonies of which they had

been guilty, and in which they had in part detected them. For

this wound, which their national honour had sustained, they de

manded satisfaction. In addition to this , they insisted upon the

dismission of Captain Craskell, the re -appointment ofMr.James,

who had formerly resided among themas superintendant, and

an additional grant of lands to cultivate. These they declared

were the only grievances they had to state, and the only re

quests they had to urge; and if these were complied with, all

hostile intentions and preparations should cease, and perfect

tranquillity should be again restored .

The demands which were thus made involved subjects of

some moment ; and deliberation , as well as authority, was neces

sary to ratify the grants which they expected . TheBritish gen
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tlemen promised to use their influence in obtaining what they

requested , when their case should be stated to the governor and

legislative assembly ; and beyond this their power did not ex

tend. Their primary object at present was, to restore tranquillity,

and prevent the effusion of human blood . Apparentlysatisfied

with these open declarations, the Maroons put on a placid coun

tenance, and seemed willing to wait the event of the claims

which they had now stated, from a conviction that the govern

ment would grant their demands.

But actions that are passed cannot be recalled ; and those

that are marked with indiscretion, though varnished with spe

cious pretences, and covered with the shield of authority, ob

tain a complexion which cannot easily be effaced . In the pre

sent instance, the national pride of the Maroons had received a

wound which was difficult to cure. The lenitives which had

been applied had suspended the smarting for a moment, but

the corrosion still continued . The sore was covered , but not

healed . They still felt the anguish of the indignity which had

been offered to them, and it rankled deeply in their hearts.

Though, in general, the Maroons were governed by the im

pulse which the passing moment communicated, they were not

altogether strangers to intrigue. They had learned to conceal

the latentpurposes of their souls under the smiles of dissimu

lation , and to appear highly satisfied with a prospect of peace,

while they were making more vigorous preparations for war.

The conference terminated on the grounds which have been

stated ; mutual interchanges of civility took place, and perma

nentfriendship was apparently restored .

The demandsof these perfidious friends were immediately

transmitted to government ; but before they could be taken into

consideration , it was discovered , that the conference was only a

project to gain time, that they might banish suspicion while

they were maturing a diabolical conspiracy, in conjunction with

the negro slaves, on whose co -operation they relied for a gene

ral insurrection , and , probably , a subsequent massacre of all

the white inhabitants throughout the island . There was also

another circumstance which induced them to postpone the mo

ment of revenge. The July fleet of merchantmen was to sail

on the 26th ; and, on their departure , only a small military

force would be left on the island, the 83d regiment being about

to embark at the same time for St. Domingo. Even during the

conference their secret intrigues had been carrying on , through

the medium of agents whom they had sent to the differmit

plantations. These emissaries met with various receptions ;

some being cordially received and secreted by the slaves , and

others repelled with abhorrence by those whom they attempted
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to seduce . From an attachment which those of the latter de

scription felt toward their masters , information of their designs

and attempts were communicated by them ; but the confidence

that was placed in their professions of friendship and fidelity,

in adhering to the conditions of the treaty which had just been

made, so far prevailed, that the governor actually permitted the

fleet to sail and the regiment to embark. The delusion, how

ever, was of short continuance. The evidences of their treas

chery, which had been disregarded , gained ground , and every

day brought with it some corroborating circumstance.

Lord Balcarras, the governor, convinced of his error , dis

patched a swift-sailing boat from the east end of the island, to

overtake, if possible, the frigate which had the troops under

convoy, with a letterto the captain, stating to him the situation

of affairs, and directing him to change his course immediately ,

and sail with the transports to Montego Bay. Providentially

the fleet was overtaken ; the orders were obeyed ; and the

whole force, consisting of a thousand effective men, landed on

the 4th of August. In the mean timethe whole island was

put under martial law ; reinforcements of troops and dragoons

made forced marches from different parts, and hastened to

join the 83d regiment which had just landed . The governor

himself, interested in the issue of the approachingcontest, de

termined to command the forces in person, and left Spanish

town for that purpose on the same daythat the troops debarked

at Montego Bay.

Previously to the return of the troops that had embarked ,

the whole island was in a precarious situation. Of the Maroons

the inhabitants knew not the exact number, and on the success

of their machinations among the negroes they could form no

calculation . The example of St. Domingo might, for any thing

they could perceive to the contrary , have excited them to des

perate adventures ; and the secret correspondence between the

slaves and the Maroons, who were then waiting to engage in

war , rendered every exertion necessary , and called even the

most indolent into action. The fate of Jamaica, in their esti

mation , depended upon the issues of a few hours; the lives

and welfare of themselves and families were at stake, and, un

der Providence, rested upon the efforts which prudence, una

nimity, and courage, were about to make. But even wisdom

and personal valour must have been ineffectual against such

myriads as would have swarmed , if the negroes had attempted

a general revolt. In this case, an universal massacre of the

white inhabitants would most probably have been the result,

and the rich plantations would either have evaporated in flames,

or have sunk into heaps of ashes, while the island would have

VOL. I. Ss
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exhibited nothing but a scene of desolation. It was under these

bodings of despair that the inhabitants were depressed, when

intelligence arrived that the troops had reached the shore, to co

operate with the militia and dragoons.

The arrival of the military from almost every quarter could

not fail to alarm the Maroons to a considerable degree. They

must have been sensible, if they had reflected but a moment,

that they were utterly unable to cope with the forces brought

against them, especially as they knew their own powers,their

numbers and resources, and the utter impossibility of their ob

taining reinforcements in case of a defeat. On the approach of

Lord Balcarras, they were alarmed to such a degree, that the

great question of peace or war was once more agitated in their

councils, and after violent debates a division took place ; the

aged and politic declaring in favour of peace, the thoughtless

and headstrong contending for war. Unfortunately the latter

once more prevailed, and all hopes of accommodation were at an

end . Thegovernor, however, previous to the commencement

ofany actual hostilities, issued a proclamation , specifying their

offences, stating their situation , and denouncing the severe

measures to which he should have recourse on the fifth day from

the date of that paper ; at the same time, though a reward

was offered for their heads, and their town threatened to be

consumed with fire on the day above mentioned, yet prior to

that day they were within the reach of mercy ; and such as

chose to accept of it were commanded to repair immediately

to Montego Bay.

The period allotted them for consideration expired on the

13th of August : on the 11th about forty Maroons, consisting

chiefly of the aged and infirm ,hastened to obtain mercy ; but all

besides resolved to abide by the decision of the sword .

Of those who came in , two were again dispatched with over.

tures of conditional pardon ; but they were detained by their

countrymen , and never more permitted to return .

The ensuing night they accomplished for themselves what

the governor had threatened in his proclamation, and actually

set fire to their own town, having first provided for the safety

of their womenand children. They then proceeded to attack

the out-posts of the British camp, which was stationed at a

place called Vaughan's Field, and in their first onsets they were

but too successful. Aware of their inability to face our troops

in the open field, they retreated with precipitation after the

first encounter ; but it was only to decoy the forces which they

opposed into ambuscades, which had been purposely laid to en

snare them. During their momentary triumphs they afforded

but too many melancholy specimens of their barbarous dispo
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sitions , and by their remorseless cruelties convinced the white

inhabitants of the treatment which they had to expect , if vic

tory should ultimately crown their arms. Solitary plantations,

which they found in a defenceless state, they joyfully consumed

with fire, and the affrighted inhabitants were instantly murder

ed , without any regard to age or sex . Even the severest sickness

could not protect the unhappy victim ; the cries of helpless in

fants were insufficient to suspend the dagger ; and even mothers

in childbed were obliged , after feeling by sympathy the pangs

which their infants had been doomed to suffer,to participate in

their fate. No specific charge of guilt was necessary on these

occasions to invite the assassin ; even complexion became cri

minal, and an opportunity to murder gave a sanction to the

deed. In short, it was a war of extermination , in which slaugh

ter and desolation were the primary objects for which conquest

was to be obtained .

The promptitude and decision of Lord Balcarras at this aw

ful time was perhaps one of the happiest events which the island

had ever experienced. The occasion was momentous, and the

effects which resulted from his decided conduct were great be

yond all example. The negroes, terrified atthe general move

ments which they perceived in the military departments, in the

alertness of the officers, and the personal activity of the governor,

were awed into submission even without a menace, and easily

detached from the interests of the Maroons. Both their lan

guage and their conduct concurred to beget confidence in their

fidelity ; so that no danger being apprehended from that quar

ter, the whole military force was at liberty to act against those

who had occasioned the war.

The successes which had crowned the Maroons in their first

exertions had filled them with the highest expectations, and

both flattered their vanity, and gave fresh vigour to their natural

ferocity and personal courage. The ground on which they stood

was highly favourable to their mode of warfare, and gave them

advantages, which , on a champaign country, they could not have

possessed. Conscious of their inability to face the troops which

were sent to oppose their progress , they waited opportunities to

elude their vigilance, and to harass them by falling on the more

defenceless parts of the country. They had fixed their princi

pal repository in the interior of the island , surrounded by those

ramparts of nature which art wasscarcely able to overcome.

From these inaccessible fortresses, it was their custom to sally

in the dead of night, and seize upon those objects which , from

a distant eminence, they had marked on some preceding day.

The roads which led to these places of concealment were ex

tremely difficult to pass ; so that the works of nature seemed to
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retard the progress of our troops. If these acted with that cir

cumspection which was necessary for their safety, they could

make no movements that could lead them to hope for success ;

and if they advanced without it, they were almost certain of

falling into an ambuscade.

The Maroons, always on the alert, and watching the motions

of the soldiers from their inaccessible haunts, were at all times

prepared with men lying in ambush to attack them in every de

file . To draw them from the mountains, our troops soon found

was impossible, and in their recesses they were beyond their

reach. The war , therefore, which was viewed with contempt

by our soldiers, as soon as they found that the negroes had no

intention to join the insurgents, they now perceived was pro

tracted into an endless campaign. In this strange mode of war

fare, in which the colonists had every thingto fear , but nothing

tohope, and in which the island had every thingto lose, but no

thing to gain , no other prospect appeared before them , but that

of exercising vigilance which knew no intermission , and of

lavishing expenses to which they could see no end . These were

the circumstances which gave rise to those extraordinary mea

sures, which, to the disgrace, of human nature , were soon af

terwards adopted.

The inhabitants, kept in perpetual alarm by an enemy whom

all both dreaded and despised, waited till themonth of Septem

ber, with anxious hopes that some measures would be then de

vised by the general assembly, which was about to meet, that

might extricate them from thecalamities which threatened them .

Amid their deliberations on the state of public affairs, it was

proposed to have recourse to an expedient, to which their an

cestors had resorted prior to the treaty which Lord Trelawney

had the honour to introduce. This expedient was, to dispatch

immediately a vessel to the island of Cuba for one hundred

blood -hounds, which , under the direction of Spanish hunts

men, who were to be imported at the same time, were to pur

sue the Maroons in the same manner as they had been accus,

tomed to pursue wild bullocks in their native land .

dient, it was asserted , would prevent the effects of the am

bushes which they were accustomed to form , and drive them

from those inaccessible heights which the bullets of their pur

suers could not reach.

A measure so repugnant to the feelings of humanity can

scarcely be mentioned without exciting the indignant passions.

The savages of Asia , Africa, and America, when charged by

European warriors with ferocity that ought to be banished from

the conduct of mankind, if acquainted with the fact, might

direct them to look to the Maroon war in Jamaica ; and few of

This expe .
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our countrymen , we flatter ourselves, could hear the rebuke

without a blush. In vain is this conduct attempted to be justified

by Mr. Bryan Edwards. The efforts which he has made to vin

dicate an action so inhuman , so despicable, and so barbarous,

plainly shew us what his sentiments were on the adoptionof a

measure at which our feelings revolt. He apologizes for a

mode of conduct which not even his abilities can varnish .

The excuses that he has made serve only to expose the en

ormity of the measure , which, for the honour of Great Britain,

ought never to have been adopted, and which he, as the in

terested friend of Jamaica, should rather have endeavoured to

consign to perpetual shade. Dissatisfied himself with the pal

biatives which he has administered , he resorts to the urgency of

the occasion , as affording him firmest footing ; and finally re

solves into necessity an expedient which is utterly indefensible ;

for a measure which is in itself inhuman becomes amplified in

detail, by those very attempts which are made to give it a colour

ing that it will not receive : so that the pains which he has

taken to extinguish the sparks of humanity in our bosoms to

ward the ferocious Maroons, only direct our attention to those

deeds at which every generous feeling recoils. They were , what

this author has observed on another occasion— “ deeds of dark .

ness , too mournful to contemplate, too dreadful to be told . ”

He quotes, indeed , a passage from Paley's Philosophy ; but

it is by no means applicableto the practice for which he pro

duces it. Paley's principle is general, " that if the cause and

end of war be justifiable, all the means that are necessary to at

tain that end are justifiable also ." The author , without doubt,

had in view, when he delivered this sentiment, some of those

modern extremities to which the violence of late wars between

civilized nations had proceeded ; such as throwing of red -hot

balls into the enemy's ships, the more readily to destroy them ;

or the consuming of provisionsand stores to prevent their falling

into their hands. But it ought not to be forgotten , that these

are no more than hostile operations of man against man ; and

even the warlike uses which are made of the elephant and the

horse, may be resolved into the same principle. In neither case

is the barbarousness of the animal properly called into action .

The effects that become visible on either occasion , are only

those which result from their domesticated uses ; not from fero

city which originates inthemselves, but to the exercise of which

they have been trained with the utmost diligence and care.

The setting on of blood -hounds, however, for such were the

dogs of Cuba, not merely to trace to their haunts, but to seize

and tear in pieces the trembling fugitives, is an action which need

only be mentioned to excite detestation . Where is the analogy
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between the blood -hound and the horse ? Humanity shudders

at the introduction of these canine allies ; and Christianity ,

mortified at the conduct of her degenerate sons, weeps at the

recollection that they should so far have forgotten her mild and

conciliating principles , as to suffer such aresolution to pass

through an assembly composed of men denominating them

selves her disciples . It is, nevertheless, but just to observe,

that the proposition itself was treated with great indignity by

the more conscientious and moderate among them, in their

warm debates upon the Maroon rebellion ; and the intelligence

of the transaction, when received by the British parliament,

was mentioned in both houses with horror and indignation.

Whatever palliatives may be administered by those who feel

themselves personally implicated in the detestable transaction ,

posterity will view the subject in its proper light. The opiates

which a modern writer has applied , cannot be expected to

operate in future ages, when his medium will no longer give

colouring to fact . Even the comparisons which he has made

will be divested of their application, and Spain and England in

this branch of their colonial conduct will be seen in the same

unhappy light . To justify this expedient by an appeal to Asia

tic modes of warfare, is rather an acknowledgement of guilt

than a rational defence ; and yet to these has this writer ap

pealed . As men professing ourselves the disciples of Jesus

Christ, and as standing highest on the lists of civilization and

science, the resemblance returns upon us with reproaches which

we are unable to repel. It is a reflection upon that religion by

which we are nominated, and it looks like a renunciation of

that improvement of manners which we hold out to the heathen

world . On the present occasion , there seems to have been a

communication to the canine species of a degree of that fero

city by which their employers were actuated ; in short , it was a

method which instructed the brute creation to revel in human

blood .

Providentially, however, the arrival of these blood -hounds,

and their Spanish directors, at Montego Bay, in the month of

December, prevented that unnatural carnage which they were

designed to promote. The rumour which prevailed of their

ferocious nature had such an effect in terrifying the Maroons,

that it strongly co -operated with the more humane measures

which the noble governor had so steadily pursued, to put an end

to this formidable revolt. With these views he proceeded to

secure all the passes by strong military posts, that no avenue

might be left through which they might pass into other parts of

the country ; a circumstance which reduced them to the last ex

tremity, for the want of provisions and water . The almost
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inaccessible mountains,and steep rocks, from which they occa

sionally sallied in the night, being destitute both of springs and

rivers, obliged them to depend upon the rain which descended

from the clouds ; so that the siege or blockade reduced them to

a precarious sustenance .

But prior to the arrival of the blood -hounds, though driven

to verysevere extremities, their martial spirits were unsubdued .

The calamities, which would have been insupportable to men

accustomed to any other mode of life, were those to which the

Maroons had been long inured , and to which they cheerfully

submitted, as the common condition of existence. Yet even

amidst their hardiness, the calls of nature became so powerful

as to admit of no parley. The agonies of thirst , which in this

torrid climate began to prey upon their vitals, forbade them

to remain in an inactive state . A small party of these barba

rians, eluding the vigilance with which they were watched , found

means to descend from the mountains to renew their depreda

tions. They entered the parish of St. Elizabeth in the night,

set fire to several plantations, and consumed much property

in the flames. In this onset one Maroon was shot, several

whites were killed, many were wounded, some buildings were

burned to the ground, and other acts of violence were com

mitted . But these triumphs were of short duration . A more

powerful force soon compelled them to retire to their native

haunts, whence they were never afterwards able to sally in the

parade of war.

Perceiving, shortly after this event, through the good disci

pline and perseverance of the regular troops and militia , and

the prudent conduct of the officers, that all external supplies

were cut off, a considerable body of the Maroons most humbly

sued for peace , upon almost any terms which Lord Balcarras

might think proper to impose . Much altercation ensued among

our officers in consequence of these solicitations . The arrival

of the blood-hounds had evidently a considerable influence in

dictating their submission ; and hence it was inferred , that their

proposals were insincere. His lordship, however , humanely ac

ceded to their earnest solicitations, upon the following condi

tions: that they should implore his majesty's pardon on their knees

- that their future residence should be restricted to some parti

cular part of the island , hereafter to be determined ; and, final

ly,that those fugitive slaves, whom they had either harboured or

seduced from their allegiance to their masters, should be im.

miately delivered up — that in consideration of these compli

ances, all hostilities should cease, their lives and liberties should

be sacred, and Jamaica should still afford them an asylum.“

These proposals were issued on the 21st of December, and ten
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days were allowed them to deliberate on their contents , and

form a final determination . But a small number only availed

themselves of these pacific overtures within the time prescribed ;

the remainder returned to their old haunts, and joined the

main body which still held out; so that all hopes of an amica

ble accommodation were cut off.

The obstinacy which marked their conduct influenced the

whites to have recourse to their canine allies, to obtain by vio

lence that unqualified submission which they well knew they

must shortly be compelled to yield. That lenitives had been

repeatedly applied where force might have been used, is evident

from the various incidents which their history affords; and it

is with regret that we must acknowledge they were not at

tended with that success whichthey were calculated to procure .

The Maroons, in all likelihood, attributing these gentle mea

sures to an inability, on the part of the whites, to
btain by

arms that conquest at which they thus aimed by stratagem ,

were unwillingto yield submission till resistance was no longer

in their power. This induced them to hold out to the last ex

tremity, to waver in uncertainty
between compliance and

OPPO

sition , and to hesitate whether they should defend their inde

pendence or abandon it for ever . It was this which prevailed

upon the colonists and soldiers to resort to the disgraceful expe

dient, which has sullied the glory of their arms and valour with

a stain which no apology can erase.

Lord Balcarras, finding that all his designsof mercy had been

defeated , issued orders on the 14th of January, 1796 , to

GeneralWalpole, who then commanded the troops, to march

immediately against the Maroons who had refused to submit

to the clemency that had been offered . The whole body was

instantly in motion. The blood -hounds and their Spanish

directors, whom he was compelled to take, joined in the ex

pedition ; but from those motives of humanity which adorned

his character, they were permitted to occupy no other station

than the rear of his army. The rebels, however, were fully

apprised that these dreadful antagonists constituted a part of the

force they were destined to encounter, and felt all the horrors

of their situation : their mountains were besieged by men , and

their precipices were to be scaled by dogs.

Terrified at the apprehensions of the blood -hounds, which

their fears and common report had multiplied in number and

magnified in ferocity, they had no timeto waver any longer

in suspense. Their securest retreats, they well knew , were

accessible to their canine invaders ; by which they expected to

be discovered , torn to pieces, and then devoured . Their con

dition was become alarming in the last degree. Oppressed with
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hunger, and parched with intolerable thirst, besieged by an

enemy whom they were unable to face ,andwho, by guarding

all their passes , had completely cut off their communications

with exterior supplies, their only reliance had long been placed

upon the securities which the fortifications of nature had pro

vided for them. But now this only citadel of their faltering

hopes was assailed by a new species of foes, which had been

imported from a foreign land . In this extremity, finding the

whole armament in motion, which they could neither resist nor

elude, they came to a final resolution , to endeavour, by sub

mission, to soften the rigour of that fate which they could not

avert. They therefore determined to proceed , in the character

of humble supplicants, to meet their enemies withoạt hostility

and without arms.

Agreeably to these views, a deputation was instantly dis

patched, to supplicate from General Walpole that mercy which

they had rejected, when offered by the governor on advan

tageous terms. At present they only stipulated for their lives

a condition which was readily granted, without reluctance or

hesitation .

These deputies were followed by about two hundred and

sixty of their countrymen , to whom the humiliating but wel

come tidings were conveyed. The young and robust still,

however, continued to hold out; perhaps from an apprehension ,

that as their violent counsels had occasioned the war , a more

fearful responsibility awaited them ; but nothing serious being

dreaded from their delay, General Walpole proceeded no fur

ther in the forests. About the middle of themonth of March

following, these also repaired to the fountain of mercy, and

submitted, on no other condition than the security of their lives,

But neither entreaty nor menace could induce them to comply

with the condition of the treaty of the 21st of December,

which demanded of them a surrender of all the fugitive slaves

who had taken up their residence among them . This circum

stance , however, instead of aggravating their guilt, tends in some

degree to palliate their offences. Many of the fugitive slaves

had been seduced by them ; but amid the enormities which

they had committed on the whites, they felt too much honour

to betray those whom they had deluded , and chose rather the

hazard of exile from the island, than to remain on it with the

disgraceof meriting the appellation of traitors.

The Maroons being happily subdued through the influence

of terror, without any further effusion of blood on either side, it

became a question with the conquerors, of no inconsiderable

moment, to decide in what manner they should be disposed of.

The stipulations of the 21st of December obliged them to ask

VOL. I. Tt
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the king's pardon on their knees within agiven time , and to

bring in such slaves as had taken refuge in their territories,

With the first of these injunctions some had complied ; but

with the last , none : and hence the question was agitated, whe

ther any were entitled to the indulgence which the proclama

tion or treaty had offered ? No proof could be clearly adduced ,

that any fugitive slaves were at that time actually harboured

by them ; and nothing could be more unjust than to impose

upon them an impossible condition , and then punish them for

not coinplying with the demands which had been made. That

those who surrendered themselves within the time prescribed,

which was ten days , were entitled to residence on the island,

seems therefore to be a point which did not admit of much dis

pute ; but concerning those who did not surrender till the sti

pulated period had expired , a diversity of opinions prevailed.

That the Maroons thus submitting had no right to demand a

residence on the island by virtue of the treaty of December,

was a clear case, because they had suffered the specified time to

elapse , without improving it when it was in their power .

still, the equity of their being exiled to a foreign land became

questionable upon a prior ground, even upon that on which the

edict of December stood . For though those who submitted

within the time specified in this treaty were entitled , by virtue

of that submission , to a residence on the island , it did not fol

low that those who refused to comply had, by that non -com

pliance , forfeited any of their prior rights . The utmost that

could be inferred was, that they had no claim whatever on the

overtures of December; but that, in all other respects, they stood

precisely on the same ground as though that treaty had never

existed.

Aware of the difficulties which were involved in this ques

tion , and which could not fail to come forth in the course of

its investigation, Lord Balcarras, that his presence might not

intimidate nor his opinion influence those by whom it was to

be decided , with much wisdom resolved to take no active part

in the transaction . The whole business, therefore, naturally

devolved on the council and assembly . The members of these

respectable bodies, to obtain all the information possible, select

ed from among themselves a committee, who were appointed

to examine evidence on the affair before them , that their final

judgment might not be prematurely delivered. After passing

through the necessary inquiries, their report was delivered to

the assembly, the members of which were divided in their opi

nions on the exile of the captives . In the division , however,

which took place, thirteen only opposed the following resolu.

sions, for which twenty-one voted . The dissension rested chiefly
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on the first article, which the minority considered to be too

rigid . General Walpole, who had been so instrumental and

active in crushing the rebellion , it was known afterwards, dis

approved of the measure that had been adopted , and actually

refused to accept of a superb sword which the same assembly .

voted him , as a testimony of their grateful approbation of the

services which he had rendered the colony. The following is

the resolution , which general Walpole and the ininority have

by no means been singular in thinking toosevere. That all the

Maroons who surrendered after the first of January, 1796, not

having complied with the terms of the treaty, are not entitled

to the benefit thereof, and ought to be shipped off the island ;

but that they ought to be sent to a country in which they will

be free, and such as may be best calculated by situation to secure

the island against the danger of their return : that they ought

to be provided with suitable clothing and necessaries for the

voyage, and maintained at the public expense of this island,

for a reasonable time after their arrival at the place of their

destination .

That the Maroons who stood out beyond the stipulated pe

riod were not entitled to the benefit of the treaty, we have

already admitted ; but the justice of the proceedings reverts

back to an independent ground, upon which that can have no

influence. Of this point the resolution takes not the least no

tice. To those who complied with its conditions, the treaty

guarantied a residence, which the legislature had no right to

infringe; but that the non -compliance of the others with the

requisitions which had been proposed, could give to the con

querors a moral right to exilethem from an island which they

had inhabited in regular succession from their ancestors, and

agreeably to the sanction given by the treaty of governor Tre

lawney, may well be deemed problematical. Let us only sup

pose that the treaty of December had contained a declaration

of this nature_ " That all who would surrender before a given

time should have their lives secured ;"—can we justly inferfrom

hence, that such an edict would confer upon the conquerors a

moral right to massacre all who should subunit after thatperiod ?

If so, what are we to think of justice? --if not , what are we to

think of the principle upon which the Maroons were exiled ?

The supposition carries with it its own evidence, and refutes

those fallacies by which such modes of conduct are defended .

The second resolution partakes of the spirit of Christianity,

and is more conformable to the sober dictates of cool delibera

tion . The following is an exact copy : “ That it is the opi

nion of this House,that as there may be ainong the rebels a

few who by their repentance , services , and good behaviour
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since their surrender, have merited protection and favour, it be

recommended to the lieutenant-governor, to permit such to re

main in the island, together with their wives and children ; and

to distinguish them by any other marks of favour he may think

proper.

In pursuance of these resolutions, about six hundred captive

Maroonswere transportedfrom the island of Jamaica, inthe

month of June, 1796, for Halifax in North America, which place

they reached in the July following. In their voyage they were

attended by two commissioners, whom the legislature had ap

pointed to superintend them , and to provide for their necessi

ties such articles as might be required. By the vote of the

assembly, those commissioners were entrusted with the sum of

£ 25,000 to defray the necessary expenses, and to purchase

lands for their reception, either in Nova Scotia or Lower

Canada, as circumstances might direct, subject to the further

appointment or approbation of his majesty. On their arriving

at the spot in which they were destined to reside, they were

declared to be a free people ; and such clothing and necessaries

were provided, as were best adapted to shelter them from the

inclemencies of the rigorous seasons which they were about

to encounter.

Provided with every accommodation that could render their

condition comfortable, they entered on theirnew mode of life

immediately after their arrival at Halifax . Their situation in

the month of November following, we shall soon gather from

a letter written by Sir John Wentworth, Baronet, the governor

of the province in which they resided . It has been copied by

Mr. Edwards from the original , and inserted by him at the

conclusion of his first volume; but it proves much more than

that gentleman intended by insertingit. The letter, without

all doubt, clearly evinces their comfortable establishment, and

affords a pleasing prospect of their future felicity ; but it also as

clearly demonstrates that they might have been made peaceful

and useful subjects in Jamaica, if the advice which Mr. Long

has given in his History of Jamaica had been adopted, soon

after the island became a British colony. “ The Maroons," says

that faithful and intelligent historian , “ would probably prove

more faithful allies and better subjects , if pains were taken to

instil into their minds a few notions of honesty and religion ;

and if the establishment of schools, and the erection of a cha

pel in each of their towns, were recommended as measures of

indispensable necessity."

That the Maroons were capable of receiving such instruction,

and of improving by it, the letter to which we refer bears the

most ample testimony. And no question can be made, but that
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they were as capable of improvement in the climate of Jamaica,

as in the comparatively in hospitable latitudes of Nova Scotia.

The ingenuity and address which they discovered in their vari

ous struggles in the late war , are convincing proofs that the

same exertion ofintellect, if properly directed, would, under

the blessing of Heaven , have led to the improvement of their

morals, and have conduced to their felicity beyond the grave.

The establishment of these moral principles must have con

ducted them to order and industry ; and the benefits resulting

from their labours would have proved a satisfactory reward in

respect to the present world. Their exertions, in process of

time, would have been highly advantageous to the state. By

cultivating those portions of the island to which the Europeans

could scarcely have access, they would have augmented the

general produce ; while, by multiplying in number , they would

have strengthened its internal force, and have assisted in direct

ing it against the hostilities of an invading foe.

Whysuch measures were not adopted as would obviously

have led to the felicity of the Maroons, and the security of the

island, it isnot within the province of this work to inquire.

Governor Wentworth's letter, and the peaceable and orderly

behaviour of the negroes, and men of colour, who have been

converted to Christianity by the pious labours of the Moravian

brethren, and whose numbers have since been astonishingly

increased by the missionaries of the Society late in connexion

with the Rev. John Wesley, must convince every impartial rea

der, that if the interests of our holy religion had been consci

entiously promoted by the legislature of Jamaica at an early pe

riod, the policy of exiling the Maroons would most probably

have never had an occasion to exist ; and if the question had

been started , it would have been spurned with contempt. Their

orderly behaviour would have secured their residence in the

island, and no such harsh measure would have taken place.

The £ 25,000, which was granted for their accommodation in

a distant land , would, in all probability, have been more than suf

ficient to reduce them to order, without the application of force,

or the effusion of blood . That sum would have erected among

them as many chapels as their numbers required, and would

have provided with a permanent livelihood a sufficient number

of faithful ministers, who would have exerted themselves to

promote their interests both in time and in eternity. Their

public utility would have reimbursed the expense, and their at

tachment to their own eternal welfare would have led them to

support a ministry which had been productive of such happy

effects.

Unfortunately this mode of genuine policy was disregarded,
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and a different line of conduct pursued. Instead of importing

ministers of the gospel , blood-hounds were procured from the

Spanish settlements, by which means the island has gathered

infamy, where it might have planted laurels which would never

fade . Unhappily it has removed, by exile and the sword, a

race of men who might have afforded it both honour and

defence.

As one principal object of this work is, to diffuse an evange

lical knowledge of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and to develop

its happy influence in preserving good -will andpeace among

mankind, while it enforces due obedience to civil authority

among all orders of men in all parts of the inhabited globe,

it is with heart- felt pleasure that we re -copy the instructive let

ter of governor Wentworth. This gentleman , by his residence

among the Maroons in their new abode, has had an opportu

nity of appreciating the importance of those principles for

which we contend . He has seen these unenlightened savages

taken from a mode of life, to which both themselves and their

ancestors had been accustomed for ages that are beyond our

reach. He has seen them removed to a climate almost the

reverse of that in which they had been cherished, and labour

ing under those disadvantages which are inseparable from all

infant colonies. Yet he confidently assures us , that their beha

viour has been orderly and decorous, and that their lives are

far from being uncomfortable.

His observations being founded upon their conduct in the

early months of their settlement, in which the period of tur

bulence is naturally to be expected from savage life, encourage

us to look forward, with pleasing expectation and hope, toa

degree of improvement which the measures adopted seem cal

culated to ensure. As they grow better acquainted with their

new mode of life, and have their understandings illuminated

by that light which the gospel was designed to impart, their

condition must.necessarily improve. But we cannot avoid con

cluding, that the same measures would have produced the same

effects in their native land ; and if so, infamy , exile, and car

uage, would have been avoided.

The conclusions which we have thus drawn have been sug

gested to us by a train of facts that will admit of no dispute :

and that sinilar effects might have been produced among the

Maroons, the following letter of governor Wentworth places

beyond all reasonable doubt. « The Maroons (says he) are

now comfortably settled , and their situation will be daily im

proving. They are hitherto quiet, orderly, and contented . I

have long had experience useful for this occasion , and have no

doubt but that these will be an happy and useful people. In this
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country they can do no harm , nor do they seem disposed to do

any. Theyare exceedingly attached to me. I have appointed a

missionary and chaplain , with an assistant teacher , to perform

the service of the Church of England, to instruct them in Chris

tianity, and to teach the youth and children to read, write, and

cipher. Last Sunday I attended public worship in their chapel,

at opening the church. The Maroons were particularly atten

tive, decent, and most exceedingly delighted . Next Sunday

many are to be baptized, and the remainder in due course .

They are solicitous for this duty, and appear desirous of instruc

tion ; from whence civilization will naturally result . The climate

is , and will be salutary to them. The children were emaciated,

' and most of the adults worn down by war, imprisonment, and

sea -sickness : they are now healthy, strong, and as hearty as

any white people in the province. They are, therefore, and I

have no doubt will continue to be , infinitely benefited by their

removal to Nova Scotia ; and the most judicious and sensible

among them are perfectly satisfied, and happy in their future

prospects.” If such then were the happy effects of religion

upon these poor savages , in the short space of three months,

what achange might have been wrought in the conduct of their

forefathers to the white inhabitantsof Jamaica, which would

have been transmitted to their descendants, if Mr. Long's

timely admonition had been properly regarded ! But the mem

bers of the assembly of Jamaica must have had the same turn

of mind as Mr. Edwards, who considers “ the conversion of

savage men , from a life of barbarity to the knowledge and prac

tice of Christianity, as a work ofmuch greater difficulty than

many pious and excellent persons in Great Britain seem fondly

to imagine.”

Actuated by that selfish policy which extends the horizon of

happiness no farther than momentary or worldly interests, the

legislature made no efforts to rescue this race of men from a

savage state . The depredations which the Maroons occasion

ally made upon the white inhabitants, were sufficient admoni

tions of the approaching danger ; and their various insurrec

tions were both the consequences and the punishment of that

indiscretion which marked the conduct of the legislature from

the capture of Jamaica in 1655, to the period of their exile

in 1796. The great misfortune was, that these people were

suffered to wander through the forests, and to traverse the

mountains of Jamaica, without instructions and without a guide.

They were found in a savage state , and in a savage state they

were suffered to remain. The principal objects that the legis

lature had in view were , to keep them at a distance by coercive

measures, and to awe them by the sword . · Succeeding gene
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rations trod in the same paths which their predecessors had cho .

sen , and the Maroons were always neglected, till their crimes

awakened resentment, and led to punishments that prudence

might have prevented.

By those wise measures which Mr. Long so judiciously re

commended, the victorious but expensive and disgraceful war

which we have been contemplating would, in all probability ,

have been avoided , and the Maroons would have been happy

and free on their native spot. Five hundred thousand pounds,

which had been expended long before the insurgents were trans

ported from the island, would have been completely saved ; and

those depredations which were made on private property would

have been prevented by measures that would have softened

the ferocity of those savages by imperceptible degrees. The

inculcation of virtue and religionwould , under theblessing and

grace of God, have introduced among them the domestic vir

tues, which the calamities incident to life would not have been

able to demolish . The treaties into which they entered would

have been adhered to from the noblest of motives ; and they

would have been the friends of our country from principle in

stead of fear. The bickerings of war, whichfrom time to time

disturbed the internal tranquillity of the island, would have been

unknown ; and our settlers would not have had to learn this

lesson from them — that “ who overcomes by force, conquers

but half his foe.”

But the truth is , that the advantages of commerce and world ,

ly interests engrossed the attention of the settlers and planters ;

and as the means of acquiring opulence by the cultivation of

the lands increased , an indifference toward the Maroons har ,

dened into an habitual neglect. The clergy of the established

church , however well disposed they mighthave been, had no

encouragement held forth to them , by the magistrates and other

principal inhabitants, to undertake the painful and perilous task

of itinerant preachers, and instructors of a savage race, scat

tered here and there in woods almost impenetrable, and on

mountains, and in the caverns of rocks, inaccessible to persons

not accustomed to their mode of life, or not determined to

sacrifice all for Jesus Christ.

How far a stationary ministry might have been available in

the accomplishment of the important work, iscertainly a point

that will admit of much dispute. The habits of life which these

people had acquired were of a peculiar nature, and therefore

demanded the adoption of extraordinary methods to render in

structions beneficial, and to crown exertions with success. In

situations so eccentric, no stated rules can be given. In a thou

sand cases in life we are obliged to be governed by circumstances
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as they rise and pass before us, to which no regular methods

can apply, and which no established rules can reach . Just such

must have been the mode of preaching the gospel among the

Maroons, if an amelioration of their condition , and, infinitely

above all , the welfare of their souls, were the great objects

which the missionary had in view .

For though in some places it might be said that they associat

ed together, and lived in a state of society, in towns which

they had erected, yet multitudes were scattered upon the moun

tains, and lived in a manner as solitary as the wild boars which

theypursued. These must have been sought out in their lonely

habitations, or the instructions which were intended for them

could not be conveyed. No other method could therefore have

been adopted than that of an established itinerancy, which

might have given the missionaries a discretionary power to travel

among them, and seize those favourable moments of which

none but themselves could judge.

It was by the adoption of similar methods that the Jesuits

acquired such an amazing influence over the Indians of South

America, and bound then to their interests by almost indissolu

ble ties. But how politic soever these Jesuits were in the adop

tion of the means, their views were sordid, and terminated in

that worldly interest with which the gospel disowns all con

nexion . Hence no beneficial consequences resulted from their

labours, at least nonethat could leadthe savage nations to hap

piness and to God. God has declared that his ministers must

be crucified to the world and every sordid interest, and his

blessing has invariably accompanied the exertions of those

who have answered this glorious character . His promise is still

the same ; and he has assured us, that our labour shall not be in

vain in the Lord .

VOL. I. Uu
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CHAP . VIII.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA .

County of Middlesex - description of St. Jago de la Vega, or Spar

nish Town, both ancient and modern - public bath - magistracy

-police - number of inhabitants — modeof living - Passage Fort

Port Henderson - Sixteen Mile Walk- Seville Nueva - its

ruins visited by Sir Hans Sloane.

THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX.

Description of St. Jago de la Vega, or Spanish Town, and the

ofher Towns andParishes, & c.

HAVING taken a general survey of Jamaica, and considered

it in a collective point of view , we now proceed to a nearer

inspection, in which we must dissect and analyze its parts. En

joying the samecommon government with ourselves, and being

peopled with inhabitants from various parts of the British do

minions, a likeness to our native land is preserved , not only

in constitution and laws, but also in those subordinate depart

ments which appear in topographical descriptions.

The island is divided into counties, and these counties again

into .parishes; all which divisions bear a near resemblance to

those of the mother country. The names of the counties are

Middlesex, Surry, and Cornwall : to each of these we shall direct

the attention of the reader as they pass in succession before us,

noting at the same time those peculiarities in them which may

be deemed worthy of regard. We shall begin with Middlesex,

and the town of St. Jagode la Vega, or Spanish Town.

This capitalofthe county of Middlesex, now most commonly

called Spanish Town , may be considered as the metropolis of

the island . As it is the residence of the governor, and both

the legislative assembly and the supreme courts of judicature

hold their sessions in it, the principal inhabitants of the two

other counties frequently resort to it on business. It is

situated in a pleasant valley on the banks of the river called Rio

Cobre, and in the time of the Spaniards was very populous.

At that period it contained upwards of 2000 private houses,

besides several superb public edifices, particularly an abbey and
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two churches, named theRed and the White Cross churches:

on the site of the former, the present Protestant church was

erected. It is related, that these were the only religious edifices

which were not destroyed in the timeof Cromwell.

The native indolence of the Spaniards had suffered the island

to languish under the exuberance of wild fertility ; and the fury

of our soldiers in Cromwell's time almost completed the desola

tion . The cattle, which swarmed in multitudes, were destroyed

with wantonness ; and the provisions which were growing in

the earth were rooted up. Public edifices became public vic

tims, and the effects ofconquest were ruin and destruction. In

the midst of these contemptible triumphs, they likewise demo

lished a great number of private houses; and many others were

suffered , in the course of time, to fall into ruins : so that at

present, being an inland town, and not concerned in the gene

ral commerce of the island , Spanish Town is reduced within a

narrow compass. The number of houses inhabited by white

persons do not amount to more than five hundred, belonging

chiefly to wealthy people, and the principal officers of govern ,

ment, with their dependents, who live in a very gay and very

luxurious style,

The principal public edifice is, the government or king's

house, erected bya general contribution of the wealthy plan

ters and other inhabitants of the island . It is sumptuously fur

nished, the total expenditure amounting to £ 30,000, Jamaica

currency ; and is esteemed, by the best judges who have visited

the West India Islands, to be the noblest government house in

the British Colonies : it is even twice as magnificent as that

of the United States. Its situation is on the great square or

parade.

On the opposite side, directly fronting this magnificent resi

dence of the governor's for the time being, the inhabitants of

the island began about the year 1756 to erect, at their own ex

pense, an immense pile of spacious apartments, rather than a

regular house. These are calculated to contain , under one roof,

the assembly -room or house of commons, the speaker's cham

ber , the court-house, and jury -room , on the upper story ; and

on the ground floor, suitable offices for the secretary of the

island , the provost marshal, the register of the court of chan

cery , and the clerks of the crown and of the courts of law .

Such a vast undertaking necessarily made but a slow progress,

the sums requisite to complete the whole being paid in by in

stalments ; so that it was upwards of thirty years before it was

entirely occupied.

This new building supplies the place of the old court -house

on the north side of the parade. Here every commander in
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chief, on his first arrival, takes the usual oaths, before he enters

upon the functions of his government. At other times it is

used for the elections of parish officers ; and upon any occasion

of internal alarm , or the apprehension of an invasion from

foreign enemies, when the island is subjected to martial law , it

serves as a guard-room for the militia. Another remarkable

building on the south side of the square is the arsenal, still

called the chapel, because it was formerly consecrated to public

worship : it generally has a considerable stand of small arms,

amounting to about 3000 musquets with bayonets, and 500

brace of pistols, kept in good order by an armourer, who has

a salary voted annually by the assembly. Close to this arsenal

is the guard -room for the body guard, consisting of files of

regular troops doing duty daily by rotation , in attendance upon

the governor.

The private houses of the English, Irish, and Scotch residents

in this town, are generally divided into three compartments :

the front is sheltered bypiazzas, under which the family pass

a great part of their time, to enjoy the shade and the cooling

breeze : the central entrance is by a hall, communicating with

bed -chambers at each end , and having an opening to the back

part of the house, formed by an arch , which in some houses is

cased with mahogany, and in others is only covered with plaster.

Though the back rooms are little better than sheds, yet they are

used occasionally as bed -chambers, dressing- closets, or other

purposes of convenience only. The kitchens and other offices

are judiciously arranged , in this warm climate, at a considerable

distance from the dwelling -houses, which by these means are

kept clean and wholesome ; and this practice prevails throughout

the island. Of late years the planters have not only enlarged

their houses, but have decorated them with costly furniture and

ornaments, contrary to the custom of their ancestors. These

latter were used to content themselves with simple habitations,

which they called make-shifts, poorly furnished ; the walls being

only coated with plaster , and here and there covered with com

mon prints and old maps, neither of which were framed. At

present, sashes with Venetian blinds grace their windows ; and

elegant pier glasses, lustrcs , girandoles, sophas, and the most

fashionable mahogany chairs, commodes, & c. with the most

beautiful painted floor -cloths, exhibit the opulence of the owners

in their saloons and bed - chambers.

The church , situated in the south -east quarter of the town ,

is an elegant brick building, in shape representing a cross, cor

sisting of four aisles , traversing each other at right angles. The

pulpit, the pews, and the lining of the walls, are of cedar and

inahogany : the pavement is chiefly marble. At the west end
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of the main aisle is a gallery, supported on stately columns, and

decorated with a very excellent organ, which cost £440 ster.

ling. The organist has a salary of £ 120 a year, paid by the pas

rishioners, besides other emoluments.

The Jews, who are very numerous, have a synagogue in the

eastern quarter of the town, near the river. They are also al

lowed by the clerk of the market, whose duty it is to take care

that the meat exposed to sale is sound and fresh, a butcher of

their own, who, besides slaughtering his beasts according to the

Mosaic law , generally selects the fattest and the finest.

The barracks for the regular forces are situated in the

southern quarter, on an airy, healthy spot, on the declivity of

the rock on which the town is built. They consist in front of

a lofty brick building, containing two stories; the back part

opens into a spacious square court, surrounded with shed -rooms

capable of holding three hundred men : but the accommoda

tions for the officers being found insufficient for the purpose,

they are lodged in private houses at the public expence ; so that

the soldiers are left too much to themselves. With respect to

the militia, they have no stationary residence ; and are strangely

composed of a mixture of Christians, Jews, Pagans, whites,

mulatoes, and negroes, forming about six regiments of cavalry

and infantry.

The other public buildings of less note are, the hospital, the

county gaol, the free-school, and the poor -house. The streets

are rendered inconveniently narrow by the piazzas before the

houses ; and, for want of a proper breadth , the wind not hav

ing sufficient space to circulate freely through them, the sultry

heat of the summer months is considerably increased . The

river Cobre, which washes the foot of the town, is of essential

service to its environs ; not only by its constant supply of water

for the common use of the inhabitants, but in promoting

health and cleanliness. Every day in the year, hundreds of

mulattoes and negroes of both sexes repair to it, to wash them

selves and their linen ; but for the former purpose the white

inhabitants resort to the bath , which is kept in order at the pub

lic expense, and lies near the valley, or great savanna . In this

neighbourhood there are a great number of stones, of perhaps

superior dimensions to any that can be found in any other spot

upon the face of the earth. It is absolutely astonishing to see

so many, and some of them of such extraordinary magnitude

as to be equal to houses or large ships. From the valley you

bend your course , in a south -west direction , creeping over,

under , and around these vast pebble hills, till you come to the

extremity of the land. Your guide will then conduct you

through a low and narrow arch , forined by two rocks, into a
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spacious bath, rather larger than the chapel used for early

morning prayers in St. Paul's Cathedral, London . The waves

are incessantly scowling and battling round about, except on

the entering side ; so that it is with difficulty you can make

yourself heard by your companions, by shouting to them . No

sharks can annoy you in this pool; nor is there much danger of

drowning, for the deepest part does not exceed six feet. There

are convenient recesses for undressing, and it is usual to plunge

in at once, to participate of one of thegreatest luxuries that any

person can enjoy in thiswarm climate. In looking upwards,

the appearance of the roof is truly appalling; the stones are appa

rentlyso irregularly huddled together, and in such disorder , that

the whole scene, at the first view, is frightful to a person of fee

ble nerves. But when you examine with due attention the con

struction of the impending arch , you soon find that what ap

peared at first to be all confusion , is regularity itself : for the

stones seem to be culled, united, and locked together, as if

prepared and adjusted by minute and deliberate admeasure

ment ; justifying the beautiful observation of Pope,

" All nature is but art unknown to thee."

But perhaps few theatres on the great globe itself can exhi

bit a greater variety of scenery, or indulge the admirers of the

sublime and wonderful with displays of magnificence equal to

the island of Jamaica, where

“ Majestic nature stands

With all her circling wonders round her.”

Spanish Town is alternately under a civil and a military go

vernment. The civil powers, which consist of a custos, orchief

magistrate, and a sufficient number of justices of the peace and

constables , exercise their authority from the rising to the setting

of the sun. But after the day shuts in , it becomes a regular

garrison ; the centinels challenge all passengers by calling aloud,

“ Who goes there? ” and an obstinate refusal to answer, after

three repetitions of the same question , endangers the life of the

party ; as the centinels have it in their choice to fire at the offen

der, or to call out a guard to take him into custody. Parties of

soldiers likewise patrol the streets all night, to prevent robbe

ries, and to apprehend all disorderly persons, who, the next

day, are delivered over to the civil power, to be dealt with ac

cording to law .

The number of the inhabitants residing in the town does

not exceed six thousand, including the people of colour : but

as the precincts of the parish of St.Catharine extend some miles

into the adjacent country, the population may be estimated to
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form a total of 10,000 persons of all complexions, including

males, females, and children.

The wealthier inhabitants keep their coaches or chariots; and

the shopkeepers have their two-wheel chaises, or kittereens, so

called from having been first imported from Ketteringin North

amptonshire. Such as cannot afford a carriage, even thepoorest

freed negro , in general, will not be without a saddle -horse.

The tradesmen derive their chief support from the residence

of the governor, the officers of state and of the army, the gen

tlemen of the long robe, the members of the assembly, and the

council ; and likewise from the conflux of people who visit the

town from all parts of the island on their private affairs, especi

ally during the sittings of the supreme court of law . These

sittings comprise four monthsof the year , including the annual

session of the assembly, which generally lasts from the begin

ning of October to Christmas. All is hurry, bustle, and amuse

ment, in these seasons ; and from enjoying the stillness and

tranquillity of a country village, the scene is totally changed ,

and the people are immersed in sensual pleasures.

Passage Fort, an appendage of Spanish Town, was formerly

called The Passage, from its being the placeof embarkation for

Port Royal: it is situated on the west side of the harbour, about

three quarters of a mile from the river Cobre, and six miles

from Spanish Town. It was once defended by a small fort, on

which were mounted twelve pieces of ordnance ; but many

years have elapsed since it was kept up in a state of defence .

At present it is reduced to a small village, containing about fif

teen houses belonging to wharfingers,and the proprietors of

whinies and hackney chaises, which constantly.ply at this place,

to carry passengers to and from the different towns of the

county . But, from a want of depth of water sufficient for

vessels of burden to come up nearer to the harbour of Spanish

Town, it has lost a great part of itscarrying trade. A newand

more convenient navigation for shipping has been opened by a

public-spirited gentleman on the north - east side of Salt-pond,

under cover of the Twelve-apostles Battery ; and it is deservedly

named , after him, Port Henderson. It admits vessels of burden

very near the wharf. Besides its use for shipping of sugars and

other commodities with the utmost dispatch, Port Henderson

affords a ready communication , on that side of the harbour,

with the British squadron stationed in time of war off the old

town of Port Royal. On this account it has proved very con

venient for the security of the merchant ships sailing for Great

Britain . It is celebrated in the records of Jamaica as the land

ing-place of Colonel Jackson, who invaded the island in the
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time of the Spaniards, in the year 1638 ; and of Venables, who

subdued it for our empire in 1655.

There are seven other parishes in the county of Middlesex,

6f which we shall give such a concise account as is compatible

with the limits of our work . Adjoining to St. Catharine's on

the east, and within its precinct, is the parish of St. Dorothy,

containing only one town, named Old Harbour. This town

consists of about thirty indifferent houses, mostly inhabited by

wharfingers and factors. It had formerly a small fort, but it was

not thought of sufficient consequence to repay the expenses of

repairing it. Indeed , the entrance into the bay is fully protected

by the shoals, which render the navigation so perilous, that no

enemy's ship would venture to approach the town. The inner

or eastern harbour, by winding nearly six miles inland, was so

sheltered , that ships were defended from hurricanes ; for which

reason the Spaniards moored their galleons here during the stor

my seasons; but the channel leading to it is now so choaked with

mud, that it is becoine useless . Even the merchantmen which

come to this port, to take in cargoes, lie further out in the bay,

where there is depth of water for vessels of almost any burden,

and excellent anchorage. At the distance of two miles from

the town , there is a small hamlet called the Market, on account

of a negro -niarket which is regularly held there every Lord's

Day * in the forenoon . In this market are sold poultry, eggs,

corn , and other articles of food.

The parish of St. John has no town, but is entirely covered

with mountains, hills, and vallies . It is watered by four rivers ; of

which the Rio Montano, or Mountain River, is the principal one :

but though the climate is healthy, and the air cool and temperate,

it is but thinly inhabited , having only a few sugar plantations

in isolated situations, owing to the bad roads . However, it is

famed for the abundance of fine timber growing on the moun

tains, and for the perfection to which all European culinary

vegetables are brought in the vallies, particularly in the vale of

Luidas. In this, as in the former parish , there are barracks

for soldiers at convenient stations . Those of St. John , which

are built with stone, command a narrow pass of communication

between the north and south sides of the island , and might be

made a very strong military post, capable of containing a gar

rison of five hundred men.

• The universal practice in the towns of Jamaica , and in other islands of

the West Indies, of holding negro-markets on the sabbath , is one of the

grossest violations of that holy day; but the fault chiefly lies with the white

inhabitants
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St. Thomas in the Vale, the next parish , merits more particu

lar notice, as the major part of it lies in the delightful vale

called Sixteen Mile Walk . This vale is resorted to by almost

all the principal inhabitants of Spanish Town, and constitutes

one of their most agreeable country excursions, either in car

riages or on horse- back . It is bounded towards the south by

the parish of St. Catharine ; is eleven miles long , eight broad,

and contains nearly sixty thousand square acres. The southern

borders are sheltered by the main ridge of mountains which

traverse the island from east to west ;and it is inclosed on

every other quarter by a circumvallation of high hills and

mountains. It is fullof springs and rivulets, which unite with

the larger streams. These, meeting together near the opening

between the mountains on the south side of the vale , increase

the waters of the river Cobre. This river, continuing its course

irregularly between rocky mountains and precipices, in some

places presents to the view an expanse ofsmooth water, and

in others forms beautiful cascades. At that part of the vale,

where it commences its course towards Spanish Town, it enters

between two yawning rocks, which seem as if they had been

cleft asunder to giveit a passage. But one great disadvantage

diminishes the numerous beauties of the romantic scenery of

this extensive vale. It is almost every day obscured by a thick

fog, which begins to rise slowly on the approach of evening,

grows denser as the night advances, is heaviest at break of day,

and does not disperse till about nine in the morning, when the

heat of the sun has rarefied the atmosphere. This fog has been

remarked as a singular phenomenon from our first settlement in

the island; and its physical causes have employed the pens of

several of our learned men in the last century, but without

producing any incontrovertible decision . But it is generally

allowed by the inhabitants, that it has the singular quality of

not being unhealthy, like other fogs. In fact ,the air of the

whole parish is accounted very salubrious ; insomuch thata villa

situated upon a mountain near the confines of St. Catharine's,

was purchased some years since by the Assembly, as an occa

sional retreat, during the hot months, for the commander in

chief. This was one of the first tracts of land settled with

sugar plantations, the produce of which is at present esteemed

tobe of an excellent quality.

Clarendon parish is one of the largest, most healthy, and best

cultivated districts in the whole island. It is watered by no less

than fifteen rivers, besides innumerable rivulets and springs.

The Minho is the capital river, which flows in a direct line to

wards the sea, upwards of twenty -six miles on the south side

of the island ; but, with its various meanders, makes a course of

VOL. 1. Xx
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more than fifty. The rivers Cave, Pedro , and Crofts, are

remarkable for concealing themselves under ground after a

course of several miles above. The vales between the moun

tains are in generalspacious, and enriched with fine cane land .

The conveniency of having water -mills, and the firmness of the

roads, have encouraged the inhabitants in this place to carry

their sugar plantations much farther inland, than in any other

part ofthe island; for there are some at the distance of twenty

two miles from the shipping-place . In short, the settlers in

this parish have every source of plenty in their hands, and

therefore are in general opulent, and improving in wealth .

Yet it has no town, and only two small hamlets, namely, the

Cross and the Chapel : the former.contains about ten houses,

inhabited by Jews and mulattoes ; the latter consists of only

seven or eight scattered houses, and the parish barracks, in which

a companyof regular troops is quartered. Divine service, for

the convenience of the parishioners, is alternately performed

here, and at the Cross -church. The rector's stipend is £250 ;

but being an extensive and populous parish , the living is repu

ted to be worth £600 per annum . Besides sugar, ginger, and

cocoa , coffee is an article much cultivated in this parish. The

annual crops of corn are so great, that it supplies food for large

stocks of poultry and hogs ; and the low lands abound with

horses, sheep, and othercattle.

Vere is a precinct of the parish of Clarendon . It was once

intended to build a considerable town near the mouth of the

river Minho, to be called Carlisle, in honour of the Earl of

Carlisle, one of the early governors of the island : but the plan

not being carried into execution under succeeding governors, it

is at present only a small hamlet, named Carlisle Town, with

not more than twelve houses. It is memorable for having been

the spot where the French made an ineffectual attempt to in

vade the island in 1694 ; when they were gallantly repulsed by

an inferior force, consisting partly of regular troops, but chiefly

of the militia of the island. The parish church is a handsome

edifice, elegantly furnished within, has a good organ , and is

pleasantly situated at about two miles and a half from the fort :

it is surrounded with cotton -trees, which keep it cool. At a

small distance, on the opposite banks of the river Minho, a free

school was founded in 1741 , under the management of trustees,

appointed by an act of Assembly, and supported by private be

nefactions. In this school, the poor free children of the parishes

of Clarendon and Vere, and of the adjacent settlements, are

taught to read and write English , and are also instructed in

Latin , Greek, and the Mathematics. The principal shipping

places are at Carlisle Bay, and near the mouth of Salt River,
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which is navigable for canoes and barges transporting produce

from the inland plantations. Vere is also remarkable for a sin.

gular ridge of hills, which form the promontory of Portland,

an eminence ten miles in length, and two in breadth . This

headland projects over the sea coast, and commands an exten

sive view , by which the approach of an enemy may be easily

descried .

The high lands on both sides the Minho are cool and heal

thy, and the soil in general very fertile, and chiefly cultivated

with sugar canes. But the almost level tract of land, which

continues from the sea to the mountains of Clarendon , upwards

of sixteen miles in length ,and fourteen in breadth , is chiefly

laid down in pasture : it is famousfor mutton and poultry, with

which the inhabitants carry on a large trade to the markets of

the great towns. This parish also produces plentiful annual

crops of Guinea corn , and likewise pulse of various kinds, for

the subsistenceof the negroes. The early English settlers in

this place, made immense fortunes by the cultivation and sale

of indigo : such was the opulence of the planters, that at one

time more gentlemen'scarriages were kept in this district, than

in all the other parts of the island, except Spanish Town. But

more modern proprietors have converted their lands into pas

ture, and attended chiefly to the raising of cotton and cattle ;

so that the indigo works continued to be neglected, till at

length the cultivation was totally abandoned : upon the whole,

the parish is said to be on the decline.

St. Mary is situated contiguous to St. George, Surry, on the

east ; on the west to St. Anne ; on the south to St. Thomas in

the Vale ; and is bounded on the north by an arm of the sea

that separates Cuba from Jamaica . It is watered by twenty -four

rivers, the principal of which are the Sambre, the Nuevo , Bag

nal's Waters, and Port Maria : it likewise has a number of

springs and rivulets. The land is diversified by mountains,

hills, dales,and vallies ; and in general the soil is fertile.

The chief ports are, Anotto Bay, Port Maria, Auracabessa,

Saltgut, and Rio Nuevo , all of them affording good anchorage.

But there is no security for ships from the hurricanes, the ports

being all exposed to the north . Two of these harbours are

distinguished in the history of this island for remarkable events :

- Port Maria, for the asylum afforded Columbus from a storm

in which his vessel sprung a leak , and was near foundering ;

and Rio Nuevo, for the decisive victory obtained by General

D'Oyley over the Spaniards, which gave the possession of the

whole island to our troops. The weather of this parish is rainy

during the greatest part of the year, and so cold that most of

the houses have chimnies, independently of the kitchens - a
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corn .

circumstance which is rarely to be found in any other houses on

the island . Frequent insurrections of the negro slaves in this

parish, have occasioned the building of no less than four bar

racks, at which small corps of regular troopsare stationed .

Each barrack will hold sixty men ; and Fort Haldane, at the

entrance of the harbour of Port Maria , is always kept in a state

of defence, to guard against an attack from a foreign enemy.

There arethree hamlets in this parish, at Rio Nuevo, Port

Maria, and Saltgut, having from eight to twelve houses in each ,

inhabited mostlyby store keepers, wharfingers, and shopkeepers.

The mulattoesand freed negroes have a separate town , called

Scots -hall and Negro Town. The chief productions of Vere,

are sugar, rum , a small quantity of indigo, coffee, tobacco , and

The great plenty of water and provisions occasions an

abundant breed ofhogs; but neither poultry nor sheep thrive

well, owing to the unsuitableness of the grass, and the too

great moisture of the atmosphere. But stillthe landis capable

of considerable improvement ; and it is probable that in time,

though it was the last settled of any district of the island, it

will become populous and permanently prosperous.

St. Anne's parish joins St. Mary on the east quarter ; St.

James, Cornwall , onthe west; Clarendon and St. Thomas, to

the south ; and is bounded on the north by the sea. Twelve

rivers supply it with plenty ofwater, and greatly contribute to

its fertility. The Rio Bueno, St. Anne's great river, the Roar

ing, and the White rivers, are the principal. The harbours are,

St.Anne's Bay, Dry Harbour, Rio Bueno, Ocho Rios, and Run

away Bay. The bay of St. Anne is defended by a reef ofrocks,

stretching almost across its entrance, and leaving only a small

channel for ships to goin and come out. Thebason, by means

of this barrier , and of two points of land projecting from the

shore in the form of the points of a crescent, is so effectually

sheltered , that the vessels which are stationed in it are at all

times riding at anchor in smooth water. Another advantage is

the great depth of the harbour, which will admit the largest

West Indiamen to load here with sugars , laying their broad

sides close to the wharf. It is defended by a strong battery ;

and a company of regular infantry is stationed at the neighbour

ing barracks.

The town of St. Anne contains between forty and fifty houses,

separated from each other, and extending along the beach. On

the western side of the bay stands the parish church , a very

handsome edifice : and upon an eminence, a most delightful

spot, in the centre of the present town , stood the Old Spanish

Town of Sevilla Nueva, or New Seville. The remains of this

famous city, whose magnificent public buildings were erected
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under the guidance of Peter Martir, or Martyr, abbot of the

cathedral, are still visible , in the ruins of a castle and a cathedral,

and other fragments that have been dug up at different times .

These had been carefully preserved when Sir Hans Sloane visit

ed the town of St. Anne's, in the year 1688, who gives a minute

detail of those antiquities in his history of Jamaica . *

The inhabitants of St. Anne carried on some traffic for mules

and other cattle with the Spaniards of the island of Cuba, who

* I observed (says Sir Hans Sloane) the ruins of the town called Sevilla,

among which was a church, built by PeterMartyr of Angleria, of a sort of

freestone, to behad near this city, and bricks. A pavement was found two

miles from the church. The city was so large, it had a fortified castle, the

walls of pebble and brick ; it was and is a good port. There was formerly

here one great sugar work, at a pretty distance, the mill whereof went by

water , which was brought some miles thither. The axletree of this is to be

seen entire at this day. The town is now Captain Hemmings'plantation . The

church was not finished ; it was twenty paces broad, and thirty paces long,

There were two rows of pillars within : over the place where the altar was to

be, were some carvings, under the ends of the arches. It was built of a sort

of stone , between freestone and marble, taken out of a quarry about a mile

up inthe hills : the houses and foundations stand for severalmiles along, and the

ground towards the country isrising. Captain Hemmings told me he some

times found pavements under his canes three feet covered with earth , and

several timeswells, and sometimes burial-stones finely cut.

• There are the beginnings of a great house, called a Monastery , but I

suppose the house was designedforthe governor. There were two coats

of arms lay by, not set up, aDualone, and that of a Count, I suppose,

belonging to Columbus, bis family, the proprietors of the island . There had

been raised a town, part brick and part hewn stone, as also several battlements

on it, and other lower buildings not finished. At the church lie several arched

stones to complete it , which had never been put up, butlay among the canes .

The rows of pillars within were for the most part plain . In the time oftheSpa

niards, it was thought the Europeans had been cut off by the Indians, and so the church

left unfinished.

" When the English took the island, the ruins of this city were so over

grown with wood, that they were all turncd black; nay , Isaw a Mammco

Tree, or bastard Mammee Tree, growwithin the walls or tower, so high thas

it must have been a large gun could kill a bird on the top of it ; and the most

part of the timber felled off this place when it was planted, was sixty feet os

more long. A great many wells are on this ground. The west gate of the

church was a very fine work, and stands very entire: it was sevenfeet wide,

and was as high before the arch began. Over the door in the middle was our

Saviour's head, with a crown ofthorns, betweentwo angels ; on the right

side, a small round figure of some saint , with a knife stuck into his head ; on

the left, a Virgin Mary, or Madona, her arm tied in three places, Spanish

fashion . ” Sir Hans Sloane's Introduction, vol. I. page 66, 67.

We may easily learn from this quotation , thatthe town of Sevilla, though

now nothing but ruins, wasonce a place of considerableextent and popula

tion. And we may also infer, from the unfinished state in which the public

edifices appeared when inspected by Sir Hans Sloane, that the town was de

serted on somesudden emergency. Its appearance , therefore, combines with

other corroborating circumstances, to assure us that the Spaniards were cut orging

by the Indians.
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came over in the course of a single night,in small decked ves .

sels, and sometimes even in open boats. This intercourse, how

ever , proved very detrimental to the settlers in this parish ; for

the Spaniards seduced many of the negroes by alluring pro

mises; and likewise privately kidnapped them with impunity.

Considering, therefore, that the passage is so short, and that

a negro flying to Cuba becomes, on hisarrival there, the pro

perty of the Spanish crown, is baptized into the Roman Ca

tholic faith , and cannot be recovered by his heretic master , it

is wonderful that the desertion was not greater. And this is

still more surprising, as the court of Spain avowedly protected

these refugees; and, so recently as the year 1768, refused to

deliver up a number of slaves belonging to British masters,

though application was made for their restitution by our ambas

sador at the court of Madrid.

From White River to Rio Bueno, the eastern and western

boundaries of the parish , a level ground extends for the space

of twenty -four miles along the coast. Its greatest breadth, to

the foot of the hills, does not exceed one mile , the hills gra

dually ascending to high mountains. The soil of this tract of

land is, for themost part, a shallow stratum of mould, upon

a white hot marl , which produces, with good management,

moderate crops of canes. It is therefore well covered with

sugar plantations, and the hills with Pimento -trees ; immense

woodsof this plant overspreading them to a great distance from

the coast .

Two very extraordinary natural curiosities, highly gratifying

to the viewof the numerous spectators who resort to them, are

exhibited in this parish. The first is a surprising cascade,

formed by a branch of the Rio Alto , or High River , which is

supposed to re -emerge, ( after a subterraneous currentof several

miles ) between Roaring River plantation and Menzie's Bog.

The hills in this quarter are manyof them composed of a sta

lactite matter ; by whose easy solution, the waters oozing

through the rocks are copiously charged with it , so that they

incrustate all bodies deposited in them . The source of this

river is at a very considerable elevation above the level of the

sea , and at a great distance from the coast. From thence it

runs between the hills successively, broad or contracted, as they

on each side approach nearer, or recede further from one ano

ther. In one of the more extended spaces, it expands its water

in a gentle descent among a very curious group of Anchovy

Pear trees, whose spreading roots intercept the shallow stream

in a multitude of different directions. The water thus retarded

deposits its grosser contents, which , in the course of time, have

formed various incrustations around as many cisterns, spread
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in beautiful ranks, gradually rising one above another. A sheet

of water, transparent as crystal, conforming itself to the flight

of steps, overspreads their surface; and, as the rays of light or

sunshine play between the waving branches of the trees, it de

scends glittering with a thousand variegated tints.

The incrustation in many parts is sufficiently solid to bear the

weight of a man : in others it is so thin , that some persons,

whose curiosity induced them to venture too far, found them

selves suddenly plunged up to the waist in a cold bath . The

sides of the cisterns, or reservoirs, are formed by broken boughs

and limbs incrusted over ; and they are supported by the

trunks of trees, promiscuously growing between them. The

cisterns themselves are always full of water, which trickles down

from one upon another ; and although several of them are six

or seven feet deep, the spectator may clearly discern whatever

lies at the bottom . The laminæ which envelop them are in

general half an inch thick . To a superficial observer, their

sides have the appearance of stone ; but upon breaking any of

them, there is found either a bough between the two incrusting

coats, or a vacant space which a bough had once filled, but

which, having mouldered away after a great length of time, had

left the cavity. After dancing over these innumerable cisterns,

the pellucid element divides itself into two currents ; and then

falling in with other neighbouring rivulets, composes several

smaller but very beautiful falls. In fine, though verbal descrip

tion is inadequate, it is hoped that the Plate annexed will con

vey some tolerable idea of this admirable workmanship of the

Divine Architect .

The other cascade, though so named by the inhabitants, may

be more properly denominated a cataract, similar tothat of the

Rhine, at Schaffhausen , in Switzerland . It proceeds from the

White River, which is of considerable magnitude ; and, after

a course of about twelve miles among themountains, precipi

tates its waters in a fall of about three hundred feet, obliquely

measured, with such a hoarse and thundering noise, that itis

distinctly heard at a very great distance. Through the whole

descent, it is broken and interrupted by a regular succession of

steps, formed by a stalactite matter, incrusted over a kind of

soft chalky stone, which yields easily to the chisel . Such a vast

discharge of water, thus wildly agitated by thesteepness of the

fall, dashing and foaming from step to step, with all the impe

tuosity and rage peculiarto this element, exhibits an agreeable,

and at the same time an awful scene. The grandeur of this spec

tacle is also astonishingly increased by the fresh supplies which

the torrent receives after the rainy seasons. At those periods,

the roaring of the flood, reverberated from the adjacent rocks,
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trees, and hills ; the tumultuous violence of the cataract rolling

down with unremitting fury; and the gloom of the overhanging

wood, contrasted with the soft serenity of the sky, the brilli

ancy of the spray, the flight of birds soaring over the lofty

summits of the mountains, and the placid surface of the bason ,

at a little distance from the foot of the fall, form an accumula

tion of objects, most happily blended together, and beyond the

power of words to express. To complete this animating pic

ture drawn by the hand of Nature, or rather of nature'sGod,

a considerable number of tall and stately trees, beautifully in

termixed, rise gracefully from the margin on each side. The

bark and foliage of these trees are diversified by a variety of

lovely tints. And from the bason itself, two elegant trees, of

the palm species, appear like two straight columns erected in the

water, and towering towards the sky ; planted at such equal

distances from the banks on each side, that the hand of art

could not have effected, by rule, more exactness and propriety

in the positions.

Another celebrated curiosity in this parish is, the wonder

ful
grotto near Dry Harbour, about fourteen miles west from

St. Anne's Bay. It is situated at the foot of a rocky hill, under

which it runs a considerable way : it then branches into several

adits, some of which penetrate so far, that no person has yet

ventured to discover their termination . The entrance has a

truly Gothic appearance. It exhibits the perpendicular front

of a rock , having two arched entrances about twenty feet asun

der, which seem as if they had been formerly door -ways. In

the centre of the rock , between these portals, is a natural niche,

about four feet in height, and as many from the ground. In

this niche, it is conjectured, that a Madona was placed at some

early period of time; especially as there is a small excavation

in the form of a bason at the foot of the niche, projecting a

little beyond the surface of the rock, and seeming to be a pro

per reservoir for the holy -water of the Roman Catholics. But

. this idea implies the workmanship of art , and that the grotto

was anciently inhabited ; neither of which circumstances is to

be traced in Long's detailed description of the interior recesses,

which does not materially differ from the descriptions of other

grottos and subterraneous cavities in various parts of the globe.

This parish is in a course of progressive improvement, which

is capable of being carried to a great extent,by the cultivation

of its waste lands. Comparatively speaking, Jamaica, likemany

other portions of the New World, is yet in a state of infancy;

and though it has made rapid advances towards maturity ,much

yet remains undone. To combine the powers of the soil with

those of the climate, and to make them both subserve the im ,
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portant purposes of life, require a portion of time which rarely

accompanies the life of man.

The internal resources of the island are certainly considera

ble, andthe advantages of its situationare becomean artificial

source of wealth. Happy would it be if, in the midst of sur

rounding affluence andplenty , it could be added, that the gra

titude of its white inhabitants kept an equal pace with the daily

blessings which they derive from God ! Happier still would it

be, if the infinite love of Jesus Christ were felt in all its ani

mating influences ! Happy would it be for them, if they knew ,

in theday of their visitation, the things which belong to their

endless peace !

VOL . I. Y y
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CHAP . IX .

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

County of Surry --description of Kingston ; its public edifices, con

veniencesy and advantages --Port Royal; its calamities, present

condition, and means of defence ---parochial divisions, advan

tages ; variety of productions ; natural curiosities, and medicinal

waters .

THE COUNTY OF SURRY.

Description of Kingston , the county town ; and of its other towns

andparishes, & C.

This county comprises seven parishes, and ten towns and

villages, or hamlets, of which Kingston is not only the county

town, but likewise a distinct and the first parish . Its geogra

phical situation is in 17 ° 594 north latitude ; and 76° 34 west

longitude from Greenwich. It has been already noticed, that

thistown owed its foundation to the almost total destruction of

Port Royal by dreadful earthquakes and fires. This calamity

obliged the inhabitants to flee to this district in 1692, and to

erect new habitations for themselves, their families and depen

dants, in the course of the following year, on the spot where

the improved and greatly enlarged city nowstands. The origi

nal plan was drawn by Colonel Lilly, a very able military and

civil engineer. The town is one mile in length, and half a

mile in breadth . It is laid out in thirty -five streets, traversing

each other at right angles . It has, besides, a great number of

lanes , alleys , and passages ; on which are finished, according

to a late account, nearly two thousand handsome houses, occu

pied by the white inhabitants; exclusively of those of the peo

ple of colour, and the negro huts ; making in all about four thou

sand large and small buildings. The present number of the

whites is estimated at seven thousand , and the total of both

sexes, and of all complexions and conditions, amounts to nearly

twenty- seven thousand. In general, the houses, especially in

the upper partof the town, are much superior to those of Spa

nish Town. Some of them are really sumptuous, being two

or three stories high, with a convenient arrangement of cham
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their cargoes.

bers, roomsfor the reception of company , and offices for bu

siness. The fronts of most of them are defended from rain ,

and shaded from the heat of the sun , by piazzas on the ground

floor , and by covered galleries to the upper stories : they are

also elegantlyfurnished, and kept very clean.

The town being situated on the north side of the harbour,

renders it very convenient for the shipping ; especially as the

channel, which is formed by an inlet from thesea, is deep enough ,

for a considerable way both above and below the town, to ad

mit ships of the greatest burden. The eastern branch of the

harbour, which faces the town, is so capacious, that a thousand

sail may anchor in it . Even at the wharfs, the water is so deep,

that vessels of two hundred tons lie alongside them to deliver

A gradual descent of about four miles and a half, from that

side of the harbour where the town begins, to the foot of the

Liguanea Mountains, gives the streets such a convenient slope

as to prevent any stagnation of water in the town. But, on

the other hand, it admits too easy a passage to vast torrents,

which sometimes rush with such impetuosity down the princi

pal streets, as to render them almost impassable by wheel car

riages. Sometimes these floods cause a shoal-water at the

wbarfs by depositing great quantities of rubbish and mud,by

which means the channel is considerably contracted. It has

been observed , that Kingston is secured from the danger of those

dreadful conflagrations which destroyed Port Royal, Bridge

Town in Barbadoes, and St. John's in Antigua, by having

wells and pumps in every principal street, conveniently placed,

and kept in good order, and fire -engines and bucketsin the

court -house.

The great square , usually called the parade, from the troops

performing their manual exercise in front of the barracks, which

occupy the north -west side, is themost admired quarter of the

town, on account of the public buildings. The barracks com

prise convenient lodgings for two hundred privates andsubal

terns, inclosed within a square which is walled round behind

the officers' apartments in the front of the edifice looking on

the parade. The officers' apartments are very handsome. The

church is situated on the south -side of the square, and by its

tower and spire is a considerable ornament to thetown, both

when viewed at a distance and on the spot. The inside is dis- ,

tributed into four aisles, and its chief decoration is a very fine

organ . Upon the whole, it is an elegant and spacious edifice.

On the east side is the handsome chapel belonging to the so

ciety late in connexion with the Rev. John Wesley; for the pro

per description of which , and an elegantly engraved view , see
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the chapter on the progress of the Protestant Religion from the

first settlement of ourcountrymen in the island ofJamaica.

The streets are all wide and regular. The market-places are

adapted to the conveniences ofthe inhabitants : theyare situated

at the bottom of the town, where they neither offer obstruc

tions to trade, nor annoyance to passengers. They are near the

water's side ; yet are sufficiently distant from the wharfs to leave

the transactions of that department free.

Atall seasons of the year, themarkets of Kingston are well

supplied with animal food, with fish , with vegetables, and with

a vast variety of fruits peculiar to the tropical regions. The

supply being both great and regular, the prices are less exorbi

tant than at Spanish Town,though the consumption is so great as

to allow of no competition . The interpositions ofthe magistrates

tend to preserve regularity , and to administer justice, while the

certainty of saleensures a constantsupply.

As Kingston is the emporium of the foreign commerce of the

whole island, its population rarely fluctuates. It gradually in

creases in number, without being exposed to those variations

which are felt at Spanish Town from occasional visitors, who

either throng the streets, or leave the town half desolated, at

certain seasons of the year.

As it does not enter into the plan of this work to discuss

commercial subjects, we shall only observe, that there are no

sugar plantations in the parish, and scarcely any other cultiva

tion than that of grass - pens.

Of the town of Port Royal, sufficient mention has already

been made, in the narrativeof the successive devastations which

terminated in its ruin in 1692 ; for though it was rebuilt and

re -peopled in a certain degree, yet all hopes of its re- establish

ment as a trading town were given up after the dreadful fire in

1703, which conflagration destroyed the new buildings that

hadbeen erected, and had been increasing from the former to

the latter period . The few houses which escaped that fire were

demolished by the great hurricane that happened onthe 28th

of August, 1722, which was severely felt throughout the whole

island , and did considerable damage to the houses and planta

tions in every district. Few of the inhabitants of Port Royal

lost their lives ; but in its harbour, the catastrophe was dread

ful. “ Of thirty -six merchant ships and sloops, only ten were

to be seen after the storm;" " and it was computed ,” says Long,

" that four hundred persons perished in the harbour, amongst

whom were two hundred negro slaveson board a ship from the

coast of Guinea , which foundered at her anchor. ” ' The whole

parish has ever since been in a declining state ; the inland part

being too rugged or too steep to admit of any considerable sets
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tlement, and the tract adjacent to the coast being rather sterile,

and destitute of a good shipping-place. The fortifications, how

ever , which defend the harbour, are constantly kept in the best

order ; and as a place of defence, Port Royalis atpresent high

ly valuable, affording security to the whole island . Ships of

war, in advancing towards the harbour, must necessarily pass be

tween shoals and rocks through a difficult channel; and they

are inevitably exposed to a severe fire, without a possibility of

bringing their guns to bear. Ahead they have to encounter a

batteryof twelve guns, calledthe Twelve Apostles, mostly forty

two pounders, built on a point of Saltpan Hill, which would

rake them the whole way, till they tacked to stand up the har

bour. They would thenbe exposed to the fire of this battery

on one side, to that of the fort on the other, and in front to

the battery of Fort Augusta. This last fort is erected on Mos

quito Point, a sandy peninsula, about two miles in length, and

very narrow , projecting from the north -east side of the Saltpan

Hill, and forming a kind of lunette on the west side of the

harbour . At the point, the ship channel betweenthe harbours

of Port Royal and Kingston, is not a quarterofa mile in breadth ,

and would probably become shoal water, if it were not for the

river Cobre running through it into the sea. This fort mounts

eighty -six large guns, and contains an extensive magazine,a house

for the commander, and barracks for three hundred men, with

all convenient offices, especially bomb-proof casemates. А

proper garrison is resident in this fort, which is reputed to be a

very healthy station. Its distance from Port Royal is about two

miles, and from Kingston three and a half. We need , there

fore, no farther proof of its importance as a safe-guard to the

whole island.

The parish of St. Andrewis contiguous, on the south side,

to the harbour and parish of Kingston. It has no town, but a

very pleasant hamlet, called Half-way Tree, situated at little

more than two miles distance from Kingston, at the traverse of

three great roads, leading to Spanish Town , to St.Mary, and

St. George. It enjoys a salubrious air, and delightful prospect;

and the whole parish is abundantly supplied with water by the

streams of fourteen rivers. The principal of these rivers are,

the Wagwater, which falls into thesea on the north side , after

a course of about thirty miles ; the Hope, which crosses the

east side ; the Pedro, which enters St. Thomas in the Vale, on

the west; and the Salt River, which discharges itself into the

harbour at the north -west point of Hunt's Bay. These rivers

are navigated by flat-bottomed barges and canoes, which are

generally used for conveying grass, wood, lime, and stones , to

the town of Kingston.
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Behind the hamlet of Half-way Tree, which contains about

twelve or fourteen houses, the majestic blue mountains are seen

rising one above the other in gradation, till they seem to touch

the clouds. On each side are lively fields of canes, intermixed

with elegant villas of the planters, and pasture lands ; and, in

front, the harbours of Kingston and Port Royal, crowded with

ships, some riding at anchor, and others under sail indifferent

directions. Proceeding from the village, about two miles to

the northward, along a road of easy ascent, the curious tra

veller arrives at the foot of the Liguanea Mountains': these are

the first steps leading up to that vast pile of mountains, which

form a kind of chain connecting the eastern and western coasts.

of the island . The foremost towards the village are of amo

derate height, serving as natural buttresses to sustain the inte

rior and more massive : farther on, they are found to increase in :

magnitude and elevation , till the highest of all , called the Blue

Mountain Ridges, is attained . In short, whoever penetrates

into these enchanting regions, finds every fresh ascent, however

short, affording not only afresh air, but new scenes of nature,

with respect to prospect, plants, and animals. The birds, the

animals, and the insects, are many of them totally different

from those that are to be met with in the lower grounds : and

the whole face of things bears so little similitude to what is ob

servable in other parts ofthe island, that it has the appearance

of a foreign country. The inhabitants of these mountains en

joy good health, and are free from those fatal diseases which

too often ravage the towns, particularly Kingston . Upon the

whole , this parish is in a flourishing condition , and annually

increasing in the number of its sugar plantations.

The admired parish of St. Thomas in the East, which has

another parish of little note, called St. David's, in its precincts,

is bounded on the south and the east by the sea ; on the north

by Portland parish ; and on the west by St. David's. More

than twenty rivers contribute to the fertility of the soil, and

the convenience of the inhabitants of this district. The en

trance of this parish from St. David's, is elevated considerably

above the sea coast ; and the road lies between two mountains,

composed of rocks and strata of a light-coloured friable marl,

intermixed with large pebbles. These cliffs areseen at a great

distance at sea , and are called by mariners, the White Horses.

The bay of Morant is a considerable shipping-place, and the

harbour is one of the largest and most beautiful in the whole

island. It is defended by a small battery , maintained in con

stant repair, and well garrisoned. The road where the ships

lie at anchor is sheltered by a reef of rocks ; and the shore is

covered with warehouses and stores at the foot of the rising
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ground, on which the village of Morant is situated . It consists

of between thirty and forty houses , including the church, a

handsome edifice : and, considering every advantage the inha

bitants enjoy for commerce and settlement, Morant in a

course of time may become a considerable town.

But the most remarkable place of resort in this parish, is the

town of Bath ; so called from its hot springs, resembling those

of the celebrated city of Bath in England. The town of Bath

is situated northward of Morant Harbour, at the distance of

about five miles. There is a good road to it from Kingston ,

made partly by private subscription, and partly by public

grants: it passes near the sea coast throughout its whole length ,

measuring forty -five miles, according to the mile -stones placed

on it ; and it is enriched by a variety of agreeable prospects.

The waters have been long known, and justly celebrated for

their medicinal virtues . The cures performed by them induced

the legislature ofthe island to form the town bylaw into a cor

poration ; and, from motives of humanity , to extend so excel

Ient a remedy to those poor inhabitants who might want the

means of procuring subsistence and advice whilst under its

operation. For this purpose, a hospital was founded in the square,

divided into convenient wards and apartments ; and a physician

was engaged at a liberal salary , to be resident in the town, and

to give his advice to the poor gratis. The hot-spring issues by

several different rills from fissures in the side of a rocky clift,

the foot of which is washed by the Sulphur River ; and it is in

such a state of ebullition, when received in a glass directly from

the rock , and applied to the lips, that it can only be sipped like

tea. Though the spring is atthe distance of near two miles

from the town, patients who desire to drink the water in the

greatest perfection, repair to it, and take their station upon

large flat stones, within two or three feet of the rock, and

receive it immediately from the hand of the drawer. They

generally begin with one half-pint glass, and increase the num

ber to three or more ; and it has been found to produce the

best effects, taken on an emptystomach early in the morning.

The cold sulphurous spring , which rises near Blue Mountain

valley, a few miles westward of Bath, is more gross, and highly

impregnated with sulphur ; on which account it is deemed more

effectual than the hot, in all cutaneous disorders, particularly

the scurvy . It is also excellent for complaints of the bowels,

and all other disorders that require strong lixivial dissolvents.

For these reasons it is recommended, in some habits, to succeed

a moderate course of the hot-spring. In general, both the

springs andthe bath afford relief in the saine cases as the wa

ters and bathing at the city of Bath in England ; and the mode
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of using them internally and externally, as well as the regimeti

to be observed while taking them, is nearly the same.

The parish , taken collectively, has increased very considerably

of late years in thenumber of negroes on its estates, and also

in the quantity of cattle ; and now contains upwards of one

hundred settlements ; so that it has every prospect of becoming

one of the most populous and opulent in the whole island .

Portland parish was forinerly only a part of the parish of St.

Thomas, and was not constituted by law a distinct and separate

parish till the year 1723, when White River was fixed to be its

south -east boundary. It comprises a large tract of very fine

land ; but the settlements are scattered along the sea coast.

Only a small portion of the interior part is cultivated , it being

mountainous,and subject to almost continual rains. It has also

a prodigious extent of thick woods : but if they were cleared,

a free passage would be afforded to thewindand vapours ,and

the rains would be decreased . The Rio Grande, or Great

River, is the chief of seven or eight which water this district ;

but they are , in general, of very little note. The Rio Grande

has its source about sixteen miles from the sea , and becomes

considerable by the accession of several streams of the smaller

rivers falling into it.

There are three respectable shipping -places within this dis

trict. The principal of these is Port Antonio, formerly called

St. Francis, which lies on the north -east part of the coast. It

has two commodious harbours, the eastern and western , divided

from each other by a narrow peninsula, about three miles and

a half in length , on the point of which stands Fort George.

The ship channel leading into the western harbour, passes be

tween this point and Lynch's, or Navy Island, and is aboutone

mile over . ' The entrance into the eastern, lies between the

south - east point of Navy Island and the main land, and is about

three miles broad from shore to shore -- both harbours are land

locked, and capable of receiving a very large fleet. It was

once proposed by government, toerect store-houses and wharfs

for naval stores, and for careening men of war, together with

strong fortifications, at Port Antonio, which opens directly into

the windward passages : but the design was laid aside, on find

ing the air of Navy Island to be unhealthy. A town was like

wise intended to be built , to be called Titchfield, after a ma

nor in Hampshire belonging to the Duke of Portland, then

governor of Jamaica ; but the plan proved abortive, though the

situation still bears the name.

From the report of skilful surveyors, no part of the island

better deserves the attention of the government than this ex

tensive parish. Yet little more has been done for its improve
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ment than the making of the newroad, which passes through

an almost uninhabited wild , from Bath to Port Antonio, tra

versing a tract of near sixty thousand acres without a single

settlement upon it . The Maroons had a small town called

Moor Town, and a hamlet named Manchinul, near the har

bour of Manchinul; this harbour, being a convenient place

for shipping the produce of the county , the vicinity is better

settled than any other divisionof the parish. The harbour is

spacious and secure, and is defended by a battery of ten guns.

Between this port and Antonio, there is another shipping

place on Priestman's River. These several advantages fortrade,

in point of situation , clearly demonstrate the want of a good

town, as the means of increasing the number of settlements

in this parish, which do not amount in all to one hundred ;

bearingno proportion to its great extent, and to the richness

of the soil, which is admirably adapted to the growth of indigo

of the best quality.

The last parish that we have to notice in the county of Surry,

is the parish of St. George, on the precinct of St.Mary, Mid

dlesex, which is its western boundary. It joins Portland east

ward ; skirts the parish of St. Andrew and St. David, south,

and has the sea for its northern boundary. Anotto Bay,

which is partly in this parish and partly in St. Mary's, is the

common shipping-place for both : its road is secure, except in

the season when the north winds blow ; to the violence of

which it is greatly exposed. The inconvenience of too much

rain, and the great distance from the principal market of the

island, keep back the cultivation , and consequent population,

of this parish : to which must be added, the want of roads

through its extensive wood -lands. Till these are formed, no,

considerable improvements can take place. The small quan

tity of land hitherto settled in sugar plantations, turns to better

account, with less labour, than the plantations of some other.

parishes, where canes have been long cultivated. The most

remarkable curiosity in this parish , is a salt lake, called

Alligator Pond : it is five miles long, and half a mile broad,

extending from Fig -tree to Buff River Bay, and separated

from the sea by a narrow slip of sandy land. It is a singular

phenomenon ; but no account is given by tradition , or record,

in what manner it was formed. Some suppose it was thrown

thither by an earthquake : others conjecture, with more reason ,

that it has been left on the plain by an inundation of the sea.

VOL . I. Z z
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CHAP . X.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

County of Cornwall - description of Savannah la Mar, the county

townof Montego, and Trelawney -- parishes,extent,productions,

boundaries, and rivers -- generalstatement of population - settle

ments and produce of the whole island , from the last authentic

documents.

THE COUNTY OF CORNWALL .

This county is divided into five parishes, which contain nine towns,

and three or four villages.

THEHE parish of St. Elizabethskirts the parishes of Clarendon

and Vere, in Middlesex, onthe east ; it joins Westmoreland

westward ; St. James's and Trelawney parishes in this county ,

on the north ; and the sea is its southern boundary. The Black

River, and another called the Y. S., the Hector , the Broad

River, and several small ones, contribute to the fertility of this

district, and to the commercial convenience of its inhabitants.

The Black River, according to Long, is the noblest in the

whole island : its source is inthe north division of the parish ,

at the distance of sixteen miles from the nearest part of the

sea coast : it meanders about thirty -four miles before it reaches

the sea, and is navigable by boats and large barges for many

miles. The Y. S. is the next considerable stream : it is so

called from an ancient Gallic word formed by these two letters,

and signifying crooked or winding : in one of its windings, in

the bosom of a thick wood, it encounters a kind of rocky

breakers, formed by a craggy mountain , from the fissures of

which it descends rapidly in a beautiful cascade, deemed one

of the remarkable natural curiosities of the island. The town

of Lacovia is situated about seven miles inland from Pedro

Bay : it lies very low in a kind of bottom , and is liable to be

inundated by the waters of a large morass which surrounds it.

It contains,however, two tolerable taverns, or inns, for the

reception of travellers ; and, besides a court-house for the pur

pose of holding the quarterly session of the peace , and trans

acting the parish business, it has about fourteen houses, mostly
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inhabited by Jews. Accompong and Charles Town were in

habited by the Maroons before they were sent into exile.

There is likewise a small hamlet belonging to this parish ,

called Black River Village, remarkable onlyfor the handsome

parish church which stands near it. The soil of this parish

varies considerably : in some parts there are rich veins of mould

adapted to the cultivation of sugar cane; this land lies contigu

ous to the bankson the Y. S. and Black Rivers : but a prodi.

gious tract, consisting of not less than twenty thousand acres,

lies scattered in waste morass, which might be drained and

made productive. The south -west part of the parish is moun

tainous and stony, while the vales are continued sands, parti

cularly the plainof Luana. On the whole, it is reckoned an

unhealthy district ; and the troops that were stationed in bar

racks in swampy places near the bay, wereattacked with putrid

fevers and dysenteries, which proved fatal to many of them .

Nearly eighty thousand acres of land in this parish remain un

cultivated ; the greater part of it mountainous, but capable of

producing coffeeand other valuable commodities.

Westmoreland parish was formerly a part of St. Elizabeth ,

and was made a separate district in 1703 : it therefore joins it

on the eastern side, and extends to a part of St. James's: the

west and south divisions are bounded by the sea coast , and on

the north it is united to the parish of Hanover. Its chief rivers

are Bluefields in theeasterndivision, the Bonito and the New

Savannah westward, and the Great River on the north - east

side. But it is principally remarkable for its head -lands, and

good harbours. Bluefield Bay is the most distinguished. It is

situated to the westward, is very spacious, and has such excel

lent anchorage, that it is the constant rendezvous, in time of

war, for our homeward -bound fleets and their convoys intend

ing to steer by the Gulph of Florida.

The town of Savannah la Mar, the capital of Cornwall, is

situated west of Bluefield Bay, and is sheltered on the one side

by the head -land called Bluff Point,and on the other by Cam

barito . The roads to this town are for the most part deep and

dirty. The rains in this parish are heavier than in the others

on the south side of the island, and the country isflat towards

the sea ; so that during the rainy seasons the roads are almost

impassable.

Though the ships that are to take on board the produce of

the neighbouring plantations, consisting of sugars, rum , maho

gany planks, and other commodities for exportation , lie before

the town, it has but an indifferent harbour, or rather road .

Thewater is shoaly, and poorly defended from a stormy sea ;

nor is the town much better guarded against the attacks of an
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enemy. The fort, whichcost the parishioners upwards of six

teen thousand pounds, is ill contrived, and frequently under

mined by the waves . Formerly eighteen or twenty guns were

mounted on it, and kept in good order.; but most of them in

the course of time, from neglect, have been dismounted : and

the salutes to men of war, and on other occasions, are obliged

to be given from a battery of fourteen sınall pieces of ordnance

placed before the court-house. This edifice was erected in

1752, for the purpose of holding courts of common -pleas, the

quarter sessions of the justices of the peace, elections, and parish

business ; but in 1758 it was enacted by the legislature of the

island , that the assize court for the county should behoiden in

this town , which considerably enlarged and extended its juris

diction. This town carries on a considerable trade, being com

modiously situated for a correspondence with Truxillo, Hondu

ras, and the Musquito shore ; the passage to which is short and

speedy, for the trade-wind serves both going and returning.

At present, however, it is not large, for it consists of only one

decent street, and about seventy scattered houses. Underneath

the court- house are the barracks, capable of holding seventy

men : a company of regulars constantly do garrison duty. But

the situation is not healthy, on account of a tract of un

drained morass land seven miles in length , which lies to the

westward, and cannot well be drained, being covered with

mangroves, and lying below the level of the sea. Even the

ground on which the town is built is flat and low , so as to

be subject to those excessive heats and putrid vapours, which,

in the months of July and August, produce diseases that

prove fatal to constitutions not habituated to the climate by

long residence. The hamlet of Queen's Town, called also

Beckford's, and the Savannah, is about two miles distant from

the capital : this was intended by the late Richard Beckford ,

Esq. to have been a handsome town, deriving its name from the

founder. That gentleman made a frce grant of the land in lots

of from five to twenty acres, and formed a plan of regular

streets, with a large square in the center , on which the church

was to be erected ; but the plan not being carried into execu

tion , a hamlet was substituted , which consists of a few well

built houses ; but in other respects it is not a place of any

note.

The planters who quitted Surinam in 1675, and the remnant

of the Scots colony at Darien , who came to the island of Ja

maica in 1699, settled in the eastern district of this parish , near

Scots Cave. From the Dutch emigrants, this division obtained

the name of Surinam Quarters; and the names of several of
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the settlements of the Scotch , point out the nation from which

they were taken ; as Culloden, Auchindown , &c.

On leaving Savannah la Mar, the road to Hanover crosses

the Cabarito River twice, by two bridges constructed with

planks laid across some beams, but not provided with any side

rails for the security of passengers. The road then proceeds

by a steep ascent, or rather a pass of about a mile in length,

and so narrow that two horses can scarcely go abreast. From

the summit, the eye takes in, at one glance, a rural scene en

riched with every embellishment of nature and art. The land

scape is inexpressibly fine : cane fields, villas, pastures, clumps,

groves, and rivulets , are promiscuously spread over the whole

of its protuberant and diversified surface. This part of the

parish exceeds mostothers for the peculiar nature of the soil,

which is a kind of Fuller's-earth, soapy and rich, and so con

genial to the sugar cane , that a long and uninterrupted cul

ture seems not to have exhausted, or even impaired, its

fertility . ;

Hanover parish was not made a separate district till the year

1723, when part of Westmoreland was formed into a new

parish by its present title. Its boundary on the east is the Great

River, which divides it from St. James's. The northern and

western parts extend to the sea coast ; but it is from the south

of Westmoreland that it has acquired its domain. There are

several rivers in Hanover parish, but none of them considera

ble, their sources not being above a few miles from the sea.

Its principal shipping-places are Orange Bay, Green Island

Harbour, and Sancta Lucia Harbour. Green Island Harbour,

and Orange Bay, are the most north-western parts of Jamaica ;

the former takes its naine from a little island at the off.ng,

about half a league distant from the main land . On the west

side of the harbour is a small battery of nine six-pounders, a

sufficient guard to the entrance, as they are always kept in

order for detence : there are likewise two more guns at a dis

tance from the battery, near a small tavern , where the main

battery was first intended to be erected. North-west of the

harbour, there is another small bay, very commodious for ship

ping. And on the western side, a strong battery has been .

built, and is kept up at the expense of a private gentleman , to

protect his rich plantations in the vicinity : it has eighteen guns

mounted, and einbrasures for twenty -one.

Orange Cove is situated at a sinall distance from the above . i

mentioned bay, near Point Pedro. This is the most delightful

part of Hanover : it is beautiful beyond description. Where

ever the wandering eye directs its view, it meets with a suc

cession of objects equally new, striking, and lively, through
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out an extent of many miles. In one division is seen awide

plain , richly covered with canes of an emerald tint, of dif

ferent shades, and striped with fringes of logwood , or pen

guine fence ; or, instead of this border, with rills of crystal wa

ter. In another rises a velvet lawn, whose gently-sloping boa

som is embellished with herds and flocks, and its borders en

riched by negro villages, shaded by clumps of graceful trees.

On the neighbouring hill are seen windmills at work , with

boiling-houses and other plantation buildingsat the foot ; toge

ther with labourers, cattle, and carriages, all briskly occupied

in performing the various duties attendant on cultivation. In

addition to these animated scenes, a boundless prospect of the

seaopens to the north ; and a battlement of hills, crowned

with woods, bounds the northern view .

Not less delightful is the prospect of Lacia, the only town

inhabited by white people in this parish , and its charming en

virons. The harbour at the entrance is half a mile across ;

and, continuing its channel about a mile inland, it expands it

self into a circular bason of nearly the same space in every

direction. The anchorage in all parts is very good ; and the

depth of water is from four to six fathoms. The town itself

is but small, consisting only of one large street, and about

sixty isolated houses. The south -west side stands upon a

swampy foundation : the land behind it, as well as on each side,

beingmountainous, no part of the town is seen from the road ,

until you enter it ; and the only full view of it is froin the har :

bour. Upon the whole, it is not a healthy spot ; but it is

conveniently situated for carrying on a profitable traffic with

the Spanish island of Cuba. The entrance of the harbour is

de ended by a fort erected on the western pointof a small pen

insula : it has from twenty to twenty -five pieces of ordnance

mounted, and constantly ready for service : there are also bar

racks for fifty men at a small distance ; but the garrison , in

time of peace , does not consist of so many. The church, a

handsome brick building, which cost the parishioners upwards

of seven thousand pounds, is delightfully situated at the distance

of half a mile from the town, and is near the fort. On the op

posite side of the harbour is a plantation , called the Point, re

markable for its fine situation , commanding the harbour, the

shipping, the fort, and the town, and a distant view continued

for many miles over well cultivated cane- fields, and a country

most agreeably diversified. The progress of improvements in

this parish, which contains more sugar works than some other

parishes of three times its extent, affords a prospect of its be

coming one of the wealthiest settlements in the island.

St. James's is the next. The boundaries of this parish are ,
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Trelawney parish , east ;Hanover, west; the sea, north ; and

St. Elizabeth, south . The principal rivers are, Great River,

Marthabræ, and the Montego. The source of Great River is

at the southern extremity of the parish . It takes its course in

a winding direction for thirty miles to the sea, falling into it

at the west angle of Montego Bay, about five miles from the

town ; and it divides this parish from Hanover. But though

in many parts it is of considerable width , it has not sufficient

depth to be navigable, except for small boats and canoes, and

that only for a few miles.

The coast of this parish has no headland, andbut one har

bour, which belongs to the town of Montego. This town is

in a very flourishing state, containing between four and five

hundred houses, most of which are substantial brick buildings,

and inhabited by opulent merchants. The streets are regular

ly laid out: the exports from this port are very considerable,

and its trade in general is daily increasing. The numerous

plantations extend fourteen or fifteen miles inland from the

sea; but there is still room for vast improvements, the parish

extending fromnorth to south twenty-four miles, and upwards

of one hundred acres remaining uncultivated. The situation

of the town is on the north side of a spacious bay, in which

the soundings are from four to thirty fathoms, the anchorage

is excellent,and the space sufficient for a large fleet of ships.

The entrance is but poor, being only defended by a fort, situ

ated on a small point of land, about half a mile from the town

to the north - east, This fort mounts a few guns, and may

hold a slender garrison of a few regulars; but the bay is so

wide, that an enemy might enter it and come to an anchor

out of the reach of the guns. The inhabitants , therefore ,

for the security of the town, have been obliged to build bar

racks capable of lodging one hundred privates and their offi.

cers : these are situated on a rock by the side of the harbour,

the most convenient spot for successful defence. In fact,

Montego is become the emporium of the western part of the

island, and merits every attention of its legislature as a station

of the first importance, especially in timeof war ; as the bay

is capable of receiving a considerable naval force in ships and

transports, for any expedition.

From St. James's there is a direct way along the coast to the

adjoining parish of Trelawney, so named in honour of a for ,

mer governor of the island, Sir James Trelawney. The pros

pect in travelling to it is dreary. On one side is the roaring

sea ; and, on the other, is an almost uninterrupted range of

craggy mountains, which run along the north side of the

island, here and there indented by creeks and bays, and cleft
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as it were by rivers. In fact, few districts of Jamaica present

to the eye a more wild and barren aspect than the tract which

lies to the eastward of Long Bay, till the cultivated parts of

Trelawney open to view.

This parish is divided from St. Anne, on the cast, by the

river Bueno; the sea forms its northern boundary ; and, in

the southern quarter, it joins the parish of St. Elizabeth . It

has but one capital river , the Marthabrze, which is supposed

to have its source among the mountains, about twelve miles

distant from the sea-coast : but there is no settlement near the

spring, so that the situation cannot be exactly ascertained .

This river runs in a serpentine course for about thirty miles

before it reaches the harbour. The depth of water is sufficient

for small vessels, and it is navigable for some miles inland by

boats and canoes. The town of Marthabræ is built on a risa

ing ground about two miles above the mouth of the river.

This river , which glides by the town , abounds with fish of

various kinds, and twines so delightfully , that its banks may

be laid out in productive gardens, both for pleasure and utility.

The harbour is defended by a small fort, erected on Point Man.

grove, projecting to the sea on the west side : and barracksfor

one hundred men and their officers, are situated a small dis

tance from the fort ; but the ground on which they stand is

swampy, and requires draining to make it healthy .

The country in the vicinity of Marthabræ is well cultivated

to the distance of about six miles ; but further on to the east

ward it still wears a savage aspect. The parish extends more

than fifteen miles inland, yet it is but imperfectly settled to the

distance of six miles from the sea . A space remains behind

of eighty thousand acres , uninhabited , of which little more is

known than that it is very mountainous ; no public road having

been hitherto attempted , to enable the inhabitant or the strane

ger to traverse the country, which therefore remains as it were

undiscovered.

Other parts of the parish appear to be susceptible of great

improvements and of valuable plantations. In the eastern ex

tremity there is a succession of fine Pimento trees, regularly

planted in walks, which continue with little interruption be

yond the river Bueno, the boundary between Trelawney and

St. Anne. The beauty of these spicy groves, interspersed

with orange, wild cinnamon , and other choice trees, is highly

gratifying to the beholder.

Having thus completed a more distinct survey of the coun

ties and parishes of this island than is to be found in any other

modern history, it only remains that we add a general state

ment of its population, produce, plantations, and settlements.
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For this purpose , we shall, as far as possible, compress the

whole into asingle point. To do this, we shall appeal to the

most authentic document extant in England - the report
of

a committe
e

of the House of Assembly, made in Decembe
r

1791. Informat
ion of a more recent date might have been

easily obtained ; but novelty makes a very indiffere
nt atone

ment for the want of authentic
ity . Of the authority to which

we appeal, no question can be made. This circumst
ance has

guided our inquiry, and decided the preferen
ce which we have

given.
Negro

Slaves

cultivating

In the year 1791 , the number of sugar plan

tations amounted to 767–140,000

Farms appropriated to the breeding and graz

ing of cattle 1047- 31,000

Plantations applied to the cultivation of coffee
607-21,000

Of the more diminutive farms, where provi

sions are raised , and on which cotton, pi

mento , ginger, and other equally valuable

articles, are grown , no accuratestatement

has been given. But the number of ne

groes employed on these various branches

has been estimated at 58,000

In this last number are included the numerous

slaves who are resident in the various towns,

and engaged in the domestic avocations : so

that, according to this calculation , the whole

bodyof enslaved negroes in the island of

Jamaica amounted in the year 1791 to 250,000

' The Maroon negroes, of whose numbers no

accurate estimate could be made, were sup

posed to amount to 1,400

The negroes who had obtained their freedom ,

and the people of colour, were estimated at 10,000

The white inhabitants of both sexes, and every

age 30,000

Total number of inhabitants of all complexions 291,400

From the above period to the present, the most rapid im

provements have taken place in almost every articleof com

merce. These improvements have tended to augment the gene

ral number of the inhabitants, and more particularly of the

slaves. In the year 1797, these latter were increased to up
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wards of 300,000 ; and not less than 200,000 of them were

then employed in cultivating sugar alone. From that time to

the present , the augmentation has been at least in an adequate

proportion in almost every branch oftrade. It is evident from

the following comparative estimates, made in 1788 and 1797,

that coffee has not been neglected , while the cane has engrossed

so much of the planter's care and attention.

At the former period there were exported to lbs.

Great Britain 808,528

To America
393,273

1,201,801

At the latter period, to Great Britain 6,708,272

To America 1,223,949

7,931,621

These rapid advances in prosperity, which appear in the

short space of ten years, have continued from that period to

the present. The number, therefore, of labourers neces

sary to carry on these and other branches of cultivation , must

have increased in a regular proportion . If, therefore, we duly

estimate the circumstances before us, and reflect upon the

ardour with which the slave -trade was urged bythe merchants

and landholders , for many years prior to its abolition , we can

not fix the number of enslaved negroes, now in Jamaica, at less

than 400,000 , even on a moderate calculation .
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CHAP. XI.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Natural history of Jamaica - soil, grass, esculents - vegetables

exatics- trees and fruitsdescription of logwoodof indigo and

of cotton - of the mountain crab — of insects, particularly of the

moscheto and fire- fly - reptiles, yellow , black, and silver snakes

-lizards intheirvarieties - of various species of fishes , birds

in their varieties of various kinds of animals - of mountains,

ores , & c.

Epitome of the natural history of Jamaica, from the earliest and

best authorities.

FROM the voluminous writers on that curious, useful, and

entertaining subject, natural history, it is no easy task to re

duce within a narrow compass, andyet with due precision, such

a description of its various objects in any one country, as may

prove satisfactory to the reader of its civil history. This, how

ever, we have undertaken to perform with respect to all the

islands of the West Indies, separately : and as in the civil his

tory, so likewise in this department, Jamaica, the principal

British Colony, takes the lead .

The soil of the island is various : the savanna lands are for

the most part clayey, or intermixed with sandy spaces, some of

which are of great depth and extent. These are called Sand

galls, and produce no other vegetable than a small wire grass,

unfit for pasturage, but applicable to many other purposes :

when dried, it is used instead of hair to mix with plaster for

cielings, stuffing for saddles, chairs, &c. and for thatching ne

gro cottages. Many of the hills, especially those nearest the

south coast, are covered with rocks of a kind of shell mar

ble, which makes an excellent lime, and is used for buildings.

The interstices of these rocks are filled with a fine black

mould, which is extremely fertile, and proper for maize, and

other provisions, such as yams and cocoas. In the interior

parts of the island, the hills, and even the mountains, are co

vered to their summits with a vast depth of soil of various sorts.

The principal of these are - a red clay on a white marla

ditto on a grit—a reddish brown ditto on marl — a yellowish

clay mixed with common mould — a red grit — a loose calca
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reous mould -- a black mould, on a clay or other substratum

-a loose black vegetable mould, on rock-a fine sand - and

their varieties.

The black mould is much the best of any of the hilly lands

for culture, and produces the finest canes . The soil of the val

lies is still more various, as it is compounded partly from the

washings of surrounding eminences, and partly of the sediment

deposited by rivers and floods of rain.

The stately woods, which adorn most parts of the island , are

filled with trees whose bulk and loftiness exceed any in Eu

rope. Many of them are from one hundred to one hundred

and thirty feet in height, and to a considerable height entirely

destitute of branches, which gives them a more majestic ap

pearance. Cotton and cedar trees have been cut in the island,

which measured ninety feet from the base to the limbs ; and

several mahoganies, little inferior. To these may be added,

the trumpet tree and snake wood, which grow in most of the

woody parts of the island , and rise to a considerable height,

being seldom, in their most perfect state , under thirty-five or

fortyfeet. It is a general rule , that a rocky and indifferent

soil is always to be known by stunted, crooked trees : on the

contrary, a deepgood mould is distinguished by trees of a large

diameter, straight and tall .*

In this delightful island, both maize and Guinea corn are cul

tivated with much success. Each species is amazingly produc

tive ; but the former, from the number of its crops, is most

advantageous. Much , however, depends upon the seasonable

weather. If, when the grain is deposited in the earth, a con

siderable drought ensues , one crop is all that can be expected :

a happy intermixture of sunshine and showers produces two ;

When we confine our observations to straightness , height, and beauty, the

Barbadoes cabbage-trec may justly claim the pre-eminence, and be styled the

princess of the forest. The seeds of this tree were first introduced into Ja

maica by Governor Knowles, and the soil has been found congenial to their

nature. Since his time, though these trees have been cultivated with great

care, they have rather been kept for ornament than service, because beauty

rather than utility is their principal recommendation . “ It rises (says Browne)

by a tall stȚaight trunk, which bilges moderately at some distance from the

root, and shoots from thence to the top in a regular cylindric tapering body:

On the top it spreads into a large and beautifulfoliage. The external leaves

of this foliage are erect, and embrace those that are internal; so that the re

semblance of the tree is continued at some distance after the timber ceases .

Theyoung leaves of this tuft of foliage are remarkably tender when boiled,

and yield a most delicious flavour. But prodigality and profusion must reach

to an enormous pitch , before such a tree could be destroyed for a momentary

gratificatior .” Browne says, that “ Mr. Ray makes mention of one of these

trees , that was observed to grow to the height of two hundred and seventy feet, of
thereabouts."
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But even

and occasionally threehave been reaped in the same year. The

soil also in no small degree determines the profits of the har

vest. When that is congenial, forty bushels have been pro

duced by a single acre ; while an uncongenial soil, and unfa

vourable weather, sometimes stint the crop to fifteen . From

the Guinea corn, more than one harvest has never been pro

duced ; but the quantity which nature yields, in some measure

compensates for the tardiness of her movements.

this is subjected to variations, arising from the soil and the wea

ther. When both have been favourable, an acre has been

known to yield sixty bushels ; but when these have been un

propitious, half the quantity has been all that has rewarded

theplanter for his toils. This grain is in general sown in Sep

tember; its vegetation is promoted by the mildness of the West

India winter ; it ripens in the month of January ; and harvest

immediately commences.

Among the Calavances , a peculiar species ofthe pea is sometimes

cultivated; but its small value, the attention which it requires,

and the little demand which is made for it , prevent it from be

ing honoured with general notice. The rice which mightbe

raised, would be entitled to much more regard, were it not that

it requires a soil which is pernicious to thehealth of those who

are employed in its cultivation. This circumstance gives it a

forbidding aspect ; the life of the slave being of more value to

the planter, than the rice which might be raised by his labour

in the most favourable year. In addition to this, many articles

of greater importance, which are in themselves more produc

tive, and attended with less risk, point out more profitable

sources of wealth , which may be directed either to home con

sumption or foreign exportation.

Among the valuablearticles cultivated for domestic use, the

Guinea Grass claims the first place. It is not, however, a na

tive of the island, but was imported about sixty years since

from the coast of Guinea (whence it obtains its name), as food

for some birds which were carried from thence to Jamaica as

objects of curiosity. The death of the birds soon after their

arrival rendered the seeds apparently useless, and as such they

were thrown away. Shortly afterwards, the herbage which

sprang from them was perceived to flourish in amost luxuriant

manner. This attracted the notice of the cattle ; and the at

tachment of the cattle to this grass soon excited the attention

of the planter. From this solitary spot it was propagated

throughthe island : the soil was every where found congenial to

its nature ; and even the rocks in general were soon clothed

with its verdure. The introduction of this grass soon increased

the number of grazing and breeding farms, on spots where the
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hand of cultivation had rarely laboured before: and the effects

were soon rendered visible in the large supplies which, at :

moderate rate, crowded the Jamaica markets. It is chiefly

owing to this circumstance, that to the present time the island

abounds with beef and mutton , which for cheapness and

quality may challenge most of the markets of the towns in

Europe.

To this exotic must be added another species, denominated

Scotch or Scots Grass, which, though inferior to the former ,

has been found to be highly valuable. This grass is a native of

the island, and was found in great plenty when Jamaica fell

into our hands. It sprung up spontaneously in the low and

marshy grounds. It has since been very generally cultivated,

but has been found to thrive most luxuriantly in the swampy

lands. It is so productive, as to afford an almost constant sup

ply of fodder for horses and mules, during the time they are

kept in the stables.

The manner in which the inhabitants propagate this grass,

is by separating the joints, and inserting the detached parts in

small drilled holes, made in the earth to receive them . They

are fixed about two feet asunder, and begin to vegetate in a

few days. The roots and joints of the new plant speedily in

crease ; and the latter branch out into new shoots, which spread

along the ground, and soon fill the field in which they had

beenoriginally planted. Its general growth is from two to four

feet. It is mostly ripe for cutting in about six months from its

first planting ; and if the ground be kept free from weeds, it

will then afford a crop once every month or six weeks. When

once planted , it will stand many years, and the failure of a few

roots can easily besupplied by new jointsbeing planted in their

ſoom . An acre of good land well filled with this plant, near

Kingston or Spanish Town, has been estimated at no less than

£ 120 per annum , as its cultivation is attended with fewer in

conveniences than that of any other plant of the island.

The esculent vegetables of the native growth of the island

are, cocoa ,ochre,lima-bean, Indian -kale, plantains, bananas,

yams of different sorts, calalue, (a species of spinach ,) eddoes,

cassavi, and sweet potatoes. A plantain gathered unripe ,and

roasted, supplies the place of bread with many whites, and, in

the estimation of the negroes, is almost invariably preferred be

fore it : but since the introduction of the bread -fruit trees,

brought hither by Captain Bligh from Otaheite in 1793 , it is

most probable it will be less valued by the latter. Besides the

above -mentioned , all the vegetables which kitchen - gardens pro

duce for common use in England, thrive also in the hilly parts

of this island . As for fruits ,their variety and excellent quality
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can hardly be equalled in any other country . The following

are reputed to have been of native spontaneous growth , before

the Europeans settled on the island -- the anana or pine-apple,

tamarind, papaw , guava, sweet-sop , cashew -apple , custard -apple,

(a species of chirimoya ,) cocoa-nut, star -apple, grenadilla,

avocado-pear, hog -plumb and its varieties, pindal-nut, nesbury,

mammee, mammee-sapota, Spanish -gooseberry, and prickly

pear .

The cinnamon * and mango -trees, it hasbeensaid , were first

brought into the island, in 1782, by Lord Rodney. He took

them , with other East India plants, from on board a French ship,

which he captured on her passage from the Isle of Bourbon to

St. Domingo, and presented them to the inhabitants. Since

that time they haveflourishedto such perfection ,that they are

become, as it were, naturalized to the country. The vine, the

fig, the melon, and pomegranate, the lemon , the lime, the

orange, and the shaddock, with all their numerous varieties,

though comparatively covering the surface of the island when

it fell into our hands, have generally been thought to be exotics.

If they be exotics, they must have been introduced at an early

period, soon after the discoveries of Columbus ; and, under

divine providence, must have spread in various directions, as na

ture stimulated vegetation, till they ran into the varieties in

which they were found.

The medicinal plants are various, and almost innumerable in

their species, of which no satisfactory abridgment can be given.

They may, however, be found properly classed, and amply de

scribed , in Dr. Browne's Civil and Natural History of Jamaica,

This aromatic spice was, however, not totally unknown in the island

long before this period, though the quality might have been somewhat inferior.

Sloane mentions the cinnamon tree in his catalogue, and gives a long descrip

tion of it in pages 87 and 88, vol. II . He says, that it “ grew about twenty

or thirty feet high , and was about the thicknessof the calf of one's leg, hav.

ing many twigs and branches hanging downwards,making avery comely top."

The bark consisted of one outward rind, was thin , and of a grayish colour,

and was of a very biting and aromatic taste, something like cloves. “ All

the parts of this tree ( continues Sloane) are very aromatic, hot, and biting to

the taste ; which, if too troublesome, is cured by fair water. It grows in the

low land or savanna woods very frequently, and on each side ofthe road be

tween Passage Fort and St. Jago de la Vega,in Antigua and the Caribbees . ” “ The

bark (he continues)isused asa spice,in all our hotplantations, verymuch ;

and is cured by only cutting it off the tree and letting it dry in the shade. "

Thus, both the name and description concur to convince us , that this valuable

spice was not a perfect stranger to the island before Lord Rodney brought it

thither . At the same time it seems reasonable to conclu that the cinnamon

tree last imported was of a superior quality to that of which Sloane speaks ;

but whether the ancient species was a native or an exotic, I take not upon me

to determine.
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illustrated with elegant engravings, folio edition , London, 1789.

We cannot , however, omit mentioning the Lignun Campe

chianum , in Sir Hans Sloane's catalogue, in English called

Logwood ; about the cutting of which , in the bay of Honduras

and Campeachy, so many serious disputes have taken place be

tween the Spaniards and our countrymen. As it is of great use

in dyeing, care has been taken to cultivate this shrub in many

parts of Jamaica ; but the quantity produced is not sufficient to

answer the large demands from Great Britain . It was there

fore stipulated , by an article in the treaty of peace concluded

at Amiens, that the English logwood -cutters in those bays

should not be interrupte
d
or molested by the Spaniards.

Of this wood Sloane observes, vol. ii. page 183, that it is

cut about the town of Campeachy, on the southern continent,

in great quantities, and brought to Jamaica as an article of

traffic, to be forwarded to Europe by the traders of that island.

In its natural state it is of a dirty colour on the outside, from

the injuries of the weather , and an exposure to the salt water.

It is remarkably heavy ; and when the sap is taken off, its co

lour is of a reddish brown. Dr. Browne observes, that it was

first introduced into Jamaica from the main, and is now culti

vated in many parts of the island. It thrives best in low

swampy ground, or shallow waters, where the bottom is rich

and moderately firm . It seldom rises more than twelve or

fourteen feet in height, or exceeds seven inches in diameter.

Its trunk is of irregular growth , and is generally short and un

even. Of its various uses little need be said. Its value is

well known in most parts of Europe, and its name is as familiar

in England as that of many trees which are natives of our

soil. It is the chief ingredient in all purple dyes, and a prin

cipal one in our best blacks. Both the bark and gum of this

tree are gentle subastringents ; but the last excels by adding a

sweetness to its virtue, which makes it more agreeable to the

palate.

The cotton shrub is a plant of luxurious growth , and one of

the staple commodities of Jamaica for exportation to the mo

ther country. All our fustians, calicoes, Manchester velvets,

& c. are made of this article ; and they form a very considera

ble branch of the foreign trade of Great Britain . The plant

thrives best in a rich gravelly soil.

This valuable shrub, which is deservedly much cultivated,

seldom rises above six feet in height, and sometimes not more

than four or five. It is planted in regular walks, at such con

venient distances from one another ,as to give the branches

room to spread . If the ground in which it is planted be too

rich, the branches will grow with too much luxuriance ; in which
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Easë pruning becomes necessary to preserve the crop . It yields

two crops annually, one in May, and the other in September.

The native wool which it produces, is inclosed in little pods,

and these pods burst when the cotton is ripe, and expose their

seeds to the breeżes and the sun . They are then gathered, and

the seeds are separated from the wool by a machine, in which

two rollers are so place) as to afford the wool a free passage
be .

tween them , while the seeds are expressed. The wool is then

picked according to its quality, and packed up for exportation .

The plants , which are propagated from the seeds , must be care

fully preserved from weeds ; the earth must be loosened around

them , when they first begin to shoot ; and the seeds, when first

deposited in the earth , must be but slightly covered with mould.

All the different sorts of indigo being cultivated in every part

of America, it needs only to be observed, that great quantities

are planted in Jamaica , and that the produce is a principal arti

cle of exportation to Great Britain . *

The reptile tribe next demands particular attention . Yet, so

far as regards our present subject, we have but little to offer to

the reader ; for all the classes are common to the West India

Islands in general, and only a very small number are peculiar

Of indigo there are four distinct species, and they are differently deno

minated, and variously described .' The first is the indigo Berry . This is a

small shrub, and commonly shoots to the heightof seven or eight feet. The

principal stalk is both tough and hard : the branches are somewhat prickly at

the ends; and the leaves , which are of an oval figure, grow in tufts. The pulp

of its berries , which are numerous, is very thick , and communicates both to

paper and linen a fine blue stain , which soap will not take out: but as these

berries are not remarkably full of juice, no great attention has been paid to

the cultivation of this plant .

The second kind is denominated the Indigo Plant. This is by no means of

a hardy nature; it yields, indeed, a large portion of native dye, but its

quality is of an inferior sort. The quantity, however, is a material consider

ation ; and though the cultivation of this species is attended with many ha

zards, it is generally preferred. The plant itself varies from the former in ita

stature, and rarely rises to a héight that exceeds two feet and a half.

The third is the Guatimala Indigo Plant, probably so called from having

been imported from Guatimala. It frequently rises to the height of three or

four fee“, and shoots up several suberect branches as it rises from the ground.

It is of a much hardier nature than the Indigo Plant. The pulp which it yields

is much superior in quality to that which the Indigo Plant produces ; but at

the same time it is deficient in quantity. The hardiness of its nature, however,

ensures a tolerable cultivation : but it is generally confined to fields which are

not wholly appropriated to the purpose,and to those places where the seasons

are precarious

The last species is the Wild Indigo, so denominated from its growing wild

in all the savannas of Jamaica. There can be little doubt that this plant was

cultivated in former years , perhaps when the island was in the possession of

the Spaniards ; because many indigo works which were then erected remain

tisible to the present day. The dye of this plant is excellent in quality , pero

VOL . I. 3 B
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to Jamaica. Of these, the ship -worm of Jamaica is the first

in order . This insect is extremely destructive to all the ships

that anchor for any time in the harbours of the island. It cuts

with great facility throughthe planks, and burrows a considera

ble way in the substance of them . It pierces with equal ease

through most sorts of timber. Palm -trees alone are free from

the attacks of these insects. To remedy this evil in part, the

bottoms of most of the ships employed in the West India trade

are sheathed with copper. In the harbour of Kingston, these

reptiles generally destroy the largest piles of the hardest and

most resinous wood in the space of a few years.

In class 2 , of insects that are composed of solid as well as

muscular parts, and furnished with stiff articulated limbs , as

well as proper organs of vision, Dr.Browne gives a curious de

scription of the Black or Mountain Crab, agreeing in every ma

terial circumstance with the accounts of the French writer, Du

Tertre, translated by Dr. Goldsmith in his history of the ani

mated earth , and from him copied by Bryan Edwards.

These creatures, says Browne, are very numerous in some

parts of Jamaica ; they are generally of a dark purple : but this

often varies, and you frequently see them spotted, or entirely

of another hue. They live chiefly on dry land , and at a con

siderable distance from the sea, which, however, they visit

once a year, to wash off their spawn; and afterwards return to

the woods and higher lands, where they continue for the re

maining part of the season ; nor do the young ones ever fail to

follow them , as soon as they are able to crawl. The old crabs

generally regain their habitations in the mountains, which are

seldom less than a mile, and do not often exceed three from the

shore, by the latter end of June ; and then provide themselves

with convenient burrows, in which they pass the greatest part

of their days, going out only at night to feed . In December

and January. they begin to be in spawn, and are then very fat

and delicate, but continue to grow richer till the month of May,

which is the season for them to wash off their eggs. They be .

gin to move down towards the sea in February , and are very

much abroad in March and April ; but the males about this

time begin to lose both their flavour and the richness of their

haps superior to that of any of the former kinds. Though the quantity is not

considerable, yet the hardiness of the plant, in a great measure, supplies that

deficiency. No soil in these regions appears unpropitious to it: even in the

driest savannas it will flourish with luxuriance . Each species should ,however,

be refreshed with moisture, to reach that perfection which its nature is capable

of attaining. In the history of Martinico, the reader will find some additional

observations on cotton and indigo.
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the proper the

juices. It is remarkable, that the bag or stomach of this crea

ture changes its juices with the state of the body ; and while

poor, it is full of a black, bitter, disagreeable fluid, which di

minishes as it fattens; and at length acquires a delicate rich

flavour. About the month of July or August, the crabs fatten

again, and prepare for moulting ; fillingup their burrows with

dry grass , leaves, and abundance of other materials. When

time comes, each retires to his hole, shuts up

passage, and remains quite inactive, till he gets rid of his old

shell, and is fully provided with a new one. How long they

continue in this state, is uncertain ; but the shell is first observa

ed to burst both at the back and sides, to give a passage to the

body ; and it extracts its limbs from all the other parts gradu

ally afterwards. At this time the flesh is in the richest state,

and covered only by a tender membraneous skin , variegated

with a multitude of reddish veins ; but this hardens gradually

after, and becomes a perfect shell like the former. It is, how

ever, remarkable, that during this change there are some

stony concretions always formed in the bag, which waste and

dissolve gradually as the creature forms and perfects its new

crust.

This species of crab runs very fast, and always endeavours

to get into some hole or crevice on the approach of danger.

Nor does it wholly depend on its art or swiftness ; for while it

retreats, it keeps both its claws expanded , ready to catch the .

assailant, if he should come within its reach ; and if it suc

ceeds, it commonly throws off the claw, which continues to

squeeze with incredible force for nearly a minute after ; while

the crab, regardless of the loss , endeavours to make its escape,

and to gain a more secure or lonely covert, contented to renew

its limb with its coat at the ensuing change: nor would it grudge

to lose many of the others to preserve the trunk entire, though

each comes off with more labour and reluctance, as their num,

bers lessen . This, I think, is the most rational and philoso

phical account of these extraordinary reptiles ; whereas the

bombast narrative of Du Tertre, comparing their march tothe

sea to that of an army for regularity and order, and making their

number amount to millions at a time of new -born crabs sitting

on the shores, is not authentic. Both Goldsmith and Edwards

should have known better than to have inserted such absurd

anecdotes in their respectable works.

A minute description of the insect tribe would be an almost

endless task : the objects which this work is calculated to cm

brace, necessarily prescribe our limits here ; and yet the pecu

Liarities of the insect race ought not wholly to be passed over in
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silence. We shall , therefore, give a brief description of two ,

the moscheto and the fire - fly .

The moscheto is well known in most of the tropical regions;

on the continent and islands it is alike at home. It is a species

of the gnat kind , which it much resembles . As these insects

seek their food by night, they are excessively troublesome to

the inhabitants, and particularly so to those who have but just

landed on the coasts. They bite with particular venom , and

the skin commonly blisters whenever it has been perforated by

them ; and sometimes these blisters terminate in obstinate sores.

The inhabitants of low and woody parts, to which these dis,

turbers of tranquillity resort, are frequently obliged to raise a

considerable smoke about their habitations, to disperse these un

welcome visitors ; and in most parts they are compelled to sleep

with a species of net thrown over their beds, to prevent an

noyances in the night. On some parts of the main they swarm

in such abundance , as not only to render the lives of the inha

bitants uncomfortable by their bitcs and buzzings, but even pre

carious and hazardous.

Another most curious and extraordinary insect , very com

mon in Jamaica, and mostly met with in the mountains and in

land parts, is the large fire- fly, thus described by Browne :

« This insect is of an obiong form , about an inch or better in

length , and moderately broad in proportion . It is very strong

and elastic ; and being thrown on its back, will sometimes

spring to the height of four or five inches above the level on

which it is placed. This insect, besides the peculiarity of its

spring, is one of the greatest curiosities the island affords ; for

it really is a perfect phosphorus for a considerable part of its life,

most of its internal parts being at times luminous. But though

the luminous rays flow naturally from the insect while awake,

it seems to have the power of interrupting them at pleasure,

and then they are quite opake. A person may, with great ease,

read the smallest print by the light of que of these insects, if

held between the fingers, and moved gradually along the lines ,

with the luminous spots iirmediately over the letters; but eight

or ten of them being put in a clear phial, will give light enough

to read and write by it very clearly. They are seldom seen in

the day -time, but wake with the evening, and continue to move

and glow for a considerable part of the night . They fly very

disorderly in ger:eral, and their frequent obscure intervals ren

der their flight still more confused ; but they move towards cach

other, for nature seems to have given them these luminous

powers to distinguish one another ; and hence the negroes

have learned the art of holling one between their fingers, and

waving it up and down, so that it may be seen by others, who
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Ay directly towards it, and pitch upon the hand . They will do

the same, when, for want ofone of theirspecies as a decoy, the

negroes take a burning stick , or a candle, and wave it up and

down , if they do not discover the deceit before they come too

near. They are so drowsy and torpid by day, that it is a difficult

matter to makethem shew any sign of life ; and if they do, it is

only to fall into the same state immediately after ; yet, while

they keep awake, they are luminous, though they recover their

fullvigour only with the night.”

Sloane says, that these fire- flies have four lights, two about

the eyes, and two under the wings ; and that they are frequent

ly caught, and carried to the habitations of men, because they

hunt and destroy the mosquetos, and take them about the per

sonsthat sleep in hammocks. The luminous rays of this insect

continue in full vigour till they grow hungry, when they begin

gradually to languish, and the insect will expire unless dis ,

charged from this state of confinement.

of reptiles there are several classes, both of the serpent and

lizard tribe, common to all the West India Islands : but the

Yellow Snake is the most known in Jamaica ; it is frequently

from eight to sixteen or twenty feet in length . These serpents

have a horny protuberance on each side of the anus, which

may, upon occasion, help them in climbing trees, which they

often do with great ease. The yellow snakes* move but slow

* On this extraordinary reptile, Sir Hans Sloane has made some observations

which cannot fail to entertain the curious, who have pot had an opportunity

of inspecting his work.

The Yellow Snake is for the most part to be found in the woody mountains,

coiled up in the paths as ropes in a ship. They are not huộtful, unless irrita

ted ; nor will they bite, unless they have their young near them , and it is in

their defence. Their bitings rarely prové mortal , although sometimes the

wounds are very much swelled and inflamed -prove tedious ip çuring, and

are much worse than those inflicted by the black snake.

They feed on birds and rats , which they swallow whole, without any incon

veniency. Many have been killed with thirteen or fourteen rats in each of

their bellies.

The Indians (Sloane observes) catch them without any difficulty. An In

dian, who had brought him several, used to take them behind the neck so that

they could not bite him , anâ then permit them to twist about his arm with

their bodies as they pleased. Whendisposed to kill them , his method was, to

put the tail of what he had taken under his foot, and to hold the neck in his

hands ; and then, stretching the snake till the back bone was either injured or

dislocated, and pinching or twisting the lungs with violence, soon accom

plished his purpose.

A hunter told Sloane, that once hearing his companion groan lying by him ,

he saw that by a snake twisting itself about him he could not speak. Seeing

his companion in that dangerous situation , he immediately obtained a stick,

on fire at one end , which he held towards the snake. On perceiving the åp.

proaching brand , the reptile stretched out its head, and began to hiss ; whicha

2
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ly, catching their prey more by stealth or chance than by agi

lity : but when they fix themselves upon a tree, their length

generally enables them to seize every thing they can manage

that passes underneath ; for they wind their tail part round

some limb, and stretch the fore part downwards.

The Silver Snake of Jamaica, which is but rarely to be found ,

the man perceiving, seized the opportunity, and instantly cut off its head.

The body of the soake, after some time, relaxed its hold, and the man , who

had been detained a prisoner, was set at liberty. He related that his situation

wassuch, that he could not long have survived, without being rescued from

his imprisonment. Sloane conceives that the circulation of the blood was

stopped by the twisting of the snake : and hy this means we may casily

conceive that it might destroy any animal which it could encircle within its

folds.

They in general nestle about old cabbage trees , hollow stumps, &c. If

the places of their retreat are explored , and cleft with an axe or other instru

ment, as soon as light enters they thrust out their heads, and are soon dis

patched.

But since these reptiles are the avowed enemies of the rats, which are so

destructive to the sugar-canes, the planters are not solicitous to destroy the

race. Interest, which associates with man in general , and interweaves itself

with the majority of his actions, affords protection to the most noxious rep

tiles. It is, perhaps, extremely difficult to say in what region we shall fix its

bounds, though I am by no means an advocate for its universal application .

But the real Christian alone is an exception .

Noxious, however, as these reptiles are, they are not destitute of sagacity :

and they are capable of acquiring docility, since they may be tamed. “ I had

one of this kind (says Sloane) tamed by an Indian for ine : it would follow

the Indian as a dog would his master. "

A snake thus domesticated by an Indian was given to Sir Hans Sloane ;

which, together with a guana and an alligator, he designed to bring with

him into England ; but unfortunately he failed in respect to them all. The

snake was preserved in a large jar, the mouth of which was covered over with

boards, and these boards secured with weights. It was fed every day with the

entrails of fowls, and such other articles as the kitchen produced , and seemed

for some time highly pleased with its situation. Confinement at length grew

irksome, and the snake (which was about seven feet in length) forced aside

the boards which covered the jar, and obtained its freedom . It then got ta

the top of a large house, the inhabitants of which, not liking such company ,

shot it dead,

The guana was put on board, and lived at large for sometime; till one day,

as it was running over the gunwale of the vessel, it was frightened by one of

the seamen , jumped overboard, and was drowned.

The alligator continued sometime longer, but did not live to reach the port

of its destination. It embarked on the 16th of March, 1688 , and was con

fined in a large tub filled with salt water, and was fed with nearly the same

food that had been given to the snake. It continued from that time to the

14th of May following, when, without any particular accident, it died.

For the substance of this note I am indebted to Sir Hans Sloane. The pars

ticulars have been collected from different pages of his work , and in several

parts inserted in his own language. The materials may be found in vol.ii

pages 335, 936, and 346,
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is remarkably small, when compared to the yellow snake which

we have just described . It seldom exceeds sixteen inches in

length , is larger in proportion to its length , and is generally

found in the hollow parts of decayed trees. One thing re

markable in the silversnake is, that the anus is placed so near

the mouth , that it has sometimes been taken for it. They are

generally considered as extremely venomous, though specific

instances of their poison have rarelyoccurred.

The large Black Snake, more active and slender than either

of the foregoing, is also an inhabitant of Jamaica. It is about

twelve feet in length, andtowards the tail is more tapering than

even the yellow snake. In common with all others of a similar

species, it is deemed poisonous; but it seems to be a character

unsupported by proof.

The small Black Snake differs from the former by its size , its

slender make, and its extreme activity. It rarely exceeds three

feet in length, and is thought by manyto be exceedingly ve

nomous, though no mischief was ever known to be done by

it . These serpents are plentifulin most of the islands, and are

not easily intimidated. They frequently erect themselves on

the hinder part of their bodies, and assume in moments of

danger very formidable attitudes ; and this circumstance pro

bably has procured for them that character which they have not

otherwise merited .

The Alligator or Crocodile is of the lizard species, though

differing from the general tribe in many essential particulars ;

as, first, with respect to its size , which is monstrous, being from

fourteen to twenty -four feet in length. It moves very slowly

on the ground, and generally seeks its prey in the water ; but

when any small animals come in its way on land, within reach ,

it seizes them eagerly , and soon destroys them. This creature

has a strong musky scent, by which it is frequently discovered

at a distance ; and its eyes are like those of the cat and shark.

The alligator has been observed to live for many months with

out any visible sustenance ; whịch experiment has been fre

quently tried at Jamaica, by tying their jaws with wire, and

putting them , thus tied up, into a pond, well, or water-tub,

where they live for a considerable time ; but often rise to the

surface to take breath. Though the shape of the body is like

the lizard, it differs in having the whole surface covered over

in appearance like a tortoise ; but the skin may be more pro

perly said to be hardened into a horny substance from space to

space, than to be furnished with real scales. The tail is oblong,

pointed, and nearly quadrilateral. These creatures lay their

eggs in the sand : the eggs are somewhat larger than those of
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a goose, and, as they are pretty transparent, readily sheir tus

the first formation andgrowth of the animal."

The next species of lizards is the Great Lizard , called also

the Guana. It has a long, forked , muscular tongue , divided

toes, and a scaly skin : it lives a considerable time without food ,

and changes its colour with the weather , or the moisture of its

place of residence. It is supposed to live upon imperceptible

particles , lapped up in the air ; for it is observed frequently to

throw out its forked tongue like the chameleon , t as it walks

along ; and is never seen to touch any thing on the ground.

The flesh of this creature is relished by many people , served

up in fricassees at table , and thus prepared is preferred by many

to the best fowls . Father Labat corroborates this use of this

species of the lizard as a delicious food, for which purpose the

negroes in the French islands are employed to catch them .

is accomplished in the following manner : the negro car

ries with him into the fields a long rod, at one end of which

The Scorpion of the West Indies is too conspicuous among the enemies of

mankind to be entirely omitted in this brief description. The scorpion is a

native of many regions, and it is generally said that in cold countries it loses

its venom. In most of the sugar plantations it is well known; but its chief

places of residence are in dry uninhabited houses, and decayed buildings.

It is a creature which seems destitute of fear , and is at once vigilant and dar :

ing. When threatened with approaching danger, instead of attempting to

retreat, it assumes an undaunted resolution, and puts itself in a posture of de

fence . Its sting is in its tail, which it erects, darts forward , and exposes in

every gesture of defiance . When any animal approaches within its reach, it

is seized with the utmost avidity ; and the sting, which is accompanied with

malignant poison, is darted into the creature with very great virulence . The

wound inflicted by the sting, and contaminated by poison , is extremely paine

ful; and those parts which lie contiguous soon put on a livid appearance

The utmost care must be taken, in dressing the wounded part, to prevent the

poisonous matter from spreading , and to preserve the patient from falling by

a mortification . The scorpion has some distant resemblance to a lobster.

+ The Chameleon may also be reckor elamong the residents of Jamaica,

and is certainly of the lizard tribe. It is a native of the eastern continent, and

was originally imported into this island from the coast of Guinea. The head

is disproportionably large , the jaws well stored with teeth , and the sockets of

the eyes deeply sunk in the head . It has four fect, and on each foot the toes

or claws are disposed somewhat like those of a parrot. It chiefly resides in the

woods, and frequently takes its station on the slender branches of trees, on

which it sustains itself with the greatest steadiness . In its movements it is es

tremely slow, though it is supported by preying upon the most active of the

insect tribe. But though its motions are tardy, they are performed with so

much ease and address, that its approaches are rarely suspected by the devoted

prey . Advanced within a certain distance , it poizes its body as occasion may re

quire , and uncoiling its long slender tougue, darts with inconceivable swiftness,

and rarely fails to scize its prey. Another surprising circumstance, which tends

to facilitate its success, is , that it changes its colour with its station, and by put.

ting on the complexion of every twig and branch over which it passes, cable

bits one of the most astonishing phenomena in nature .
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is a piece of whipcord with a running noose . These lizards are

generally found basking in the sun on the dry limb of a tree.

The
negro whistles as loudly as he can , to which the guana ap

pears tobe very attentive, and with which he seems to be highly

pleased ; for he stretches out his neck and turns his head , as if

toenjoy the notes more completely. The negro then approaches,

still whistling ; and, extending his rod softly, begins tickling

him with the end of it in the side and under the throat, which

delights him so much that he turns on his back, stretches him

self out at length like a cat before a good fire , and at length

falls fast asleep. The negro then dexterously passes the noose

over his neck, draws it tight, and thus secures him . These

creatures are easily tamed , and will live in a house, lying upon

a bed or sopha, quite indolent in the day -time; and may be

permitted constantly to go out at night. But they lose their

fat by being thus kept ; and , dwindling away, are no longer fit

for eating. "

The Galley Whasp is another of the lizard tribe, and some

times exceeds two feet in length . It is an inhabitant of the

woods, and of low marshy places. It is generally of a dirty co

lour, occasionally interspersed with stripes of a lighter or of a

darker hue, andincidentally changes to a fine yellow, resembling

gold . It is generally considered as by far the most venomous rep

tile that Jamaica produces, on which account it is both hated

and dreaded. It is said , that its bite is always mortal, whether

applied to man or beast ; and no specific has hitherto been dis

covered sufficiently efficacious to counteract the malignity of its

poison . But whether this be fact or not, I will not vouch . Its

teeth are short , even , and immoveable ; and no apertures are

discovered in any , through which it can emit its poison . If it

be of that venomous nature which is generally represented, it

is more than probable that the poison it communicates must lie

in its saliva, which immediately enters through the wound

that the tooth inflicts. It has, indeed , been said, that none

of the reptile tribe are really venomous, and that the bite of

none is mortal in any of the West India Islands. This asser

tion may be founded upon fact ; but it would be with the

utmost reluctance that I should be induced to make the ex

periment.

Innumerable are the tribes of fishes that are found in the

seas surrounding the West India Islands, and in the inland

rivers , the names and proper descriptions of which would fill a

moderate volume. Great varieties,and abundance of different

• See P. Labat, tom. iii. p. 315.

3 CVOL . 1.
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species, are brought to the markets of Jamaica ; but very few are

to be distinguished as known to that island alone ; we shall,

therefore, only notice those which are most remarkable there.

The Trumpeter, or Trumpet Fish, is frequently in the har .

bours in the months of June and July , and is generally about

eighteen inches in length. The Anchovy, or small Silver Fish ,

about threeinches in length, is very common in the harbours of

Jamaica. It is very delicate, and in great esteem with most

lovers of fish : it is generally eaten fried, and likewise pickled ,

and then is not inferior to the anchovy of Italy .

The Dolphin also is a native of most parts of the American

seas, especially of those which lie in warm latitudes. This

fish is remarkably voracious, and the avowed enemy of the fly

ing- fish. Sloanę observes, that “they are the swiftest swimmers

that are , their bodies being contrived for that purpose . They

pursue the flying -fish with avidity, till the latter get out of the

water where the dolphinscannot reach. They love ( continues

Sloane) the company of ships, because of what scraps are now

and then thrown overboard . I have been assured by some who

have sailed in Guinea ships, that they have had the same shoal

of dolphins follow them for manyhundreds ofleagues, between

Guinea and Barbadoes. The dolphin is good for food, but is

remarkably dry ; and though much prized by voyagers, yet

were it on shore in a market where other fish are to be had, it

would be esteemed no great delicacy.” “ One thing very re

markable in this fish is,the various colours it puts on before it

dies, being usually yellow with ranges or rowsofsmall blue

and round spots, which strangely change, and afford that plea

bure to the eye, that I confess I never saw any thing of this na

ture so surprising. But after all it comes to a very light blue

colour when dead , which it keeps ever after." Sloane, vol. i .

Another is the Old Wife. This fish is very much liked in

America, but must be skinned before it is dressed. It is served

up either boiled or stewed , and makes a very agreeable dish

either way. The body is generally about twenty inches or more

in length , and nine over.

Another species are called the Cuckold Fish. They are very

rich food, and , when well stuffed and baked, excel all other sorts

of fish in America .

The great Sea Devil is a fishy monster, very large, weigh

ing commonly from 100 to 3000 pounds. It is very fre

quent in the harbour of Kingston , but is not good for food.

Mullets, eels, perch , and many others of the sea-fish usually

brought to the London markets, are likewise common in

Jamaica,

page 21 ,
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The Shark , which is large, voracious, swift, and strong, fre

quents most parts of the Indian seas. « In the calms all over

these seas (observes Sloane) it is ordinary to have sharks come

about the ships. We had some often came to ours.” The au

thor
may observe the same, who has seen them caught, and

brought upon deck . When taken on board a ship, the violent

blows with which they assail the decks with their tails, aretre *

mendous, and even sometimes attended with danger. The

seamen , therefore, in general cut them with a hatchet, which

occasions an effusion of blood, and weakens their force. The

mouth , instead of being at the extremity of the head, is placed

considerably under,so that the shark must lie with its belly up

ward, to seize and feed upon its
prey.

And were it not for the

time that it would take in turning to its proper position for

swimming, no fish inferior in strength could escape. It grows

sometimes to an enormoussize, particularly in the Mediterra

nean. These fishes, like the dolphins, follow ships through

trackless oceans, and hover round them in hopes of prey.

They swim much swifter than a vessel which is under a press

of sail ; and
pass from stem to stern , and from side to side ,

without any more apparent difficulty than if the ship had been

lying at anchor. Oviedo observes, that “ they enter the rivers,

andare no less perilous than great lizards or crocodiles, devour

ing horses and mankind ; and that the females bring forth

about thirty -five young ones alive at a birth . ” Instances of

their voracity and strength may be multiplied almost without

end.

The Flying -fish is a species of an opposite nature to the

shark . It has the happy faculty of removing from one element

into another, but is pursued withavidity in both. In the water

it is chased by dolphins and sharks, and in the air by cormo .

rants and mews. These fish are of the herring tribe, which

they somewhat resemble both in taste and form . They have

two fins, remarkably large, from which they obtain assistance

both in the water and the air . When closely pursued by the

dolphins, so that their danger becomes pressing, they quit

their native element, and fly sometimes nearly two hundred

yards before they again drop into the water. The length

of their aerial voyageseems to be determined by the wetnessof

their fins : while this continues , they remain above water ; but

when the fins become dry, they are obligedto fall immediately

into their native element. They frequently move in shoals,

and are to be found in mostof the warm latitudes through the

It often happens, that in their aerial excursions they

light on ships, or in their boats ; and as this is in their de

scent towards the water, they are taken with the utmost ease .

Ocean .
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This the authorhas seen himself, who has also eaten of them ,

and approved of their taste.

The Grooper, the Rock - fish, and the Jew - fish, are generally

esteemed as some of the best productions of the American seas.

The jew -fish grows remarkably large, and has been known to

weigh about three hundred pounds. It may be considered as an

exception to a general rule which has been taught by experience,

that excellencydeclines in proportion as magnitude increases.

The Porpoise , the Grampus, the Bottle-nose, and the Sper

maceti Whale, are not strangers to the West Indian seas ; but a

minute detailof each would be tedious and uninteresting. Of

the spermaceti whale, as its general character is known , much

needs not be said . It is broad and unwieldy , and about sixty

feet in length when fully grown : the teeth are straight, and of

a conic form , about eighteen inches in length, and about six

inches in circumference at the base. Its fins and solid bones are

proportionablylong and large. But large and powerful as this

enormous fish is, it is not unfrequently attacked by the shark ;

and instances have been known , in which whales, when taken

by man, have exhibited wounds which had been inflicted by

those voracious enemies.

The Mantee is another of the enormous kind, and generally

frequents the mouthsof those large rivers which are peculiar to

thewestern world. It is said to be exquisitely quick in hearing,

having two apertures adapted to that purpose, as well as an

equalnumber similar to nostrils, through which it occasionally

breathes. The skin of this creature is remarkably strong and

elastic, and, when cut into suitable portions, is no bad substitute

for horsewhips. Both the mouth and nostrils are adapted

for breathing, which can be performed only on the surface of

the water, and is always accompanied with hideous groans. Its

fins are proportionate to the bulk of its body, andthat of the

tail is remarkably broad and spreading. A great many of this

tribe have been occasionally taken ; they vary from each other

in magnitude, and sometimes weigh not less than two thousand

pounds. A vast variety of different kinds, not mentioned here,

may be found in those seas, but they have nothing peculiar to

recommend them to particular notice ; we shall therefore quit

the ocean for the land .

The mountains and woods abound with a variety of birds ,

some of them remarkable for their variegated and beautiful

plumage, and others for their melodious notes. Amongst others

are a small Martin , the whole upper parts of whose plumage are

of a glossy, golden green, the inferior parts white ; blue finches ;

dark brownthrushes; wood -peckers of various kinds ; black

birds of the Merops species ; blue sparrows ; long and short
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tailed humming -birds ; blue and red throat, and orange-colour

ed bull-finches ; and brown petrels.

There are several species of doves natives of Jamaica, and

all of them reckoned very rich and delicate food ; the ring - tail

pigeon ; the bald-pate ; the white-winged dove ; the pea -dove,

so called from its green colour ( it has only a few white feathers

in its wing, and it makes so loud a cooing in thewoods, that it

is heard at a considerable distance ) ; the white-bellied dove ; and

the ground dove. They are wild , and feed on most kinds of

wild grain, particularly the red mangrove, wild coffee berries,

the berries of the prickly pole, &c.

There is also the Jamaica or Lesser Mock -bird, called also

the Nightingale . “ This, ” says Browne, “ certainly excels all

other birds both in sweetness of melody and variety of notes.

It sings often with ecstasy; and in its raptures I have often ob

served it fly upright from its stand some yards, and run head

long downto the same place again. I have seen them frequent

ly perch on some convenient tree near the houses in the savan

pour forth their little notes for many minutes together,

as if they had been conscious of the pleasure they gave ; and

you may often observe the notes answered from the neighbour

ing woods on these occasions, but then they generally listen and

sing by turns. These birds are seldom kept in cages : it is said

they never thrive when confined ; butthis, I suppose, is owing

to the people not keeping the proper food for them . It is ex

tremely like the mock -bird of North America in shape and size,

but they differ a little in colour.

The long-tailed Humming-bird, which is well known on the

continent of America, is also an inhabitant of this island. It

is chiefly noted for its variegated colours, its glossy plumage, its

inconceivably rapid flight, and above all for its diminutive size.

It is a species which seems to link together the insect and the

feathered tribes. Its bill is slender, long, and arched ; its tail

rather long, and its legs and thighs remarkably short; its size is

about that of any ordinary beetle.* Like many of the insect

tribe, it draws its sustenance from that delicious nectar which

the cups of flowers afford ; it is chiefly on the wing , and flits

from flower to flower with all the agility and industry of the

nas, and

of this beautiful little creature , Sloane speaks as follows. It was about

an inch and a quarter in length from the extremity of the bill to that of the

tail ; and about twice as much from the tip of one wing to that of the other ,

when extended. The bill was blackish , compressed , and about three quarters

of an inch long ; the tail very short ; the head, neck, back , and wings brown,

and of a changeable colour. They are to be found where flowers are. Their

eggs are all white, and not so large as a small field pea . They make a noise in

flying, just like a humming-bee . When they fly in sunshine, Ithink I never
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bee. It is in general remarkably gentle ; but when provoked,

and in times of nestling, it exhibits a degree of fierceness, to

which its strength is apparently unequal. In these seasons it

pursues birds of the largest size , attacks themwith impetuosity

in the most tender parts, and rarely fails of putting them to

flight; and when pursued, it escapes with such velocity that it

is instantly out of sight . It builds its nest with cotton and

down, and fastens it to some concealed spray of the lemon or

orange tree.

The Mountain Hawk is a native of Jamaica, and lives chiefly

in the cooler mountains : it is about the size of the English

kite, and is a bird of prey, living mostly on young birds and

lizards.

The Quail is not wholly unknown in Jamaica, though it is

not a native of the island , but was originally imported from

North America . The island is not hostile to the increase of

this species : but they build their nests upon the ground ; and the

snakes, which are perpetually exploring their secret haunts, too

frequently devour their eggs, anddestroy their young. On this

account they are not numerous, nor is it probable that the race

will ever be considerable . Their size and manner of life bear

much resemblance to that of an English partridge; from which

circumstance they are not so commonly known in Jamaica by

the name of quail as by that of the partridge.

Peacocks are also found in Jamaica : they vary but little from

those which are known in England ; but as they are not natives

of the island, they are rather considered as objects of curiosity,

and are chiefly to be met with at the habitations of the princi

pal people.

The White -breasted Guinea Hen abounds in the island .

Multitudes are wild in the woods, and they increase remarka

bly fast. They lay sixty, eighty, or a hundred eggs, and hatch

at one brood a vast number of young. There is another species,

not distinguished by the whiteness ofits breast, but which is in

other respects much the same as the former.

The Blue Mackaw, a more beautiful bird, though not so gaudy

as the red, is a native of Jamaica, but not common, and is

wild in the woods, particularly in the parish of St. Anne.

saw a more beautiful sight; the feathers being most delicately coloured and

transparent. Their humming seems to proceed froin the action of their wings

against the air. They are to be found all the year long in Jamaica ; but more

plentifully and in greater variety after the rains, when the flowers are most

frequent. This bird , feathers, inwards, & c . being put into the balance when

just killed, weighednot over twenty grains. The substance of this note is taken

from Sloane, vol. ii. page so8 .
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The Gabbling Crow is a native of Jamaica, and very com

mon in the inland woody parts. This bird is very shy and

wary , and very noisy : it seems to imitate the sounds of most

syllables in every language, in its gabblings. It feeds generally

on fruits and other vegetable productions, and is frequently serv

ed up at table when young :

There are two species of parrots in the woods, natives of the

island, both green ; but one sort has a yellow bill. They are

neither so beautiful, nor such good talkers, as the gray and green

of other countries ; they are, however, esteemed as delicate

food, and are served up at some tables in preference to

pigeons.

There are likewise two kinds of Parroquets ; the one all green ,

the other green with a red breast. Of fowls there are the same

kinds as inEngland ; and, besides these , a great variety ofwa .

ter fowl, most of them brought from other parts, as the Spa

nish -main Duck, &c . But the Whistling Duck and the Teal

are natives. The first sort breed so fast, that they are very

common in all parts of the island, and are a standing dish at

every table ; but the other does not thrive so well, and its

young are too often destroyed by amphibious animals. Both

sorts frequent lagoons, ponds, and the bays and harbours.

The Carrion Crow , or Turkey Buzzard , has some resemblance

to a turkey, both in its shape and appearance ; only it is rather

less in size. Like the turkey, the upper part of its beak is co

vered with a loose red skin : its sense of smelling is so exqui

site, that it may be said to stand without a rival. It feedson

putrid carcases, and the most filthy excrements. It flies rather

slowly, and directs its head towards the wind. The noxious

exhalations soon strike upon its sense, and it moves immedi

ately in pursuit of prey. In these warm regions, where putre

factions are the immediate successors of death , this bird is of

essential service, as it hunts among the bushes for such animals

or birds as may have retired to these lonely recesses to die.

Both town and country areoccasionally frequented by it; and but

little doubt can be entertained, that it prevents the air in many

cases from receiving a putrid taint. And so conscious have the

inhabitants been of the great utility of these birds, that their

safety was established before the days of Browne by legislative

authority. They do not breed fast ; and such is the peculiar

constitution of their nature, that they smell most intolerably

within a few minutes after they are killed.

The Flamingo was perhaps one of the most astonishing birds

of which the new world could boast. In the days of Sloane,

as that author observes, “ it was very common in the marshy

and fenny places, and likewise in the shallow bays of Jamaica."
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He observes, however, that he never saw this bird in Jamaica ;

but he had an account from several of the inhabitants , whom

he thought very honest and understanding men, that it was

found on the island . (Sloane vol . ii. 321.) In the days of

Browne, as he himself tells us , “ these birds, though inhabi

tants of Cuba and the main, were seldom seen in the island of

Jamaica, except when forced thither by stormy weather, or im

ported by the curious.” They go (says he ,) in flocks, and

keep generally by the sea side, where they have often proved

a safeguard to the neighbouring settlers ; their numbers, size ,

and colour, having sometimes imposed on the timorous and un

wary, who have taken them for soldiers. They are tall up

right birds , and seem to hold a medium between those birds

that live chiefly in water, and such as only frequent watery

places ; for though they swim with great ease , they live mostly

near the surf. When they feed , they turn the upper part of

the bill towards the ground, and the point towards their feei.

( Browne, p. 480.)

The Flamingo is said to have been a bird of a most stately

port. Though of a dark colour while young, except a few fea

thers on the crown of the head and the corners of the wings,

it assumed a different colour as it advanced in years ; it was then

clothed with a most exquisite plumage of the most beautiful

scarlet. The largeness and beauty of this bird rendered it at

once an object of wantonness and curiosity, and without doubt

caused it to be pursued with the most unfeeling avidity . Un

able , through the eagerness of its pursuers, to increase its spe

cies, the whole race has long since been unknown in Jamaica :

but whether, like many other sorts, it has been exterminated ,

or only driven from these its native seats , to find an abode

in some more hospitable region, it is hard to say. Perhaps

those which inhabited Jamaica are totally extinct , though the

species may still be in existence in some distant and seques

tered country, where they enjoy tranquillity, remote from the

perfidy and wanton barbarity of man.

• That such a deception as this should be possible, may seem exceedingly

strange ; but the strangeness must disappear, when we admit an observation

of Sir Hans Sloane. This author tells us, “ that the best and greatest bird of

St. Christopher's, is a Passer Flamingo, which walking at her length is as tall

as a man ." Vol. ii. page 321. Admitting this description, and the glare of its

scarlet plumage, it must have formed a most majestic appearance ; and when

to this we add that these birds always associate in Rocks, they must have as

sumed a terrific aspect to an invading army, totally ignorant of their exist

ence . There is therefore nothing extravagant in the assertion of Browne,

" that the timorous and unwary have taken them for soldiers. "

And we cannot but mention it with regret, that a bird so singularly beautiful

should be, as far as we know , exterminated from the face of the earth .

which says
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When none but savages inhabited these sylvan recesses, the

birds enjoyed their element, and lived without the dread of ex

terminating molestation . The flamingo, that glory of the forest,

could then open the beauties of its plumage to the sun, and

tinge the elementas it flew with its waving fire . But numerous

years have elapsed, since it has made its appearance in any of

these islands ; and unless the species has been preserved in the

venerable forests of the continent, on some creeks of the ocean ,

which none but savages have yet discovered, we may hencefor

ward inquire for the flamingo in vain .

But notwithstanding the beauties which the tropical birds ex

hibit, the profusions of nature, or rather of nature's God , have

attuned their voices with a less sparing hand. Their plumage

is more variegated and dazzling, but their notes are less har

monious than those which enliven the woods of our native

land. The bounties of Providence seem distributed with equity

even towards the feathered tribes, in a degree which we can

not contemplate without admiration. Those melodious notes,

which gladden the forests of the temperate regions, make an

ample amends for the deficiencies of external beauty, which

between the tropics is lavished with all the intermixtures of light

and shade.

It is not, however, to be imagined , that a perfect silence pre

vails throughout the torrid zone. Many of the warbling tribe

unite their voices to break thesilence ofthe groves. The Mock

ing-bird of America, and the native dove, which is an inhabi

tant of almost every country , conspire to delight the ear with

the harmonywhich their voices afford. The former, which seems

to have no particular notes of its own , imitates those of almost

every other bird. Not a musical sound breaks upon the silence

of the night but it catches by imitation, and repeats with a de

gree of facility which nature only, under nature's God, can

inspire. While the latter, which cooes in plaintive numbers,

seems to enkindle compassion in the feeling breast, and to

awaken the soul to sympathy by an involuntary impulse.

Resounding from tree to tree, the intermingled notes which

interrupt the silence of a West India night, though not to be

compared with those vernal airs which give life to our native

woods, are highly pleasing to the contemplative mind. They

open the door to atrain of solemn reflections, which may be

pursued with much advantage by the pensive and thoughtful, as

they wander, absorbed in meditation , through these profitable

shades . To a stranger just introduced into these islands, every

scene is new ; and he contemplates with wonder the informa

tion of every sense. Novelty never fails to charm ; and the

beauties of creation, always delightful, now become an inex

VOL . I. 3D
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haustible source of pleasure, through almost endless variety and

intrinsic worth.

When curiosity , which is natural to the mind of man , has

prompted an individual to ascend any of the mountains, which

rise in stupendous magnificence and sublimity, the whole scene

becomes entirely changed . * The traveller enters the confines

of a new mode of being, and creation puts on another form .

As he continues to ascend , the climate changes ; the birds and

insects which hover round him are totally distinct from all he

had seen below ; even the trees are strangers to his sight ; and

every thing is completely new .

The birds which occupy these attic regions, seem never to

have visited the plains beneath . Different from those of their

genus below, the inhabitants of these solitary abodes open their

beauties to the sun in a mansion of security, where man can

neither admire nor destroy. They are so little known, that

they have scarcely obtained any other names than Birds of the

Mountains ; and the various notes which they occasionally utter ,

like the variegated appearance which their plumage exhibits, are

such as have rarely made any impression on the human ear .

The oldest inhabitants of Jamaica are strangers to the summits

of the mountains ; their animal and vegetable productions are

either contemplated at a distance, or are totally unknown ;

and little doubt can be entertained, that many creatures en

dued with animal life now inhabit the almost inaccessible parts,

which are as distinct from those below , as they are from one

another . Every step in ascent discovers something new ; many

* Though the topmost stones of many of these mountains were never visited

by man, their sides have been ascended to a considerable height ; and in these

parts all nature puts on the aspect which is above described . And could their

summits be fully explored, no doubt can be entertained, that a scene entirely

new would open itself in these elevated abodes. For as the appearances of

things, so far as the mountains have been examined, are totally different from

those which are found at their bases ; so it is reasonable to conclude, that a

higher region would open another prospect, as diversified proportionally in all

its parts, and as distinct from those below , as those below are different from

oneanother .

Every nook of ground on which the ascending traveller treads appears

completely new , and seems never before to have been trodden by the foot of

Both rocks and trees are perfectly different from all below , and are en

tire strangers to the human eye. Many of the trees appear to be coeval with

the deluge: the hoar of age is visible in their ancient boughs. The canker of

time seems to have laid an embargo on theprogressof nature, to have arrested

her in her proceedings, and to have spread a something analogous to rust over

all her works. The clouds roll beneath the traveller's feet ; diminutive pros

pects disappear ; the ocean encircles him at a distance, and laves the margin of

the island with his “ world of waves. ” The spectator gazes with astonish

ment on the views which surround him ; and he can scarcely disbelieve the

evidence of his senses, which tell him that he has entered another world.

man .
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parts are yet unexplored ; and analogy, founded upon past ex

perience, tells us, that both birds and beasts inhabit the moun

tains of Jamaica, with which the inhabitants of the island are

utterly unacquainted. The peculiarity of their situation secures

their retreat, and promises perpetuity to their species, because

they are beyond the reach of unfeeling man.

On the plains below, several birds and animals are now to be

found, which have been imported from Europe, and from the

continental shores ; and many which originally inhabited this

island have disappeared . There are, however, a multitude of

the feathered race still living on the island, of which we have

taken no notice, becausethey have nothing peculiar which can

entitle them to the regard ofthe reader : their names and cha

racters may be found in Sloane and Brown ; and to their vo

luminous writings we refer him. There are , in their collec

tions, several which frequent the seas, and numbers which

inhabit only the land . Many are found hovering on the ocean

two hundred miles from land : they seem governed by a pow

erful instinct which we cannot comprehend, through which they

know their situation , and find their way to the distant shores.

But we must quit this department of animal life , to view it

in another form . Our survey of quadrupeds will, however,

be short, since many of those which inhabit Jamaica are well

known.

The animals in common use for food in Europe, are bred in

Jamaica ; and in order to secure plenty for the inhabitants , great

numbers of horned cattle are imported ; so that the markets are

well supplied at reasonable prices. With respect to other ani

mals, such as horses, dogs, cats , monkeys, squirrels , goats, &c .

they differ but little from those of the same species commonly

seen in England ; and none of any estimation are peculiar to

Jamaica. Many that were once abundant are now become

remarkably scarce ; and some which were formerly well known

are not at present to be found .

The opossum , the racoon , the musk rat , the armadillo, the

pecary, and the alco, or native dog of the islands, are nearly

now extinct. Like their ancient masters, they have fallen vic

tims to their merciless invaders, and are only to be found in

more favourable portions of the globe. A species of the smaller

monkey seems to have been overtaken with a similar fate. It

was hunted in early days with unremitting avidity, because it

was regarded with unreasonable detestation , and the destruction

of the little animal seems to have been the only reward which

the cruel hunter expected to recompense his toil .

In the extirpation of these animals, as well as in that of the

Aamingo, we see cruelty, without the plea of avarice to support
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ts pretensions. And it appears as if man naturally delighted

in the groans which his barbarities extort from those crea

tures which he destroys in sport. When thepangs of suffering

* nature can yield pleasure, in cases where neither conveniency

nor advantage can justify the action which extorts the groan , it

places the disposition of themind in a light which we cannot

contemplate without sorrow . It proves, that the soul by nature is

the very reverse of that infinitely good Being in whose image it

was originally created ; and we learn, from the action itself, how

far man is unhappily degenerated from Him whose tender mer .

çies are over all his works.

The Agouti, which seems to be a species peculiar to itself,

and occupies a middle station between the rabbit and the rat,

has, however, survived the general carnage which has destroyed

both man and beast. These animals are stillfrequently met

with in the larger LeewardIslands. In PortoRico, Cuba, and

Hispaniola , they are abundant ; but in Jamaica they are only

discoveredin the mountainous and unfrequented parts. In most

of the Windward and smaller islands, the race is nearly, if not

altogether, exterminated; and perhaps the period is not remote,

when we may inquire in vain for the agouti in some of those

islands in which it is now found. And probably the principal

reason why the race is still in existence inthe larger islands, is,

that they have a more extensive tract, in which they find shelter

and protection, without being exposed to those imminent dan

gers which await them in the Windward Isles.

Of the animals which are extinct, or nearly so, a short de

scription must suffice. The Pecary, which once abounded in

all the islands, is a species of the hog, and may still be found

in the territories of Mexico. It is brought from the conti

nent as an object of curiosity. The bristles of this animal are

of a bluish cast, and their extremities are tipped with white.

On this account the appearance is singular, and rarely fails to

attract the notice of the spectator. In addition to this, the

pecary possesses no inconsiderable share of courage. When

pursued by its enemies, it attacks the assailants, and not un

frequently obliges them to retire. From an aperture which na

ture has provided, a musky secretion is regularly discharged,

but more particularly so when it is heated by excessive action.

It is from this circumstance that these creatures have obtained

the name of the Musk Hog ; and as they abound in Mexico,

they have acquired the general appellation of Mexican Musk

Hog.

"The Opossum (says Browne) is a native of North America,

and is frequently brought to Jamaica by the sailors. Nature has

furnished the female with a very curious lodge between the in .
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tegument ofthe abdomen , to carry and preserve its young

from danger.” In this circumstance it resembles the kangaroo

of New Holland, and the wild cat mentioned by Bougainville

in his voyage round the world.

The Racoon was once abundant in Jamaica, though, as

Browne observes, it was originally imported from Cuba ; on

which account it was denominated the Spanish Racoon. Its re

treat was in hollow trees , and the sugar- cane supplied it with

food . Two objects conspired to its destruction, and ultimately

terminated in its final extinction . As a destroyer of the sugar

canes, it was considered as a vermin, and was watched and pur

sued with the utmost eagerness, to prevent the mischiefs which

were the consequences of its depredations. As an animal, it

was regarded as excellent food, and was eaten by all ranks of

people, but particularly by the negroes. These were unfortunate

circumstances for the racoon ; and it requires no penetration to

account for its extermination. In many respects itresembled

the rabbit.
Its eyes, lips, and teeth, were much the same as

those of the rabbit; but its ears were shorter and much smaller.

Its hair was rather coarse and rough. The vegetables on which

it fed were occasionally held to its mouth by thefore-paw . There

was another species, aboutthe size of a hare, andin this con

sisted its chief difference from the former ; but both sorts are

now nearly extinct.

The Musk Rat bore a striking resemblance to our common

rat, but differed considerably in size. In this it resembled the

hare ; but the tail was long, and it had in appearance all the

features of the former animal. Its only defence was that of

secrecy. Instead of ascending trees, or seeking the interstices

of rocks, it burrowed in the earth , to elude the vigilance of its

pursuers . The musky smell, however, which it constantly

emitted, soon betrayed its retreat, and rendered it an easy prey.

When taken from its concealment, it was unable to make any

resistance ; it fell into the hands of unrelenting man , and yielded

submissively to its fate .

The Armadillo, which has in shape some resemblance to our

hedge-hog, is also nearly extinct in this island. Likethehedge

hog, it has the faculty of rolling itself up in a circular form in

times of danger; but instead of presenting those natural spears

with which the hedge -hog is provided, it retires within a jointed

shell, somewhat resembling the hinder part of a lobster, and

by this means places itself in a state of native security, unless

attacked by some formidable assailant. It, however, holds its

rankamong the quadruped race , and has been esteemed most

excellent food. On this account it was hunted with eagerness ;

and the delicious flavour which its flesh afforded contributed to
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hasten its extermination . When these islands were first disco

vered by the Europeans, this animal was found in abundance.

The Windward and Leeward Islands were alike its habitations,

and it seemed to find a home in every shade.

The Alco was a particular favourite of the native Indians,

and it appears to be the only domestic animal which they had.

It was caressed by them with remarkable fondness ; it was car

ried occasionally in their arms, and even cherished in their bo

soms. Of its rank in the brute creation we may observe , that

it was the native dog of the western world. In appearance, its

head somewhat resembled that of a fox ; but, remarkable as it

may seem , it had not the power of barking. Curiosity was,

however, but a partial reason why the alco was fondled. The

Indians occasionally fed upon it, and therefore it was fattened

with the utmost attention ; and its flesh was esteemed by them

as the greatest dainty that the substance of animals could

supply.

But though these creatures of which we have just spoken are

now extinct, or almost so, in this island , many have been im

ported to supply their places. The fox has been brought from

Guinea, and the goat from the Moscheto Shore. The camel

has been imported from the eastern continent, and different

species of domestic animals from various portions of the globe.

Horned cattle appear to thrive best ; that the climate is not

hostile to their natures, may be inferred from their great in

crease, and the little degeneracy which the species undergoes.

Sheep have been uniformly bred in the island ever since the

time of the Spaniards. The climate seems congenial to their

natures, because they multiply fast. But though they augment

in number, they degenerate in size. Their wool also loses its

natural quality, and in passing through two or three generations,

changes into hair ; and the exterior of the sheep puts on the

perfect appearance of the goat. Thus Providence adapts the

clothing of animals to the various climates which they inhabit.

The fleece which covers these valuable creatures in colder coun

tries, would not only be useless, but an insupportable burden , in

the torrid zone ; hair, therefore, becomes an excellent substi

tute. But such is the tenderness of their frames, that their

covering in the West Indies would be insufficient to shield them

from the inclemencies of a northern winter, and on that ac

count the fleece is kindly bestowed.

There is a species of Monkey in Jamaica, which has no more

than four fingers on each of its fore-paws. It is rather large,

and remarkably active: its tail, which is long, is particularly ser

viceable in its various exploits , and is made subservient to most

of its actions. “ The creature holds every thing by it (says
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Browne) , and slings itself with the greatest ease from every tree

and post by its means.” It does not appear to have been a na

tive of Jamaica, but was originally imported into the island from

the western main, of which country it constituted one branch

of the food of the Indians .

It is, indeed , from the western continent that many of the

most valuable productions of Jamaica have been procured.

Among the vast variety which it presents to our observation ,

both in animal and vegetable life, the majority has been import

ed ; though most of those which were once exotics are now

naturalized to the country which they inhabit. Plants and trees ,

insects and animals, have participated in those revolutions which

the West India Islands have undergone : the mountainous parts,

which are inaccessible to the invaders, are the only portions

which present us with a view of the primitive state of things

Without doubt, the introduction of European arts has consi

derably improved the surface of the land ; and many advan

tages have been both conferred and derived, which in ancient

days were totally unknown .

But whatever alterations may have taken place among the

vegetable and animal tribes, the productions of the waters are

placed beyond the reach of change . Many of the finny inha

bitants are of an equivocal nature ; and from their being of the

amphibious kind, they have been variously arranged. Others,

from the peculiarity of their form , have been differently de

scribed, and occasionally placed among those animals which are

peculiar to the land . Of this the Manati , or Sea Cow , de

scribed by Sloane, is a remarkable instance. Though an inha

bitant of the waves, he has placed it among the land animals,

from its great affinity to them , and has given it a place among

the quadrupeds of Jamaica in the following words : “ This is

sometimes taken in the quieter bays of the islands, though rare

ly now -a -days. They have formerly been frequent, but are , by

the multitude of people and hunters catching them, destroyed.

They are caught by the Indians, who are reckoned the best hun

ters, knowing the haunts and customs of their game, and being

very dexterous at it , especially those of the Mosquitos , or Costa

Rica. They lie towards the surface of the water in rivers and

bays , have two fins like arms, and are struck with arrows having

cords fastened to them with a buoy at their ends . They are so

large as to require a pair of oxen in a cart to carry them ; they

are the best fish in the world , and appear like beef or veal.

Their_cured flesh keeps long without corruption, is brought

from Espanola to Spain, and is like to English beef in sight,

and to tunny - fish in taste . Manatis feed on grass growing un

der water. It is fourteen or fifteen feet long; is called, from
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its fins, Manati ; the skin makes shoes. The tail is cut into

pieces, and put in the sun for four or five days ; it appears to be

nothing but a nerve; but after the moisture is dried away, they

put it into a pan , and, frying it , it turns to butter mostly, which

is very proper, never turning rancid though kept very long,

and being good to fry eggs in, for lamps, and medicines : it

has two young ones, and two dugs. There was a fishing of

them in Jamaica and Cuba. What issaid of the fishing of them

with the remora, or reverso , by the Indians, by training them

up to it, is fabulous, though they will stick to such fish as

these are.

“ This fish yields store of sweet mantega, or lard ; is a thou

sand or fifteen hundred weight ; gives two stones in the head,

over the eyes, near the brains, which cures the stone in an

hour. Purchas saw one voided as big as an almond. Purchas

also observes, that it feeds on an herb that groweth by the bor

ders and within the rivers . ”

Of the animal tribes, we must now take our leave. We

have seen enougla to convince us, that the widely extended re

gions of the globe were destined , by the infinitely wise Creator,

to hold an intercourse with one another , that a mutual inter

change of their various productions might reciprocally take

place. The redundancy of one portion seems admirably calcu

lated to supply the deficiency of another. Islands are benefi

cial to continents, and continents to islands ; and we learn , from

contemplating the animal and vegetable kingdoms, that God

has made nothing in vain.

• Though Sloane, as quoted above, vol. ii. p. 330, says, that the account

given of the remora , or reverso, is fabulous, Mr. Edwards has asserted it as

a fact, and he quotes Oviedo in support of the assertion. Citing from Oviedo,

he observes, that the remora is employed as falconers employ hawks. The

remora is not more than a span in length ; it is carried outat sea of a calm

morning, and is fastened to the canoe by a small but strong line. The instant

that a fish is perceived under water, the remora darts away with the swiftness

of an arrow, and immediately fastens upon its prey. The line , with a buoy

at its extremity, is then thrown overboard ; and as it floats upon the surface,

it is pursued by the canoe, till the fish on which the remora is fixed is er.

hausted with swimming, when , by the assistance of the line, both are drawn

up together. “ By this method (adds Oviedo) Ihave known a turtle caught,

of a bulk and weight which no single man could support.”

Mr. Edwards then gives some account of the Manati, one of which he sax

taken. It is a sort ofamphibious creature, neither quadrupedpor fish . It has

two legs, and is covered with hair ; it suckles its young; and from a supposed

resemblance in the head , it has been named by the British seamen , the SeaCow.

Its flesh , which tastes somewhat like pork , is thought to be very good , both

fresh and salted . Mr. Edwards also concurs with Sloảne in this, that it feeds

on grass which grows at the bottom of the sea. Acosta , a Roman Catholic,

admits the excellency of the food, “ but being doubtfulwhether it was flesh or

fish, felt some scruples in eating it on Friday.”
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Of the numerous plants and trees common to all the islands ,

very few are exclusively natives of Jamaica . The following are

the most worthy of notice, from their great utility .

The Bermudas Cedar, a native tree, grows very plentifully

on most of the Blue Mountains, where it is frequently cut

down for planks and other convenient uses . It is good timber

wood , and admired for its smell , lightness, and close even

grain. It is fit for wainscoting, and all the inward parts of cabis

net work.

The Papaw Tree grows wild in many parts of Jamaica, and

is easily propagated by seeds and layers. There are two species,

the male and the female. On the former, the flowers are pretty

large, and grow in clusters among the leaves. The seeds are

round and rugged , about the size of black pepper, and always

enveloped in a soft gelatinous substance within the fruit : they

have a sharp biting taste, and are given to children troubled

with worms as a certain remedy. The fruit, when ripe, has a

pleasant sweet taste , and is much liked by many people ; but

while young, it is commonly used for sauce ; and when boiled,

and mixed with lime-juice and sugar, is not unlike or much in

ferior to real apple-water, or very small sweet cider. It is re

markable, that water impregnated with the milky juice of this

tree, renders meat tender , when washed with it ; but if it be

left steeped in it for ten minutes, it becomes so soft, that

it will drop in pieces from the spit before it is roasted, or fall

apart like rags in the boiling.

The Cocoa Nut Tree is plentifully cultivated in most of the

warm climates of the western world. Its fruit is well known

in England, and therefore requires no description. The tree

which produces this nectareous fruit rises to a considerable

height, and is very plentiful in Jamaica . Both beauty and

utility ensure its cultivation ; and as it thrives well in the tor

rid zone , there is no probability that the species will ever be

lost. The fibrous parts of the husks in which the nut grows,

are converted, in some parts of the East Indies , into various

sorts of cordage, for which they seem admirably adapted ;

though in Jamaica they have rarely been applied to any valua

ble purpose. The leaves of the cocoa nuttree are occasionally

used for thatch ; and the tender shoots, when boiled, are an

excellent substitute for cabbage. The timber is applied to va

rious purposes. The juices obtained by tapping the tree, when

they are mixed and fermented with molasses, yield a plea

sant and wholesome spirit , which bears a great resemblance to

arrack.

The mountains of Jamaica abound with copper ore of vari

ouş species ; and two mines were worked for some time in the

VOL . I. 3 E
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Liguanea Mountains ; but neither of them produced sufficient

to pay the expenses attending the labour and process of the

manufacture. Mr. Long, however, gives it as his opinion,

that it is much to be regretted that the copper and lead mines

in this island had not been more effectually prosecuted ; be

cause , upon the computation that every sugar estate which pro

duces one hundred hogsheads a year, must be at a certain ex

pense of £65 per annum for copper
and lead alone, it will ap

pear, that the island expends £ 45,000, or thereabouts , every

year in these articles ; which might be saved. The former

failure in working the copper mines was owing to their being

undertaken by two private gentlemen, whose fortunes were

inadequate to the enterprise : it ought to be a public work , at

the expense of the collective body of planters, regulated by an

act of the legislature.

In the bed of the river called the Rio Minho, in Clarendon

parish, bits of gold have sometimes been found after floods,

On this subject a memorable anecdote is preserved in Long's

history of Mr. Beckford, so well known in England as an alder

man and lord mayor of London : “ When he was at his estate

in this island, situated on the banks of that river, the manager

one day brought him a piece of fine gold, which had been pick

ed up in the sand ofthe river ; and, at the same time, ad

visedhim to send for a skilful metallurgist, who would proba.

bly discover a rich minewithin his own land thereabouts. Το

this proposal Mr. Beckford made no other reply than this

" Whilst we have got so profitable a mine above ground (point

ing to his cane pieces) wewill not trouble ourselves abouthunt

ing for any under ground.”

Of minerals, fossils, and shells, the accounts are but imperfect

and unimportant, independently of the baths and mineral

springs already noticedin the respective parishes where they

are found ; here therefore our sketch of the natural history of

the island is brought to a conclusion.
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CHAP. XII.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Establishment of the Protestant Religion in the island of Jamaica,

under the government of Oliver Cromwell— of the Church of

England, during the reign of Charles II.- attempts to restore

Popery by James II. - prevented by the glorious Revolution which

placed William III. on the throne of England - stateof religion

in the island from that period to the reign of Geo . II. - Settle

ment of the Moravians in 1732 — account of their ministry.

That extraordinary revolution which subverted the ancient

monarchical constitution of England, at the same time over

turned the ecclesiastical hierarchy of the established church, and

substituted in its stead the Presbyterian system , which does not

admit of episcopacy, or any other dignified orders or distinc

tions among the priesthood.

Presbyters, or elders, from whom this party has been com

monly denominated Presbyterians, are, in general, the seniors,

or principal laymen , of each separate congregation or commu

nion. These manage the temporal affairs of their respective

churches jointly with the pastor, who is of course anelder ;

and elect, with the unanimous concurrence of all the other

members, or the majority, being the heads of families, the pre

siding minister, called the Pastor, and also an assistant, if either

the extentof the duty, or the age or infirmities of the pastor,

render such an appointment necessary .

In a way similar to these regulations at home, Cromwell,

after the surrender of Jamaica to the English government, sent

over seven ministers, as the sole religiousestablishment for the

whole island ; and in this state the spiritual concerns of the

first English settlers remained during his administration .

The restoration of CharlesII. was immediately followed by

a revival of the old civil and religious establishments in the

British colonies ; in which the external formsof religion , aswell

as the laws, were assimilated as nearly as possible to those of the

mothercountry. Consequently, thoughthe established church

of England gainedthe ascendancy, and the parochial clergy of

the island of Jamaica were subjected to the ecclesiastical juris

diction of the bishop of London , who claimed it as an appen
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dage to his diocese , yet a free toleration , not only of the Ro

man Catholics, but of different denominations of Protestant

Dissenters, was specially enjoined by the king in his instruc

tions to the governors.

But the propensity to Popery which discovered itself in that

monarch's reign , and the open encouragement given to it when

James II. came to the throne , rendered it absolutely necessary to

make restraints by acts of parliament. The island itself is

endangered during that short period by the intrigues of a

foreign Papists, and the countenance of the Roman Font . ,

under the hopes, then entertained, of a general restoration of

the Romish faith and ecclesiastical government throughout t'ie

British dominions. This was providentialiy prevented Igie

glorious Revolution, and by the constitution settled by we cial

of rights signed by William and Mary, on this ont arreta

ance of the crown. Hereby the enjoyment of the cisvi and

religious liberty of the people was fir.nly and permanenty se

cured ; and all fear of the perversion of the king om to the

superstition, and to the persecuting principles, of the church of

Rome, was totally removed. It was, however, judge ' con

sistent with sound policy, for the reasons above mentioned, to

prevent professed Papists holding any ofice or place of trust

under the government of Jamaica , by obliging all persos aspir

ing to enjoy them , to take the customary oaths of allegiance

and supremacy, which , according to the tenets of their reli

gion , the Roman Catholics of those days could not.

of all persuasions are freely admitted as inhabitants, only

foreigners are required to take the oath of allegiance.

The bishop of London has at present no jurisdiction , except

so far as relates to the conduct of the clergy and their ordina.

țion ; his authority in spiritual concerns in all other respects

having been annulled by an act of the legislature of the island.

Even in this department he can only send them letters of ade

monition, caution, or reproof ; but it is not in his power to de

prive them of their benefices, or to remove them from their

çures, whatever immorality nay mr.ark their lives. The gover

nor of the island for the time being , personating his majesty,

is considered as supreme head of the church ; and the right to

exercise ecclesiastical dominion constitutes a branch of his pre

rogative. It is from him that the clergy derive their parochial

authority ; by him they must be inducted into their respective

rectories and livings , and to him they must be accountable for

their neglect of duty, and for any irregularity which may disa

grace their conduct and degrade their profession. A previous

qualification, however, is necessary, before a candidate can be

accepted by the governor. He must bring with him testimo.

But men
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nials of hishaving been regularly ordained according to the

canons of the church of England. These being examined and

approved by the governor, his letters of ordination are regis

tered in the secretary's office ; but nothing further is required

in point of law .

The provision which is here made for the support of the

clergy, varies considerably from that of the establishment in

the niother country. Tythe laws are unknown ; so that the

complaints which arise from individual oppression, where tythes

are enforced by law, have here no ground for existence. In

stead of these, the sums which are appropriated to the uses of

the clergy , are established by an act of the legislature, so as not

to admitof an augmentation or diminution,except by a new

law. These sums are levied by the magistrates, in conjunction

with the parish vestries , by whom the fees are also regulated for

baptisms, marriages, churching, and burials. These fees be

come the property of the officiating clergymen , whose establish

ed salaries vary through the island, from £ 100 to £300 per

annuin, in proportion to the various duties which are supposed

to be performed. To these sums have been added £50 per

annum , as a remuneration for some losses which the incumbents

have sustained in their perquisites, since the burial of the dead

within the churches has been prohibited by law . To stimulate

them to the discharge of their duties, and to urge them to

adorn their professionby the purity of their lives, the laws of

Jamaica have wisely decreed, that no minister shall enjoy the

emoluments of his office, or the salary annexed thereto, any

longer than he discharges in person the sacred trust reposed in

him, unless preventedby sickness , or compelled to remove to

some distant part for the recovery of his health . This humane

exception is, however, too frequently made a cloak to conceal

those deformities which the law was designed to prevent. For

though the governor has it in his power , on the complaint of the

parishioners, to suspend any clergyman in the island for dissolutę

behaviour, yet the pretext of ill health is generally admitted ,

and a dispensation is granted. The clergyman then retires as

soon asa curate is procured to officiate inhis absence, and but

little solicitude is manifested for his return . In no part of the

island are pluralities allowed. The only circumstance which

looks like an exception , is, that the minister of Spanish Town

acts also as chaplain to the governor.

In addition to the salaries and fees of office of which we have

already spoken , glebe lands of considerable value are annexed

to some livings ; and a dwelling-house must be provided for

each clergyman. In those parishes where no parsonage houses

have beenerected, the magistrates are obliged to erect one at a
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sum which shall not exceed £500, or to hire one at a rent not

above £50 per annum . But in cases where neither of these can

be done, the stated rent must be paid to the minister , in money ,

that he may provide for his own residence. From these cir

cumstances and summary statements, it must evidently appear

that the clergymen have an ample provision made for their sup

port throughout the island. Nothing seems wanting to render

their accommodations comfortable, even where the emoluments

are the least, unless through their pride, immorality, or mo

roseness , they have made enemies of those who would other .

wise have been their friends.*

Of the character of the clergy in Jamaica, Mr. Long

observes, that “ he shall say but little ;" and the author of

this history chooses to follow his example. Ample room has,

however, been left for more pious and zealous labourers in the

vineyard of Christ, to use their best endeavours to preach the

gospel with energy to thewhite inhabitants, and to the free peo

ple of colour. All these having been baptized in their infancy,

have been educated as professed Christians, but have not , in

general, shewn in their lives and conversations, that they had

a lively sense of the duties enjoined them by the sacred pre

cepts of the pure and undefiled religion of Jesus. And as for

the poor negro slaves, most of theclergy of the island have

taken part with those selfish and prejudiced men, who on all

occasions have exerted their influence to prevent their conver,

sion to Christianity. They have falsely imagined that it would

render them worse servants, by inspiring them with higher no

tions of themselves than it was prudent for them to entertain ,

and consequently with a spirit of independence. Whereas the

very reverse has been experienced ; for the converted negroes,

it is now allowed by all the candid proprietors of slaves, are

more dutiful, and more contented with their humble situation,

than those who still adhere to the barbarous superstitions of

pagan idolatry.

To the missionaries belonging to the churchof the United

Brethren , commonly called Moravians, from Moravia in Ger

many, from which country they first emigrated, many heathen

nations in different parts of the world , and partićularly the

negroes employed in the cultivation of the lands in the British

colonies, have been indebted for the first knowledge and prac

In this island no legal marriage can take place, unless the banns of the

respective parties have been published three times in the parishes to which

they belong, or unless a special licence for that purpose be obtained from the

governor.
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tice of Christianity. A society of these Brethren settled in Ja

maica about the year 1732, and have continued their benevo

lent labours to this day, though not with that success which their

endeavours have been crowned with in other islands. Many of

the negro slaves, notwithstanding, have been instructed by their

missionaries, and several truly converted to God ; who have for

saken the habitual vices to which they were addicted before

their conversion, and have led exemplarylives, conformable to

the doctrines of the gospel of our blessed Redeemer.

A just tribute of praise, under the grace of God, to these

Moravians, our truly Christian brethren, cannot but be accep

table to all evangelical believers ; and it has been given to the

public in such candid and liberal terms by the Rev. Melville

Horne, late chaplain to the British settlement at Sierra Leone

in Africa, and now vicar of the new church in the town of

Macclesfield, that no apology can be required for inserting the

following account of them , from his excellent letters on mis

sions, addressed to the Protestant ministers of the British

churches.

“ The Moravian Brethren have been, among us, what the

Jeśuit missionaries were in the Roman church. They have

laboured, and suffered, and effected more than all of us. Their

motives have been pure ; the missionaries unblameable ; their

self-denial, courage , hardihood, and perseverance, admirable ;

and their success such as to give general encouragement. They

have never provoked persecution among the heathens, nor in .

curred reproach among Europeans , by a secular, sordid, tur

bulent spirit. Their success cannot be referred to the learning

of their ministers, the richness of their funds, or the names

and influence of great patrons. The case was far otherwise:

in all those respects they have lain under heavy discourage

ments. We must then account for their success upon other

principles ; and they are, I think, very obvious. Their mis

sionaries have been men of ardent piety. The brethren had it

not in their power to hold out any improper inducement to

them. They are all of them volunteers ; for it is an inviolable

maxim with the Moravians, to persuade no man to engage in

missions. They seldom make an attempt where there are not

half a dozen of them in the mission . They live together in

one family, and , where they find it necessary, labour with their

own hands. Hence their missions are less expensive than those

of any other people; they can engage in more missions than

they would otherwise be able to support. Their missionaries

are entirely of one mind, as to the doctrines they teach, their

mode of inculcating them, and the discipline they exercise over

Heir flocks. Their habits are congenial; and they have been
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accustomed for a course of years to give scrupulous attention to

every rule of their church . Few cases can occur to produce

diversity of judgments among them . They live together with

the regularity of a monastic institution ; and the frequent stated

returns of devotional exercises, keep up the spirit of piety .

They have each of them their proper departments in the fami

ly ; and occupied as they are with study, private and public de

votion, preaching, and the various duties of the pastoral care ,

they have no time to be idle. If any of their missionaries are

carried off by sickness or casualty , men of the same stamp are

ready to supply their place. Thus mutually supporting and in

spiring one another, they are sheltered from those tempests,

which discharge their fury on a few solitary beings , badly united

together, and placed in circumstances where thezeal and abili

ties of an individual, however great , can effect little .”

A character at once so genuine, and so disinterested , requires

no comment. We have no remark to make which can sully so

fair a picture ; and, in point of general description , there is

nothing which we can supply. And though the endeavours of

theseservants of the mosthigh God have not been attended in

Jamaica with that success which, according to human estima

tion and wishes, might be expected, yet no argument can be

gathered from hence against the utility of their actions, or

against the piety of their designs .

The generous exertions of the Moravian brethren have been

extended through every quarter of the globe; and their pious

labours may be a seed-time to some future harvest. Through

their lives and doctrines they may be preparing the way, among

the most benighted nations of tlie earth , for that happy period

when a nationshall be born in a day, and when all shall know

the Lord , from the least unto the greatest. We should there

fore reproach ourselves with a want of candour, were we to

estimate the real usefulness of this people , by the apparent suc

cesses which have crowned their labours. They have laid them

selves out for God, and their reward awaits them beyond the

grave.

At the close of the year 1792, the Moravian brethren , scat

tered over different portions of the globe in the work of the mi

nistry, amounted to one hundred andthirty -seven , including some

women who had accompanied their husbands to the extremities

of the earth. Of this number, fifty - five, of whom the women

made a part, were stationed in different islands of the West

Indies ; and of these , three men and their wives had taken

up their residence in Jamaica, the island which we now have

under consideration. The author himself made them a visit as
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their settlement in the parish of St. Elizabeth , in the year

, 1793 .

Of their successes in this island, their reports are exceedingly

brief, and far from being gratifying to their desires and their

hopes. In their periodical account published in 1790, they

have only this short article : “ In Jamaica, all our missionaries

were well 11st May. Brother Christian Zander, in Mesopota

mia, departed this life the 18th of May. In the first quarter

of the year, seven negroes were baptized on the Bogue estate.”

In their third number, published in 1791 , they say, “ In

Jamaica, a violent hurricane raged on the first of September,

by which the chapel in Mesopotamia was unroofed ; but in

Carmel no damage has been done. All our brethren and sisters

in both places are well, but lament the slow progress of the

gospel in that island .

In page 83 of thesucceeding number, they observe , “ In Ja

maica, the progress of our mission is but slow ; yet several of

the heathen have received the gospel , turned to the Lord with

their whole hearts, and been added by baptism to the church of

Christ.” This account is dated May 23 , 1791 .

In page 120, they adopt the same complaint : “ In this island

the progress of thegospel is but slow. The disturbances they

had upon the neighbouring island of St. Domingo have not

affected the state of the negroes in Jamaica, as was appre

hended .”

In page 165 they remark, “ In Jamaica there appears at pre

sent but little fruit attending the preaching of the gospel ; and

the missionaries call upon all their brethren every where to

unite their prayers unto the Lord for a renewal of his gracious

work in the hearts of those negroes already baptized, and for

a new awakening among the heathen .”

And , finally, they inform us in the tenth number, page 210,

“ In Jamaica our brethren complain that the progress of the

gospel is very slow .They have lately been invited to preach on

an estate called Peru . "

Such was the situation of the Moravian missions in the year

1794. We may learn from these periodical reports, that

though Paul may plant and Apollos water, it is only God that

can give the increase. Nothing but the efficacy of divine grace

can soften the obdurate heart ;-of ourselves wecan do nothing;

and all our sufficiency is of God. Though at the same time

we know that this grace is offered to all ; and the soul which

yields to its operations—which thus comes to Christ-shall in

no wise be cast out.

When piety and talents are exercised in the service of God,

and exertion is not crowned with prosperity, we feel ourselves

3 FVOL . I.
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lost in that oceanof immensity — the unsearchable ways and in

comprehensible providence of God. But we are also fully as

šured , that he will treat the heathen world with the most perfect

equity — that he will estimate the conduct of mankind only ac

cording to the talents respectively afforded them, and will not

expect to reap where he has not sown. In the midst, therefore,

of discouragements, we may learn , that it is our duty to trust

God where we cannot trace him,-to follow our blessed Lord

through evil and through good report,—to live in the discharge

of our duty, and to leave events to him . Though the labours

of these pious missionaries afford us a gloomy prospect in Ja

maica , the scenes are more enlivening in otherislands. These

also will appear before us, when we take our leave of this island,

after having surveyed that extensive work which God has been

pleased to carry on by the instrumentality of other means. At

present we must bid adieu to the Moravian Brethren , and turn

our thoughts to the success of those missions which have been

established and carried on by the late Reverend John Wesley,

and by the Society late in connexion with him . *

* The Baptists have had societies among the negroes in Jamaica for near

twenty years , and much good has arisen therefrom . Their success in that

island, in the conversion of souls, has far exceeded that of the Moravian

Brethren. But for want of documents the author is not able to enlarge upon

this subject. He will only add, that in the course of his three visits to Ja

maica, he was so far acquainted with their proceedings, that he is confident

they have been truly useful to hundreds of the negroes.
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CHAP. XIII.

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Remarks on the zeal, piety , and usefulness of the Reverend John

Wesley — the author's union with him, and first arrival in the

island ofJamaica — his report on the state of religion , and ad

vice to Mr. Wesley to send over missionaries to preach the gospel

to the negroes - establishment of the Methodists in the island - ra

pid success of the mission - account of thefounding of a Methodist

Chapel in Kingston - description and engraved view of that

chapel.

THE venerable name of JohnWesley is well known through

out the united kingdom, and the doctrines which he taught

have been frequently investigated both by his friends and foes.

The zeal and activity of Mr. Wesley exposed him to the scoffs

of infidelity, and brought upon him the charge of enthusiasm

fromthose characters who profess Christianity, but who know

not God. Even by his enemies his name is more or less re

verenced , but to his friends it is endeared ; and it will descend

unsullied to posterity, and be held in grateful remembrance so

long as it shall be deemed a virtue to have been beneficial to

mankind.

The holy ardour which prompted him to energy among his

countrymen, urged him to cross the Atlantic to diffuse the light

of the gospel in the Western World . In England and America

his name and character are alike known ; his zeal found no

rival, except in his usefulness; and, divesting our minds both of

partiality and prejudice , we dare to rankhim among the very

first of the public benefactors of mankind .

In the West India Islands he knew there were myriads of

his fellow - creatures sitting in the valley and shadow of death ;

and embraced the first opportunity to enlarge his sphere of ac

tion by the means of his missionaries, and to spreadthose truths

through these benighted regions, which had been so happily

diffused at home.

It was from the fullest conviction of duty that the author of

these pages joined himself to that venerable man ; and from

entering into his views , and feeling with him a congeniality of

soul, that he presumed to co -operate with him in his pious and
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vast designs. A work so extensive as to embrace at once Great

Britain , Ireland, and America, required much assistance, and

sometimes demanded the presence of Mr. Wesley when it

could not be obtained. To remedy this inconveniency, his

friends were dispatched to different parts, to preach the gos

pel , to cherish the infant churches, to superintend the different

departments of the work which had been so happily begun,

and which, from immediate successes , promised a plentiful and

lasting harvest.

In the early stages of this important undertaking, which

God has so signally ownedand blessed, the preachers who acted

under the direction of Mr. Wesley were comparatively but

few in number. Their successes exceeded their most sanguine

expectations; the harvest was great, but the labourers were few .

The Lord of the harvest , however, soon raised up a number

of pious men, and inclined them to go and preach among the

heathen the unsearchable riches of Christ.

The character of these men , the integrity of their views, the

whole deportment of their moral conduct, and the discipline

which has been established in the Methodist societies, are open

to public inspection. Those who are acquainted with all these

particulars, will not refuse the tribute of respect which Mr.

Melville Horne has paid to the Moravians ; and those who

have no such acquaintance with them, are incompetent to pass

an opinion.

It was on one of these important errands, that the writer of

these sheets embarked for the continent of America, with an ear

nest hope of being serviceable in that quarter of the globe. But

it would be foreign to the design of thesevolumes to enter into

a minute disquisition ofthe transactions of the continent , though

his second voyage to that portion of the globe ultimately led to

the general establishment of the gospel in most of those islands

which we are about to survey . On these grounds, however,

some remarks, made by the author in the course of his voyage,

may not only be pleasing but profitable to the reader ; especie

ally as they may be considered as remotely connected with the

providential origin of thạt work which God has wrought

among the negroes in these isles of the sea.

The author's second voyage to America commenced on Sun

day the 24th of September 1786, and his destination was to

visit the continent. But it pleased the almighty disposer of all

human events to change his course ; for after contending at

sea against violent storms , the ship sprung a leak, which ex

posed him and the whole ship's company to imminent danger

of foundering. Three missionaries accompanied him,who were

in the first instance, with himself, bound for Nova Scotia,

1
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By the 5th of December the danger became so extremely

imminent, that a little council was held ; when the captain, be

ing convinced of the impossibility of reaching the port of Ha

lifax that winter, resolved to sail with all possible expedition

for the West Indies. This resolve he immediately put into exę

cution , and on the 25th of December we landed at St. John's

in Antigua. The journal of our proceedings in that island will

be found in its proper place, combined with its civil history.

The present chapterbeing restricted to the state of religion in

Jamaica, it is to this object that we must confine our views.

The providence of God, which watches every numbered

hair, and attends upon all our steps, appears too conspicuous

to be overlooked, in the instance which has just been related.

Violent and continued tempests, which endangered the lives of

all the ship's company, were made subservient to his wise de

signs. And by these unpromising means we perceive in the

event, that God has opened a wide door for the preaching of

the gospel, through which multitudes have been already con

verted , and brought to an acquaintance with that adorable Sa

viour, whom to know is life eternal.

When we took our departure from England, the author had

no design of visiting these insulated regions; but necessity

urged us thither, and the call was too imperious to be disobey

ed . Thus the most awful dispensations of Providence are but

so many parts in the general harmony. They are but the issues

of an infinitely wise direction, moving in an enlarged circle ,

which our understandings, darkened through sin , are not al.

ways able to perceive , and but rarely competent fully to com

prehend. O that we may always be obedient to the calls of

God, whensoever we perceive them clearly ! and when they

are wrapped in shade, may we seek instruction by applying to

the Father of lights !

It was not till the third visit made to America by the author,

that he sailed from Tortola for Jamaica , and landed at Port

Royal on the 19th of January 1789. Here it must be ob

served , once for all , that some years before this period, societies

of Methodists had been formed in the other islands of the

West Indies. * But those who ministered in holy things were

few in number, and totally unequal to that extensive work

which has since been carried on. A more enlarged plan was

It is not improbable, that these accounts at first view may appear some

what' confused .' To remove any such unfavourable impression, the reader is

requested to examine the religious history of Antigua, in which the progress

of the missions is traced from its carliest period. Th ¢ history of that island will

solve every problematical expression, and informhim in what manner the gasin
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1

now to be pursued . The openings of Providence had rendered

an increase of pious missionaries necessary in all the British

islands, that the light of the gospel might be held forth to all

the Africans who had been left to perish in the idolatry which

they had imported from their native shores. The event has

justified the measure; God has blessed the labours of his ser

vants in an especial manner in the conversion of multitudes of

the negro slaves; - " a work most assuredly genuine, if there

be a genuine work of God upon earth . ”

In this glorious undertaking the late Mr. Wesley eminently

distinguished himself by his zeal and important aid, and by

engaging the whole body of his preachers, in Conference, to

unite in promoting this great undertaking. By these means

the author was supported in carrying on this work of Christian

love and compassion, in behalf of amultitudeof souls dwelling

in darkness and ignorance. Sanctioned by the patronage and

direction of that truly evangelical minister of the gospel, in

whom he had found a father and a friend ; whose memory he

will hold in constant veneration to thelast hour of his sojourn

on carth ; and with whom, through the merits of their great

Redeemer, he hopes again to be united in glory ; he has been

enabled, through divine grace, to add perseverance to reso

lution , and to feel on this side of the grave a full assurance

that his labour has not been in vain in the Lord .

At this period the form of godliness was hardly visible in

Jamaica ; and its power , except in some few solitary instances,

was totally unknown. The exertions of the Moravian Brethren

were quite inadequate to the field which lay open before them .

Iniquity prevailed in all its forms; and both whites and blacks

were evidently living without hope and without God in the

world.

Under such circumstances, that those who knew not God

should despise his ordinances, and treat his servants with con

tempt, it was reasonable to expect. Derision and opposition

are the legitimate offspring of that carnal mind which is en

mity to the things of God. In every age and every climate

human nature is the same. Vice predominates in the unre

generate heart ; and he who attempts to stem the prevailing

torrent, unavoidably exposes himself to those censures and

reproaches which our blessed Lord and Master so explicitly

foretold.

pel has been introduced into almost all the other British colonies in that Archi

pelago. But the island of Antigua heing so much inferiorto Jamaica, it would

have been a violation of order, in a natural and civil view, to have introduced

it first .
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ora.

The author's stay was but short on the island at this time ;

but he preached four times in a gentleman's house in Kingston,

to small but increasing congregations. The room being too

confined, a Roman Catholic gentleman very generously of

fered him the use of a very large one, which had frequently

been employed as a public concert-room . It is hoped , that the

following brief account of these early efforts, from the author's

journals , may be usefully cited ; as it shews the dispositions

of the people, and the infant state of the work of God at that

The first evening I preached there, the congregation was

considerable, and received the word with great decency and

great attention. Whilst I was pointing out to the unregenerate

the fallaciousness of all their hopes, and the impossibility of re

versing the decree, “ Except a man be born again , he cannot see

the kingdom of heaven , " and seriously inquiring of them, whe

ther they had found out somenew gospel as their directory, a

poor negro -woman cried out, “ I am sure you are a new priest .”

The second evening, the great roomand all the piazzas round

it were crowded with people. I believe there were four hun

dred white people present (the largest number of whites I ever

preached to in the West Indies ), and about two hundred ne

groes ; there being no room , I think , for more. After I had

preached about ten minutes, a company of gentlemen, inflamed

with liquor , began to be very turbulent ; till at last the noise

increasing, they cried out, “ Down with him , down with him .”

They then pressed forwards through the crowd in order to

seize me, crying out again, “ Whoseconds that fellow !" On

which my new and gallant friend Mr. Bull, whose house was

then my residence, stepped forth between the rioters and me,

saying , “ I second him ,against men and devils.”

Mr. Bull was supported by a lady* who made one of the con

gregation. This Christian heroine, notwithstanding the deli

cacy of her sex, the concourse of people, the confusion which

appeared , and the amiableness of her disposition , stood up ,

This lady in her younger years had resided in England, and had been a

member of the Methodist Society in London . Through the various vicissi

tudes of life , she had left her native land, and taken up her residence in Ja.

maica , in which place her religious impressions haddied away. It , however,

had pleased God to afflict herwith a dangerous illness, and this awakened
within-her a sensibility of her danger and herloss. Shehad in this extremity

made an application to the throne of grace for mercy, and God had inclined

bis ear to her supplications, and given toher a manifestation of his pardoning

love. Thus from the abundance of the heart the mouth was opened to speas

a word for God.
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and reasoned boldly with the rioters on the impropriety of their

conduct.

Chagrined at the reproofs which had so unexpectedly over

takenthem, and ashamed of findingresistance, where they ex

pected to obtain silent approbation , if not support, their activity

began to lessen ; and shame, the companion of conscious guilt,

soon led them to desist from their design. They appeared fully

convinced, that instead of asking, “Who seconds the preacher,"

they had reason to inquire, “ Who seconds us ? ” They seemed

satisfied that nine-tenths of the congregation disapproved of

their behaviour ; in consequence of which, they abandoned their

object, and retired . Their language, however, survived their

actions. Though evidently ashained, and apparently conscious

that their unpleasant feelings were perceived , they seemed wil

ling to support appearances. Like the school-boy in Blair,

who “ whistled aloud to bear his courage up,” these gentle

men, while they retired from the scene of action , repeated their

former vociferation ; and nothing but “ down with him, down

with him ," was heard from them while they were descending

the stair -case, which they had mounted with so much vigour.

Thus God, when we put our confidence in him, in the midst

of strangers can raise up friends; he can stop the mouths of

lions, suspend the action of fire, and preserve his faithful ser

vants free from harm .

The spirits of the congregation were so discomposed by this

unbappy accident , that I gave out a hymn, and then chose ano

ther text , and preached to a serious and attentive audience . I

was at this time fully convinced, that great good might be

done in this island, if the gospel were regularly preached here

with power ; and forming an estimate from the serious de

meanour of the congregation, the attachment to the gospel

which was manifested by many, both among the enslaved and

free, it appeared evident, that a small society of truly awakened

persons , both among the whites and blacks, might be imme

diately formed in Kingston.

The island itself was too populous to give sanction to neg

lect , and too wicked to leave us any roomto conclude that the

inhabitants were in the road to heaven. Between 3 and

400,000 souls, living chiefly without hope, and without God in

the world , forbade all supineness ; and the attention of many

among those who heard , by giving an early promise of a pro

ductive harvest , presented an opening which pointed out our

path .

In addition to these circumstances, justice obliges me to ob

serve, that no place, either in Europe or America, in which

the gospel had not been preached, was ever visited by me,
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where so many civilities as I received in Jamaica were conferred

on me by the inhabitants. A train of circumstances pointed out

our road; our work lay plainly before us ; and God, who has

promised never to leave or forsake his faithful people, provided

for our safety, and supplied our temporal wants. The pros

pects before us were supported by promises of assistance from

many of the respectable inhabitants, and we felt as much rea

son to exercise gratitude as faith . Four or five families, of

some property, opened their houses, and very evidently their

hearts also , to me ; and assured me, that any missionaries we

should in future send to the island , should be welcome to beds,

and to every thing their houses afforded.

Thus was the work of God begun in the south of Jamaica.

But being called to similar dutieson the continent , the author

did not return to the West Indies till the close of the year

1790, nor to the island of Jamaica till the 5th of January

1791 ; when he landed with Mr. Werrill, one of the mission

aries, at Montego Bay. Thejournal of his proceedings is con

tinued in the following narrative:

This town probably contains about 5000 inhabitants. The

trees and plantations are so interspersed , as to give it the most

rural appearance of any town, I think, I eversaw.
But we

were without a friend or single acquaintance
in the place ; and

to those who are enduedwith the tenderest social feelings, this

is no insignificant trial: though I do know , in the general, to the

glory ofthe grace of God, that the Lord is a sufficient conso

lation in every climate and country . We had, however, a

strong persuasion that there was work for us to do in this town.

We walked about the streets, looking and inquiring ; but every

door seemed to be closed against us. To preach in the open

air, is almost impracticable
in this burning clime : besides, the

negroes in general are not able to attend till the evening, when

the heavy dews would render it in a high degree imprudent

and dangerous to preach abroad .

Thus circumstanced, wehad some thoughts of quitting Mon

tego Bay, and of repairing immediately to Kingston. A recom

mendatory letter, which I brought with me from a respectable

friend in Cork, to a gentlemanof his acquaintance whoresided

in this part of the island, we found of but little service. We

were received by him , it is true , with much politeness, and

invited to a most elegant dinner ; but we received no assistance

that tended to promote our principal design.

While we thus thought of returning to Kingston, an acci.

dent, if such it may be termed , laid an embargo upon us , and

defeated our resolution. Our boxes were on board the ship in

which we had sailed, and could not be delivered for three or

VOL. I. 3 G
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four days. Here then we were confined , at least till our arti

cles were taken from the ship .

While we were dining on the following day at an ordinary,

I simply told the company of the business on which we came,

and complained of our hard lot, in being deprived of the op

portunity of preaching to the inhabitants of the town for want

of a place. One of them observed , that the large assembly

room , which was frequently used as a play-house, and had for

merly been the church, where divine service was performed on

Sundays, would be very commodious . Immediately after din

ner we waited on the proprietor of the assembly-room , a pri

vate gentleman , whom I shall ever remember with gratitude

and esteem . He very generously gave me the use of the room ,

whichhas two galleries, and will contain about 5 or 600 peo

ple. He also lighted it at his own expense. The first evening

I had most of the gentry to hear me, who attended invariably

during the reinainder of my stay : but hardly any of the co

loured people were present ; the man whom I sent round the

town calling only on thewhites. But every evening afterwards

the blacks attended , and their numbers increased beyond ex

pectation . Each time the congregation in general heard with

deep attention . A few rakes only twice clapped their hands,

and cried out ,
encore, encore,” but were afterwards prevent

ed by the interference of some of thegentlemen .

The last evening I preached there, I had about five hundred

hearers ; and after asfaithful a sermon as I was able to give

them , on the necessity of the new -birth , I informed them , that

they would soon, I believed, be visited by another of our mi

nisters ; at which all seemed satisfied . Having thus, under the

divine blessing, opened a little door for the gospel in Montego

Bay, I set off with my friend for Kingston on the 10th of

January.

In this visit to Montego Bay, like that which first brought me

to these islands , the hand of God appears too conspicuous to

be overlooked. A violent tempest , and the danger of founder

ing at sea , prevented us from reaching the continent , the place

of our primary destination , and drove us to these shores ; and

our inability at this time to obtain our boxes from the ship in

which we sailed, detained us in Montego Bay, after we had

resolved to quit it without speaking in public one word for

God.

But that detention , which was unavoidable, gave leisure to

promote inquiry ; inquiry led to information ; and information

to application and success. Through these connected circum

stances, a door was opened in this part of the island also for

the preaching of the gospel, through which many hundreds
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had an opportunity of hearing the things which make for their

everlasting peace . Even here, as well as at Kingston , the soil

appears propitious, and this must bound our estiination. It is

our duty to be faithfulin action, and to leave events to God.

• In our second day's journey we arrived at the foot of a great

mountain, called by no other name than Mont Diable ( the

* Devil's Mountain ), of which we bad received from various per:

sons most dreadful accounts . * The landlord of the tavern at

the foot of the mountain told us of dreadful precipices, and

of the fall of many travellers down them , who were never

after heard of. When we had dined, and rested our weary

horses about two hours, we set off by the light of the moon, in

order to conquer this tremendous hill, atthe earnest request

of my companion ; though I acknowledge my great imprudence

in yielding to him . The precipices far exceeded my expecta

tions , in the awfulness and horror of their appearance. Nor is

it at all improbable, that many persons have been lost , through

intoxication, or unruly horses. Evenmy miserable poney want.

ed much to crop a fine tuft of grass on the very edge of one of

them. However, with much labour and patience, and the aid

of a gracious Providence, we arrived at a tavern on the other

side of the mountain about eleven at night.

On the next day we had the solemn pleasure of riding

through a part of the country which contains one of the

greatest curiosities in Jamaica, within about 13 miles of Spa

nish Town. On a sudden , the traveller seems to be perfectly

locked up among the hills , without any possibility of going for

wards ; till , in a moment, a narrow crooked pass between

two rocks, hidden from his view till he comes full upon it , opens

to him. Between these two vast rocks we rode about a mile or

* This day we rode through the parish of St. Anne, which exhibits a de

lightful prospect. Though not altogether so picturesque as some of the ap

pearances in St. Vincent's, it is incomparably more magnificent and noble.

The elevated mountains on the right , the fluctuating ocean on the left, and

the extensive plain between them , opening its bosom and exposing all its

beauties to the sun , variegated with rich plantations, and clothed with sugar .

canes which waved before the impressive breeze, yielded a grandeur of ap

pearance at once pleasing to the imagination , and delightful to the cye.

We began to ascend the mountains on the 12th . Near the summit of one

of them , our senses were regaled with an abundance of orange trees , of

that species which in Europe is denominated Seville. We gazed on their

beauties as we passed these spicy groves ; and the contrasts which diversified

the scenery around us , added still more charms to the romantic vi -ws.

At ile inn where we dined, we met with a poor negro -woman, who had

brought hither from South Carolina. She evidently possessed the fear of

God , and seemed to seek for opportunities to wait upon us. We spoke to her

of Jesus Christ, and her soul drank in every word concerning religion, with

a degree of eagerness that proved she was sincere.
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two, with a beautiful purling river on our right. Dover Cliffs,

I think, are inferior to these rocks in height. Penmanmaur in

North Wales is higher ; but the scene has superior advantages

here , from the rocks being on each hand, and almost equally

high, and perfectly perpendicular.

On our arrival in Spanish Town, I found a strong desire to

bear a testimony for Jesus Christ in this benighted place ; and

for that purpose made various applications for a room to preach

in , but in vain ; till at last a tavern -keeper told me that his

long room was at my service. It was now too late to send no

tice round the town, so I deferred my attempt till another

time. The next morning (January 24th ) we set off for Kings

ton, which is distant thirteen miles from Spanish Town. The

whole route fromMontego Bay to Kingston is one hundred

and twenty - six miles, a very long journey at all times in that

burning climate; but especially so then, as the roads were very

deep in the plains, owing to the vast quantity of rain which

had lately fallen.

Notwithstanding our various trials, the novelty, beauty, and

grandeur of the different prospects we met with on the way,

and perhaps a peculiar turn of mind for extracting outof these

innocent transitory things much of that sweetness which they

are capable of yielding, together with the approving smile of

Heaven, made the journey very agreeable. But who can count

the various beauties of these prolific regions! Abundance and

variety strive together for mastery, and alternately appeal to

the judgment and thesenses. The contemplative mind is over.

whelmed with a profusion of bounties. But the power and

goodness of God are conspicuous in all !

The following year our chapel in Kingston was completed.

It is eighty feet in length, and forty in breadth, and will con

tain about fifteen hundred persons. It has galleries onthree

sides, and is built exactly on the plan of our chapel at Halifax

in Yorkshire, known to and admired by numbers of our friends

in England. Underneath the chapel we have ahall, which is

absolutely necessary in this very hot country , four chambers,

and a large school- room .

In the year 1792, the author again visited Jamaica. During

his absence Mr. Hammett had been appointed missionary to this

island. His labours had been chiefly confined to thetown of

Kingston, but not exclusively ; for he had followed the leadings

of Providence wherever he found an open door. Through his

preaching, many had been benefited ,and many offended . The

disposition which had vociferated “ down with him , down with

him ," had not yet subsided. On the contrary, it bad raged,
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with greater violence, and persecution had put on a most terrie

fic form .

But notwithstanding these discouragements, Mr. Hammett

was not without his friends ; his labours had not been in vain ;

many had received the word with gladness, and knew in whom

they had trusted. It was in this intermediate space, between

1789 and 1792, that the chapel was built to which we have ale

luded : even in this instance divine providence appeared con

spicuous ; for it was erected in the circle of danger, and rose

amid surrounding storms.

The chapel is situated on a very beautiful spot, called the Pa

rade. It commands from the balcony a prospect of part of the

town, of the harbour, and of the fields. But the persecution

which we have experienced in this place, far, very far exceeds

all the persecutions that we have met with in the other islands,

unitedly considered .* Mr. Hammett's life was frequently en

dangered. Mr. Bull, whom I have mentioned in a former

page, several times narrowly escaped being stoned to death, par

ticularly one night, when he eluded the vigilance of the rioters

by being disguised in a suit of regimentals. Often our most

active friends were obliged to guard our chapel, lest the out ,

rageous mob might pullit down to the ground.

The negroes being constantly employed on week -days from

sunrise to sunset , either at work or at their meals, it became

more particularly necessary to preach in the evenings. This

circumstance gave the rioters an opportunity of sheltering them

selves under the canopy of night. They availed themselves of

the favourable shade, and gave the fullest demonstration by

their actions, that they loved darkness rather than light, be

cause their deeds were evil. But we forbear to recordspecific

instances of brutality and wickedness , or to mention the names

of those “ whose sons shall blush their fathers were our foes.”

To depart from persecution , was to flee from duty ; and to

apply for justice, was but another name for sustaining wrong.

To abandon the chapel altogether, was to expose it to ruin and

demolition ; and to persevere in the usual course, was to en

danger life. To quit the scene of action, was to give up the

contest, and to arm those by whom we were oppressed with

that victory for which they had been contending, and which

would become a formidable weapon on every future day. Mr.

Hammett, however, was obliged to refrain from preaching by

• At this preses time ( 1808) a violent persecution rages in Jamaica. But

for this we must refer the reader to our Appendix ; as a memorial, stating

all the particulars, lies now before his Majesty and his most bonourable Privy

Council.
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candle-light. It was a measure necessary for the occasion ; and

as wickedness sometimes shrinks from the face of day, it was

a means of abating the persecution. At last the rioters rose one

night between eleven and twelve o'clock , and broke down the

gates of the court leading to the chapel ; on which four of the

magistrates interfered , through the strong remonstrances of a

gentleman of influence in the town , who esteemed us, though

he was not of our society. They accordingly published an ad

vertisement , which kept the rioters from that time within tolera

ble bounds. But the newspapers were full, for several months,

of letters for and against us . Many stood up in our defence

under feigned signatures, two of whom were masterly writers.

Every thing that was bad was said of Mr. Hammett , every

name that was disgraceful was given to him. With respect to

myself, they published an anecdote of my being tried in Eng

land for horse-stealing, and flying to America to escape justice ;

though few , if any, I believe, credited the report. Some of

the rioters were prosecuted ; but the jury acquitted them, against

the clearest evidence.

On the first evening of my arrival, I ventured to open the

chapel again for preaching by candle- light, and had a numer

ous audience ; but some of them were very rude. I thought

it, however, most prudent to pass them by unnoticed. Mr.

Hammett at this time lay dangerously ill of a fever and ague,

and had not been able to preach for near a month ;* but Mr.

Brazier, our other missionary appointed for the Kingston cir

cuit, having arrived here a few days before me, I took him

with me to Spanish Town, leaving Mr. Werrill to take care of

our Kingston society. In the evening I appeared in the long

room of the tavern, according to the before-mentionedper

mission, having previously sent notice round the town. When

I entered, I found it nearly filled by the young bucks and

bloods (as we used to term the debauchees at Oxford ), and not

* Harassed with persecution , opposition, and fatigue, Mr. Hammett was

at this time worn down to a mere skeleton, and the restoration of his health

appeared extremely doubtful. His enemies had often killed him in report,

and liad even insinuated that he had been buried by his friends in a clandestine

manner. In a private interview which I had with his physician, he gave it as

his decided opinion , that all his hopes of recovery depended on his removal

to a colder climate ; and, therefore, as I was shortly to visit the continent, I

determined to take him with me, that no method might be left untried for the

restoration of so valuable a life ; concluding, if his health returned , that he

might revisit Montego Bay, and establish a mission in thattown. Mr.Brazier

and Mr. Werrill,two of the missionaries , were now in the island ; and by them

Spanish Town, Kingston, and Port Royal could be well supplied. But, alas !

how short-sighted is man ! thisvery step, which was dictated by pure bere

volence, ended in the ruin of that great and useful minister.
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a single lady was present. Soon afterwards many of the coloured

people of both sexes came, and filled the vacant places. Dur

ing my sermon,the bucks behaved so rudely, that I observed,

before I concluded, that if any house-keeper would lend me a

hall, I would preach again the next evening ; otherwise I should

probablybe obliged to leave the place.- “ Farewell, Sir ,” said

one ; “ Good luck to you, Sir,” said another ; and thus they

went on till I withdrew. When Mr. Brazier and I consulted

together on the subject, we were fully persuaded, from the coun

tenances and behaviour of the coloured people , that the Re

deemer's kingdom might be enlarged by preaching the gospel to

them ; and that we ought not , by any means, to give up the point.

Before bed -time, two gentlemen came to me atmy lodging, and

offered me their halls to preach in ; but, alas ! when I called on

them the next morning, they had been frightened by their

friends, and both of them retracted their engagements. We

were then determined to move on the true gospel plan , “ from

the least to the greatest.” Accordingly, we hired a poor cheap

house (if it may be called by so lofty a name) , in the outskirts

of the town , of a mulatto, from month to month . Here I

preached in the evening, to a considerable number of the peo

ple of colour ; and, notwithstanding the poverty of the place,

some of the bucks attended, and were ruder, if possible, than

the night before. During the height of the noise, I felt a spirit

which I think I never felt before, at least in the same degree.

I believe it was a spark of the proper spirit of martyrdom .

At the conclusion, therefore, of a pointed, though short address

to the'rioters, I told them I was willing, yea, desirous, if the

kingdom of Jesus could be promoted thereby, to suffer martyr

dom ; and my words seemed to have a considerable effect on

their minds. I then published myself for the Thursday even

ing following ; and on the succeeding morning, after giving di

rections about making some wooden candlesticks, to be placed

against the wooden walls, we returned to Kingston .

In the evening I had a large congregation, and I believe a

considerable number of our enemies were present. My sermon

was partly addressed to the Deists , partly to the Socinians, and

partly to the Arians . At first they began, according to their

custom , to be noisy; but I was happy enough to command their

deep attention during at least three- fourths of the discourse.

Onthe next day I returned to Spanish Town, and had a consi

derable numberofthe coloured people to hear me in the evening,

and some of the bucks, whose attendance I could have spared.

After sermon, I plainly told them our full determination of gon

ing forward, and of applying for justice to the legal powers of

the country, if perseveringly insulted and abused. I also obz
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served , that if no justice was to be found in Jamaica, I was sure

of obtaining it completely at home. Early the next morning !

preached to an attentive congregation of coloured people , and

then enlarged on the nature of Christian discipline. After

wards, I bought some boards to be made into benches for the

preaching -house ; and , leaving Mr. Werrill behind me, re

turned to Kingston ; my poor horse falling down with me on

the way , out of mere weakness.

On Sunday the 23d, I met the society in Kingston , after

morning preaching ; and was highly pleased with the testimony

which many bore to the glory of the grace of God. The num

ber in society in this town was about one hundred and fifty ;

in the wholecircuit, two hundred and thirty -four; which was

an increase of eighty -four since the last accounts I had received

before my arrival.

Thus, in the midst of persecution, and encircled with those

dangers which have been in part enumerated, the church of

God continued to increase ; and we may safely conclude, that

the converts made, through the divine blessing, in such gloomy

and disastrous seasons, gave evident proofs of a genuine work

of grace . To what else can we attribute their adherence to the

gospel in such calamitous moments ? No temptations could al

Iure them , no delusive charms could seduce them . They had

nothing in this world to expect, either inpromise or possession,

from their faithful testimony of Jesus. On the contrary , they

had every unfavourable appearance to encounter and oppose.

Little less than a constant scene of misfortunes presented itself

before them ; and it required but a small degree of penetration

for any of them to discover, that the sufferings which they

contemplated in others were soon to be experienced by them

selves.

Yet, notwithstanding they had nothing temporal to hope for,

but every thing to fear, the fact is, that the society increased .

To whatthen can we attribute a mode of conduct so diametri.

cally opposite to every principle of worldly prudence ? We can

only impute it to the efficacy of that grace to which we ascribe

our salvation in time, and which we hope to adore through all

eternity.

Mr. Hammett had two or three interviews, before his ill

ness, with ayoung African prince, a son of the king of Mun

dingo. This wasthe second visit which the prince Nad volun

tarilymade to Jamaica, with the captain of the ship in which

he sailed from Africa . He had lost a sister many years before,

who, as the family supposed , was stolen away ; and to his great

surprise he found her in Kingston. She had actually been

stolen, and was, when discovered by the prince, a member of
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our society, with her husband , who was a free black , a leader

of a class, and an exhorter. The prince promised Mr. Ham

mett that he would send two slaves from home as the purchase

of his sister, that she might return to her native country , and

bring her husband along with her . *

I now set out for Port Royal, to be ready for the brig in

which I had taken a passage for myself and Mr. Hammett to .

Charles Town, SouthCarolina ; and preached in the evening

to a large congregation in the houseof Mr. Fishley, the first

friend I met with in Jamaica on my former visit. There had

been some persecution in this place, many ofthe outrageous in

Kingston having agreed to assassinate Mr. Hammett here ; but

the magistrates behaved with such spirit and intrepidity , that

the persecntorswere glad to hide their heads.

The day before we sailed , Mr. Werrill came from Spanish

Town to take leave of me, and brought me the reviving tidings,

that for the three days he had successively preached there, he

had had peaceable and attentive congregations of coloured

people, and had begun to form a class ofcatechumens among

thern ,

Before my return homefrom a fifth voyage to the continent

of America, I made my last visit to the island of Jamaica,

landing at Port Royal in March 1793. A malignant fever had

put a period to the laboursand life of Mr. Werrill, who was

succeeded by Mr. Fish . With him , and a young exhorter who

attended me as a servant , I set off for Montego Bay on the

1st of April, in order to improve the opening which divine

Providence had there favoured me with two years before.

After travelling through a champaign country, our views

near sunset were uncommonly romantic. The hanging rocks

• That the ways of Heaven in many cases are dark and intricate, will leave

no room for doubt ; yet we sometimes observe the most astonishing events

accomplished by most unlikely means ; and we frequently perceive that God

bringsgood out of evil, through that infinite power and wisdom which make

every thing subservient to his purposes.

Through villany this African princess was stolen . The theft led to her

transportation and slavery. Slavery in a foreign climebrought both her and

herhusband within the sound of the gospel, which , through divine grace, as

far as inan can discover, has been made the power of God to the salvation of

their souls. Judging, therefore, from what is past, our thoughts may anti

cipate future scenes ; and analogy warrants the inference. The recalling of

this woman andher husband to Africa ,may possibly be a means of introdu

cing some knowledge of the gospel in those almostunknown regions of the

globe. And though Christianity may not take any extensive spread through

this medium , yet it may so dispose many among them who are now in hea

thenish darkness, that' when, on some future occasion, God shall be pleased

to open a door, their hearts may be softened , and prepared to receivs kis
sacred truths.

VOL. I. 3 H
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and trees formed amost grotesque and awful appearance. All

the rocks were white, and so perforated, that they seemed like

immense heaps of white moss. About sunset we arrived at a so

litary inn in the midst of the mountains, after riding thirty miles

in the heat of the day ; and made our dinner and supper at one

meal. The place was called the Green Ponds. Next morn ,

ing before sunrise we began to ascend May Hill, a vast, steep

mountain, and about eleven o'clock gained the summit,which

contained a tew square miles of ground. Here we found a ta

vern, at which we breakfasted ; and on inquiring the name of

the parish ( Elizabeth parish ), I recollected that the little handful

of Moravian Brethren who reside in this island could not be

far distant from me. My landlord confirmed my ideas, and in

formed me, that we could easily reach the house of Mr. Angel,

one of the Brethren, by night. I then recollected thatMr.

Angel was brother - in -law of Mr. Joseph Bradford, one of our

travelling preachers. When we arrived at Mr. Angel's, it was

just dark; but he was from home, and the chief person in his

storehouse informed us, that five miles further was the settle

ment of the Brethren, where we should meet with a hospitable

reception . As Mr. Angel's house was a large one, I felt it un

kind to be sent five miles through the dewsof the night, which

very few of the planters throughthat whole Archipelago would ,

I believe, have done. However, I hired a guide , who brought

us to the place. Mr. Lister and Mr. Boweli, the ministers, to

gether with their wives, received us with the utmost courtesy ;

and here, indeed , we found ourselves at home. O how com

fortable is it , în a country where so little even of the form of

religion exists, to meet with pious persons of congenial spirits

with ourselves ! The kindness and attention of this simple

hearted family made ample amends for our dark and dreary

ride . With them we could sweetly speak and sing of the love

of Jęsys ; and our Lord was truly present both in conversation

and prayer. After an early breakfast, these loving people con

veyed us one stage in their one-horse chair, while the guide

whom they had provided brought on our horses. May our

common Lord and Saviour reward them !

When we arrived at the end of our stage, we found it neces

sary to cross a great number of cattle-pens and plantations,

and met with no more inns till we reached MontegoBay, We

accor'ngly set off across the country, and arrived about noon

on a plantation, of which a Scotch gentleman is the manager,

Here we were received with the greatest civility and politeness;

but had not long arrived , beforethe rains poured down like

torrents; and we were thankful to divine Providence, and the

master of the house, for this comfortable asylum . Next morn

3
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ing we werefavoured with the company ofseveral gentlemen

of the island for fifteen miles. One of them, who had an

elegant saddle-horse as well as a phaeton, perceived that I was a

Įittle fatigued with the heat, and insisted on my travelling in

his phaeton most part of the way, while he rode on horse

back. Our company, at parting, advised us by all means to

stop as soon as possible, and torest for the remainder of the

day, lest too violent exercise might bring on an inflammation of

the blood. We accordingly called at the first house wemet

with ; but the master was absent, and we were refused admit

tance: yet, probably , the proprietor, if at home, would have re

ceived us cheerfully ; for there are no men thatI have ever been

acquainted with, more generous and hospitable to strangers than

the West India planters. We then retired to some distance

from the house, and sat down on the grass to rest ourselves,

whilst our horses were cropping the herbage around us. From

thence we went to a plantation called the Seven Rivers ; where

Mr. Price, the manager, whom I found to bemy countryman

(a Welchman ), gave us a hearty welcome. Being now refresh

ed, we proceeded on ourjourney, and came to another planta .

tion, called Montpellier, wherewe abode for the night.

The next morning we set off at day -break , and breakfasted

in Montego Bay . Immediately afterwards I called upon my old

acquaintance Mr. Brown , the proprietor of the assembly -room ,

who generously gave me the free use of it again. The next

business was, to send a messenger round the town from house to

house , to give notice of my preaching in the evening ; in con

sequence of which I had a very considerable congregation.

After I had enforced on the audience the great truths of Chris

tianity, a company of rakes, with a printer at their head, kept

up a loud clapping of hands for a considerable time. I then

withdrew into Mr. Brown's dwelling -house : but my companion *

lost me ; and , going out of the room into the street, was ina

stantly surrounded by the rakes, who shouted , and swore they

would first begin with the servant : on which an officer of the

army drew his sword, and, stretching it forth , declared he would

run it through the body of any one who dared to touch the

young man ; on which they all slunk back , and withdrew . The

next morning I went to church , and in the afternoon preached

to a deeply attentive congregation in the assembly- room , from

1 John v. 12. “ He that hath the Son, hath life ; ” and all

was peace .

• Mr. Fishwas attacked with such violent head - aches on the journey, that:

he was obliged to return to Kingston.
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Having no engagement for dinner, I went to the ordinary,

where a gentlemantook me aside into another room . After

many apologies, and expressing his great regard for me, he

informed me, that a plot was laid, and intended to be put in

execution against me at the assembly-room in the evening, and

that powder was to be used. He therefore advised me to give

up all thoughts of preaching. I thanked him for his well-meant

advice, and tender feelingson my account ; but observed, thas

I was in the way of duty ; and if my great Master was pleased

to take me to himself that evening bythe violence of wicked

men , or in any other way, I was perfectly satisfied ; well know

ing, that it was easy for him to raise a far better instrument than

I was, for his gracious purposes ; and that, through the divine

assistance, I should endeavour to preach at the time appointed.

The evening came, and a crowded congregation attended . Af

the beginning of the 'service, the printer, mentioned above,

began to be noisy , on which one of the magistrates of the town ,

who was present, stepped up to him , and spoke such strong

and authoritative words, that both he and his companions

thought proper to be silent from that time. After this, several

gentlemen of the town treated me with great respect. But,

what was of infinitely more importance than civility, polite

ness , and respect, many of the negroes during my short resi

dence in this place were awakened by my public ministry, and

my visits to them in their respective habitations.

The next town that I visited was Martha-Bræ , being joined on

the road by a captain of a ship from Hull, who proved to be a

very agreeable and pious companion. Here we intended only to

feed our horses, and to proceed on our journey. But a captain

of a London merchant-ship, with several other gentlemen, so

ardently entreated me to favour them and the inhabitants of the

town with a sermon in the evening, that I complied with their

request. The assembly-room was accordingly procured, and

a large congregation attended .

I preached on the new birth from John iii. s. For about

twenty minutes a deep silence reigned throughout the audience ;

when the very captain, who in the first instance had soimpor

tunately entreated me to preach , broke out in the following

words : “ Sir, if what you say be true, we must all be damned :

I donot like your doctrine at all !” The rakes instantly took

the hint, and from that time there was nothing but confusion.

However, I elevated my voice to its highest pitch , and conti

nued my discourse for about twenty minutes longer in the midst

of noise and distraction . Several ladies, who sat opposite to

me, seemed perfectly attentive during the whole of the service.

One of them, who was the first lady in the town , as I was af

1
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terwards informed , addressed herself, after I had retired , to a

young gentleman who had been one of the rioters, in the fol

lowing manner : “ Till this time I always considered you as a

decent, virtuous young man ; but nowI find you area vaga

bond ; and I forbid you ever to darken my door again .”

I now found many friends. Two pious captains from Liver

pool waited upon me ; one of whom particularly, of the late

Mr. Medley's congregation, was, I verily believe, a burning

and shining light. He is well known and ridiculed in the north

pf Jamaica, under the appellation of the Preaching Captain .

The captain also from Hull, whom I have mentioned above,

offered to take me back to England, gratis; but my avocations

would not permit me to acceptof his generous offer, especially

as he could not return in time for theMethodist Conference.

On retiring to my chamber, a Mr. Kitchen , the mate of a

ship , whose wife is a member of our London society, waited

onme, and requested meto take a bed in his ship . I imme

diately accepted of his offer, andlodged that night in his ves .

sel in the bay. But before I left the tavern, I called at the

stable to inquire after my horse, and found that he had been

removed from his stall, and that his corn and fodder had been

stolen from him . I immediately returned into the tavern , and

in a circle of gentlemen , who were in a jovial mood, com

plained of theusage I had received. One of them , a stout

young man , aboutsix feet high, instantly came up to me, and,

standing by my side, said that he would defend me against the

world. On this, he began to swear, and bawl, and roar, till

the whole family were in a perfect consternation . My horse

was immediately replaced, and fresh corn and fodder procured

for him. When this was accomplished, the young gentleman

took me aside, and, staggering (for he was very drunk), ad

dressed me as follows : “ Sir,I was once a Methodist, of the

countess of Huntingdon's connection in Bristol ; and had the

honour of being for some time a steward of that society. I

have now in my custody several letters written with the coun

tess's own hand : these I have shewn to many in this island.

But, O Sir, they only laugh at them , and at every thingwhich

is sacred. Andthough, Sir, I find myself obliged to live and

converse as the rest do , or I should become anobject of uni

versal contempt and ridicule, yet (says he, beating his breast,)

“ I have it here, Sir, I have it here : I have faith , Sir, I have

faith.” Poor young man ! thought I ; if the great woman ,

whom you so justly commend, and whose memory will ever be

reverenced by thetruly pious, were to hear you , she would say ,

as that eminent minister of God, Mr. George Whitfield , ob
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served on a similar occasion, I see clearly you are one of my

converts, and not a convert of Jesus Christ . ”

After spending a very comfortable night in the ship, I res

turned to shore early in the morning of the 9th , and proceeded

on my journey . The next day we travelled nearly to the top

of Mount Diable, of the precipices and romantic views of

which I have spoken in a former page. The following night

we lay at Spanish Town, and the next day arrived at ourchapel

in Kingston. The morning succeeding, I had two or three

hours' refreshment in the public ordinances of God with our

beloved society in that town. In the afternoon Mr. Fish , with

many others of my friends, accompanied me to the packet, in

which I sailed for England the next day, and was safely landed

at Falmouth on the 6th of June, 1793 .

On the 4th of June, early in the morning, as we were en

tering the mouth of the English Channel, the sailor at the

mast-head gave notice of a sail in view . Thecaptain instantly

went to the mast-head , and, after remaining there a considera

ble time, came down, and informed us that wewere then cer .

tainly chased by a privateer. For twenty -four hours the chase

continued, till the privateer was within about a mile and a half

of our packet. We had no force sufficient to make any re

sistance. All was despair among the crew and passengers ; till,

behold ! appeared Lord Hood, with eleven sailof the line, and

all their accompaniments, bound for the Mediterranean . Joy

fully did we sail into the midst of our friends, while the priva

teer, pursued by one of our frigates, made the best of her way

towards the coast of France. Thus did a most gracious Provi

dence deliver us!

The succeeding accounts of the prosperous state of our soci

ety's missionaryestablishment in different parts of the island,

are comprised in letters from several of the preachers to the

author ; which are subjoined from copies faithfully taken from

the originals, and given in regular order according to their

dates.

1

|
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CHAP. XIV .

HISTORY OF JAMAICA.

Progress of the mission - various obstacles which opposed the suc

cess of the gospel - account of the persecution in 1802 - general

stateof religion .

THE events and circumstances which have occupied the con

cluding pages of the preceding chapter, have unavoidably car

ried our viewsforward , to a date which , with an eye to general

narration , ought not to have been anticipated. The journal of

the author led to the adoption of this measure. The period of

its commencement pointed out the time for its introduction :

and when once begun, it was impossible to suspend its progress,

without breaking the thread of his personal observations. But

this circumstance has necessarily obliged him to omit several in

teresting particulars, which are too important in themselves to

be altogether neglected, and too closely connected with the sub

sequent parts of this history to be passed over in total silence.

The dates of these events being prior to some which have been

inserted , the author is compelled to survey, in retrospection,

the transactions to which he adverts, and of which his journals

have taken no account.

The removal of Mr. Brazier to the continent, on account of

his declining health , and the subsequent deathofMr. Werrill,

both of which events happened in the year 1791, placed the

societies on the island in a solitary condition. For some time

they were left without any missionary, though there was a suf

ficiency ofemployment for three or four. Montego Bay at this

period held forth an inviting prospect. The seed which had

been sown in that place seemed to have taken root; but it wanted

to be watered with the dew of heaven , to mature it against the

approaching harvest. Kingston was of far too much conse

quence to be neglected. A missionary was wanted for each

place, but there was no one in the island to attend to either.

Such was the situation of the society in the islandwhenMr.

Fish arrived, in 1792. On the whole, he found their affairs

in a much better state than his fears had suggested. The num

ber in society amounted to about 170, including those on three

er four plantations in the mountains. The violence of pen ,
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secution had also abated ; a few solitary stones were , indeed ,

thrown occasionally at the chapel, but personal interruption sel

doin happened. No attempt had, however, yet been made to

establish preaching by candle -light; so that on the whole, the

society rather enjoyed peace than prosperity.

The care of the whole island now devolved on this single

missionary, aided by suchinternal helps as the societies could

produce. The town of Kingston more particularly required his

attention ; the scattered sheep which were on the mountains

demanded some assistance, and Port Royal was an object which

called for care .

The time and attention of Mr. Fish being wholly engrossed

by the necessary attentions to the infant churches in those places,

he was under the necessity of abandoning Montego Bay. The

distance between this place and Kingston was toogreat to admit

of a division of his labours. His own sentiments of the pro

gress of religion during this period are , that " the gospel was

making a gradual progress among the people of colour; but that

the white inhabitantswere inattentive to its charms. "

On the anniversary of that awful calamity which has been

already described , the dreadful earthquake of 1692, which

swallowed up Port Royal with its inhabitants and wealth , Mr.

Fish observes as follows: “ The day on which it happened , has

been kept as a solemn fast by the appointment of the assembly.

In the morning our congregation was small ; but that in the even

ing was one ofthe largest and most attentive I have ever seen in

the island ; two young men excepted , who, being unwilling to

hear the rod and Him thathathappointed it, went out soon

after the text was mentioned .” He then concludes the subject

with this pointed and appropriate remark -- “ Should the judg

ments of the Lord again come upon this island, perhaps even

the whites may learn righteousness."

Mr. Fish thus continued his solitary labours till the arrival of

another missionary, about the end of July 1794. During this

period he enjoyed that peace to which his predecessors had long

been strangers, and the work of God prospered much . His

endeavours were made a blessing to many ; a considerable num

ber was added to the society; and some otherswere at least so

far humanized , that they were broken “ from fierce barbarians

into men .”

Even “ returning justice had again lifted aloft her scale . "

The magistrates had set their faces against riotous behaviour ;

and applications for redress were not always made in vain .

« We obtained,” observes Mr. Fish in one of his letters, “ a

warrant against those who disturbed us at the prayer meeting ;

but as the persecutors were very willing to pay costs and
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damages, we dropped the prosecution, and have not been dis

turbed since .”

That the labours of Mr. Fish were crowned with some suc

cess, we may plainly perceive from the following comparative

estimates. On his arrival in 1792, the whole of the societies

contained 170 members; but on the arrival of his colleague in

July 1794, during which interval he had laboured alone, the

number amounted to 280. Here then , by the active exertions

of this pious missionary, was an actual increase of 110 members,

who gave reason to hope that they were not only united to our

society, but also united to God . *

On the arrival of the other missionary at Kingston , Mr. Fish

gave up the society to his care , and immediately repaired to Mon

tego Bay, which had been almost wholly neglected from the time

it was last visited by theauthor of these pages in the month of

April 1793. On his arrival he immediately waited on the ma

gistrates, and made them acquainted with the design of his com

A short consultation was held between them, and

consent was at last given that he should preach . The assembly .

room , of which we have already spoken, was again obtained,

and service was regularly performedtherein during the first six

months of his residence in this place. The congregation was

by no means contemptible ; many of the principal inhabitants

attended, andall behaved with becoming decency.

It was on the 6th of June 1795 (a day which ought to be re

membered with the deepest humiliation by all the inhabitants of

that place ), about two o'clock in the afternoon , that a dreadful

fire broke out near the centre of the town . The origin of this

conflagration was never clearly ascertained : by some it has been

ascribed to accident, and by others to design. But, what cause

soever might have called it into being, certain it is that it raged

with almost unexampled violence ; and, in the short spaceof

five hours, laid a great part of the town in 'ashes. The flames

for some time spread only in one direction, and threatened all

ing thither.

• It may be proper to give our readers, once for all, an accurate idea con

cerning the religious influence of our societies. In the general, the regular

congregations are five or six times as large as the societies, and even much

larger in proportion on the plantations in the West Indies. In the societies

are frequently several local preachers and exhorters, who are constantly em

ployed on Sundays in the ministry of the word. In all the societies there are

class-leaders, who have the oversight of a small number, from 12 to 20, of

the members. These class -leaders also hold prayer-meetings in different houses

in the towns and villages where they reside: and indeed we endeavour, under

divine grace, to make even every private member of the society ,as the apostle

expresses it, “ a king and priest unto God and the Father . ”

VOL. L. 3 I
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before them with impending desolation . But on a sudden , in

a manner as unaccountable as their origin, they took an unex

pected turn , without any visible cause, and immediately burst

out in a contrary way .

The damage which was done by this awful visitation of God ,

was very considerable ; and the confusion and disorder that

immediately followed , and associated with the astonishingevent,

will submit to no description. It is a fact, however, which none

can deny or disprove, that not a single house belonging to any

one member in the Methodist society was injured, though the

flames occasionally came near them . An Infidel may attribute

this to chance; but a Christian will see and acknowledge in it

the hand of God .

A pious young woman had removed out of that part which

was destroyed, only a few days before, and by that means pre

served her property from destruction . Had she been in the

place of herformer residence, not a single article would proba

bly have escaped. On this occasion also , the Infidel and the

Christian are fairly at issue : the latter ascribes it to providence,

and the former to chance.

The following little circumstance may not beunworthy of

notice, however trifling it may appear in itself. In the height

of that confusion which the fire occasioned , a gentleman ( so

called ) was swearing most horribly ; on which a negro, who had

heard him , accosted him as follows : “ Ah massa , no use curse

and swear now; cursing and swearing do all dis.”

The assembly -roomin which Mr. Fish preached , and in

which a grand ball had been given thenight preceding the fire,

was consumed ; and the houses which had escaped , were so

crowded with those inhabitants whose dwellings had been de

stroyed, that no place could be procured which would contain

the congregation.

To add to that calamity which we have mentioned, another

disaster almost instantly followed the fire, more seriousin its

nature, and more destructive in the consequences which it

threatened ; the commencement of the Maroon War. Mon

tego Bay was at no great distance from the haunts of the Ma

roons, and on thataccount lay exposed to dangers of the most

alarming kind. Neither night nor day could promise safety .

The restless activity of the savages bade defiance to calculation ;

they committed devastations both with sword and fire ; and ge

nerally found means to elude the vigilance of every guard which

was set to watch their movements, and to prevent their in

cursions.

All these events were unfriendly to the interests of the gos

pel. The attention of the inhabitants was entirely engrossed
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with retrospection and anticipation : behind them they saw the

fire, and before them the sword. The consequence was, that

the congregation dwindled away, and almost every mind seem

ed wholly absorbed in these disasters. Our worthy missionary

therefore, after labouring among them , almost in vain, for a con

siderable time longer, returned to Kingston, according to the

discretionary power intrusted to him .

Having thus traced Mr. Fish to Montego Bay, and marked

his exercises, successes , and disappointments, while he continu

ed in that part of the island, it will be necessary to take a survey

of the progress of religion in Kingston and its vicinity, which

now more immediately fell under his particular care.

It has been already noted, that another missionary reached

Kingston in July 1794 ; at which time Mr. Fish, resigning his

charge, set off for Montego Bay. Nothing of any considera

ble import occurred in theearly months after the arrival of the

new missionary. The chapel in Kingston was well attended ;

the storms of persecution were dispersed ; and a gradual increase

of members took place in the societies, many of whom felt the

powers of the world to come. At Port Royal, indeed , the so

ciety which had been formed appeared at first to be evidently

on the decline. It was composed of persons, who had not pro

perly counted the cost before they began to build : hence ade

gree stupor seemed to have overtaken them, which it was

not easy to shake off. But though Port Royal at first bore too

strong a resemblance to MontegoBay, Kingston and its vicinity

put on a different appearance . Even at Port Royal, toward

the close of that year , a movement appeared. On some of the

large sugar estates a door was also opened, which , for want of

labourers, it was difficult to enter ; but which , from the success

it promised, it would have been unpardonable to neglect. So

earlyas 1795, languor had given place to a spirit ofhearing, in

Port Royal; and so far had the work of God begun to revive,

that several, who had been the avowed enemies of the cross of

Christ, began to feel some relish for the things which made for

their everlasting peace. The society , which had been reduced

to a mere remnant, augmented in numbers, and a work of grace

shone' out afreshin almost every heart. From the spirit of hear

ing which prevailed, and the deep attention which was paid to

the truthsdelivered, a great ingathering to the real church of

Christ was expected . With these views before them , Mr. Fish

ley, master-builder at Port Royal harbour, a respected member

of our society, wrote the following letter, dated March 26th,

1795.

“ I trust, through your assistance and advice, our present

worthy minister will be able to give a happy account of his mis

of
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sion. He is, in my opinion, well adapted to it; as he is simple,

loving, persevering with all faithfulness, sparing not hiniself.

I hope he will soon have work enough to employ two or three

more ; for there are daily invitations for him to preach to the

poor blacks, from those who were not long since avowed ene

mies of all religion. I therefore think it highly necessary that

he should have assistance as soon as convenient.”

The religious state of Port Royal we may gather from the

preceding letter; and this town and Kingston were the places

which chiefly divided the missionary's labours. From the sub

sequent account it will evidently appear, that he had not spent

his time in vain in either town. His letters evidently assure us,

that though his endeavours had not been accompanied with that

degree of prosperity which was equal to the ardency of his

wishes, yet they had been so far crowned with success, as to

leave but little room for complaint. His views of the state of

religion, together with the impressionsmade on his mind at this

time bythe spiritual prospects with which he felt himself sur

rounded, are best expressed in his own words. The feelings of

our bosoms must convince us, that when prosperity in the things

of God accompany us in thedischarge of our duties, the effects

which result from favours received are most naturally expressed

inthe warm effusions of a grateful heart . Experience dictates

this truth ; and it is corroborated by the following letter, which

is but an echo of what every pious mind would feel ona simtje

lar occasion .

LETTER I.

Dated Kingston, Jamaica, May 23, 1795.

“ I take my pen to write to you ; but hardly know what to

say: only this,that considering the place and station I am in ,

and the state of our societies, Ihave great need of more grace,

wisdom , and love, thanIpossess. And yet, glory be to God,

I am not discouraged. I feel his comfortable presence withme,

though the most unworthy of all his servants, and I hope I have

an interest in your prayers.

“ I usemy endeavours to remove prejudices from the minds of

the people, and, blessed be the Lord , I have met with great

success. I have introduced evening preaching on Thursdays;

and instead of 20 or 30 hearers, whom we used to have on Sun

days at four in the afternoon , we have our chapel pretty well

crowded with I suppose 8 or 900 hearers. Manymerchantsand

principal inhabitants attend, and all are very quiet and atten

tive. We were obliged to move our singing -meeting from the

school-room (which atlast could not containa fourth partofthe

people that attended) into the body of the chapel, and now the
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chapel is well crowded at that meeting. Maythe Lord in ten

der mercy lay to his hand, andbuildus allup for his glory. We

greatly need ministers that will speak boldly and cry aloud, men

that are alive to God, and who will venture their lives and their

all for God and for the poor negroes.”

We may plainly gather from this letter, that though the state

of religion in Kingston was not so high as our sanguine expec

tationsmight induce us to hope, yet the prospects were far from

being of a discouraging nature. All circumstances considered,

they were as favourableas could reasonably be expected. Mul

titudes were induced to hear the word ; many had joined them

selves to the society , and several had found peace with God.

That the labours of this missionary were not less prosperous

after an abode of two months longer amongthe people of Kings

ton and Port Royal, the following letter will fully evince. The

period of his residence assures usthat liis judgment must have

been matured on the subject of his epistie ; it was written when

his situation must have been fully felt; when the observations of

twelve months must have communicated all their intelligence ;

and when the influence of novelty must have ceased tocharm .

The prospects which were then before him promised much

future success, and his letter on that account breathes a spirit of

gratitude towards God .

LETTER II.

Dated Kingston , Jamaica, July 14, 1795.

“ Blessed be God , we are increasing in number : we have no

storms or persecutions from without. Our chapel is frequently

pretty well filled with quiet and attentive bearers. I hope many

of our society are growing in grace, in the love of God and of

one another. Our singing-meetingsare prudently and piously

conducted ; and I believe are very edifying, and made a great

blessingto many. Through the tender mercy of our God ,and

his good hand being upon us, we are increasing in temporal

blessings. Heaven and earth seem to help the woman :* O for

gratitude ! O for love ! O for a spirit of thankfulness to God for

all his mercies! Glory be to his name for his wonderful works

to the children of men ! O wretched man that I am , I am not

half thankfulenough : O for a heart overpowered , overwhelmed ,

and swallowed with love to God ! ”

It is evident from these letters, that religion had made no

inconsiderable progress in those parts of Jamaica to which the

labours of this missionary had been applied. When a spirit

up

* Rev. xii. 16.
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of hearing prevails, the attention is excited ; and it is through

this medium that sacred impressions are most frequently made.

A spirit of hearing gives anundesigned sanction to the truths of

the gospel, and softens the rigours of that prejudice which too

often shuts the avenues of the soul. It is the only rational me

thod through which the enemies of religion can form a proper

estimate of those realities which they despise, and through

which they may learn the fundamental evidences of those truths

that they affect to deny.

This spirit of hearing,it is plain from the letters which we

have cited, prevailed in Kingston ; and though the society in

that place experienced a gradual increase, yet itwould be highly

injudicious" to conclude that the preaching of the gospel was

productive of no benefit beyond these narrow confines. Impres

sions which were then made on the hearts of many , though

they may languishfor a season, may return again on some fu

ture day, and finallylead to consolation in a dying hour. Con .

victions thus received , may prepare the mindforthe reception

of the gospel in some other mode, while the original instru

ments are totally forgotten, and where they are entirely un

known. And itis not improbable, that on these accountsmany

are friendly to the gospel in various forms, from whomwe might

have expected hostility ; and that the ministers of Christ find

favour sometimes in the sight of those, from whom they had

reason to look for the frowns and contempt of that carnalmind

which is enmity to the things of God. We may, therefore,

without fearing to incur censure, conclude, that in many places

God works through the instrumentalityof his servants, though

in their own estimation they appear to have laboured in vain .

The gospel in the district of Kingston at this period was not

exclusivelyconfined to the towns. Some of the plantations on

which were many hundreds of slaves, received the missionaries

with all readiness. The proprietors were friendly to the doc

trines of Jesus Christ, and multitudes of the enslaved negroes

were willing to hear . The divine ardour by which the mission

aries were actuated , prompted them to enterprise ; and enter

prise finally terminated in success. But these points will best

appearby recurring to the account which one of them has

transmitted of his journeys and prospects, in the mountainous

parts, among those who had been destitute of the form of god

liness.

LETTER III.

Kingston , Jamaica, July 21 , 1796 .

“ As I am going a long journey into the mountains and

plains, I mean the sugar- estates of St. George and St. Thomas,

1
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I embrace this opportunity of writing to you a few lines, to

inform you what a good work the Lord has begun by the

weakestof his instruments.

“ About five weeks ago , I went with permission to Spring Gar

den, one of the largestandbest sugarplantations onthe island,

the property of theHonourable Mr. Shirley. On this planta

tion there were about 20 white men in offices, and six or seven

hundred browns and negroes. At my first arrival the prospect

appeared very gloomy and comfortless : all the whites laughed

at the idea of preaching to the negroes ; insomuch that brother

Francis the leader, and two or three other brethren who went

with me, were greatly discouraged. However, I was resolved

to preach , and sound an alarm as often as I could , by night and

byday, were it but under the shelter of the trees, or exposed

to the burning sun . But God was better to us than our fears.

Colonel — , a great planter , and a very civil man , happening

to dine there the nextday, I had some conversation with him ,

and found he was no enemy to the gospel. He expressed a de

sire to hear me preach ; and they offered me the great hall,

where all the whites and about 300 browns and blacks assem

bled. Solemnity and attention appeared on every countenance,

and all kneeled down to prayer. From that time the clouds

dispersed. I preached five or six times at Spring Garden , which

is 42 miles northward from Kingston. I amnow going east

ward to Petersfield ; and from thence to an estate of Mr. Shir

ley's about 30 miles further . If the work prospers upon the

sugar estates , the gospel will soon spread throughall the island . ”

From this letter we learn the state of religion in the country

parts of Jamaica, and the dispositions of the planters towards

it. During the preceding year tranquillity prevailed in the

towns . The congregations were large and respectable ; so that

those who were inclined to make disturbances, were awed into

silence by the example and presence of the opulent and power

ful, whom they durst not offend .

The prospects in PortRoyal continued to brighten ; the num

ber of converts increased, and appearances in these departments

of the island were highly favourable. Nor had they altogether

proved delusive onthe country estatesin the following months ;

on the contrary, the power of divine grace was felt in many

souls. And though the sanguine hopes which were entertained

proved in some degree fallacious, the triumphs of the gospel

were exceedingly great, as the following letter most fully

evinces.

LETTER IV .

Kingston, Jamaica, Sunday, May 21, 1797.

“ Having finished, by the grace of God, the labours of this
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koly day, I am resolved, the Lord willing, early in the morni

ingto set out for the mountains, and spend a week among the

poor souls that are far from Kingston, and perhaps much far

ther from God. They have none to help them : God pity

them !

“ Dear Sir, you would rejoice to see the openings we have

in this extensive island. We preach at Spring Garden , on the

northern side of the island , and have about 50 in society. At

Petersfield , on the eastern side, we have many more. Both

these sugar estates belong tothe HonourableHenry Shirley. He

has two other estates in Trelawney; and the last time he was

in town, he desired me to write to you for a ministerfor them .

He willbuild a chapel, a house forthe minister, and will give

between £ 140 and £ 150 salary. I hope, dear Sir, you will

not delay in sending one : a thousand souls are worth car

ing for.

« Our leaders go out to teach in several places; but having

families, they cannot go far. When I first came here, we had

five leaders; but, blessed be God, we have now twenty , and

work enough for them all. "

The state of Montego Bay was atthis time not altogetherun

known to the society in Kingston. The littlesuccess which Mr.

Fish had met with after thedreadful calamities already recited ,

the increase of the ministerial labours in Kingston , and the

pleasing prospects which appeared on some of the plantations,

as stated in the preceding letter, combined together to urge his

recal from this comparatively barren spot. These circum

stances, co -operating with other causes , brought him to the

field of action, where his colleague had been so peculiarly

blessed .

It was in the month of August 1797, that Mr. Fish received

letters from Kingston , stating the sudden but severe illness of

his fellow -labourer, and soliciting his immediate return . This

unexpected affliction, in conjunction with the incidents already

mentioned, left but little room for uncertainty . The call ap,

peared imperious, and arged him to obey. He advised the

serious individuals among the free mulattoes and free blacks

who resided in Montego Bay, to follow him , but could not pre

vail. They were now deprived of all external aid ; but the

promises of God were not withdrawn. To Him , therefore,

who is both able and willing to keep from falling those who con

fide in him , and to the word of his grace , they were devoutly

commended ; and Mr. Fish , from a full conviction of duty,

then took his most affectionate leave of them.

On his arrival in Kingston , he found that the members in

society amounted to several hundreds : but, throughthe exces

1
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sive labour which had devolved on his fellow -missionary, dis

cipline had been much neglected. Many among them , he

soon discovered, were not only questionable characters, bus

unworthy the name of Methodists. Of these, he was obliged

to exclude as many as fifty -one, some for the wilful neglect

of the means of grace, somefor disorderly conduct, and others

for acts of immorality which would admit of no excuse.

His colleague, recovering from the severe illness with which

in the month of August he had been so violently attacked, was

enabled to visit some estates in the mountains : so that Mr.

Fish was for a season left alone to divide his labours between

Kingston and PortRoyal, in both of which places he was par

ticularly wanted. Of the state of religion in these towns, after

having taken a survey of the congregations, and the numbers

that composed the societies, he transmitted the following

account.

LETTER V.

Dated Kingston, Jamaica, Sept. 23, 1797.

“ Mycolleague went into the country , intending to take a

circuit of about ten days : but finding many doors unexpect

edly opened, and a pleasing prospect of abundant success, he

has now continued above three weeks, and will not return till

after the next Sunday. Hitherto my employment has been

chiefly in town, where ( including Port Royal) we have con

stantly as much workas one missionary can attend to. Surely ,

if you saw the prospect of success which we have in this part

of the island, and knew how distressed we are for want of more

help, you would send us at least two or three fellow -labourers

without delay.

“ It is now thetime of the quarterly visitation of the society.

I am sorry to find that it will be necessary to exclude some, on

account of their immoral lives. I have not yet gone through

all the classes, and therefore cannot be very exact in the ac

count ; but I suppose there will remain in Kingston about 10

whites, 60 browns, and 250 blacks. Of the country I can give

no regular account tillmy colleague returns.

“ My regard for the people of Kingston is such ,that I

could rejoice to spend my last breath in serving them . Though

I have so much work that sometimes I scarcely know what to

do first, yet it is all pleasant and delightful: and though con

stantly engaged, in public or private, abroad or at home, from

four in the morning till ten at night, I bless God, I scarcely

know what fatigue or weariness is ; so graciously has the Lord

renewed my strength during my voyage from Montego Bay,

and since my arrival here."

3 KVOL . I.
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The letters which we have laid before the reader, uniformly

concur in evincing the wantof more missionaries. In compli

ance with these earnest solicitations, three were sent very early

in 1798, whose names were Alexander, Campbell, and Fow

ler. Mr. Alexander arrived in March , and the two latter to

wards the end of April. Their numbers were now sufficient

for every purpose : all those who were desirous to obtain in

struction, could easily be attended ; and the missionaries had

an opportunity of making trial of some new places, in which

the gospel had not yet been preached.

It has been an objection almost as old as Christianity , which

has been urged against its advocates, that these men are enemies

to Cæsar ; and in all succeeding ages, from the first propaga

tion of the gospel to the present day, it has been the common

lot of religious people to be represented as disaffected to the go

vernment of the country under which they live. The Metho

dists in Jamaica were not without their share of this undeserved

reproach .

In the beginning of April 1797, an opportunity offered of

bringing this calumny to the test. A voluntary subscription

was at that time set on foot, to assist the mother -country in care

rying on the war. Although a poor people, the members of

the various societies were emulous to unite with their fellow

subjects in testifying their inviolable attachment to the govern

ment andperson of our most gracious sovereign. As indivi

duals, their contributions would have been unworthy of notice ;

but as a collective body, their exertions were a sufficient answer

to those calumnies which tended to injure their reputation. On

the present occasion, they raised among themselves, by the

mostlaudable exertions, in the course of a few days, the sum

of £ 150 ; and such was the ardour which manifested itself on

this occasion, that many among them declared they would

rather dispose of some of their clothes,than omit contributing,

when duty and affection equally excited them to action . Both

whites and blacks united in the contribution , and even the

slaves exerted themselves in testifying their loyalty at this im

portant crisis; and it may be fairly questioned, whether any

equal number of individuals in similar circumstances could be

found in the whole island, whose zeal was more ardent, or

whose efforts were more successful. Our loyalty as a body has

been demonstrated by our actions ; and on this subject we chal

lenge the most rigorous investigation .

The limits of this department of our history will not permit

us to enter into every minute particular. In 1801 , the number

of members in society amounted nearly to six hundred through

the whole island. Many of these enjoyed the pardoning loveof
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God, and all manifested asincere desire of being experimen

tally acquainted with him. The societies might probably be mul

tiplied by six , to give theamount ofall the regular congregations,

including all colours and complexions. There were also nine

local preachers or exhorters, who spoke in public for God, and

warned their brethren to flee from the wrath to come. These

were either blacks or people of colour. Their lives were pious;

they were admirably adapted for the work in which they wereen

gaged; and, however the voice of prejudicemay exclaim against

the intellectual powers of those who are of African birth and

extraction , certain it is, that the abilities ofthese men were far

from being contemptible.

The rules which had been adopted for the internal regulation

of the societies, divided the men from the women , and placed

each sex in separate classes. They met at different times, and

most of the female classes had a female leader. Four public

prayer-meetings wereregularly held in differentparts of Kingston

every week ; and every morning at five o'clock ,and also onThurs

day evening, a sermon or public lecture was commonly given .

Thus public meetings for prayer, and public service in the cha

pel, visiting the sick , comforting the afflicted, reproving the

disobedient, and superintending the classes, left butlittle room ,

either to extend the work further abroad in different parts, or

to permit the missionaries to waste their time in indolence and

sloth .

In the month of April 1802, however, some of the local

preachers belonging tothe society in Kingston paid a visit to

Morant Bay, and found many ofthe inhabitants of that place

much disposed to hear theword of God expounded, and to

join in public worship. They were seconded in their endea

vours by Mr. Fish and Mr. Campbell. The word which was

delivered , had its desired effect upon many. In the beginning

of July a society was formed consisting of about thirty persons,

which, by the ensuing November, had augmentedto ninety .

A spirit of hearing continued,and a pleasing prospect was held

out of much future success . The congregations increased, and

the work of God was carried on in the midst of thatpersecution

which the rabble in most new places think it their duty to pro

mote: but God supported his servants while they were sur

rounded with dangers ; and while he protected them on every

side, he prospered the work of their hands.

The more malignant enemies of Christianity did not relish

this progress of religion. Like the infidel Sadducees, men

tioned Acts iv. 1-3. and v. 17, 18. they were filled with in

dignation at seeing the reform which had been produced in

the manners of those who had been their companions in guilt.
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The sentiments of these men could not fail to be known to the

rabble, and this gave a sanction to their outrages ; so that in

terruptions became more frequent and more formidable. In

consequence of these disturbances, an application was made for

a licence for the houses in which the meetings were held ; but

this was refused by the magistrates. On the contrary , these

houses were represented, as nuisances, to the quarter-sessions

of the parish. The justices accordingly gave orders that the

houses should be indicted at the next quarter- sessions, and the

prosecution began accordingly. But the enemies of religion

finding nothing to bring against either preacher or people, that

would bear inspection, as being hostile to the laws either of

God or man, they were compelled, however reluctantly, to

give it up:

Asno legal opposition could be made,the meetings continu

ed, without sustaining any other interruption than that which we

have already noticed, from those of the populace who neither

feared God nor regarded man. A few disorderly individuals,

indeed, from whose stations in life a superior mode of conduct

might have been expected, gave by their example some counte

nance to the mob ; but all these were insignificant circumstances.

The cause of God rose triumphant over these oppositions;

many were added to the infant church, andgave reason to

hope that they were added also to its spiritual Head.

In this state of progressive prosperity things went on till

December 1802; when an Act, evidently subversive ofthe Tole

ration Act of Great Britain , and most opposite to the spirit of

our excellent constitution , passed the legislative assembly of

Jamaica. The dreadful effects of which this law was produc

tive to the cause of religion in Jamaica, are almost incalcula

ble . Not only the Methodist missionaries, but many pious and

useful preachers of different denominations, were involved in

its influence . Mr. Reid, the Scotch missionary, and Mr.

Sweigle, the Baptist minister, together with all the local

preachers and exhorters throughout the island, were silenced

in an instant. As this Act was an evident violation of the rights

of all British subjects professing the Protestant religion , we will

lay it, verbatim , before our readers, and transmit it to posterity ;

that future generations may contemplate with astonishment the

decision of a legislative assembly, given so late as the commence.

ment of the nineteenth century. The following is an exact

copy :

" An Act to prevent preaching by persons not duly qualified

by law.

I. “ Whereas there now exists in this island an evil , which

is daily increasing, and threatens much danger to the peace and

1
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safety thereof, by reason of the preaching of ill-disposed, illite

rate, or ignorant enthusiasts, to meetings of negroes and per

sons of colour, chiefly slaves, unlawfully assembled ; whereby

not onin the minds of the hearers are perverted with fanatical

notions, but opportunity is afforded to them of concerting

schemes of much public and private mischief : We, his Majes

ty's most dutiful and loyalsubjects, the LieutenantGovernor, Council,

andAssembly, of thisyour Majesty's island of Jamaica, humbly be

seech your Majesty that it may be enacted, andbe it therefore enacted

and ordained by the authority of the same, That from and after

the passing of this Act , in case any person not duly qualified

and authorized , or permitted, as is directed by the laws of this

island and of Great Britain , shall , under pretence of being a

minister of religion , presume to preach or teach in any meet

ing or assembly of negroes or people of colour within this

island ; every such person shall be deemed and taken to be a

rogue andvagabond, and within the intent and meaning of this

Act, and be punished in the manner hereafter mentioned .

• II. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid,

That it may and shall be lawful for any magistrate of the parish

wherein the offence aforesaid shall be committed, on complaint

made to him on oath, or upon his own hearing or view, to

cause the offender to be apprehended and committed to the

common gaol ; and shall forthwith associate with himself two

other justices of the peace of the same parish ; and have au

thority tosummon all persons, capable of giving evidence, to

appear before them ; which three magistrates,so associated,

shall , upon due conviction of the offender, adjudge him or her,

if of free condition , to be committed to the workhouse, there

to be kept to hard labour, for the first offence for the term of

one month, and for every subsequent offence for the term of

six months, each : and in case the offender shall be a slave,

such offender shall for the first offence be committed for hard

labour to the nearest workhouse for one month, and for every

subsequent offence to be sentenced to receive a public flogging,

not exceeding thirty -nine lashes : provided always, that when

ever the offence committed by a white appear
of

extraordinary heinousness, it shall and may be lawful for any

one or more of the justices of the peace, and he and they are

hereby required, tosecure the appearance of any such offen

der at the next subsequent supreme or assize court, by suffi

cient bail or commitment, to answer for the offence ; and, on

conviction, to suffer such punishment as such court shall seefit to in

flict, not extending to life.

III . And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid ,

That from and after the passing of this Act, in case any owner,

person shall
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possessor, or occupier of any house , outhouse, yard , or other

place whatsoever , shall knowingly permit any meeting or assem

bly of negroes, or people of colour, for the purpose of hear

ing the preaching or teaching of any person of the descrip

tion hereinbefore declared to be a rogue and vagabond, every

person so permitting such meeting or assembly shall, on con

viction thereof before the court ofquarter-sessions of the same

parish or precinct, incur a fine not exceeding one hundred

pounds, atthe discretion of the said court, and be committed

to the common gaol until suchfinebepaid, and until the offen

der shall have given security for his future good behaviour, by

recognizance for such time, and in such sum , and with such

sureties, as the court shall judge fit.

« Passed the Council,
“ Passed the Assembly, this 17th

18th Dec. 1802. Day of Dec. 1802.

M. ATKINSON CI. Con . " P. H.Redwood, Speaker."

“ I consent, this 18th Day of Dec. 1802, G. NUGENT.”

The law which we have given above, sets out with insinuat

ing, that some ill -disposed,illiterate, and ignorant enthusiasts,

endanger by their preaching, & c . the peace and safety of the

island. That these insinuations were perfectly unfounded, ap

pears demonstrable from a train of circumstances ; and that

the framers and supporters of this Act fully designed toput an

end to the preaching of the Methodist missionaries, will leave

no room for a moment's doubt. If the above insinuations were

true, why, we would ask, did they not support these insinua

tions by facts ? If they could , they were bound in justice to

themselves, and to the safety of the island, to have done it ;

and if they could not, they ought not to have passed the law.

If the accusations were true, they ought to have been substan

tiated; and if false, they ought not to have beenmade.

That evidences against those whom thelaw considered as de

linquents were not difficult to obtain , if the charges had been

true, is apparent from the nature of the alleged offences ; but

nothing of that kind, which the preamble to the Act so speci

ously sets forth , could ever be made to appear. Nay, not a

single attempt was ever made to substantiate the accusations

which were made the pretence for calling the Act into being.

Not a single expression, dropped by any of the missionaries,

was ever charged with disloyalty ; nor was any thing which

could sanction the insinuations that we now investigate, ever

attempted to be inferred and made out from either the words

or actions of the missionaries.

Instead of being able to substantiate, by specific facts, the

charges which apparently rendered the Act necessary , the very
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evidences which were procured to convict the missionaries

of the guilt of preaching, invariably bore their testimony in

favour of theirpeaceable demeanor. On the trial of Mr.

Williams, of Morant Bay, when the witnesses were interro

gated, whether or not they had everheard any thing of impro

perdoctrine from anyof our preachers, which could tend to

mislead the minds either of slaves or of other persons, they

invariably answered, that they never had.

The Act was no sooner passed into a law , than it was ordered

to be promulgated in the public newspapers ; and on the twen

ty - fifth of December, 1802, it appeared in print. It soon

circulated through the island ; and in the course of a few days

reached Morant Bay, the place in which persecution seemed

to have taken up its principal abode.

The title of the Act, and that clause which prohibited all

“ persons from preaching, who were not duly qualified and

authorized , or permitted, as was directed by the laws of the

island and of Great Britain ,” was understood to apply to those

only who had not obtained a qualification agreeably to the in

junctions of the Act of Toleration in England. And in the

confidence of this persuasion, the missionaries, conscious of

their legal qualifications, continued to preach without the ap

prehension of any interruption ; but in this they soon found

themselves much deceived , as the sequel will evince.

During the time that genuine religion had been prospering

in Morant Bay, it had pleased infinite Goodness to raise up a

Mr. Williams, a free man of colour, who, in the capacity of a

local preacher, was very serviceable in promoting the work that

had been begun. Mr.Williamswasofamost exemplary charac

ter, and possessed abilities calculated for great usefulness. As be

had not, however ,been regularly qualified, he came immediately

within the letter of the law ; and, to avoid its penalties, refrain

ed from speaking. He was the more readily induced to this,

as the quarter- sessions was at hand ; to which he intended to

apply, to obtain those qualifications which the law appeared

to demand.

However,he soon found himself greatly mistaken in his expec

tations. The law was read at the quarter- sessions; and orders

were given tohave the Actenforced in all its rigour, and that

copiesshould be posted in the most conspicuous places of the

parish, that ignorance of its existence might not furnish any

one with a plea for infringing it.

Mr. Williams, together with two other local preachers, then

appeared before the sessions, and solicited to be qualified ac

cording to law ; but, instead of obtaining that grant which they

requested , they were ordered away bythe chief magistrate ;
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who at the same time observed , “ that they ought to be coiti

mitted for daring to address the court.” This remarkable in

stance of lenity was manifested on the 4th of January, 1803 .

On the evening of the following day, about twenty serious

persons assembled, among whom was Mr. Williams. They

sung a few hymns, joined together in prayer to God, and then

retired ; without attempting, either by preaching or teaching,

to violate the law that was to be so rigorously enforced.

“ Sanguinary laws (says a great modern writer)are never in

want of agents to execute thein , nor of individuals to inform

against those who offend." This was particularly the case at

Morant Bay. An information was instantly lodged against

those who had assembled. Themagistratestook Mr. Willianis's

conduct into consideration , and viewed it in a very serious light.

It was considered as preaching, and the next day he was appre

hended, and taken before five magistrates. Several witnesses

were then produced to prove what Mr. Williams had no inten

tion to deny ; but none of them could prove that he had been

either preaching or teaching in the sense that the law meant.

It was, however, satisfactorily demonstrated, that he had been

guilty both of singing and, praying, and of these complicated

crimes Mr. Williams stoodconvicted.

The magistrates observed, that these proceedings were an

evident evasion of the law , and thatMr.Williams had subjected

himself to the penalty which it had threatened to inflict. Mr.

Williams toldthem , that he had no conception that singing a

few hymns, and praying, was either preaching or teaching ;

and that if it were, he had applied for a qualification, and had

been refused. His trial was quickly dispatched ; so that he had

neither time nor use for
any

further defence.

It was on this trial that the witnesses were asked by Mr.

Williams, whether they had ever heard any improper doctrines

from the preachers, or any thing that could tend to mislead the

minds either of the slavesor of other persons ? Their answers

were decidedly in favour of the preachers . The fear of detach

ing the slaves from due subordination, has always been made

the pretext for prohibiting preaching ; but, notwithstanding this

pretended or imaginary danger, nothing has ever been adduced

from real observation to prove the truth of such assertions.

The fact, indeed, is exactly the reverse : the more the fear of

God takes place in the hearts of those people, the more obe

dient and subordinate they are : and this change is evident in

those of the Methodist societies.

Mr. Williams, having been found guilty of that species of

singing which meant preaching, was sentenced to onemonth's

hard labour in the work -house, and was instantly removed from
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trial to punishment . Whether this punishment , however, was

thought to be too severe, or that it would appear odious in the

eyes of the public , it is difficult to say ; but the fact was, that

instead of chaining him, and putting him to labour with the

runaway slaves, which was the import of his commitment, the

gaoler had directions to keep him closely confined in the gaol or

work-house during the period above stated .

The room in which he was confined was close, and the floor

paved with brick ; but, what was of greater consequence , the

apartment ,taken all together, was exceedingly damp; so that an

infliction of this nature is sometimes attended with the most

fatal effects in the insalubrious dungeons of Jamaica .

In the midst of this confinement, he found the consolations

of God neither to be few nor small : he knew in whom he had

believed ; his trust was in the living God, and his mind was

kept in perfect peace. He felt the supporting grace ofthe Re

deemer, in whose cause he was called unjustly to suffer, and

was preserved without a disposition to murmur at this afflictive

dispensation .

Indeed, so graciously was he preserved, that, though con

fined in this solitary mansion, the rheumatic pains, under which

he had occasionally laboured , did notincrease upon him during

his imprisonment , and he was finally liberated without sus

taining any bodily injury. What added to his consolation was,

to hear that the society remained unshaken in the midst ofthese

troubles, and evinced their faith by their love and zeal for

God. " The conduct of all was exemplary and peaceable on

these trying occasions ; so that, though in the furnace of af

fliction, they could plainly perceive the compassionate hand of

God .

The period of Mr. Williams's imprisonment being expired ,

he was directed to find bail for his appearance at the next quar

ter-sessions, to be tried for the penalty which the law inflicts

on the owners or possessors of houses in which
prayer

and

preaching had been practised : with this direction he refused to

comply ;he was therefore kept in confinement another day ;

and when they found he would not accept of liberty upon such

unworthy conditions, they thought proper to sign his discharge ,

and he was accordingly released.

This worthy man , however, had scarcely been liberated an

hour, before Mr. Campbell, one of the missionaries, was brought

to the sameroomto supply his place. He had been guilty of

a similar offence, had been apprehended by the same authority,

tried by the same magistrates, and committed to the same pri

son . To give, therefore, in detail some of the leading features

of his guilt, and of the circumstances of his trial and punish

VOL. 1 . 3 L
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ment, it will be necessary to carry back our views to the period

in which Mr. Williams was first confined , because the narratives

of both are closely connected.

Mr. Campbell, hearing that Mr. Williams had been taken up

and contined because he had joined with others in singing and

prayer, remired immediately to Morant Bay ; and, considering

himself properly qualified, he made no scruple to preach soon

after his arrival. The licence which he had obtained previously

to his leaving England, was at this time deemed legal; and

therefore, notwithstanding the late law, he felt himself secure.

The Toleration Act of England had given to it the legality on

which he rested ; and neither himself, nor Mr. Fish , had any

conception that the late act was intended to operate in direct

contravention to an established law of the mother - country. The

people of Morant Bay, in consequence of the imprisonment of

Mr. Williams , were much afflicted ; but they had placed their

repose in the promises of God, and rejoiced exceedingly when

they found that the missionaries had not deserted them in the

midst of their distress.

The first evening that Mr. Campbell attempted to speak in

pablic, he was apprehended , and taken before one of the ma

gistrates who resides in the place. He was interrogated on his

conduct, and produced his licence, as containing that qualifica

tion which exempted him from the penal part of the law. The

magistrate concurred with him in this sentiment, telling him that

it would do for the present, and he was fairly dismissed with

out either injunction or compromise.

On this discharge Mr. Campbell continued to preach for se

veral days without any legal interruption whatsoever. But it

was not long before he received various intimations that some

misfortune awaited him, though he knew not precisely in what

particular form. In consequence of this information, he return

ed to Kingston , to take the advice of counsel on the legality of

his licence, as it stood in relation to the new law ; and being

informed by the professional gentlemen whom he consulted,

that his licence gave him all the qualification which was neces

sary, he returned again to MorantBay, and continued to preach

in public, as he had been accustomed prior to the passing of

the new law .

In this mode of conduct Mr. Campbell continued until the

7th of February 1803 ; when he was apprehended and taken

before four magistrates, among whom was the very person

who had previously given him his discharge. On the appear

ance of the culprit, they asked him if he was aware of the law

which forbade unqualified persons to preach ? To this his

reply was, “ that he did not consider himself of that descrip
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tion, as he had qualified himself under the laws of England.”

He then produced his licence ; upon the reading of which , one

of the magistrates observed, that it was his opinion that Mr.

Campbell's licence was not sufficient, and that he came under

the penalty of the new law . Mr. Campbell said in reply, that

lie had not come thither without advice. He was then called

upon to make his defence. He inquired what law of the island

was against his licence. The answer he received was, that he

mightpropound questions, but they were not obliged to answer

him . Mr.Campbell then observed, that iſ that were the case, it

was of no use for himtosay any thing in his defence. Here the

altercation ended, and Mr. Campbell was committed to prison .

In this abode of solitude Mr. Campbell was not long con

fined ; but while he was in prison, he waskept so closely that none

but his wife and children were (during part of the time) per

mitted to remain in the room with him . Through the iron

gratings of his windows, his friends were permitted to converse

with him occasionally ; and he found means, though thus im

mured, to exhort them to be steadfast and immoveable in the

ways of God, andto look beyond the cloudy dispensationwhich

then overwhelmed them. From the consolations which he felt

in his own soul, he was enabled to impart comfort to others,

and to exhort them to hold fast whereunto they had attained ,

and to urge, undaunted , their way to eternal life.

He had not been confined many days before he obtained a

writ of Habeas Corpus, to remove his body before the supreme

court of judicature, which was then sitting : he was accordingly

conducted thither ; and his cause was heard before the chief

justice of the island and two assistant judges.

Mr. Campbell's counsel pointed out, in a masterly and per

spicuous manner, that he did not come under that description

of persons which the law intended to forbid ; but that he had

been legally qualified under the laws of Great Britain ; and he

challenged the opposite counsel to produce any law of the

island under which Mr. Campbell could further qualify, to ex

empt himself from those charges which were now brought

against him . The opposite counsel entered largely into those

imaginary dangers which resulted from preaching to mulattoes

and slaves, but without atteinpting to bring home the charges

upon Mr. Campbell, or to adduce any specific instances in sup

port of the theory which headvanced . It wasa declamation ,

which rather apologized for the law , than criminated the de

fendant ; and rested upon hypothetical possibility, without any

personal application .

Mr. Campbell, however, was found guilty of preaching at

Morant Bay, and nothing could be said in his behalf. There
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were sufficient evidences of his guilt, and he was finally con .

demned . The chief justice, indeed, was of opinion, that Mr.

Campbe!!'s licence was sufficient ; but the majority of the court

being or a diferentjudgment, he was obliged to give way , and

to pronounce that they (the maiority) were of opinion, that Mr.

Campbeil's licence was not suficient to protect him from the

penaity of that law which he had broken .

On the second day after these transactions, another hearing

took place on the validity of his commitment; in which it was

satisfactorily proved, from several law - cases, that it was not

valid either in form or substance. But these cases were over

ruled, and found to be of no avail. The chief justice , indeed,

seemed evidently of opinion , that the informalities and defects

in the commitment were fatal to it ; but the other judges were

of a different way of thinking. Indeed , it appeared highly

probable, that if the decision of the case had been entirely left

to the chief justice, Mr Campbell would have been acquitted.

The trial and imprisonment of Mr. Campbell became an

instructive lesson to Mr. Fish , who stood nearly in the same

predicament. From the circumstances of that trial, he learned

that it would be necessary to apply to the quarter -sessions for

a licence for himself; as the late decision had informed him that

his authority was nearly as illegal as that of Mr. Campbell. The

quarter-sessions in Kingston happening the day after this deci

sion , Mr. Fish applied accordingly ; but much hesitation took

place. However, on his producing his letters of ordination , he,

and he only, was permitted to take the oaths prescribed by the

Toleration Act of Great Britain .

Previously to the application of Mr. Fish , hopes were enter

tained by some, that licences might be procured by the local

preachers; but others, who were better acquainted with the state

of things, were less sanguine. The difficulty, however, with

which Mr. Fish obtained his licence, rendered it perfectly use

less for any of the local preachers to apply . They were wait

ing in the court at the time that he succeeded ; but not being

able to produce those testimonials of ordination through which

he had been successful, their application would only haveex

posed them to the censure of the court ; and therefore they

desisted.

When the new law was published, which was on Christmas

day, the Baptists, who were somewhat numerous in the island,

ceased to assemble to worship God ; and the reason of this con

duct was, because Mr. Swiegle , their pastor, was aman of co

lour. Mr. Reid, the Scotch minister , who , like Mr. Swiegle,

was an excellent and pious man, was reduced to the same di.

lemma : this minister ceased preaching also ; not because he was
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afraid of imprisonment, but because the people were afraid to

hear him . The houses in which prayer-meetings had usually

been held, could be opened for that purpose no longer ; and

those who had been accustomed to officiate on these occasions

were under the necessity of being silent .

The success, however, of Mr. Fish in obtaining a licence,

though accompanied with the utmost difficulty , emboldened

Mr. Swiegle and Mr.Reid to apply for liberty to preach to their

respective congregations ; but their applicationswere made in

Mr. Campbell, after having performed his quarantine,

was at length liberated from the workhouse, or house of cor

rection, to remain in silence, or to commit new crimes ! He,

notwithstanding, repaired to Kingston, and obtained a licence

about the middle of May , as Mr. Fish had done before, from

the quarter-sessions heldin that place.

On this occasion , Mr. Fish observes, in a letter dated May the

20th , 1803, as follows : “ In consequence of Mr. Campbell's

having obtained a licence, the mouths of two of us are open :

but it was in vain for our exhorters to apply ; nay, even Mr.

Warren , although a white man, and a most excellent person ,

was refused. The only objection against him was, his not be

ing in holy orders. It is not yet certain, whether our licences

obtained in Kingston will be allowed as valid in any other pa

rish . In the mean time, thank God ! our congregations in

Kingston are rather increased than diminished ; and the society ,

during the last six months, is augmented from 435 to 515.

Most of our Morant Bay friends continue steadfast, although

in the midst of foes, and deprived of the public means of

grace. Those who are able, donot think it too much to travel

thirty -one miles to Kingston , to enjoy the ordinances of the

gospel. In themean time, the situation of the Baptists is truly

deplorable. We have one place open, and two preachers al

lowed to work ; but they, as to public ordinances, are altoge

ther destitute.”

Mr. Campbell, having obtained this licence in Kingston , once

more made his appearance at Morant Bay, in company with Mr.

Fish . They wentat the time of the quarter -sessions, and pre

sented a written petition to the magistrates, praying for a licence

for a house in that place in which they had been accustomed to

meet : at the same time they observed , that they had been duly

qualified in Kingston, according to the Toleration Act ; but that

they were willing to take the oaths again , if required. The

Court did Messrs. Fish and Campbell the favour to read their

petition ; which was then returned by the chairman, with this

reply, “ The magistrates are unanimously resolved to grant no

licences . "
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The business,however,did not terminatehere. Themagistrates

now revived a branch of the prosecution which had been drop

ped for the space of three months, andissued a warrant to ap

prehend Daniel Campbell and John Williams, and to lay them

under the penalty of£ 100, which , according to the new law and

their interpretation of it, they had incurred, as occupiers and

possessors of the meeting-house at the time of their being pro

secuted for preaching. In consequence of these proceedings,

a constable was repeatedly sent to Kingston (thirty -one miles)

with full directions to take Mr. Campbell into custody : provi

dentially, however, he always escaped capture . But, under

standing that if they once took him, they were resolved not

only to enforce the penalty of £ 100, but to require such secu

rities as he could not possibly give, he found it useless either

to contend or to make any appeal. In order, therefore, to

avoid perpetual imprisonment, he meditated his departure from

the island ; and, after meeting with the full approbation of his

friends on the propriety of the measure , he embarked for Eng

land as soon as an opportunity presented itself, and arrived in

London November the 27th, 1803.

One remark is here worthy of peculiar observation . At the

time that Messrs. Fish and Campbell applied to the quarter

sessions of Morant Bay for a licence for ahouse, the parish was

totally destitute of a minister : the rector, through ill health,

had been obligedto quit the island, and no curate could be pro

cured to supply his place ; so that the whole parish was desti

tute of public worship.

An event happened about this time, which is worthy of no

tice : a letter from Jamaica , dated July 23, 1803, observes as

follows: "Two negroes were executed on the paradein Kingston

a short time since , for being ring-leaders of a gang ofnegroes,

who were to have set fire to Kingston, and murdered all the

whites : a number of the rest, I understand,are to be sent off

the island. How thankful ought we to be, that not one of

these was found to be a hearer of the teaching and preaching

of the persons who are deemed to be rogues and vagabonds by

our late law ! ”

No doubt can be entertained , that the execrable villanies of

these incendiaries would have been imputed to the Methodists,

if any one of the delinquents had been in the habit of attend

ing their ministry. This, under existing circumstances, would

have been made a pretext for prohibiting their public worship ;

and it must beacknowledged, that it would have given sanc

tion to the severities which have hitherto been exercised with

out a cause : for though, in case such an event had happened ,

there would have been no necessary connection between the
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effect and the supposed cause ; yet men acting under the domi

nion of prejudice, would gladly have availed themselves of such

a specious opportunity, without leaving any room for discrimi

nation .

The gospel, in all its forms, is calculated to reform mankind ;

those, therefore, who are placed in power must be insensible

to their secular interests, if they will not avail themselves of

its assistance when placed within their reach . The dictates of

policy , in this view , co - operate with the principles ofrevelation,

and link together the temporal and eternal interests of the hu

man race .

At the period in which this attempt was made to destroy

Kingston by fire, upwards of 500 were in the Methodist soci

ety in that town , and not one was implicated in the charge.

May we not then reasonably presume, that if the number of

members had amounted to as many thousands, all would have

been exempted from this atrocioussin ? And may we not also

presume, that if those, whose lives were justly sacrificed for

their crimes, had been permitted to attend the instructions of

the missionaries, such areformation might have been wrought,

as would have led them to abhor that wickedness which they

were about to perpetrate ? Reason tells us, that this might

have been the case ; and we are warranted in drawing these pro

bable conclusions.

May we not also , on the opposite side of this question , pre

sume, that those who are now pious mighthave joined their

companions in guilt, if there hadbeen noreformation by the

exertions of the missionaries ; in which case the concerted plan

might have been carried into execution ; the town might have

been reduced to ashes ; and those , who oppose the progress of

religion , might have weltered in theirblood . We cannot trace

the intricacies of Providence, nor penetrate the latent purposes

of God, who frequently makes use of mediums for the safety

of ungrateful man , which we neither suspect nor know . Even

Morant Bay may be indebted for its preservation to those pious

persons who have been treated with so much severity : weknow

not what schemes might have been concerted for its desolation ,

which God has kindly prevented by introducing the gospel,

and by reforming those who might have been the projectors of

unheard -of crimes.

Sooner or later, wickedness defeats its own purposes, and

procures for its authors those calamities which it intended to

avoid. We see this exemplified in many instances here below ;

there are many others, without doubt , that are not less certain,

though invisible; and many more still we shall behold , when

the light of eternity shall dispel the shadows of time .
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Reformation stands opposed to vice ; and it is both the duty

and interest of communities, and individuals, to promote the

former, as the only effectual way to repel the latter. The

warnings which God has given to the island of Jamaica have

been both numerous and awful. “ What has thus frequently

appeared (says alate author) will probably happen again ; and

the insolence of wealth , and the confidence of power, may

learn a lesson of humility from the contemplation .

The removal of Mr. Campbell, and the silencing of the local

preachers, both whites and blacks, placed Mr. Fish in an ardu

ous situation . It is true, his labours were confined to Kings

ton , because the severity of the law forbade him to enter as a

missionary in any other part. But his public preaching in

Kingston, both mornings and evenings, the care of the classes,

andthe superintendance ofall, left no vacantperiodsfor preach

ing in other places, if favourable opportunities had been per

mitted to offer : this, however, the law which has been already

transcribed absolutely precluded ; and as Mr. Fish was the only

missionary in the island, he could not be idle , though the

distant societies were obliged to languish without anypublic

guide .

In this state the missionary affairs of Jamaica continued for

some time, without any material occurrence. No interruption

was offered in Kingston ; and , notwithstanding the commotions

which had been occasioned, the congregations continued large,

and the members of the society gradually increased . Towards

the close of the year 1803, Mr. Fish states the number and con

dition of the society to be as follows:

“ The number of members in Kingston (the only society of

which it is possible for me to make any regular return ) was at

the September visitation 530 ; " of whom there were 14 whites,

98 browns, and 418 blacks ; of these , 482 were baptized , and

the remaining 48 were catechumens. Those of free condition

amounted to 246, and those that were, enslaved to 284. Of

men the number was 201 , and of women 329 : three only had

paid the debt of nature between March and September ; which,

considering the sickly season of the year, was the smallest num

ber that had been known for a series of years. Of those who

had departed this life, Mr. Fish speaks as follows:

“ Patience Jackson sincerely feared , and, I trust, loved

God , and walked according to the gospel. Her death was

sudden , so that no particular account of it can be given ."

“ Thomas Hay was many years a pious and exemplary Chris

tian . He bore his last illness with much patience, and calm

resignation to the will of God. The last time I saw him was

theday before he died : be was then insensible, and was there
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fore unable to express his state, to tell his consolations, and his

prospects of eternity, or to unbosom either his hopes or fears.

But from that unshaken confidence in the Redeemer which he

had constantly expressed , and from the genuine Christian tem

per that he had continued to evidence, there is no cause to doubt

of his eternal happiness. "

“ Margaret Frances was a very old member ofthe Methodist

society ; she belonged to our connexion on the continent, and

has since been well known in some of the Windward Islands.

She came hither from St. Kitt's, well recommended by Mr.

Brownwell. Her sickness was short, and not thought to be

dangerous till the very last hour. She was zealous for God,

andalive in every duty.”

“ Comparing this letter with a former one (continues Mr.

Fish ), you will find, that the Kingston society continues to in

grease, but not rapidly. Our congregations are large ; especi

ally at the five o'clock morning lectures, which forsome time

past have been better attended than I ever knew them to be

before . "

Though the Act had operated in all its rigour on those against

whom it was directed, its day of triumph was but short . By

the constitution of Jamaica, the law which we contemplate could

only claim , through the legislative powers of the island , a tem

porary existence. The permanency of its duration , depended

upon the royal assent. To ratify or nullify colonial laws, is a

branch of the royal prerogative. Without the approbation of

His Majesty , permanency can have no connexion with law.

That particular regard which hispresent Majesty has shewn

to the liberties of his Protestant subjects, and to their rights of

worshipping God agreeably to the dictates of their own con

sciences, will transmit his name to posterity, as the father of his

people, and a friend to the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is by his

favourable interposition, under the grace of God, that pure

religion has been permitted to diffuse itself through his domi

nions ; and his benevolence has riveted to his person the af

fections of a grateful people. They bear him in the arms of

faith and prayer to the throne of grace ; and there is reason to

believe , that God has prolonged his valuable life in answer to

their supplications.

The rigour which was aimed at by the law in question, de

feated the purposes for whichit was passed : His Majesty, dis

approving of every species of persecution, signified his disap

probationof it, and granted to his people in Jamaica the same

religious liberty which their fellow -subjects enjoyed athome.

The royal determination was soon wafted across the Atlantic ;

apd the newspapers,which in 1802 had announced its existence,

VOL. I. 3 M
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A message

were employed in 1801 to declare that His Majesty had disad.

lowed the law , and that it consequently was annulled.

It is with a degree of pleasure, which in somemeasure com

pensates for our former sorrow , that wetranscribe the follow

ing paragraphs from the Royal Gazette of Kingston in Jamaica :

andwe do it with the greater readiness, as it tends to mark that

justice and toleration which have uniformly distinguished the

conduct of our gracious Sovereign , since the providence of God

raised him to the British throne. And as every friend to the

sacred rights of conscience must rejoice in an action so worthy

of a British monarch, a knowledge of the fact cannot fail to

excite gratitude in every feeling heart. The extracts are 29

follow :

“ House of Assembly, December 12, 1804.

from his Honour the Lieutenant Governor by his secretary ::

: Mr. Speaker , I am directed bythe Lieutenant Governor to

lay before the house an extract of a letter from Earl Camden,

dated Downing-street, 7th of June, 1804 , together with the

draught of a bill which his Honour has been instructed to pro

pose to the house to be passed into a law .'

« Extract of a letter from the Right Honourable Earl Camden

to Lieutenant General Nugent, dated Downing - street, June

7th , 1804.

" Sir, I herewith transmit to you an order of his Majesty in

çouncil, dated April 23d last, disallowing an Act passed by the

legislative of the island of Jamaica in December 1802, entitled,

• An Act to prevent preachingbypersons not duly qualified

by law ;' and a further order of His Majesty in council of the

same date, to which is annexedthe draughtof a billupon the

same subject, which , in compliance with the directions con

taiped in the said order, I am to desire you will take an early

opportunity of proposing to the Assembly to be passed into

law .”

« Ordered , That the above message, and the papers sent

down therewith, do lie on the table for the perusal of the

members.”

“ House of Assembly , Dec. 17th, 1804 .

“ The above message and papers being referred to a com

mittee on the state of the island,

“ The House resolved itself into such committee; and, being

resumed , reported resolutions, which were agreed to, nem . con .

as follows :

“ To send a message to his Honour the Lieutenant Gover

nor , to acquaint him , that in consequence of his Honour's mes

sage of the 12th instant, accompanied with a report from the

Board of Lords of Trade and Plantations to HisMajesty, and
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an order of His Majesty in council thereupon ; the house have

maturely weighed the purport of the proposition recommended

to them , to enact intoa law the Bill framed by that Board for

the prevention of unlicensed preachers in this island ; but are of

opinion , that any attempt by that Board, or any other,to direct

or influence the proceedings of this house in matters of internal

regulation, by any previous proposition or decision on what is

referred to, or under their consideration and deliberation, is an

interference with the appropriate functions of the house, which

it is their bounden duty never to submit to .”

By this repeal or disallowal of the law which shut up the

Baptist and Scotch churches, imprisoned Mr. Williams, de

prived the negroes of the means of grace, stopped the mouths

of all our local preachers, and banished Mr. Campbell from the

island, the rights of conscience were again restored. The

sheep , which for two years had been torn from their shepherds,

had again an opportunity of hearing that gospel of which they

had been deprived, and of embracing once more those over

tures of salvation which God has revealed through the Son of

his love.

Thus infinite Mercy once more interposed in the behalf of

those who put their confidence in God. Almighty power and

unbounded love can cause every cloud to disappear; can dispel

every shadow , and shine witha degree of lustre which must

make the pious soul to shout for joy. The dispersion of these

gathering frowns sufficiently proves, that the watchful eye

Providence neither slumbers, nor suffers his faithful children to

be tempted beyond what he will enable them to bear. It

shews us, that though darkness and heaviness may endure for a

night, yet joy cometh in the morning ; and consequently , that

it is our duty to trust him where we cannot trace him , since we

cannot but be assured, that

of

“ He watches every number'd hair ,

And all our steps attends."

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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